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Developing Safe Loading and Damage Reduction Methods for Less than
Truck Load Shipments

Eric Joneson, S. Paul Singh and Jay Singh

ABSTRACT

The Less than Truck Load (LTL) distribution method of transporting a wide range of different size and
weight products in the same trailer in a damage free condition is a big challenge for packaging engineers. LTL
trucks contain a diversity of products and packages rangingfor partial andfolly palletized boxes to drums with
liquids, tires, equipment, appliances, furniture, HazMat, etc. This study evaluated different loading techniques
and developed three video modules to assist in safe loading and reducing damage. In addition instrumentation
was used to develop vibration spectrums to simulate the ride qualities of LTL trailers on different road surfaces.
Data is presented in the form of Power Density Spectrums. The presentation of this paper will have live video for
inside truck trailers with different types of products and damage prevention techniques.

INTRODUCTION
Single shipments consisting of large boxes, crates, tires, drums, coils, and pallets are shipped using less than
truck load carriers. The freight gets loaded and unloaded inside trailers with a mix of other products going to
different destinations and customers. Different combinations of stacked loads are created. As a result of all these
variables this segment of the truck transport industry is challenged with some of the highest amounts of damage
worth hundreds of millions of dollars annually in the United States. A majority of these claims are less than
$200. This study was done to assist carriers understand the dynamic conditions inside these trailers and quantify
and visually correlate to actual freight movement and damage. There has been very limited information on the
dynamics inside trailers that are used for less-than-truckload shipments. Carriers use special trailers for this
segment of the business that are shorter than full truckload shipments, but can be hitched together to build two or
three trailer long highway trains. Also there is a mix of load with varying density throughout each trailer making
the ride significantly different than full truck load shipments.

This study involved measuring and analyzing the dynamics that occur inside the trailer as a function of road
surface irregularities and vehicle size and speed. The test shipments were done on highway, inner-city roads,
unpaved roads and parking areas. Various combinations of loads were used inside the trailers to determine safe
loading, blocking and bracing requirements. Also a video camera was used to study the effects of the vibration
input to the effects of load stability while in transit. There has been very limited information on vibration levels
inside trailers used for LTL shipments. Marcondes et-al (1988) studied the effects of vibration input to trailers as
a function of package types used in LTL shipments. The study used six vibration simulators, each supporting the
vehicle and trailer tires. There were some key results from this study that are summarized below:

• Based on response accelerations recorded in packages as result of input vibration to the truck, the rear
of the truck-trailer is not always the worst position for acceleration magnification in LTL shipments.

• Frequency response functions were used to determine contributions of front axle, fifth wheel and rear
axle to the overall rear truck-bed acceleration. It could not be generalized from this study that one
position is better than another inside the trailer.

• Magnifications factors from the truck bed to the packages between 0.4 and 6.0 were present at both
front and back.

• The front axle and the fifth wheel also contribute with the input to the rear truck bed. The front axle
contributes about 20% of the vibration input to the rear truck bed. Similarly the fifth wheel contributes
about 30%. The 50% remainder is due to the input from the rear axle.

A second study done by Pierce and Young (1998) measured impact levels and drop heights to instrumented
packages that were shipped in two different LTL carries to two different destinations (Texas and California)
from Rochester, New York. This study presented data for drop heights based on frequency of occurrence, and
showed that these levels can be different than those experienced by single parcel shipments by carriers such as
FedEx and UPS. This study did not collect any data for vehicle dynamics. No results were presented for
vibration levels inside the trailers.

Marcondes and Singh (1992) showed a comparison of vibration levels in truck shipments as a function of
payload and suspension type. Air-ride suspensions show a better performance and lower vibration levels than
leaf spring trailers. Also the smaller sized trailers produced higher vibration levels.
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Focusing on LTL trucks which are the main carriers for single shipments, the origin of all dynamic shock and
vibration levels come from two sources:

I. External sources, such as road or surface irregularities, braking and forward acceleration, driver control.
2. Internal sources due to the vehicle itself such as engine vibration, drive mechanisms, and wheel

unbalance. (Harris, 1961)

The purpose of this study was to understand the vibration dynamics of loaded truck LTL shipments. The
objectives were as follows:

I. Measure and analyze the vertical, lateral, and longitudinal vibration levels in LTL trailers as a function
of road surface conditions.

2. Recommend methodology to simulate these conditions in lab based tests.

INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORDING PARAMETERS:

This study used electronic data recorders with built in tri-axial accelerometers to measure the vibration levels for
vertical, lateral and longitudinal movements. The recorders were made and provided by Lansmont Corporation
for this study (Figure I) and were mounted on the trailer base structure. Instruments were mounted over both the
nose and rear suspension of each measured trailer. Only data from the rear of the measured trailers is presented
since analysis indicated it was comparably more severe.

Figure 1: Recorder Mounted on tbe Trailer Base

Equipment Used for Data Collection: Lansmont SAVER 3x90
• Timer Triggered Event Interval: every 15 seconds
• Timer Event Size: 2 seconds
• Signal Triggered Event Threshold Level: 1 G
• Signal Event Size: 2 seconds
• Pre-trigger Data: 20%
• Post trigger: 80%

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

The results of the measured vibration levels were analyzed and reported in the form of power spectral density
spectra. The power spectral density plots represent the vibration intensity measured on the truck bed as a
function of road conditions. Each of the plots includes a representation of ISTA's Steel Spring Truck vibration
profile (reference procedures 3H and 4AB), displayed at its "field level" Grms intensity for comparison purposes.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 represent paved roads and distribution routes including highway and city streets.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 represent vibration levels in the terminal and parking areas. These regions where trailers often
travel at low speeds can result in sever lateral vibration movement due to unpaved conditions and have presence
of potholes.



Figures 7, 8, and 9 represent data measured from a "pup" trailer that was pulled behind the fifth wheel trailer.
These vibration levels are different than those measured in the fifth wheel trailers and should be accounted for in
simulation methods.

Summary Average power spectral density plots were created by performing composite analysis on timer-
triggered events possessing a Grms level of 0.04 or greater (minimum threshold which clearly indicates vehicle
motion). To highlight higher severity level vibration inputs, summary power spectral density plots were also
created representing each of the three day's vertical and lateral inputs. The additional two analysis criteria used
were:

I. Timer triggered top-20th percentile Grms events
2. All events (timer and signal) possessing peak acceleration level of IG or greater.

Results of the video were used to develop training methods to better secure loads and prevent shifting by using
techniques such as interlocking, shelf loading and corner-stone loading. These methods allow to stair-step the
freight from high in the nose to low in the back of the trailer. In addition smaller and lighter products and
packages are placed on top of the larger heavier units. Also using interlocking (placing packages among each
other) lateral and longitudinal load securement can be achieved. These multiple factors playa role in insuring a
safe and damage free delivery of goods in this challenging single-shipment transportation environment. Figure
10 shows the trailer and pup configurations for LTL type freight.

3

CONCLUSIONS:

l
I

The study concludes the following:

I

~

• Comparison of the LTL data to ISTA Steel Spring shows that the measured vertical vibration levels are
more severe than implied "standard" levels used for existing test methods.

• Video footage of load shifting inside trailer shows that the LTL environment requires blocking and
bracing, and absence of load restraining methods can result in excessive shifting and damage.

• The measured levels in lateral should be used in conjunction with vertical levels for packages and
products that may not be perfectly cubed in the trailer and result in void spaces.

• Recognition and appreciation for the higher intensity vibration as compared to "average".
• Additional studies are needed to effectively develop simulation techniques for the multi-axis motion

which is higher and can result in more damage than fully loaded and cubed full truck loads.
• The higher vertical and lateral input is of more significance in the LTL environment due to the nature of

dissimilar products being shipped through this mode of transport. Different sizes, shapes, weights, etc.
increases the risk from these types of high intensity, and off-vertical axis input. More void space means
the likelihood of more movement and load shifting as a response to the inputs.

• There is a difference between vibration levels in "pup' trailers than ftfth-wheel trailers.

REFERENCES:
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Figure 1: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in City Streets and Highway in LTL
Trailer, Summary Averages, All Axes

Figure 2: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in City Streets and Highway in LTL
Trailer, Vertical Input
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Figure 3: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in City Streets and Highway in LTL
Trailer, Lateral Input
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Figure 4: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in Parking Areas, Terminal and
Unpaved Roads in LTL Trailer, Summary Averages, All Axes
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Figure 5: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in Parking Areas, Terminal and
Unpaved Roads in LTL Trailer, Vertical Input
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Figure 6: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in Parking Areas, Terminal and

Unpaved Roads in LTL Trailer, Lateral Input
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Figure 7: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in City Streets and Highway in Pup
Trailer in All Axes
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Figure 8: Power Density Spectrums of Vertical Vibration Levels in City Streets and Highway in Pup
Trailer, Vertical Input
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Figure 10: A trailer and pup of the FedEx Freight (LTL)
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Measurement and Analysis of Global Truck, Rail and Parcel Shipments

Paul Singh, Adesh Sandhu, Jay Singh, Eric Joneson

ABSTRACT

There has been an increase in the development of free trade agreements in all regions of the world in
the past decade. This has allowedfor global distribution and marketing of products in an international market.
Products once produced for domestic markets must now be able to compete in international markets without
trade barriers. Based on these new requirement the International Safe Transit Association (ISTA) has developed
a new test method, ISTA Project 4AB, which is intended to be a significantly improved, yet easy-to-use test
specification, based upon up-to-date information and data representing the distribution environment.
Distribution data associated with many past studies resides within what is considered ISTA 's Data Depot. This
data, as well as that contributed from a continuous flow of current and future scheduled environmental
measurement studies will help Project 4AB deliver on its intended goal of being the leading-edge package
performance test specification. The program and test method enable the user to select and develop a customized
test procedure that best simulates known environmental hazards at a given time.

INTRODUCTION

Although testing procedures such as 1STA 4AB, ASTM 04169, and the National Motor Freight
Classification's (NMFC) Item 180 & 181 are based upon either current or historical distribution data, that data
has primarily originated from domestic measurements. Increased international commerce and manufacturing
have forced many packaging and logistics engineers to broaden their true understanding of the global distribution
environment. Countries such as Mexico, China, India, Malaysia, even Pakistan are now regularly mentioned
when many of us discuss the logistics involved in our respective distribution systems. What defines over-the-
road transport in California likely won't work for roads around Shenzhen, China, or Bangalore, India. The
dynamics associated with handling at a Wal-Mart distribution center in the United States will most likely differ
with those found in operations in China and Malaysia. The concept of having an on-going current data
collection process, to supplement a real-time test method was initially presented by Young [1]. The method
proposed a user developed test protocol that would rely on the current data collected from different regions in the
world specific to known distribution channels.

Current global manufacturing trends require goods and materials to flow throughout the world in what
many consider to be poorly understood distribution environments and channels. That lack of thorough
understanding has triggered comprehensive, yet complimentary global data acquisition studies. These studies
are intended to establish comprehensive awareness of relatively new, unfamiliar distribution channels, while also
providing the basis for proper testing that can better simulate those channels (i.e. Project 4AB). The variation in
distribution hazards is attributed to a complex interaction between packages, humans, material handling
equipment, logistical vehicles and transfer systems. As the global shipping environment grows, where
companies produce products at a few locations and market and distribute on a world-wide basis, the impact of
the distribution hazards around the world needs to be better quantified and simulated.

These studies enjoy a bilateral support among both developed and developing economies. The
development of various free trade agreements in different regions of the world like North America, Europe and
South East Asia are clear trends to increased global shipments and trade. Driven by the competitive nature of
wanting to attract foreign investment, developing countries realize the importance of providing an overall
attractive business environment. In July of 2003, The China Packaging Research and Test Center (CPRTC)
issued a request for support to develop a national vibration standard for transporting of packages. This request
was triggered in part due to the interest of the China Project, originally discussed at ISTAcon 2000 [2], and again
at Dimensions.04 [3], and supported by several companies with moving products in and/or out of China.
CPRTC's subsequent request for help in defining a national random vibration standard documented "The
distribution environment within China differs significantly from that of western countries."

One method used for environmental distribution monitoring entails the use of self-powered field data
recorders. Traditionally shipments between, as well as within, distant countries have been more difficult to
monitor due to their inherently more challenging attributes. The planning and performance requirements for



data recorders, personnel, and the continuous logistics management likely have limited the total number of
global monitoring projects. However improvements in technology such as battery power, instrument memory,
and data transmission have opened the door to larger scale, continuous global monitoring studies.

The China-based PRC-PSD Study collectively targets nearly 400 over-the-road data files, including
variables such as vehicle type, vehicle load, roadway type, and geographic region. This data is being
continuously collected with the help and support of manpower based in China. Using applications that tap into
the internet, the data files are immediately streamed from China to the US for subsequent analysis, validation,
and reporting. What used to take sometimes months to complete, can now be completed in days. If required, the
instruments can be reconfigured on the fly based upon what the data has indicated. In addition, improvements in
battery life are such that one year can pass before anyone has to address that issue or open the instruments.

Regardless of instrument manufacturer or eventual data analysis, consistency is essential to successful
project results. As more and more data is collected both domestically and internationally, and considered for
inclusion in test procedures such as 1STA 4AB, consistency and validity of any data will be justifiably
scrutinized. During the last meeting of the Consortium of Distribution Packaging Research, Michigan State
University, it was agreed by its members that a standardized format be used for all new data collection. This
meeting represented a unique collaboration among various companies currently funding this type of research, the
International Safe Transit Association and packaging schools at Cal Poly State University, Michigan State
University, and Rochester Institute of Technology.

Using 1STA Project 4AB as a catalyst, it has been suggested that independent research groups explore
and establish minimum recommended guidelines for environmental distribution monitoring, addressing such
issues as instrument data collection configuration & setup; and recommended instrument package or vehicle
installation. Eventually the minimum reporting recommendations can be established for such things as
submitting data to the 1STA Data Depot. Such recommendations would be made in an effort to support the
concept of Project 4AB and encourage contribution and acceptance of distribution data by member organization.

Based on this collective effort, measurement studies were initiated in India in October 2004, by
Michigan State University. This study called the "India Project" measured truck transport vibration, rail
vibration and courier delivery. The project conducted these measurements over an 18-month time period. In
addition, Michigan State University initiated a second study in the South East Asia region last year and did
vibration measurements in truck transport for perishable products in Thailand. This project was jointly
conducted by MSU and Kasetsart University. Additionally this winter MSU plans to engage in a similar
participation among members of the European nations represented in the International Association of Packaging
Research Institute (IAPRI). Again the intent is to seek collaboration from various international packaging
institutes and use the International Safe Transit Association 4AB as a platform to share the most current global
transportation data.

In a recent presentation to the International Safe Transit Association Singh and Joneson [4] presented
the latest techniques being used to collect, analyze and present data that would be beneficial to Project 4AB.
Through the Consortium for Distribution Packaging at Michigan State University, further studies to evaluate the
shipping environment of global commercial trucking routes are in the plans for Brazil, Spain and Thailand.

For the study to be undertaken in 2006 in Brazil, following is the tentative plan.

Measurement Day City
I I RJO - Rio de Janeiro (RJ)
2 2 CPN - Campinas (SP)
3 3 SPO - Sao Paulo (SP)
4 4 CWB - Curitiba (PR)
5 5 VDA - Videira (SC)
6 8 IAII FLN - Itajai (SC)
7 9 POA - Porto Ale1!;re(RS)
8 10 MRU - Marau (RS)
9 13 RVE- Rio Verde (GO)
10 16 REC - Recife (PE)

Table 1: Tentative Schedule for Measurement Study in Brazil

9



The figure below shows the tentative routes for measurement.
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l Figure 2: Vertical (Bottom Of Trailer) Power Spectral Density (PSD) Spectrums from Eastern
China, Expressway, Half-Loaded, Open Trailer.
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Figure 3: Vertical (Bottom of Trailer) Power Spectral Density (PSD) Spectrums from India.
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Data Acquisition for Distribution Environment
in the Region of South-Central of China*

Su Yuan, Zhao Dejian, Zeng Xiangying, Ling Tong,Wang Xiaoshan, Luo Dawei and Pei Jun
Zhuzhou Institute of Technology
Zhuzhou 412008, Hunan, China

ABSTRACT

The data of distribution environment are the important factors and indispensable for package design and
testing. The works of data acquisition for distribution environment have started in China. We introduce our
acquisition for the distribution factors, such as PSD, etc. on city road, national road, county road and
expressway in the South-Central of China for different trucks.

Key Words: Distribution Environment, PSD, Package Design, Package Testing

ARTICLE OUTLINE:
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER
WORKS
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1 BACKGROUND
A) There are very little acquisition activities for the distribution environment in China from long time. But
along with the rapid economic growth, there are more and more demands for "Just Right Packaging". Chinese
government has published a national standard: "GB 4867.23-2003 Packaging / Transport Packaging / Random
Vibration Test Method" to guide Chinese packaging design and testing. But this standard lacks the support of
environment data still now.
B) 1STA has launched PRC-PSD project for the
series 4AB. There are lots of jobs to do for this project.
We can do our efforts and cooperate with ISTA for
this project.

2 ACQUISITION LINES
1STA distinguished the map of China as three

parts: East, Middle and West. Our university located
in the center of the region of South-Central of China.
So we took our acquisition activities from Zhuzhou,
the city where our university located, to the cities of
other provinces. The typical lines are: from Zhuzhou
to Guangzhou, Zhuzhou to Guiling, Zhuzhou to
Nanchang (Yingtang) and Zhuzhou to Wuhan. Figure
I shows the south-central region and location of our
university.

* Project supported by the scientific research fund of
Hunan Provincial Education Department.

Fig. I Region of South-Central (closed by red dashes)
and location of our university (red
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The instrument is Lansmont's data collector, SAVER. It can measure the accelerations in three
directions, and also has the sensors for temperature and humidity. The storage capacity of SAVER is 4 MB and
the weight is 1.1 kg.

l
I

Fig. 2 One of lines: from Zhuzhou to Guiling.

3 CITY ROAD
The short trucks are often used in city for delivery; the closed trucks travel through the cities when they

transport the goods from one city to another. The city roads are mainly cement and bituminous roads. Figure 3 is
short truck we used for data acquisition. Figure 4 is the position of SAVER on the truck.

Fig.3 Short truck used for data acquisition Fig.4 Position of SAVER on short truck

We had the maximum acceleration of3.44G and maximum Grms ofO.92G in the case of void-load, and the
maximum acceleration of 0.61 G and maximum Grms of 0.2G in the case of full-load. Figure 5 is the PSD for
short truck, (a) for void-load, (b) for full-load. We can see there are two peak values in figure 5(a):fm1=3.5Hz,
PSDm1=0.0Ig2/Hz, fm2=52Hz, PSDm2=0.023 g2/Hz. But we only see one peak value in figure 5(b):fm1=2Hz,
PSDm1=0.0037g2/Hz.

Taking the average for all of data with speed of 40 kmlh, and comparing the six position on the truck:
(front-middle-tail) right and (front-middle-tail) left, we have the figure 6. The figure 7 was measured in the
closed truck (see the later) when it traveled through the city. From figure 7, we see one maximum value:
fmJ=2.55Hz, PSDmJ=0.0042g2/Hz; there is a platform around the 12Hz; and at the high frequency region, we

13



can see another peak value: fm2= I I4.2 Hz, PSDm2=0.00Ig2/Hz. Comparing with the PSD of short truck, they are
very similar in low frequency region, but there are great difference in the high frequency region.
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Fig. 5 PSD on city road for short truck
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Fig.6 PSDmax in different position for short truck
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Fig. 7 PSD on city road for closed truck

4 NATIONAL ROAD
The line showed in figure 2 included city road, national road (G322 and G I07) and expressway. The truck

used in this line is SanXiang truck and showed in figure 8. The length of truck is 9.85 M. The dimension of
container is 6.2*2.3*2.3 M (L*W*H), the standard load is 7 tons. SAVER was located on the tail of truck. Figure
9 is the picture of national road GI07 near Zhuzhou. The maximum acceleration (half-load) measured was 4.54G
and Grms 0.78G, corresponding to the situation of rapid turning. For full-load, we had measured a maximum
acceleration of 1.59G and Grms of0.48G, corresponding to many splits on the cement road.

Fig. 8 Closed truck used in line of figure 2 Fig. 9 National road G I07 near Zhuzhou
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Figure 10 showed the PSD for this national road, (a) for half-road and (b) for full-road. The maximum
values ofPSD are followings: In the case ofhalf-road,~1=2.55HZ,PSDml=O.0072g2/Hz,fn12=15.23Hz, PSDm2=
0.0021 g2/Hz and f m3=112.26Hz, PSDm3= 0.0024g 1Hz. In the case of full-road, fm1=2.53Hz, PSDm1=
0.0049g2/Hz,fm2=15.15Hz, PSDm2= 0.00182 g2/Hz andf m3=114.18Hz, PSDm3= 0.00166g2/Hz. We can see the
similar PSD for half- and full-load but the value of full-load is lower than half-road .
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(a) Half-load. Full scale ofY is 0.1 g2IHz

Fig. 10 PSD on national road for closed truck

(b) Full-load. Full scale ofY is 0.1 g2/Hz
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5 EXPRESS WAY
Taking the line from Zhuzhou to Guangzhou along with the expressway Jing-Zhu, one important north-

south highway from Beijing to Zhuhai. The truck used was ISUZU FTR34MR; standard load is 5 tons and
showed as the figure 11. SAVER was located on the tail of truck and the truck was on full-load. We had the
maximum acceleration of7.47G and maximum Grms ofO.93G. Figure 12 gives the PSD. It is a camel form. The
peak values are at two points:fml=2.55Hz,PSDml=O.00888g2IHz and ~=33.21Hz, PSDm2= 0.00616 g2lHz.

Fig. 11 Closed truck used for Zhuzhou-Guangzhou Fig. 12 PSD on express way for closed truck

6 COUNTRY ROAD
We used the Camins truck made by Dong Feng Company. The standard load is 5 tons. The dimension of

container is 6.2*2.3*2.3 M (L*W*H), as showed in figure 13. This truck was used by China Post for delivery in
the region of Yingtang, Jiangxi Province. The truck is on half-load. SAVER is located on the tail of truck. We
had the maximum acceleration of 6.08 G and maximum Grms of 0.88 G. Figure 14 gives the PSD on country
road. The peak values are as followings: fm1=2.51 Hz, PSDm1=0.0357g2/Hz. Besides, there is a platform around
thefmT=9-12Hz with the value of PSD around 0.0018 g2/Hz; and a second peak at fm2=109.95Hz, PSDm2=
0.0017 g2/Hz.
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Fig.13 Closed truck for country road Fig.14 PSD on country road, half-load

7 PARTICULAR CASES
A) Closed truck with over-load on express way

The phenomenon of over-load is very popular in China and will exist for a long time. So it is interesting to
know the PSD on situation over-load. In our data acquisition activities, we met an over-load truck. This is a JAC
long truck with 8.6*2.3*2.7 M (L*W*H), the standard load is 7 tons. Its photo is showed in the figure 15.
SAVER was located on the tail of truck. The truck took the charge of 14 tons, with 200% over-load, from
Zhuzhou to Wuhan along with the expressway Jing-Zhu. So the amplitude of vibration was small, the maximum
acceleration was 1.17G, maximum Grms 0.38G, more smaller than in the line of Zhuzhou-Guangzhou. Figure 16
gives us the PSD for this situation. We can see three peak values as followings: im1=2.55Hz, PSDm1=
0.00243g2/Hz,im2=17.83Hz, PSDm2= 0.000344g2/Hz andim3=35.7IHz, PSDm3= 0.000613g2/Hz.

Fig.15 Closed truck over-load Fig.16 PSD on express way, over-load

B) On country road
The situation was very bad in many sections of country road. Just as showing in the figure 17. This is one

section of country road in Yujiang County, Jiangxi Province. The truck (see fig. 13, half-load) passed this section
with speed of 30 KmIh. We had the maximum acceleration of 3.84 G and maximum Grms of 0.88 G. Figure 18
is PSD for this situation. The peak value is atim1=2.5Hz with PSDm1= 0.13g2/Hz. Comparing with figure 14,
PSD here was one order greater than in figure 14, and there are also two obvious peaks at the frequency 9 Hz and
98 Hz.

C) On national road
Many national roads were cement roads. It is very easy to have the splits as showing in figure 19. This

photo was taken in national road G I07 near Hengshan. The truck (see fig. 8, full-load) passed this section with
speed of 75 KmIh. The figure 20 gives PSD for this situation. The peak values were at the following positions:

16
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fm1=2.53Hz, PSDm1= 0.0215g2/Hz,fm2=12.74Hz, PSDm2=O.003g2/Hz andfm3=111.8Hz, PSDm3= 0.00346g2/Hz.
Comparing with figure 10, the form is similar but the first peak here is one order greater than in figure 10.

Fig.17 Country road near Y~iiang County Fig.18 PSD for particular country road

Fig.19 National road G I07 near Hengshan Fig.20 PSD on particular national road

8 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS
We have our primer knowledge of distribution data for different roads and trucks through our acquisitions

and analysis. We can have further information such as with different velocities and different roads if we take
further studies on our data. The following table summarized the analysis taken above.

The maximum PSD values for different roads and trucks
Maximum values

Testing Situation
f Hz PSD g2/Hz

City road, short truck, full-load 2 0.0037

City road, closed truck, full-load 2.55 0.0042

National road, closed truck, half-load 2.55 0.0072

National road, closed truck, full-load 2.53 0.0049

Express way, closed truck, full-load 2.55 0.00888

Country road, closed truck, half-load 2.51 0.0357

Express way, closed truck, over-load 2.55 0.00243

Country road, rough, closed truck, half-load 2.5 0.13

National road, splits, closed truck, full-load 2.53 0.0215

17
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But if we want to get the typical PSDs for different roads and trucks, we still need to do lot of acquisitions
and analyses. This is also needed for Chinese standard and for 1STA. So we should cooperate with different parts
to finish this great job.
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Vibration Simulation Methods for Truck Transport in Spain as a Function
of Payload, Suspension and Speed

Manuel Garcia-Romeu and Paul Singh

ABSTRACT

The vibration levels that occur during transportation in vehicles are complex and play a significant role
in the level of damage experienced by products when shipped. In the past decade technology has allowed
packaging engineers to measure and analyze the vibration levels in commercial shipments. Recent studies are
measuring vibration shipping environments on a global basis to allow packaging designers to develop
packaging to meet world-wide distribution challenges. The purpose of this study was to measure and develop
simulation methods for truck transport in Spain. The study quantifies vibration characteristics in trucks as a
function of speed, payload, and suspension type. The shipments were instrumented with vibration data recorders
to measure the vibration levels and a Global Position System to measure the truck speed. The recorders were
mounted at the rear and front location of the trailer. Two different trucks, one with Leaf Spring Suspension and
the other with Air Ride suspension were studied using two different load conditions. The road surface was
asphalt. The data is presented in the form of Power Spectral Density that can be used to program electro-
hydraulic vibration tables using ASTM, ISTA and ISO vibration test methods.

INTRODUCTION

Today truck transport is the most common way used to distribute goods products inside Spain, accounting for
almost 90% of all tones-kilometers of manufactured goods. The required protective packaging systems have
therefore increased to reduce damage. It is important for packaging engineers to provide packaging for
protection and also to reduce packaging based on environmental concerns. These contradictory factors along
with a need to deliver products to consumers have increased the demand for the "just-right" or "optimum"
packaging so both under-packaging and over-packaging are avoided. In order to develop optimum packaging it
is important that packaging engineers know the expected physical and climatic hazards that packages will
observe during shipping and handling. This information allows them to engineer the right amount of protective
packaging needed. To help designers to reduce cost, either avoiding wasting packaging materials for over-
packaging or avoiding damage from under-packaging, test methods to simulate the shipment of the packaged
goods are developed using actual measured levels.

During transportation, vibration is a continuously occurring phenomenon. In a lot of cases, failure is due to a
phenomenon known as "resonance", where there is maximum magnification resulting from the product being
vibrated at its "natural frequency". Continuous vibration motion can produce for instance, a mechanical failure, a
fatigue failure, cosmetic damage, undesirable settling of contents, breaking up between solid/liquid suspensions,
static charge buildup, bottle-closure cap back off and leaking fluids. Previous studies have been done in several
geographic areas include the United States, Central and South America, China and other areas in Asia, to
measure and quantifY transportation vibration.

This study is focused on measuring and analyzing levels of vibration in truck transportation in Spain and
compare these to levels measured in other geographic regions. In addition the results will be used to develop a
vibration simulation method as a function of truck suspension, payload and truck speed. This study measured the
truck transport levels on asphalt road surfaces since in Spain, 95% of covered road surface is asphalt and
bituminous.
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EXPERIMENT AL DESIGN AND SETUP

In order to obtain the vibration levels in truck transportation in Spain as a function of the truck suspension,
payload and truck speed, the following test equipment was used:

~ Vehicles:

• Truck semi-trailer, double axle truck with air ride suspension and three axle semi-trailer with air ride
suspension. (Truck Renault Magnum 480 and semi-trailer Guillem G I00 with 30 ton (30,000 kg)
payload capacity). Figure I shows the air ride suspension trailer.

• Truck semi-trailer, double axle truck with air ride suspension and three axle semi-trailer with leaf
spring suspension. (Truck Mercedes and semi-trailer Prim Ball with 30 ton (30,000 kg) payload
capacity). Figure 2 shows the leaf spring suspension trailer.

Figure 1: Air Ride Suspension Trailer

Figure 2: Leaf Spring Suspension Trailer

~ Measurement Equipment:

• Two vibration acceleration data recorders, Lansmont Corporation, Model: Saver 3x90

• One vibration acceleration data recorders, Lansmont Corporation, Model: Saver 9x30

• GPS+GSM data recorder, Model: TecnoGPS, A VL Inc.

• Computer, Toshiba Inc. Model: Satellite L-20-1 0 I

The acceleration data recorders were mounted at the rear and at the front location of the trailer. They were both
mounted in the mid section between the two side walls of the trailer.



The GPS+GSM data recorder was installed in both truck vehicles. The GPS+GSM aerial was mounted on the top
of the truck vehicles in order to avoid interferences with the semi-trailer.

Prior to shipment the data recorders were configured with the following settings:

);> Signal triggered data:

• Record Time for each signal triggered event:
8.192 seconds

• Sampling Rate: 1000 samples per second

• Signal Pre Trigger: 20%

• Trigger level: 0.5G

• Data Retention Mode: Max Overwrite

• Memory Allocation: 1225 events

• Full Scale: 50G

• Filter: 500 Hz

);> Timer triggered data:

• Record Time for each signal triggered event:
8.192 seconds

• Sampling Rate: 1000 samples per second

• Time Triggered Sampling: I minute

• Data Retention Mode: Max Overwrite

• Memory Allocation : 1225 events

• Full Scale: 50G

• Filter: 500 Hz

);> Speed measurement data:

• Time Triggered Sampling: Iminute

• Time Historic Data Recorder Upload FTP Sampling: 60 minutes

• Store Data: Date (dd:mm:yyyy), Time (HH:mm:ss), Latitude, Longitude, Speed (Kmlh)

• Clock synchronize with acceleration data recorders.

Four shipments were measured, two with each type of vehicle in order to obtain four test configurations (two
different payloads with two different suspension vehicles):

);> Shipment I:

• Date: I I thJuly 2006

• Departure: Moncada (Valencia)

• Arrival: Palau de Plegamans (Barcelona)

• Distance: 365 Km

• Truck semi-trailer with leaf spring suspension

• Payload: 3000 kg

);> Shipment 3:

• Date: 13thJuly 2006

• Departure: Yuncos (Toledo)

• Arrival: Aspe (Alicante)

• Distance: 387 Km

• Truck semi-trailer with air ride suspension

• Payload: 21000 kg

);> Shipment 2:

• Date: 12thJuly 2006

• Departure: Sentmenat (Barcelona)

• Arrival: Moncada (Valencia)

• Distance: 365 Km

• Truck semi-trailer with leaf spring suspension

• Payload: 0 kg

);> Shipment 4:

• Date: 14thJuly 2006

• Departure: Alcoy (Alicante)

• Arrival: Yuncos (Toledo)

• Distance: 387 Km

• Truck semi-trailer with air ride suspension

• Payload: 3300 kg

It must be noted that the measurements were done on actual shipments. Leaf spring suspensions and vehicles are
used for almost all types of rugged and common products that do not require extra protection. Air ride
suspension vehicles are used for products that are extremely sensitive and usually are light weight.
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1 n 1 n 2
Average(PSD) f = .I PSD/,i = I Gf,i

n i=1 2·n·!l.f 1=1

f = 0, !l.f,2!l.j, ..., FFT size !l.j
2

(1)

DATA AND RESULTS

The data obtained from the recorders was analyzed to determine the Power Density levels of vibration associated
with a given frequency. A Power Spectral Density represents the plot of different Power Density levels plotted
versus frequency.

The levels of acceleration amplitudes occur in a random manner over a range of frequencies when data is
collected in a real truck shipment. This vibration acceleration data for the events acquired by the Environmental
Data Recorders was analyze as a function of frequency to calculate the average distribution of Power Density
(PO) levels for selected events over a range of frequency up to 500 Hz, i.e the Power Spectral Density (PSD). As
shown in Equation (1) and (2) the PSDs were obtained by subjecting each vibration acceleration record to the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and calculating their folded Magnitude Spectrums Gr,i. The FFT frequency
resolution "!l.f = Sr ·(FFTsize rl " was == 0.1221 Hz. The Magnitude Spectrums were converted to the Power
Spectrums and then normalized to the PSD by dividing the Power Spectrums by !l.f, to produce the PSD in G2/Hz.
The average PSD plots shown in Figures 3-6 are linear averages of PSDs for selected events.

Gf· =2 ..
,1 ,

,FFT f {ai,11' ai,12 , ••• , ai,ln.Tsiu }
Af

FFT size

f = 0,1,2,... , FFT size
!l.j 2 (2)

i = 1,2,3,... , n

where Gr,i is the acceleration magnitude spectrum in "g" associated with a given frequency of the spectrum "r'
and a selected event "i", "n" is the number of selected events, "FFT size" is the number of instants sampled for a
given event, "!l.f = (sampling frequency) . (FFTsizer1

" is the spectral frequency resolution and "ai/ is the
vibration acceleration data recorded in "g" for each selected event "i" at the time '1".

The spectrums analyzed with the above method can be used to compare levels of vibration and frequencies
among varying geographical regions and logistical systems used. The raw data for a given shipment was
separated based on truck speed. Data intercepts for stationary vehicle input were ignored so that they do not
reduce actual vibration levels during motion. The data set analyzed for each event included the root mean square
acceleration (Rrns(G)), the peak acceleration (Peak(G)), time, latitude, longitude and speed(kmfh). The data was
divided in three speed groups, 0 to 40 kmfh, 40 to 70 kmfh and speeds greater than 70 kmfh.

The data for each speed group was then used to determine the accumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
Rrns(G) and fitted in a modified Wei bull four parameter distribution model. This function represents the
percentage of the events that are below a certain level of Rrns(G). The mean, median and standard deviation of
the Rrns(G) was obtained for each distribution. The PSD level represents 100% of the accumulative distribution
function. This means that the PSD for each speed interval represents all events in that group. In addition the PSD
for the 25% of the highest events of the accumulative distribution function, and remaining 75% of all events
were used to create additional spectrums to be used for test simulation methods.

Based on the data analyzed, and comparing the mean and median values of the Rms(G) versus truck speed, it
showed that the vibration level (Rrns(G)) increased with vehicle speed. Similar results were obtained when the
Peak(G) was compared with the speed. The Crest Factor decrease with an increase in speed due to shorter
response time of the suspension at higher vehicle speeds. Comparing the shape of the PSD for each speed, it was
observed that the general shape was similar. It is therefore possible to develop a scaleable PSD as a function of
trailer speed for the vehicle type, load, road surface and range of truck speeds tested in this study.

The summarized results from this study are presented in the fonn of four PSDs for the various load conditions
and type of trailer used. These are shown in Figures 3-6.
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CONCLUSIONS

I. The data shows that the levels of Rms(G) of the air ride suspension of the truck are significantly lower
than the levels of Rms(G) of the leaf spring suspension. The average Rms(G) for a 100% of the data
recorder for the air ride loaded was 0.090G, for the air ride unloaded was 0.093G, for the leaf spring
loaded was 0.197G and for the leaf spring unloaded was 0.237G.

2. These levels are lower than those measure for vibration data measured in the United States in recent
years on road surfaces that are both concrete and asphalt.

3. The measured levels in this study are also lower than those used by existing ASTM, ISTA and ISO test
methods for vibration in trailers.

4. It is proposed to use representative test spectrums as described in Figures 3-6 that represent actual
vehicle and load conditions measured in this study. The test time can vary between 30 minutes to 6
hours based on trip distance and recommendations of vibration test methods like ASTM D4I69.
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Figure 3: Power Spectral Density of Empty Air Ride Trailer
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Figure 4: Power Spectral Density of Loaded (21,000 kg) Air Ride Trailer
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Measurement and Analysis of Distribution Environment in Thailand:
The Case of Produce Distribution
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ABSTRACT

Trends in global manufacturing and shipment in response to increased free trade agreements among
various regions throughout the world require a comprehensive understanding of distribution environment on a
global basis. Although information representing the dynamics during distribution is of significant, Thailand, as
one of the leading economies in the South East Asia region, does not have the information well defined. The
distribution environment on major shipment routes in Thailand were monitored using the self-powered field data
recorder. The effects of vehicle type, vehicle load, and road condition on the measured variables were
investigated. Data collected from various experimental setups were analyzed in terms of the power spectrum
density (PSD). Differences were observed in PSD from various segments of transportation. The case of produce
distribution in Thailand was presented in this paper. The vibration data during produce distribution were
recordedfrom the grower origins to the distribution center. Percentages of damage of various produce loaded in
the shipments were determined. Based on the actual field measurements, the recommended test procedure that
best simulated Thailand's distribution environment for produce can be further customized. The study will be
extended to other distribution environments as well as products. An inclusive understanding of these dynamic
levels helps design optimum protective packaging of respective regions and products.

INTRODUCTION

The distribution environment including shock and vibration during shipping can result in serious product
damage. Therefore, the distribution data is of significant in designing optimum packages for the products. These
dynamic levels can also be used to develop proper test method and in simulated lab testing to avoid product loss
of sales.

Current trends in international trades and shipments require thorough understanding of the global
distribution environment. In recent years, increased manufacturing in South East Asia has driven this region a
significant part of the global distribution systems. Thailand is one of the leading economies in the South East
Asia region. However, the complete environmental distribution channels in Thailand have not yet been studied.
This project has attempted to monitor the distribution environment over the major shipment routes in Thailand
using the self-powered field data recorder.

This paper presents the case of produce distribution, in particular, as Thailand is the major fresh fruit and
vegetable producer of the world. The primary cause of produce loss is physical damage, attributed to vibration
forces during handling and transportation. The most common method for shipping produce in many countries,
including Thailand is truck transportation. Reusable plastic containers (RPC) are commonly used to package the
produce for domestic shipping.

The primary objective of this particular case was to monitor the distribution environments in truck
transportation. The data represented the major routes of produce distribution in Thailand from the grower points
to the distribution center, which will be later extended to the retailer ends. The vibration levels in truck
shipments as a function of trailer size and payload were also determined. This paper describes the analyzed data
in terms of the power spectrum density (PSD) plots.



MATERIALS AND METHOD

Environmental Data Recorder
In the present study, the Shock and Vibration Environmental Recorder (SAVER) developed by

Lansmont, Corp. (Monterey, CA, USA) were used. The SAVER consists of a piezoelectric triaxial accelerometer
with a microcomputer system. The recorder accumulates events during the measurement periods.

Truck-Trailer System
The truck-trailers used in the present study were the leaf-spring suspension refrigerated trailers. The

recorders were mounted on the rear floor of the trailers during shipments. Two trailer sizes with different
payloads were compared. The routes selected to present in this paper were the major commercial produce
shipments in Thailand. Four shipments were conducted as follows:

I. A 4.8 m (15.7 ft) long trailer with a partial load (720 kg payload containing empty RPCs) from the
packing house in Chiangmai to the receiving center at the grower points in the mountains in
Chiangmai

2. A 4.8 m (15.7 ft) long trailer with a full load (7,200 kg payload containing produce packaged in
RPCs) from the receiving center at the grower points in the mountains in Chiangmai to the packing
house in Chiangmai

3. A 7.1 m (23.3 ft) long with a full load (15,000 kg payload containing produce packaged in RPCs)
from the packing house in Chiangmai to the distribution center in Bangkok

4. A 7.1 m (23.3 ft) long with a partial load (4,000 kg payload containing empty RPCs and other
matters) from the distribution center in Bangkok to the packing house in Chiangmai
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Data Analysis
The recorded acceleration amplitudes in the random vibration were analyzed as a function of frequency

to determine the power density (PO) levels. The average PO within a band of frequencies of the spectrum is
calculated as follows:

PD= _I_tCRMS Gi
2
)/ N

BW i=)

where RMS Gi is the root mean square acceleration value measured in g within a bandwidth (BW) of
frequencies, and N is the number of instants sampled. The corresponding PO levels are then plotted against the
frequency ofthe bandwidth to develop the power spectrum density (PSO) plot.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Power Spectrum Density (PSD) Plots
The analyzed data in the form of power spectrum density plots shown below are the examples of

distribution environment during produce shipping in Thailand. Figure I shows the vibration levels in the 4.8 m
(15.7 ft) trailer with leaf spring suspension traveling between the receiving center in Mae Hae and the packing
house in Chiangmai. Figure 2 describes the vibration levels in the 7.1 m (23.3 ft) trailer traveling between the
packing house in Chiangmai and the distribution center in Bangkok. Table 1 summarizes the PSO results
measured from different shipments. Percentages of damage of various produce determined at the packing house
and the distribution center are shown in Table 2.
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Table I. Comparison of PSD results from different truck shipments

Trip (Location) Trailer Inner
Dimension

Load

(kg)

Average

Grms

Max PSD

(G2/Hz)

Freq. at
MaxPSD

(m x m x m) (Hz)

Packing House-

Receiving Center

(Chiangmai-Mae Hae)

2 x 4.8 x 1.9 720 0.305 0.0304 1.95

Receiving Center-

Packing House

(Mae Hae-Chiangmai)

2 x 4.8 x 1.9 7,200 0.291 0.0474 2.44

Packing House-

Distribution Center 2.28 x 7.10 x 2.24 15,000 0.396 0.0736 2.44

(Chiangmai-Bangkok)

Distribution Center-

Packing House

(Bangkok-Chiangmai)

2.28 x 7.10 x 2.24 4,000 0.358 0.0697 2.93

Table 2. Percentages of produce damage evaluated when receiving at the packing house and the distribution
center

Produce
Percentage of Damage

At Packing House At Distribution Center

Head lettuce 30

40

29

10

45

50

39

15

Cabbage

Chinese pear

Chinese plum

CONCLUSIONS

I. Smaller trailers (4.8 m long) showed lower vibration levels as compared to the bigger trailers (7.1 m long).
2. The results showed differences among PSD plots and the Grms between different trailer sizes.
3. Vibration levels were associated with produce damage.
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This presentation is an update on a new package performance test from the International Safe Transit
Association (ISTA) - to become available to industry in late 2006 - that provides a highly enhanced approach to
laboratory simulations of shipping environments. Called ISTA Project 4AB, the web interfaced software
program generates individualized test protocols based upon a user-defined pattern of packaged-product
distribution that includes anticipated modes of storage, transport and handling. Utilizing a broad range of
quantitative information on distribution environment hazards (specific hazard profiles and parameters) and the
information on the user's pattern of distribution, test hazards, test sequence and test levels are determined using
the latest field data, which can be updated as new data becomes available. Once the package and product to be
shipped are described and the distribution system means and configurations are defined, a test plan is generated
without further input. The presentation will show a live demonstration of 4AB with audience participation and
detail how 4AB can be used to create Product Manufacturers, Carrier or Customer Defined ISTA Test
Procedures.

INTRODUCTION

Several "field study" presentations will be given during this IAPRI Conference relating to the
measurement of the distribution environment. It has been recognized for many years now that with the new
Global Economy there is a huge void in our knowledge of what happens to packaged-products being transported
around the world. So, although specific regions like the United States had been studied and profiled, there was
still much to be done. Attending any transport packaging conferences over the past four years has shown you that
other countries are now being studied; Europe, Eastern Europe, China, India, Australia and other countries.

"Performance tests for packaged-product systems require test levels which realistically represent the
levels of the various hazards found in the transportation environment. Failure to address this concern can result
in test levels that under-test product and lead to package failure or test levels that may be set at degrees of
severity that lead to over-packaging and therefore unnecessary costs for product distribution."]

With the knowledge that more and more data was being gathered, 1STA began an effort in early 2000 to
develop a new test protocol that would be able to take advantage of this ability to profile the distribution hazards
of shock, vibration, compression and atmospheric conditions. Thus 1STA Project 4AB was born. For more
information on the background of 4AB go the 1STA website at www.ista.org.

The concept from the beginning was to meet the following key points regarding 4AB, it would:
• Be web-based software capable of generating 1STA Enhanced Simulation Performance Test plans

(ISTA 4 Series Tests) for packaged-products
• Tailor the test plan to a specific user-defined distribution sequence
• Have all the complexity "behind the scenes,,2
• Not require the user to conduct field measurements and subsequent translation into a lab test
• Have current and comprehensive field data incorporated through the 1STA "Data Depot".

SUMMARY OF HOW PROJECT 4AB PERFORMS

First the user (person developing the test) is asked to:
• Fill in descriptive information regarding

http://www.ista.org.


1.",,- ~ 4AB
i~ ~ TEST PLANNER <7>

'...•. [)e,criptioa:

First, user enters
information about
the product.

o Product
o Package (including size and weight),

• Choose a particular type of package
• Choose a method of handling.
• IdentifY load-bearing member materials for stacking and compression situations.

The program then proceeds to the next stage where the user will define their specific distribution sequence.
There are three fundamental types of distribution elements: handling, warehouse storage, and transportation.

• Handling is defined by the information taken in the previous stage unless a further refinement of weight
range is needed.

• The warehouse storage element asks for stack height or number of shipping units stacked the storage
time, and how the compression test will be conducted.

• The transportation element presents a choice of truck, rail or air modes, with sub-categories in some of
the modes for different random vibration profiles; more profiles are added as it become available.
Transportation also asks for the

o Trip length
o Height that packages can be stacked in the vehicle (for computing the top load as appropriate).
o If rail transportation is involved, choices are presented for draft gear type, load blocking and

bracing conditions, and possible load orientations.

Now the user has to describe the distribution sequence by:
• Selecting the first distribution element that the packaged-product will experience.
• The software program then configures a corresponding test element and adds it to the test plan.
• This selection process is repeated for the second distribution element, and the third, and so on until the

distribution sequence is fully described.
• After distribution sequence has been entered, a basic test plan will also be fully described.

The final steps are for the user to:
• Decide whether to "Compact" the test plan

o If "Compact" is checked, the test elements will be re-arranged and grouped into a Handling-
Vibration-Storage- Vibration-Handling sequence

o IF "Compact" is not checked, the test elements will exactly reflect the user-defined
Distribution Sequence

• Click "TestPlan", and a detailed test plan will be generated in .PDF format

Additional information on 4AB can be found in my 2003 IAPR! Symposium paper "A Preshipment
Test Procedure Like No Other!,,30r on the ISTA web site at www.ista.org

The real significance of Project 4AB is the interface between the user and the software which is very
difficult to show in a paper. My presentation will be a live demonstration with interaction from the audience.
Following are pictures of the basic screens and a typical example of a distribution sequence; starting as a pallet
load, transported by rail to a warehouse, storage for 30 days then broken down to individual packages and
transported by truck to the customer.
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Figure 1: Product Description
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CONCLUSION

Although 1STA Project 4AB will have just ended its Beta Phase at the time of this presentation I am
very certain that it will quickly become the industry's premier enhanced-simulation performance test. As a web-
based application it has the capability to quickly incorporate a broad range of up-to-date information on the
transportation/distribution environment, thus it will facilitate the generation of detailed laboratory test plans that
closely tie the tests and sequence to the user actual packaged-product distribution.
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The Relevance of Drop Tester Accuracy
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ABSTRACT

ASTM D5276-98 was written as the general test specification for permitting free-fall drop tests for packaged
products. One of the fundamental characteristics for drop testers used to perform D5276 is that they must
produce aflat drop with tolerance limit set at ± 2 degrees. For drops other than flat drops, such as edges and
corners, tolerance limits of ± 5 degrees have been specified Although all drop testers are calibrated during
manufacturing, they are often not checkedfor accuracy at their lab locations. This is primarily due to the lack of
a calibration standard This paper investigates the importance of drop test accuracy and reports observations,
measurements, and documentation of changes in acceleration and velocity change measured on a test specimen
as it is subjected to drops with increasing deviation from the desired impact orientation. A statistical analysis of
accelerations as impact orientations deviated is provided and statistical trends in the data as impact angles
change are reported The results suggested that the existing tolerances for performing drops within ± 2 degrees
as recommended by ASTM D5276 are acceptable for flat drops and the tolerances for performing edge and
corner drops within ± 5 degrees are not acceptable as they can result in larger deviations as the offset is
increased beyond ± 2 degrees.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

ASTM D5276 is the generally accepted test specification for free-fall drop tests on packaged products.
It covers procedures for drop testing of containers by free fall method for containers not exceeding 110 lbs.
ASTM D5276 sets guidelines on applicable equipment, testing procedures, and data collection and reporting.
This test evaluates the ability of a container to withstand the sudden shock resulting from free fall. The testing
apparatus must ensure that the container falls in the correct orientation. For flat-face drops the container must
fall within ± 2 degrees between the plane of the drop face and the impact surface [ASTM D5276]. For non-flat
drops such as corner and edge drops, the package must fall within ± 5 degrees between the line containing the
corner and the center of gravity of the container and vertical [ASTM D5276]. The release mechanism must not
impart vertical, rotational, or sideways forces to the container. The mechanism must not interfere with a free and
unobstructed fall. The impact surface must be horizontal and flat such that no two points on the surface differ by
0.078 inches. The impact surface must also be rigid enough that it will deform no more than 0.0039 inches when
impacted and large enough so the container falls entirely on its surface [ASTM D5276]. The testing apparatus
shall also allow accurate control of drop height and utilize lifting mechanisms that will not damage the container.

All drop testers are manufactured and certified to comply with ASTM requirements. However, after the
tester leaves the assembly line, it is rarely checked again to verify its compliance with the ASTM specifications.
This research investigated the importance of drop tester accuracy by observing, measuring, and documenting the
changes in acceleration, shock duration, and velocity change as an instrumented package was subjected to
increasing deviations from published standards. Data collected was analyzed for any statistical trends as the
impact angle varied.

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 EQUIPMENT AND DEVICES USED

I
I. Lansmont Model - PDT -56ED precision drop test machine
2. Starrett I99Z Master Precision Level
3. Mitutoyo 187 Series Universal Bevel Protractor
4. Starrett l20A-6 6" Dial Caliper
5. Starrett I20A-12 12" Dial Caliper
6. PCB 356A02 Tri-Axial Accelerometer
7. Lansmont Test Partner (electronic data acquisition system)
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2.2 DROP TEST FIXTURE DEVELOPMENT

2.2.1 INSTRUMENTED FIXTURE

The base of the instrumented drop test fixture (Figure I) was constructed with three quarter inch thick
plywood to ensure a strong and rigid drop surface. To maintain the simplicity and repeatability of the
experiment, the tri-axial accelerometer was mounted at the center of the plywood base plate. The comer posts
supported the base plate and kept it in contact with the bottom of the RSC box. They were constructed of
redwood to reduce the overall weight of the fixture and maintain a relatively low center of gravity for the
package. Final configuration also included horizontal braces between the tops of the comer posts for extra
rigidity. All joints were fastened with wood screws and a layer of an all-purpose urethane polymer adhesive.

~ \\ie.,
Accelerometer

Corrugated BO';

Figure 1: Instrumented Drop Test Fixture

2.2.2 HOLDING FIXTURES

2.2.2.1 FLAT DROPS

Figure 2 shows the angled holding fixture used for all flat drops. It consists of a flat plate attached at
two pivot points to legs that are mounted directly to the drop tester platen. This fixture was bolted on to the top
of the original platen. The instrumented boxes were placed in the flat orientation on top of the movable surface
and the I degree angle deviations were set using a Vernier protractor.

Movable

Pivot

Figure 2: Flat Drop Fixture
2.2.2.2 EDGE DROPS

The edge drop fixture is a modification of the flat drop fixture. The top plate was removed and replaced
with two separate smaller 6" x 2" plates. The base legs from the primary fixture are reused. The separation in
the middle provided the necessary clearance for the swing arms during edge testing. Pivot action is similar to the
flat drop fixture. Once proper angle is set, tightening the screws locked the angle. The angles were measured
using a Vernier protractor.

Figure 3: Edge Drop Fixture
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2.2.2.3 CORNER TESTING

The fixture for comer drops consists of three aluminum plates joined to each other at right
angles. The plates conform to the comer of the box and support the box prior to drop. The comer fixture had
one pivot point at the bottom that allowed the precise control of one comer angle. The other angles were
permanently locked in place. Once proper angle was set, the bolt joining the fixture to the platen was tightened
to lock it in place. Prior to use, all mating surfaces on all fixtures were referenced against a Microflat granite
check plate and verified flat.

2.2.3 CORRUGATED BOX

Figure 4: Corner Drop Fixture

Standard 200#, C-flute RSC (regular slotted container) boxes were used for the research. RSC boxes
were chosen for the experiment because they are the most widely used and easily available type of corrugated
boxes. The boxes were one foot long in all inside dimensions. Prior to use, box faces were labeled as per ASTM
standards (Figure 5). Box orientation relative to accelerometer axis was kept constant throughout the testing
phase of this research. The x-axis traveled parallel to edge 3-5, the y-axis traveled parallel to the 4-5 edge, and
the z-axis traveled parallel to the 2-3 edge.

Comer 1-4-5

Edge 1-5

4 •

6

2

Manufacturer' •. Joint

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Figure 5: ASTM D 5276 Box Label Convention

Published ASTM standards set flat drop tolerance limits at ± 2 degrees for flat drops and ± 5 degrees for
edge and corner drops. In order to evaluate the effects of increased deviations from "perfectly" flat drops a
broad range of data collection was necessary. For flat drops, the drop angle was deviated from 0 to 4 degrees off
the perfectly flat orientation. For edge and comer drops, the drop angles were deviated from 0 to 7 degrees.
Each drop occurred at three set heights (24, 36, and 48 inches). ASTM standards and the final loaded weight of
the experimental box called for a drop height of 24". The additional drop heights at 36" and 48" studied the
additional effects of a mid-level and high-level drop. Each drop was preformed five times to build a sample
population. After the experiment, averages were computed and used for statistical trend analysis.

Variable Range

Box Orientation Flat, Comer, Edge

Drop Ang/e 0-4° by 1° increments (flat), 0-7° by 1° increments (comer, edge)

Drop Height 24",36",48"

Table 1: Experiment Variables and Ranges
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3.0 RESULTS

600

All drop conditions were replicated five times. Acceleration was analyzed for fixed effects of drop
height and angle using the general linear model procedure [SAS, ]996]. Drop height and angle were
significantly different (P<O.05) for each height and angle.

Figure 6 represents average G forces observed during flat drop testing. Drops from 48" exhibited an
almost linear trend with over 79% of the values contained within the line y = - ]4.034x + 544.72. G forces
remain consistent between 0 and 3 degree offset for 24" and 48" drops. Flat drops at 36" experienced more
variations within the first few drop angles. On average, as drop angle is deviated farther from perfect zero, the
net resultant G force on the package is decreased. Results remained fairly consistent between the ASTM
prescribed tolerance of ± 2 degrees between the plane of the drop face and the impact surface. As the angle was
deviated outside of this range, resultant G forces began to drop significantly. These results suggest that the
ASTM standards for this type of testing are valid.

---.---~----...------ --_.,------500..
"~.oo
o

~
~300
o
o
C

200

"'-'-.

100

Figure 6: Flat Drop Average G's and Associated Trend Lines

Drop Anglas

-+- 24" .• 36" -A- 46"

Figure 7 represents average G forces observed during edge drop testing. Drops from all heights
demonstrate fairly linear patterns. Drops from 36" and 48" have R2 values greater than 0.50. Drops from 24"
have an R2 value of 0.26. Resultant G forces remain consistent between 43 and 45 degrees (0-2 degree offset)
then begin to drop off as the angle is deviated farther from standard. On average, as drop angle is deviated
farther from a perfect 45 degree angle, the net resultant G force on the package is decreased. However, between
41 and 43 degrees (still within ASTM tolerance), the resultant G forces dropped off significantly and continued
to drop at a slower rate as angle was decreased from 4] to 38 degrees. These results suggest that a tighter angle
tolerance of ± 2 degrees is required for edge drops to maintain consistency.

600

550

500••
~ 450
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~400

•
)350

300

250

200

'5 43 ., 38•• .2 39

Drop Angles

-+- 24" 36" .•.. 46"

Figure 7: Edge Drop Average G's and Associated Trend Lines

Figure 8 represents average G forces observed during comer drop testing. Comer drops do not exhibit
linear patterns. Of the three drop heights, 48" was the most linear with a R2value of 0.64. Resultant G forces
remain consistent between 43 and 45 degrees. From 42 to 43 degrees they increase dramatically and then
decrease from 38 to 42 degrees. On average, as drop angle is deviated farther from a perfect 45 degree angle, the
net resultant G force on the package is slightly increased. Results remained fairly consistent between 43 and 45
degrees. Between 4] and 43 degrees (still within tolerance) the resultant G forces increase significantly and
begin to decrease as the angle was decreased from 41 to 35 degrees. These results suggest that a tighter angle
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45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38

tolerance of ± 2 degrees is required for corner drops to maintain consistency. No noticeable trends were
observed in impact duration and velocity.

450

400

250

I
200 j

Drop Angles

-+- 24" .••...36" ..•.. 48"

Figure 8: Corner Drop Average G's and Associated Trend Lines

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The existing tolerances for performing drops within ± 2 degrees as recommended by ASTM 05276 are
acceptable for flat drops. The tolerances for performing edge drops and corner drops within ± 5 degrees are not
acceptable as they can result in larger deviations as the offset is increased beyond ± 2 degrees. It is therefore
recommended that for all drop orientations, the tolerances be maintained within ± 2 degrees. The deviations of
transmitted shock from the ± 5 degrees for corner drops can result in significant reduction of transmitted shock
to the product thereby compromising the attributed damage. Recommendations from the findings of this paper
should be considered in the next revision of ASTM 05276.
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The Non-linear Characteristics of Cushioning Materials

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the application of a novel non-linear analysis technique to investigate the dynamic

characteristics of cushioning materials. A brief review of the non-linear behaviour of cushioning materials
along with implications to the design and optimisation of protective packaging systems is presented The paper
describes the application of the reverse Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) non-linear analysis technique and
the benefits it offers in identifying the non-linear behaviour of mechanical systems. A series of experiments were
conducted to determine the dynamic response of a range of typical cushioning materials subjected to a variety of
broad-band excitation signals and static loads. The experimental data were used to compute the Frequency
Response Function (Transmissibility) of the cushioning materials using both conventional linear analysis (Single
Input Single Output - SISO) and reverse MISO analysis techniques. The total Frequency Response Function,
obtainedfrom the reverse MISO technique is used to reveal the effects of non-linear properties of the cushioning
materials on their vibratory behaviour. The differences between the linear and total Frequency Response
Functions are described and their significance to the design of protective cushioning systems discussed

INTRODUCTION
Much of the mechanical damage to packages or products in shipment can be attributed to shocks and

vibrations encountered during transportation. These vibrations, which are generally random in nature, can cause
the shipment, or critical elements within, to resonate. This has the potential for damage to or failure of the
product due to the repetitive application of stresses. It is therefore imperative that the design of protective
cushioning systems takes into account the resonant frequencies of critical elements within the product.
Conventionally, this is achieved by the measurement of the linear Frequency Response Function (FRF) or
transmissibility of the product/cushion system. However, commonly used cushioning materials can exhibit
strong non-linear behaviour. This non-linear behaviour is exacerbated when the cushioning system is placed
under high static loads. Large static loads are often a result of attempts to minimise the environmental impact
(as well as the associated economical benefits) of packaging materials by reducing the amount of cushioning
material used. Non-linear behaviour can have significant implications for the design and optimisation of
protective packaging systems, especially when trying to evaluate the transmissibility of the system. This paper
describes the application of a recently introduced non-linear identification technique to investigate the dynamic
characteristics of cushioning materials and reveals that non-linear effects must be taken into account in order to
obtain true estimates ofthe system transmissibility and natural frequencies.

42

REVERSE NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The elaborate and complex nature of non-linear systems has meant that there is not one comprehensive

theory available for their analysis, as exists for linear systems. Packaging systems include several discrete
mechanical components, which are often non-linear. This non-linearity adds to the challenge of describing and
predicting the behaviour of such systems. The accurate modelling of these mechanical systems necessitates the
system to be treated as non-linear. Conventional spectral analysis techniques assume that the system adheres to
the additive and homogeneous properties of the excitation function [I]. For example, research by Bendat [I]
shows that errors resulting from the analysis of a non-linear system by linear system analysis techniques can be
significant.

Most of the previous research into non-linear system theory was directed toward defining a widely
applicable mathematical model able to convert a single input data record into the many terms that comprise
various possible non-linear output records. The non-linear formulation with the most universal application was
found to be the Volterra series. The Volterra series and its derivative Wiener series are based on Taylor series
expansion of time-invariant non-linear systems [2]. The Volterra series model assumes that the non-linear
response data can be expanded into a "power series with memory" with an n-integral kernel associated with each
nth order component. This approach leads to higher order spectra such as bi-spectra and tri-spectra that are based



on higher order moments of the input data. Some of the disadvantages of the Volterra series are the sensitivity to
a Gaussian assumption of the input data, and the possibility of large random errors in estimates that require
excessive amounts of data for acceptable confidence limits.

The technique developed in this paper is based on the Reverse Multiple Input Single Output (R-MISO)
algorithm introduced by Bendat and Piersol [3]. Initially, their research discussed single input/single output
(SISO) square law systems. The authors proposed a procedure in which the input data and the input data squared
are treated as two partially correlated inputs to the system, thus giving a two input/single output model. Later,
Bendat and Piersol [4] used this approach for modelling the wave forces arising from Morrison's equation, which
contains a linear and a quadratic term representing the inertial and drag forces. Rice and Fitzpatrick [5] then
extended this approach to show how to deal with any arbitrary non-linear systems using spectral analysis. They
developed a spectral approach based on linear multi-variant analysis for the identification of single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) systems including non-linearity. Also, procedures for estimating the non-linear contributions
to responses were detailed. This method was applied to numerically simulated SDOF models with non-linear
stiffuess and damping. In 1990 Bendat [I] published an extensive revision and replacement of his previous book
on Non-linear System Analysis and Identification from Random Data, taking into account advances in
technology and further work in the field. New techniques called Direct and Reverse MISO techniques were
introduced. General non-linear models consisting oflinear systems in parallel with arbitrary or special non-
linear models (Duffing, Van der Pol, Mathieu and dead-band) were introduced and applications for more
complex multi-degree-of-freedom oceanographic, automotive and biomedical systems were presented. The
identification of the non-linear system response properties of naval vessels was discussed in detail. Coherence
functions were again emphasised as an indicator of the goodness of choice of the inputs to the MISO analysis.
Liagre [6] adapted the R-MISO approach to address distributed parameter multi-degree-of-freedom systems with
general damping-restoring types ofnon-linearities. An application with respect to a compliant deepwater
offshore platform was modelled with the system parameters identified. These included the frequency dependant
added mass and damping coefficients. The results presented demonstrate that the methodology can yield accurate
values of the identified system parameters.

The principal concept of the reverse non-linear dynamic analysis method is as follows: An extensive
class of single degree of freedom (SDOF) non-linear systems, shown in Figure I, can be described by the non-
linear differential equation of motion:

mii(t) + curt) + kurt) + p(u,u,t) = F(t) (1)

Where F(t) is the force input and u(t) is the displacement output while m, c and k are the system mass,
viscous (linear) damping and stiffuess coefficients respectively. p(u;u,t) is the general non-linear damping-
restoring term [6]. The linear SDOF case occurs when p(u,u,t) is zero. Analysing such a system in the usual
(forward) way results in an excitation - response diagram with feedback as shown in Figure 2.

F(t) F(t)

Linear
component

Fr(u,u' ,t)

Non-linear
component

p(u,u' ,t) 1...-_-1

Figure I. Representation of generic non-
linear SDOF mechanical systems.

Figure 2. Non-linear excitation - response diagram
with feedback.

The feedback term complicates the analysis, usually resulting in a time consuming iterative solution
process that is prone to serious errors [7]. If the system is analysed with the reverse method, with the
displacement output u(t) as the reverse mathematical input x(t) and the force input F(t) as the reverse
mathematical output y(t).-

mx(t) + cx(t) + kx(t) + p(x,x,t) = y(t) (2)

The system can be represented by an excitation - response diagram without feedback as shown in Figure 3.
This concept can be extended to a multiple input system to yield the Reverse-MISO technique. Such R-MISO
systems are represented by a number of mathematical inputs which consist of the output record transformed into
power functions (XI(t) = F(t), X2(t) = P(t), X3(t) = F(t) ... ) .
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Non-linear
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Figure 3. Reverse dynamic single-inputJsingle-
output SDOF non-linear model without

feedback.

Figure 4. Reverse multiple input / Single-Output
model.

These mathematical inputs may be correlated, so that a further step is necessary, the conditioning of these
inputs using spectral techniques to arrive at the situation as shown in Figure 4. The inputs U),U2 and U3 are the
uncorrelated inputs to the model with U2 as input two with the effects of input one removed and U3 is input three
with the effects of inputs two and one removed. These can be represented in the frequency domain via the
Fourier Transform producing the excitation - response diagram shown in Figure 4 where Al is the linear
frequency response function and A2, A3 ... are the linear frequency response functions due to the non-linear
inputs U2 and U3.

The main benefit of this technique is that it produces an estimate of the total FRF of the system consisting
ofa series ofFRFs describing the linear and non-linear elements of the system. This method is extensively
explained by Bendat & Piersol [7].

EXPERIMENTS
Method

The experiments were based on measuring the vibration response of typical cushioning material samples
under the influence of random excitation. The system was excited to reveal the main dynamic characteristics of
the system. This was achieved by placing each sample on a vibration table which was driven by a programmable
vibration controller set up to generate normally-distributed (Gaussian) random vibrations within a suitable
frequency range (3 - 100 Hz). Each sample was 200mm square and was made to support a static load of 35kg,
which was allowed to move freely in the vertical direction as shown in Figure 5. This static load equates to a
static stress of 8.5kPa. The excitation and response acceleration signals were simultaneously recorded so as to
obtain suitable spectral resolution, 4f. and the number of spectral average, Nd• It must be noted that any friction
in the vertical guides, although small, would merely influence the damping of the response and have negligible
effects on the non-linear behaviour of the cushioning material.

Data Analysis
In order to establish the presence and effects of the non-Iinearites in the cushion material, a specially

designed software tool was developed. This tool extracts both the linear and non-linear parameters of the system
using only the experimentally measured excitation and response acceleration signals. The program, written
using Matlab®, calculates the linear FRF and coherence function of the system. As well as identifying the
relevant system parameters such as the primary resonant frequency and maximum transmissibility, the software
computes the total FRF of the system in accordance with the Reverse Multiple Input Single Output (R-MISO)
algorithm. The non-linear coherence map, representing the ordinary coherence functions of the linear and non-
linear elements, is also computed. The program allows the user to enter a number of mathematical inputs in
order to approximate the non-linear characteristics of the system. Examining the ordinary coherence plot
optimises the number of mathematical inputs. The coherence plot shows the contribution of each mathematical
input to the total coherence. The software also identifies the true resonant frequency and maximum
transmissibility of the system based on the total FRF (or the linear estimate of the FRF taking account of the
non-linear characteristics).

Results
The general non-linear properties of two types of cushioning materials can be seen from the (quasi-static)

compressive stress-deflection curves shown in Figure 6. The non-linear effects specific to dynamic applications
of compressive loads cannot be easily determined from these curves. The effective stiffuess and damping of the
cushion are commonly evaluated by computing the linear (first order) FRF from the dynamic excitation and
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response data. However, this ignores non-linear effects. The results presented here, show that in many cases the
non-linear effects are significant.
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Figure 6. Quasi-static compression characteristics ofEPS
foam and pre-compressed corrugated paperboard cushions
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Figure 5. Experimental configuration.

The extent of the non-linear dynamic behaviour of the cushioning materials is clearly manifested through
the Probability Density Estimate plots of the excitation and response acceleration for each of the cushioning
samples. Figure 7(a) shows the excitation and response Probability Density Estimates for the expanded
polystyrene (EPS). Figure 7(b) shows the excitation and response Probability Density Estimates for the pre-
compressed, multi-layered corrugated paperboard cushion.
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Figure 7. Probability Density Estimates of cushioning samples. Left: EPS foam - response skewness: 0.28,
Right: pre-compressed, multi-layered corrugated paperboard cushion - response skewness: 0.50.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the estimates of the first order FRF for a sample of expanded
polystyrene (EPS) foam vary significantly between the two methods. It is interesting to note that the natural
frequency of the system cannot be easily established from the linear FRF estimate, as the spectral peak is not
well defined. This situation may lead some to conclude that the system is very highly damped. However, as can
be seen from the non-linear estimate of the FRF, there is a well-pronounced spectral peak at 20.5 Hz (this was
confirmed by visual observation) which does not suggest extreme levels of damping. It is interesting to note that
the maximum transmissibility estimated from the reverse MISO method is at least four times greater than that
estimated by conventional linear analysis. The influence of the non-linearity in the cushion can be seen from the
ordinary coherence functions shown in Figure 8. It is interesting to note that the contribution of the second and
third order (quadratic and cubic respectively) non-linearity is significant at the main natural frequency.
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Similar results were obtained using a sample of pre-compressed, multi-layered corrugated paperboard
cushion. Figure 9 shows that, there is a significant difference in the estimates of the maximum transmissibility at
the main natural frequency (close to six times). The R-MISO technique identifies the first natural frequency at
17 Hz compared to 15.5 Hz from the conventional linear method. The tendency appears to be that the damping
of the system is severely overestimated when the linear FRF estimate is used. This may have severe
implications when designing cushioning systems for products with mechanical resonances. In such cases, the
linear FRF measurements may indicate that the cushion system will attenuate the vibrations transmitted to the
product while, in fact, the very opposite may occur.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A software tool was developed to evaluate the non-linear dynamic characteristics of mechanical systems

based solely on experimental data. It was found to be useful in identifYing the total FRF of cushioning systems,
including their non-linear characteristics along with the corresponding coherence plot. The results presented here
demonstrate that the effects of non-linearity in cushioning systems can be significant and that the linear estimate
of the FRF of typical cushioning materials is often erroneous if the effects of non-linearity are ignored.
Significant differences in the estimates of maximum transmissibility computed between the conventional SISO
and newly introduced R-MISO techniques were revealed. Smaller differences in the estimates of the damped
natural frequency were also obtained. Such differences, however small, can be significant when designing
cushioning systems that are to be subjected to the distribution environment where the resonance of products and
critical elements within need to be avoided.
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Automatic Derivation of Test Severities and High Precision Evaluation of
Vibration Durability of Shipping Containers

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the concept of the new vibration testing system equipped with several original

functions. Thefunctions are asfollows.
/. The test severity for the real transportation is derived automatically by an original idea about transportation

scenario using logic calculation.
2. An index of accumulated fatigue that we propose is introduced so that the severities of any transportation

route can be compared with each other and the optimal test severity is calculated. The index of accumulated
fatigue is adaptablefor random vibration. It is called "accumulatedfatigue spectrum" here.

3. "Permissible Damage Probability in a market" and "Level of Significance " is introduced by a probabilistic
approach. As a result, the number of specimens and the test severity are determined theoretically.

4. High precision evaluation of the non-linear response of shipping containers is realized by measuring the
vibration of products inside shipping containers.

5. Test time can be modified theoretically according to a company's convenience (ex. Test schedule and so on).
6. The extraordinary transmissibility is detected automatically and the data of the transmissibility before and

qfter are acquired.

INTRODUCTION
Vibration Testing is an important technology in providing for a safe and secure society as well as to

control the quality and to minimize the total cost. Vibration testing for packaged-freight is wide-spread because
damage during transportation must be avoided. In order to increase the accuracy of vibration testing, various
studies have continued allover the world. V. Rouillard et al. have been studying on vibration in package-
systeml

-4. T. Goedecke put together the data collection for new standards that was distributed at 14th IAPRI
World Conference. SRETS (Source Reduction by European Testing Schedule) ProjectS was completed by
Fraunhofer ICT, Pira International, PACKFORSK and so on. E.A.Church and W.I.Kipp shows the transport
field data voids6

• P.Singh and J.Singh compared the vibration of air ride suspension truck with that of leaf
spring? However, in evaluating vibration durability of packaged-freight, the accuracy has not yet been sufficient.
For example, most engineers experience that the damage due to vibration under transportation occurs even after
it has passed the vibration test. Then, we demonstrated the existence of "critical input acceleration" that bring
large error of estimation due to the response ten times higher than the usual response8-JO• In this study, new
methods of vibration testing are proposed in order to improve this accuracy.

THEORY AND NEW CONCEPTS OF SYSTEM
1. Accumulated Fatigue Index

In the present vibration testing, a specimen is set on a vibration table and the acceleration or the PSD
(power spectral density) of the vibration table is controlled. Consequently, this present method requires that the
transmissibility from the vibration table to the weakest point of specimens should be linear. However, the
transmissibility of packaged freights strongly tend to be non-linear. In our results of numerical simulation, quasi-
theoretical analysis and experiments, the response of packaged freights can be ten times higher than the usual .
As a result, the accuracy of evaluation is supposed to decrease. So we propose a new vibration testing method
that uses accumulated fatigue index. It can be applicable to non-linear transmissibility. In the method, sensors
(ex. Accelerometer) are attached to the weak part of specimens and the accumulated fatigue is calculated from
the response measured by the sensor.

1.1 Palmgren-Miner Rule
Damage will appear when the next equation is true.

L ~=I
;;1.2.··· N;

where nj is the number of stress S, that specimens suffers in the test or the real situation. N, is the number of
stress Sj that leads to a damage of specimens. Moreover, the next equation is derived from the linear relationship

(I)
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between log Nj and log Sj.
Nj"Sj" = /3

where a and /3 are constants that depend on materials.
(2)

1.2 Accumulated Fatigue Index
We define the accumulated fatigue as N;" Sj" (= /3). The next equation is derived from this definition

and eq.( I) and eq.(2).

Ll3i =13 (3)
i=I,2,.··

Eq.(3) is more convenient than eq.{I) to decide the test condition as N; is unknown before testing.

1.3 Accumulated Fatigue of Narrow-Band Random Vibration
The value of peaks of narrow-band random vibration have a Rayleigh distribution. Probability density

function of Rayleigh distribution is eq.(4).

f••".". (X) ~ :' ex{- 2~' ) (4)

where a means standard deviation of x. The average of x is usually zero. Consequently, a is equal to the rms
ofx. The next equation is derived from eq.(4) and the defmition of accumulated fatigue.

13= (fo' T)x {f xu. fRaYlejgh(x)dx} (5)

where T means the time of vibration. The next equation is derived from eq.(4) and (5).

13= foT(J2crt x 1(1 + ~J (6)

where r0 represents Gamma function.

1.4 Accumulated Fatigue Spectrum
We propose a new concept, "accumulated fatigue spectrum" to evaluate properly accumulated fatigue

for random vibration. The next equation defines the accumulated fatigue spectrum /3(t).

l3(f)=f'T'{2'PSD(f)}~Xl(l+ ~J (7)

where PSD(t) is the power spectral density of the response and f represents frequency. a in eq.(6) is replaced
with [ S P S D ( f) d f] 1/

2
. Accumulated fatigue spectrum makes it possible to evaluate the accumulated

fatigue for each frequency. The following examples make us understand easily the merit of the accumulated
fatigue spectrum. In calculating the accumulated fatigue on the basis of the number of vibration, a vibration
( 50Hz, IOmin ) is five times as severe as a vibration ( 10Hz, IOmin ). On the other hand, in calculating the
accumulated fatigue on the basis of the time of vibration, a vibration (50Hz, IOmin) is as severe as a vibration
( 10Hz, IOmin ). Thus, it is considered that accumulated fatigue should be evaluated for each frequency by using
accumulated fatigue spectrum.

Moreover, we propose another new concept, "accumulated fatigue rate spectrum". The next equation
(8) defines the accumulated fatigue rate spectrum /3(t).

6(f) = f· {2. PSD(f)}~ x 1(1 + ~J (8),
2. Transportation Scenario using Logic Calculation

Transportation scenario should be made fITst in order to derive a test condition. The most severe route
of all routes is selected as the transportation scenario. Transportation scenarios usually consist of some sub-
scenarios. And sub-scenario is a classified route under transportation. As this system has a database about many
sub-scenarios, users who do not have their own database can make transportation scenario. Moreover, in order to
estimate more accurately the real accumulated fatigue under the real transportation, we propose "transportation
scenario using logic calculation". It represents more properly the real transportation than the usual
"transportation scenario" and the accumulated fatigue spectrum makes ''transportation scenario using logic
calculation" possible and effective.
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Fig.1 Sample display of transportation scenario

.,~5r:?'all
Fig.2 Examples oftransportation scenario

2.1 Database of sub-scenario
Many researchers have measured vibration data under various routes oftransportationS

-
7,ll and the data

has been opened. The database of this system is built with these open data. It is also possible to add the user's
own data into this database. Fig.1 is an sample display of this system to make transportation scenario.

2.2 Logic calculation of transportation scenario
Fig.2 illustrates examples of transportation scenario. The usual transportation scenario can represent

only simple route (Fig.2(a)). But the proposing method can represent the plural destinations (Fig.2(b)) and the
complex route (Fig.2(c)). These scenarios are represented by the next equations using logic calculation.

(a) Simple route: (al) and (a2) and (a3) (9)-a
(b) Plural destinations: (al) or (a2) or (a3) or (l4) (9)-b
(c) Complex route: (al) and [ { (a2) and (a3) } or (l4) ] and (as) (9)-c

Moreover, other conditions of transportation (e.g. Type of suspensions, weight of load, etc.) can be represented
by this transportation scenario using logic calculation in the same way.

2.3 Calculation Method of Real Accumulated Fatigue
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"Test accumulated fatigue" is defined here as the accumulated fatigue loaded in test. "Real accumulated
fatigue" is defined here as the maximum accumulated fatigues on all routes of real transportation. Then, the test
accumulated fatigues should be greater than the real accumulated fatigues. The real accumulated fatigue is
calculated from the accumulated fatigues of all sub-scenarios according to the logic calculation of transportation
scenario. In calculating the real accumulated fatigue, logic calculation "and" and "or" correspond to "sumO" and
"maxO" respectively. "sumO" means the sum of all operands and "maxO" means the maximum of all operands.
Real accumulated fatigue XM is calculated from the accumulated fatigue of each sub-scenario Xi.

XM = sum( XI. Xz, X3)

XM = max( XI. Xz, X3, ~ )

XM = sum[ XI. max{ sum( Xz, X3), X4 }, Xs]

(IO)-a
(IO)-b
(IO)-c

Number of specimen, N and Riskof misjudgment, R
are decided by testers.

Probability of damage in a test, PT
is automatically calculated from Nand R.

.--------} ~
Probability of damage in a market, PM Y
Coefficient of variance of durability, 1)

Coefficient of variance of transportation, 1) T
are decided by the specification of products.

Safety factor, SF
is automatically calculated
from PT, PM, 1) and 1) T.

Fig.3 Procedure of the derivation of SF from PM etc.

3. Calculation Method of Safety Factor
Damages that occur in a market at the probability of at most I% or so do not appear in a vibration test

when the test accumulated fatigue is as same as the real accumulated fatigue. Consequently, the test accumulated
fatigue XT should be greater than the real accumulated fatigue XM. Safety factor SF is defmed as the next
equation.

SF = XT / XM (11)
SF is derived from relative standard deviation 1), permissible damage probability in test PT and permissible
damage probability in a market PM.The way of calculation is outlined in Fig.3.

3.1 Relationship between N, R, PT
Risk of the test R is derived from the number of specimen N and the probability of damage in test PT as

follows.
R = ( I - PT t (12)

where the pass criteria of test is assumed to be "all specimens are not damaged."

3.2 Calculation of Safety factor
On the supposition that the data of durability follows Weibull distribution, 1), PMand PT is derived as

follows.

1)

1/2

(13)
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PM = l-exp~(XM II3Jaw
}

PT = I- exp~ (XT I I3Jaw
}

(14)

(15)

where a w and {3w are shape parameter and scale parameter of Weibull distribution respectively. In the three
equations, the unknown parameters are a w, {3 W, XTand SF. The known parameters are 1), PM, PT and XM.As
the number of equations are equal to the number of unknown parameters, all unknown parameters are decive and
SF can be calculated.

4. Vibration Test for Non-Linear Transmissibility
Without the supposition of linear transmissibility, the present test method does not function. Because

the non-linear responses are sometimes ten times higher than the linear responses. This phenomenon is
elucidated in our studiess.JO

• Moreover, a phenomenon, "critical input acceleration" exists in non-linear system.
The transmissibility changes drastically with the input acceleration near the critical input acceleration. It is
elucidated here theoretically that the non-linear transmissibility leads to a wrong evaluation in the present test
method. Besides, a new vibration test method is proposed.

4.1 Validity of the present vibration test for linear transmissibility
In the present vibration test method, the test accumulated fatigue is calculated on the basis of the

acceleration of the vibration table, not the weakest part in specimens. The test accumulated fatigue XT is
calculated from eq.(16) and eq.(ll)'.

XM=TM X~"
XT= SF X XM

TTand aTshould bedecided so as to satisfY the next equation.
XT=TTX~"

(16)
(II)'

(17)
While, the real accumulated fatigue of a part i (i= I, 2, ... ), XM1and the test accumulated fatigue of a part i (i= I,
2, ... ), XTineed to satisfY the next equation.

XMi=TM X (Ai X ~)" (18)
XTi=TT X (Ai X aT)" (19)

where Ai represents the transmissibility from vibration table to the part i. Eq.(16) and eq.( 17) are substituted for
eq.(18) and eq.(I9) and TM, ~ , TT, ~ are eliminated.

XMi= Ai" X XM (20)
XTi=Ai"XXT (21)

Eq.(20) and eq.(21) are substituted for eq.( II)'.
XT1= SF X XM1 (22)

Compared eq.(22) with eq.(II)', the evaluation based on the vibration table is proved to be valid.

4.2 Problem of the present vibration test for linear transmissibility
Transmissibility A i is not constant for input acceleration when the

Consequently, eq.(20) and eq.(21) should be modified as follows.
XMi= AMi"X XM
XTi = ATI"X XT

Eq.(23) and eq.(24) are substituted for eq.(II)'

(

AMi )aXTi = SF X - X XMi
ATi

Compared eq.(25) with eq.( II)', the evaluation based on the vibration table is proved to be invalid.

transmissibility is non-linear.

(23)
(24)

(25)

4.3 New vibration test method for non-linear transmissibility
The present vibration test leads to wrong evaluation due to the non-linear transmissibility, namely the

deference between AMiand ATi.As a countermeasure, we propose a new vibration test method. In the method,
the acceleration of some parts in specimens is measured and the accumulated fatigue of the parts is calculated.
Then the vibration test continues until the next equation is satisfied for all parts.

XT1> SF X XM1 ( i = 1,2, ... ) (26)
This method is valid for non-linear transmissibility.

5. Modification of Test Time by Setting Permissible Amplification
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In order to prevent from wrong evaluation due to the shortening test time based on S-N curve, we
propose to set an permissible amplification. For example, "tentative test time", which is defined here as the test
time a user request to set, is TT. The permissible amplification is set at Amp•. Amplification is defined here as
the ratio of the maximum acceleration (or RMS) for test vibration to the maximum acceleration (or RMS) under
transportation and permissible amplification is defined here as the criteria for deciding whether the amplification
is too high to evaluate properly. In the pre-test of the new vibration test method, the input acceleration is
controlled to satisi)' two requisites, the tentative time TT and the permissible amplification Amp.. Amp. has
priority over TT.

6. Quantitative Estimation by Accumulated Fatigue Rate
In the present vibration test method, it is generally checked only after test whether the specimen is

damaged or not. Consequently, it is difficult to estimate the durability quantitatively. We propose a new
vibration test method to estimate the durability of specimens quantitatively. In the method, the accumulated
fatigue rate is monitored and the accumulated fatigue rate is calculated. When the accumulated fatigue rate has a
sudden change, it is possible that a damage occurs on the transmitting course of vibration. Because if there is a
damage on the transmitting course of vibration, the transmissibility will change highly, and the accumulated
fatigue rate will also change.

OUTLINE OF THE NEW VIBRATION TEST SYSTEM
1. Composition ofthe Vibration Test System

The present vibration test system consists of the components illustrated in FigA and the new vibration
test system consists of the components show in Fig.5.

2. Procedure of the New Vibration Test Method
The procedure of the new vibration test method is as follows.

Step 1: Decision ofthe specification ofthe vibration test
(i) To make or to select the transportation scenario.
(ii) To decide or to select the values of four parameters, PM, T}, N, R.

Step 2: Pre-Test
(i) To set sensors (e.g. accelerometer) at the parts in the specimen.
(ii) To generate vibration according to sub-scenario.
(iii) To calculate the real accumulated fatigue.
(iv) To calculate the test accumulated fatigue.

Step 3: Test
(i) To decide or to select the values of two parameters, TT,Amp•.
(ii) To generate vibration and to control the accumulated fatigue rate by the input vibration.
(iii) To decide the specification of input vibration.
(iv) To monitor the accumulated fatigue rate.

3. Report of the New Vibration Test Result

Sensor
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The new vibration test system provides users with the report of the test results. The report contains the
following data.
<Basic data>

PSD (Power spectral density) of input vibration, Test time TT, Damage (Position, situation, etc.)
<Background of the test specification>

The detail of transportation scenario, Safety factor SF, Index number ofS-N curve 0:,

Permissible amplification Ampa,
SF is derived from the following data.

Relative standard deviation T/, Number of test specimen N,
Permissible damage probability in a market PM,Risk of the test R

<Data for analysis>
Real accumulated fatigue XMij,Real accumulated fatigue rate XMll'Power spectral density PSDil'

where I represents a part in the specimen andj represents a route (sub-scenario) of transportation scenario.
According to the basic data, the condition of the test is cleared and the retest at the same condition can

be conducted easily. According to the background of the test specification, the severity of the test is cleared. As a
result, the criteria of the test (test condition) can be reconsidered easily. On the basis of the data for analysis, the
package can be improved and it is possible to evaluate the durability of specimen for other transportations.

CONCLUSIONS
New methods are proposed in order to improve this accuracy.

(I) An evaluation method for non-linear transmissibility using the accumulated fatigue index
(2) A transportation scenario using logical operations ( and, or )
(3) A method to calculate the safety factor based on an permissible percentage of damage in the market
(4) An automatic system to derive test conditions using an permissible amplifYing ratio
(5) A monitoring system for the rate of accumulated fatigue in order to judge the time to failure without
checking the inside of the specimen

The merits of the new test system using the above proposals are as follows:
(I) The system can improve the accuracy of evaluating durability
(2) Test conditions for each unique product can be derived automatically
(3) Analytical data obtained by this system is achieved to scientifically improve product packaging
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Effectiveness of Cushioning Materials on Protecting Impact Damage of
Apples

Supakit Sayasoonthom, Sher Paul Singh and Bundit Jarimopas

4,)Laser Pointer

o

ABSTRACT
Foam net is popularly used in Thailand asfruit cushioning material from wholesaler through transport,

retailer to customer. It is poorly degradable and prohibited in some countries which impeded fruit export. An
attempt to investigate alternative cushioning material which is recyclable, cheap and easily degradable was
conducted Banana string, water hyacinth, single face and double wall corrugated papers and typical foam net
were selected to wrap up apples. The cushioned fruits were impacted by a ballistic pendulum and the resulting
impact bruising was analyzed Results showed that the single face paper wrapping an apple with its liner outside
could bear the greatest impact threshold energy ofO. 75 J, which is 50% higher than that of the foam net.

INTRODUCTION
Dry banana string, an agricultural waste wrapping up an apple, was shown to save the fruit from

damage at the impact energy of I. I joule (Jarimopas et aI., 2004). Application of the string as cushioning
material may encounter the problems like fungi attack or direct impact of chemical treatment protecting fungi
formation on fruit skin. At present, foam net (Fig I) well functions as the commercial cushioning wrapping
material (Chonhenchob and Singh, 2004). However, it is not easily degradable. (Jarimopas et aI., 2004). The
corrugated paper was proved to protect fresh fruit from impact and compression (Peleg, 1985). There has been
sofar no comparative study on physical properties of various types of the new and used corrugated paper as
cushioning material for wrapping fruit.

SiMple Bo.llistic PenduluM

/ /// /// ///

RE'ference
'-'I'r---,---':>..-..LII--~e---·

3.)So.Mple holder

~. __ _l
Horizonto.l distoticE' scole

Figure 1: Foam Net Packaging Figure 2: A schematic diagram of simple
ballistic pendulum

Impact damage of apple mostly appeared as bruising (Bollen et aI., 1999). Several researchers studied
impact apple bruising (Jarimopas, 1984; Holt and Schoorl, 1977; Schoorl and Holt, 1980). Bruise was evaluated
as bruise volume and linear correlation was found between bruise volume and impact or absorbed energy (Holt
and Schoorl, 1977). Schoorl and Holt (1980) defined slope of bruise volume and energy as bruise resistance.
Shulte et al. (1992) expressed the phenomenon of apple bruise threshold as a curve plotted between probability
of bruising against drop height or energy.

Several impact testing devices of fruits have been developed sofar. They are well equipped with sensors
capable of measuring acceleration, force, displacement, and time, contact area during impact (Jarimopas et aI.,
1990). Measurement could be achieved quickly, accurately but the testing device was expensive. Impact
measurement of fruit sometimes requires a few impact parameters like impact and absorbed energies with
appropriate level of accuracy but at limited budget. Improvement of the available fundamental impact test set-up
(drop or pendulum) with cheap simple commercial electronic device to give a sufficient effective measuring
instrument would be an alternative.

The purpose of this research is to comparatively test and evaluate various kinds of cushioning materials
wrapping apple and propose the proper material.
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a.) Type I weaving.
, '

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Apple
The stored apple "Fuji" cultivar, imported from china and without any injury, was used as sample of

testing because its symptom of bruising discoloration was easily detected and it is available in Thailand market.
Two sizes of the apple were used, i.e. count no.80 (fruit weight=240±20 g) and no. I00 (fruit weight=180± 20 g)

Simple Instrumented Pendulum
An impact testing device was designed to be a ballistic pendulum featuring 3.84 kg rectangular steel

mass hung by four 45 cm long ropes like cradle (Fig 2). The motion of pendulum mass was curvilinear. A Laser
pointer, mounted at the back of the mass, projected laser beam to mark I mm red circle on a scale 15 cm under
the mass. This facilitated the setting of incident angle and impact energy and the reading of reflected angle and
absorbed energy calculation as sensitively as a fraction of degree. Pivot points of the rope at four comers of the
mass were set on the same horizontal plane passing fulcrum providing stable motion without excessive swing.
The testing device was operated by a single person and proved to give higher sensitivity of energy setting and
better energy-bruise volume curve fitting compared to the pendulum without instrumentation (Jarimopas and
Sayasoonthorn,2004).

Cushioning Wrapping Materials
Three types of cushioning material were used to comparatively test their protective performance. The

first type was 2 mm thick typical apple foam net (FN) (Fig 3a), the second type was corrugated board used as
wrapping for individual apples. Four types of corrugated board wrapping used were a.) Single face with
corrugated medium outside (SFO), b.) Single face with corrugated medium inside (SF!), c.) New double wall
corrugated board (NOW) and d.) Used double wall corrugated board (UDW). For the NOW and UOW, 240 mm
long by 80 mm wide each, the fruit ran parallel to the length of the wrapping. To facilitate bending when
wrapping the corrugated board around the fruit, small peroration across the width giving 3 mm wide strips were
made (Fig 3b). The last type was a agricultural waste such as Water Hyacinth and Banana string with 2 types
weaving individual around the apples(Fig 4a,b), including Water Hyacinth type I(WI), Water Hyacinth type
2(W2), Banana string type I(B I) and Banana string type 2(B2).

a.) Foam net.

b.) Double wall corrugated paper
Figure 3 : Foam net & Double wall
Corrugated paper

Impact Test
The experiment design consisted of two apple sizes tested without and with nine types cushioning

materials. Mechanical behaviors of concern were bruise volume and 20 levels of impact energy E (ranging from
0.04 to 0.75 Joules) for bruise volume to impact energy threshold determination and 10 levels of E (0.02 to 2.0
Joules) for bruise volume to impact energy relationship beyond threshold. Ten replications were conducted for
each bruise volume to impact energy threshold and five replications were made for bruise volume to impact
energy beyond threshold determination each. Impact energy was calculated from the following equation:

E = mgR (I-cos 8;) (1) (Jarimopas,1984)
Where E = impact energy (J), m = mass of pendulum (kg), g = gravitational constant, 9.81 mls2

, R =
length of hanging rope (m), and 8; = angle of incidence (degree)

After impacted apple was stored for 24 hours at room temperature to allow browning discoloration.
After this period apple were sectioned at the contact area. Bruise volume was calculated as follows:

V = (n/8) ~d (2) (Chen and Sun, 1981)
Where w = width of bruise (mm) and d = depth of bruise (mm).
The Probability of Bruise was calculated using from

b.) Type 2 weaving.
Figure 4 : Wrapping apple by agricultural waste
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Probability of
V occurrence

Number of non-zero V

Number of replications of the same treatment
......... (3)

SFO SAl

Compression Test
Compression testing for all samples was conducted by the TAPPI T 808 standard. Ten samples of each

cushioning materials and compressed between two parallel flat plates of an Instron universal testing machine
(model 5569) to determine the flat crush strengths. Forces versus deflection values were recorded. A computer
program was then used to calculate the area under the curve as an absorbed energy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bruise Volume to Impact Energy beyond Threshold Relationship
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a.) 180 g. apple b.) 240 g. apple
Figure 5: Bruise volume vs. impact energy beyond threshold relationship for 180 and 240 gram apple

Fig 5. show the results as bruise volume to impact energy relationship for both types of apples. The
bruise volume, V, linearly increases with the energy E (R2 2: 0.93) for both sized apples.

For impact energy of less than 0.75 Joules, there was little bruise volume observed for both grades of
apples. The small bruise volumes of impacted cushioned apple was a result of the small fraction of the impact
energy being transferred through the cushioning material to apple while the large fraction of impact energy was
absorbed by the cushioning material(Jarimopas et aI., 2006). Table I shows the bruise volume(V) to impact
energy(E) linear expression of the cushioned apple of both sizes. The bruise volume to impact energy
relationship beyond the threshold is then insufficient to explain bruise resistance or protective performance of
the cushioning materials of apple.
Tb I I· h fi dba Ie 1. Bruise vo ume to Impact energy re atlOns lip Itte tly linear regressIOn

Cushioning Equation of Relationship
Material 180 g. Apple R2 240 g. Apple R2

WI V = 268.55E - 60.627 0.88 V = 284.03E - 14.473 0.78
Bl V = 315.3E - 145.05 0.90 V = 564.43E - 266.43 0.90
W2 V = 502.47E - 213.82 0.92 V = 834.64E - 508.64 0.95
B2 V = 790.15E - 395.95 0.90 V = 981.95E - 560.74 0.95

SFO V = 1595.3E - 854.26 0.98 V= 1748.IE-945.93 0.98
VDW V = 1741.5E - 663.97 0.93 V = I877.5E - 682.14 0.97
NDW V = 1946.9E - 1051.1 0.97 V=2179.4E-1l96.3 0.97
SFI V = 1960.IE - 905.99 0.96 V = 2188.1 E - 1117 0.98
FN V = 2465.6E - 732.95 0.93 V = 3113.2E - 772.83 0.94
BF V = 2350E + 62.415 0.94 V = 3812.5E - 145.18 0.93
The cause of lower slope III the agricultural waste cushIOned apple of both sizes was a result from

weaving character of cushioning materials. The waving does not make a knot, however it's made a rough surface
and swell, when contact with apple the rough surface become to a small plunger stab to apple and make a several
small bruise spread to apple (Fig 7).

Bruise Volume to Impact Energy below and at Threshold Relationship
Fig 6 shows the relationship between probability of bruise volume occurrence and the associated impact

energy. Bollen et. al. (2001) used the graph of probability versus impact energy to identity the threshold of
apples. There are six linear regression graphs (R22:0.88) corresponding five cushioning materials and bare fruit as
tested using the simple pendulum device. The greater impact energy a cushioned apple received, the higher the
bruise occurrence probability was. At the level where probability is equal to I, the impact energy is estimated to
definitely cause bruising. This level is called threshold.
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a) 180 g. apple b) 240 g. apple
Figure 6: Bruise occurrence probability and impact energy relationship fitted by linear regression of various
cushioned and bare apples.

Table 2 below shows threshold energy of the cushioned and bare apples. The cushioned apples could
bear higher impact energy than the bare apple. This is because of the cushioning material acting as a shield
absorbing some fraction of the impact energy and transferring the rest to apple. The corresponding cushioning
apples exhibited high bruise resistance. In this research the single face with corrugated medium outside is
concluded to be the best protective, giving the highest ~ = 0.75 J for both sizes of apples.
Table 2. Bruise volume and impact energy at threshold (Probability = I) of cushioned and bare apple & Absorbed

f h·· . I d I .

0.1

energy 0 cus JOnmg matena s un er s ow compressIOn
Cushioning Average bruise volume
Materials ± standard deviation Threshold energy(J) Absorbed

(mm3
) Energy (J)

180* 240* 180* R2 240* R2
SFO 280 ± 50 307 ± 60 0.75 0.9816 0.75 0.9602 0.110

VDW 379 ± 70 398 ± 45 0.70 0.9861 0.70 0.9729 0.090
NDW 411 ± 55 424 ± 60 0.70 0.9425 0.70 0.9507 0.094
SFI 419 ± 25 453 ± 50 0.75 0.9642 0.70 0.9754 0.110
FN 447 ± 50 481 ± 50 0.50 0.9298 0.45 0.8791 0.075
BF 161 ± 30 165 ± 40 0.11 0.9484 0.10 0.9895 -

* 180 = 180 g. apple; 240 = 240 g. apple
Absorbed energy of the cushioning materials
Table 2 provides absorbed energy from the force-deflection response of each cushioning material under

quasi-static compression. Absorbed energy of the single face corrugated board with flutes on the outside is
relatively high (0.1 I J), indicating that it could absorb, higher impact energy than other cushioning materials and
release the least remaining fraction to apple, resulting in the smallest the bruise to the apples. Fig 8 shows
contact orientation of the single face corrugated board to apple.
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a.) SFO

b.) SFI
Figure 7: Bruising of apple wrapped Figure 8: Contact orientation between SFO and SFI to
agricultural waste the wrapped apple

The single face corrugated boards with flutes on the outside give one contact point, lying in the impact
line, with apple surface while the single face corrugated board with flutes on the inside exhibited several contact
points over the contact area because of flute contact with the apples. This created greater contact pressure over
the small contact points. Even though absorbed energies for both the of the single face corrugated board
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orientations are the same, difference in contact orientation between the single face corrugated paper and wrapped
apple surface differentiated bruised volume.

CONCLUSIONS
This study evaluated the various types of protective cushioning systems that can be used directly on

fruits such as apples to reduce bruise injury resulting from post-harvest and transportation to retailers. The study
developed a simplified test method that can be used to measure impact resistance strength characteristics of
apples or other fruits, and evaluate cushioning materials that can provide shock protection. Agricultural waste
can not be an appropriate for cushioned apple. Both plastic and paper based protective wraps can be effective in
providing against bruising from impacts. Results show that the best protection was achieved with Single face
with corrugated medium outside for both sizes of apples.
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intervals of 1m second and the efficiency of

analog-digital convert is 12 binary digits. So it

should be set the recording interval and period of

acceleration time series when a shock recording unit

is used in measurement of loading platform

vibration as a simple system.

But the proper intermittent measuring procedure

is not authorized. For example, how many is the

total number of waves recorded the intermittently,

how long is the recording period per "one

window"? And the selecting basis of vibration from

the "shock on random" process of acceleration time

series should be also clarified.

In this paper, the loading platform vibration of

the actual transportation truck is measured by the

shock and vibration recording units. The statistical

result of vibration measured by the shock recording

unit is compared with the result by the continuous

vibration recording unit. The proper intermittent

measuring procedure is proposed.

Intermittent Measurement of Loading Platform Vibration

Katsuhiko SAITO, Dr.
Professor, Transport Packaging Laboratory, Kobe University

Fukae, Higashinada, Kobe, 6580022, JAPAN

ksaito@maritime.kobe-u.ac.jp

ABSTRACT

A shock recording unit restricted to the digital memory size is often used to measure loading platform vibration as a

simple vibration measurement. It should be set the recording interval and period of acceleration time series by trial

and error. The loading platform vibration of the actual transportation truck is measured by the shock and vibration

recording units. The statistical result of vibration measured by the shock recording unit is almost equal to the result

by the continuous vibration recording unit when the intermittent measurement is recorded properly, that is, the total

number of the acceleration waves is more than 20, the recording period per "one window" is about I second. The

selecting basis of vibration from the "shock on random" process of acceleration time series is also considered.

INTRODUCTION

It is very important to estimate the environment

of loading platform vibration as well as the product

fragility when the protective package is designed.

The vibration should be measured on the whole

period of transportation. The measurement

equipments are composed by acceleration sensors,

amplifiers, data recorder and a power supply. The

database of loading platform vibration is not large

in quantity, because the ordinary measurement used

by the above equipments is troublesome in the

actual transportation.

Recently, digital shock recording units have

been developed. Sometime, loading platform

vibration is also measured by the shock recorders.

But they restricted to the memory size, the

maximum size is 128M byte in 2006. The

continuous vibration recording should be kept

400M byte's memory per day at least, when the

three directional accelerations are sampled at
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VIBRATION MEASUERMENT

In this case, a truck with air suspension on axle

is used. The maximum payload total weight is about

13 tons. To monitor the truck shipments, the

continuous vibration recorder WMAS-8(Nippon

Genesis Co.) and the shock recorder DER-smart

(Yoshida Seiki Co.) were used. The vibration

recorder can be sampled 3 directional accelerations

for 24 hours per 2m second, because the total

memory is IG byte. On the two shock recorders,

incorporate internal 3 directional acceleration

sensors, the memory size are 64M byte, the time

interval to obtain record data digitizing

accelerations waves is set 2m second. The shock

recorders are used for reference, these are set as a

time-trigger and an acceleration-trigger. These

shock and vibration recorders are mounted on the

floor on the middle in the rear part of the truck as

shown in Photo. 1.

The entire return trip is split into 8 different

zones as follows.

Zone 1: local way: from the supplier to the entrance

of express way: 0.5 hour

Zone 2: express way: from the entrance to the

parking area: 3 hours

2 hours rest at the parking area

Zone 3: express way: from the parking area to the

exit of expressway: 2 hours

Zone 4: local way: from the exit to the distribution

terminal: 0.5 hour

Zone 1 to Zone 4: Full load

4 hours stay in the terminal: unload work and rest

Zone 5: local way: from the distribution terminal to

the entrance of express way: 0.5 hour

Zone 6: express way: from the entrance to the

parking area: 2 hours

2 hours rest at the parking area

Zone 7: express way: from the parking area to the

exit of expressway: about 3 hours

Zone 8: local way: from the exit to the supplier:

about 0.5 hour

Zone 5 to Zone 8: Light load

The above place and speed of the truck can be

measured easily used by the Global Positioning

Satellite system. Fig.1 shows the example of the

positioning data in the connecting area between

Zone 1 and Zone 2 used by the DER-smart-GPS

link system (Yoshida Seiki Co.).

Fig.2 shows the frequency spectrum of

continuous vibration in Zone 2. The vibration

intensities in the several zones are shown in Fig.3.

The intensity can be judged by the RMS(Root Mean

Squared) value calculated from the frequency

spectrum of vibration. We can find out the

qualitative difference of the vibration intensity by

means of road condition(local or free way) and load

condition(full and light load).

Photo.1 Measurement recorders.

Fig.1 Positions of the truck
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NUMBER OF WAVES

The time triggered data can be produced from

the digital continuous vibration wave measured by

the vibration recorder. The period of one triggered

wave is set 2.047 seconds in Zone 2, when the

intervals of time trigger are set from I min. to 60

min.. The mean frequency spectrum is calculated

from the time triggered waves. Fig.4 shows the

frequency spectrum of the continuous vibration

wave and the 1 min. time triggered waves. The

statistical result of the time triggered waves is

almost same as the continuous wave. The other

comparisons show in Fig.5, Fig.6 and Table 1. The

effect of the time interval and the number of

triggered waves to the RMS value can be seen in

Table 1. On the expressway, because the vehicle

speed is kept almost same, the quality of the

intermittent measurement is fairly good even in the

60 min. triggered selection as shown in Fig.6. The

statistical value is almost same when more than 20

waves are selected by the time trigger as shown in

Table 1.
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100 1000

FigA Spectrum of the 1 min. trigger
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Fig.6 Spectrum of the 60 min. trigger

Table I Effect of time interval to Grms

OriinlDUS • • • 1.1(m
lnin 177 1.0011
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1(hin 18 l.OlZi
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SELECTION OF VIBRATION FROM SHOCK

ON RANDOM

Fig.7 shows a histogram of the probability

density function, PDF, of the acceleration values

measured by the continuous vibration recorder. The

acceleration values are normalized as the mean is

equal to 0 and (J =+ I shows that the moment value

of acceleration is the standard deviation plus mean

value. We can see that the acceleration time series

of loading platform is a shock on random process,

because the real PDF is not similar to the Gaussian

distribution.

One of the main purposes of loading platform

vibration measurement in the packaging design is to

make the indoor vibration test protocol. Before

making the protocol, the measured waves should be

divided vibrations and shocks, and the statistical

analyses are carried out by the only vibration data.

The shock recording unit has the software of a

vibration selecting function from a shock on

random waves. The vibration should be selected by

the adequate rules, for example, base acceleration

value, ex, and the number of more than ex in the

waves are put in the software operation as shown in

Fig.8.

The relationships between the selecting number

of waves from the same shock on random data and

the final statistical value, root mean squared

G-factor, Grms, are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig.IO.

When the basic acceleration level is set on

I.Om/sec2
, the selecting number, n, and Grms(I.O,n)

are pointed as the several selecting number in Fig.9.

It means that the effect of the selecting number is

not large when the basic level is set the adequate
2value, I.Om/sec .

On the other hand, the effect of the basic level is

shown in Fig. 10. When we input the basic level

inadequately, the calculated Grms is higher, because

the only high-level vibration data are selected.
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FIELD MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC FORCES IN STACKED
SHIPPING CONTAINERS IN THE TRANSPORT ENVIRONMENT

ABSTRACT

Dynamic compression, experienced by stacked shipping containers in the vehicle transport environment, is a
complex phenomenon. Studies have indicated that laboratory simulations based on simple dead weight loading
of a single shipping container do not accurately represent the force levels generated in actual container stacks.
It has been shown that force Power Spectral Density (PSD) profiles can generate vibration signals that improve
the accuracy of a dead weight simulation and more closely approximate the response of a complete stack of
packages.

This study reviewed research on dynamic compression measurement. Various instrumentation systems were
compared and characteristics of the recorded data noted. The purpose of the review is to define a methodology
for conducting field measurement of varied weights of shipping containers for use in laboratory simulations of
full container stacks, in vibration, through dead weight loading of a single container. Establishing a
relationship between load configuration and test profiles will assist in standardizing the laboratory simulation
procedures for dynamic compression.

INTRODUCTION

Performance testing of shipping containers using transport simulation techniques requires the various testing
protocols to reflect actual distribution parameters as closely as possible. Dynamic compression, experienced by
stacked shipping containers in transport vehicles, is often overlooked in the test regimen. Leinberger (1993) and
Pierce (1998) identified the difference in force levels experienced in static loading and dynamic loading
configurations. During transport, dynamic forces can reach three to ten times the static force levels. Studies
such as these indicate simulation testing procedures should include a dynamic compression element in order to
fully examine the performance potential of shipping containers.

In order to conduct simulation testing more economically and efficiently, testing protocols such as the
International Safe Transit Association (1STA) Procedure 3C (2002), define methods for calculating the static
load on the bottom container in the stack and placing an equivalent dead weight on that container. This method
of simulating the dynamic compression forces in the transport vehicle have been shown to be inaccurate in
matching the actual levels experienced in field simulations. Marcondes and Batt (2003) and Batt and Marcondes
(2005) developed a method of measuring the force levels generated by random vibration input signals, as
typified by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) ASTM D 4 I69 Truck Assurance Level III
(2003), on the bottom of container stacks using force transducers. Their studies indicated that the force levels
generated in the laboratory from standard acceleration Power Spectral Density (PSD) random vibration truck
profiles, for both full stack loads and dead weight loads, did not accurately correlate. However, they were able
to obtain reasonably close correlation by driving the laboratory electro-hydraulic vibration system with a force
PSD signal. These findings indicate that dead weight loads can be used as a means of performing laboratory
simulations for dynamic compression without building the full container stack.
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The objectives of this study are to:
1. Review the various instrumentation systems developed for measurement of the dynamic compression

force levels in stacked container configurations.
2. Compare the varied methodologies for simulating the container stack load under conditions of random

vehicle vibration inputs.
3. Design a recording system to collect relevant dynamic compression force levels under load.
4. Collect field data to observe the range of force levels given varied product/package weights and

numbers of containers in the stack (this last objective will be undertaken in future experimental trials).

METHODS

Force measurement instruments utilizing force transducers to collect dynamic compression data have been
shown to be effective and accurate. Leinberger (1993) used four transducers in a vertical orientation to
record force in a laboratory trial. The system was accurate to within ±5%. This finding confirmed the
methodology for quantiJYing dynamic compression by direct measurement or through the use of Newton's
Second law of Motion:

Fpeak = m x apeak

Fpeak = predicted peak force applied by load
m = mass on measuring device
apeak = peak acceleration on the load

Leinberger noted that the above equation holds only as long as the loads remain in contact during the
vibration cycle.

Pierce (1998) gathered field data on dynamic compression using a triaxial measurement device. Four load
cells were placed under a rigid plate in each of three axes. The unit was calibrated to within a ±5% accuracy
via an MTS compression machine. The device, shown in Figure I, was instrumented in three axes in order
to also determine dynamic compression force levels generated on conveyor systems and by other handling
mechanisms in the transport environment. Dynamic compression was measured for both column and brick
loading patterns. The instrument was placed at the bottom and in the middle of the load, to assess the
variation in force levels. The bottom of the stack was noted to experience dynamic loads up to three times
the static loads during shipment which were consistently higher than loads recorded in the middle of the
stack. Force levels were also noted to vary over time. Certain hazards, such as rough roads, generated
increased dynamic loading that lasted longer than transient events triggered by potholes or railroad crossings.

Marcondes and Batt (2003) examined the use of dead loads to simulate column stacks of containers
subjected to vibration input. They determined that a dead load, or single degree of freedom system, can
represent the dynamics of a column stack, or a multiple degree of freedom configuration, only under certain
conditions. Dead loads did not meet this condition with acceleration control, as the dynamic properties of
the multiple degree of freedom system are not taken into account. This was also noted by Leinberger (1993)
who found that lighter loads, made up of fewer boxes generated more dynamic loading relative to static
loading than heavier loads comprised of more boxes. Marcondes and Batt (2003) concluded that the best
place to record dynamic compression is at the top of the bottom box, but that could result in inaccuracies if
the bottom box should fail.

Batt and Marcondes (2005) experimented with the use of force data as a means to control the vibration input
to both full column stack and dead weight loads. Their results indicate that the force PSD generates closer
correlation between the force demand and the force responses of both the dead load and the full column
stack.



Figure 1. Kodak Dynamic Compression Instrument

Use of the acceleration PSD in the laboratory trials by Batt and Marcondes demonstrated that the dead load
both under-tested and over-tested the sample container, depending on the frequency range produced by the
ASTM 0 4169 Truck III profile. The full column stack followed the input signal more accurately. This
work would indicate the use of a force PSD to control a vibration simulation of a shipping container under
dead load is more accurate than the acceleration PSD.

The studies described above all relate to the dynamic force levels experienced by loose load stacks in
vehicle transport. Unitized loads attempt to minimize the effects of mechanical resonances within the
column stack of containers. Crawford, Rouillard and Sek (2004) have used numerical techniques to predict
the behavior of stacked containers in the transport environment. They were able to demonstrate a
correlation between a numerical model of a multiple degree of freedom, spring-damper system and a
physical model consisting of steel components and steel coil springs contained within a vertical frame
fixture. Preliminary results indicated that the model could successfully predict the appropriate level of
tension and stiffness on unitizing restraints to minimize the impact force and displacement experienced by
the modeled spring-damper system. Analytical assessments, such as these, can be applied to package and
cushioning systems to better meet the known dynamic characteristics in distribution.

CONCLUSIONS

The above studies lead to the following conclusions regarding a methodology for assessing and
implementing dynamic compression elements in package performance test protocols:

1. Force measurement devices have accurately identified the forces generated at the bottom and
within container column stacks in the field and in the laboratory.

2. Force levels are greatest at the bottom of the column stack.
3. Although multiple axis force data can provide insight to the dynamics of conveyor handling, the

vertical axis is of most concern with respect to vehicle vibration.
4. Use of a force PSD profile to drive a laboratory vibration table provides a more accurate means of

simulating full column stacks through the use of an equivalent dead load.
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5. Three force transducers mounted under a rigid metal plate are sufficient to collect accurate dynamic
compression data.

6. There are still issues regarding mechanical resonances within column stacks and the need for
unitizing restraints.

FURTHER RESEARCH

A dynamic force measurement device has been developed with the assistance of Lansmont Corporation to
record, summarize and analyze field data. The device is shown in Figure 2. Additional data will be collected
on container loads of varied weights and configurations to see if the characteristics of the resulting force PSD
profiles change the outcome of full column stack simulation with equivalent dead load.

Figure 2. Lansmont Saver™ and Interface Unit.

The above instrumentation system consists of three load cells, rated at 1000 Ibs (455 kg) each. An interface
unit connects the load cell inputs to a Saver 9x30 recorder. Software allows the Saver 9x30 to communicate
with the computer system for summary and analysis of data.
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Experimental Investigation on Vibration of Package with Gap

Kazuki TSUDA, Takamasa NAKAJIMA, and Katsuhiko SAITO

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the effect of the gaps between the contents and the cushioning materials on the vibration
of the contents is experimentally investigated Vibration tests of packaged freights are usually conducted before
the distribution in order to check whether the contents are damaged due to the vibration during transportation.
Although the tests should be equivalent to the real transportation, there are some cases in which the equivalence
of the tests is ruined due to the non-linear vibration transmissibility to the contents. A vibration of packaged
freights with gaps was focused on as an example of non-linear vibration of package. In our previous papers, the
effect of gaps on the vibration of the contents was numerically and theoretically investigated As a result, the
following two phenomena due to the non-linear vibration transmissibility of gaps were found and clarified One
is the existence of the critical input acceleration, namely the phenomenon that the vibration response sees a
dramatic rise when the input vibration acceleration is around the value, the critical input acceleration. The
other is the existence of the resonant frequency range, namely the phenomenon that the vibration resonance
occurs not at a point but within a range. In order to clarifY the existence of the two phenomena experimentally,
the equipment simulated the package with gaps was made and the measurement of the vibration of the contents
was conducted As a result, it has been clarified that the two phenomena (the existence of "the critical input
acceleration" and "the resonant frequency range") occur in the actual experiment. This has shown that it has to
take care of the existence of the gaps and the vibration of the contents in order to conduct the vibration tests
accurately.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, it is getting to be more important for almost companies to keep the confidence from the
consumers. Therefore, the companies have to not only manufacture products of high quality, but also transport
them to the consumers safely. On the other hand, the companies have to not only increase the sales, but also
decrease the cost in order to increase the profit from the standpoint of the management.

Normally, products are packaged for the protection against the bad influence during transportation,
namely vibration, shock, temperature and humidity. However, the realization of the safe transportation is in
conflict with the decrease of the transportation cost, because the realization tends to increase the packaging cost.
In order to be compatible with these, the package design at the limit which products are not damaged during
actual transportation has to be conducted. Therefore, the test which can simulate the actual transportation
environment accurately is necessary.

Now, durability tests of packaged freights are conducted before the distribution in order to prevent
product damages during transportation. Vibration tests are the ones of them, and are used in order to evaluate the
vibration durability of products. Although the tests should be equivalent to the real transportation, there are some
cases in which the equivalence of the tests is ruined due to the non-linear vibration transmissibility to the
products. As the example, following product damages(1) are given. The damages occur when the packaged
freights used the paper cushioning materials in exchange of the plastic ones are transported. The cause is
supposed to be the gaps between the products and the cushioning materials. However, the mechanism has not yet
been clarified.

As a research on gaps, there is paper on an evaluation method of the paper cushioning materials in the
packaging field. In this paper, the experimental evaluation method of the paper ones is described, because
product damages are apt to occur in the paper ones. In other fields, there are papers on the non-linear vibration of
the structures (the piping system, the space structure, the vertical type pump) with gaps(2),(3),(4).However, there is
not paper on the effect of the gaps on the vibration of the packaged products (the contents) like our research.
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In our previous papers, the vibration of the packaged freight with the gaps was numerically(5) and
theoretically<6) investigated. As a result, the following two phenomena due to the non-linear vibration
transmissibility by the gaps were found and clarified. One is the existence of the critical input acceleration,
namely the phenomenon that the vibration response sees a dramatic rise when the input vibration acceleration is
around the value, the critical input acceleration. The other is the existence of the resonant frequency range,
namely the phenomenon that the vibration resonance occurs not at a point but within a range. These phenomena
have to be also investigated experimentally, because these non-linear vibration transmissibility are greatly
supposed to influence the equivalence of vibration tests.

In this paper, first, it is confirmed whether "the critical input acceleration" and ''the resonant frequency
range" are seen in the experiment with the equipment simulated the packaged freight with gaps. Second, it shows
that the initial value sensitivity of the gap vibration is seen in the time history, and the influence is small if the
gap vibration is evaluated statistically. Third, the difference between the gap vibration and the normal random
vibration is investigated by the PDF (i.e. probability density function).

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The experimental equipment simulated the model of the packaged freight with gaps is used in order to
conduct the experiment for grasping the vibration of the contents. The model is the same as the one used in our

iGuide ~ ~~upper plateJ

Fig.1 Experimental equipment

Table I Profile of experimental equipment

Diameter of spring

5mm

Size of middle plate 180 X 180 X 30 mm

Mass of middle plate 2.58 kg

<1>30mm

Length of spring 45mm

Spring constants 66 kN/m
Gap size

Table 2 Profile of input vibration
Shape of vibration

10Hz

Sinusoidal

Acceleration of vibration 14.7m1sL

Frequency of vibration

Condition I Condition II

yupper spring ~
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~ L___j
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Conditionm
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Fig.3 Vibration conditions of contents
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(c) Analytical results (Gap size 5mm)

Fig. 2 Time histories of acceleration of middle plate
(contents)
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previous papers(5), (6). There are the cushioning materials around the contents, and the gaps between the contents
and the cushioning materials in the model, as shown in Fig.l. The upper and lower plate means the top and
bottom plane of the packaged freight respectively, the middle plate means the contents, the spring means the
cushioning materials, and the space between the upper spring and the middle plate means the gaps. This model is
fixed on the vibration table. When the vertical sine vibration is applied to this model, the vibration of the
vibration table and the middle plate are measured by the acceleration sensor. Table I and Table 2 show the
profile of the equipment and the sine vibration (input vibration) respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONSIDERATION

First, the time history and the PDF of the acceleration of the middle plate in the experiment are
compared in order to investigate the difference of the vibration of the contents. Second, the experiment is
conducted three times in the same input vibration condition. The initial value sensitivity and the severity of the
vibration of the contents are investigated by comparing the time histories, the PDF and the PSD (i.e. power
spectral density) analysis of the acceleration of the middle plate. Third, "the critical input acceleration" and "the
resonant frequency range" are investigated by the curve of the acceleration response and the frequency response
in the condition with and without gaps. But this equipment is different from the model used in our previous
analysis(5), (6), because this has the friction and the catch between the guide rod and the middle plate. Therefore,
the experimental results aren't supposed to be coincident with the ones of the numerical analysis. However, it
shows the results of the numerical analysis here, as a reference of the experimental ones.

1. TIME HISTORY OF ACCELERATION

Fig.2(a) and (b) show the time histories of the acceleration of the middle plate measured by the
experiment, and Fig.2( c) shows the ones of the acceleration of the contents calculated by the numerical
analysis(5). Fig.2(a) represents the case in the condition without the gaps, and Fig.2(b) and (c) represent the case
in the condition with the gaps. Considering the relation between the acceleration and the vibration condition of
the contents here, three patterns (Condition I, II, and III) are given, as shown in Fig.3. The condition I means the
middle plate touches the lower spring, the condition II means the middle plate doesn't touch any spring, and the
condition III means the middle plate touches the upper spring. The acceleration in the condition I is above -
9.8m/s2

, the one in the condition II is -9.8m/s2
, and the one in the condition III is below -9.8m/s2•

As shown in Fig.2(a) and (b), the middle plate always touches lower or upper spring in the condition
without the gaps. In the condition with the gaps, the condition that the middle plate is jumping (the acceleration
is -9.8m/s2

) and the one that the middle plate collides with the spring (the acceleration is above or below -
9.8m/s2

) are repeated. As a result, the impulsive acceleration is applied to the middle plate due to the jumping
phenomena of the middle plate.

2. PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF ACCELERATION

Fig.4(a) and (b) show the PDF of the acceleration of the middle plate measured by the experiment, and
Fig.4(c) shows the PDF of the acceleration of the contents calculated by the numerical analysis. Fig.4(a)
represents the case without the gaps, and Fig.4(b) and (c) represent the case with the gaps.

As shown in Fig.4(a) and (b), the acceleration of the middle plate is almost the same as the input
vibration acceleration ( +-14.7m/s2) in the condition without the gaps. In the condition with the gaps, the
acceleration of the middle plate is larger than the input vibration acceleration. Then, the probability that the
acceleration is -9.8rn/s2 is very high, the one that the acceleration is above -9.8m/s2 is higher than the one that the
acceleration is below -9.8rn/s2 in the condition with the gaps.

As illustrated in Fig.4(b), when the gap vibration is compared with the normal random vibration
(Gaussian distribution with the average 0 and the standard deviation 9.8m/s2

), the shape of the PDF of the gap
vibration is clearly different from the one of the random vibration.

3. INITIAL VALUE SENSITIVITY AND SEVERITY OF VIBRATION

The acceleration of the middle plate is measured three times in the same input vibration condition (the
input vibration acceleration 9.8m/s2

, the frequency of input vibration 25Hz). Fig.5(a), (b) and (c) show the PDF
and the results of the PSD analysis of the acceleration.

As shown in Fig.5(a), (b) and (c), any shapes of the time histories of the acceleration are different from
the beginning when the vibration is applied. From this, the vibration of the middle plate depends on the small
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differences of the initial values (the displacement, the velocity and the acceleration of the vibration table) when
the vibration is applied. However, the shapes of the PDF and the results of the PSD analysis are almost the same.

From these results, the initial value sensitivity of the vibration system with gaps is seen in the time
history in the experiment. However, the influence is small, if the severity of the vibration is evaluated by the
PDF and the PSD analysis. (although these were revealed in the theoretical investigation(6~
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Fig.8 Relation between frequency of input vibration
and transmissibility of acceleration

Fig.7 shows the curve of the acceleration response. Fig.7(a) represents the results of the vibration
experiment, Fig.7(b) represents the ones of the numerical analysis.

As shown in Fig.7, the transmissibility of the acceleration is constant in the condition without the gaps.
In the condition with the gaps, the transmissibility sees a dramatic rise when the input vibration acceleration is
around one value. This is why the condition which the middle plate is jumping and the one which the middle
plate collides with the spring are repeated, when the input acceleration is around one value in the condition with
the gaps, as seen in the example of the time histories in Fig.2(b).

Next, Fig.8 shows the curve of the frequency response. Fig.8(a) represents the results of the vibration
experiment, Fig8(b) represents the ones of the numerical analysis.

As shown in Fig.8(a), the resonant frequency range is about 45Hz in the condition without the gaps, the
one is about 25-35Hz in the condition with the gaps. The resonant frequency range moves to the low frequency
range, and the one spreads.

From these results, it can be confirmed that the vibration transmissibility and the frequency range which
the vibration transmissibility is high depend on the input vibration acceleration in the vibration system with gaps
in the actual vibration experiment.

PROBLEMS BY NON-LINEAR VIBRATION TRANSMISSIBILITY

The non-linear vibration transmissibility (''the critical input acceleration" and ''the resonant frequency
range") can be confirmed due to the jumping phenomena of the middle plate simulated the contents in the actual
vibration experiment.
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These non-linear vibration transmissibility are supposed to influence the evaluation accuracy of
vibration tests greatly. (although this was described in numerical investigation(5» In order to explain the
influence concretely, the following cases are given. The real transportation environment are two cases that the
acceleration is above and below ''the critical input acceleration", and the test environment are two ones that the

Test environment

For reduction of: N 10,.==:...:.-------__.~.-.,.-.=
Transportation environment test time : i 5
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Acc.of carrier ~i <.140..

Problem I

Fig.9 Example of problem by non-linear vibration transmissibility

acceleration is 8m/s2 and 12m1s2,as shown in Fig.7(a). But, it assumes that "the critical input acceleration" of the
packaged freight is 9m1s2, and the vibration transmissibility is 1 (or 10) when the input vibration acceleration is
below (or above) ''the critical input acceleration".

First, the case is considered that the setting of the acceleration at the test is 12m1s2 above ''the critical
input acceleration", although there is not acceleration above ''the critical input acceleration" in the real
transportation environment. The vibration of the contents is strong at the test (the vibration of the contents is
120mls2, because the vibration transmissibility is 10). The test is very severe by the comparison with the real
transportation (The vibration of the contents is below 9m1s2 in the real transportation environment, and 120mls2

in the test environment). The problem in this case is illustrated in Fig.9. Next, the case is considered that the
setting of the acceleration at the test is 8m1s2 below "the critical input acceleration", although there is
acceleration above "the critical input acceleration" for a short time in the real transportation environment. The
vibration of the contents is not strong (The vibration is 8m1s2

, because the vibration transmissibility is 1). The
test is gentle by the comparison with the real transportation (The vibration of the contents is above 90m/s2 for a
short time in the real transportation environment, and 8m/s2 in the test environment). From these above, the
simulation of the results of the real transportation is supposed to depend on the setting of the acceleration at tests
greatly.

Here the evaluation of the vibration durability is defined as the evaluation whether the contents are
damaged due to the vibration applied at the vibration tests with the concept of the fatigue damages on the basis
of the Miner's rule and the S-N curve(7). That is to say, the evaluation of the vibration durability is the evaluation
of the damage condition of the contents, when the larger acceleration by the comparison with the real
transportation is applied to the packaged freight for the reduction of the test time. The vertical axis means the
input vibration acceleration, the horizontal axis means the test time in the S-N curve. If the vibration
transmissibility is constant, the test on the basis of the S-N curve can be conducted, and evaluated the vibration
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durability of the contents. However, if the vibration transmissibility is non-linear, the current methods of
vibration tests(8) can't be evaluate the vibration durability of the contents accurately, because the methods don't
take the non-linearity into account.

CONCLUSIONS

The experiment with the equipment simulated the packaged freight with gaps was conducted in order to
confirm whether the two phenomena (the existence of "the critical input acceleration" and "the resonant
frequency range") occur in the actual vibration experiment. The results obtained by the experiment are
summarized as follows.
(I) The initial value sensitivity of the vibration of the middle plate simulated the contents is also seen in the

time history in the actual vibration experiment. The influence of the initial value sensitivity is small, if the
severity of the vibration is evaluated by the PDF and the PSD analysis.

(2) In the actual vibration experiment, ''the critical input acceleration" and ''the resonant frequency range" are
also seen due to the jumping phenomena of the middle plate simulated the contents. The current methods of
vibration tests which don't take these non-linear vibration transmissibility into account can't evaluate the
vibration durability of the contents accurately, because the severity of tests greatly depend on the setting of
the acceleration at the tests, and tests based on the Miner's rule and the S-N curve can't be conducted.

(3) The qualitative coincidences are seen between the experimental results with analytical ones on the
standpoint of the existence of ''the critical input acceleration" and ''the resonant frequency range".

Future work is that the effect of the gaps on the vibration of the contents is investigated by the vibration
experiment with a real packaged freight as a more realistic model.
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Abstract:

The concept of total performance packaging means that a package fulfills all the promises it makes and is
received by the consumer in an acceptable condition. Only through a holistic approach based on total package
performance can testing provide assurance for successful packaging development.

This presentation will cover fIVe basic package requirements; PRODUCT (shelf life, physical/chemical/sensory
characteristics, moisture/oxygen protection); MATERIALS (package forms, protective properties,
legal/regulatory standards); PRODUCTION (machinery, speeds, efficiency levels); DISTRIBUTION (shipping
modes/distances, storage conditions/duration, handling systems) and CONSUMER (types of closures/dispensers,
label/printing/instructions). In addition, applicable testing procedures are identified and performed to meet
these requirements. Interacting as a whole, all packaging disciplines and personnel work together as a team and
ensure satisfactory package performance.

As a holistic approach, the concept is represented by a wheel with fIVe outer rim segments representing package
requirements -product, materials, production, distribution and consumer. The wheel need fIVe spokes
representing the testing requirements and must be installed properly so that it runs in a balanced motion and
action. The likelihood of errors, omissions, and mistakes in packaging development are practically eliminated
and the cooperation among the personnel within these functions is maximized where team work results in
successful packaging development programs.
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INTRODUCTION:

The concept of a total performance packaging means that a package fulfills all the promises it makes
and is received by the consumer is an acceptable condition.

With today's emphasis on the consumer, the concept of total performance even suggests that the
package perform beyond receipt and use by the consumer extending the point to disposal.

To fulfill the promise, food products need to retain the full color, taste, texture, taste and above all, must
be safe. Drugs and pharmaceuticals need to maintain their potency and form. All packages such as aerosols need
to keep their pressure and the ability to dispense their contents.

Delivering that kind of performance requires that packaging professionals develop testing programs
encompassing five critical areas that determine packaged/product performance; material requirements, product
requirements, production/operations requirements, distribution requirements and consumer requirements.

MATERIALS & METHODS:

DETERMINE PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS:

To determine testing programs for materials, packaging professionals first must answer a series of
packaging performance questions:

For the primary package, what packaging material and forms are suitable for the product? Will the
packaging material be compatible with the product throughout its normal shelf life? What strength, stability,
dimensional, protective, barrier and permanence properties are required? What converting and manufacturing
processes are applicable? Do they meet legal, regulatory and industry standards such as those from the Food &
Drug Administration, the US Department of Agriculture, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the US
Department of TransportationiUnited Nations Standards?

For the secondary and tertiary package, have requirements to meet distribution conditions like mode of
transport, transport equipment, distances of travel, warehousing practices, storage conditions and duration to
satisfy protection of the primary package been identified?

Are packaging costs determined and considered? Are all packaging materials being considered
environmentally acceptable?

Answering those questions helps determine packaging specifications of materials that need to be
considered for development and what appropriate testing methods to be used. Material requirements are
established in conjunction with product requirements.

PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS:

Again, developing a product testing program require answers to key questions: What storage, stability,
safety and use conditions are required? What are the product's physical, chemical and sensory characteristics
that need to be maintained? Is it sensitive to moisture, oxygen, light and other types of specific environments?

In addition, you have to know the package-product relationship. Will the product be compatible with
the package for the life of the product? For example, could flavor scalping be an issue? What protective barriers
are needed for moisture and gas permeation?

Understanding such considerations lead to developing and using proper testing procedures to met
product requirements. As in material requirements, answers to these questions are provided in conjunction with
corresponding requirements for materials.

PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS:

On the operational end you have to look to the plant floor and ask these questions: What machinery
systems will be used? Are there any changes to existing production systems? Will new packaging systems be
needed and at what cost? Will there be multiple sizes to be handled? What speed and efficiency levels are to be
met? What are the processing and handling environments? Will machine operators have the necessary skill and
training production required ofthe package product?

Answering those questions will provide how production testing is to be carried out and its performance
evaluated and measured. It also specifies what in-process packaging quality control testing procedures and
measures need to be installed. Identifying all the production needs ensures that needed production tests are
identified and satisfied.
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DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS:

In looking requirements of distribution, particularly for the secondary and tertiary package you have to
consider modes of transportation, travel distances, warehousing practices, storage conditions and duration. Some
of the questions include: Will there be intra transfers and in-transit transfers? What temperature and humidity
conditions are expected during shipment and storage? How are the packages stored - on pallets, or pallet racks
and how many pallets high? What are the handling methods used?

In determining package dimensions, were optimum pallet and transport loading space utilization
factored in the decision? These are important and significant considerations that affect freight and warehousing
costs and must be included in the list of requirements for distribution.

CQNSUMER REQUIREMENTS:

Today, the need to meet consumer expectations is paramount. Packaging professionals have to ask
questions including: Who are the consumers, and what are the use conditions for the product and the package?
Are there special consumer needs such as tamper evident, child resistance or easy-open features? Does the
package have special opening and dispensing features? Are labels, colors and text printed correctly and legibly
and do they meet all legal requirements? Some of the questions look at the package's communication function.
Can the "use" instructions be understood and followed? Have all these and other Marketing considerations been
used in packaging graphics design requirements.

Finally, you have to look at the package through its entire life cycle with the consumer. How easily are
the packages used and reused? How are they disposed of and will the consumer be exposed to any safety
problems?

THE TESTING PRQGRAM - BALANCE ALL FUNCTIONS

An effective way to conceptualize the process in illustrated in Figure I. It relates specific testing
program to the overall packaged-product objectives. It is a wheel whose outer rim encompasses requirements
needed for a package to perform satisfactorily, represented by the five segments just discussed - materials,
product, production, distribution and consumer. Each of these segments includes functions or departments and
personnel who are participants and signatories to the package development program.

But the wheel also needs five spokes to function in a completely balanced function. Each spoke,
representing testing procedures that must be installed properly so packaging development function represented
by the wheel proceeds and moves in a balanced, integrated and coordinated motion.

The "spokes" clearly indicate a testing schedule that needs to be developed and implemented, which
include the following:

MATERIAL TESTING:

Packaging material testing: Tests during packaging development must be performed in conjunction with
product shelf life testing. There will be a need to evaluate their physical, chemical, protective barrier and
permanence properties. Converting and manufacturing quality are also evaluated to meet all regulatory, industry
and safety standards.

In a typical test schedule, co-extruded films can be tested for gauge, layer ratios, layer, basis weight or
yield, tear, tensile and dart impact strengths, seal strength and characteristics, melt index, density and coefficient
of friction. Other tests include water vapor and gas transmission rates. Physical parameters such as roll widths,
cut-off lengths and roll diameters must be checked.

Testing of secondary packaging includes structural designs which for corrugated containers include
basis weight, Flute, Mullen burst or Edgewise Compression Test (ECT), and box compression and overall
quality of manufacture.

Results of these tests serve as the basis for establishing packaging material specifications which are
used as the standards for package manufacturing and quality control.

PRODUCT TESTING:
Product/shelf life testing: Conducted in conjunction with materials testing during the packaging

development process, packaged product is stored and tested in controlled environment conditions of temperature
and humidity. Elevated temperatures of 100- I20 F and 85% RH are used for accelerated testing conditions and
70 F and 50% RH for normal testing conditions to simulate packaged product storage. At regular storage
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intervals, product and package are analyzed for any change in their physical, chemical, sensory, microbiological
and other characteristics.

This testing program is required during the entire package development process. On-going testing,
however is performed on packaged products from actual production runs to confirm satisfactory performance. In
all cases, accelerated storage conditions (controlled temperature and humidity conditions) and real time
conditions are concurrently also used. Issues affecting performance or deficiency of the product and package are
addressed at this time.

PRODUCTION TESTING:

Machine operation testing: Packaging material selected for use with the product resulting from the
packaging material/product testing phases must be tested with actual product on actual plant packaging
machinery systems to confirm that they meet production performance requirements. These tests include line
speeds and efficiency, product and package quality.

Product quality tests include particle size, product breakage, product net weights. Packages are tested
for quality parameters such as seal quality and strengths, vacuum requirements, labeling applications, package
forming, coding and gluing.

DISTRIBUTION TESTING:

Pre-shipment testing must be conducted to satisfY distribution performance requirements. Packages are
tested for their ability to protect the product against distribution hazards such as shock, compression and
vibration. Testing procedures and certification are provided by industry groups such as the International Safe
Transit Association (ISTA) and the National Motor Freight Association and the American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM) to ensure satisfactory performance.

Whatever test protocols you decide to use, it is important that the test elements used aptly describes
your distribution environment. The distribution hazards of packages being dropped, vibrated, stacked and
handled must be accurately simulated in a packaging dynamics laboratory. The key to applicable distribution
testing is to use ofthe closest simulation of your distribution environment.

Satisfactory performance confirms that packaging designs meet distribution requirements. If
deficiencies are present, design improvements are made and implemented.

CONSUMER TESTING:

Consumer testing is performed to determine that utility components of the package meet the end use
requirements. End use quality tests should be prescribed and conducted to insure satisfactory performance. This
can include opening and reclosing of caps or pouch zippers, dispensing volume and spray characteristics of
aerosols or sprayer or how a tear tape functions.

Package use instructions are checked for user friendliness, easy to follow and are incomplete. Often
times, a package is received in "good" condition with no visible signs of damage or defect, and it is in this
testing phase that they are discovered and corrected. Compliance with applicable legal and graphic design
requirements is also tested.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION:

Total package performance as a "holistic" approach to package testing looks at package development
function as a "whole". It is bringing together all the components of the activity into one, which means that all
parties to the development process are involved. It also means "team work" and that each packaging
development member knows his responsibility and contribution to the success of the project. It is an inter-related,
inter-dependent relationship that makes this process a formula for success.

This concept also bring together people and specialists of different functions - in package development
such as materials science, research & development, and purchasing (materials) , product development(product),
manufacturing & engineering (production), supply chain (distribution) and marketing & sales ( consumer)to
accomplish a common goal - successful package development.
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CONCLUSIONS:

The use of the concept is not only useful in packaging development but in any development activity in
any industry. It ensures that that the functions and personnel involved are signatories and are inter related and
interdependent of each other. It also provides opportunities for team members to become familiar with the
functions and responsibilities of fellow members and therefore result in a real "team effort" among them.

The wheel concept further illustrates the need for a balanced execution of responsibilities by team
members and that any imbalance would lead to failure. Balanced responsible actions by team members result in
success.

Making sure that that a package is developed successfully, a holistic approach to testing is to be applied.
This approach enables the packaging professionals to deliberately execute the task as a "whole" and chances of
overlooking any required tasks are virtually eliminated. As a result, total package performance is achieved, and
manufacturer's promise to deliver satisfactory packages to consumers is fulfilled.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presented the use of the newly developed plastic packages during growth for quality
improvement of mangoes. The newly developed plastic packages were compared to the paper packages currently
being used in commercial and control (without packaging). All packages were applied on mango fruits during
growth approximately 45 days after full blossom. Random sample study design with statistical analysis adjusted
for cluster effect by trees was performed. Mangoes were harvested at 65, 75, 85, 95, and 105 days after full
blossom, and evaluated for quality changes. The results showed that the newly developed packages had a
significant effect on improving the quality of mangoes. Mangoes in the newly developed packages showed
approximately 20% higher in weight with improved shape, skin appearance, flavor, and taste. Ascorbic acid
content increased about twofold in mangoes with the newly developed packages at the maturity stages. Harvest
period was about 10 days shortened, when the newly developed packages were used. The sensory evaluation
showed that mangoes with the newly developed packages had the most acceptable quality among the other
treatments. The approach of using the newly developed packages could also help preventing insects to destroy
the mango crops, therefore reducing the use of pesticides. The results suggested that the newly developed plastic
packages had a potential to improve the quality of other fruit commodities.

INTRODUCTION

Mango is a major tropical fruit of the world. Thailand is one of the leading producers and exporters of
mango fruits. The demand for Thai mangoes in the world markets, including Japan, Australia, China, U.S.A.,
and many European countries has increased in the recent years because people are more concern about eating
headiets. However, a number of high quality mangoes has not been sufficient for exporting. Primary quality
indices of exported mangoes include weight, shape, and skin appearance.

Packaging of fruits during growth before harvest has been used for improving quality of fruits,
including banana (Johns and Scott, 1989); Fuji apple (Arakawa, 1988); grape (Choi et aI., 1996); peach (Desond
et aI., 2000); pear (Amarante et aI., 2002); and mango (Joyce et aI., 1997). Several benefits of the packaging use
before harvest have shown to be preventing fruits from birds and insects, reducing use of chemicals, and
improving fruit quality such as skin appearance, weight, and maturity.

This paper presents the application of the newly developed plastic packaging materials to improve the
quality mangoes (cv. Namdokmai No.4). Changes in mango attribute during growth and after harvest were
determined in this study. This project is a collaborated work between National Metal and Materials Technology
Center (MTEC) and Kasetsart University, Thailand.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Mangoes (Mangifera indica L. cv. Namdokmai) were packaged with the newly developed plastic
packages at 45 days after full blossom and compared to those with the paper packages commercially being used
and without packaging (control). The new plastic packages were developed by National Metal and Materials
Technology Center (MTEC), Thailand. The packaging materials with appropriate photoselectivity and
permeability were developed based on the results from the series of preliminary studies.



Mangoes were harvested after 65, 75, 85, 95, and 105 days after full blossom. Changes in weight, size,
firmness, color, soluble solids (SS), titratable acidity (TA), and ascorbic acid. The heat units in mangoes were
also monitored during growth to be used as the maturity index. Sensory quality of mangoes in various packaging
were also evaluated after harvest.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 and 2 show the changes in weight and the sensory scores of mangoes packaged in various
materials during growth at different harvest periods. The results showed that the newly developed plastic
packaging materials had a significant effect (p :$ 0.05) on quality improvement of mangoes after harvest. Weight
of mangoes packaged in the newly developed materials during growth was approximately 20% higher than those
in the paper packages and control. Highest ascorbic acid content (28.21 mg/IOO mL) was observed in mangoes
packaged with the newly developed materials, as compared to the paper packages (12.5 mg/IOO mL) and control
(10.53 mg/IOO mL) at their maturity stages. Sensory evaluation showed that mangoes in the newly developed
packages had improved shape, skin appearance, flavor, and taste as compared to the other treatments at the same
harvest periods and maturity stages.

Figure 3 shows the changes in heat units in mangoes during growth. Based on the heat units, which can
be used as the maturity index, mangoes packaged in the newly developed materials during growth reached their
maturity stages at approximately 95 days after full blossom, while those in the paper packages and control
reached their maturity stages at 105 days. In addition to the improved quality of mangoes, the shorten harvest
period could also benefit the growers and exporters in terms of increased sales and profits.
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Figure 1. Changes in weight of mangoes packaged in different materials at various harvest periods
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Figure 3. Heat units in mangoes packaged in different materials during growth

CONCLUSIONS

The approach of using the newly developed plastic packaging materials with proper photoselectivity
and permeability could help improving the quality of mangoes (weight, size, shape, skin appearance, flavor, taste,
and ascorbic acid content) and shortening the harvest period. This could benefit the growers and exporters to
increase sales and profits. The results suggested that the newly developed packages had a potential to improve
the quality of other commodities.
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Abstract: Adjusting and controlling the relative humidity (RH) inside the package is crucial to ensuring the
quality of modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) of fresh produce. In this paper, a modified

respiration-transpiration model was developed The model was based on heat exchange and gases mass

transport phenomena across the package, gases heat convection inside the package, and mass and heat balances

accountingfor the respiration and transpiration behavior offresh produce. And then the prediction model of the

RH in MAP was presented The testing system of the gas composition and relative humidity-temperature in MAP

was established. Fresh lentinula edodes (one kind of Chinese mushroom) were packaged in different initial gas

composition and sample mass, and stored for 40h at 8 t:: 80% RH. The parameters of respiration model for

lentinula edodes were estimated, and the RH and temperature inside packages were measured during storage.

The model equations were solved numerically using Adams-Moulton method to predict the RH in model

packages. In general, the model predictions agreed well with the experimental data, except the model predictions

were slightly high in the initial period The effect of the initial gas composition on the RH in packages was

notable. In MAP of lower oxygen and higher carbon dioxide, the ascending rate of the RH was reduced, and the

packages were saturated slowly during storage. The influence of the initial gas composition on the temperature
inside package was not notable.
KEY WORDS: fresh produce; MAP; RH; model; respiration; transpiration; lentinula edodes

1 INTRODUCTION

MAP is an important technology which can efficiently maintain quality and extend shelf life of produce.

However, most polymeric films used in MAP have lower water vapor permeation rates relative to larger

respiration rates of fresh produce, excessively high RH inside package may occur, and it may lead to

undesirable results such as moisture condensation, microbial growth, and shortened shelf lifel-4. Some

methods were adopted to reduce the RH inside the package for extending shelf life ofproduce5-8.

Research on the mechanism of the RH change in MAP is very important for proper control of the RH

and the quality of fresh produce. The RH in MAP is influenced by many factors such as respiration and

transpiration of produce, the permeability of the packaging films, storage conditions, and packaging

technology. Because of the RH inside the package with dynamic changes during storage, and the difficulty

to accurately determine the respiration and transpiration process, little work has been done on predicting
the RH in MAP.

*Correspondence to Li-Xin Lu, Department of Packaging Engineering, Southern Yangtze University, Wuxi, Jiangsu

214122, P.R.China. Email: LuLx@sytu.edu.cn

mailto:LuLx@sytu.edu.cn


(1)

It is critical to establish the respiration-transpiration model of produce in order to predict and

control the change of the RH in MAP. Transpiration rate model in MAP system has not been well

developed mostly because transpiration phenomena on product surface due to respiratory heat has not been

well acknowledged at changing 02 and CO2 environment9. Song9 developed a respiration-transpiration

model to predict the change of temperature and RH in MAP containing blueberry. KanglO established a

simple transpiration model to predict the quality changes of apples inside the packages. Songll developed a

respiration-transpiration model to predict the RH in MAP system containing blueberry and moisture

absorbent.

In this study, a modified respiration-transpiration model was developed. The model was based on heat

exchange and gases mass transport phenomena across the package, gases heat convection inside the

package, and mass and heat balances accounting for the respiration and transpiration behavior of fresh

produce. And then the prediction model of the relative humidity in modified atmosphere packages was

presented. To verify the model, a testing system measuring the gas concentrations and relative

humidity-temperature in MAP was established, and the RH and temperature was valuated with

experimental data of Fresh lentinula edodes (one kind of Chinese mushroom) packaged in modified

atmospheres.

2 THE RESPIRATION-TRANSPIRATION MODEL OF PRODUCE IN

MAP
Produce released respiratory energy during respiration. Energy produced by aerobic respiration partly

stores in chemical bond and the left releases in the form of respiratory heat. When releasing, respiratory

heat partly is absorbed by produce leading to the rising temperature inside produce and part of heat is

absorbed by free water inside produce to vaporize it. While, the rest is released to package container.

According to law of conservation of energy, energy balance relation inside package can be represented as

where, Qr is respiratory heat of produce, Qp is the heat absorbed by produce, Q, is the heat absorbed by

water vapor during evaporation, Qg is the heat absorbed by gas inside package, Qf is the heat absorbed

by package, Qe is the heat change caused by gas transmission across the package.

Respiration rate is generally described as 02 consumption rate R02 or CO2 evolution rate Rco2 .
Respiration rate of produce could be estimated using Michaelis-Menten type equationsl2

Vml[02]
(2)

2.1 Respiratory heat

Considering aerobic respiration of produce in MAP, the respiratory equation could be described as

Kml +(1+[C02]/ Kul)[02]
Vm2[02]

(3)
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P . A.p ([021out _ [02];n)
d[02] =(100)[ 0, p aim 100 100 -Ro.W ]/V

dt z 2 P

P .A. ([C02lout _[C02];n)
d[C02] =(100)[ co, p Palm 100 100 +Ro .. W ]/V

dt z C2 p

where, Po" Pr.:o,are film permeability to °2, CO2 respectively, Ap is surface area of package, z is the

thickness of package film, Wp is the weight of produce, Palm is the pressure of 1 atm, V is free volume of
package.

Many researches indicate that respiratory quotient RQ (Rca, / Ro, ) changes between 0.7 to 1.3.

Therefore, respiration rates R of produce can be described by the average of O2 consumption and CO2
evolution rate:

(4)

where, [02], [C02]are the oxygen , carbon concentration inside package respectively, Vm1, Vm2 are

maximum O2• CO2 consumption rate respectively, K ml ,K m2 are Michaelis constant of O2, CO2

consumption respectively, kul , kU2 are inhibition constant in O2, CO2 consumption respectively.

Notice that the quantities of O2 and CO2 inside package are dynamic changeable in storage. On the basis

of gas mass balance inside and outside the package, the change of O2, CO2 concentration inside package

can be obtained 13

(5)

(6)

As a result, respiratory heat in unit time can be represented as

(7)

2.2 Heat absorbed by produce

The heat absorbed by produce could be found out through the increase of temperature of produce. The mass

of produce may decrease because of evaporation. Considering it is insignificant to the mass of produce, the

loss of mass is negligible in this study. So the heat absorbed by produce in unit time can be represented as

(8)

Where, Cp is the specific heat of surface tissue of produce, Tp is temperature on produce surface.

2.3 Heat absorbed by moisture during evaporation

It is known that the heat absorbed by free water of unit mass to vaporize is definite in a certain condition. In

unit time, the heat absorbed by free water to vaporize is

(9)

Where, Lm is the rate of produce to loose water, A. is coefficient of evaporation heat.
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( 10)

2.4 The heat absorbed by gas inside package

The heat absorbed by gas inside package consists of two parts:

(1) Gas around produce inside package absorbs heat and increases its temperature.

(2) The difference in temperature of gas between near and far away from the produce makes

convection of gas inside package to exchange the heat.

Heat absorbed by gas around the produce The heat absorbed by gas around the produce in unit time is
expressed by:

Where, Ws is the mass of gas around the produce, Cs is the specific heat of gas, 1'. is temperature of gas

around produceo

Heat exchanged by convection of gas inside package In the close space of container, convection is

natural heat releasing convection caused by the difference in temperature between gas near produce surface

and free space inside package. Hence, Nusselt and Grashofrules could be used to describe the process.
Grashof constant is given by definition equation as 14

G == gP(Ts - Th)L3

r v2

Where, g is acceleration of gravity, f3 is bulk expanding coefficients, Ts is temperature of

heat-releasing surface, namely the temperature of gas around produce, Th is the temperature far away
form the heat-releasing surface, namely the temperature of headspace gas inside package, L is the
qualitative length of Grashof constant, v is the kinetic viscidity degree of gas .

( 11)

It is well known that Nusselt constant Nu is the function of Grashof constant Gr and Prandtl constant

Pr on the condition of natural heat-releasing convection. To simpler geometric shapes, the following

equations could be to deal with the problems in engineering and practicel4
:

HL -k = Nu = C(Gr" Pr)m (12)

Where, H is coefficient of heat-exchange convection, C is the proportion constant, GrL is Grashof
number when the qualitative length is L, the value of exponent m, according to experience, is 1/4 to
laminar flow and 1/2 to overfall flow.

The coefficients of heat-exchanging convection H can be obtained from equation (12)

H = Ck(Gr,. Pr)m
L

( 13)

Therefore, the exchanged convective heat in unit time can be expressed as

(14 )

As a result, in unit time, the heat absorbed by gas inside package is written as

(15)
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2.5 Heat absorbed by package

The heat absorbed by package is caused by the heat transfer produced by the difference in temperatures

between inside and outside of the package. To rigid package, it consists of the package bracket and sealed

film, while the container is made up of films to soft package. For universality, rigid package is discussed in

this study.
In unit time the heat absorbed by package bracket Qf I can be represented as

Q dTI
fi = W,CI-- dt

(16)

Where, W, is the mass of bracket, C1 is the specific heat of bracket' material, I; is temperature of
bracket.

In unit time the heat absorbed by sealed film Qfm can be estimated as

Q =WC dTm

fm m m dt (17)

Where, Wm is the mass of package film, em is the specific heat of package film, T m is the temperature of
package film.

Therefore, the heat absorbed by package in unit time is

(18)

2.6 Heat change caused by gas transmission aaoss the package

Gas exchanges are existed across the packaging film because of the difference of gas pressures inside and

outside package during storage. It results in the heat change inside package.

The gas energy is the sum of internal energy and pressure static energy. The internal energy of perfect

gas, determined only by temperature, is produced by heat movement of gas molecules. According to gas

molecules movement theory, average movement energy of single gas molecule has a direct ratio
relationship with absolute temperature I 5.

i
Ek =-kT

2
where, i is the free degree of gas molecule, k is Boltzmann constant, k= Rc / N A .NA is Avogadra constant,

Rc is gas constant, T is temperature of gas.

Therefore, gas with a mol mass of M and a mass of m contains the quantity of internal energy can be
described as:

E =!__!!!_ N kT =!__!!!_ R T
k 2M A 2M c

The pressure static energy of gas can be described as

Es = PgVg = nRcT

Where, P g is the gas pressure, Vg is the gas volume.

The free degrees of CO2, H20, O2 molecule are 6 ,12 ,5 respectively 15. Because MAP environment

contains lower O2 concentration, higher CO2 and water vapor concentration relative to their concentrations
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outside, the energy which gases permeate out package in unit time can be describes as

:::{ dn co, x ~ + dn H,O X ~) R T + (dn co, + dn H,O ) R T
E aul dt 2 dt 2 c h dt dt c h

dn dn
= (4 ~ + 7 H ,0 ) R T

dt dt ch

where. nC02' nH20 are the quantities of CO2, water vapor permeating out package respectively.

In unit time, the energy of O2 which permeates into package can be denoted as

7 dnE = - ___!}]_ R T (20 )
In 2 dt caul

(19 )

where. n02 is the quantities of O2 permeating into package, ToUl is storage temperature of package.

The heat change caused by gas transmission across the package is

(21)

2.7 The respiration-transpiration model of produce in MAP

In terms of the results above, the respiration-transpiration model of produce in MAP can be described as

dT 7 dn dn. dn+W C __ m +-___!}]_R T -(4~+7__!!_2_)R T (22)
m m dt 2 dt c aul dt dt c h

2.8 Predicting the RH in MAP

The change of quantity of moisture in package container is determined by two factors :

(1) The mass of moisture produced by transpiration of produce.

(2) The mass of moisture penetrates out or into package container.

The mass change of moisture caused by transpiration of produce The mass of moisture

produced by transpiration of produce in unit time, namely transpiration rate of moisture, can be obtained

according to equation (22) as follows:

L = [Q RW - W C dT p - HA (T - T )- we dT, - W C dT I

m 6 P P P dt s h S S dt I I dt ( 23 )

dT 7 dn dn dn-W C __ m __!2_R T +(4~+7~)R T ]/).
m m dt 2 dt COOl dt dt c h

The mass change of moisture permeating across the package film The mass of moisture

permeating across the packaging film in unit time is represented as

dmH20 = [PH20 . Ap . (p~~O - p~2o)][O.018Palm]
dt z RcTh

(24)

where. PH20 is film permeability to water vapor; out inP lfP' P H
2
0 are water vapor pressures outside and

inside package respectively.
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The change of the RH inside package Considering higher RH inside package, the changing rate
of mass of moisture inside the package, can be described as

dmHOL _ 2
m dt

(25)
where, Hin is absolute humidity inside package, Wa is the mass of dry air inside package.

The RH inside package can be denoted as:

RH. = Hin

In H
sp (26)

where, Hsp is absolute humidity of saturated moisture at corresponding temperature.

3 MATERIALS AND METHOD

3.1 Fresh lentinula edodes and packaging film

Field-grown lentinula edodes used in this study was grown in Wuxi, China and harvested at the stage of

maturity in March, 2006. Lentinula edodes were then transported to the laboratory within one hour. They

were selected for similar in size and regular in shape.
The low-density polyethylene, 32flm thick (LOPE) (Shenda Flexible Packaging Material Co., Ltd.,China)

was used for packaging film. The film permeabilities to O2, CO2 and H20 were measured by gas
permeability testers (Languang Instrument Ltd., China, Model BTY-BI ,TSY-T, Test precision: ± 5%) under
SI I. The film permeability to O2, CO2, H20 are 5.66xlO-14 ,16.12 X 10 - 14, 4.32 x 10-15

m3
• m /(m2

• h· Pa) respectively.

3.2 Testing system

Shown as Fig.l, the experimental testing system consisted of four parts and they were testing jar, intelligent

measurement system of relative humidity-temperature, adjustment system of relative humidity-temperature

and gas concentration analysis system. In order to measure the temperature, RH and gas concentrations
inside the metal jar, one temperature-RH sensor (RH:I0-100± 2.0%, temperature:0-60± 0.5·C) and one

gas pump were fixed on the upper portion of the jar, and connected to intelligent measurement instrument

of relative humidity-temperature and gas concentration analysis instrument (I11inois Ltd, U.S.A., Model
6600, O2 range: 0.00 I-I 00 ± 0.2 %, CO2 range: 0.1-100 ± 2.0 %) respectively.

The testing jar can be closed with metal cap or packaging film in order to conduct the airtight or

permeability packaging testing. After packaging, the testing jars were placed in adjuster of relative

humidity-temperature (Qingshen Ltd, Taiwan, Model THS-07C-I00AS, temperature:0-l00 ± 0.5·C ,

RH:20-100 ± 2.0 %) to be stored in a testing condition.
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The samples and the jars were pretreated at 8°C,80%RH for 4h. The normal air packages were applied to

pack 570± 109 of samples using testing jars, which were closed with metal caps. The packages were stored

at 8°C, 60%RH for 40h. The concentrations of O2 and CO2 were measured every 2h. The parameter values

of respiration rates were calculated according to closed system method. The experiment was
simultaneously repeated three times.

Respiration rate data from above experiments were to estimation of respiration model parameters values.

Michaelis-Menten type equation (2),(3) can be changed to the following linearized forms

_1_ = _1_ + Kml _1_ + 1 [C0
2
]

R02 Vm1 Vm1 [02] Ku1Vm1
(27)

o

iL.---
I
I
I

o

Figure t Schematic of testing system (A, intelligent measurement system of relative humidity-temperature;
B, adjust system of relative humidity-temperature; C, testing jar; D, gas concentration analysis instrument;

1. samples; 2. sensor of relative humidity-temperature; 3. sealed film/metal cap; 4. pump of gases; 5. jar body)

3.3 Estimation of respiration model parameter values

(28)

The multiple linear regression analysis for estimating the parameter values of respiration model was
performed using the statistical software SAS.

3.4 Packaging and storage of the samples

First, normal air packages were applied to pack 480± 10, 700± 109 of samples using test jars, which were
closed with LOPE films of constant area 176.7cm2.

In the second test, modified initial gas composition (3.5 %02111 %C02/85.5 %N2) packages were applied
to pack 700± 109 of samples using testing jars. Gas mixtures were conducted using a gas mix machine
(Oesen Packaging Machine Ltd., China, Model MA-35, CO2,02,N2 range: 0-90± 1%). The machine used
cylinders of compressed oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen to prepare the gas mixtures of any required
proportions of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. Before packaged, the testing jars were flushed with
the required gas composition (initial RH:31%, temperature: 8'C) for three minutes through the lower valve
of the jars, and then the samples were placed in jars. In the meantime, the flush was kept; finally the jars
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were closed with LOPE films.
The samples, testing jars were conditioned at 8°C,80%RH for 4h before packaged. The packaging

operation was conducted in a cold room at 8°C. All packages were stored at 8°C,80% RH for 40h, with
periodic sampling to measure the RH and temperature. The experiments were repeated three times.

4 MODEL SIMPLIFICAYION AND NUMERICAL ANAlYSIS

4.1 Simplification of respiration-transpiration model

In terms of the above experiment conditions, the respiration-transpiration model can be simplified as
following:

(I )Since the headspace of package is small, and the temperature change inside package is not notable,

thermal equilibrium between the produce and the headspace is assumed to reach within a short time.

Consequently the heat caused by gas convection inside package could be neglected, and the heat absorbed
by gas inside the package in unit time can be simplified as:

Q = we dTtn

g a a dt

where. Ca is the specific heat of dry air inside the package,T;n is the temperature of gas inside the

package.

(2) The temperature change inside package is not notable, its effect on the permeability of packaging

film and the respiration model parameters can be ignored.

4.2 Numerical analysis

Based on the experimental conditions and corresponding parameters, the numerical analysis of

respiration-transpiration model and corresponding equations was conducted using the Adams-Moulton
method to obtain the change of RH inside package.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Respiration model Parameter values of lentinula edodes

The respiration rate data obtained from the closed system experiments were applied to fit

equation(27),{28). The estimated parameter values were presented in Table 1. The regression equation fitted
the data well with the coefficient of determination R2 > 0.95.

Tablet Parameter estimates of respiration model for lentinula edodes at 8"C

Gas
Vm

Km (%) Ku (%) R2
(mL.Kg-1 ·h-1)

O2 122.52 26.73 -88.30 0.982

CO2 110.81 30.11 -83.23 0.957
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5.2 Compare the experimental results with theoretical predictions

The model predictions were compared to the results of three sets of experiments (total of 9 experiments).

The experiments varied in product weight and initial gas composition.

Fig.2 and Fig.3 compared the model predictions and experiment data for 480,700g lentinula edodes and

normal air packages respectively. The results showed that the RH inside packages rose rapidly. In the

packages with the masses of 480, 700g, the RH inside packages reached saturation 12h,IOh later

respectively. The main reason was that the gas exchange inside and outside the package was slow because

of the initial gas of air and the respiration and transpiration rates were a bit higher. With the mass of

produce increased, the quality of vaporized moisture enhanced, the headspace decreased, the rising rate of

the RH quickened. Meanwhile the results showed good agreement between theoretical prediction and

experimental results with a little higher theoretical result at the beginning of package and the time for RH

to reach saturated state shortened about Ih mainly because of the simplification in theoretical analysis and

neglects of influences of some factors on energy changes.

Fig.4 compared the model prediction and experiment data for 700g lentinula edodes and modified initial

gas composition packages. Comparing with the package of same mass with initial gas of air, the increasing

rate of the RH inside package was slowed down greatly. About 22h later, the RH reached saturation. The

main reason is that modified atmosphere of low CO2 and high O2 decreased the respiration rates of produce

and furthermore the transpiration rates were slowed down. This shows that initial gas composition could

influence the RH inside package evidently. Similarly, the theoretical prediction agreed well with the

experimental results.

The temperature change in three experimental conditions was shown in Fig.5. As a whole, the change of

temperature in package was very small. During storage of 40h, corresponding to the experimental condition,
the highest temperatures inside packages rose approximately 3.3"C, 4.3"C, 2.0·C respectively. Meanwhile

temperature inside packages decreased a little along with the prolonging of storage.

100 100
~ ";f0•....
c- oo c- oo
'5 '5
E E
::J ::J
I 9J I 9J

.~ ~
"Ri -- Experimental d3.ta ~ 70 -- Experimental d3.taQi 70 Qi
a:: •••••••••• MOIEI prediction a:: ••••.••••• MOIEI prediction

6J 6J
0 10 20 3J 40 0 10 20 3J 40

Time I h Time I h

Fig. 2 Relative humidity in packages of lentinula
edodes during storage (mass: 480g; initial gas
composition:normal air)

Fig.3 Relative humidity in packages of lentinula
edodes during storage (mass: 700g; initial

gas composition: normal air)
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The modified respiration-transpiration model was developed to predict the RH inside package based on

heat exchange and gases mass transport phenomena across the package, gases heat convection inside the

package, and mass and heat balances accounting for the respiration and transpiration behavior of fresh

produce. The experiments of MAP containing Fresh lentinula edodes were conducted to obtain the RH and

temperature inside packages. The results showed that:

( 1) As a whole, the model predictions agreed well with experimental results.

(2) Initial gas composition had great influence on the RH inside packages.

(3) The change of temperature inside package and effect of initial gas composition on temperature

were not notable.
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Successful shelf-life of a product depends on accurate evaluation of total package integrity.
Barrier quality, seal integrity, material durability and processing conditions may contribute to
the amount of oxygen entering a package over the desired shelf-life of a product. These
parameters must be routinely tested to insure a viable package. This paper discusses these
testing parameters and introduces a quality control method that can reduce overall test time by
combining leak detection, head space analysis and package volume determination into one
instrument. Moreover, a novel concept will be discussed which uses a vacuum technique and
allows for accurate leak detection and aggregate hole size calculation based on Poiseuille's
Law.
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ABSTRACT

Light is damaging a number of different products through decolourisation and photo-oxidation. In recent years
transparent packaging has been introduced for more and more products. As a consequence of this fact light has
become a major problem over the last decades.

Danish Technological Institute has since 2003 been working on a large project together with three large food
producers, afilm producer and The Royal Danish Veterinary and Agricultural University to investigate and
solve some of these increasing problems.

The project has studied the impact of light in the distribution chain focusing on the retail shop. The project has
also studied the damaging processes in the suiface of the products, and made a number of proposals for
protection systems either included in the packaging or in the retail shops. The project is focusing on food
products as beer, cheese, and cooked-sliced meat.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of transparent packaging in order to make it possible for consumers to examine the food
product inside has also created serious problems for food quality.

Light

The combination of oxygen and light creates problems as rancidity and decolourisation. The damaging processes
need both factors. So in the case of a transparent package the problem can also be eliminated through a
controlled atmosphere with no oxygen. But the critical oxygen level is very low.

The elimination of the problems needs an optimisation of all the elements in the packaging system: Food product,
headspace, packaging and the impacts from the distribution system - not only in relation to light but also to
oxygen.
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The challenge is to solve the problem with the increase of decolourisation and rancidity in a retail shop
environment with both transparent packaging and stronger impact of light because want a better sale presentation
in stores.

._

METHOD

Study of light in distribution

Danish Technological Institute has been out in a large number of retail shops, terminals and stocks in order to
measure the light in the distribution chain. Measurements have been performed in Denmark, Germany and UK .
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A portable measurement system was used. The data from each measurement was filed together with distance
from the products to the light source. A typical measurement contains a number of different wavelengths merged
together to white light.

Product Distance from Irradiance Luminance
product to Iigbt (W/m2) (lux)
source (meter)

Ham 0,005 - 3,0 2,1-29,9 705-5960

Milk 0,04 - 1,3 2,09 - 25,6 641-7130

~beese 0,005 - 3,0 0,14 - 26,2 217-7060

Beer 0,1-2,5 0,34-13,1 176 - 4050
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Different components in the food are sensitive to different wavelengths. The critical wavelengths can both be
UV light and/or visible light.

Packaging protection -light filters

Four different types of light filters are available on the market:
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Long pass filters Notch filters

Dark storage is always an efficient but often not an acceptable solution to the problem.

Packaging protection - oxygen

MAP and oxygen absorbers have been seen as practical solutions, but oxygen level shall be as low as less than
0, I %. Also vacuum and skin pack are practical solutions as the packaging films touch the product and prevent
oxygen to be near the product surface when light is present.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From these data it is possible to generate very different strategies for packaging protection and also different
wishes for new technologies.

• No head space in packaging

A strategy is to make sure that no oxygen is near the surface of the food product where the light is
damaging the food. Vacuum packs, and skin packs, and also other existing packaging solutions with
none or a little headspace are simple and inexpensive solutions.

• MAP

When consumers and/or marketing demand packaging with headspace, modified atmosphere packaging
(MAP) is used. But this is not an efficient solution because oxygen entrapped and dissolved in the
product is released over the next days into the headspace. Unfortunately, the oxygen in the headspace
often goes far higher than the critical level for the product.

• MAP and dark storage

Dark storage

The problem with entrapped and/or dissolved oxygen in the product can be solved with dark storage in
the short period until micro organisms naturally respire the oxygen in the headspace.
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• Absorbers

Another strategy is to use oxygen absorbers to remove the free oxygen in headspace - maybe together
with MAP. A practical problem is that almost all absorber technologies need a start up time before the
absorbers are efficient. And this problem needs absorbers with a high efficiency in the start and less
later. Inexpensive absorbers with such a performance can be created in future research.

I . . ..._ ..
- •• - . • - • • - New????I

• Filters

Filters in the packaging films will by nature always damage the transparent view. The only exception is
the use oflong pass filters to remove the UV light. For most products this will only reduce problems.

',,)«r f>-v~ :.Cf:Y"'C \~;:,_~.,. ;.',',;
>","J'1)C

Ltv

400nm

CONCLUSION

• Do not use transparent packaging in the sensitive areas
• ]fthe consumers and marketing demand transparency .....
• You have to fight the nature!
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Development of Odor Controlling Packaging for Durian Export

Pattra Maneesin, Romanie Wangdheethum, Ubon Rerk-am and Sakkhee Sansupa

ABSTRACT

This study has an aim to develop a prototype package, which is capable of controlling durian odor after
packaging. In order to select suitable odor removing substance, investigation of major odor compounds
representing to durian odor c.v. Monthong was carried out using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-
MS) coupled with heads pace solid phase micro-extraction (HS-SPME). Apparently, there were more than 20
compounds identified including aldehydes, alcohols, sulphurs and esters; however, sulphurs i.e. ethanethiol, as
well as esters e.g. ethyl acetate, ethyl butanoate, ethyl propanoate, ethyl-2-methylbuanoate, ethyl hexanoate and
ethyl octanoate were major compounds representing to durian odor. Comparison between three substances,
activated carbon performed better on removing durian odor than pumice and coconut-shell charcoal, so it was
selected for further study. The odor removing paper was then developed by incorporating 25% of activated
carbon in the paper slurry before fabrication. Finally, the performance of the paper on removing the odor was
evaluated The developed paper had proven to help removing durian odor and the paper contained higher
amount of activated carbon had better odor adsorbing efficiency. However, it was necessary to allow an
exposure of the paper to the odor in order to ensure its efficiency. Accordingly, the developed paper could be
used as an inside liner or partitions for odor controlling in the corrugated box normally used for durian export.

Keywords: durian odor, HS-SPME, active packaging, odor removing paper, odor controlling packaging

INTRODUCTION

Durian (Durio zibethinus L.), the tropical fruit with unique characteristic and odor, is one of major
Thailand economic crops. Thailand exported approximately 132,781 tonnes of durian, valued about US$55
million in 20051

• In addition to Asian markets such as China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia and Japan, the
EU and US lately become high potential markets for fresh durian. However, its strong sulfurous odor presence
after ripening makes handling and transportation, as well as storage and distribution, of fresh durian somewhat
difficult, so market expansion is limited.

Although, several volatile constituents of durian has been reported [1,2]. Cultivars, growing area, as
well as analytical techniques was also contributed to the difference in aroma characteristic of durian. Several
instrumental techniques are typically used for odor identification of fruits, i.e. gas chromatography (GC), gas
chromatorgraphy-olfactometry (GC-O) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [3]. Head space-
solid phase microextraction (HS-SPME) combined with GC-MS which is recently developed and gained more
interest nowadays since it provides useful information at acceptable level related to sensory evaluation [4,5].
SPME provides a simple, solvent-free method for the isolation and the concentration of the volatile compounds
presented in the headspace without modifications of these compounds due to temperature or solvent effect [6].
Thus, SPME is reported to use for analysis of several flavor compounds in various food products, and more
particularly in fruits [7,8,9].

Several odor removing substances e.g. activated carbon, molecular sieve and ferrous salts etc. are stated
[10]. Due to its porous structure, activated carbon (charcoal) is a popular odor adsorbent because it is very
effective and inexpensive [II]. The carbon based material such as coal, wood, coconut-shells is converted to
activated carbon by thermal decomposition in the furnace under controlled atmosphere and heat. Pumice, an

1 Import-Export Statistics; http://www.customs.go.th. Retrieved on April 5, 2006

http://www.customs.go.th.
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amorphous aluminum silicate, is an extrusive igneous rock formed from lava that is full of gas and has some
absorbent properties. It is very light and can float in water. Its industrial applications are moisture scavenger,
protein absorbent, micro-fine filler, oil film absorbent etc [12].

The concept of active packaging, namely moisture controII er, oxygen scavenger, antimicrobial
packaging etc., has resulted in development of novel packaging to serve all consumer needs. In addition to the
packaging that could helped improving odor and flavor of foods, such as packaging which reduces citrus juice
bitterness during storage and ScentSational™ container, odor removing packaging has some potential, as well.
Several odor or aroma removing technologies from an interior of the package, which are mainly focused on
nutrient degradation e.g. protein, lipid etc., as well as polymer break-down are lately developed [10]. For
example, incorporating of molecular sieve into polymer blend to minimize the undesirable odor effects from the
packages is also commercialized by Dupont. 1.5% zeolite powder is mixed with cellulose pulp in water before
fabricating into paper. The paper can be used as odor or moisture absorbent or filler. Besides, the multi-layer
folding carton which coated on an inside with 30-45% mixture of activated carbon is claimed to adsorb the odor
from some food products. However, odor removing packaging for some produce, such as durian should not be
overlooked since its characteristic aroma which rapidly generates as the fruit ripens also causes trouble during
storage, transportation, as well as distribution of fresh durian. Therefore, development of odor controlling
packaging that can help removing durian odor after packaging is established.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

1. Identification of organic compounds found in durian odor
Approximately 20 g of durian pulp (100% maturity; 125 days after flowering) were put in a 125 ml

vial. The vials (Alltech, USA) were hermetically closed by a teflon/silicone septum and equilibrated for 60 min
at 25±2°C. Collection of headspace sample was carried out for 10 min at the same temperature using the solid
phase microextraction (SPME) device and SPME fiber assembly divinylbenzene (DVB)-50Ilm thickness,
Carboxen-30 Ilm thickness on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), boned to a flexible fused silica fiber (SupeJco,
USA). The fiber was also conditioned at 270°C for I hour prior to use. The desorption of the analytes from the
fiber coating was made in the injection port of the gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS) at 230°C
during 2 min. Three replicates were performed for each sample.

A 6890N gas chromatograph connected with a 5973 innert quadrupole mass selective detector
(Agilent Technologies, USA) fitted with a 30 m x 0.25 mm HP-5MS, 0.251lm film thickness capillary column
(J& W Scientific, Agilent Technologies, USA) was used. In addition, the column temperature was held at 40°C
for 10 min, then programmed to 220°C at 20°C/min, while the temperature of the injector was maintained at
230°C. Helium at 10 psi and 1.2 mllmin was used as carrier gas. For mass selective detector, electron impact
mass spectra were scanned at 70 eV in the rnIz range 20-400 mass units. Identification of the compounds was
performed by peak comparison with the mass spectra library (Wiley 7n, USA).

2. Selection of suitable odor controlling substance
2.1. Generation of ethyl butanoate calibration curve

0.1001 g of ethyl butanoate (Fluka, Germany) was dissolved in 10 ml absolute ethanol (Merck,
Germany) to obtain 10.0Img/ml ethyl butanoate solution. 10,20,30,40 and 50 III of the diluted solution were
then injected into a small piece (about 0.8 x 3.0 cm) of no. 4 filter paper (Whatrnan, UK) placed in a 40 ml vial.
The vials were hermetically closed by a teflon/silicone septum and equilibrated for 20 min at 25±2°C prior to the
GC-MS analysis by the headspace (HS)-SPME technique following the above conditions. Hence, the calibration
curve of ethyl butanoate was illustrated based on peak area responses versus the amounts of ethyl butanoate
injected.

2.2 Quantification of ethyl butanoate in synthetic durian flavor
5.065 g of synthetic durian flavor (Winner, Thailand) was diluted by 50 ml HPLC grade water

(Labscan Asia, Thailand) to obtain 101.3 mg/ml. 20 III of the diluted flavor was injected on a small piece of filter
paper placed in a 40 ml vial. The vials were tightly sealed and equilibrated for 20 min at 25±2°C prior to the GC-
MS analysis using the HS-SPME technique following the above conditions. Finally, the quantity of ethyl
butanoate was determined by peak comparison of its area response with the calibration curve.

2.3 Efficiency of three selected substances on removing durian odor
5 mg of activated carbon (Acros, Belgium) were put in a 40 ml vial. The vial was tightly closed and

softly shook to allow dispersion of the activated charcoal inside the vial. Then, the vial was reopened and a small
piece of filter paper was added before injecting 20 III of the diluted durian flavor. The vials were tightly sealed
and equilibrated for 20 min at 25± 2°C prior to the GC-MS analysis, as weIl as determined the amounts of ethyl
butanoate remained in the vials using the HS-SPME technique as described before. Besides, similar procedures
were carried out; however, 5 mg of coconut-sheIl charcoal (140 mesh) and 5 mg pumice (0.5 Ilm diameter) were
added in the vial, instead.



3. Development of odor controlling paper
3.1 Paper making

Dry rice straw which was abundantly found in Thailand, was used as raw material for paper making.
The straw was cut into small pieces (approximately 2.5 cm in length) before soaking in potassium hydroxide
(KOH, 14% by weight; Carlo Erba, Italy) at ambient temperature for 20 hours and boiling for 3 hours for lignin
removal. Then, it was rinsed several times by tap water to eliminate KOH residue. Finally, the rice straw pulp
was then squeezed to remove excess water and stored at 5 ± 2°C prior to use.

The paper slurry was made by mixing the rice straw pulp with tap water until the pulp was
completely dispersed in water. Then, thoroughly mixed a few binder and 8% activated carbon with the paper
slurry before fabricated into a 24 x 30 cm paper on a fine stainless steel sieve (325 mesh). Excess water was then
removed using a vacuum pump. The wet paper was dried in an oven at 90 ± 2°C for 6 hours before storage.
Following similar processing conditions; however, 16 and 25% of the activated carbon were added.

The developed paper was cut into a 7.5 x 14 cm piece before lining along an inside wall ofa 125 ml
vial. A small piece of filter paper with 50 III of the diluted durian flavor was then added into the vial. The vials
were tightly sealed and equilibrated for 20 min at 25±2°C prior to the GC-MS analysis using the HS-SPME
technique as stated above. Comparison between the total chromatograms obtained from the three paper making
compositions was conducted to determine proper composition of paper making for further development.

3.2 Odor removing efficiency of various applications of the carbon paper
The paper samples were prepared as follows:
Sample (a): a 24 x 30 cm of 1.4 mm thick carbon paper laminated one side with a 24 x 30 cm of

185 glm2 kraft paper by starch-based glue
Sample (b): a 24 x 30 cm of2.8 mm thick carbon paper laminated one side with a 24 x 30 cm of

185 glm2 kraft paper by starch-based glue
Sample (c): a 24 x 30 cm of 1.4 mm thick carbon paper laminated on both sides with a 24 x 30 cm

of 185 glm2 kraft paper by starch-based glue
Sample (d): a 24 x 30 cm of 1.4 mm thick carbon paper laminated one side with a 24 x 30 cm of

185 glm2 kraft paper and laminated with a 25% perforated of 24 x 30 cm of 185 glm2

kraft paper on the other side by starch-based glue
The efficiency of each paper samples on removing durian odor was evaluated using approximately

20 g of durian pulp following the method described in 3.1.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
1. Identification of organic compounds found in durian odor and synthetic

durian flavor
Figure 1 shows total chromatogram obtained from durian odor (c.v. Monthong, 100% maturity) and

Table I presents organic compounds representing durian odor, as well as synthetic durian flavor. As shown,
there were more than 20 compounds identified including aldehydes, alcohols, sulphurs and esters, while sulphur
i.e. ethanethiol and esters e.g. ethyl acetate, ethyl butanoate, ethyl propanoate, ethyl-2-methylbuanoate, ethyl
hexanoate and ethyl octanoate had major contributed to the durian odor. Besides, 3,5-dimethyl-1 ,2,4-trithioctane
which was found in a small amount also had great role in sulfurous odor of the durian as reported by Weenen [2].

Ethyl acetate, propylene glycol, ethyl butanoate, n-butyl acetate, ethyl-3-methylbutanoate, ethyl
hexanoate were esters and 2,5-dimethyl-3-4-dithiohexane and 4,5-dithiaoctane were sulphus compounds
identified from synthetic durian flavor. Similarly, ethyl acetate and ethyl butanoate, which was abundantly found
were presence in durian odor (c.v. Monthong), as well.
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Figure 1 Total chromatogram obtained from dunan odor (100% matunty, c.v. Monthong)
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Peak Compound Area response
no (%)

Durian Durian
odor flavor

23 3,S-dimethyl-I,2, 0.74
4-trithiolane (II)

21 propyl hexaooate 0.87
22 3,S-dimethyl-I,2, O.SI

4-trithiolane (I)
23 3,S-dimethyl-l, 0.74

2,4-trithiolane (II)
24 ethvl octanoate S.41

propylene glycol 4.76
n-butyl acetate 13.22
ethyl- 3-methyl 3.49
butanoate
2,S-dimethyl-3,4- 13.96
dithiohexaoe
4,S-dithiaoctane 22.69

Table 1 Identification of organic compounds found in durian odor (100% maturity, c.v. Monthong)
d th'd' flan synl etlc unan avor

Peak Compound Area response
no (%)

Durian Durian
odor flavor

I acetaldehyde 4.26
2 ethanol 10.41
3 ethanethiol S.74
4 I-propanol 2.7S
S I-propanethiol tr
6 ethvl acetate 13.99 6.83
7 3-bydroxy-2- tr

butanone
8 ethvl propanoate 12.7S
9 ethvl isobutanoate 0.62
10 S-ethyl 0.57

ethanethioate
II methyl-2- tr

methvlbutanoate
12 ethyl butanoate 3.02 21.54

Note: tr = <0.10"10

Peak Compound Area response
no. (%)

Durian Durian
odor flavor

13 propyl 0.66
propionate

14 ethvl-2-butanoate tr
IS ethyl-2-methyl 3.81

butanoate
16 propvl butanoate tr
17 methyl hexaooate tr
18 butanoic -2- tr

methvlester
19 ethyl-{methyl tr

thio) acetate
20 ethyl hexaooate 8.39 5.05
21 propyl hexaooate 0.87
22 3,5-dimethyl-l, 0.51

2 4-trithiolane (I)

2. Selection of suitable odor removing substance
Table 2 presents comparison between ethyl butanoate levels remained in the vial headspace after

placing 20 Ilg of activated carbon, coconut-shell charcoal and pumice. Quantification of ethyl butanoate was
carried out as odor removing indicator instead of other sulfurous compounds since it was found in a large
amount in synthetic durian flavor and all sulfurous compounds were wiped out after applying a small amount of
activated carbon. Ethyl butanoate could be removed by 90.6, 2.9 and 1.5% by activated carbon, pumice and
coconut-shell charcoal, respectively. Ethyl butanoate was almost completely removed by activated carbon
indicated that activated carbon had proved to provide much better capability in removing the odor compounds
representing the synthetic durian odor better than pumice and coconut-shell charcoal, respectively. Physical
adsorption is the primary mean by which activated carbon works to remove odor due to the presence of pores
[13].

Table 2 Ethyl butanoate levels remained in vial
h dsea space

Sample Ethyl Odor
butanoate removing
level (Ilg) (%)

Synthetic durian 6.96 ± 0.022 -
flavor
Synthetic durian 0.65 ± 0.015 90.64
flavor + Activated
carbon
Synthetic durian 6.86 ± 0.313 1.54
flavor + Coconut-
shell charcoal
Synthetic durian 6.76 ± 0.331 2.91
flavor + Pumice

3. Development of odor controlling
paper
Four chromatograms obtained from the vial

headspaces containing the diluted synthetic durian
odor and a piece of developed paper which had
8,16 and 25% activated carbon is illustrated in
Figure 2. As shown, a few compounds found in the
headspace of the vial contained 8% activated
carbon paper were completely removed if the
paper which had 25% activated carbon was applied.
Thus, adding higher amount of activated carbon
helped improving the capability of the paper on
removing the odor, so the paper composition with
25% activated carbon was selected for further study.

Figure 3 illustrates total chromatograms obtained from the durian odor with and without the odor
removing paper in various applications. As shown, the capability on removing durian odor greatly declined if the
carbon paper was covered on both sides with the kraft paper. Hence, it was necessary to allow directly contact
between the carbon paper and the odor to ensure its efficiency. In addition, the thicker paper had provided better
efficiency on removing the odor because there were higher amounts of the activated carbon dispersed to adsorb
the odor.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Although, there were more than 20 compounds representing to 100% maturity durian odor c.v.
Monthong, ester and sulphur compounds had major contributed to durian odor. In addition, esters i.e. ethyl
butanoate, n-butyl acetate and sulphurs i.e. 4,5-dithiaoctane, 2,5-dimethyl-3,4-dithiahexane were major
compounds identified from synthetic durian flavor.
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2. Comparison between three selected substance, activated carbon was much more effectively removed
synthetic durian flavor than pumice and coconut-shell charcoal.

3. The developed paper had proven to help removing durian odor, as well as synthetic durian flavor.
Adding higher amount of activated carbon helped improving its capability on removing the odor; however, it
was necessary to allow an exposure of the paper to the odor in order to ensure its efficiency.
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Figure 2 Total chromatograms of durian flavor with!
without three compositions of carbon paper

Figure 3 Total chromatograms obtained from durian pulp
with/without various types of carbon paper
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Oxygen Transmission Rate Measurement in Packages by the Fluorescent
Tracers Method

Yves Wyser, Lars Lundquist, Chantal Pelletier

ABSTRACT
A methodology is presented for the measurement of the oxygen transmission rate into finished packages, empty
or filled with water t simulate the presence of a product. The methodology is based on the fluorescent tracers
technology allowing non-invasive measurement of oxygen content in the heads pace through the packaging wall,
or through a transparent window built into the packagingfor opaque material. As the fluorescent tracers
measure oxygen concentration a methodfor measuring headspace volume inflexible packaging was developed
Regular measurements of he adspace oxygen concentration and knowledge of the heads pace volume permits
calculating the oxygen transmission rate of a pack. The method being non-invasive a large number of specimens
can be measured in parallel. As measurements can be made in water containing packs, close-ta-real conditions
can be usedfor packages intendedfor wet products. Additionally, all components attached to the package
withstand sterilisation conditions enabling to accurately determine the effect of retorting on oxygen ingress in
the package.

INTRODUCTION
Mocon Oxtran technology is arguably the most widespread equipment used nowadays to measure the oxygen
permeability of packaging films and finished packs. The test is invasive, and investigated samples are thus
connected permanently to the equipment during the entire period of testing. Despite the fact that results are
obtained in short time, e.g. 2-3 days, the fact that only two samples can be tested per piece of equipment
accounts for a reasonably low through-put. Whereas testing under varying conditions of temperature and relative
humidity is possible with such equipment, they do not permit attaining conditions of harsh processing steps such
as retorting.
One alternative capable of measuring oxygen transmission rates on samples dissociated from the measuring
device, while permitting measurement of the finished pack as a whole without the use of complicated sample
mounting devices is the use of oxygen sensitive fluorescent tracers [1-5]. Several systems exist on the market
and are used for measurement of oxygen concentration in permanent gases as well as in liquids. This technology
is based on the quenching ofluminescence of a luminophore by molecular oxygen. By illumination with a light
source the luminophore is excited and emits light until it encounters a molecule of oxygen. The luminescence
life time and intensity is mathematically related to the oxygen concentration through the Stem-Volmer equation
[6;7]. The luminophore can either be present on the tip of an optical fibre, or be embedded in a sensor spot,
which can be attached to the interior surface of a package. The latter has the advantage of making it possible to
dissociate the investigated package from the measurement device, thus theoretically permitting an unlimited
amount of specimens to be analysed simultaneously by means of intermittent measurements.
The only requirement on the packaging material for intermittent measurements by oxygen sensitive fluorescent
tracers is that at least a portion of the packaging wall be capable of transmitting the light wavelength which is
inherent to the source of illumination, or that a transparent surface on which the oxygen sensitive luminophore is
attached can be integrated into the package prior to or in conjunction with its sealing.
The overall goal of the project, was to first evaluate the performance of the fluorescent tracer technology against
a well-established reference method, in our case Mocon Oxtran technology, second to develop a measurement
methodology permitting the measurement of oxygen transmission rates on flexible as well as rigid packaging
during harsh conditions such as retorting. The first step of the project has been published earlier [8] and has
shown that the methodology, although more labour intensive than the Mocon technology, allows the
determination of the oxygen permeability of high to very high oxygen barrier containers.
This paper summarizes the results obtained in the first phase and presents the bases that will enable to bring this
technology to a point where all types of packages, as well as the effect of retorting on the barrier properties of
packages, will be measurable.
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where Po is the standard pressure (1013 mbar), 1'0 the standard temperature (276.15 K), T the testing
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PERFORMANCE OF THE METHODOLOGY
The performance of the methodology has been evaluated by measuring the oxygen permeation rates of two types
of 0.5 L PET beverage bottles with Actis Lite™ and Actis™ treated interior surfaces, henceforth referred to as
"L" and "A", supplied by Sidel, Ie Havre, France. The treatment consists in plasma coating of the bottle interior
with highly hydrogenated amorphous carbon. The L bottle has barrier properties suitable for, e.g. juices, teas and
sparkling water, whereas the A bottle has very high barrier properties, and is intended for extremely oxygen
sensitive products, such as beer and ciders.

Reference method, Oxtran (Mocon)
As reference value, oxygen transmission measurements were performed according to ASTM F1307-02 using a
Mocon Oxtran MH 2/20. The bottles were glued onto metal sample holders using epoxy glue. After connection
to the apparatus they were conditioned during 24 hours at 23 ± 1°C, 50 ± 2 % RH prior to testing. Testing was
performed under the same climatic conditions. Ambient air was used as the test gas. The carrier gas composition
was 98 % nitrogen and 2 % hydrogen. Gas flow was regulated at 15 mLimin. The used instrument has an
integrated pressure transducer and automatically corrects the measurement values to a sea-level pressure of
1013 mbar with the pressure reading at the time of measurement.

Fluorescent Tracers Method
A Fibox 3 fibre-optic oxygen meter supplied by PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH, Regensburg, Germany, was
used for the fluorescent tracer measurements.
Planar oxygen sensitive foils integrated in stainless steel bottle closures, as depicted in Fig. Ia, designed for the
purpose of the measurement, where used for the intermittent measurements of oxygen partial pressure in the
bottles. The bottle closures consist in four parts. The optical fibre guide, annotated as I in the figure, which also
shuts out incident light, having a detrimental effect on the measurements, holds the optical fibre in place during
the measurement. The bottle closure (2) has a PCO 28 threading to fit the investigated bottle samples. A glass
centre piece (3) with the oxygen sensitive foil, glued onto it, is fitted into the slot in the bottle closure and an
epoxy resin is cast around it to the height of the glass surface to form an oxygen tight seal. A rubber washer (4)
is fitted into the bottle closure in order to form a tight seal against the bottle brim. In the experiments the rubber
washer used was made from natural rubber.
Prior to measurements bottles were placed in a vacuum chamber with the closures loosely screwed onto the neck.
The vacuum chamber was flushed three times with nitrogen with intermediate vacuum of a pressure of
approximately I mbar. The initial oxygen partial pressure in the headspace of the gassed bottles was thus in the
vicinity of3.5 mbar.
In contrast to the reference method, the fluorescent tracer method does not consume the oxygen entering the
tested package, i.e. the concentration of oxygen inside the tested pack will increase with time. It is well known
that the rate of transfer, F, in the steady state, ofa chemical species through a given membrane of permeability,
P, is proportional to the partial pressure difference pi-pl, between the two sides of the membrane as F = P(pi-pl)
[9]. The measured rate of transfer at a given moment must thus be normalized with the actual partial pressure
inside the container in order to give a correct value of the permeability.
The testing conditions were 23 ± I °C and 50 ± 2 % RH. Six specimens were tested per sample. The samples
were conditioned for 24 hours prior to testing. Measurements were made at varying intervals during 12 days with
interruptions during weekends. The atmospheric pressure was recorded at each measurement.
The oxygen volume at standard temperature and pressure (STP) conditions, V02 [mL], was calculated as:

p,
V; = V; .~ [1]

O2 0 P
mt

where P02 is the oxygen partial pressure (mbar), Pint the internal pressure (mbar), Vo the volume of heads pace

at STP conditions (mL) calculated as:

temperature (K) and VHS the volume of heads pace in the package (mL) evaluated by gravimetric measurement

of bottles filled with degassed demineralised water at 20°C.
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Table I: Oxygen permeab ility of barrier PET bottles as measured by reference
Bottle type OTR by Oxtran OTR by Fibox

cc/pack/day cc/pack/day
L 0.0068 ± 0.0004 0.0070 ± 0.0004
A 0.0027 ± 0.0008 0.0031 ± 0.0004

andjIuorescent tracer methods

The recorded oxygen volume was plotted against time in days, whereupon a linear regression was applied to the
data points. The slope of the linear regression was then normalised to a sea level atmospheric pressure of
1013 mbar using the average value of the atmospheric pressure readings during the measurements.

Results
The results obtained by both methods are given in Table 1 and show that the results are not significantly different
between the reference and fluorescent tracer methods, even for very high barrier containers.
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GENERALIZATION OF THE TESTING METHOD
This preliminary study showed that the technology was appropriate for the measurement of rigid containers such
as bottles. The objective of the study was to develop a testing method suitable for all types of packages. It was
therefore required to develop a set-up that would be able to fit most applications, such as pouches, trays, cups,
tubes etc.
In order to generalize the test, the first step is the development of a method allowing the precise determination of
the headspace volume. Headspace volume of rigid packages can easily be measured by using water at controlled
temperature. The flexible nature of e.g. pouches renders this determination more difficult. Being flexible, the
internal pressure of the packaging equals more or less that of the surrounding environment, implying that the
headspace volume changes with changes in external pressure, This prevents the use of methods based on or
inducing pressure changes. Another method was therefore required.
There was further a desire to test packages as close to real-life conditions as possible, which, for wet product
applications implied the development of a methodology for samples filled with water. Finally, as more and more
plastic based packages are used in retorting applications, the oxygen ingress during and just after this thermal
treatment has to be known to be able to address the entire life cycle of a product when considering its oxidation.
The resistance of the sensor foils to sterilisation conditions and the effect of such a treatment on the readings
obtained with a reference gas were therefore evaluated.

Headspace measurement
A set-up, consisting of a water bath and a graduated pipette ended with a funnel was used to measure the
headspace volume. The pipette was filed to the upper end of its graduation and immersed in the water bath to a
height where the lower end of the graduation corresponds to the water level in the bath. The sample is cut open
under the funnel, enabling the headspace gas to enter the pipette. The apparent volume, directly read on the scale,
must then be corrected to take the pressure induced by the weight of the water column above the water level of
the bath into account.
Before the test, the dead volume of the pipette is at a pressure corresponding to the atmospheric pressure minus
the pressure exerted by the water column when the pipette is full. After inserting the package headspace gas, the
height of the water column is smaller, i.e. the pressure of the total volume of air in the pipette, corresponding to
the headspace volume added to the dead volume, is higher. The actual volume, Vo, of the sample, in STP

conditions, is therefore the total volume in the pipette, corrected for STP conditions minus the dead volume, also
corrected for STP conditions. The following formula was used to calculate Vo:

where Vnom is the nominal volume of the pipette (mL), 10 the length of the full scale of the pipette (mm),

Vdead the dead volume of the pipette (mL), ~Im the atmospheric pressure (mbar), V the apparent volume (mL),

PH 0 the water density at testing temperature (glmL) and g the gravitational constant (9.81 m/s2)
2
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Multipurpose sample mounting set-up
In order to measure various types of packages, a set-up was developed integrating a fibre guide, a glass plate and
the possibility of using rubber washers to ensure tightness of the set-up. The set-up is a MIO flat-head screw with
a channel drilled along the axis to fit the optical fibre (Fig. 1b).
A glass plate, used as substrate for the oxygen sensitive foil, is glued on the head of the screw.
A washer with a 10 mm diameter hole is placed on the screw which is subsequently placed in a hole of the same
diameter punched out of the packaging material. A second washer is placed in the screw followed by a steel
washer and a MIO nut. The correct positioning of the fibre is obtained by using a modified "swagelock" nut and
an o-ring placed on the fibre tip, as depicted in Fig. I c. This set-up has proven to be tight when used on pouches
and cups and withstand retorting conditions, provided that adequate rubber material (e.g. Viton®) and epoxy
glue (e.g. Araldite® AV 138M / HV 998) are used.
An alternative mounting method was used for tubes where the glass plate was glued between the tip of the tube
and the screw (Fig. I d).

"".
Figure I: a) Stainless steel bottle closure with opticalfibre guide (I), closure (2), glass substrate for oxygen

sensitive foil (3) and rubber washer (4), b) multipurpose set-up, c) fibre holder and d) alternative set-
up for tubes.

Testing of packages containing water
Empty packages are relatively straight forward to prepare for measurement through gassing them to low amounts
of oxygen using nitrogen. For packages filled with water, the water first has to be deoxygenated to create the
appropriate conditions for OTR measurements.
It is a well known fact that the equilibrium oxygen content in water strongly depends on temperature. The
solubility of oxygen in water is significantly lower at high temperature. Additionally, the partial pressure of
oxygen in air is reduced by the water vapour partial pressure.
A system to degas water combining these two mechanisms was used. It consists in heating water in a pressure
cooker having a gas inlet port and an overpressure valve. Heating the water, it degases and the water vapour
removes the air from the headspace of the cooker, accelerating the rate of degassing. The water is left to boil for
30 minutes. During cooling, Nitrogen is flushed into the cooker to replace the condensing. water vapour. Packing
this water under nitrogen allows obtaining low residual oxygen in a package.
Plastic cups of230 ml volume, containing 180 ml of water and 50 ml of heads pace were prepared An initial
oxygen partial pressure of 18 mbar, corresponding to slightly less than 2 % oxygen, was obtained, falling in the
range where the optical sensors are efficient.
The determination of the oxygen ingress during OTR measurement is made by adding the oxygen ingress in the
headspace, using the equation [I], and the oxygen ingress in the water. The later is calculated using the
equilibrium value of dissolved oxygen as a function of oxygen partial pressure in the headspace.

Resistance to retorting conditions
The fact that the oxygen sensitive foils are resistant to sterilisation conditions has the big advantage of enabling
the measurement of oxygen ingress during and after a retorting process applied to a package. This is important
when retorting oxygen sensitive products in packages containing EVOH, whose barrier properties are strongly
dependent on its moisture content. In order to validate this resistance, sensors were placed in water and
submitted to retort conditions, i.e. 121°C during 20 minutes. A dry gas mix containing 1% oxygen was used to
control the sensors before and after sterilisation. The measurements were performed at 950 mbar, i.e. the oxygen
partial pressure was 9.5 mbar. Table 2 shows the response of the sensors before and after the sterilisation process.
The deviation between theoretical value and measured value before sterilisation is due to the fact that factory
calibration parameters were used, i.e. the sensors were not calibrated individually before the measurement. A
bias of 1.19 ± 0.02 is observed after the sterilisation of the foils. Although small, this bias must be considered
and the foils must be recalibrated after the test. The new calibration parameters should then be used to correct the
oxygen measurements made after sterilisation.
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Table 2: Sensor 95 b 02 . I b ti d ft T fresponse to m ar partJa pressure e ore an a er sten Isa IOn
Sensor response before sterilisation Sensor response after sterilisation

Sensor (mbar) (mbar)
I 9.336 10.545
2 9.275 10.469
3 9.331 10.485
4 9.391 10.558
5 9.406 10.593
6 9.338 10.554

CONCLUSIONS
An alternative method for oxygen transmission rate was presented. The results obtained show that the oxygen
sensitive tracer technology yields results identical to those obtained by the traditional method. Sample mounting
set-ups have been developed to fit most types of packages, e.g. pouches, trays, cups and tubes. It has been shown
that it is possible to measure the oxygen permeability of packages filled with water and that, provided that the
sensors are recalibrated at the end of the testing period, oxygen ingress during and after a retorting process can
be measured.
Using this method, it will be possible to monitor oxygen ingress into any type of package, over its whole life
cycle, enabling, in a further stage, a more precise specification of packaging performance for improved quality of
products.
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Materials cost reduction for stand-up pouch packaging of some household chemicals

Sineenart Chariyachotilertl, Sompom Kongcharoenkiat,
Pratana Siriwannapom, Nawin Chunpong

ABSTRACT
Household chemical refills were commonly packaged in stand-up pouches to decrease packaging material cost.
Testing offilled stand-up pouches made ofNylonl5 / LLDPEI20 (stdl clear), Nylonl5 / white LLDPEI20 (std2
white), Nylonl5 / LLDPE60 (std3 thin) and PP flat pouches stored at 27 and 40°C for 12 weeks showed that
types of household detergent, storage temperatures and time had no significant effects on mechanical properties
of all films. All stand-up pouch laminates could resist drop tests at the height level of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 meters
while PP pouches were damaged at every height. The std3 thin material was comparable to other stand-up
pouch materials in properties but lower in cost because of the low thickness. The model patterns for placing 12
stand-up pouches in corrugated boxes with various kraft paper combinations and box dimensions to fit on a
1,000xl, 200xl40 mm wooden pallet were also studied Theflat laying of stand-up pouches could reduce the box
sizes and increase the occupied shipping space without damaging the stand-up pouches from drop tests. The
board combination with sufficient compression strength of the box could dramatically reduce the total cost of
stand-up pouch packaging.

INTRODUCTION
Flexible packaging is the largest, and in many ways, it represents a large part of packaging future, the

most important of the plastics packaging change; its application is wide spread and its acceptance appears secure.
Developed by Mr. Doy of Thimmonier from France over 40 years ago, the first stand-up pouch

followed the founder name, namely "Doypack", is a flexible pouch that can stand-up by itself in an upright
position when it is filled. Such pouch contains gussets that expand providing a relatively flat base to the pouch.
According to Sacharow, ten thousand empty preformed "Doypacks" can be stored in the same space as 24 cans
of the same capacity. On the other hand, filled "Doypacks" require 15% less storage space than bottles of the
same capacity. Compared with other package counterparts, stand-up pouch overcomes the other not only the
light weight but also require very little empty containers space as shown in the following table.

Table I Advantages of Pouch Compares with Can and Glass Bottle

Packaging Weight of Empty Capacity of Empty Containers
Materials Containers

Capacity Wt. Ratio Space Capacity Ratio per Unit
Stand-up pouch 250ml 6g I 14 cm3 1
Tin can 250ml 55 g 9 410 cmj 29
Glass bottle 250ml 280 g 63 1148 cmJ 82

Source: Athalye, A.S. "Plastics in Packaging" 1992, p 188

The stand-up pouch applications has increased rapidly mainly due to logistic advantages and
environmental friendly through conserving our resources and less waste for disposal. Since the pouches are
printed as roll stock, facilitating the use ofhigh-quaJity multicolor images. Resulted in some expert see the better
display graphic offered by the pouches. Compared to competitive packaging as the true driving force for the
rapid growth in their use.

The primary disadvantage of stand-up pouch is its lack of strength. Stand-up pouch has no
appreciable ability to support a load. In addition, more than two sealed area of the pouch especially the bottom
seals prone to be leaked under the severe distribution conditions. Therefore, this research was initiated to
evaluate the optimal design of the shipper for cost reduction.

STATUS OF STAND-UP POUCH AND HOUSEHOLD CHEMICALS
CONSUMPTION

The North American market for stand up pouches, which was 2 billion units in 1998, was double to 4
billion units by 2004 and projected increase at a minimum of7% annually. Use in Western Europe was greater
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than in North America at about 2.3 billion units in 1998. Pouches are also very popular in Japan, not only for
household chemicals but also for personal products and foods. Much of this growth has been made by recent
design innovations in flexible packaging. These innovations are permitting pouches to invade markets
customarily held by rigid containers

Household chemicals also become one of the rising star products in the world market.
According to Euromonitor's global household care report, manufacturers hope to vitalize a market that has
grown just about 3% in value between 1997 and 2002. The main reasons lies with providing concentrate
formulas, some integrated in 3 in I products and more easy-to-use formats e.g. in the old days most of the
household chemicals were powders, consumer now can choose between a variety ofliquids, concentrated
powder, gels and mousses. Therefore, Euromonitor forecasts 9% expansion in
constant value terms by 2007 whereas in Thailand household chemicals packed in stand-up pouch has an average
market growth rate (by value) of 6.3% during the period of2001-2006 as shown in the following monograms .
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Figure 1 : Forecast Global Sales 01Household Products
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MATERIALS AND METHOD
Stand-up pouches made of Nylon 15ILLDPE 120 (stdl clear), Nylon 15/white LLDPE 120 (std2

white), Nylon 15/LLDPE 60 (std3 thin) and PP flat pouches were filled with 3 kinds of household chemical dish
washing liquid, fabric softener and liquid detergent and stored at temperature 27 and 40°C for 12 weeks. Every
week 10 samples each were tested for free-fall drop test (ASTM D 5276-98), tensile strength (ASTM D 882-97)
and seal strength (ASTM F 88-89). Next, a comparison study of 8 different patterns of pouch orientation was
conducted by packing 12 filled stand-up pouches (std2 white) with fabric softener in corrugated boxes with 4
types of kraft paper combinations and box dimensions to fit on a 1000 x 1200 x 140 mm wooden pallet.

NO Type of kraft paper combinations
I KA 230 / CA 125/ CA 125/ CA 125/ KA 230 (Control)
2 KA 230 / CA 125/ KA 230 / CA 125/ KA 230
3 KA 125/ CA 125/ CA 125/ CA 125/ KA 125
4 KI 185 / CA 125 / KA 230 / CA 125 / KI 185

Primary Package - Standup Pouch
Structure
Filling content
Size (LxW)
Thickness
Tensile Strength MD
Tensile Strength CD
Seal Strength

Shipping Package - Corrugated Box
Dimension (LxWxD)
Structure
Filling Amount
Weight/ Box

Pallet
Size (LxWxH)
Stacking Height
Stacking Pattern
Total Weight / Pallet

Nylon 15/white LLDPE 120
800ml
2490 x 1560 mm
130 fl
448 kglcm2

390 kglcm2

5.1 kglcm2

380 x 220 x 264 mm (Control)
KA 230 / CA 125/ CA 125/ CA 125/ KA 230
12 pouches
10.32 kg.

1200 x 1000 x 140 mm
1200 mm
13 boxes / layer and 3 layers
404.80 kg.
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
For the first stage of the experiment, the individual pouch was subjected to free-fall drop test. Ten

samples each were dropped along the orientation of bottom, face,side and top of pouch. At the drop height of
1.0 , 1.5 and 2.0 meters, respectively, all tested pouches survived without any damage to show the rigour of the
laminated pouch whereas PP flat pouch couldn't stand up to any level of height. Also, the properties of tensile
strength and seal strength for all stand-up pouches were not so different whereas PP flat pouch had the lowest
properties.

Regarding to the pouch orientations in the corrugated boxes, eight different stand-up pouch
orientation arrangements in the shipping boxes were evaluated. When comparing the space usage efficiency,
there were 3 types of pouch orientations gain better space usage than the control one (67.67%) and the type 8
posed the best space usage efficiency as follows:

Type Orientation Dimension (mm) Surface Area Boxes / Space Usage
2(W+L) x (H+W) Pallet Efficiency (%)

(SQ. m)
I(C) 3x4xl,V - Overlap 380x220x264 0.58 39 67.67
6 Ix4x3,V - Straight 470x240x120 0.51 80 85.13
7 3xlx4,H - Straight 375x264xI65 0.55 60 77.34
8 Ix3x4,H - Straight 370x240x160 0.49 78 87.12

Remark: ( C) = Control, V = Vertical Orientation, H = Horizontal Orientation

Figure 3 :Type 1(C) Pouch Orientation in Vertical3x4xl (Overlap)

1200 mm

1000 mm

Odd layer

Figure 4 : Type 1(C) Space Usage Pffir;pnrv

Even layer

Figure 5 : Type 8 Pouch Orientation in Horizontal Ix3x4 (Straight)
1200mm 1200mm

Figure 6 :Type 8 Space Usage Efficiency (87.12%)
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The type 8 was found to occupy the least surface area per box and the best space usage efficiency.
Resulted in the further experiments of varying the kraft paper structure and box compression test (BCT) between
the control size (308x220x264 mm) against the type 8 (370x240xI60 mm), the control kraft paper structure of
KA 2301 CA 125 1CA 125 1CA 125 KA 230 was compared with another three combinations of kraft paper
structure. A total of eight different box sizes and kraft paper structures were subject to box compression test and
the cost of each boxes were compared as shown in table 2 and 3

Table 2 : BCT and Estimated Cost of the Controlled Box (Typel)

Type I (380x220x264 mm) BCT (kg.) Total Weight Cost per Area Cost per Box
Area: 0.58 sq.m per Box (kg.) (Baht/sq.m.) (Baht)

KA 230/CA 125/CA 125/CA I25/KA 230 455.7 10.32 15.77 9.15
KA 230/CA I25/KA 230/CA I25/KA 230 550.5 10.38 18.82 10.92
KA 125/CA 125/CA 1251CA 125IKA 125 360.0 10.20 11.53 6.69
KI 185/CA 1251 KA 230/CA 1251K1 185 431.4 10.28 12.91 7.49

Table 3 : BCT and Estimated Cost of the Variable Box (Type 8)

Type 8 (370x240xI60 mm) BCT (kg.) Total Weight Cost per Area Cost per Box
Area: 0.49 sq.m per Box (kg.) (Baht/sq.m.) (Baht)

KA 230/CA 125/CA 125/CA I25/KA 230 423.7 10.24 15.77 7.73
KA 230/CA I25/KA 230/CA I25/KA 230 614.2 10.32 18.82 9.22
KA 125/CA 125/CA 125/CA 125/KA 125 365.5 10.12 11.53 5.65
KI 185/CA I25/KA 230/CA 125IKI 185 387.9 10.22 12.91 6.33

The result of this experiment showed that the heavy liner (KA 230) structure rendered the highest
BCT value together with the highest cost on the other hand the light liner (KA 125 or KI 185) structure posed not
only the lower BCT value but also the lower cost of the corrugated box.

CONCLUSIONS
Storing test of filled stand-up pouches for a period of 12 weeks showed that various types of

household chemical and different conditions of storage temperature and time had no significant effects on
mechanical propenties of all laminated films. All stand-up pouches could resist drop tests at the height level of
1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 meters, respectively, while PP pouch was found to be damaged at every height. All three
different laminated pouch structures showed no significant difference in pouch performance, therefore, the one
with thinnest thickness (Nylon 15ILLDPE 60) was recommended. The comparison study of eight different pouch
orientations packed in corrugated box to stack on a IOOOx1200x 140 mm wooden pallet showed the best space
usage efficiency was 87.12%, compared to the control one with effiency of 67.67%. The further test by varying
the kraft paper structure of the corrugated box, it was showed that the board combinations ofKA 1251 CA 1251
CA 1251CA 1251 KA 125 in pouch orientation lx3x4, packed in horizontal and column stacking posed
sufficient compression strength of the box and reduced the total cost of stand-up pouch packaging.
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ABSTRACT
This research is focused on the improvement of corrugated linerboard in its water resistance and

mechanical properties for cold storage applications (5°C with 85%RH). In order to increase water barrier and
mechanical properties, the linerboard is coated with the mixing of modified starch and sizing agents. Three
different types of Styrene-acrylate copolymer sizing agents included in the study are Amphoteric (PH 5),
Anionic (pH 6), and Anionic (PH 9.5). The water barrier and mechanical properties are investigated. According
to the results, water resistance and bursting strength of coated linerboards are significantly increased. However,
there are no significantly differences on water resistance and mechanical properties of corrugated linerboards
coated with different types of sizing agents. Finally, mechanical properties (Ring Crush and bursting strength) of
the coated linerboard reduce substantially after a week of cold storage. However, after a month of storage in
cold and high humidity condition, mechanical strength of coated Iinerboards is still significantly higher than the
uncoated one.

INTRODUCTION
Corrugated boxes are one of the most practical ways to transport various products such as fresh produce,

meat, poultry and seafood in cold or wet condition surrounding with high relative humidity. Since nature of
corrugated fiberboard is hydrophilic, absorption of moisture reduces mechanical strength of the linerboard. This
make the corrugated box is not suitable for long-term storage of dehydrate products at high humidity condition.
There are several attempts to substantially increase its water barrier. These include laminating with plastic films,
impregnating with paraffin wax, or coating with hydrophobic materials as well as sizing agents. However, the
content of plastic films and wax make the linerboard difficult to recycle.

Coating agents that are commonly used to increase mechanical strength is modified starches. However,
there are several coating agents that can help increase water barrier. In many applications, resistance to both
water and oils must be developed for adequate performance. The simultaneous development of both water and
oil resistance required the use of oleophobic chemicals such as fluorocarbons which have also been modified to
react with the cellulosic functional groups (The Wiley Encyclopedia of Packaging Technology, 1986). Starch
enhances the strength of the paper while the sizing additives hydrophobicize the paper sheet, and, thereby,
reducing the absorbency of the paper (ThUmmes, 2002).

Several factors affect surface sizing such as location of sizing agents in sheet; types of applicator; pH;
concentrations of sizing formulation (Cushing, 1979, Mutsui, 2004, Parris, 2000); viscosity of coating solution
(Lipponen, 2004); film forming ability (Xu, 2004, Mutsui, 2004); as well as drying time and temperature (Xu,
2004, Andersson and Jamstrom, n.d.).

IDepartment of packaging Technology, Faculty of Agro-Industry, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand.
The particles of the sizing agent consist ofa hydrophobic core, influences hydrophobicity, Tg, and

binding strength, and a hydrophilic shell, carries either an anionic or cationic charge (ThOmmes, 2002). The
commonly used surface size additives are Styrene maleic anhydride (SMA), Styrene acrylates (SA), Styrene-
acrylate emulsion (SAE) and Polyurethane (PU) (Thiele and Hauschel, 2002). The SAE provided effective on
hard-sized base sheet while SMA performed moderately well on the slack-sized base sheet (Ranson, 2004).
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This study aims to improve water resistance and strength properties of corrugated linerboard for cold
storage with high relative humidity environment. The study focuses on the coating solution which is a mixture of
sizing agent (Styrene-acrylate copolymer) and oxidized starch. Three different types of Styrene-acrylate
emulsion (SAE) sizing agents are selected for the study; Amphoteric (pH 5), Anionic (pH 6) and Anionic (pH
9.5). Other factors to be considered include starch concentrations, sizing concentrations, and drying conditions.
After coating at each condition, the corrugated linerboard is measured for moisture content, thickness, Cobb test,
ring crush test, and bursting strength test. Moreover, the coated corrugated linerboard is kept in cold storage
condition which high relative humidity in order to further investigate water barrier and mechanical properties.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Materials
Kraft paper (70% recycle pulp and 30%virgin pulp) with a grammage of 125 g/m2 is use as a control.

Three different types of styrene-acrylate copolymer sizing agents are sizing agent A (Amphoteric; pH5), sizing
agent B (Anionic; pH6), and sizing agent C (Anionic; pH9.5). Finally, oxidized starch of8% and 15% (w/w) is
also combined with the sizing agents. Concentrations of sizing agents are prepared for 0.5%, I%, and 2%. All
coating solutions are controlled at 65°C before coating. The viscosity and pH of the solutions is measured with
Brookfield viscometer and pH meter respectively.

Paper coating
The film coater model PI 1210 (Tester Sangyo Co., Ltd., Japan) is used to coat kraft papers. The

applicator rate was 3.5 cm/s. The coated papers are dried at room temperature. However, for additional studies
on drying condition, coated papers are dried in hot air oven under 80°C for 2 min and 34°C for 30 min.

Sample preparation
All coated and uncoated papers are conditioned at 27°C with 65%RH for 24h before the test. Further, in

order to study the effect of cold storage, coated and uncoated papers are placed in cold-room at 5°C with 85%RH
for 7, 14, 21, and 28 days before testing of mechanical properties.

Testing procedures
The moisture content of kraft linerboard is measured according to ASTM 0644-99 (dry method) and

thickness is measured using a hand-held micrometer (Mitutoyo ID-CII2BS, Japan) with 0.00 I-mm accuracy.
The method used to study the water absorption of the samples is based on ASTM 03285-93 (Cobb test).

The ring crush test in the machine direction of samples is measured using Testometric instrument (Micro350,
England) with a load cell of 500N and compression rate was 12.7 mm/min. The tests are performed in
accordance with TAPPI T8l8 om97. In the bursting strength test, the test samples are evaluated with bursting
tester (Mullen®, USA) in accordance with ASTM 0774-97.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The surface and cross-section of uncoated and coated paper is analyzed using scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) model JSM-5600LV (Jeol, Japan). Samples are coated with a fine gold layer before taking
the micrographs. The surface of paper is examined at 300x magnification and cross-section of paper is examined
at 450x magnification.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Water absorption
The Cobb value of kraft paper shown in Table I indicate that paper coating with sizing agents in

combination with 8% starch can reduce water adsorptivity around 6-12% compared with the uncoated paper. On
the other hand, 15% starch does not improve the water resistance just only make the paper surface become sticky
or glue-like surface when contact with water. Thus, the increasing of starch concentration does not help decrease
water absorption. Moreover, there are no significant differences on water absorption values of kraft liners coated
with different sizing agents or different sizing concentrations.



The porous structure of paper makes it easily absorb liquid. The SEM observations confirmed that the
water resistance property of coated paper is due to the formation of coating agent and clogging ofthe pores on
paper surface, as shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b). Fig.1 (c) and (d) shows the increasing in thickness of paper after
coating.

Bursting strength and ring crush test
Table2 shows the results of bursting strength and ring crush test. Bursting strength of coated paper

significantly increases in all treatments. However, ring crush of coated paper seems to decrease when the starch
concentration is increased. In addition, both ring crush and bursting strength are not affected by the types and
concentrations of sizing agents.

Tablel Cobbl20 value of uncoated and coated kraft EaEerl

trt Starch (%) Sizing agent (%)
Cobb 120 (~m~)

A~ B~ d
uncoated 39.0c 39.0cd 39.0c

I 8 0.5 34.9a 35.3ab 34.8a
2 8 I 34.3a 34.8a 35.4a
3 8 2 36.lb 36.lb 36.7b
4 15 0.5 39.lcd 40.4e 38.4c
5 15 I 40.lde 39.6de 37.3b
6 15 2 40.6e 38.2c 36.9b

'Different letter in the same column is significantly different by Duncan's multiple range tests.
2A = coat with sizing agent A, B = coat with sizing agent B, C = coat with sizing agent C

(c) (d)
Figurel SEM pictures of kraft paper. (a) Surface of uncoated paper (b) Surface of8% starch,0.5% sizing agent
(c) Cross-section of uncoated paper (d) Cross-section of8% starch,0.5% sizing agent

Cold Storage test
Best treatments that show good water resistance and mechanical properties, 8% of starch with I% of

sizing agent A, 8% of starch with 0.5% of sizing agent Band 8% of starch with 0.5% of sizing agent C, are
selected to test in the cold storage application. After keeping in cold room at 5°C and 85% RH for 7 days, the
moisture content of paper greatly increases in all treatments as shown in Table3. The increase in moisture
content largely affects mechanical properties of kraft paper. Bursting strength slightly reduce after a days of
storage (see Fig.2) in all treatments. After 7 days of storage, as the paper is saturated with moisture, no
significant decrease of the bursting value can be seen. However, coated kraft paper with sizing agents still
maintains its strength over the uncoated one through the storage time. For ring crush strength, the value
decreases appreciably during the first week of storage (see Fig.2). Then, the ring crush value seems to vary
slightly throughout the rest of the storage time. Also, in most circumstances during the cold storage, kraft liner
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Table3 Moisture content of uncoated and coated kraft paper after storage in cold room)
Moisture content (%)

trt
Day 0 Day 7 Day 14 Day 21 Day 28

coated with the combination of 8 %oxidized starch and sizing agents seems to show higher ring crush value than
the uncoated liner.

Table2 Burstin~ streng!h and rin~ crush test of uncoated and coated kraft paper)

Starch Sizing agent
Bursting strength RCT(N)

trt (kg/cm2
)

(%) (%) A~ B~ C~ A~ B~ C~

uncoated 60a 60a 60a I56.3b I 56.3a I56.3b
I 8 0.5 65b 65b 65b 144.4a I61.5abc I56.9b
2 8 I 66bc 65b 65b 150.8ab I59.6ab 133.2a
3 8 2 65b 65b 65b I51.2ab I66.3bcd 133.3a
4 15 0.5 66bc 66bc 66bc 155.0b I74.3d 155.2b
5 15 I 66bc 67bc 66bc I56.4b 168.lcd 133.6a
6 15 2 67c 66c 67c I 57.0b I67.9bcd 137.5a

IDifferent letter in the same column is significantly different by Duncan's multiple range tests.
2A = coating with sizing agent A, B = coating with sizing agent B, C = coating with sizing agent C

uncoated 8.56a 15.35a 15.48a 15.99a 16.46a
Sizing agent A 8.47a 16.41 c 16.26bc 16.79c 17.27b
Sizing agent B 8.49a 15.92b 16.16b 16.70bc 17.09b
Sizing agent C 8.73b 16.43c 16.37c 16.60b 17.22b

IDifferent letter in the same column is significantly different by Duncan's multiple range tests.

N 70 180.0 ---

e 60 - --.,...___,._ -- - . ~'------' 160.0

\--~~
::::~iu

~ 50 g14O.0 BI
-=40 lj 120.0 c,
01) •.• 100.0
s:::

30 ..<:: 80.00)
! --+- oc '"t: 5en

20 ----A: 60.0 ~ ---.;. =-.
01) Bi .~ 40.0·5 10

I clen •.. 20.0•.. I;:::I 0 0.0.0

0 7 14 21 28 0 7 14 21 28
time(day) time(day)
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Figure2 Bursting strength and ring crush strength of uncoated and coated kraft paper. (uc = uncoated, A =
coating with sizing agent A, B = coating with sizing agent B and C = coating with sizing agent C)

Drying condition
The effect of drying conditions one the mechanical properties of corrugated Iinerboard are further

studied (see Table4). After coating, kraft paper is subjected to dry at 34<>Cfor 30 minutes and 800C for 2 minutes.
The Cobb value decreased with lower temperature except for sizing agent 8. However, Xu (2005) reported that
the formation of polymer film is benefited from higher baking temperature, improve water resistance. This
contradiction might due to its water sensitive of oxidized starch film on the paper surface. Using lower drying
temperature can help in the starch film formation on the paper surface and also allow the time for starch
penetration to fill up the pore structure.

Bursting strength and ring crush strength is also higher for lower drying temperature. There are no
significantly differences among the Cobb value and bursting strength of kraft liners coated with sizing agent A,
B, or C at drying temperature 34°C. Whereas, ring crush strength of kraft coated with sizing agent C is the most
outstanding regardless of drying temperatures.
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Table4 Cobb value, bursting strength, ring crush test of coated kraft paper at different drying condition

trt Cobbl20 (glm2
) BurS(~r;:c:z;ngth RCT (N)

340C 800C 340C 800C 340C 800C
Sizing agent A
Sizing agent B
Sizing agent C

34.1 37.9 68 63 165.5 159.0
33.8 33.1 68 63 170.5 140.4
33.5 37.4 68 64 174.6 165.7

CONCLUSIONS
Coating with the mixture of sizing agents and oxidized starch can improve water resistance and bursting

strength of kraft paper. However, ring crush strength can not significantly be increased by prepared coating
solutions. For cold storage application, although coating with sizing agent A, B, or C show better mechanical
strength over the uncoated kraft paper but it still inadequate to ensure the product protection. The next step of the
research is to add wet strength resins into the coating solution in order to maintain strength properties after the
absorption of moisture. Further investigation includes the study in possibility of applying other modified starches
and other biodegradable substances in the mixture of coating solutions for better mechanical properties and water
resistance.
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BESELA
The Newest Truly Retortable Flexible Ultra Thin High Gas Barrier Film

Noboru Omori, Katsumi Kawaguchi and Kazuhiko Hirose

ABSTRACT
Food packaging has been diversified recently. Advances of technology have accelerated improvement offilms

for food packaging. Especially oxygen barrier property has dramatically improved It made the shelf-life of
foods longer. But there are large differences in barrier properties between packaging materials in market and
those of before use (packaging process). Methylene blue (MB) method is a unique and simple technique to detect
the critical position of failure in terms of oxygen barrier visually while the authentic MaCON method is
designedfor the measurement of the average OTR in certain area of a film (50cm3). By this method, it was made
clear that almost packaging process included a lot of stress. Especially in folded area of packaging, cracks
tended to occur. This phenomenon was typically found in AlOx-PET packaging. On the other hand that was not
seen in BESELA packaging. It seemed that advanced food packaging material was required not only high
performance but also endurance of each properties. It seemed that BESELA was one of the advanced food
packaging materials suitable for various packaging.

INTRODUCTION
Food packaging has been diversified recently. It has been influenced by properties of food (e.g. shape,

ingredient, recipe), transportation (e.g. ambient, refrigeration), customers (e.g. supermarket, restaurant, food
company) and packaging appearances (e.g. design, advertisement). A lot of packaging styles have been
developed to meet various requests. Many stand-up pouch are lined up on shelves. Vacuum packed products are
piled up in refrigerated showcases in super markets. And vertical form fill sealing (VFFS) packaging is welcome
for institutional use in restaurant and so on. On the other hand, advances of technology accelerated improvement
of films for food packaging. Especially oxygen barrier property has dramatically improved. And it has made the
shelf-life of foods longer.
Recently food packaging materials are getting higher oxygen barrier property. But packaging materials collected

from the market has lost its original barrier property (Table I).

Status / Contents Roll /-
Structure AIOx-PET AIOx-PETllnk OPA(l5}IICPP(60}

OTR at 20C-80%RH
(cm3/m2-day-atm )

Bod art 0.6/0.1 /0.5/0.70.1
Bottom part 1.4 / 1.4 / 1.9/2.4

OTR: ASTM FI927-98(2004}

Oxygen transmission rate (OTR) of food packaging materials are affected by processes such as printing,
laminating, pouch making, filling, transportation and so on.
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In this paper, mechanism of decrease in oxygen barrier property of pouches is discussed. And one of the food
packaging materials that is suitable for diversified packaging style is suggested.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Materials

In this paper, two kinds of food packaging materials were prepared. These samples consisted of modified PET
film with oxygen barrier coatings. One was BESELA, another was AIOx-PET with structure listed below.
BESELA is the PET film with thin coating that consistes of modified poly carbonic acid (m-PCA). AIOx-PET is
the PET film that is deposited by aluminum oxide. Each film was laminated with oriented polyamide (OPA) and
cast poly propylene (CPP) by dry lamination method. This is standard structure for food packaging with retort
treatment.

BESELA is the food packaging material with oxygen barrier property developed by KUREHA
CORPORATION. Thin coating of m-PCA is an original technology by KUREHA that brings high oxygen
barrier property. Main feature of BESELA is durability of oxygen barrier property. BESELA keeps its good
oxygen barrier property even after packaging process and rough handling due to flexibility of m-PCA. AIOx-
PET is well known oxygen barrier material that was turned into reality by the development of thin deposition
technology of AIOx.

Sample (I) BESELAIIOPA{l5)IICPP(80)
Sample (2) AIOx-PETIIOPA(15)IICPP(80)

Measurement of oxygen transition late (OTR) by MOCON
OTR was measured by MOCON method with ASTM FI927-98(2004) accepted protocol. And it was measured
under 20C and 80% relative humidity (20C-80%RH).

Damages during packaging process
Food packaging is of great variety and each variation acquires each characteristic. For example, stand-up

pouch is widely switching positions with metal can because of its portablity, easy opening and disposal
convenience. But this type of pouch has folded part at the bottom to make it stand-able, which often suffers
damage. In this experiment, the flat pouch folded in the center at the bottom
was used.

Vacuum packaging is another tough style of packaging because foods fitted
tightly to the pouch make its surface rough. In this experiment, soy beans were
put into vaccum packaging.

VFFS packaging is also a tough packaging style. It goes through robbing and
folding process. During first half of this process, film was robbed and folded
hard. Dropping phenomenon also occurred in shooter of packaging.

Figure 1. Food packaging
(Left: Standing pouch; Center: Vacuum packaging; Right: VFFS packaging)

Besides these, tough processes such as printing and lamination are supposed to give damages to the packaging
materials that bring differences in original property. In this paper, stand-up pouch, vacuum packaging and VFFS
packaging were mainly discussed.

Rough handling
Sometimes products are damaged during transportation. Products are shaken and clashed in a container ..

Products handled by man's hand are also shaken and dropped.
Dropped pouch and grasped pouch were prepared as assumption of rough handled pouches.
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Figure 2. Rough •••••.•u •.•••I;:.

(Left: Dropping; Right: Grasping)
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Evaluation of oxygen permeability of food packaging by methylene blue(l)
Pouches being damaged during tough packaging process and by rough handling were subject to the methylene

blue (MB) method. MB method is a unique and simple technique to detect the critical position of failure in terms
of oxygen barrier visually while the authentic MOCON method is designed for the measurement of the average
OTR in certain area of a film (50cm3). Redox reaction of MB was shown in Figure 3. MB turns to
Leucomethylene Blue (LMB) with discoloration by reduction. LMB turns to MB with coloration by oxidation.
This method is difficult to know the volume of oxygen unlike MOCON, but critical position of failure of oxygen
barrier is cleared.

Methylene Blue ( Color: Blue) Leucomethylene Blue ( Color: Clear)
Figure 3. Redox reaction of Methylene Blue

In this particular experiment, pouches were damaged and Na2S204 (Sodium Hydrosulfite) as reduction reagent
was put in it. MB aqueous was mixed with vegetable gelatin. It was poured into the pouch containing Na2S204.
First, MB showed blue color, but it was reduced by Na2S204 then turned into clear soon (LMB). And then,
retort treatment was done by hot water immersion system at 121C for 40 minutes and the pouches were stored
one month (37C-80%RH) to accelerate oxygen permeation.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
OTR of BESELA and AIOx-PET by MOCON

OTR of commercial products with BESELA and AIOx-PET was listed on Table 2. Compared to original
property of each, OTR of AIOx-PET tended to be high. OTR of bottom area was especially increased. But
BESELA kept the original OTR.

Table 2. OTR of BESELA and AIOx-PET commercial

Contents
Structure BESELA Ink OPA(25) CPP(50)

OTR at 20C-80%RH
(cm3/m2-day-atm)

OTR: ASTM FI927-98(2004)
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Detection of oxygen barrier defects by MB method
In case of stand-up pouch made of AIOx-PET, blue line was observed along the folded line. This indicated that

ultra thin layer of AlOx-PET was easy to crack by folding. Some blue lines were also seen in vacuum packaging
made of AIOx-PET. The lines were positioned along the boundary of contents. In VFFS, some blue lines were
also seen on AlOx-PET. Robbing and folding process seemed to damage it hard. But there were no blue lines on
BESELA after each process.

Concerning rough handling, same results were obtained. In dropped pouch, several blue dots were observed.
These dots were little thicker than other blue lines on vacuum packaging or VFFS or grasping. Dropping test
were repeated 4 times. It seemed that each dropping damaged the same position of the pouch. Once a line was
made, the line was damaged repeatedly and the blue color became thicker. In grasped pouch, many blue lines
were observed. Grasping test was repeated 10 times and grasped positions were not the same each time. So,
many thin blue lines were observed. But there were no blue lines on BESELA of each handling.

In all of BESELA and AIOx-PET pouch except VFFS, blue lines were observed along the sealed edges. But
the increase in OTR was not observed around there. MB aqueous with vegetable gelatin was highly viscose.
Because of high viscosity, when MB aqueous with vegetable gelatin was poured, air tended to remain along the
sealed edge (narrow space).

By this experiments, various types of stress of each process were cleared. Each packaging process included
each stress. Rough handling also brought many stress. Even though the average of OTR kept relatively low,
susceptible food pigments to oxidization tum the color badly in the vicinity of cracks. Even if it was quite small,
it lead to degradation of food quality after all. On the other hand, BESELA kept original oxygen barrier property
because ultra thin coating ofm-PCA had high flexibility.

Table 3. Results of MB test

Process

Standing pouch
Vacuum packaging

.~ ~ __;;:,= . ,~.._ -_ ~ce-.- .
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Results

L: BESELA; R: AlOx-PET L: BESELA; R: AlOx-PET

Process
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CONCLUSIONS
Packaging materials for food have been developed very fast. But the circumstances where the materials used

include a lot of stress. Especially in folded area, cracks are ready to occur. It seems that advanced food
packaging material must have not only high performance but also endurance of each properties. It seems that
BESELA is one of the advanced food packaging materials suitable for various stressful packaging.
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ABSTRACT

Acetaldehyde is one of the degradation products in PET that has attracted the greatest attention. It

seems to be the major undesirable contaminant in PET since it causes a distinctive odour and taste in packaged

foods. A trace amount of acetaldehyde can adversely affect the organoleptic properties of food and beverages.

The important factors affecting the transport of such molecules in and out of the polymer are the polymer

structure and properties. The present work was carried out to study the effect of the structure of PET on the

sorption and migration of acetaldehyde.

Two types of PET have been used in the study: virgin PET sheet (PETvs) and post-consumer recycled

PET sheet (PCR-PETs), at four degrees of crystallinity. The polymers were immersed in solutions of

acetaldehyde in water for predetermined periods of time and then the migration of acetaldehyde from the sorbed

polymer into food stimulants was investigated From the experimental results the diffusion and solubility

coefficients of acetaldehyde in PET were calculated

The results show that the diffusion coefficient during sorption, Ds, decreased with the increase in the

degree of crystallinity of the PET. The diffusion coefficient of acetaldehyde during sorption in the recycled PET

was found to be much lower than that in the virgin polymer. The diffusion coefficient, Ds, was found to be in the

range ofO. 7 x /0.9 cm2 S-l to 32.3 X I(J9 cm2 sol.

It was found that the higher the degree of crystallinity in the polymer, the higher was the diffusion

coefficient, D"" of acetaldehyde during migration from the PET into the food stimulants. The diffusion

coefficient also increased with the increase in temperature.

Keywords: PET, acetaldehyde, crystallinity, sorption, migration
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INTRODUCTION

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is commonly used today, among other applications, as bottles for

carbonated beverages, oils, different juices and mineral water. However, various compounds are present or

formed in PET that may migrate into the bottle contents and cause off flavours. Different aldehydes

(acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, benzaldehyde) have been detected in PET by many researchers (Villain et al.,

1995; Franck et aI., 1994; Nijssen et aI., 1996; Eberhartinger et al., 1990; Linssen et aI., 1995; Nawrocki et al.,

2002), acetaldehyde being the major one. Acetaldehyde is formed by the tautomerization of vinyl alcohol that is

produced by the recombination of vinyl ester and hydroxyl end-groups during melt processing and

polycondensation (Franck et aI., 1994; Nijssen et aI., 1996; Scheirs, 1998). Understanding the thermal

degradation of PET and in particularly the formation of unpleasant substances is very important for many

commercial applications of this polymer for food and beverage packaging.

Acetaldehyde has been found in carbonated water stored in PET bottles (Lo Russo et al., 1985, Nijssen et

aI., 1996, Monarca et al., 1994). Sugaya et al. (2001) and Ashby (1998) detected significant levels of

acetaldehyde in mineral water after it had been stored in PET bottles.

The migration of acetaldehyde in PET is affected by the structure of the polymer, its glass transition

temperature (Tg), degree of crystallinity and the distribution of voids or total free volume (Aminabhavi and

Shivaputrappa, 1991; Mercea, 1999). The purposes of the present work were to characterize the sorption

behaviour of acetaldehyde into PET and to study the migration of sorbed acetaldehyde back from the PET, at

different degrees of polymer crystallinity, into aqueous food simulants.

Theory

Assuming that the food simulant is infinite in volume and that the packaging material is finite in its

dimensions, the total amount of the diffusing compound, Mh that has entered or left a planar sample at time t,

relative to the amount transferred, Mo, after an infinite time, too,can be calculated from the equations proposed

by Miltz et al. (1997):

For short time intervals, when M/Mo < 0.55:

For long time intervals, when M/Moo > 0.55:

(2)

Thus, the diffusion coefficient, D, can be calculated from the slope of a plot of M/Moo versus (tlL2)1/2 for short

times and from the slope ofa plot ofln(1 - MtfMo) versus tlL2 for long times.
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MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

PET sheet

Virgin and recycled PET sheet materials were obtained from commercial sources. They were designated

as PETvs (PET-virgin-sheet) and PCR-PETs (post-consumer recycled-PET-sheet) respectively.

129

Chemicals

Acetaldehyde (>99% purity) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals (Melbourne, Australia).

Water was purified by a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore Corp., Bedford, USA).

Isothermal crystallization 0/ PET sheets

PET samples of different crystallinities were obtained by heating the polymer sheets for a predetermined

period at 120°C. Sheets (lOx 10 cm) of virgin or recycled PET were dried in a vacuum oven at 80 ± 1°C and

700 mBar for 16 h prior to the crystallization in order to evaporate any moisture trapped in the polymer. To

avoid warping during thermal treatment, the sheet samples were placed between stainless steel plates (300 x 18 x

0.175 cm), preheated to 120°C, in an oven that was thermostatically controlled at 120 ± 1°C. Samples were held

at that temperature for 3, 6 or 10 min. All samples were then quenched immediately in iced water to arrest

further crystallization.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

A Perkin-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter was used to measure the degree of crystallinity of the

PET. Three small pieces of the PET sample, weighing 11 to 15 mg were cut from each of the materials. The

samples were weighed and placed in aluminum pans with covers. The samples were then sealed and placed in

the DSC. An empty aluminum pan was used as the reference. The calorimeter was operated with a stream of

dry nitrogen (flow rate of 15 mL min-I) over the sample and the reference. The samples were heated at a rate of

10°C/min to 300°C and held for 15 min at that temperature. The heat of fusion was calculated from the area

under the melting peak. The percent crystallinity was determined by comparing the endotherm peak of heat

absorbed during the melting of a 100% crystalline PET using the value of 120 J g-I (Robert, 1969; Vilanova et

al., 1985; Jayakannan and Ramakrishnan, 1999).

Sorption studies

The sorption of acetaldehyde into PET was studied as function of the PET degree of crytallinity and

temperature. The samples were soaked in solutions of acetaldehyde in water. To limit evaporation losses, the

soaking was done at temperatures of 5, 15 and 20°C namely, below the boiling point of acetaldehyde (20.8°C).

The sorption was monitored by weight increase.

Migration studies

Acetaldehyde-doped PET samples were placed in vials containing 115 mL of water being used as the

food stimulant and stored at 40°C. The aliquot was placed in an oven that was thermostatically controlled to
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within ± 1°C. Acetaldehyde that migrated from the PET into the food simulant was determined by headspace

gas chromatography using a flame ionization detector. Acetaldehyde that had migrated from the PET into the

water was measured after S, IS, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240, 360, 480 min and after I, 2, 3, 4 days until no further

migration was detected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sorption studies

It was anticipated that the rate of acetaldehyde transport in PET would increase with increasing

temperature. This is partly due to an increase in molecular motion of the solvent and of the polymer chains.

Consequently, it was expected that the eqUilibrium amount of acetaldehyde sorbed into the PET would be

reached faster at higher temperatures. Figure I shows the effect of acetaldehyde mass uptake in the non-heated

samples of the virgin and recycled PET respectively. No changes in the character of transport were found at the

different temperatures. The main difference is due to the increased rate of sorption as the temperature increased.
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Figure I. Relative mass uptake, M!M", , versus 1'12 during acetaldehyde sorption in non heat-treated virgin and
recycled PET at different temperatures

The diffusion coefficients were calculated from the initial rate of sorption using Equation (1). As

expected, the value of the diffusion coefficient, 0, decreased with an increase in the samples degree of

crystallinity and increased with increasing temperature of soaking. The calculated values of D, for the sorption

process are presented in Table I.



Table I. Diffusion coefficients of acetaldehyde in PET of different degrees of crystallinity at temperatures of 5,
15 and 20°C.

Ox 109 fcrn 2S-1
Sample Crystallinity

SoC lSoC 20°C

PETvs 18.S ± 1.0 4.4 27.2 32.3

19.8 ± 0.6 4.1 11.1 2S.2

24.7 ± 1.0 2.1 7.S 13.S

29.7 ± 1.S 0.9 4.6 3.1

PCR-PETs 21.2 ± 0.9 1.4 9.5 19.2

24.8 ± 0.3 1.9 7.2 8.7

28.9 ± o.s 0.9 2.1 3.1

33.8 ± 0.9 0.7 1.7 2.0
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It is seen that the diffusion coefficient during sorption decreased with the increase in the degree of

crystallinity of the polymer. It is generally recognized that an increase in crystallinity results in a decrease in

solvent mobility (Crank and Park, 1978). However, the functional relationship between the degree of

crystallinity and the diffusion coefficient is not necessarily a simple linear relationship.

The values of the diffusion coefficient for the recycled PET were found to be much lower than those for

the virgin polymer. This is believed to be due to the higher degree of crystallinity in the recycled material.

Diffusion coefficients calculated from the current sorption studies of acetaldehyde in PET are significantly

higher than those found by other researchers who diluted the acetaldehyde in a solvent prior to the sorption

experiments or used a vapour rather than a liquid phase (Nir et aI., 1996; Miltz et al., 1997). The high values of

the diffusion coefficient found in the present work, are probably due to the direct contact of PET with neat

acetaldehyde resulting in swelling of the polymer. During the current sorption studies, a reduced clarity of the

PET samples was noticed. This result may stem from swelling, crystallization, crazing or cracking. According

to McDowell et al. (1999), solvents that are sorbed into PET may induce crystallization that creates opaque areas

in the polymer and in such situations the polymer might lose some of its desirable physical properties. However,

diffusion coefficients that were derived from sorption studies and that are similar in magnitude to the values

found in the current work, have been reported by Nir et al. (1996) and Miltz et al. (1997).

A clear dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the temperature of soaking was observed for both the

virgin and the recycled PET samples. The logarithm of the diffusion coefficient versus the reciprocal of the

absolute temperature is plotted in Figures 2 for the virgin and recycled PET. As can be seen, such an Arrhennius

plot does not result in straight lines, especially not for the PETvs. Therefore, the activation energies for diffusion,

Ea, could not be determined reliably from the slopes of these plots.
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Figure 2. Plot oflnD versus Iff for acetaldehyde in virgin and recycled PET.
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Migration studies

The amount of acetaldehyde that migrated from the PET samples immersed in water was measured by

headspace gas chromatography as a function of the time of exposure and is shown in Figure 3. Since the PCR-

PETs samples had a lower initial acetaldehyde concentration than the PETvs counterparts, a lower acetaldehyde

level was obtained, at equilibrium, in the food simulants for the former samples compared to the latter ones.

However, when comparing the recycled and the virgin PET samples at the same level of crystallinity (for

instance at 24.7% crystallinity for PETvs and 24.8% crystallinity for PCT-PETs) comparable levels of

acetaldehyde were observed, at equilibrium, in the food simulant.
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The diffusion coefficients of migration, Om, were calculated from the slope of a plot of M/M"" versus

t1l2
, for short-term migration, and from a plot of In(l - M/M",,) versus t, for long-term migration and are listed in

Table 2.

Table 2. Diffusion coefficients for acetaldehyde-PET in different crystallinities

Sample Crystallinity

PETvs 18.5 ± 1.0

19.8 ± 0.6

24.7 ± 1.0

29.7 ± 1.5

21.2 ± 0.9

24.8 ± 0.3

28.9 ± 0.5

33.8 ± 0.9

Short-term Long-term

19.2±1.9 3.6 ± 0.9

40.7 ± 4.2 4.1 ± 0.4

48.6 ± 2.0 4.5 ± 0.2

55.8 ± 2.1 4.7 ± 0.2

26.8 ± 2.1 1.6 ± 0.6

41.3 ± 6.7 6.5 ± 0.3

95.9 ± 9.6 6.9 ± 0.4

196.6 ±12.5 7.6 ± 0.4

PCR-PETs

It is apparent that the diffusion of the migrating compound depends on the morphological structure of the

polymer. In general, the higher the degree of crystallinity in the pre-sorbed samples, the higher is the diffusion

coefficient determined from the migration studies. This observation is in accordance with the widely accepted

assumption that sorption and diffusion of small molecules in semicrystalline polymers occurs primarily in the

amorphous regions. Therefore, for a specific concentration of acetaldehyde in the PET, the higher the degree of

crystallinity, the higher is the concentration of the migrant in the less abundant amorphous phase. An increased

concentration in the amorphous phase may cause swelling of the polymer resulting in an increased diffusion

coefficient. This may explain the higher diffusion coefficient obtained in the migration studies for the more

crystalline peR-PET compared to the PETvs.

CONCLUSIONS

The diffusion coefficient, during sorption and desorption (migration), of acetaldehyde in PET was found to

depend on the degree of crystallininty of the polymer and on temperature. The diffusion coefficients in the

recycled PET was found to be lower than in the virgin counterpart, the reason being probably because of the

higher degree of crystallinity in the former resulting from lower molecular weights (due to degradation) and

better compacting.
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Thinking out of the Box;
the Unpacking Experience of Consumer Electronics Products

Renee Wever and Alejandro Del Castillo C.

ABSTRACT

Due to developments in the consumer electronics (CE) market, as tougher competition, low brand
loyalty, and the rise of discount retail formats, the communication value of the product packaging is increasingly
important. The packaging has to sell the product, through attracting attention, communicating distinctive
product features and generating a "feel good" sensation about a product and a brand
This requires more attention for the design of the package, which has to fulfill more than only distribution-
related functions. These new functions do not only focus on closing the sale, but also on what happens
afterwards. The positive emotional feel towards a product and a brand needs to be strengthened by the
packaging and the experience of unpacking the product. This means that the unpacking experience becomes
something that is to be designed This paper reports on several experiments aimed at understanding the
unpacking experience ofCE products (and some other durable consumer goods). First, a group of consumers
was interviewed about things they liked and disliked about unpacking CE products. Second, several focus group
sessions were held studying one particular CE package. Finally an experiment was performed studying the way
people open clamshell packaging for durable consumer goods; a type of tamperproof packaging that is
notorious for its limited openability.

INTRODUCTION

Packaging for Consumer Electronics (CE) products has to fulfill multiple functions. Traditionally these
functions were all distribution related (e.g. protection, facilitating handling). Nowadays however, due to
commoditization of CE products (Spector, 2005, p. 65-66, 185), the sales functions of the packaging have
become more important, and as a response to this commoditization, the added value packaging can provide
through the unpacking experience has become important as well.
The importance of sales functions is a result of the changed retail situation of CE products. So-called 'Category
Killers' have entered the market, and they are gaining market share. Category killers are budget shops with a
wide selection of products within a limited segment, such Best Buy, and Circuit City in the US, MediaMarkt and
Saturn in Europe. Furthermore hypermarkets such as Wal-Mart in the US and Carrefour in France have also
begun to sell CE products in their stores. The display of goods in these types of retail environment is different
from the traditional mom-and-pop store that displays unpacked products in a locked showcases. Category killers
and hypermarkets sell packed products from the shelf, with only a limited amount of sales assistants available.
Hence the product has to sell itself; or rather the packaging has to sell it (Wever, et. al. 2006, Underhill, 1999 p.
32, Marzano, 2005, p.368, Imhoff, 2005, p. 33-34, 38-39). Furthermore, the directly accessible products,
combined with the relatively low number of shop assistants, raises the changes of pilferage. Therefore packaging
has to be big enough to make it difficult to smuggle a product out of the store. The package also has to be
tamperproof, meaning it should not be possible to open the package without the use of tools, to prevent people
from taking the product out of the package in the store.

When products become commoditized price becomes a dominant factor in product choice. Hence
margins for the manufacturer decrease. To counter this development a brand needs to have added value. Pine and
Gilmore (1999, p.16) propose that companies create experiences instead of mere products; "Manufacturers must
explicitly design their goods to enhance the user's experience as well - essentially experientializing the goods -
even when customers pursue less adventurous activities. Automakers do this when they focus on enhancing the
driving experience. (..) What changes could an appliance manufacturer make to its white goods that would
enhance the washing experience, the drying experience, and the cooking experience? (. ..) If you as a
manufacturer start thinking in these terms - inging your things - you'll soon be surrounding your goods with
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services that add value to the activity of using them and then perhaps surrounding those services with
experiences that make using them more memorable. (. ..) Any good can be -ing-ed." Within the CE field brands
like Apple and Bang & Olufsen work very strongly with this strategy. For packaging, experientializing means
creating un unpacking experience for your product. The importance of the unpacking experience for CE products
is expressed by Marzano in his book on 80 years of Philips design (2005, p.373): "(. ..), the new Philips
marketing strategy involved offering experiences rather than just products. It was important to communicate the
emotional dimension of what was inside the box, and this obviously had to be achieved through the packaging."
One example of a packaging that was redesigned with the unpacking experience in mind is the new package for
the Senseo coffee maker (www.maxsbd.nl).

Pine and Gilmore (1999, chapter 3) provide a five step plan for "experientializing" a product (e.g.
creating an unpacking experience for your package); I. Theme the experience, 2. Harmonize positive cues, 3.
Eliminate negative cues, 4. Mix in memorabilia, 5. Engage the five senses.
On the first point, theming the experience may be as simple as mimicking a existing experience. It does not
necessarily mean involving Disney characters. If we look outside the world of packaging there are several real-
life examples of great 'unpacking' experiences. Think of the unveiling of a statue, or the waiter coming to your
table with the meal under a silver plated cloche. There is a scale of options here:

Presenting (like a waiter presents a wine bottle, or the stereotypical silver platter)
Unveiling (like the unveiling of a statue, the opening of a stage curtain, or unwrapping a gift)
Revealing (unveiling followed by presenting, like a diamond ring box)
Teasing (showing just part of the object, like a split in a woman's dress)

At this point, it is important to realize that the unpacking experience is but a single act in the total brand
experience. Still, it is the first act that will draw the consumer closer to the actual product. The theme chosen for
the unpacking experience has to be in harmony with the brand experience. This means for instance that the
unpacking experience of Philips should be in harmony with Sense and Simplicity, and the unpacking experience
of a Panasonic should match with Ideas for Life.
The second point, the harmonization of positive cues, is a call for consistency in the unpacking experience. In
connection to this, the third point, the elimination of negative cues, means taking away anything that does not
add to a positive experience. For a package this implies that it is easily opened, something that is not
commonplace in a world of tamperproof clamshells. It also implies action on other frequent negative cues as too
big packages for their content and too much waste left over. Mixing in memorabilia, the fourth point, is part of
the larger brand experience. One should not try to mix them into to the unpacking experience, although the
packaging may play a role in brand memorabilia. Finally as the fifth step, multi-sensory stimulation is
something that is not applied very often in packaging for CE products. Usually they are only visual. Scents,
sounds and texture are rarely applied to enhance the experience of the unpacker.
Based on this, a model can be made for building a great unpacking experience (see Figure I). Some aspects are
always essential, these are openability (elimination of negative cues), the multi-sensory approach (the triggering
of other senses than sight alone) and the consistency (harmonization of positive cues). From this there are
basically two avenues that can be followed to theme the experience. The first is a logic approach, presenting the
product and accessories in the most favorable way, at the logical moment in the logical sequence. The other
approach is that of surprise. As Van Hamme and SneJders stated (2001) theoretical arguments and empirical
findings strongly suggest that, a positive surprise may play an important role in consumer satisfaction. This can
be done by applying the principal of unveiling, revealing or teasing.

Before proceeding to the empirical studies, which were executed to validate the model presented in
figure I, it is important to make this point: the three different groups of packaging functionalities identified
(distribution related, sales related, experience related) are not always equally important. Their relative
importance is dependent on the type of product, the brand and the type of retail outlet. This can be explained
with three examples of computer brands: Dell, Medion and Apple. Dell sells its products through the Internet.
The packaging has no sales function at all, and only a very limited experience function. It is mainly a distribution
package. Medion is a brand that builds computers for price-conscious buyers. It sells solely through low-price
supermarket chains like Aldi. Hence the packaging has primarily a strong sales function. Due to the budget price
it has now experience function. Finally Apple is a brand that is strongly focused on experience. Their products
are often sold in their own Apple centers. And otherwise, they still do not really compete on the shop floor with
other brands, due to their loyal customer base. Hence there is hardly any sales function. The distribution function
is of course still present in the Medion and Apple packages (see Figure 2). A similar thing may happen within
one brand. For example Philips produces electric shavers that are virtually identical for the US and European
market. Due to the different retail environment (more category killers and hypermarkets in the US displaying
packed products on the shelf and more stores in Europe displaying unpacked products in locked showcases)
shavers for the US market are packed in clamshells and shavers for the European market are often packed in
smaller cardboard boxes. This is a clear consequence of a difference in sales function. Next to this Philips has
special gift packages for the top-end of the market, which focus more strongly on the experience functions.
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Fig. 1 (on left): A model for building the
unpacking experience, based on the theory
of Pine and Gilmore (1999). The
experience is based on openability, a
multi-sensory approach and consistency.
On top of this basis there are several
possible scenarios. Their suitability
depends on the brand experience, of which
the unpacking experience is just one part.

To get some empirical data to support the model, three separate studies were performed. First an survey
was conducted asking people about unpacking CE goods. Second, several focus groups were held, studying one
particular CE product (a CD/MP3 player). Third, a openability experiment was performed asking people to open
clamshell packaging for a electric shaver, and a second durable consumer good.

Fig. 2 (on right): Positioning of packaging
functionalities for three brands of personal
computers. Dell's packaging is dominated by
distribution functionalities, while Medion's
Packaging is a mix of Sales and Distribution, and
Apple's packaging is a mix of experience and
distribution. (This graph is based on the brands in
general, and might differ for specific products).

STUDY 1: INTERNET SURVEY

A survey was conducted through the Internet (N=64) to get a feel what consumers think! feel about
unpacking consumer electronics. The survey asked about the most recent purchase of a CE product and about
previous purchases that were memorable either in a positive or a negative way. The survey contained two
separate open questions for positive and negative memories from the unpacking CE products. This question is
most relevant for the validation of the model. Similar responses to these questions were grouped. The following
point were mentioned most often (the number between brackets shows how often it was mentioned): Simple,
practical, no unnecessary extras (35), Good, esthetical design (29), Right size (compact) (26), Strong, offers
protection, induce trust due to quality (26), Good interior layout! arrangement of parts (21). The negative
aspects mentioned most often were: Too much waste and separately packed parts (35), Package is too big (31),
Product is difficult to get out of its package, too tightly packed or anti-theft-plastic packaging used (26), Package
is boring or uninspiring (16). These findings indicate that people acknowledge the need for protection and accept
the resulting packaging design. This factor, combined with well thought-through design can be classified as
positive cues in the unpacking experience. However they dislike the sales-related functions (big packages,
tamperproof packages) that presents them with problems of openability and waste disposal. These two factors
can be considered negative cues in the unpacking experience.

STUDY 2: FOCUS GROUPS

Following the survey three focus group sessions were held, each with 4 people participating, evaluating
the packaging of a portable CD/MP3 player of the AEG brand. The product was sold in a large drugstore chain
in the Netherlands, meaning it is presented as a budget product. This retail environment would make it a product
with strong distribution and sales functionalities and limited unpacking experience functionalities. The box was
reasonably volume efficient. The CD/MP3 player was on its side, in a PE film. On opening the packaging the
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buyer would find the folded cardboard inner packaging in which product and accessories both receive an equally
prominent place. Participants were not told about the retail environment or the price. The product was used as a
starting point for the discussion, and participants were also asked about experiences with other durable consumer
goods. From these focus groups the following conclusions can be drawn:

The AEG box looks cheap, but the products is cheap, so it matches, but the package also looks lousy. The
product looks (somewhat) better than the package it comes in, so that is a missed opportunity.
People expect cushioning foam as protective material in CE packages, and they also expect accessories to be
packed separately in PE bags. (This expectation does not necessarily mean they like it!)
People like to be able to take back the product, hence they prefer a package that is not destroyed in opening.
Resulting fro this potential take-back, they also keep the package for some time after purchasing the product.
Products people do not use often, like a compass, they like to store in the package.
People like the product and accessories to come out of the package in a more logical and orderly fashion.
People claim they are not influenced by the sales function of packaging ofCE products.
The different materials, that should go into different waste receptacles, annoy people.

This study again confirms that there are small details that act as negative cues, which annoy people unpacking
the product. Furthermore it is emphasized again that the sales function of the packaging is something that is
important to the product manufacturer and the shop keeper, not to the consumer.

STUDY 3: OPENABILITY

Finally, a true unpacking experiment was performed. A group of participants (N=25) was asked to each
un-pack two products packed in clamshells (i.e. blisters). This was done in one-on-one interviews. Participants
were filmed and asked to think out loud (describing with spoken words their actions and feelings, either positive
or negative) during all the given tasks. The experiment was either executed at the participants home, or at the
university in a setting resembling a home, because it is the most natural, often used environment to unpack such
products.
The first part consisted of unpacking a general consumer-good product packed in a plastic clamshell (e.g.
earphones, children's toys, neck support pillow, a window alarm). Afterwards, they were asked to unpack an
Electrical shaver package, of which three different models were used, and finally a series of general questions
about the unpacking were asked.
As for the first part of the interview, it was observed and concluded that participants:

Already had a very low-price/low-quality perception of the products that were packed in clamshells
(blisters)
Agreed, right after observing the package, without any action, they agreed that it would be a hard task
to get the product out of the package (8). Some of them even remembered unpleasant past experiences
(3).
Were intuitively looking for a corner with a clue or a hint that would lead them to unpack the product
(all participants).
Were not being able to find clues in most of the cases (4 persons opened the packages with their own
hands). Using a tool was the next option; scissors (9) or a knife (8). 2 participants used their teeth to
open the packages, which diminishes the experience, it causes negative surprises and in some cases (2)
drew the participants to act in a more aggressive manner and might even hurt them in a physical way.

As a general conclusion of this part, people desired to be guided and helped through the experience, By offering
clear indications on what actions to follow and which was the right tool for the task.
In the second part, the task was to unpack the product and take out all of the contents. The responses, actions

and expressions from the participants helped making the following conclusions:
The package was impressive enough to raise the expectations of the participants, but the clamshell
lowered the people expectations towards the unpacking.
Participants felt irritated at some point by the fact that no clues were offered on how to open the
clamshell, This provoked in them "wrap rage" (an American term that describes the anger consumers
feel towards packages that cannot be opened easily).
2 participants sustained minor cuts when trying to reach for the product, and others (12) expressed in
someway the discomforting feeling that they were afraid of scratching or cutting themselves on the
blister material. This reduces people's experience by giving them a negative feeling even before holding
the product.
During the unpacking, even though it was not expressed in comments of the interviews, most of the
participants (18) had to repeat the same action in order to get to the product, for instance, having to cut
the clamshell in the same place more than once. This made them feel insecure of their actions and
mislead by the package design. It also induced to wrap rage. They desired to be fully guided and
explained what type of actions to make.
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One interesting remark from participants concerned smell. In four cases, it was mentioned that the
package emitted a bad smell during the unpacking (possibly due to some plastic components that react
being enclosed in a sealed clamshell). This happened before reaching for the product, and it instantly
lowered the people perception towards the experience. This comments helped to conclude that other
senses can be as strong and as influencing as sight. A positive influence on them (smell, touch, sound)
can contribute to a good unpacking experience.
The participants perception of the price of the product compared to the package is opposite. The product
was perceived as a high quality object, and the package is seen generally as a cheap way to pack such
product.

As a general and concluding remark, participants in the second experiment also expected to receive more clues
and help on how to open and take out the contents of the package. Furthermore, they expected to have the most
important part of the package first (in this case the shaver) and not last. The relationship of this experiment with
the formulated theory is clear, there is a set of minimum requirements that consumers expect, to create an
unpackaging experience. The more the bases are well defined and set, in aspects such as consistency of actions,
openability clues and guidance for opening, the better the unpacking experience for the user will be. Thus, a
better overall product perception will be obtained from the moment the consumer holds the package until the
final product is taken out of its package.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

For some CE products the experiential aspects have become a highly significant part of the added value of
the product. For such products the unpacking experience can make a substantial contribution in staging these
experiences. Designing an unpacking experience is challenging, as conflicts may occur with other functional
requirements of the packaging (distribution-related, sales-related). The clearest example is the conflict with the
requirement that the package should be tamperproof. Non-tamperproof packages can not be sold in a large
percentage of the retail environments, but the resulting wrap-rage makes a positive unpacking experience
impossible. Another example is that packages designed for their unpacking experience may become more bulky,
due to the layering and placement of the product and its accessories. This is at conflict with the logistical
efficiency; something of increased importance now that production has moved to low-wage countries, which has
increased transportation distances.
The theory of Pine and Gilmore was successfully translated into a model for the unpacking experience (figure I),
which can help designers create an great unpacking experience. However, it was found, that small details in a
package design can act as negative cues. Hence testing a new package design in a unpacking experiment remains
a wise thing to do.
The current level of package design for CE goods shows there is still a lot to be gained. New design solutions are
needed that combine logistical efficiency with being tamperproof and with a great unpacking experience. Current
and future work at Delft University of Technology focuses on this challenge.
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Abstract
The majority of packaging is used in the retail supply chain, primarily for fmcg (fast moving consumer goods)
products. As retailers expand and develop, packaging needs to adapt to new requirements. This paper
considers a number of retailer issues and strategies and identifies opportunities for packaging to add value
through adopting new technologies and designs. The research included visiting and comparing stores on an
international basis, understanding emerging retailer strategies and identifying implications for packaging
development in the future.

INTRODUCTION

Retailers in mature regions such as North America and Western Europe face a number of challenges. In many
instances, share of 'wallet' is declining as consumers spend a lower proportion of their disposable income on
grocery shopping. For example, there has been high growth in spend on takeaway food and eating out. As a
result retailers need to address this challenge through gaining a better understanding of what consumers really
want. This will help them to build loyalty and offer an improved shopping experience. As an integral part of the
retailer product offering, packaging could help to achieve this.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Recent consumer research by the Institute of Grocery Distribution (IGD) found three key ways in which the
shopping experience could be improved:

improved on-shelf availability (currently 92% - 94% in Western Europe)
no check-out queues
products which are easier to find

When specifically asked about how new technologies could improve the shopping experience, consumers
expressed an interest in an automatic trolley scanner so they could scan in goods themselves, ways to help with
finding products in store and a home inventory system to track supplies in the home.

Further consumer research shows that people increasingly want to know more about what they are buying and
wish to buy local produce where possible. Many consumers are willing to 'trade up' to premium products in
some areas; however in countries such as Germany the deep discounters continue to do well thus there is a
polarisation of purchasing trends, possibly linked with the type of purchase. So a consumer may wish to trade
up for items such as fresh produce but be price driven for non-food purchases. It is also worth noting that some
60% of purchases are impulse buys!

Retailers need to respond to these consumer needs, and one of the ways they can do so is through packaging.
Store complexity is increasing, with most major retailers offering a range of formats including hypermarkets
(40,000 sq ft pius), out of town superstores, town centre supermarkets and neighbourhood convenience stores.
Packaging needs to work in all of these environments.



Albert Hejn in the Netherlands developed a concept store based around 'zones'
Metro's Futurestore near Dusseldorf uses RFID track and trace technology
Monoprix in Paris has a store aimed at young single professionals
Edeka in Austria has developed a store for the over 50's
Whole Foods in the US offers gourmet food at premium prices for the affluent 'foodies' market

Retailers must to be able to differentiate. Visiting stores in different parts of the globe shows that while there are
some differences, many categories look very similar no matter which country or which retailer they are found in.
As a result of this need to differentiate we are seeing some new store concepts being developed:

Each of these concepts will need appropriate packaging. Futurestore involves primary tagging of packaging;
Edeka offers packs which are senior friendly; the Whole Foods offering is less dependent on pre-packaged goods.

Retailers are looking to improve their performance through better category management. Gaining more shopper
insight will enable pricing to be optimised, more retailer specific products to be introduced, and promotions to be
customised.

Finally, in order to grow, retailers need to expand their markets geographically. There has been a significant
move by Western European retailers into Eastern Europe. They are all adopting broadly the same strategy-
tailoring the primary pack to the local market requirements, but maintaining their standard logistics processes.
Thus the packaging manufacturers will need to supply primary packaging specifically for that local market but
the distribution packaging will be standard across Europe.

Russia, China and India are the next target markets. At their recent Global Retailing conference, IGD identified
China, India and Russia as priority markets, based on projected increases in purchasing power in these countries.
Auchan in Moscow is sited in what is already the world's most visited shopping centre. The potential for growth
in Western style retailing is enormous - at present Russia has 84% of its groceries bought through kiosks and
open markets. Difficulties which need to be overcome in all of these emerging markets include poor logistics
infrastructures. The overall retailer strategy will be the same as in Europe - acting local (such as offering tiny
pack sizes in poor areas) but with one logistics operating model worldwide.
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It can be seen that retailers need to respond to a wide range of issues in order to better service their customers.
There are many opportunities here for packaging and these can be divided primarily between:

packaging design which can be adapted to meet a number of different retailer requirements
use of new technologies to improve logistics performance or add consumer value

As the number of SKU's (stock keeping units) continues to increase, consumers have less time to consider each
pack when making a selection. Design must therefore meet two key requirements - shelf presence, and
functionality. Some brand owners refer to the 'first and second moments of truth' - the first is when the
consumer selects a particular pack, the second is when the pack is used in the home. A pack design must be
capable of meeting both moments of truth.
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Active Packaging performs a function beyond the point at which its contents were packed. Active packaging
includes a wide range oftechnologies capable of adding consumer value, such as self heating and cooling packs
and microwave susceptors.

Intelligent Packaging provides some form of external data. Diagnostic technologies such as Time-Temperature
indicators and 'doneness' indicators can also be used to add consumer value at primary pack level. However the
biggest opportunity for enhanced functionality comes from communicating technologies, in particular RFID
(radio frequency identification).

RFID tags are currently being trialled by many retailers at distribution pack level. Potentially RFID can help to
improve on shelf availability through giving total asset visibility. The non-line-of-sight capability of RFID tag
reading means that product can be tracked through the supply chain and located more easily back of store. The
most common reason for out of stock is that the product is at the retailer, but cannot be found in the warehouse.
10% - 20% of perishable goods are lost through being mis-directed, stored at the wrong temperature, or
exceeding the 'sell-by' date. Thus RFID can make significant improvements in supply chain performance and
help meet the consumer requirement for improved on-shelf availability.

Moving forward, once primary packaging is tagged then use of automatic trolley scanners which replace
conventional check out processes will be enabled. These intelligent shopping trolleys will also be able to guide
the consumer around the store to help them locate products and offer tailored promotions. The same RFID based
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technology could be used for home inventory systems, linking a 'wired up' kitchen with a home computer and
offering automatic replenishment of groceries. A great deal of research was carried out in this area some years
ago as part of the 'My Grocer' project and organisations such as IBM continue to develop solutions for use in the
home.

The real breakthrough for commercialisation of RFID will be when the technology for fully printable tags is
finally developed. This could be within the next few years, and the benefit will be a significant reduction is cost
as the silicon chip is replaced by some type of organic semi-conductor and power sources become fully printable.
This will enable tags to be applied at primary pack level at an acceptable on-cost.

The potential for linking communicating technology with diagnostic technology also offers retailer benefits.
Chilled goods which reach too high a temperature could be identified remotely through a temperature sensor
linked with a communicating device to alert a central control. Thus waste in the chilled food supply chain could
be significantly reduced.

THE FUTURE

Looking into the future, a number of additional retailer trends emerge:

Point of Sale
There is a growing trend for brand owners and retailers to spend more of their promotional budgets in-store, due
to the fragmentation of media channels. Printed electronics are already being used in an interactive way at point
of sale, particularly in conjunction with mobile phones. For example, a recent promotion enabled consumers to
download a money-off voucher from a poster on to a mobile phone through use of an electronic dot. This could
then be redeemed against a purchase in store. Printed electronics on point of sale displays could be interrogated
in order to find out more about the product (thus satisfYing the consumer request to know more about what they
are buying).

Growth Niches
Vending machines are a fast growing trend, and are particularly popular in Japan. There is real potential for this
to develop on the same scale elsewhere in the world. The fastest growing retailer category at present in the
developed world is health - this ties in with an ageing population in many countries. Solutions which add value
to in-store operations, such as bread which can be cooked in the bakery in its own wrapper, will also continue to
besought.

Environment
Most retailers are responding to environmental challenges through minimising packaging, using more recyclable
packaging and more recycled content. A strong emerging trend is the use ofbioplastics. Walmart, Albert Heijn,
Marks & Spencer and Sainsbury's are examples of retailers currently introducing biopackaging and usage is
expected to increase significantly in the near future. However there are challenges in terms of the waste
management infrastructure needed to deal with compostable waste.

Adding Value
A wider range of pack sizes, formats and value options will continue to be offered to consumers. Value will be
added through provision of more information. New communicating technology, such as using on pack
electronics to offer talking packaging, will also be centred around adding value. For example, talking
pharmaceutical packs can be very useful in terms of helping elderly people achieve compliance with their
medication. While these technologies may be used for marketing 'gimmicks', in the longer term those
applications which add real value will be the winners. The talking milk carton, which tells you when the pack
has become too warm, is unlikely to be commercially viable in the foreseeable future.
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SUMMARY

In summary, the world of retailing continues to challenge and develop as retailers strive for competitive
advantage. Packaging has a real role to play, both at distribution and primary pack level. A wide variety of
retail concepts are being introduced and the potential for packaging is to add value through offering tailored
design solutions which help to underpin the retailer brand values. There are also real opportunities to use new
technology both to improve supply chain performance and to add consumer value through increased
functionality. Those consumer needs expressed at the beginning of this paper - improved availability; faster
check out; easier to find products in-store - can all be achieved through use ofRFID type technology. What
retailers want is to satisi)' their customers, and packaging can help them to do this.
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ABSTRACT
People with disabilities and older adults are significant consumers of prescription drugs. However,

most testing protocols for child resistant (CR) packaging do not take them into account. One example is the
United States Consumer Products Safety Commission's (CPSC's )protocol that excludes people with any
obvious disability from the "senior-friendly" test. Instead of forcing manufacturers to develop CR packages that
people with difficulties can use, the US government permits pharmacies to dispense drugs in non-CR packages
upon request, and allows the manufacturers of over-the-counter medications to package one size in non-CR
packages. This assumes that people with disabilities do not live with children, and limits their choices.

This paper describes a design process for developing more inclusive CR packaging. Researchers have
crafted a user-centered methodology that follows the universal design principles, guidelines, and methods.
Universal design is an approach that addresses the needs of the widest possible audience; by applying its
principles to CR packaging, users with a wider range of abilities can be accommodated Three working groups
were at the core of this process: people with disabilities, elderly consumers, and children. The steps of the
methodology and results of testing conducted with the three working groups are discussed in detail.

INTRODUCTION
People with disabilities and older adults are significant consumers of prescription drugs. However,

most testing protocols for child resistant (CR) packaging do not take them into account. One example is the
United States Consumer Products Safety Commission's (CPSC) protocol, which excludes people with any
obvious disability from the "senior-friendly" portion of the test. Instead of forcing manufacturers to develop CR
packages that people with difficulties can use, the government permits pharmacies to dispense drugs in non-CR
packages upon request, and allows the manufacturers of over-the-counter medications to package one size of
each product in a non-CR package. This assumes that people with disabilities do not live with children, and
limits their choices. This research hypothesizes that by using an interdisciplinary team and applying the concepts
and methods of universal design to CR packaging, users with a wider range of abilities can be accommodated.
Inclusionary designs will improve products and benefit all users, not just those with disabilities

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects

At the core of this research were three working groups. Group A, a group consisting of people with
varying disabilities; group B, a group of older consumers and group C, which consisted of young children.
Researchers conducted a variety of different sessions to collect both qualitative and quantitative data from each
of the groups to develop design criteria to be used to develop more inclusive CR designs.

Subjects in working group A (n=10), people with disabilities, were 18 years or older, had a variety of
types of disabilities but at least partial use of one hand. The average of this group was 52 years (SD= 14, min=3 I,
max=73) and consisted of one male and ten females. People in this group reported to take, on average, 9
medications daily (SD=8, min=l, max=24).

Working group B (n=10), older adults, consisted of people 65 year and older that had at least partial use
of one hand. The average age of this group was 84 years (SD=6, min=71, max=90) and consisted of two males
and eight females. People in this group reported to take, on average, 7 medications daily (SD=4, min= 1,
max=12).
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Subjects in working group C (n=8) consisted of children between 42 and 54 months old. Children
included in this group had no physical or mental handicaps, injuries, or illness that would interfere with testing.
The average age of this group was 47 months (SD=4.7, Min=4l, Max=54) and consisted of three females and
five males.

Participants for working groups A and B were recruited from the greater Lansing area (Michigan, USA)
and participants in working group C were recruited from the Saginaw area (Michigan, USA). The project's
approval for using human subjects is IRB # 05-454.

Open ability testing
Packages

Two CR vials and unit dose CR packages were tested. One of the vials was a 1O-dram I I-Clic® (Owens-
Illinois Inc., Toledo, OH)vial and closure, ASTM type lIB (Fig. IA), the other was a dram-I 3 size Screw-Loc®
(Owens-Illinois Inc., Toledo, OH) vial and closure, ASTM type IIA (Fig. 1B). For the unit dose packages, one
was a ShellPak® (MeadWestvaco Corp., Stamford, CT), ASTM type XIIIA (Fig. 1C) and the other was a typical
CR blister package (Perrigo Co., Allegan, MI), ASTM type VIIIB (Fig. 1D). Two non-CR packages were used
for the screening test, as dictated by the protocol. One package was a 2-ounce square plastic bottle that had a
plastic continuous thread (CT) closure with a bottle finish diameter of 28 mm. This package was closed 72
hours before testing with a torque of 10 inch-pounds. The second package was a plastic dram-8 round vial with a
plastic snap-type closure with a finish diameter of28 mm.
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Figure I - Child-resistant packages chosen for testing
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Adult test
The four packages were tested during two separate meetings with working group A and B. Participants

tested the packages individually in a well-lighted and distraction-free room. All testing was conducted in
accordance with instructions of the US CPSC adult test protocol for CR packaging [3], with minor modifications.
For example, each participant read and signed a consent form before participating but when participants were
unable to read a researcher read the consent form aloud. In the US CPSC protocol participants that cannot read
for any reason (forgot glasses, illiterate, visually impaired, etc.) are not allowed to participate in the test. Another
deviation from the US CPSC protocol was that the use of tools was not allowed. For instance, even though the
instructions for opening the CR blister suggest the use of scissors, participants could not use tools. Additionally,
people with obvious or overt disabilities were test subjects, as compared with the US CPSC protocol, which
would eliminate them from testing. Sessions were videotaped to obtain records which were used to confirm test
times and inform design. Prior to the beginning of the test, information about the participants was recorded. The
experiment employing groups A and B, as with the US protocol, was divided into three parts: a 5-minute period,
a I-minute period, and a screening test.

I Dram is a unit of apothecary weight equal to an eighth of an ounce
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5-minute period
During the initial phase of testing, the participants attempted to open and properly close a package for a

maximum period of 5 minutes. Once the package had been opened and closed, opening time and time to close (if
appropriate) were recorded. If the package was not opened, the time at which the participant gave up the test or,
if the participant continued trying until time had elapsed was recorded.

I-minute period
Subjects that successfully opened the package during the 5 minute period, were tested a second time,

the one minute portion of the test. During the one minute portion of the test, a CR package, identical to the one
tested during the 5-minute period, was handed to the subject. Again, the time period required to open and to
close were recorded. If this was accomplished within the allotted 60 seconds, the CR package was recorded as a
"pass" for that particular subject, ifnot, it was recorded as a failure.

Screening test
Subjects that could not successfully open the package during the 5 minute test period, went to the

screening test. The screening test consisted of two I-minute periods in which the participant tried to open and
close two non-CR packages (described above). Subjects that opened and closed both the non-CR, screening
packages continued testing with the I-minute period. If a person did not open and close both screening packages,
he/she did not proceed to the I-minute period. In the US CPSC test participants who do not pass the screening
test are excluded from the panel test; their results are not recorded and they are replaced with another test subject.

After testing each package, participants were asked if they agreed with the statement "This package is
easy to use". The five possible answers to this question were "strongly disagree", "disagree", "neutral", "agree",
and "strongly agree". Answers were translated into a numerical scale from 0 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly
agree) in order to calculate a subject's ease-of-use rating.

Child test
The four packages were also tested during two separate meetings of working group C. Children tested

the packages in pairs in a well-lighted room that was familiar to the children (childcare facility). All testing was
conducted in accordance with instructions of the US CPSC child test protocol for CR packaging [3]. The
experiment was divided into two 5-minute periods. Each child was given a package for a 5-minute period and
asked to try to open it. After the 5-minute trial, if the children had not successfully opened the package, a tester
demonstrated how it is opened, and asked the children to try again for another 5 minutes. Children were also
told that they could use their teeth if they wished.

Results
A summary of the results is shown in

table I. Screw-Loc® (push-and-turn type) is
opened faster than the other three packages, 8
seconds (people with disabilities) and 9 seconds
(older adults). However, in working group A,
people with disabilities, 3 subjects (30%) were
unable to open it and the overall rating for this
package was 1.2 out of 4. Participants in this
group did not agree with the statement that this
package was easy to use. l-Clic® (push-tab-while-
turning type) ranked second in opening speed and
first in subject's ease-of-use rating for both
working groups, 2.7 (working group A) and 3.6
(working group B). For the group that consisted of
people with disabilities, ShellPak® ranked second
in rating (1.6) and second in percentage of people
being able to open it (80%). For the two working
groups, the CR Blister (peel-back-and-push-out
type) showed the worst performance overall;
lower subject ratings (0.3 and 0.2), longer average
opening times (98 and 153 seconds) and very few
participants were able to open the CR blister (40%
and 30%). Eighty six percent (18 subjects) of the
total number of the adult participants (n=20)

/ ShellPak®

Screw-Loc®

J

.// ~/ CR Blister,

o 2 43

Rating

• WG A: People with disabilities

DWG B: Older adults

Figure 2 - Subject's ease-of-use rating calculated from the answers to the
statement "This package is easy to use". Possible answers include: 0 =

strongly disagree, I = disagree, 2 = neutral, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree
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opened both types of screening packages; all the participants were able to open the non-CR snap-type closure.
During the I-minute period, times to open were reduced drastically suggesting that familiarity with a package
during the 5-minute period played an important role in opening speed.

In the child test, during the 10-minute period, 50 percent of children (4 children) opened the Screw-
Loc®, 25% (2 children) removed a pill from the SheIlPak®, 12.5% (1 child) opened the l-Clic® and 12.5% (1
child) got a pill from the CR blister. Of the total openings, seven were during the second 5-minute period and
one was in the first 5-minute period. This suggests that the visual demonstration given by the tester might have
important impact on the results of the testing.

Table 1 - Averageopeningtimes± standarddeviation,andnumberandpercentof subjectsableto open
thefourCR packagesinbothperiodsof time

5-minute period 1-minute period*
Working Package

Opening Number of Opening Number ofgroup type
time subjects able time subjects able

(seconds) to open it (seconds) to open it

l-Clic® 26 ± 23 9 (90%) 12 ± 14 9 (100%)a
A ShellPak® 57 ± 28 8 (80%) 18 ± 12 7 (87%)b

t
(n=IO) Screw-Loc® 8 ± 10 7 (70%) 5 ± 4 7 (78%)a

CR Blister 153 ± 52 4 (40%) 50 ± 0 (13%)b
I-Clic® 10 ± 8 9 (90%) 5 ± 3 10 (100%)

t
B ShellPak® 64 ± 38 7 (70%) 26 ± 16 9 (90%)

(n=IO) Screw-Loc® 9 ± 6 9 (90%) 12 ± 14 10 (100%)
CR Blister 98 ± 41 3 (30%) 54 ± 0 (10%)------ ------I

~ • Onlyparticipantsthatpassedthescreeningtest

~
a : n=9becauseI participantsdidnotpassthescreeningtest, b : n=8because2 participantsdidnotpassthescreeningtest,,

,,
User characterization

Participants of the three working groups were characterized with regard to hand strength, hand-fmger
dexterity and anthropometrics of their hands.
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Hand strength
The evaluation of hand strength included the measuring of grip strength, pinch strength (tip pinch, key

pinch, and palmar pinch), wrist strength, and bilateral palm to palm squeeze strength. Grip strength was
evaluated with a Jamar® Hydraulic Dynamometer (0-200 lb, Sammons Preston Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) set at the
second position for all subjects. The three types of pinch strength were measured using a B&L pinch gauge (0-
60 lb, B&L Engineering, Tustin, CA, USA). Wrist strength was evaluated with a Baseline® wrist dynamometer.
Bilateral palm to palm squeeze strength Baseline® pneumatic squeeze dynamometer. Three trials were recorded
for each hand on each device. Testing was done in accordance with the American Society of Hand Therapists
(ASHT) standards.

Hand dexterity
A nine-hole peg test (9-HPT) was used to quantify hand dexterity and the degree of impairment of the

hand. It is a standard test that measures fine motor dexterity in terms of the number of seconds a subject takes to
place nine pegs in a pegboard and the remove them (Le., completion time) [4]. It is commonly used by
occupational therapists as a quick measurement of fine motor finger dexterity [2,4,5].

Anthropometries of the hand
Researchers asked each subject to lay their hands flat on a grid system of known proportions, and three

digital pictures of each hand were taken (palm, back and thumb). Using a graphic software (CorelDraw®) the



pictures were scaled and parts of the hand measured (length of index finger, palm breadth, etc.). Functional grip,
the maximum diameter that can be grasped with the thumb and 2nd digit, was measured using a thumb-finger
grasping cone. Two hand grip spans, thumb-first digit's first phalanx and thumb-first digit's second phalanx
were recorded using a span gauge.

Data analysis
Data were analyzed with SPSS for Windows software version 14.0 [6]. One-way analyses of variance

(ANOVAs) were performed on the three working groups and grip strength, pinch (tip, key, and palmar), hand-
finger dexterity, and hand anthropometries (functional grip diameter, length of index finger, hand grip spans, and
hand width).

Results
Hand strength measurements, hand dexterity scores, and hand dimensions of the three working groups

were compared against normative data. Hand strength and hand dexterity characteristics of people with
disabilities showed a significant variability. This is certainly related to the fact that working group A consisted of
people with different types of disabilities ranging from memory loss to muscular dystrophy.

Values for hand strength are shown in table 2.. The one-way ANOV A on groups showed significant
differences between the group of older adults and children for all average strengths (grip strength, pinch strength,
and bilateral palm-to-palm squeeze). The group of people with disabilities showed only significant differences
with children on average grip strength.

Table 2 - Average strength ± standard deviation for dominant hand

Strength type
Mean strength (Ibs)

Working Group A Working Group B Working group C

Grip 31.36 a ± 21.73 43.50 b ± 11.23 13.75 a.b ± 3.38

Tip pinch 4.79 ± 4.23 8.20 b ± 2.99 3.08 b ± 1.18

Key pinch 7.67 ± 5.56 11.27 b ± 5.34 4.92 b ± 1.44

Palmar pinch 6.58 ± 5.89 11.33 b ± 4.31 4.67 b ± 1.27

Wrist 56.97 ± 62.02 43.67 ± 29.65 ND*
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*ND: not determined. Wrist strength of working group C was below the detection limit of the dynamometer utilized.

a.b : Significant difference between groups (p ~ 0.05)

Hand dexterity completion times are shown in Table 3. The only significant difference was found in
nondominant hand between people with disabilities and older adults. There were not other significant differences
between groups. This is probably due to the high variability of the dexterity scores.

Table 3 - Average completion times ± standard deviation
on the nine-hole peg test

Working Average completion time (seconds)
group Dominant Hand Nondominant Hand

A 52.56 ± 42.13 69.78 a ± 62.19

B 28.90 ± 10.62 29.40 a ± 6.62

C 52.75 ± 12.28 52.75 ± 19.29

a : Significant difference between groups (p ~ 0.05)

A comparison between working groups revealed significant differences of hand dimensions (index
finger's length, hand width, functional grip, and both thumb-index finger spans). The two adult working groups
have consistently bigger hand dimensions than working group of children (Table 4).



Table 4 - Average dimension ± standard deviation for dominant hand

Hand characteristic
Average dimension (mm)

Working Group A Working Group B Working group C

Functional grip 37.70 a,c ± 8.49 43.67 b.c ± 3.72 25.54 a,b ± 1.38
Grip span A 82.83 a,c ± 27.03 104.17 b,c ± 13.90 58.75 a,b ± 7.84

Grip span B 73.33 a ± 14.41 78.00 b ± 15.57 33.54 a,b ± 11.56

Index finger's length 65.60 a ± 7.76 71.06 b ± 6.94 42.76 a,b ± 4.46

Hand width 86.74 a ± 6.73 91.73 b ± 8.82 61.70 a,b ± 3.11

a.b : Significant difference between groups (p :<::: 0.05)

,
User insights

The user's point of view about prescription drug products was collected through three means: focus
groups and ethnography, universal design performance measures, and task analysis.

Foeus groups end ethnography
Focus groups were conducted to get a sense of how people with disabilities and older adults are using

drug packages and to gain understanding of the needs that these groups have with regard to drug packaging. The
moderator guide included questions about CR packaging, point of purchase (pharmacy, online pharmacy, etc.),
openability, general use, storage, on-the-go situations, labeling, and compliance.
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Universal design performance measures
The Universal Design Performance Measures for Products [7] consists of a set of 29 statements, derived

from the seven universal design principles. The statements were tailored for drug packaging use and a scale from
o (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree) was employed. Statements sparked participant's comments that were
recorded as well. Researchers gained qualitative information about the usability of the four packages tested in the
openability testing.

Task analysis
Task analysis was used to analyze video recordings. For each package, researchers identified common

motions that the children employed (e.g. twisting cap, pulling blister out, holding, playing, etc.) and calculated
the percentage of time spent on each action during the first and the second 5-minute period. Each package
revealed different opening strategies and behavioral patterns.

At the date of this writing, researchers are analyzing data of the "user insights" stage.

Development of design criteria
The driving force in a universal design process is the search for abilities that most users have. For

instance, a key finding of this study is that all adult participants were able to open a snap-type closure. Even
people with muscular weakness and very limited hand dexterity could easily open the non-CR snap-type closures.
A huge challenge arises when children must be excluded from use. Researches found four ways to include older
adults and to exclude children: anthropometrics, cognitive abilities, hand-finger dexterity, and hand strength. In
order to include people with disabilities, the possible pathways are reduced to only anthropometrics and
cognitive abilities since some participants of working A showed hand dexterity and strength levels comparable to
those found in working group C (children). If the level of strength and dexterity demanded by a package design
increases, people with disabilities might be excluded as a user.

Anthropometries
The differences in size between adults and young children provide a unique opportunity to include one

and exclude the others. For instance, using parts of the hand for functional operation (e.g. index finger, grip span
thumb-index finger, hand width, etc.). This finding is somewhat related to conclusions from previous studies
that have suggested that a large CR containers has better child resistance properties than an small one [8], and
that large containers are generally easier to open than small containers [9, 10] .
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Cognition
Cognitive abilities of adults and children have similarities and differences. For instance, when presented

with a vial plus container system all the children in working group C immediately recognized cap (the interface
for opening) and the container (the interface for griping). However, children did not seem to have a clear
understanding of "mechanical causality", for example, when pushing a tab down to unlock a mechanism while
turning a cap. In the same situation, adults tended to not to read instructions. To understand the working
principle of the CR package, they seemed to rely on a previous experiences with a similar package and on what
the package communicates through shape, color and configuration (for instance: "If it is a round vial with a cap,
then I have to push and tum"). When this strategy did not work adults focused on reading instructions more
carefully.

Hand strength
Of all strength measurements. Only grip strength showed was significantly different between the two

adult groups (A and B) and the group of children (C). Older adults did have significant differences in pinch
strength (tip, key, and palmar) when compared with the children's group. In order to include people with
disabilities, a CR package design should not rely have its operational principle rely on the use of pinch strength.

Hand-finger dexterity
Children between the ages of 3 and 5 have rapid gains in manipulative skills, finger dexterity, and tool

use [II]. The younger the child, the less dexterous he/she is. By the age of 4, child dexterity scores are really
close to scores of the people 80 and older. In addition, older adults and people with disabilities represent a
population with a broad range of hand-finger dexterity. Hand-finger dexterity seems to be inappropriate as the
main factor to include adults and exclude children (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 3 - Completion times on the Nine-hole peg test for dominant hand (e.g. dexterity score).
Comparison between nonnative data and average completion times for the three working groups.

Nonnative data from Poole, J.L. et al. (2005) [I] and Mathiowetz, V. et al. (1985) [2]
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CONCLUSIONS
Interesting findings of this research include the fact that the vast majority of the participants of Groups

A and B, all of which would have been excluded from testing according to the US CPSC protocol for senior
testing, could successfully open the screening packages required by the protocol. Of further interest is the fact
that four distinct areas have been identified that can be employed to defeat children while allowing older adults
easy entry. This information has the potential to guide designers not only in design choices, but also in
dimensional and force related decisions regarding CR package design.
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Challenges in China's Pulp & Paper Industry

Zhong Zehui, Zhan Huaiyu, Xiang hong and Chen hong

ABSTRACT

As we all know. Paper is a very important packaging materials. The production of paper and paperboard of

China has been increasing rapidly since China implemented the reform and open policy. In this paper mainly

discusses the status of Pulp & Paper Industry in China. Such as production and consumption of Pulp & Paper

products; Raw materials used and their availability; Technologies used for pulp and paper production;

Chemicals used for pulp and paper production; Production and Market of Pulp & Paper in the Future; Fiber

Resources and Plantation Plan; Expansion Projects of Pulp & Paper; Technologies and Chemicals used in
Future.

Keywords: Pulp & Paper; China s paper industry

INTRODUCTION

Paper is one of the oldest manufactured products used today. It is one ofthe four great inventions of ancient

China to mankind and is a major contribution to civilization. Over the centuries it has adapted with changing

times from a slab of rough cardboard like material to a range of high quality papers used today for printing to

packaging use. It has maintained its position over the centuries as a preserver of culture, an information and

knowledge disseminator, an intermediary for leisure and a material for packaging all kinds of products to meet

our daily needs. It is the dominant medium for recording, storage and dissemination of information. It is

predicted that worldwide paper consumption will continue to grow at 24% annually despite various forecasts of

"paperless" societies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. Status of Pulp & Paper Industry in China

1. Production and consumption of Pulp & Paper products

The production of paper and paperboard of China has been increasing rapidly since China implemented

the reform and open policy. China pulp & paper industry has been in the second place both in pulp & paper

production and consumption in the world since 200 I. The average annual growth rates of production and

consumption was 18.13% in 2005. There are more and more big and modem pulp & paper mills in China. East

and south are the major regions of producing pulp & paper. The key paper producing provinces are Shandong,

Zhejiang, Guangdong, Henan, Jiangsu and Hebei.

In order to meet the demand for paper and paper products, China imported a great amount of pulp, waste



paper, paper and paper products in the past years. China spent a total about 10 billion US $ on importing pulp,

paper and paperboard, and waste paper in2005. Indeed, China presently is, and will remain, one of the world's

largest importers of paper products and fiber raw materials as well.

Table t The Production of Main Products (paper and Paperboard), M.t

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 (03/02)Growth%

Total 30.50 32.00 37.80 43.00 13.76

Newsprint 1.45 1.73 1.85 2.07 11.84

Printing & Writing Paper 6.60 6.70 9.20 9.60 4.35

Coated paper l.10 1.30 1.80 2.40 33.33

Tissue 2.50 2.70 3.10 3.47 11.94

Packaging Paper 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.80 20.00

White Board 2.80 3.00 4.60 5.50 19.57

in which, Coated WB 2.00 2.50 4.30 5.10 18.60

Box Board 4.00 4.60 6.00 6.80 13.33

Corrugating Medium 5.70 6.00 6.00 6.70 11.67
in which, High Strength C.M 1.60 1.80 1.90 2.30 21.05

Specialty Paper and Board 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.80 14.29

Others 1.75 1.32 0.55 0.86 56.36
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There are about 3500 pulp and paper mills in China presently. Most of them are small, but many mills have

enlarged or are expanding their capacity. The average size of the mills is 13000tla year which is about 1/6 of

worldwide average level. East and south are the major regions of producing pulp and paper. Most advanced

equipment has been installed in China. Some top level newsprint machines, board machines, tissue machines are

running from south to north.

2. Raw Materials Used and Their Availability

Wood resource in China is inadequate. The wood supplied to paper industry is also insufficient. The

shortage of fiber resources is becoming a bottleneck for a sustainable and healthy growth in Chinese paper
industry.

Table 2 Fibrous Materials Used for Papermaking in China (2000-2003)

Year Total Pulp Wood Pulp Non-wood Pulp Waste Paper Pulp

2000 M.t 28.37 4.95 11.15 11.4

% 19.2 40.0 40.8

2001 M.t 29.80 6.90 9.80 13.10

% 23.2 32.8 43.9

2002 M.t 32.96 7.41 11.10 14.45

% 22.5 33.7 43.8

2003 M.t 39.10 8.20 11.70 19.20

% 21.0 30.0 49.0

More and more wood pulp and secondary fibers have been used in the overall papermaking furnish.

Non-wood fibers are and will still be an indispensable papermaking furnish component in China paper industry.

Increasing amounts of wood pulp and waste paper have been and will consistently be imported to meet the

development of China paper industry.

3. Technologies Used for Pulp & Paper Production

Most of pulps were produced by chemical process, Kraft process and modified Kraft (RDH, EMCC) for

wood, soda or soda ··CAQ for non-wood. Mechanical and chern i-mechanical pulps increased slightly. Recycled



Cooking Chemicals Bleaching chemicals

NaOH Ch

Na2S Ca(OCI)2' NaOCI

AQ CI02
Na2S0J H202• O2

(NH4)2S0J Na2S204

Mg(HSOJ)2 NaOH

Ca(HSOJ)2 Na2SiOJ

EDTA, DTPA, STPP

MgS04

pulps increased significantly, especially for deinked and bleached recycled pulp. CEH, H or HH sequences are

still the main bleaching sequence, especially for the non-wood pulps. For the new wood or bamboo pulp mills,

O2, H202 and CI02 become the main bleaching agents. At present, most of the paper machines are low or

medium speed machine, but more and more modern paper machines with high speed, wide width are running or

being installed in China.

Although the pollution problem of paper industry is still serious, great progress in pollution control has

been achieved, especially the COD discharged reduced significantly.

4. Chemicals Used for Pulp and Paper Production

I ICooking and bleaching chemicals

Table 3 Chemicals used for cooking and bleaching

I ISizing agents

Rosin size; Dispersing rosin size; Synthetic sizing agent; Alkenyl succinic anhydride (ASA)

Alkyl Ketene dimer (AKD); Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA); Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC)

I IWhite Mineral Pigments

Talc; Kaolin; Calcium carbonate (GCC, PCC); Titanium dioxide

I IPaper strength agents
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Table 4 Paper strength agents used in China

Dry strength agents Wet strength agents

Starch Urea- formaldehyde resins (UF)

Oxidized starch Melamine- formaldehyde resins (MF)

Cationic starch Polyamideamine- epichlorohydrine (PAE)

Anionic starch Polyethyleneimine (PEI)

Amphoteric starch

Polyacrylamide (PAM)

Cationic polyacrylamide (CPAM)

Anionic polyacrylamide (APAM)

Amphoteric polyacrylamide

Gum

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)

I IRetention-Caids and drainage-Caids

CPAM; APAM; Cationic starch (CS); Polyethylene oxide (PEO); Polyethyleneimine (PEl)

Polyamideamine epichlorohydrine (PAE); Polyamine; Compozil TM

Although some cooking additives (e.g. AQ and its analogs) are used for chemical pulping, there are not

many changes in cooking chemicals in China.



Chlorine and hypochlorite are still the main bleaching agents presently, but more and more CI02 and

oxygen-containing bleaching agents (02, H202 etc) are being used in pulp bleaching.

China's paper mills are playing more and more attention in using paper chemicals (paper strength agent,

retention-aids and drainage-aid, sizing and coating chemicals, etc) and wet end control.

5. Pollution control

A new" Pollutant Discharge Standards for Paper Industry" was issued by the State Environment Protection

Bureau which was implemented from Jan I. 2001, but the discharge standard of AOX is not stringent, and only

for reference. Newly installed chemical recovery systems and effluent treatment units have played a major role

in reducing pollution from the industry. Total alkali production of alkaline recovery system for both wood and

non-wood pulp was 716300 tons in 2002. Due to the expansion of capacity, the amount of effluent discharged

from paper industry increased continuously, but the total amount of COD discharged reduced significantly.
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II.Future of P& P Industry in China, the General Chinese View

1. Production and Market of Pulp and Paper in Future

I IEstimated pulp & paper production

Table 5 Estimated paper and paperboard production and pulp consumption

Year 2010 2015 2020

Production ofP & B (M.t) 53.00 65.00 75.00

Pulp consumption (M.t) 48.00 59.20 67.50

Of which wood pulp % 28 30 32

Domestic wood pulp % 15 17 18

Non-wood pulp % 24 17 13

Recycled pulp % 48 53 55

Domestic recycled pulp % 33 40 43

I IEstimated paper and paperboard consumption

In the year of2020, it is predicted that the total paper and paperboard capacity will increase to 95.00 million

tons, including the new capacity from 2002 to 2020, and chemical wood pulp capacity will reach 25.15 million

tons, including the old capacity of2.0 m.t.

China's paper industry will keep the same growth rate (about 7%) as that of national economy, and will

become one of the key industrial departments in China. Paper and paperboard consumption in China will

increase consistently, and will reach the same level as Europe and USA in the coming 15- 20 years.

2. Fiber Resources and Plantation Plan

China has paid a great attention to the wood and bamboo plantation so as to adjust the raw material

structure for the healthily growth of paper industry. It is expected that the pressure from fiber resource shortage

in China will be gradually released through the complement of Forest-Paper Integration. Reed, wheat straw and

bagasse will still be indispensable raw materials in the coming 15 to 20 years. The actual percentage of

non-wood pulp in the paper furnish will be higher than that of estimation.

3. Technologies and Chemicals used in Future

Advanced technologies in pulping, bleaching and papermaking will promote the modernization of China's

paper industry. More and more high efficient, cost-effective and environmental friendly paper chemicals will be

used in China's paper industry, which will create a large market for the paper chemical producers. With the

development of national economy and the improvement of people's living standard, China's paper industry has

got a good opportunity for its rapid development.

The new capacities of 6 M.t of chemical and mechanical, chemi-mechanical pulp and 14 M.t of paper and



CONCLUSIONS

paper board will result in a sharp increase of pulp & paper production, and also a huge demand of fibrous

material and investment.

It is predicted that worldwide paper consumption will continue to grow at 2-4% annually despite various

forecasts of "paperless" societies. In China, demand for paper is continuously rising despite the information

technology advancement. China is the largest single market in Asia with a per capita consumption of 28kg per

year and still growing. China has become an important market for nearly every industry and paper & board are

no exceptions with annual consumption of 40 million metric tons. The consumption level is growing twice as

fast and demand for paper and paper board is expected to reach 80 million metric tons by 2015. If this figure is

reached, China will be the second largest consumer in the world of paper and paper board, after USA.

China's paper industry has developed rapidly since China implemented the reform and open policy. The

growth of P & P production and consumption was significantly sped up in the past few years. The average annual

growth rates of production and consumption were 16.1% and 18.31 % respectively in the period of 1990-2005.

Forecast of paper and paperboard production and consumption by the year of2010 will be about 70 and 80

million tons respectively. However, the further development of China's paper industry will face various problems,

such as fiberious raw material supply, environment impact, huge investment and market competition.

Although there are still many problems to be solved, China's paper industry will continue to grow and stay

ranking second place both in pulp & paper production and consumption in the world. China's paper industry has

a bright future.

China's paper industry further development will provide a huge market for the suppliers, and also provide a

great opportunity for the investors.
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Design of Biodegradable Antimicrobial Packaging Films for Prevention of
Postharvest Fungal Diseases

Eva Almenar, Rafael Auras, Maria Rubino, Bruce Harte

ABSTRACT
Controlled release of natural antifungal compounds from biodegradable films such as poly(lactide)

(PLA) has promise as a method for controlling postharvest diseases. These new films may be able to prolong
fresh product shelf-life and could be used in active packaging to delay decay caused mainly by fungi as well as
to reduce environmental problems since these films are made from renewable resources and are biodegradable.

In this work, two naturally occurring compounds acetaldehyde and hexanal were tested and used
against Colletotrichum acutatum, Alternaria alternata and Botrytis cinerea (causes of irljury to fresh produce) at
23°e. Fungal growth was monitored by placing petri dishes containing a constant concentration of fungal
spores inside aseptic glass jars. Natural antifungal compounds like pure volatile, complexes offi- cyclodextrins-
volatile or fi-CD-volatile-PLA films were inserted inside the jars. Radial growth of the cultures in the controls
and in the treatments were measured daily. A SPMElGC technique was used to measure the concentration of the
antifungals in the heads pace.

The effectiveness of either aldehyde was dependent on its concentration and the fungus tested The most
promising volatiles were encapsulated in fi-cyclodextrins, and mixed with PLA resin. Both complexes and films
have potential to reduce/prevent fungal growth.
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INTRODUCTION
Berries are perishable fruits with a short lifespan. High levels of sugars and other nutrients along with

an ideal water activity and low pH provide a growth medium for fungus. Postharvest losses during berry storage
and marketing are mainly caused by fungi such as Colletotrichum acutatum, Alternaria alternata and Botrytis
cinerea (I; 2, 3; 4). Control of these organisms is very difficult, even with preharvest fungicidal application.

Alternative means for reducing or avoiding fungal growth in fresh produce are being studied, and one of
these is the use within their environment of natural occurring plant volatiles well known for their antifungal
effectiveness (5; 6, 7). Recently, interest in these natural substances has increased and numerous studies on their
antifungal activity have been reported. Aroma compounds such as hexanal and acetaldehyde have shown
antimicrobial activity against spoilage microbial species in vitro and in real systems (8,9, 10, II, 12). However,
the main disadvantages include their volatility and premature release from the application point.

Cyclodextrins (CD) are naturally occurring molecules (produced enzymatically from starch) composed
of glucose units arranged in a bucket shape with a central cavity. These oligosaccharides are composed of six,
seven and eight anhydroglucose units, namely n, ~ and y, respectively. All have a hydrophilic exterior and a
hydrophobic cavity, which enables them to form inclusion complexes (Ie) with a variety of hydrophobic
molecules. The various cavity sizes allow for great application flexibility since ingredients with different
molecular sizes can be effectively complexed (13). Thus, acetaldehyde and hexanal were microencapsulated in
cyclodextrins to prevent premature release and so to allow slow diffusion over a long period of time. Both ICs
were mixed with polylactic acid (PLA) resin (a biodegradable polymer) to form active polymer sheets. The
effectiveness of these active films was then tested on berry pathogens.

The objectives of this research were I) to develop biodegradable active films for prolonging berry shelf-
life and 2) to reduce both economic losses to berry growers and producers and 3) to reduce environmental
problems related to non-degradable films and fungicides.

MATERIALS AND METHODs
2.1. MATERIALS

~-cyc1odextrins (purity> 99 %) were provided by Wacker Chemical Corporation (Adrian, MI, US). The
volatile compounds acetaldehyde (purity> 99.5 %) and hexanal (purity> 98 %) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Corp. (Saint Louis, MO, USA). Colletotricumn acutatum, Alternaria alternata and Botrytis cinerea
cultures were isolated from blueberries and provided by the Department of Plant Pathology, MSU, East Lansing,
MI, US. The spores were obtained in vitro from monoconidial cultures.
2.2. PREPARATION OF COMPLEXES

~CD-Hexanal complexes: ~-cyc1odextrins were put into a beaker containing hot distilled water and stirred
using a hot plate stirrer(Thermolyne@ Mirak™ hot plate/stirrer; Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (Sant Louis, MO, USA».
A few seconds later, 307, 610, 1230 or 1845 ~I of hex anal were slowly released into the solution, and stirred for



several hours at 100 DC. After that, the beaker was transferred to a new stirrer plate (Thennolyne Nuova II stir
plate, Barnstead International, Testware, Sparks, NV, US) for several minutes at room temperature. Finally, the
sample was centrifuged and the paste obtained was dried overnight.

~CD-Acetaldehyde complexes: ~-cyclodextrins were added into a beaker containing hot distilled water
and stirred. A few seconds later, the mix was placed into two centrifuge tubs and 70, 160 or 280 JlI of
acetaldehyde were fast released into the solutions. After that, samples was centrifuged and the paste obtained
was dried overnight. All samples were evaluated in triplicate and stored in hennetically closed flasks at 23 DC.
2.3. MEASUREMENT OF THE EMISSION OF HEXANAL FROM COMPLEXES

40 mL glass vials were filled with I mL of distilled water and into this a 2-mL glass vial with 0.1 g of
inclusion complexes was placed. Vials were immediately closed with Mininert® valves (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA,
US). After I, 3, 5 and 7 days, hexanal concentrations released from the IC to the vial headspaces were measured
using a 65-Jlm PDMS/DVB SPME fiber (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, US) and Hewlett-Packard 6890 GC (Agilent
Technology, Palo Alto, CA, US) equipped with FlO and a HP-5 column. Quantification of hexanal in the
headspace was detennined on the basis of previously prepared calibration curves. Three repetitions were
obtained for each IC. .
2.4. CULTURE PREPARATION AND BIOASSAY

Fourteen-day-old surface-plated cultures of Col/etotricumn acutatum, Alternaria alternata and Botrytis
cinerea in plastic petri dishes (0 9 cm), were filled aseptically with PDA (Potato Dextrose Agar) (Sigma-Aldrich
Corp. (Saint Louis, MO, USA» medium, and mixed with a few drops of sterile distilled water. Ten mL of each
were collected inside plastic tubes which were shaken hard to dislodge spores from myceliao The spores and cell
suspensions were then filtered with sterile cheesecloth to remove debris such as mycelia and condensed-agar
fragments and the aliquot was concentrated to 106 c.f.u.lmL (spore*mL01

), which were counted by the Neubauer
improved method (Bright-Line Hemacytometer, Hausser Scientific, Horshan, PA, USA).

Smaller petri dishes (0 5.5 cm) were also filled aseptically with PDA. Upon solidification of the agar
medium, a drop of spores of each suspension were inserted as a drop in the centre of the well with a 100 JlL
Oxford Autoclavable Benchmate Pipette (Nichiryo, Japan). Finally, the petri dishes were placed inside IL-glass
jars which were closed with twist-off tops and stored at 23 DC.These were used as the controls.

Other jars were modified for inserting and withdrawing of the volatiles obtained from the bioassays. For
that, jars tops were modified by introducing a septum through which the volatile was inserted on a small piece of
glass which was suspended 4 cm above the bottom. The same device was used to withdraw samples during
storage. Volatile compounds were introduced into the jars by means of a 10 JlL liquid-tight (Hamilton, Reno,
NV) syringe through the rubber septum. Desired doses of liquid acetaldehyde and hexanal were applied neat to
the piece of glass mentioned above and then evaporated. Three petri dishes were set up to test each concentration
of the compound. All jars were stored at 23 DC.

The same modified jars, but with 500-mL capacity, were used to test the complexes of ~-cyclodextrin-
hexanal. 1.2 g of complex were inserted into the jars using a piece of aluminium foil. Both complexes and
aluminium foil were previously sterilized under UV light. Jars were stored at 23 DC.
2.5. MEASUREMENT OF FUNGAL GROWTH

Radial growth of the cultures in controls and treatmented samples were evaluated daily by measuring
the surface area of the plate occupied by the colony during incubation. Due to the optical transparency of both
glass and petri dish materials, these measurements could be carried out without opening the jars. Each assay was
tested in triplicate and the area means calculated were analyzed statistically by analysis of variance. The delay in
fungal growth was expressed as direct radial growth of cultures in cm2 or as a percentage of colony growth by
comparing samples exposed to the antifungal treatments with the controls.
2.6. DETERMINATION OF HEXANAL LEVELS IN THE JAR HEADSPACE

The concentration of volatiles in the vapor phase to which the fungus was exposed was estimated by
solid phase micro-extraction (SPME) sampling of the headspace and GC analysis. The vapor phase was
generated by evaporation of the tested liquid compound from the small piece of glass or volatiles released from
the ~-c1yclodextrin complexes .. The withdrawal of volatiles from the jars was done by inserting a 65-Jlm
PDMS/DVB SPME fiber (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, US) through the septum of the device inserted in the twist-
off top. The trapped volatiles were desorbed at the splitless injection port of the GC. The concentration of
hexanal in the headspace was detennined on the basis of previously prepared calibration curves after incubation
for I, 3, 5 and 7 days at 23 DC.
2.7. DEVELOPMENT OF POLYMERIC SHEETS

PLA resin (94 % lactide) was dried overnight at 60°C. The polymeric material and ICs were weighed as
per the calculated compositions and mixed together and fed to the extruder barrel of a micro twin screw extruder
equipped with an injection molder system (TS/I-02, DSM, The Netherlands). After extrusion, the melted
materials were moved through a preheated cylinder to the mini injection molder to obtain the desired specimen
samples. The resin samples were melted and pressed into films using a hydraulic press (Hydraulic unit model #
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3925, Caver Laboratory equipment, Wabash, IN, US) supported by two stainless steal plates covered with teflon
sheet protectors.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
1. FORMATION OF INCLUSION COMPLEXES WITH ACETALDEHYDE AND HEXANAL

Figure 1 shows the volatile concentration of hexanal released from the different ICs during 7 days of
storage at 23°C. The microencapsulated content of hexanal was affected by the amount of volatile inserted in
the paste CD-distilled water. Thus, hexanaI was successfully microencapsulated into ~-cyclodextrins in molar
relationships of 1:I, equivalent to 615 ilL of volatile. However, for acetaldehyde, the complex effectiveness was
independent of the inserted amount of volatile in the paste CD-distilled water.
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Figure 1. Release of hexanal (a) and acetaldehyde (b) from ICs obtained from different molar relationships
between CD and volatiles.

2. EFFECT OF PURE VOLATILES ON GROWTH OF FUNGUS AT 23°C
The addition of acetaldehyde and hexanal to the bioassay system headspace significantly (p < 0.05)

prevented and/or decreased fungal growth. Effectiveness of these volatiles was dependent on type of fungus and
amount of volatile inserted. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the growth of C. acutatum, A. alternata and B. cinerea
when exposed to different concentrations of ace thaIdehyde (a) and hexanal (b) during 7 days at 23°C. As can be
seen, hexanal completely inhibited C. acutatum, A. alternata and B. cinerea growth at concentrations of 0.91,
1.91 and 1.05 J.lg/mL air, respectively (equivalent to 1.5, 7 and 4 ppm of volatile).
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Figure 2. Effectiveness of hex anal (a) and acetaldehyde (b) on growth of C. acutatum at 23°C.
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Figure 4. Effectiveness of hex anal (a) and acetaldehyde (b) against B. cinerea at 23 DC.

Therefore, a high level of effectiveness was showed against C. acutatum. Acetaldehyde showed its
highest effectiveness against A. alternata. A concentration of 0.1 0 ~glmL air was enough to avoid fungal growth.
Higher acetaldehyde concentrations, 0.44 ~glmL air, were necessary against C. acutatum. Any amount tested of
acetaldehyde was able to prevent B. cinerea growth. The effectiveness showed by acetaldehyde and hexanal on
tested fungi could be related to the different fungal membrane affinities with the antimicrobials (14).

Hexanal, because of its greater effectiveness was chosen to be encapsulated in p-cyc1odextrins and
tested against C. acutatum and B. cinerea. For the same reason" acetaldehyde was tested against A. alternata.

o 2 3 4
Days at 23"C

5 6 7

3. EFFECT OF ICs on FUNGAL GROWTH AT 23 DC
The antifungal effect of ICs were investigated at concentrations of 1.2 g and 1.8 g for C. acutatum and

B. cinerea, repectively, and 0.7 g for A. alternata. These amounts were necessary to reach a concentration of
0.91 and 1.05 ~g hexenal/mL air and 0.1 0 ~g acetaldehyde/mL air inside the bioassays systems. As can be seen
in figure 5 (a) and (b), c. acutatum and A. alternata growth were reduced by over 43 %and 35 %, respectively.
ICs of hex anal assayed against B. cinerea growth (figure 5 (c» was not effective.

04. at 23""c

Figure 5. Effectiveness of ICs f3CD-hexanal against C. acutatum (a) and B. cinerea (c) and f3CD-acetaldehyde
against A. alternata (b).
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4. EFFECT OF BIODEGRADABLE ACTIVE FILMS ON FUNGAL GROWTH AT 23°C

Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows the effectiveness of the antifungal biodegradable films developed against C.
acutatum and A. alternata during 7 days at 23°C. Higher amounts of ICs were used in these films, 1.4 and 0.9 g
of ICs for hexanal and acetaldehyde, respectively. As can be seen, C. acutatum was reduced by over 40 % while
growth of A. alternata was totally prevented.
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Figure 6. Effect of PLA _~CD _acetaldehyde films against A. alternata growth (a) and PLA_l3CD_ hexanal films
against C. acutatum growth.

CONCLUSIONS
Both hexanal and acetaldehyde showed different antifungal capacity depending on concentration and

fungus tested. All assayed ICs effectively retarded growth of fungus. Antifungal and biodegradable films were
effective against the growth of the most common rot pathogens in berries.
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Biodegradable Nanocomposites from Poly(alkylene dicarboxylate)
and Organo-clay

ABSTRACT

Biodegradable polymer-clay based nanocomposites have drawn recent attraction because of the growing
environmental concern. Poly(alkylene dicarboxylate} is a class of aliphatic polyester type biodegradable
polymer. Poly(butylene succinate-co-adipate} (PBSA) belongs to the family of Poly(alkylene dicarboxylate}.
PBSA and organically modified montmorillonite clay based nanocomposites were fabricated by extrusion
followed by injection molding process. The effect of clay content and cycle time of compounding on the
mechanical properties and thermo-mechanical properties of the resulting nanocomposiles were studied We
observed that with addition of 5wt.% organo-clay there was around 88% improvement of storage modulus of
PBSA matrix. PBSA-clay nanocomposites retained the elongation of virgin polymer at higher processing cycle
times. The increase in processing temperature and cycle time improved the mechanical properties of the
nanocomposites. The water barrier of PBSA improved by around 70% with the addition of 3 wt.% organo-clay.

INTRODUCTION

Plastics playa dominant role in the packaging applications. Most of the commercially available plastics are non-
biodegradable in nature. In the present scenario, conventional plastics are suffering from higher resin cost,
depleting resources and disposing problems. The incineration of plastic wastes poses environmental concerns by
adding green house gases to our atmosphere. For these reasons there is lot of thrust on the development of
sustainable, environmentally benign and biodegradable polymers. Biodegradable polymers are emerging as
promising alternative to conventional polymers. Most ofthe biodegradable plastics are produced in batch process.
It is a challenge to find new as well as emerging applications of such biodegradable polymers that would demand
high volume production. The increase in their production volume can bring down the cost of biodegradable
polymers. Biodegradable polymers are designed to be stable in their intended life time and decompose under
composting conditions.

Poly(alkylene dicarboxylate) is a class of biodegradable polyesters which are prepared by the
polycondensation reaction of aliphatic dicarboxylic acids and glycols [1,2]. These polymers have glass transition
temperature between -10°C to - 45°C and can be melt processed
on conventional equipments commonly used for the processing
of polyolefins [2]. Therefore, we do not need to invest money
and change the eXIstmg infrastructure. Poly(alkylene
dicarboxylate) polymers are tough but their stiffness can be
improved for packaging application. Poly(butylene succinate-
co-adipate) (PBSA) is commercially prepared by Showa High
Polymers, Co., Ltd. Japan under the trade name Bionolle™.
The chemical structure of PBSA is shown in Scheme I. PBSA
can be partially derived from the biobased succinic acid [3]. PBSA possess poor water vapor barrier properties.
PBSA is proposed as a degradable plastic for grocery bags, waste composting bags, service-ware and mulch
films [4].

The inclusion of nanostructures in the polymer matrix is an exciting area to improve the properties of
virgin polymers. Properties of biodegradable polymers have been improved by using organically modified
layered silicates [4-11]. The aspect ratio of clay, clay-polymer interaction and clay dispersion in the polymer
matrix are some of the important factors that affect polymer-clay nanocomposites properties. PBSA-Iayered
silicate nanocomposites have received a lot of attention because the nano-clay can improve storage modulus,

n

Scheme I: PBSA, where x=2, y=2, 4
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METHODS
1. Nanocomposite Preparation: We used DSM microcompounding extruder attached with an injection molding
unit to prepare nanocomposite. The material was processed at 140°C. We followed two step process to prepare
the nanocomposites: (1) Preparation of masterbatch; (2) Preparation of desired nanocomposites from the
masterbatch. The masterbatch contains high wt.% percentage of clay. The masterbatch was prepared and
extruded as strands from the microcompounding instrument. The strands were pelletized and then processed with
PBSA to make 3 and 5 wt. % nanocomposites. The nanocomposites were injected with the help of injection
molder. The temperature of the injection mold was
maintained at 45°C.
2. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis: DMA Q800, TA
instruments, was used to analyze the dynamic mechanical
properties of the nanocomposites. Single cantilever mode was
used to measure the storage modulus over the temperature
range of -80 to 50°C at frequency of I hertz and
amplitude of 15 micrometer. The data represents storage
modulus at 30°C.
3. Tensile Properties: The elongation at break was
measured using United Testing System (United
Calibration Corp.). Dog bone samples were used in
accordance with the ASTM 0-638 at cross head speed of 20
inch/min. Data represents the average of 5 replicates.
4. Film Preparation: Films for measuring permeability were
prepared by compression molding machine supplied by PBSA Film prepared by compression
Carver Laboratory Press, USA. The PBSA- molding
nanocomposite disc samples prepared with the help of
injection molding were compressed at 120°C for 2 minutes.
5. Measurement of Water Permeability: The water vapor transmISSIOn of the neat PBSA and its
nanocomposites was measured with the help ofpermatran at 37.8°C and 100% relative humidity.

strength and elongation [5-7]. Modified Layered silicates if dispersed properly can improve the oxygen, carbon
dioxide, moisture and odor barrier charactersics because it creates tortuous zig-zag path for the permeant [10, 12].

In the present study we prepared PBSA-montmorillonite clay nanocomposites by melt mixing technique.
Extrusion followed by injection molding was adopted to fabricate the nanocomposites. Effect of process
engineering on the thermo-mechanical and tensile properties of these nanocomposites were evaluated. The
injection molded discs were compression molded to prepare the films for barrier properties evaluation.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS
1. Poly(butylene succinate-co-adipate): Bionolle™ 3020 (PBSA) is an injection grade random copolymer

from Showa High Polymer Co., Japan. The melting point of PBSA is 95°C. The PBSA was dried at 65°C for 24
hours before processing.
2. Clay: Organically modified montmorillonite clay, Cloisite 25A™, is a commercial product of Southern Clay
Products, Inc., Texas. It is modified with a quaternary ammonium salt and has modifier concentration of 95
meq/100g.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Tensile Properties: The compatability between the organo-clay and polymer matrix, aspect ratio of the clay,
processing conditions like processing temperature, processing cycle time of the nanocomposites and dispersion
of the clay in the polymer matrix affect the tensile properties of the polymer clay nanocomosites. The proper
dispersion of the clay can help in the improvement of the elongation by increasing the interfacial interactions
between the polymer matrix and organo-clay as more surface area of clay platelets comes in contact with the
polymer matrix. This phenomenon helps in increasing the stress transfer from the polymer matrix to the organo-
clay. The anisotropy and orientation of clay platelets are some other important factors which can affect the
mechanical properties of the polymer-clay nanocomposites [7]. Tensile properties of PBSA, PBSA-3% 25A and
PBSA-5% 25A were evaluated at 140°C of processing condition at different processing cycle time. Fig. I
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Figure I: Elongation of PBS A and PBSA-3% 25A nanocomposites
at varying cycle times

represents the data of elongation at break ofPBSA-3% 25A at 10 min., 15 min. and 20 min. of processing cycle
time. Fig. 2 represents the data of elongation at break of PBSA-5% 25A at 10 min., 15 min. and 20 min. of
processing cycle time. We obtained the optimum properties for PBSA-3% 25A and PBSA-5% 25A at 15 and 20
min. process cycle time respectively under the present experimental conditions. One of the general observations
from these tensile tests was the improvement of the consistency in the properties of the PBSA-Cloisite 25A
nanocomposites with the increase in the cycle time which is supported by lower values of standard deviation at
higher cycle
times. It could be because of the better dispersion of the clay in the polymer matrix. One exception of this
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Figure 2: Elongation of PBS A and PBSA-5% 25A nanocomposites
at varying cycle times

observation was PBSA-3% 25A at 20 min cycle time. For PBSA-5% 25A nanocomposites the increase in the
cycle time helped in increasing the elongation at break. At the lower processing cycle time the elongation values
dropped drastically. This might be attributed to the possible agglomeration ofthe clay. This is due to reason that
the cracks are usually initiated and propagated through the agglomerates to provoke the failure of the samples
[14]. These results need to be further investigated and supported with the help of transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies.
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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis: Dynamic mechanical analyzer was used to understand the storage modulus,
loss modulus and tan delta peak. Fig. 3 shows the storage modulus of PBSA and its nanocomposites. The DMA
analysis of the PBSA-Cloisite 25A nanocomposites shows that there is around 53 and 88% increase in the
storage modulus with 3 and 5 wt. % cloisite 25A respectively as compared to the neat PBSA at 30°C. The
increase in the storage modulus of PBS A with the addition of the clay can be attributed to the limited mobility of
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Figure 3: Storage Modulus ofPBSA-nanocomposites

polymer matrix-organoclay interface of the intercalated compositions [8, 10, 13]. There was no shift in the tan
delta peak with addition of organo-clay in the polymer matrix.

Water Vapor Barrier: Permeability of a polymer is the product of diffusion and solubility. The high aspect
ratio of the clay combined with the dispersion of the clay and proper orientation of the clay platelets in the
polymer matrix helps in reducing the diffusion of the water vapors and other permeants. Morphology and
chemical structure also affect the barrier properties of a polymer. We used compression molded PBSA-
nanocomposites films to evaluate the water barrier properties. The water vapor permeability of PBSA and
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Figure 4: Water vapor permeability of PBSA and PBSA-3% 25A

PBSA-3% cloisite 25A is represented in Fig. 4. The water vapor transmission rate of polyethylene is
l.3g*miVm2 day (0.084 g*milll00in2 day) [15]. Water barrier of compression molded PBSA was found to be
poor as compared to commercially available polyethylene. The water vapor barrier of PBSA improved by 70%
with the addition of 3 wt.% Cloisite 25A. The improvement in water barrier can be related of the tortuous zig-
zag path created by the clay platelets which hindered the diffusion process resulting in the improvement of water
barrier characterstics of the polymer. Ray et al [10] observed similar kind of results for PLA-organically
modified clay based nanocomposites. Processing of the films play important part in the morphology and the
barrier characteristics therefore we further plan to evaluate the permeability of the cast films of PBSA
nanocomposites.
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CONCLUSIONS

The processing cycle time and temperature affect the observed mechanical properties of the nanocomposites.
The PBSA-Cloisite 25A nanocomposites have shown improvement in storage modulus without reducing the
percentage elongation of the polymer. The storage modulus increased with the increase in the clay loading from
3 to 5 wt. %. The water barrier of the PBSA-3% Cloisite 25A improved significantly when compared with the
virgin polymer which can be attributed to the hindrance in the diffusion process created by the organo-clay
platelets.
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ABSTRACT:

The growing consumer concern of human exposure and disposal of petroleum based polymers used for
food products has prompted an increase in applications using biodegradable polymers such as poly (lactides)
(PLA). Bio-based polymeric packaging materials have been adopted for many food applications for
environmental degradability and performance in addition to perceived lowered risk of exposure to petroleum by
products from conventional petroleum based polymers. As health risks and environmental concerns mount
consumers are demanding a safe and green option for their packaging. Also as methods of forming bio-based
polymers become more refined industry drives the market with more competitive products. The bio-based PLA
polymers are the largest source of commercially available packaging materials. While recent studies have
evaluated the use of PLA during cold and ambient food applications for physical, mechanical, barrier and
compostability, little work has been done during elevated temperatures (>23° C). The purpose of this study is to
evaluate PLA polymers at elevated temperature (23° C-80° C) for tensile strength, elongation and dimensional
stability.

INTRODUCTION:

Within the last decade an increased awareness of waste management and health complications
associated with long-term exposures to petroleum based polymers has resulted in manufactures to evaluate
alternative polymer sources. The vast majority of polymer packaging materials have been traditionally
manufactured from non-renewable materials (1,3,7). A new generation of consumers are demanding organic
foods with packaging that is manufactured with environmental fiiendly substrates and materials complimenting
the often premium priced product the packaging serves to protect and contain. Biodegradable polymeric
packaging offer many benefits to traditional petroleum based polymeric packaging. The advantage of
accelerated degradation and compostability of biodegradable packages (engineered packages to completely
degrade during exposure to microorganisms in a controlled environment) has been well documented with
promising results for packaging manufacturers (2,7).

In addition to environmental benefits of biodegradable polymers, the health risk associated with long-
term exposure to petroleum based polymers is not the same for bio-based polymers. Biodegradable polymers
derived from natural renewable sources such as com starch (PLA) and Potato Starch Polymer (PSP) has not been
associated with long-term health risks for continued exposure unlike traditional petroleum based or synthetic
polymers.

Since the early 80's and increase of greater than 50% in municipal solid waste (MSW) has been realized
in the United States. This rapid growth in waste products has been estimated at over 236 million tons per year in
2003 (4). Packaging is estimated at nearly 32% of the total MSW occupying U.S. landfills (4). The increasing
trend of MSW clearly demonstrates the need for alternative packaging materials that will not reduce the total
volume oflandfill space (5).

The largest source of commercially available biodegradeable biopolymers (PLA) is NatureWorks
LLC™ (Blair, NB). The PLA polymers are derived by the fermentation of corn dextrose providing a natural,
recyclable, and compostable resource. PLA has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration for food
packaging and can be found in a wide range of packaging products currently available at retailers. PLA can be
processed using many different methods including but not limited to injection molding, thermoforming,
extrusion, blow molding and film forming. These attributes of PLA have made it successful for many products
traditionally packaged using petroleum based polymers. Typical applications for PLA include short shelf-life
convenience products such as cups, salad bowls and over-wrap. Newer applications of PLA include
thermoformed fruit and vegetable bowls for retail super markets and fast-food chains containers. Potential



applications for elevated temperature use, such as fast-food soup containers which are held in excess of 40° C,
can lead to loss of rigidity and overall performance to the consumer.

Many food packages are now being transitioned from traditional petroleum or synthetic based polymer
to PLA with little research to provide insight on performance in different supply chain environments. The
purpose of this study is to provide statistical analysis and predictive models to provide education and aid
potential adopters of this packaging material when selecting applications.

MATERIALS AND METHOD:

Resins:

Resin used in this study was 3051 D injection molding resin from NatureWorks LLC (Minneapolis, MN) a
subsidiary of Cargill (Minneapolis, MN). The 3051 D is a common injection molded PLA polymer
commercially available in large quantities. NatureWorks/Cargill also offers 3001 D another injection molded
PLA resin, however due to supply problems the 300lD was not available for this study. The 3051D is more
crystalline when compared to 300 I D and is nearly opaque in its raw form (Figure I).

Figure 1: NatureWorks® PLA Polymer 3051D Injection Molding Resin

Injection Molding Process:

The PLA resin was processed at California Polytechnic State University (San Luis Obispo, CA) by a
Demag Plastics Group, Van Dorn extra 40-80 # 7826-0095 injection molder (Figure 2; Strongsville, OH). This
resin was injected in its raw form using no additives, nucleating agents, or regrind. The mold used was an ASTM
standard (D638-03, type I, molded, rigid) that created a test strip with the center dimensions of 0.125 in. x 0.500
in. These strips are 6.5 in. long and have a wider section at each end forming the traditional "dog bone" shape.
The larger section at each end is 0.75 in. x 1.250 in. and tapers gradually to the 0.500 in. section as mentioned
above. The mold used is a two chamber type created by MPM (Greenville, MI) # 526310.

Figure 2: Van Dorn Extra 40-80 Injection Molder

The PLA resin (3051 D) was injected using NatureWorks processing parameters (6) (Table I). Minor
modifications to the processing specifications provided by NatureWorks and the actual injection molding
settings were made (Table 2). The molding equipment was purged with high viscosity injection grade
polystyrene (PS) before molding began. The PS was then completely purged with PLA resin to prime the molder
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for molding. The mold was also cleaned and polished to provide the best finish possible and remove any
contaminants prior to the processing (Figure 3).

Table 1: NatureWorks® PLA Polymer 3051 0 Injection Molding Process Guide

Processing Temperature Profile

~

Melt Temperature 390°F 200°C
Feed Throat 70°F 20°C

~
Feed Temperature 330°F 165°C

Compression Section 380°F 195°C~
Metering Section 400°F 205°C

~
~ Nozzle 400°F 205°C

~ Mold 75°F
I Screw Speed 100-175 rpm~

Back Pressure 50-100 psi
Mold Shrinkage 0.004 in/in +/- 0.001
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Table 2: California Polytechnic State University Processing Parameters

Oemag Plastics Group, Van Oorn extra 40-80 # 7826-0095
Temperatures Process Specifications

Feed Throat 70°F Screw Speed 125 RPM
Barrel Zone I 370°F Back Pressure 50 psi
Barrel Zone 2 380°F Injection Pressure 1000 psi
Barrel Zone 3 490°F Injection Speed 6.0 in/sec

Nozzel 405°F Hold Pressure 800 psi - max-profiles
Mold Temp 70°F Hold Time/Cure Time 10 s/35s

Figure 3: ASTM standard (0638-03, type I, molded, rigid)

Tensile Testing:

Tensile testing was preformed on a Testometric (Rochdale, Lanes, UK) test frame model M350 5kN
(Figure 4). Temperature was controlled using a Climatic Test Systems LTO (Litllehampton, West Sussex, UK)
model MT52LN (serial# CTS 569) environmental chamber. The environmental chamber was set to appropriate
test temperature prior to loading test strips and conditioned for two minutes. Following ASTM 0638-03 (3) a
crosshead speed of 6mm/min was used for all temperature cycles (3). The testing was done at four different
temperatures 23°C, 30°C, 40°C, 50°C and replicated five times.



Figure 4: Testometric Electromechanical Test Frame with Climate Control

RESULTS

Injection Molding PLA:

During the molding of PLA (3051 D) characteristics that are different from more common injection
molded, packaging oriented, thennoplastics were observed. In contrast to traditional thennoplastics, the PLA
required a longer cure time (35-45s) when compared to polystyrene (PS) (lOs) and polyethylene (PE) (l5s). This
caused longer cycle times in the molding process. The PLA resin was also very sticky to handle when raw plastic
was extruded from the barrel during the purge process. Nonnal thennoplastics such as PS or PE will remove
cleanly from a glove or tool when hot, but the PLA had more of a sticky syrup consistency until it was nearly
cool enough to touch with a bare hand (::::120°F). The finished parts were transparent, yet slightly cloudy and not
optically perfect. The finished parts were also dimensionally correct with a minimal detectable amount of shrink.

Tensile strength and elongation at elevated temperatures:

The tensile testing provided insight as to the perfonnance of the PLA 3051 D at elevated temperatures
(Table 3). Elongation at peak was similar at all temperatures (3.5-4.5%). The force at peak was similar for
23,30 and 40°C with a range of7-8.7 kpsi. A large difference was seen at 50°C with a drop in force to 4.41 kpsi
(Table 3). Simliar findings were observed for modulus of elasticity (MOE) and total elongation for 23,30, and
40°C with ranges of 112-139 kpsi and 7-8% respectively. At 50°C MOE and total elongation varied greatly from
23-40°C at 70.56 kpsi and> 150% (Table 3).
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Table 3: Mechanical properties of PLA 3051 D at elevated temperatures

Temperature
(C)
23

Elongation at Force at MOE (kpsi) Total Elongation
Peak(%) Peak (kpsi) (%)

4.5 8.69 139 7.6
4.3 8.14 130.24 7.0
4.2 7.05 112.65 8.35
3.5 4.41 70.56 >150

30
40
50

CONCLUSION

Current food containers with cold and ambient supply chain requirement have been shown to be
acceptable for PLA extruded resins (1,2,7). While only two commercially available injection molded resins are
available through NatureWorks®, data presented in the study indicate injection grade PLA resin 3051 D not
suitable for temperatures above 40° C with the onset of decreased mechanical properties. Various foodservice or
retail applications with elevated temperature requirements would not be well suited for the 3051 D injection
molded resin. Future research evaluating the use of additives to 3051 D and evaluation of 300 ID is needed to
improve elevated temperature perfonnance.
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ABSTRACT

Like ultraviolet curing, electron beam curing is a growing technology which is now commercially
available. The electron beam curing technology has been proved to offer numerous benefits and advantages in
every aspect of its application. Various industries have been switching to the technology in order to improve
performance, increase profitability and gain environmental acceptance. However, in the flexible packaging
materials industry, converters and end users currently appear to be fragmented in their approach to this
technology. Because concerns have been expressed about the effect of e-beam curing on the functionality of
flexible packaging materials, this study will provide converters and end users with information that will facilitate
their decision about whether e-beam cured coatings are appropriate for their applications. Performance of two
co-extruded and two metallized films coated with electron beam curable coatings was studied to determine
whether any changes occurred as a result of the electron beam-cured coatings. Tests of selected mechanical and
chemical properties of the substrates were done on both the base films (uncoated and uncured) and the treated
films (coated and cured) for comparison.

INTRODUCTION

The use of electron beam (EB) curable coatings, inks and adhesives in many industrial applications such as
printing inks, overprint varnishes, release coatings, primers, pigmented paints, and pressure sensitive adhesives,
[1] is encouraged by recent advances in chemistry and curing equipment, which offer numerous advantages over
conventional curing systems. This technology improved productivity with its less than one second curing
compared to conventional coating methods. With total control of the cure temperature, the process becomes a
very practical choice for heat-sensitive substrates. Since the system does not contain water and is solvent-free, it
is both environmentally and user friendly as emissions and flammability are no longer an issue. It is also
compatible with virtually any application technique with minimal space requirements [2-12]. Though there are
many benefits to EB, the technology still has not been universally accepted as a technology of choice for
converters of flexible films, particularly for food packaging. One of the concerns is the impact of the curing
process on the substrate itself, since the energy can cause changes within the substrate just as the energy causes
the ink or coating to crosslink. Additionally, the use of this energy to alter products in order to achieve desired
features might result in degradation of those properties if the films are further exposed [2, 12].

Based on these concerns, the objective of this study was to investigate the effects of EB curing on the
functionality of several laminating films. Selected mechanical and chemical properties were evaluated to
determine and identify any changes occurring as a result of the e-beam cured overprint varnish coatings. The
results provide information that will facilitate converters' and end users' decisions about whether EB cured
coatings are appropriate for their applications. The mechanical properties evaluated were tensile properties, tear,
impact and heat-sealed strength as well as kinetic and static coefficient of friction (CO F). Table 1 summarizes
the results on some of the mechanical tests where significant different were found between the control and sub-
categories of cured films.

Tensile strength of the control and cured films samples of substrates A, C and D were found significantly
different except for substrate B. However, analysis of the peak loads of the film samples confirmed that the
differences found in substrates' tensile strength were due to the increase in thickness attributable to the coating,
rather than to any effect of the e-beam curing. As for the tear strength, all substrates showed significant
difference between the control and cured films but the results showed no pattern of behavior. In the dart drop
impact test, the printed films of substrates A and D showed slightly higher impact strength than the control films,
while the reverse was true for substrates Band C.



Table 1: Summary of the results found in some mechanical tests

Substrates Films (MD) Peak Load (1bs) Tear Strength (gO Impact Strength (g)

A Control 41.34 53.07 63
Cured 46.03 48.27 69

B
Control 9.32 554.4 202.5
Cured 9.09 722.4 178.5

C
Control 9.27 6.91 69
Cured 11.46 5.65 63

D Control 18.29 11.09 151.5
Cured 16.4 9.23 159

It was concluded that even though most of the tests showed statistically significant differences in
properties between control and treated films, the differences were relatively smal1 and would not result in major
changes in performance [13]. To further investigate the impact of the EB curing on the substrates, two
additional tests were
done on the substrates. First, the scuff resistance test was used to determine the durability and abrasion resistance
of the surface of all printed substrates. Second, was a migration test which involved FDA recommended
simulants for fatty foods (95% ethanoVwater) and for aqueous, acidic and low-alcohol-{;ontaining foods (10%
ethanoVwater). The extracted liquid was tested by spectrometry techniques, and the pattern of peaks from the
cured coated materials compared to that from the base films.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Film samples were 2 metal1ized polypropylene (PP) films and 2 co-extruded films provided by Kraft. Two
different overprint varnishes were applied to the co-extruded PP and the metallized films, respectively, and were
e-beam cured before receipt. The coated films were also printed with blue, white, and blue plus white, each
color in 50 mm stripes at the center of the films. The base films (uncoated and unprinted) were tested as controls,
for comparison with the e-beam cured coated films. Substrate A was a five-layer ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH)
co-extruded film with a plastomer sealant consisting of co-polymer polypropylene (CoPP) / tie / EVOH / tie /
linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE)-metallocene sealant. Substrate B was a five-layer EVOH film
coextruded with ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) and cyclic olefin copolymer-LLDPE (COC-LLDPE) consisting of
COC-LLDPE / tie / EVOH / tie / EVA. Both substrates had gauges of 3.0 mils and were coated with coating C I.
Substrates C and D were metallized OPP with coating C2. Substrate C was a vacuum-metallized, high barrier
OPP film with proprietary sealant with 0.7 mil gauge, while Substrate D was an asymmetrical opaque barrier PP
film metallized on one side and heat sealable on the other side, with 1.0 mil gauge.

Methods

Scuff resistance

The scuff resistant of the substrates was measured using the Sutherland dry rub test, performed according to
ASTM 0 5264-98 to determine the durability and abrasion resistance of the printed surface of the substrates.
Two samples of the same printed films were attached to the device and to the standard 4 lb test block
respectively, and were rubbed against one another at controlled speed and controlled cycles in increment of 5
strokes up to 25 strokes. Once the rubbing stopped, the test film was examined to determine any type of failure
such as ink transfer, wearing or scratching of the printed surface. However, rubbing the films against themselves
did not result in any difference in rub resistance, even with 25 strokes. Therefore, in order to allow more in-depth
abrasion testing, a material with a more abrasive surface was used and attached to the test block in place of the
film samples. A GA-CAT (Comprehensive Abrasion Tester (CAT) by Gavarti Associates Ltd. of Milwaukee,
WI.) standard receptor A-4 was used and attached to the test block. The test film and the standard receptor were
rubbed against one another under the same test conditions and the test film was observed for the type of failure.
With the standard receptor, adequate differences in rub resistance of the printed films were established and
comparison between the printed films with similar coatings was made.
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Migration testing

The polyolefin migration test involved the FDA-recommended simulants for fatty foods (95: I0
ethanoVwater) and for aqueous, acidic and low-alcohol-containing food (10:90 ethanol/water). The test was
performed according to the USFDA Guidance for Industry of Chemistry Recommendations for Preparation of
Food Contact Notifications and Food Additive Petitions for Food Contact Substances (FCS) and ASTM D 4754.
To determine the total migration, substrates were stored at 40°C for 10 days in contact with the food simulants as
recommended by the FDA. For each substrate, a single sample was prepared initially to examine the result using
sampling periods of 24, 48, 120 and 240 hours. Based on the results of that single sample, triplicate samples
were then prepared for the actual data. The amount of FCS that migrated from the samples was determined by
weighing the samples before and after exposure to the simulants. The remaining simulants were then tested using
the Perkin Elmer (Lambda25) UVNIS Spectrometer and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)
Spectrometer; model Spectrum 1000 also by Perkin Elmer. The absorbance of the remaining simulants was
scanned from the whole region of the visible light wave length to the UV light wavelength (190 nm - 11OOnm)
to detect any appearance of peaks of the migrants in the simulants. In the FT-IR testing, the simulants were
scanned from infrared light frequency of 515 cm-! to 4000 cm-! to observe the percent transmittance of the
migrants. For both UVNIS and FTIR, the pattern of peaks from the cured coated (treated) materials was
compared to that from the base (control) films to see indication of any new migrants from the cured coated film.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Scuff resistance

Comparison was made between two substrates with similar coatings which had undergone identical test
conditions. This means that the abrasion resistance of printed Substrate A was compared to printed Substrate B
and the abrasion resistance of printed Substrate C was compared to printed Substrate D. For every 5 stroke
increment, adequate differences of rub resistance between the two different tested substrates were identified and
compared. Ink transfer is defined as the presence of ink residue on a portion of the test strip other than where it
was printed. Wearing may be defmed as abrasion ofa printed ink film. Scratching occurs where a relatively deep,
sharply defined cut is made in the ink film [15]. Based on these definitions, qualitative evaluations of each pair
of substrates at 5 strokes and 25 strokes are presented in Tables I and 2.

a e ua ltatlve u eSls ce om..E_anson0 u strate an u strate
Number of Strokes Substrate A Substrate B

Appearance of wearing and deep
Appearance of wearing and only5 scratching on one third of film
light scratching on film surface.surface.

Extensive wearing and deep Increased wearing and light
25 scratching on the overall surface. scratching in 2/3 of the surface

but no obvious deep scratching.

T bl 2 Q rtaf R b R . tan C fS b C dS btrat Da e ua I lYe u eSls ce ompanson 0 u strate an u s e
Number of Strokes Substrate C Substrate D

Appearance of extensive wearing Appearance of wearing and light
5 and light scratching on overall scratching only on 2/3 offilm's

film's surface. surface.
Increased extensive wearing and Increased wearing and light

25 appearance of deep scratching on scratching on 2/3 of the surface
the overall surface. but no obvious deep scratching.

From the qualitative results above, it can be concluded that Substrate B has higher rub resistance than Substrate
A and Substrate D has higher rub resistance than Substrate C.
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Total migration

The amount of FCS that migrated from the substrates to the simulants was determined by weighing the
samples, before and after exposure to the simulants. The total migration for the substrates was calculated and
expressed in milligrams ofmigrant(s) per square decimeter of sample exposed, using the equation from ASTM
Standard D 4754.

Results of both metallized films (Substrates C and D) showed no pattern of behavior in their weight
differences when exposed to both 10% and 95% ethanol (data is not shown). For some of the migration periods,
the metallized coatings of the samples were observed to flake off. There were also samples that showed both
decrement and increment of weight over time which indicated that migration was in both directions (from
substrate to simulant and from simulant to substrate). Due to these conditions, it was not possible to use the
samples' weight difference as FCS amount to further calculate the total migration of the substrates. Therefore,
this method was not suitable to investigate the migrational behavior of substrates C and D.

On the other hand, results for all films from both substrates A and B showed a decrease in weight after being
exposed to the both simulants. Thus, the films' weight differences, which depict the amount of FCS that migrates
from the films, were used to calculate the total migration. The total migration data for both substrates were
statistically analyzed using the three-way analysis of variance (ANOY A) with Type I error rate of 5% [14]. To
simplifY the interpretation of the data, total migration in 10% and in 95% ethanol:water simulant were analyzed
separately. The main interest of this analysis is to verifY any differences in total migration between the control
and treated films of each substrate at each time of exposure (24, 48, 120 and 240 hours). The summary of total
migration mean differences of each substrate in 10% and in 95% ethanol:water simulants are presented in Figure
I and Figure 2, respectively.
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Figure I: Total migration mean comparison for
substrates A and B in 10% ethanol:water simulant. For
each substrate, different letters indicate a significant
difference (P<0.05) between film sam les within hours.

Figure 2: Total migration mean comparison for
substrates A and B in 95% ethanol:water simulant. For
each substrate, different letters indicate a significant
difference (P<0.05) between films within hours.

From the analysis, no significant difference was found between the control and treated films of either
substrates A and B exposed to 10% ethanol:water simulant, within each time of exposure. As for substrates
exposed in 95% ethanol:water simulant, the control and treated films of both substrates also showed no
significant difference from each other except for films from substrate A and B exposed for 24 hours. The
analysis also indicated some significant differences in total migration between time of exposure for control and
treated films of each substrate. However, with the inconsistent pattern of the data, it is not possible to draw any
concrete conclusions.

When comparing the simulants from the substrates' control films with treated films, the patterns of both
UVNIS and FTIR spectrums revealed differences between the films (data is not shown). This difference also
means that there are indications of new migrants from the treated films compared to the control films. These
indications should be verified by further identifYing the migrants.
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CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded that the rub resistance comparison qualitatively showed that Substrate B has higher rub
resistance than Substrate A while Substrate D has higher rub resistance than Substrate C. As for the chemical
properties, the total migration of the control and treated films of both substrates A and B were found to not
significantly differ from each other even though the pattern of the total migration data was found inconsistent
over time. For that reason, it can be said that e-beam curing does not have much impact on the migrational
behavior of these substrates. With these results, it can be concluded that the e-beam cured films should be
suitable for many flexible packaging applications.

In the case of substrates C and D, the chemical properties could not be described by total migration
determination due to interaction of the simulants with the metallized coating, resulting in flaking. A single-sided
migration test where only the sealant or heat-sealable side of the substrates is exposed to the food simulants is
highly recommended for substrate C and D. An indication of new migrants was found in the treated films when
comparing their UVNIS and FTIR spectrums with the control films.
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providing gases selectivity and antimicrobial properties
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Polymers from agricultural resources offer unique functional properties that open new applications in

the field of edible or biodegradable but also active packaging. Packaging may be termed active when it

is able to eliminate unwanted compounds or to release in a controlled manner compounds of interest

such as anti-microbial or antioxidants agents. Active packaging allow to develop a series of new

responses to unrelated problems, specially for consumer's demand concerning fresh foods with

preserved primary nutritional and organoleptic qualities, with reduced additives content. Proteins based

materials have interesting properties related to mass transport characteristics. Due to its high amide

groups content, wheat gluten films showed high COzl02 selectivity ratio associated with high gases

permeability. The ability of such film, combined with paper for the mechanical resistance, to create

unique modified atmosphere favorable to fresh fruits and vegetables qualities preservation was

successfully modeled and demonstrated on mushrooms. Proteins coating of paper was also used as

inclusion matrix for a controlled release of volatile aroma compounds as appropriate antimicrobial

agents. Kinetic of aroma compounds release and thus antimicrobial efficiency as a function of use

conditions was modulated thanks to the introduction of nanoparticules in the proteins based matrix.
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ABSTRACT

Research into antimicrobial films and coatings for food applications is catching considerable attention in
recent years because they can act as protective barriers for food products against microbiological
contamination. Porphyrins are molecules of interest due to their antimicrobial ability. When these
molecules are activated by visible light generate singlet oxygen and free radicals that are cytotoxic to
most cells. The aim of this work was to evaluate the antimicrobial effect of different porphyrins against
several food-borne pathogens and to develop an antimicrobial photosensitizer film based on
incorporation of porphyrins to different polymer matrixes.
The results showed that several photoactivated porphyrins affected drastically the viability of gram
positive bacteria. When porphyrins were immobilized in several coatings or films exerted a high
antimicrobial effect against the two microorganisms tested These photoactivated antimicrobial films
could be applied as wraps or coatings in order to avoid cross-contamination and therefore contributing
to increase the shelf-life and safety of food products.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the increase in consumer demand of minimally processed foods, preservative-free products and
globalization of food trade, are causing the appearance of food-borne pathogens outbreaks. This recent increase
in food-borne microbial outbreaks are accelerating the development of innovative technologies to control the
growth of microorganisms in food while maintaining sensorial and nutritional quality and freshness. The use of
new active packaging strategies compatible with minimal processing technologies has attracted much attention
from the food industry because could have a significant impact on shelf-life extension and food safety [I].
Antimicrobial packaging has been identified as one of the most promising forms of active food packaging
technologies [2]. Generally, antimicrobial compounds can be incorporated into packaging materials to control
microbial contamination by reducing the growth rate and maximum growth population, extending the lag-phase
or by inactivating microorganisms by contact that might be present at the food surface. Different chemicals such
as organic and inorganic acids, metals, alcohols, ammonium compounds or amines have been successfully
incorporated as antimicrobials substances into packaging materials. However, the public nowadays prefers
natural over synthetic food additives, therefore much attention is being paid to the use of bacterial starter cultures,
biopreservatives and plant extracts as antimicrobial hurdles in active packaging as they present a perceived lower
risk to the consumers. The biopreservatives suggested for antimicrobial packaging include bacteriocins such as
nisin and pediocin and antimicrobial enzymes such as lysozyme, lactoperoxidase, chitinase and glucose oxidase
[3]. Porphyrins are molecules of interest due to their antimicrobial ability when these molecules are activated by
visible light generate singlet oxygen and free radicals that are cytotoxic to most living cells [4]. Free radicals
have a very short lifetime so, only those radicals in close proximity to the cell surface trigger extensive cell
damage, resulting in cell death.
Chlorophyll ins are semi-synthetic porphyrins obtained from chlorophyll. They are used as food colorant, in
dietary supplements, in cosmetics, as an internal deodorant and as an accelerant in wound healing. It has been
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reported anti-oxidative, anti-mutagenic and anti-carcinogenic properties for chlorophyllin in several models [5].
The photodynamic effect of chlorophyllins has not been applied to inactivate food contaminating
microorganisms yet. Chlorophyll ins have never been used as antimicrobial in edible films and food coatings.
The objective of this work was to develop and apply an antimicrobial photosensitizer-containing biodegradable
film as the polymer matrix. The inhibiting effect of films was tested against Staphylococcus aureus, and Listeria
monocytogenes in laboratory conditions.
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MATERIALS AND METHOD

Bacterial strains and growth conditions

Staphylococcus aureus CECT 86 and Listeria monocytogenes CECT 934 were obtained from Spanish Type
Culture Collection (Valencia, Spain). An overnight culture of each microorganism were used, incubating at 37
°C for 18 h to obtain stationary phase cells.

Antimicrobial film preparation

Film formulations were prepared by dissolving 5 g of gelatine (+ 1.2 g of glycerol) in 100 ml of 50% (v/v)
aqueous ethanol and 2 g of polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) (+ 0.2 g of glycerol) in 100 ml of distilled water.
Chlorophyll in E-140 or E-141 was added in both cases in a concentration of 80 J.lglmL. For film formation, 109
of film-forming solution were poured onto Petri dishes and water and/or ethanol were allowed to evaporate for 5
hours. Dry films were peeled off from the casting surface and kept at ambient conditions in darkness prior to use.

Antimicrobial activity assay

The antimicrobial activity of photoactivated chlorophyllin-gelatine films and chlorophyllin-PVOH films against
early-stationary phase cells of S. aureus and L. monocytogenes was studied as follows. Cell cultures of both
microorganisms in early-stationary phase, were diluted in 10 mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to obtain a
suspension of 107 cells/mL. 100 J.l1of the suspension containing about 105 CFU of each microorganism were
spread plated individually on the surface of TSA plates. Afterwards, films samples were positioned on the
surface of inoculated TSA plates and irradiated for 5 or 15 min and fluence rate 30,000 lux. After the
photosensitization treatment, plates ofTSA were incubated at 37°C for 24 h and bacteria colonies were counted.
Results were expressed as the number of colony forming units per mL. For all treatments identical experiments
were also carried out as control: a) samples stored in dark conditions by covering the samples with aluminium
foil, and b) an illuminated control without porphyrin.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After 24 hours in contact with the inoculated plate, the gelatin with chlorophyllin films, with and without light
exposure, were reabsorbed or dissolved over the culture surface due to the high water activity of the agar
medium. For these samples the films are no longer discernible (see an example in Figure I). This was not the
case of the PVOH, which after 24 hours still preserved some pieces of the original film morphology but had a
rather jelly appearance indicating that it was also strongly affected by the high water activity of the agar medium
(results not shown).

Figure I shows the photographs of inoculated TSA Petri dishes with S. aureus covered with a chlorophyllin-
gelatin film with and without light exposure and incubated at 37°C for 24 h under dark conditions. From this
figure, it is seen that there are no countable colonies after light exposure indicating that the chlorophyllin has a
strong biocide effect.
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Figure 1. Antimicrobial effect of chlorophyllin E-140 incorporated in gelatin film over Staphylococcus aureus,
a) when cells were irradiated at 30,000 lux for 5 min and incubated in dark conditions and b) just incubated in
similar dark conditions.

As a result, the current methodology to evaluate the cytotoxic effect of immobilized photosensitizers in different
polymer matrixes against several food-borne pathogens, appears to be validated. Table 1 indicates that
photoactivated chlorophyll ins incorporated in gelatin films have a strong inhibitory effect on the viability of the
two microorganisms tested under the experimental conditions described. The results in Table 1 also demonstrate
that after 15 minutes of treatment with E-140-gelatin film, there was not growth of S. aureus at an illuminance of
30,000 lux. Similar results were obtained with L. monocytogenes although this microorganism was less sensitive
to the chlorophyll in-films than S. aureus. Films with E-140 were more effective than films with E-141. To obtain
the same antimicrobial effect as in E-140, more light exposure time and possibly higher illuminance are required
for E-141-gelatin films.

Table I: Cytotoxicity of gelatin films with EI40 and EI41 against Staphylococcus aureus and Listeria
monocytogenes at 30,000 lux of illuminance and different exposure times. CFU: unit forming colonies,
N.G.: not growth.

Bacteria Illumination Time Gelatin Gelatin film Gelatin film
Intensity (min) film + E-140 + E-141

(CFUlml) (CFUlml) (CFU/ml)
S. aureus Dark 5 2.7 108 3.0108 4.8 108

15 3.1 108 4.3 108 2.4 108

Light 5 2.3 108 N.G. 4.0 104

(30,000 lux) 15 2.0108 N.G. 1.4103

L. monocytogenes Dark 5 4.1 108 5.2 IO~ 2.8 108

15 3.7 108 3.3 108 3.5 108

Light 5 3.9 108 1.4 103 2.8103

(30,000 lux) 15 3.1 108 0.3 101 1.7 103

Table 2 shows the results of the antimicrobial tests on the PVOH-chlorophyllin films. In the case of PVOH films,
S. aureus was seen to be less sensitive to the photodynamic treatment than L. monocytogenes. Thus, while the
growth of L. monocytogenes was reduced 7 log by chlorophyllin E-140, S. aureus needed the maximum
exposure time, i.e. 15 minutes, to be reduced 4 log. For the case of the chlorophyllin E-141, the PVOH films did



not show any apparent antimicrobial effect in the viability of the cells. A curious observation is that PVOH films
with chlorophyll ins, in spite of the fact that they had higher relative concentration chlorophyllinlpolymer and
yielded films with lower thickness (50 Ilm in PVOH film vs. 130 Ilm for gelatin), had much less colour
suggesting that a different additive dispersion or molecular interactions could take place for this material.
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Table 2: Cytotoxicity of PVOH films with E 140 and E141 against Staphylococcus aureus and Listeria
monocytogenes at 30,000 lux of illumination intensity and different exposition times. CFU: unit
forming colonies, N.G.: not growth.

Bacteria Illumination Time PVOH PVOH film PVOH film
Intensity (min) film + E-140 + E-141

(CFU/ml) (CFU/ml) (CFU/ml)
S.aureus Dark 5 5.71 108 2.37 108 2.24108

15 2.14108 4.25 108 3.15 108

Light 5 2.8108 1.0 108 1.5 108

(30,000 lux) 15 2.0108 9.6 104 1.0 108

L. monocytogenes Dark 5 1.3108 5.2 10 8 3.5 10 8

15 4.1 10 8 2.7108 2.5 108

Light 5 3.4 10 8 9.6107 1.0 108

(30,000 lux) 15 3.1 108 N.G. 9.8 107

Table I and 2 clearly indicate that in both material cases, films without chlorophyllins, with and without light
exposure, do not exhibit antimicrobial properties strongly suggesting that the antimicrobial effect arises as
expected from the addition of the chlorophyll ins to the film formulation. Furthermore, it seems that
chlorophyll ins incorporated into gelatin films appear to have higher antimicrobial activity than in PVOH films.
The reason for this behavior is currently under investigation, but from the preliminary results it could be related
to some extent to the higher solubility exhibited by the gelatin films in contact with the culture medium or to a
different dispersion or interaction of the additive with the polymer matrix.

CONCLUSIONS

I) Photoactivated films made from gelatin and chlorophyllin were seen to exert a considerable antimicrobial
effect against the food-borne pathogens Staphylococcus aureus and Listeria monocytogenes. Similar films
made with PVOH as a matrix did not yield as strong antimicrobial effect, although they exhibited sufficient
antimicrobial properties against Listeria monocytogenes.

2) A small amount of chlorophyllin (0.08 mglmL) in the films was required to present biocide character against
the two cited microorganisms

3) These photoactivated antimicrobial films could have the potential to be commercially applied as wraps or
food coatings in order to avoid cross-contamination and, therefore, contribute to increase the shelf-life and
safety of many food products.
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Measurement of Polylactide Bottles Compostability Using a Computerized
Respirometric System

ABSTRACT
During composting, a compostable plastic material is converted by microorganisms into biomass,

water, carbon residues, and carbon dioxide (COJ). Therefore, the amount of evolved CO] can be used as an
indicator of polymer's biodegradation by determining how much carbon is converted into CO2.

A computerized controlled respirometric system with 23 bioreactors and a Non-Dispersive Infrared
detector was home built and used to measure the amount of CO2 evolution from polylactide biodegradation. The
amount of CO2 produced was converted to percentage of mineralization, and used as an indicator of the polymer
biodegradation. In this experiment, the biodegradation of poly (lactide) or PLA bottles under simulated
composting environments were studied and compared with negative (PET bottles) and positive (corn starch)
controls. Each material was mixed with yard waste compost in a bioreactor in triplicate plus 3 blank
bioreactors which contained only compost were tested The concentration of CO2 from each reactor was
directly measuredfrom the exhaust air. Based on ASTM D5338 and ISO 14855 standards, test conditions were
58±rC and 60±5% relative humidity.

The respirometric system ran for more than 63 days without any user intervention, very stable and
efficiently. At 63 days of exposure at 58±rC and 55±5% RH, PLA, corn starch, and PET achieved 64.2±0.5%,
72.4±0.7%, and 2. 7±0.2% mineralization, respectively. Based on ASTM D 6400 and IS014855, PLA bottles
qualify as biodegradable since mineralization was greater than 60%. The new respirometric system was capable
of assessing biopolymer and package biodegradation under simulated conditions. Results obtained with this
system can be compared with field experiments done in a compost facility.

INTRODUCTION
The term "biodegradable plastic" is defined by ASTM as "a degradable plastic in which degradation

results from the action of naturally occurring microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, and algae" [I]. Therefore,
microorganisms are responsible for plastic biodegradability by using it as a food source.

During aerobic biodegradation, carbon in polymer molecules is converted by microorganisms into
biomass or humus, water, carbon residues, and carbon dioxide gas as defined by equation 1[2]:

Cpolymer +OJ. (I)

Therefore, the degree of aerobic biodegradation can be determined by measuring the total amount of
carbon dioxide gas (C02) evolved from the polymer. The degradation ofbiopolymers is generally defined as
percentage of mineralization. This is the proportion of cumulative CO2 gas actually generated by the sample
tested to the theoretical CO2 content of the material, which can be determined by either elemental analysis, or
calculation from chemical composition according to ASTM 05338 [3] and ISO 14855 [4] standards.

Generally, there are two main factors affecting a polymer's biodegradation rate; these factors are (I) the
exposure conditions, and (2) the polymer itself [5]. The main exposure conditions are: water or moisture, pH,
temperature, and aerobic or anaerobic conditions. The polymer factors include its chemical structure,
morphology, and molecular weight. It is critical to be able to assess all these factors in order to obtain reliable
and reproducible data.

A respirometric system or respirometer is a device used for monitoring and/or measuring the respiration
activity of living organisms by either focusing on oxygen (02) consumption, CO2 evolution or both. It consists
on major components: (I) an air supply, (2) an air-tight closed vessel called the "bioreactor", which contains
the living test organisms, and (3) a measuring device, to quantiry the amount of O2 uptake or CO2 release. The
respirometric system can be used to measure the amount of CO2 gas evolved from biopolymers during aerobic
biodegradation (Equation 1).
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There are two widely accepted standards for the respirometric test, ASTM 05338 [3] and ISO 14855
[4]. These standards are similar but with some differences in details. Based on ASTM 0 5338 [3], respirometric
systems can be categorized by measuring technique: (1) cumulative measurement respirometric (CMR) and (2)
direct measurement respirometric (OMR). Acid-base titration is normally used in the cumulative measurement
technique. The evolved CO2 gas is trapped in a sodium hydroxide (NaOH) or barium hydroxide (Ba(OH)2)
solution. Then, the trap solution is titrated using a known concentration of hydrochloric acid. For the direct
measurement technique, the concentration of CO2 is measured directly from the exhaust or outlet of the
bioreactor using gas chromatography (GC), or an in-line infrared gas analyzer, such as a non-dispersive infrared
(NDIR) gas analyzer, Figure 1. For this method, the concentration of the exhaust gas of each bioreactor has to be
measured at least once every six hours [3].

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Apparatus

A direct measurement respirometer was built at the Michigan State University School of Packaging,
East Lansing, MI, see Figure 1. This instrument has the capacity to simulate various testing conditions, from O°C
to an elevated thermophilic phase temperature (70°C), and can be supplied with either dry or humidified air. The
system was designed to operate with up to 23 bioreactors of varying volumes (i.e. 1,2,3,5 liters) at the same
time, with the exhaust air cycled (diverted to a detector by a switching system) for measurement. The control
software (Labview 7.1 from National Instruments™) can be set to monitor the CO2 evolved from each bioreactor
independently or simultaneously. It is also possible to measure CO2 evolved by setting the software in an
automatic mode where each bioreactor will be tested at predetermined intervals throughout the duration of the
experiment.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of direct measurement respirometric system

The OMR instrument can be divided into 7 major components: (I) CO2 scrubber using the NaOH
solution, (2) relative humidity generator, (3) environmental chamber, (4) bioreactors with rubber septum, (5)
electronic manifold valves and switching system, (6) measurement devices using the NDIR gas analyzer, and (7)
control software.

To calibrate the detector, known amounts of pure CO2 gas (0.5, 1,2,3,4, 5 cc) were injected to empty
reactors via septum at 58°C. The calibration procedure was as follows: (1) both the needle valve and solenoid
valve of the injected bioreactor were closed; (2) the predetermined amount of CO2 gas was injected into the
reactor via the rubber septum, and there was no air flow at this time; (3) the injected CO2 gas mixed with COr
free air inside the bioreactor. Therefore, the actual concentration of CO2 in the bioreactor depended on the
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injection volume. Each CO2 gas concentration was run by triplicate. (4) Next, both valves were opened, allowing
air to flow through the detector at a flow rate of 40 scc/min (standard cc/min), and the time and concentration
were recorded automatically by Labview. The response and peak concentration detected depended on the
volume of CO2 injected. (5) After the reading reached the peak value, the reactor was purged with clean air to
prepare for the next injection. This cycle was repeated for each replicate and concentration. (6) Finally, the
peak concentrations were plotted against the actual concentrations, which were calculated by dividing the
injection volume by the total volume of the reactor. A linear relationship between the actual and response
concentrations was obtained with an R-square (R2) value of 0.9982.

To accurately measure the CO2 concentration of the exhaust air, the switching and measuring sequence
of the bioreactor was defined as follows: (1) Each switching and measuring sequence is 15 minutes long. (2) In
the first 5 minutes (time required to reach steady state), the clean air valve opens, and the detector is purged with
carbon dioxide free air. (3) Then, the valve for the selected chamber opens (clean air valve closed) for 10
minutes; therefore, the exhaust air of that bioreactor enters the gas analyzer, and a steady state measurement is
reached. (4) In the last 30 seconds of this period, the readings from the gas analyzer are recorded every 2
seconds. Then, this sequence is repeated for the other bioreactors.

In order to convert concentration of CO2 to mass, equation 2 is embedded in the Labview program, and
the mass values are calculated automatically.

Where gC02

C
F
t
22414
44
106

C·F·t·44
gC°2=----

22414x106

Mass of evolved CO2 (g)
CO2 concentration determined and corrected by the calibration curve (ppm)
Flow rate (scc/min)
Time between each measuring sequence (min)
Volume of I mole of gas in cc at STP
Molecular weight of carbon dioxide (glmole)
ppm conversion factor

(2)

Materials
Compost

The yard waste compost was screened through a 1 cm sieve to separate large inert objects from the
compost. To determine moisture content, the compost was dried in a vacuum oven at 105°C for 6 hours, and
weighed before and after drying.
Test Materials

Poly(lactide) (PLA) and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) bottles obtained from Biota, Telluride, CO
were used as test material and negative control, respectively. Each bottle was cut into pieces of I cm x I cm.
The finish part (closure and threads) was discarded. Corn starch was used as a positive control.

Methods

Eleven bioreactors were loaded with 300g of compost (wet basis) each. The first three "test"
bioreactors were filled with piece of one PLA bottle minus finish each as test material, and mixed thoroughly.
The second two "negative" bioreactors were filled with piece of one whole PET bottle each. Since the pieces of
a whole bottle weighed around 18-19 g, three "positive" reactors were added with the same amount of corn
starch powder. No additional material was added to the last three "blank" bioreactors.

To simulate composting conditions, the temperature of the environmental chamber was set at 58±2°C,
the air flow rate was set at 40 scc/min, and the air humidity was adjusted to 50-60% RH. The reactors were
incubated in the dark for at least 45 days or until the carbon dioxide evolution of the positive reactors reached a
plateau. The values of carbon dioxide evolution for all the reactors were calculated by the Labview program
were exported to Microsoft Excel®, and the carbon dioxide evolution was plotted against time. Then, the %
mineralization for corn starch, PET and PLA was calculated using equation 3, based on the carbon content of
each material calculated from its chemical structure.

%Mineralization = gC02;:~~;!4 x 100

gmat" 100 12

(3)
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(4)

where,
%Mineralization = percent carbon molecules converted to CO2
gC02-gC02b = mass of total evolved CO2 minus blank CO2(g)
gmal = mass of test material (g)
%Cmal = % carbon content of test material
44 = molecular weight of carbon dioxide
12 = molecular weight of carbon

The standard error (Se) of% mineralization for each material was calculated using equation 4 [3]:

where Se = Standard error (%)
s = Standard deviation of total CO2 evolution of each material (g)
nJ, n2 = number of test material and blank replicates, respectively

95% confident limits were calculated using equation 5 [3]:

95%CL = %Mineralizalion ± (I x Se) (5)
= t-distribution value for 95% probability with nl+n2-2 degree of freedomwhere

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a sample size of five, the moisture content of yard compost used in this experiment was found to be
56.7±0.3% DB (dry basis). The percentages of carbon content of com starch, PLA, and PET, calculated from
their chemical structures, were 44.44%, 50%, and 61.86%, respectively

Since the carbon dioxide evolution of both the com starch and the PLA samples did not reach the
plateau stage after 45 days, the incubation period was extended to 63 days. At the end of the test, the mean
amount of cumulative carbon dioxide of each material was calculated. During the first 30 days, the mean carbon
dioxide evolution of the com starch sample was higher than that of PLA. After that the carbon dioxide evolution
of both samples was comparable. Delayed PLA biodegradation occurred because PLA has to undergo hydrolytic
chain scission prior to starting the biodegradation process. This process was previously described by Snook [6]
as a two stage biodegradation mechanism. In the first stage, the PLA polymer undergoes a hydrolytic
degradation process, which is mainly a non-enzymatic chain scission of the ester bonds in the polymer backbone,
causing a decrease of the polymer molecular weight. In the second stage, portions of the polymer chains are
broken down into small fractions (or oligomers) with low molecular weight. The oligomers that diffuse out to the
bulk of the polymer are used as food sources by microorganisms and consequently carbon dioxide gas is
increasingly generated. As described above the microorganisms cannot utilize PLA polymer directly, the PLA
needs to first be broken-down.

PET samples emitted slightly more carbon dioxide gas than the blank compost; but the difference was
statistically significant with P-value < 0.05. This low emission of CO2 may happen because PET contained ester
bonds which are hydrolysable. Furthermore, the sample size of only 2 replicates for PET was too small, and
further studies with a higher number of negative bioreactors should be considered.

The percentage of mineralization (95% confidence limit) ofPLA, com starch, and PET were 64.2±0.5%,
72.4±0.7%, and 2.7±0.2%, with standard errors of6.75, 10.56, and 3.42%, respectively, calculated from
equations 4 and 5 (Figure 2). Based on ASTM D 6400 [1] and ISO 14855 [4] and the European Standard EN
13432 [7], the PLA bottle can be identified as biodegradable since the % mineralization was greater than 60%
and that of the positive control (com starch) was also greater than 70%. Since there was no ecotoxicity test
carried out on the final compost, it could not be determined if PLA qual ifies as compostable or not.

During the first 12 days, the % mineralization of the PET sample was slightly negative because the PET
sample yielded less mean CO2 than the blank sample. Analyzing the raw data, it was found that one of the PET
bioreactors yielded higher CO2 than the mean CO2 of the blank sample, while the other one did not. This
response may be due to compost variations between the bioreactors, such as the mixture distribution and number
of microorganisms. The aromatic structures of the PET limit mobility of the polymer chains; consequently the
system is less accessible to water and microorganisms.
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Figure 2. Percentage of mineralization ofPLA, PET, and com starch at 58±2°C and approximately 55±5% RH
in yard waste compost

CONCLUSIONS

An in-house direct measurement respirometric system was built, calibrated, and proved capable of
measuring the biodegradation of polymers such as poly(lactide). Poly(lactide) bottles were tested under
simulated compost environmental conditions using com starch and PET bottles as positive and negative controls,
respectively. PLA bottles were found to biodegrade with 64.2 % mineralization after incubation for 63 days.
Based on the ASTM D 6400 and ISO 14855 test methods, it can be concluded that PLA bottles were
biodegradable, since the % mineralization of PLA was higher than 60%, and that of com starch (positive control)
was higher than 70%.
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ABSTRACT
This paper represents the fabrication and property evaluation of renewable resource based green

composites (biocomposites) developedfrom corn fodder and polylactic acid (PLA). The PLA based green composites
were fabricated by extrusion followed by injection molding process. The effects of different weight contents of corn
fodder on the mechanical, thermo-mechanical and impact properties of PLA based green composites were studied
The tensile modulus of PLA based composite was improved by about 70% by reinforcement of 30 wt% of corn fodder
as compared to neat PLA. Similarly, there was an improvement of storage modulus and flexural modulus of PLA
based composites with 15% and 30 wt% cornfodder loading.

INTRODUCTION
Polymeric composite materials are considered as novel materials due their improved properties obtained

from the synergism of entirely different materials. Natural!Biofiber reinforced thermoplastics are the promising
materials. The main advantage of natural fiber reinforced composites is due to biodegradability, renewability and low
cost of natural fibers. Utilization of natural fiber in value-added products helps in improving the balance between
ecology and economy [I]. The use of natural fibers as reinforcements for conventional thermoplastics such as
polypropylene (PP) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE) is well established. The non-degradable natures of
conventional polymers and depletion in their resources have provided impetus to the development of biobased
polymers. The natural fiber reinforced bio-based polymer can produce truly "green compositesibiocomposites".
Among biobased polymers, polylactic acid (PLA) is the most commonly known renewable resource based polymer
[2-3]. PLA is prepared by ring opening polymerization of cyclic dimer called lactide. PLA has stereo-chemical
structure and can easily be modified by control polymerization of L-and D- lactide isomers to produce high
molecular weight crystalline or even amorphous polylactic acid [4]. Polylactic acid (PLA) is completely
biodegradable under composting conditions. The degradation of PLA occurs by its hydrolysis to lactic acid, which
further is metabolized by microbes resulting into water and carbon dioxide [4]. Polylactic acid has melting and glass
transition temperature of 175°C and 55°C respectively [5]. PLA has promising mechanical properties, which are
quite similar to polystyrene (PS) [6]. PLA is used in fabrication ofbioabsorableibiocompatible medical devices [7].
In the consumer sector, PLA is taking a lead role with the new initiatives taken by Wal-Mart for food packaging [8].
The main drawbacks ofPLA are its brittleness, low heat deflection temperature and low thermal stability.

Incorporation of natural fibers in bioplastics is a benign method to develop value added green composites
[9]. Natural fibers have many advantages over conventional synthetic fibers such as low cost, renewablilty, carbon
dioxide sequestration, high specific mechanical properties and low density [10]. Com fodder is a type of natural fiber
obtained as a residue or left over like com stalk, com leaves, and husk after the com farming. Many research
investigations are currently going-on for looking at the potential of the cellulose based fiber as reinforcing material
but use of com fodder has not been explored widely. In US there is 244 million tons of com stover production per
annum [11]. Com stover and com has I: I production ratio [12]. Main use of the com stover are to cover the barren
lands after farming which will give it nutrition, to prevent soil erosion and to generate bio-ethanol fuel to some extent
[12]. Out of total com residue, 15-30% of total com stover is required to cover the farmland and rest is looked for its
application in Bioethanol fuel generation and composite fabrication. PLA based biocomposites have been developed
to improve its thermo-mechanical properties [13]. Huda et. al. [I, 14] reported the improved thermo-mechanical
properties of PLA based biocomposite.

The objective of this study is to develop the low cost biocomposites from PLA and com fodder. One of the
objectives of this study is to investigate the role of com fodder as new reinforcing material and to develop the PLA
based material for distribution packaging application such as trays and returnable containers. The PLA based
biocomposite having different com fodder content was fabricated by melt mixing technique. Effects of different
weight content of com fodder on various thermo-mechanical properties of PLA based biocomposites have been
studied.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Polylactic Acid (PLA), trade name Biomer L 9000 was obtained from Biomer, Germany. The polylactic acid used in
this study is I-isomer of PLA i.e. poly (I-lactic acid), PLLA. We have used term, PLA for this polymer in the
manuscript. The com fodder was supplied from local com growers. The fodder consists of com stalk, cob, husk and
com leaves. Fodder was chopped to an average length of 4mm for biocomposite fabrication.

Composite Fabrication
PLA and Chopped com fodder fibers (CF) were vacuum dried for 4 and 12 h at 40 and 80°C, respectively before
processing. The test specimens of neat PLA and their biocomposites were fabricated by extrusion followed by
injection molding process. The fabricated biocomposites formulations contained 15 and 30wfOioof com fodder fiber.
The processing was carried out in a micro compounding instrument (DSM Research, Netherlands). This instrument
has a vertical barrel having co-rotating twin-screw. The screw has a length of 150 mm and LID of 18. The molten
composite materials obtained from mini-extruder were transferred to a preheated small injection molder for
fabrication of various test specimens. The screw speed for processing was set at 100 rpm. The processing
temperature was 185°C for the molding of neat PLA and PLAIcorn fodder based biocomposites. The processing
cycle time was 5 and 10 minutes for neat PLA and PLAIcorn fodder biocomposites, respectively.

Testing and Analysis
Mechanical Testing
Tensile properties were evaluated with the help of United Calibration Corp SFM 20 as per ASTM D638. The cross -
head speed was 0.1 inch per minute. The flexural properties were determined as per ASTM D790. All the data
analysis was preformed using Datum software. The Notched Izod impact strength was measured with a Testing
Machines Inc. (TMI) 43-02-01 Monitor/Impact machine as per ASTM D256. The impact energy of the pendulum
used in impact testing was 1.0 Ib-ftlinch. All results presented below are the average values of five measurements.
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
The dynamic mechanical property i.e. storage modulus of neat PLA and its composite specimen was measured as

function of temperature (25 to 120°C) using a TA instruments Q800 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) at a
frequency of 1 Hz and at constant heating rate of 5°C/min.
Heat Defection Temperature (HDT)
Heat deflection temperature (HDT) was measured using DMA Q800 according ASTM D648. The rectangular bars of
nominal size 2.00 mm x 12 mm x 58 mm were used for testing. The 3-point bending mode was selected and a load of
66 Psi was applied. The samples were
heated at a rate of 2°C/min from room 7
temperature to the desired temperature.

t

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tensile Modulus: Tensile properties
of PLA and its biocomposites with Com
fodder are shown in Figure I. Tensile
properties of the fiber reinforced
composites depend on various key factors
like fiber orientation, interfacial adhesion,
fiber aspect ratio and stress transfer
capability of fiber-matrix interface [15].
There were 45 and 95 % improvement in
tensile modulus of PLA based composite
when reinforced with 15 and 30wt. % of
com fodder, respectively. This result
suggested that the there was stress transfer
from the PLA matrix to the stiff com
fodder fiber under external load. The
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Figure 1: Tensile modulus a/neat PLA and its biocomposite; A:
Neat PLA; B: 85% PLA + /5 % corn/odder; C: 70% PLA + 30%
corn/odder
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fibrous nature of com fodder was expected to improve the modulus of PLA based composite. High modulus of
composites is a desirable property while considering its structural applications.

Flexural Modulus: Figure 2 represents flexural modulus ofPLA and its biocomposites. Flexural modulus is the
ratio of stress to strain within the elastic limit and is similar to the tensile modulus. This property is used to determine
the bending stiffness of a material. There was an increase of 25 % and 52 % in the flexural modulus of PLA based
biocomposites when reinforced with 15 and 30 wt.% of com fodder. This could be explained on the basis that there
was a stress transfer mechanism in PLA based biocomposites and com fodder fibers were able to take up load. This
result suggested that com fodder could be used to improve the bending stiffness of PLA.
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Figure 2: Flexural modulus of PLA and its composite; A: Neat
PLA; B: 85% PLA + 15 % cornfodder; C: 70% PLA + 30% corn
fodder

Impact Strength: Figure 3 represents the impact strength of PLA and its biocomposites. The impact strength of
PLA was unaffected with 15% com fiber loading considering the standard deviation of the data of PLNcom fodder
(85/15) composite as compared to neat PLA. However there was 34 % decrease in impact strength with 30 wt % com

Figure 3: Notched Izod impact strength of PLA and its composite; A: Neat PLA; B:
85% PLA + 15 % cornfadder; C: 70% PLA + 30% cornfodder
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fodder reinforcement. Impact strength of composites depends on degree of fiber-matrix adhesion, fiber dispersion
and mechanical fiber pullouts [15]. In present case there seems to be a better dispersion of com fodder fiber in PLA
based composite at 15 wt"10com fodder thus help in maintaining the impact strength. The reason for decrease in
impact strength of PLA based composites could be due to the fiber agglomeration leading to stress concentration,
which reduced the energy, required for crack propagation. This problem can be rectified by use of proper
compatabilizer, which will generate better interfacial adhesion.

Heat Deflection Temperature: HOT plays an important role for the materials being used for the high
temperature condition. The HOT values of PLA and its biocomposites are shown in Figure 4. There was no
improvement in HOT values of PLA based biocomposites by reinforcing with com fodder fiber.
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Figure 4: Heat deflection temperature 0/ PLA and its biocomposites;
A: Neat PLA; B: 85% PLA + 15 % corn/odder; C: 70% PLA + 30%
corn/odder

Storage Modulus: Storage modulus of neat PLA and its composites are shown in Figure 5. Storage modulus is a
visco-elastic property, which represents the dynamic rigidity of a material. Storage modulus of PLA based
biocomposites at 32°C was improved by 25 and 50% on reinforcement with ] 5 and 30 wt % com fodder fiber as
compared to neat PLA. The incorporation of com fodder in PLA matrix improved the stiffuess of the PLA based
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Figure 5: Storage modulus ofPLA and its biocomposites; A: Neat PLA; B:
85% PLA + ]5 % com fodder; C: 70% PLA + 30% com fodder
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biocomposite, as the stiff com fodder was able to bear the stress. There was stress transfer from the PLA matrix to
the com fodder fiber, which raised the storage modulus of the PLA based biocomposite when reinforced with com
fodder.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the feasibility of low cost com fodder fiber was identified as reinforcing material for bioplastics. The
essence of this study is enshrined in the development of new biobased composite materials. The low cost and ample
availability of com fodder can open new avenues for fabrication of biobased composites. The PLA based
biocomposites having com fodder as reinforcing material has resulted in higher tensile, flexural and storage modulus
as compared to neat PLA. The heat deflection temperature of PLA was not improved with addition of com fodder.
The impact strength of PLA based composites was unaffected at 15 molo com fibers content, but decreased for 30
wt % com fodder content as compared to neat PLA The further studies such as use of compatabilizer, surface
treatment of com fodder, process optimizations can be targeted to achieve improved thermo-mechanical properties of
PLA based biocomposites.
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Deposition of SiOx on the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film with a
DBD plasma gun at atmospheric pressure for barrier package
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SiOx or SiOx-like films were deposited on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film with a DBD
plasma gun at an atmospheric pressure. The relationship between the film structure and
deposition rate with plasma power were explored. The composition and structure of the coated
SiOx film were characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), scanning
electron morphology (SEM), which revealed that an uniform and cross-linking structure of
SiOx film was formed on the surface of PET film. In addition, The examination of the oxygen
and moisture permeability of the coated film indicated that the barrier property of the film was
improved significantly by the deposition.
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High Barrier Composite Films from Renewable Resources

ABSTRACT

Composites, made from renewable raw materials, have been developed These offer alternatives to petroleum
originating packaging plastics. Some of the most interesting materials are chitosan and wheat gluten proteins (in
different combinations with cellulose fibers. Solutions of chitosan or WG were coated on paper or board
substrates. Chitosan was also mixed with cellulose fibers and cast to films or made to sheets in a paper machine.
Young's modulus, fracture stress, fracture strain, tearing strength, moisture content, air permeance and oxygen
permeability (ap) were assessed Solution cast chitosanlcellulose composite films resulted in lower ap, than if
made in a laboratory paper machine. The WG films increased in Young's modulus and fracture stress, but
decreased in fracture strain and ap if molded at higher temperatures. The mechanical and air permeance tests
showed that chitosan was the most effective on a coat weight basis. This was due to its viscosity, which limited
the degree of penetration into the paper. The WG, however, had positive effects on the strength and toughness of
paper. Both properties increased with the presence of WG. Compression-molded WG on paper or paperboard,
as well as curtain-coated chitosan paperboard, showed oxygen barrier properties comparable to those of paper
and paperboard coated with commercial barrier materials. None of the composites could be delaminated
without fiber rupture, indicating good adhesion between substrates and coatings.

INTRODUCTION

Environmental concerns, including the limitation of greenhouse effects, and the presumably higher cost of
petrochemicals in the future, have made renewable materials more interesting as a substitute for synthetic
oxygen barrier materials including ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymers, poly(vinylidene chloride), polyesters and
polyamides in packaging applications. Interesting barrier materials include various proteins and polysaccharides,
mainly because of their high content of hydrogen bonds.

Even though oils are the most studied group among renewable paints and coatings in non-food
applications,I,2 several studies have considered proteins as coatings on paper. Krochta and Han studied the
increase in gloss and increase in oil resistance of paper coated with whey protein isolate (WPI).3 Chan and
Krochta reported a significant reduction in oxygen permeability (OP) for paperboard coated with denaturated
and undenaturated WPI. 4 Compared to the study by Gallstedt et ai,S a higher content of plasticizer and they did
not measure the mechanical properties. Trezza et al obtained a reduction of the OP for paper coated with com
zein.6 The OP was however still significantly higher than for most conventional polymers. Other studies on
protein coatings on paper have focused mostly on grease resistance and water permeability properties.3,7.9 Many
studies have also dealt with oxygen barrier layers in different food applications, such as protein or chitosan
coatings for fruits and other food products.10-

12 These discuss also mechanical, antimicrobial and organolephtic
properties, gloss and wettability .

A number of reports on chitosan coatings on paper, paperboard and cellophane have been published.13.17

These reports do, however, not discuss barrier properties but rather e.g. biocide or medical applications. Several,
mostly Japanese, patents exist for chitosan-cellulose blends. Chitosan has e.g. been blended with micro-
crystalline cellulose to obtain coatings and gels for medical textiles and waste water treatment. 18Nakamura et al
observed that water absorption of carboxymethylated cellulose and chitosan was reduced when these were mixed,
an effect attributed to strong polymer-polymer interactions.19 Hosokawa et al found that films made of chitosan
blended with homogenized cellulose had good oxygen barrier properties.20

Studies have been performed on chitosan as a wet-end additive in papermaking systems for increasing the
wet strength.21 Chitosan additives have also been found to increase the strength of wet towels, grocery bags,
disposable diapers, and to increase the efficiency of the wood fiber beating process.22 Li et al found that the
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chitosan was almost completely adsorbed onto the surfaces of the cellulosic fibers, and that this adsorption
increased with increasing amount of cationic amino groups, due to the ionic interactions between the cationic
chitosan and the anionic cellulose pUlp.23 Mucha and Miskiewicz observed that chitosan, in blends with
poly(vinyl alcohol) and gelatinized starch, as fillers for papers, increased the paper strength due to the strong
ionic interactions.24 Chitosan in paperboard increases the mechanical strength/5.28 and the printability ofpaper.22
However, fundamental studies of the adsorption phenomena and the interactions between paper components
which are related to the development of the properties ofthe paper sheets are still absent.23

The purpose of the study by Gallstedt and Hedenqvist is not to investigate the mechanisms behind the
chitosan-cellulose interactions, but to investigate different ways of inserting the barrier component at an early
stage of the paperrnaking process and to investigate the properties of solution cast films.5

The focus is also directed to the properties of paper and paperboard coated with chitosan or wheat gluten
protein (WG). These coatings are interesting renewable oxygen barrier alternatives obtained as byproducts from
the fish and agricultural industries, respectively. The materials are applied by solution-coating and WG is also
compression molded onto paper and paperboard.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Materials and sample preparation
Chitosan matrix. The chitosan (with a DOD of84.7%; Mr:::400000, TJ=200mPas), was received as platelets from
Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB. 1.17 wt'llo chitosan was dissolved in 1.17 wt% acetic acid (Glacial, PA,
99.8%, Acros Organics, USA) and 97.66 wt'llodeionized water. The solution was stirred for 20 minutes with a
magnetic stirrer and then mixed in a Waring Commercial Blendor at highest speed for four minutes. The solution
was vacuum degassed for two hours in order to remove trapped air bubbles introduced during mixing. The
solution was combined in several ways with the pulp fiber suspension, as described below, or used as coating.

Preparation of paper substrate and chitosanlfiber blend composites. The laboratory sheets were produced
in accordance with SCAN-CM 26:99, using a laboratory paper machine supplied from OY Lorentzen & Wettre
AB, Finland, and a Sheet Press from Lorentzen & Wettre AB, Sweden. Suspensions of bleached sulfate
softwood pulp were unmixed or mixed for lOs at 2 atm air pressure. The pulp fiber suspension was, after
additional lOs, emptied through the wire screen, to yield a square sheet with a side of 16.5 cm. The pressed
sheet was thereafter removed from the wire screen and compressed at 400 kPa to remove further excessive water.
The laboratory sheet was used as a substrate for the coating trials or as a reference compared with sheets made of
a mixture of the pulp fiber suspension and chitosan solution. The chitosan solution was blended with the pulp
fiber suspension, of a dry content of 35.4 g/dm3, to yield chitosan solution concentrations of 50 wt%, 80 wt%, 90
wt%, 95 wt'lloand 99 wt%. Subsequently the chitosan-pulp fiber suspension was poured into Bytac®-coated petri
dishes and dried at 23°C and 50% RH.

Matrices of proteins. The wheat gluten powder was supplied by Reppe AB, Lidkoping, Sweden. It
consisted of 84.8 wt% wheat gluten, 8.1 wt'llo wheat starch, 5 wt'llo water, 1.34 wt'llo fat and 0.76 wt% ash. 6 g
glycerol was blended with 72 ml ethanol (95 % obtained from Kemetyl AB, Sweden) with a magnetic stirrer in a
600 ml glass cup. 15 g wheat gluten was slowly added to the solution during stirring. 14 ml ammonium
hydroxide (5.07N solution, obtained from Aldrich) and 48 ml deionized water was then added. The solution was
heated during slow stirring in an oil bath to 60°C and cooled to room temperature before coating.

Coating procedures. An Erichsen Applicator Model 360 99227 with four different slit distances, 30, 60,
90 and 120 Ilm, was used to coat the laboratory sheets with the solutions. The application rate was 10 cmls for
all materials. Wheat gluten was compression-molded onto laboratory sheets and paperboard using Schwabenthan
Polystat 400s compression molder. Two different mold frames were used for the laboratory sheets in order to
obtain different coat weights. The first frame, having a thickness of 0.5 mm and an inner dimension of 340x340
mm2, was used with an effective pressure of 350 bar and it gave a coat weight of 89 mg/cm2. The second frame,
having a thickness of 0.3 mm thick and an inner dimension of 150x 150 mm2, with an effective pressure of 900
bar, gave a coat weight of 71 mg/cm2. A homogenous dough of 67 wt% WG powder and 33 wt'llo glycerol was
prepared with an electric beater (HMS-I, I; AFK) at the lowest speed for three minutes. The mixture was spread
out on the substrate located inside the frame and in-between two Mylar® films and two metal plates. The
molding temperature was l30°C and the mold time was 5 min. The metal plates were removed after the molding
process. Then the specimen was cooled at room temperature, and the Mylar® films were removed. The
composites were separated from the frame using a scalpel. Additional paperboards were coated with WG, by the
same procedure but without frames and at an effective pressure of 266 bar, resulting in a coat thickness of 0.35
mm and coat weight of 53 mg/cm2. For comparison, WG-films without substrates were produced at the same
molding parameters at effective pressures of350 or 900 bar.

Paper board substrate. Kraft paperboard, supplied by Korsnas AB, Sweden, having a surface weight of
342 g/m2 and a thickness of 510 Ilm was used.
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Analysis Methods
Air-permeance of the samples was measured using the Gurley method in accordance with SCAN-P 53:84

at 23°C and 50% RH. An L&W Air Permeance Tester Type 12 from Lorentzen & Wettre AB, Sweden, was used.
The oxygen transmission rate was determined in accordance with ASTM D 3985-95, at 23°C and 0% RH,

using a Mocon Ox- Tran 2/20, from Modem Controls Inc., MN, USA.
The chitosan-salt blended pulp fiber sheets were examined in a Leitz Ortholux II POL-BK, equipped with

a camera, Leica DC300 and controlled by Leica IM50 vl.20 computer program. The equipments were supplied
by Leica Microsystems AG, Germany.

Cross-sections and surfaces of the samples were sputtered for 30 s, with AU/Cd (60 % 140 %) in a Desk II
from Denton Vacuum operating at 45 rnA, and then viewed in a Jeol JSM-5400 scanning electron microscope.

The surface weight was determined in accordance with SCAN-P 6:75, using a Sartorius MC I Analytic
210S balance. The thickness of the specimens was measured in accordance with SCAN-P 7:96 with a precision
micrometer at a static pressure of 100 kPa, using an AB Lorentzen & Wettre thickness tester.

The tensile properties were determined, using a Zwick ZO10 tensile tester, controlled by testXpert 7.1 ®

computer program (Zwick GmbH Germany), in accordance with SCAN-P 38:80.
The loss of volatile mass (moisture content) was measured as described in ASTM D 644-94.
The relative viscosity of the solutions was in accordance with ASTM D 1200-94 by using the Ford

Viscosity Cup, from Selecta S. A., Barcelona, Spain. Cup orifice number 4 was used.

Curtain-coating of chitosan solution. A vessel containing the chitosan solution and having an adjustable
slit opening in the bottom was mounted above a moving band. The band rotated over two rolls, one of which was
connected to an electric motor. The band speed, which was equal to the application rate, was set to 10 cm/s. The
slit width was similar to the width of the paperboard substrate. Due to the high viscosity of the chitosan solution,
a Teflon® film, supported by a Mylar® film, was attached to the vessel in order to scrape the paperboard. This
leveled out the chitosan coating. The paperboards were placed on the rolling band, moved through the chitosan
curtain and subsequently dried in 50% RH and 23 DCfor three days.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chitosanlcellulose fiber blend composites prepared in the laboratory paper machine. Too low concentrations of
chitosan in the paper machine resulted in a smaller absorption of the chitosan on the fibers which in turn gave a
higher fiber loss in the white water pouring through the wire screen. This yielded a decrease in surface weight
with a minor increase in chitosan solution concentration.29 Pores appeared in the sheets due to the flocculating
effect of chitosan on the pulp fibers, and increased with increasing content of the chitosan solution. 21,29The loss
of chitosan was less when preparing a wet sheet prior to adding the chitosan solution. A smaller volume of water
in the suspension container (1.36 dm3 instead of 13.6 dm\ was used in order to increase the concentration of
chitosan in the suspension.29 The white water passed through the wire screen until the first wet sheet was formed,
and then through holes that were larger but fewer than when using a higher concentration. Preformed wet sheets,
or higher chitosan concentrations, yielded sheets that were more uneven.29 The unevenness could probably have
been avoided by using a wire screen with a higher mesh number, but that would have increased the retention
time for the white water. However, long dewatering and retention times are undesirable in commercial processes.
Gallstedt and Hedenqvist used, for comparative reasons, all sheets produced with the same wire screen.29

The fiber agglomeration decreased when the air-mixing was omitted, resulting in a lower amount of holes
and pores, and consequently a lower air permeance. The higher fiber agglomeration and hole formation, due to
electrostatic attractions between the pulp fibers and the chitosan/4 decreased the fracture stress and strain.29

Apart from generating a more homogeneous sheet, the omission of air-mixing and a preformed wet sheet, the
chitosan acts as glue rather than an agglomerating agent. However, no further exploitation of this mechanism
was performed by Gallstedt and Hedenqvist, but can be found elsewhere.14,29 By omitting the pressure, the
residual dry chitosan (chitosan-acetic-acid salt) content became higher, but the number of holes was also higher.

When considering the suspensions with a larger content of chitosan solution, the mechanical contribution
increased, as expected, with increasing chitosan concentration.29 The values were in-between those of the pure
laboratory sheet and the chitosan film, and approached that of the chitosan film for higher chitosan solution
concentrations.

Solution cast chitosanlcellulose fiber blend composite films. The solution cast films had slightly better
mechanical properties, than the sheets produced in the laboratory paper machine, at high chitosan solution
concentrations_29 However, at low concentrations the opposite was observed and, in fact, the solution cast pure
pulp fiber sheet was too fragile to be measured.29 The moisture content of the solution cast sheets increased
continuously with increasing chitosan content. It increased from 5.5 wt% for the pure cast pulp fiber sheet and
for the laboratory sheet, to 12.7 wt% for the pure cast chitosan film.29 This indicated that the observed decreasing



Young's modulus, with increasing chitosan solution content, might be due to the increase in concentration of
plasticizing water. 29

A continuous phase of chitosan, usable as an oxygen barrier, was only achieved for the solution cast
sheets and only above 25 wt% chitosan solution content. This was consonant with the mechanical data, which
also showed that the chitosan solution concentration had to be higher than 25% to yield good mechanical
properties.29 Although the air permeance was too low to be detected, the 25 wt"10 sheet had an oxygen
permeability (OP) that was too high to be measured in the standard equipment.29

Applicator-coated paper sheets. In general the final coat weights of the solution-coated paper sheets
decreased with increasing solution viscosity.5 An increase in the size of the applicator slit did increase the coat
weight, but the effect was smal1.5 The low viscous protein solutions penetrated the sheet to a higher extent than
did the chitosan solution, and it resulted in a higher coat weight.5 The lower penetration of chitosan solution
resulted in a coating with a uniformity comparable to that of the protein coating, but at about 3-5 times lower
coat weight.5

The applicator-technique, however, resulted in interesting mechanical properties.5 The paper sheets with
proteins showed a higher fracture stress than uncoated laboratory sheets and single films of compression molded
wheat gluten (WG).5 In addition the fracture strain increased in the presence of the proteins.5 It has earlier been
shown that whey protein has a higher affinity to cellulose, and if this is the case also for WG, this might explain
the results from the tensile test.5,30Young's modulus decreased with increasing coat weight at a higher rate for
chitosan than for WG at comparable coat weights.5

Compression-molding and curtain-coating. Compression-molding WG onto paperboard and laboratory
sheets gave a considerably lower penetration and a more continuous coating than did applicator-coating,
resulting in a lower OP.5 Commonly used packaging oxygen barrier polymers, like poly(ethylene-co-vinyl
alcohol), polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC) and polyethylene terephthalate, have OP values of approximately 0.0 I,
0.35 and 3.5 [ml·mrnl(day·m2·atm)] respectively.3I,32 The OP of the studied WG was on the order of that of
PVDC, if the coating thickness only, rather than the entire laminate thickness was considered in the calculation
ofOP.5 Lower mold pressure resulted in a thicker and more homogeneous WG layer.5 Consequently, the OP of
the WG-coated paper sheets and paperboard, pressed at 350 and 266 bar, were similar to and lower than that of
WG-coated paper sheets pressed at 900 bar.5

The lowest OP was obtained by curtain-coating paperboard with the chitosan solution (0.153
[ml·mm/(day·m2·atm)]).5 Because of the low coat weight, and higher penetration, it was impossible to determine
the thickness of the chitosan. As observed from the higher confidence range chitosan curtain-coating resulted in
more heterogeneity and pinholes than compression molding ofWG.5

The WG film showed a higher Young's modulus and a higher fracture stress when molded at the higher
pressure.5 Similar results were observed for the WG molded composites.5 An increasing Young's modulus with
increasing pressure has also been reported by Apichartsrangkoon et al for WG with 62.5% water.32 However, the
differences in mechanical properties between compression-molded composites could not solely be explained by
pressure differences.5 Higher pressure gives lower coating thickness and thus greater mechanical contribution
from the substrate. However, comparing the fracture strain, which is not normalized to the thickness, only
showed very small differences.5 Obviously, the higher contribution from the substrate due to a higher
substrate/WG ratio was also the reason for the higher Young's modulus, higher fracture stress and lower fracture
strain for the WG molded paperboard compared to the WG molded laboratory sheets.5

This is also the main reason to why the paperboard curtain-coated with chitosan, had a higher modulus,
fracture stress and lower fracture strain than the WG-molded paperboard.5 The contribution from the chitosan is
observed as an increase in fracture stress.5 The degree of penetration of molded WG was impossible to determine
from the scanning electron micrographs. However, fiber rupture occurring during delamination attempts
indicated good adhesion between the coating and the substrate.5

I
t

CONCLUSIONS

Incorporation of chitosan solution, into the suspension at 25 wt%, a continuous chitosan phase was formed
yielding a sheet with lower oxygen permeability_29 The mechanical and air permeance tests showed that the
effects of chitosan were similar to those of the proteins, but at considerably lower coat weights.5 Compression
molding of wheat gluten onto paper gave sufficiently continuous and thick layers, which resulted in low oxygen
permeability.5 Chitosan curtain coated paperboard showed the lowest OP.5 All coatings adhered well to paper
and paperboard as revealed by the fact that fiber rupture always occurred during delamination attempts.5 This
study shows the great potential of chitosan and wheat gluten, but also that more research and development are
needed to achieve packaging composites that could fully compete with the commercial packaging materials used
today.
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ABSTRACT

Antimicrobial packaging can be used to control microbial growth and extend the shelf life of food

products. With the increased interest in natural antimicrobial agents, the potential use of films containing the

main constituents of basil, namely linalool and methylchavicol, has been investigated previously in our

laboratories. However, the optimum antimicrobial additive concentrations have not been identified In the

present study, the antimicrobial effectiveness of films containing different concentrations of linalool was

investigated

Films based on low-density polyethylene (LDPE) containing two different concentrations of linalool

(0.54% and 1.19% w/w) were prepared by extrusion film blowing. Film pieces taken from samples of the films

were tested in vitro against reference microorganisms on solid and in liquid media. The films were then

evaluated for their effectiveness in inhibiting microbial growth on cheddar cheese. In the challenge test, slices of

cheddar cheese were surface inoculated with E. coli or L. innocua at a level of 104 CFU g-J, then wrapped

tightly with the films and subjected to a temperature abuse at 1rc for a period of 8-16 days. Cheese samples

were periodically collectedfor bacterial enumeration during storage.

The antimicrobial activity was found to be a function of the amount of linalool retained in the film, as

concluded from the reductions of E. coli and L. innocua on cheese during storage. However, the reduction of L.

innocua was lower than that of E. coli. Moreover, studies are being conducted to investigate the sensory quality

changes and shelf life of cheddar cheese wrapped with these films and stored under refrigeration.
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INTRODUCTION

Antimicrobial (AM) packaging has emerged as a potential means of controlling the microbial growth in

order to extend the shelf life of food products. The increased interest in natural additives or preservatives has led

several researchers to manufacture AM food-packaging materials containing plant-derived AM agents. Recently,

the main constituents of basil, namely linalool and methylchavicol, have been investigated in our laboratory, as

natural AM additives in a LOPE-based food packaging film and found to be effective in controlling the bacterial

growth on cheddar cheese (Suppakul et al., 2004). However, the optimum concentrations of these AM additives

have not been identified.

The optimum concentration of an AM additive required in a food packaging material depends on

several factors such as type of food, microbial target and microbial concentration. Therefore, in the present study,

the antimicrobial effectiveness of LOPE-based food packaging films containing different concentrations of

linalool was investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Antimicrobial Films Containing Different Concentrations of Linalool

In the preparation of AM films, powdered low-density polyethylene (LOPE) (XJF143/1700 Qenos,

Australia), ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) copolymer (EL VAX® 3120, Dupont, Australia) and linalool with a

purity of 97% (L2602, Sigma-Aldrich Pty, Ltd. Australia) were used. Master batches of LOPE and EVA

containing linalool at two different concentrations (2% and 4% (w/w» were prepared. Films of ca. 45-50 !lm in

thickness were obtained by extrusion film blowing in a single screw extruder of a 50 mm diameter (Telford

Smith, Australia) using an operating speed of 40 rpm. The temperature profile in the extruder was maintained at

approximately 150DC (all zones). Control films without linalool were manufactured in a similar manner.

Post-processing Retention of Linalool in the Films

The determination of the post-processing concentration of linalool in the extruded film samples was

achieved by the Soxhlet extraction followed by gas chromatography (Rupika et al., 2005).

Antimicrobial Activity Assay in-vitro

The films containing linalool were assessed for their AM activity on solid and in liquid media against

the selected microorganisms: Esherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus. The stock cultures of bacteria were

maintained at -80DC in nutrient broth (Amyl, AM 131) containing 30% (v/v) glycerol. The working culture was

grown overnight at 37°C on nutrient agar and was sub-cultured twice in broth (Table I) before being used to

obtain cells in the early stationary growth phase.

The AM efficacies of films on solid media were determined using an agar disc diffusion assay (Ha et al.,

2001; Suppakul, 2004). Cell suspensions of approximately 106 CFU mL-1 were prepared in 0.1% (w/v) sterile

peptone solution and confirmed by spread plate count on plate count agar (Amyl, AM 144). Film pieces cut into

I x I cm were aseptically placed on the agar plates seeded with 0.1 mL of bacterial cell suspension. Following

incubation (Table I), plates were observed for clear zones formed around the film samples that were measured as

the zone of inhibition.
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Table 1. Conditions used for the growth and maintenance of test cultures.

Reference Liquid Solid Incubation conditions
organism medium medium Timeih Temperaturet'C

E. coli a NBc NAd 24 37
S. aureui NB NA 24 37

Notes: a - UNSW 080300, The culture collection, University of New South Wales, Australia.
b - UNSW 051300, The culture collection, University of New South Wales, Australia.
c - NB, Nutrient Broth (Amyl, AM 131).
d - NA, Nutrient Agar (Amyl, AM 130).

The AM activity of films in the liquid medium was assessed using E. coli. Cells of E. coli were

harvested by centrifugation (Sorvall®, Kendro Laboratory Products, U.S.A.) at 4000 x g for 10 min at 4°C and

washed twice with a sterile 1% peptone solution. Cells were re-harvested and suspended in fresh nutrient broth.

This was used to prepare 200 mL cell suspensions of E. coli in a I L flask where the liquid had an optical density

measurement of 0.1 at 620 nm (00620). The area per unit volume of each film was 2 cm2 mL-1 as suggested by

Appendini and Hotchkiss (2002). The films, cut into small pieces (I x 10 cm), were added to E. coli cell

suspension and incubated in an incubation shaker (lnnova™ 4230, New Brunswick Scientific, U.S.A.),

maintained at a constant temperature of37°C with a continuously rotating speed of30 rpm. Antibacterial activity

was monitored by 00620 measurements at different time intervals. An E. coli culture added with LOPE-based

film without linalool served as the control.

Application of AM films on Cheddar Cheese: Challenge Test

Cheddar cheese was purchased from a local retail outlet a few days prior to commencing the

experiments and maintained at 4°C until use. For the AM packaging experiments, the cheddar cheese was cut

into 20 ± 1 g cubes measuring 6 x 4 x 0.5 cm and sterilized by UV light for 1 h on each side in a laminar flow

cabinet (Taniwaki et. al., 200 I). The cheese was divided randomly into 2 sets for different bacterial inoculations

(E. coli and L. innocua) and each set, was divided into three lots for different packaging treatments (control film,

0.54% (w/w) linalool LOPE-EVA film, and 1.19% (w/w) linalool LOPE-EVA film). Either E. coli or L. innocua

(O.I mL) was inoculated onto the top and bottom surfaces of Cheddar cheese cubes and then distributed using a

sterile glass rod to obtain ca. 104 CFU g-I. Samples were then placed between folded films (8 x 10 cm) and the

three open sides were heat-sealed. The packaged cheese samples were stored at 4°C for I day and then subjected

to a temperature abuse by storing them at 12°C for 8-16 days to mimic the temperature abuse conditions that

might occur in the food distribution chain (Suppakul et al., 2004). Cheese samples were taken immediately after

inoculation and periodically afterwards for bacteriological analysis.

Slices of cheddar cheese were tested at appropriate intervals for numbers of E. coli and L. innocua. Two

packages from each treatment were opened aseptically on the sampling days, and samples of 11 g of cheese (to

improve homogeneity, the cheese samples were grated prior to weighing) were dispersed in 99 mL of sterile 2%

(w/v) trisodium citrate solution (pH 7.5 ± 0.2 at 25°C, 40-45°C) and blended in a laboratory blender (Seward

Stomacher® 400, Seward Medical, UK) for 3 min (Eliot et al., 1998; Limjaroen et aI., 2005). Serial decimal

dilutions of this solution were prepared in sterile peptone saline diluent (pH 7.0 ± 0.1 at 25°C). In order to

examine E. coli and L. innocua populations, 0.1 mL of serially diluted samples were spread plated on plate count
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agar (Amyl, AM 144). The plates were then incubated aerobically for 24 h at 37°C_ Colonies were counted and

the results were expressed as CFU g.l.

Statistical Analysis

Experiments on solid and liquid media were performed in quadruplicate and duplicate, respectively. All

measurements on cheese experiments were performed in duplicate and the data were represented by the mean.

The AM effect of the packaging films on the bacterial inhibition on cheese was analyzed statistically by the

general linear model (GLM) procedure and Tukey test at the 0.05 significance level using statistical software

MINIT AB™ (Anonymous, 2000).

Post-processing Retention of Linalool

The post-processing retention of the linalool in the extruded films is given in Table 2. Even in the

presence of EVA, which is believed to assist in "anchoring/solubilizing" the molecules of the AM agents within

the polyethylene matrix (Suppakul, 2004), the retention of linalool in both films was found to be less than 30%

of the original formulation concentration. A significant amount of linalool may have been lost by evaporation

during the extrusion process, because of the high extrusion temperature, and during the master batch preparation.

Table 2. Post processing retention of linalool in the LDPE-based films.

Linalool concentration (% w/w)

Film formulation Post-processing % Retention

2

4

0.54

1.19

27.0

29.7

Antimicrobial Activity in vitro

Antimicrobial activity on solid media: Regardless of the concentration of linalool in the LDPE-EV A

matrix, none of the films formed clear zones (around the film pieces) in agar inhibition assays. However,

observation of agar plates containing E. coli and S. aurues showed a clear area (1 x 1 cm) underneath the film

pieces containing 1.19% w/w linalool compared to the visible bat;terial growth underneath the 0.54% w/w

linalool- film and the control film. The clear zone tightly confined to the area underneath the film was taken as

an indication of growth inhibition and it was suggested that the linalool in the film tends to diffuse from the film

area which is in contact with the agar medium rather than migrating from the cut margins of the film. This may

be an important observation in the application of these AM films in foods, i.e. the need to have direct contact

between the food surface and the AM film for effective control of microorganisms.

In a previous study with an extruded LDPE-based film containing linalool at a concentration of 0.34%

w/w and an extruded LLDPE-film with 0.05% w/w linalool, significant positive activity against E. coli in the

agar disc diffusion assay was reported (Suppakul, 2004) although inhibition of S. aurues was not observed. The

discernible difference shown by the films used in the these two studies may be mainly due to the differences in

the concentrations of linalool in the films while other factors such as differences in bacterial strains used, growth

media and film processing conditions may also have made a contribution.
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Even though the agar disc diffusion is commonly used in the measurement of AM activity it may not be

appropriate for evaluating the AM activity of essential oils and their active compounds (Davidson and Naidu,

2000) or for evaluating the AM effectiveness of preservative-added films (Ha et aI., 2001; Suppakul, 2004). It

has been established that the agar diffusion method is only useful as a qualitative screening method (Manou et aI.,

1998). Thus, when more information is needed the films should be tested using other in vitro methods such as

dilution methods which provide quantitative data (Parish and Davidson, 1993), or tested in actual packaging

trials with real food products (Ha et al., 2001).

Antimicrobial activity in liquid medium: The films were subsequently tested in liquid culture to assess

any AM activity of the films in vitro before being used in real food experiments. The films containing linalool

showed more AM activity in the liquid culture against E. coli (Figure 1). There were noticeable differences in

the E. coli growth between the 0.54% and 1.19% (w/w) linalool films and the growth seems to be affected

mainly during the logarithmic phase. At the stationary growth phase (7.5 - 8 h), the cell concentration of E. coli

in the medium with 0.54% (w/w) linalool (00620 = 1.10) resulted a 14% reduction compared to the control film

(00620 = 1.29), although the lag times were almost the same (about 2.0 h). The film containing 1.19% (w/w)

linalool (00620 = 0.80) reduced the cell concentration in the stationary growth phase by 38% compared to the

control film and slightly extended the lag time (about 3.0 h).

1.6
0 Control (LOPE-EVA) film

1.4
0.54% (w/w) linalool LDPE-EVA film•E 0 0

c 1.2 0 1.19% (w/w) linalool LDPE-EVA film 0
0

0 .: .:N
!£. 1.0 0 •:;-;. !P:.r;;
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CD 0.8 0 • Q 0 Q
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lii 0 • au 0.6a 00 • Q

0.4 0 a•
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Q
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Figure 1. Inhibition of E. coli in the liquid medium at 37°C by the AM-
LOPE-EVA films.

AM Films on Cheddar Cheese: Challenge Test

Inhibition of E. coli: In general, E. coli showed a decline in viable numbers over the storage period

(Figure 2). Suppakul (2004) obtained a similar result for E. coli present on packaged cheddar cheese. As

expected, the decline in E. coli numbers is related to the concentration of linalool in the films and is consistent

with the AM activity shown in the liquid medium against E. coli. The number of E. coli microorganisms on

cheese that was suppressed by the control film without linalool was significantly lower than the films containing

linalool. The degree of bacterial suppression was more pronounced with 1.19% (w/w) linalool film than with

0.54% (w/w) Iinalool film throughout the storage period and was significantly different from each other (see

Table 3).
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Figure 2. Inhibition of E. coli on cheddar cheese wrapped in AM-LDPE-
EVA films and stored at temperature abuse condition of 12°C

Table 3. Inhibition of E. coli on cheddar cheese during storage at 12°C.

AM film Population difference[l]/Iog CFU gO!
after Id[2] after I6 d[2]

Control film
0.54 % (w/w) linalool LDPE-EV A film
I. I9 % (w/w) linalool LDPE-EV A film

_0.18a[3]

-0.29b

-0.68c

_0.83a[3]

_1.l2b

- 1.77c

Notes: [I] - Values are an average of two replicates
[2] - Log reduction (-) from the initial population (4.65 log CFU go!)
[3] - Means in the same column with different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05)

Antilisterial activity: Unlike E. coli, a growth reduction of L. innocua on packaged cheddar cheese

was observed after an initial increase (Figure 3). Similarly, Suppakul (2004) observed a rapid increase of L.

innocua on cheddar cheese wrapped with LDPE-based films containing linalool and stored at 4 and 12°C.

Given the ability of members of this genus, e.g. L. monocytogenes, to grow as facultative anaerobes (Whitley

et at., 2000) and to survive more than I year in cheddar cheese (Ryser and Marth, 1987), this apparent growth

may represent the recovery of L. innocua in the initial inoculum. The degree of recovery may also be

correlated to the concentration of linalool in the packaging material or the concentration of Iinalool available

to inhibit L. innocua (Table 4). The log increase of L. innocua from the initial number after I day is greatest

in the control film without any linalooL Cheese wrapped with I. I9% (w/w) linalool LDPE-EV A film showed

the lowest increase followed by the 0.54% (w/w) linalool LDPE-EV A film while these increases were

significantly different from each other and from the control film.
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Figure 3. Inhibition of L. innocua on cheddar cheese wrapped in AM-
LOPE-EVA films and stored at temperature abuse condition of I2°C.

After 8 days of temperature abuse storage at 12°C, the 1.19% (w/w) linalool LOPE-EVA film

produced a significant growth reduction of L. innocua (Table 3). The growth reduction in the 0.54% (w/w)

linalool LOPE-EVA film from day 2 was only marginal and there was no significant difference between this

film and the control after 8 days of storage. This suggests that the overall inhibition of L. innocua is affected

by the concentration of linalool in the film and that it should be more than 0.54% (w/w) for the strain tested.

Furthermore, the overall reduction of L. innocua was lower than that of E. coli.

Table 4: Inhibition of L. innocua on Cheddar cheese during storage at 12°C

AM film Population difference[l]/log (CFU g.l)
after 1d[2l after 8 d[2l

Control film
0.54 % (w/w) linalool LOPE-EVA film
1.19 % (w/w) linalool LOPE-EVA film

+1.56a!3]

+1.32b

+0.93c

_0.13a[3]

-0.17a

-0.73b

Notes: [1]_ Values are an average of two replicates
[2]_ Log increase {+)/reduction (-) from the initial population (4.31 log CFU g.l)
[J] - Means in the same column with different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05)

Assuming that the cheeses are not normally contaminated with very high numbers of E. coli or L.

innocua, the films containing linalool could be used to extend the shelf life of packaged cheddar cheese.

However, an optimum concentration of linalool should be present in the AM films for effective control of

microorganisms. It was noted that there is a relationship between the AM activity and the concentration of

linalool in the film. In agreement with this finding, Limjaroen et al. (2005) reported a dosage-dependent AM

activity of polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC, Saran® F-310) films containing sorbic acid at different

concentrations (O%, 1.5% and 3.0% (w/v)) against L. monocytogenes on cheddar cheese. It is generally

accepted that the higher the concentration of AM agent in the film, the more migration occurs and more AM

agent is present in the medium. On the other hand, Ha et al. (2001) did not find any relationship between the

level of AM agent and the microbial growth suppression on beef packaged in multilayered AM polyethylene

films containing two different concentrations of grape fruit seed extract.
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In addition, the initial level of AM agent released by the AM films may be critical in the control of

microorganisms on packaged food surfaces. For the effective control of microbial recovery on packaged

foods, a quick release of AM agent to reach a critical concentration specific to the microorganism or its initial

load may be essential. Once this critical concentration is reached, a gradual release of AM agent may be

appropriate either to totally inhibit the microorganism or to maintain the cell numbers below a threshold level.

The release kinetics of linalool from these films has not been reported to date thus preventing a complete

understanding of the quantitative relationship between migration and microbial inhibition.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDIES
LOPE-based films containing linalool markedly inhibit the bacterial growth on packaged cheddar

cheese. These AM films can therefore be used to maintain the microbial quality and safety of food and to

extend the shelf life. The antimicrobial activity was found to be a function of the amount oflinalool retained

in the film.

Studies are being conducted to investigate the sensory quality changes and shelf life of cheddar

cheese wrapped with these films and stored under refrigeration. More research, however, is needed to

investigate other types of food that can benefit from these AM packaging materials and to understand the

relationship between release kinetics and the microbial suppression on food.
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Antioxidant and Radical Scavenging Activities of Selected Plant Extracts
and Possible Application in Active Packaging

Panchuti Phoopuritharn, Masubon Thongngarn, Rangrong Yoksan, Panuwat Suppakul

ABSTRACT
Selected plant extracts including butterfly pea, cinnamon, clove, ginger, green tea, rosemary and thyme have
been investigated for their antioxidant activity against oxidative bleaching of f3-carotene using a 5 mm in
diameter f3-carotene agar well diffusion assay and radical scavenging activity against free radical using a 2,2-
diphenyl-I-picryhydrazyl (DPPH) assay. Undiluted cinnamon, clove, green tea and thyme extracts showed a
yellow zone of f3-carotene, ranging from 15.28 to 38.22 mm in diameter. The minimum oxidative bleaching
inhibitory concentration (MaBIe) of these plant extracts was determined using an agar dilution method ranged
from 0.78 to 200 f.1LmCI. The MOBICs of plant extracts in a range of 50-200 f.1LmCI could reveal ability to
inhibit the oxidation of {3-carotene, yielding a yellow zone surrounding the well except butterfly pea, ginger and
rosemary extracts which were not able to show oxidative inhibition at the highest concentration used (200 f.1.L
mL·'). At the plant extract concentration of 0.39 f.1L mL-' solution in ethanol, green tea yielded the highest
radical scavenging activity (94.28%), followed by clove (93.39%), cinnamon (91.13%), thyme (30.42%), ginger
(15.17%), rosemary (12.11%) and butterfly pea (1.20%), respectively. Cinnamon extract possessed the strongest
antioxidant activity, whereas green tea extract possessed the strongest radical scavenging activities. Possible
application in active packaging as antioxidant and radical scavenging edible films has also been demonstrated.
Keywords: Antioxidant activity; Radical scavenging activity; Plant extract; Antimicrobial edible film;

Minimum oxidative bleaching inhibitory concentration (MOBIC)

INTRODUCTION
The appearance of foods is one of the major determinants of its appeal to consumers and consequently,

sales of the product. Lipid oxidation is one of the main factors that determine food quality loss and shelf-life
reduction. Therefore, delaying lipid oxidation is highly relevant to food processors. Oxidative processes in food
products lead to the degradation of lipids and proteins which, in tum, contribute to the deterioration in flavour,
texture and colour of the products (Decker et aI., 1995).

Oxidative deterioration of fat components in food products is responsible for off-flavours and rancidity
which decrease nutritional and sensory qualities. An addition of antioxidants is required to preserve product
quality. Synthetic antioxidants (e.g. butylate hydroxytoluene; BHT, butylate hydroxyanisole; BHA, tert-
butylhydroxyhydroquinone; TBHQ and propyl gallate; PG) are widely used as antioxidants in the food industry.
Their safety, however, has been questioned. BHA was revealed to be carcinogenic in animal experiments. At
high doses, BHT may cause internal and external hemorrhaging, which leads to death in some strain of mice and
guinea pigs (Ito et aI., 1986). There is much interest among food manufacturers in natural antioxidants, to act as
replacements for synthetic antioxidants currently used (Plumb et aI., 1996).

Many plants have been recognized to possess antioxidant activity, including petals of butterfly pea
(Clitoria ternatea Linn.), barks of cinnamon (Cinnamomum iners), buds of clove (Syzygium aromaticum Linn),
rhizomes of ginger (Zingiber officinalis Rosc.), leaves of green tea (Camellia sinensis), leaves of rosemary
(Rosmarinus officinalis), and leaves of thyme (Thymus vulgaris Linn.) (Kahkonen et aI., 1999; Zheng and Wang,
2001; Boominathan et aI., 2004; Shan et aI., 2005; Hinneburg et aI., 2006).

The objectives of this study are aimed at investigating for antioxidant and radical scavenging activities
of selected plant extracts against the oxidative bleaching of l3-carotene and the DPPH free radical, respectively
and at assessing for its possible application in active packaging.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Materials

Selected plant extracts (including butterfly pea and green tea) were purchased from Thai-China
Flavours and Fragrances Industry CO.,Ltd. (Bangkok, Thailand). Cinnamon, clove, ginger, rosemary and thyme
oils were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Singapore). Butylate hydroxyanisole (BHA) and butylate
hydroxytoluene (BHT) were purchased from Fluka Chemie (Buchs, Switzerland). Linoleic acid, l3-carotene, u-
tocopherol and 2,2-diphenyl-I-picryhydrazyl radical (DPPH) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Singapore).



Ethanol was supplied by Liquor Distillery Organization, Excise Department, Ministry of Finance (Chachoengsao,
Thailand). Agar was obtained from Hi-media (India).
Determination of antioxidant activity of selected plant extracts

The antioxidant activity was investigated using a p-carotene agar well diffusion technique (Dorman et
aI., 2000). Two grams of bacteriological agar was slowly added to 100 mL of boiling water and stirred until it
completely dissolved. The agar solution was allowed to cool to 50°C, then 2.0 mL of linoleic acid in ethanol
(2.0 mg mL·1) and 10 mL of p-carotene in acetone (2.0 mg mL·1) were flushed into the agar. The agar was pored
into Petri dishes and allowed to set for 30 min. As acetone is used to solubilize the p-carotene, the agar does not
completely set hard but remains jelly-like. Two wells (4 mm diameter) were punched into the agar of each Petri
dish, and into each well 15 J.lL of test sample were added. Butylated hydroxyanisole and butylated
hydroxytoluene were used as synthetic references. Plates with test samples were incubated at 45°C overnight
until the background colour had bleached. The zones of yellow colour surrounding the tested sample wells were
marked by pen, and measured in diameter using Vernier calipers.
Determination of minimum oxidative bleaching inhibitory concentrations of selected plant extracts

According to the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (2000), the agar
dilution method was adopted for determination of MICs. Consequently, MOBICs could be approached with this
MICs concept. Petri dishes contained 15 mL p-carotene agar. Two wells (4 mm diameter) were punched into the
agar of each Petri dish. Selected plant extracts were dissolved in ethanol in two-fold serial dilutions from 0.195
to 200 J.lLmL-1• Fifteen microlitres of extract dilutions were individually added in wells and ethanol blank was
used as control. Butylated hydroxyanisole and butylated hydroxytoluene were used as synthetic references.
Plates with test samples were incubated at 45°C overnight until the background colour had bleached. Minimum
oxidative bleaching inhibitory concentration (MOBIC) was defined as the lowest concentration of extract that
resulted in a yellow zone.
Determination of DPPH radical scavenging activity of selected plant extracts

Free radical-scavenging activity of selected plant extracts were determined according to the previously
reported procedure, using the stable 2,2-diphenyl-l-picryhydrazyl radical (DPPH) (Xiao and Parkin, , 2002).
One milliliter of selected plant extract-ethanol solution was added in 5 mL of solution containing 0.6 mL of
DPPH radical (40 J.lM) in 40% ethanol and incubated for 30 min. The absorbance of the solution was measured
at 517 nm against a control of 40% ethanol. All experiments were performed in triplicate. The percentage of free
radical scavenging was calculated according to the formula,

0/ S . [(1- Absorbance.of .samPle)] 100
/0 cavengmg = -_. . x

A bsorbance.of.control
Antioxidant cellulose-based film preparation

Cellulose-based solution was prepared by dissolving 109 of cellulose ether (Methocel Premium EP,
Dow Chemical, USA) in a mixed solvent (300 mL) of ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and distilled water. A 3 g
of plasticizer (Cabrowax, Union Carbide Chemical and Plastic Inc., USA) was added to the above solution to
prevent brittleness, and then the solution was heated on a hot plate and stirred to 65°C. Selected plant extract
was added into the solution. This solution was degassed by keeping in an ultrasonic water bath (Model 2750,
CREST Ultrasonics Corp, Trenton, NJ, USA) for 10 min. Antioxidant film was cast by pouring film-forming
solution (10 g) in a Petri dish. The plates were dried at room temperature for 24 h.
Determination of antioxidant activity of the films

The antioxidant activity was investigated using a p-carotene bleaching technique (Singh et aI., 2002). p-
carotene (0.2 mg) in 0.2 mL of chloroform, linoleic acid (20 mg), and Tween-40 (polyoxyethylene sorbitan
monopalmitate) (200 mg) were mixed. Chloroform was removed at 40°C under vacuum, and the resulting
mixture was diluted with 10 mL of water and mixed well. To this emulsion was added 40 mL of oxygenated
water. Four milliliter aliquots of the emulsion were pipetted into different test tubes containing 4 cm2 of
antioxidant film. BHA-antioxidant film was used for comparative purposes. A control containing 0.2 mL of
ethanol and 4 mL of the above emulsion was prepared. The tubes were placed at 50°C in a water bath, and the
absorbance at 470 nm were taken at zero time (t = 0) and at time of colour disappearance in the control tubes (t =
180 min). A mixture prepared as above without p-carotene served as blank. All determinations were carried out
in triplicate. The antioxidant activity was evaluated in terms of bleaching of the p-carotene using the following
formula,

%AA = [Ae(1801.-::1C(180)]x 100
Ac(O) - Ac(J80)

where Ac(o), Ae(l8o) and AC(18o) are the absorbance measured at zero time of the incubation for control, the
absorbances measured in the test sample and control, respectively, after incubation for 180 min.
Determination of DPPH radical scavenging activity of the films

Free radical-scavenging activity was determined as described in previous section. A 6 cm2 of
antioxidant film was added in 6 mL of solution containing 0.6 mL ofDPPH radical (40 J.lM) in 40% ethanol and
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incubated for 30 min. The absorbance of the solution was measured at 517 nm against a control of 40% ethanol.
All experiments were performed in triplicate.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Determination of antioxidant activity and minimum oxidative bleaching inhibitory concentrations
(MOBles) of selected plant extracts

Cinnamon and clove oils and green tea extract revealed ability to inhibit the oxidation of l3-carotene,
yielding a yellow zone surrounding the well with a range of 8.08-15.08 mm in diameter, at a concentration of
100 ilL mL-1

, as shown in Table I. The relative antioxidant capacity of undiluted plant extracts was green tea>
clove> cinnamon> thyme (Figure I). With this assay, it is interesting to note that rosemary and ginger oil and
butterfly pea extract could not inhibit the oxidative bleaching of l3-carotene agar. The MOBICs of cinnamon and
clove oils were 50 ilL mL-1

• In comparison with synthetic antioxidant references (e.g. BHA and BHT), these oils
yielded a moderately antioxidant activity with this assay.

Table I. Antioxidant activity and minimum oxidative bleaching inhibitory concentration of plant extracts

Substances Yellow zone /mm MOBIC/ ilL mL-1

Undiluted Conc. 100 ilL mL-1

BHA 49.72±1.71 24.74±1.46 0.195
BHT 9.67±O.24 8.67±1.08 6.25
Butterfly pea NOa NO NO
Cinnamon 22. 13± 1.0I 15.08±O.90 50
Clove 30.64±2.15 8.72±O.84 50
Ginger NO NO NO
Green tea 38.22±0.23 8.08±0.29 100
Rosemary NO NO NO
Thyme 15.28±0.27 NO 200

a Not detected

Figure I. Yellow zone of BHA, green tea extract, clove, cinnamon and thyme oils against
oxidative bleaching of l3-carotene

Determination of DPPH radical scavenging activity of selected plant extracts
The model of scavenging the stable OPPH radicals is widely employed technique to evaluate

antioxidant activities in a relatively short time in comparison with other methods. OPPH radical is a stable
nitrogen-centred free radical. Its colour can be changed from dark violet to pale yellow upon reduction by either
the process of hydrogen- or electron-donation. Substances which enable to perform this reaction can be
considered as antioxidants and therefore radical scavengers (Brand-Williams et aI., 1995). OPPH radical
scavenging activity of selected plant extracts was shown in Table 2 and Figure 2. At very low concentration of
0.39 ilL mL-1

, their percentage of scavenging indicated very wide variation, with green tea, clove and cinnamon
exhibiting very powerful radical scavenging activity in similar fashion as the synthetic antioxidants (e.g. BHA,
BHT). Thyme had a slightly low activity. Other extracts with relatively low activity were ginger and rosemary.
These findings are in agreement with the study of Shan et al. (2005) and Tomaino et al. (2005). Butterfly pea
demonstrated the lowest activity. As previous claimed the antioxidant activity of butterfly pea by Boominathan
et al. (2004), it is interesting to note that a concentration of plant extracts being tested should be taken into a
consideration, as exemplified in this study and the study of Tomaino et al. (2005). Shan et al. (2005) found that
phenolic compounds as the principal active components in spice extracts paid a significant contribution to their
antioxidant capacity. Consequently, epicatechin, eugenol, cinnamaldehyde, thymol, gingerol and epirosmanol
play an important role in anti oxidation of green tea, clove, cinnamon, thyme, ginger and rosemary, respectively.
The antioxidant activity of phenolic compounds is mainly due to their redox propertie, which allow them to act
as reducing agents, hydrogen donators, and singlet oxygen quenchers (Rice-Evans et aI., 1995).



BHA
BHT
a-tocopherol
Butterfly pea
Cinnamon
Clove
Ginger
Green tea
Rosemary
Thyme

93.08
93.22
63.28

1.20
91.13
93.39
15.17
94.28
12.11
30.42

Table 2. DPPH radical scavenging activity" of selected plant extracts compared to synthetic antioxidants

Substances DPPH scavenging activity/ %

"Extracts with a concentration of 0.39 ilL mL-1

Figure 2. Change in colour for DPPH radical scavenging activity of selected plant extracts
compared to synthetic antioxidants

Determination of antioxidant and radical scavenging activities of the films
Cellulose ether films containing cinnamon oil, clove oil or green tea extract was used to assess for its

possible application in active packaging as antioxidant film. They showed positive antioxidant and radical
scavenging activities against the oxidative bleaching of l3-carotene and the DPPH radical, respectively (Table 3).
Clove-cellulose ether film was found to be strong against l3-carotene bleaching and DPPH radical, followed by
cinnamon- and green tea-cellulose ether films. It is interesting to learn that all cellulosed ether films were more
effective to DPPH radical in comparison with l3-carotene bleaching assay. Thus, to study the antioxidant
activities, several techniques relevant to these activities are required to perform.

BHA
Cinnamon
Clove
Green tea

73.51 92.89
60.29 69.52
64.58 74.23
23.42 44.90

103.08 104.99
101.87 104.66
102.86 105.11
65.57 88.79

Table 3. Antioxidant and radical scavenging activities of cellulose ether films containing plant extract

Substances l3-carotene bleaching activity/ %
0.1 % (w/w) 0.25 % (w/w)

DPPH scavenging activity/ %
0.05 % (w/w) 0.1 % (w/w)
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CONCLUSIONS
This study revealed that green tea extract and clove and cinnamon oils could demonstrate a strong

antioxidant and radical scavenging activities, whereas thyme, ginger and rosemary oils showed a slight
effectiveness against DPPH radical. Clove and cinnamon oils showed the lower MOBICs against the oxidative
bleaching of 13-carotene, in comparison with green tea extract and thyme oil. Cellulose ether films containing
cinnamon oil, clove oil or green tea extract demonstrated a possible application in active packaging as
antioxidant film. They showed positive antioxidant and radical scavenging activities against the oxidative
bleaching of 13-carotene and the DPPH radical, respectively. However, further research is necessary to assess the
antioxidant activity of the film with other assays and the types of food that can benefit from this antioxidant
packaging material.
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Antimicrobial Activity of Cinnamon, Clove and Galangal Essential Oils and
Their Principal Constituents, and Possible Application in

Active Packaging

ABSTRACT
Essential oils of cinnamon (Cinnamomum iners), clove (Syzygium aromaticum Linn.) and galangal (Alpinia
galangal) and their principal constituents including cinnamaldehyde, eugenol and geraniol have been
investigated for their antimicrobial activity against ten pathogenic and spoilage bacteria including Aeromonas
hydrophila, Bacillus cereus, Escherichia coli, Escherichia coli OI587:H7, Listeria monocytogenes, Micrococcus
luteus, Pseudomonas aeroginosa, Salmonella enteridis, Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus faecalis and
three strains of yeast including Candida albicans, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Zygosaccharomyces roux;;
using an 5 mm in diameter agar well diffusion assay. The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of these
essential oils and their principal constituents were determined using an agar dilution method ranged from 0.78
to 200 pUmL. At the concentration of 50 f.1UmL, all essential oils and their principal constituents showed a zone
of inhibition, ranging from 8.16 to 30.09 mm in diameter. The MICs of cinnamon, clove and galangal oils in a
range of 6.25-200 pUmL could inhibit the growth of all test microorganisms except P. aeroginosa, which was
not sensitive to all essential oils at the highest concentration used (200 pUmL) and E. coli and S. enteridis
which were not sensitive to galangal oil. The MICs of cinnamaldehyde, eugenol and geraniol in a range of 0.78-
100 pUmL could inhibit the growth of all test microorganisms except S. enteridis, which was not sensitive to
geraniol. The principal constituents showed a higher antimicrobial activity than those of essential oils.
Cinnamaldehyde possessed the strongest antimicrobial activity whereas galangal oil did not show growth
inhibition of most microorganisms. It has also been revealed that geraniol was an excellent antimicrobial
against all tested yeasts. Possible application in active packaging as antimicrobial edible films has also been
demonstrated
Keywords: Antimicrobial activity; Cinnamon; Clove; Galangal; Antimicrobial edible film;

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)
INTRODUCTION

The appearance of foods is one of the major determinants of its appeal to consumers and consequently,
sales of the product. Microbial contamination is one of the main factors that determine food quality loss and
shelf-life reduction. Therefore, preventing microbial contamination is highly relevant to food processors. The
growth of microorganisms in food products may cause spoilage or foodborne diseases which, in tum, contribute
to the deterioration in safety, flavour, texture and colour of the products (Decker et at, 1995).

Prevention of pathogenic and spoilage microorganisms in foods is usually achieved by using chemical
preservatives. These chemical preservatives act as antimicrobial compounds which inhibit the growth of
undesirable microorganisms. However, the onset of increasing demand for minimally-processed, extended shelf-
life foods and reports of chemical preservatives as having potential toxicity demand food manufacturers to find
alternative means (Nychas, 1995). There is a currently strong debate about the safety aspects of chemical
preservative since they are considered responsible for many carcinogen and teratogenic attributes as well as
residual toxicity. For these reasons, consumers tend to be suspicious of chemical additives and thus the
exploration of naturally occurring antimicrobials for food preservations receives increasing attention due to
consumer awareness of natural food products and a growing concern of microbial resistance towards
conventional preservatives (Schuenzel and Harrison, 2002).

Essential oils are well known inhibitors of microorganisms (Burt, 2004). Cinnamon (Cinnamomum
iners), is traditionally harvested in Asian countries. It is, perhaps, one of the oldest herbal medicines, having
been mentioned in Chinese texts as long as 4000 years ago. Cinnamon oil has exhibited health beneficial
properties, such as antimicrobial activity. Clove (Syzygium aromaticum Linn) is widely cultivated in Madagascar,
Sri Lanka, Indonesia and the south of China. Clove bud oil has biological activities, such as antibacterial,
antifungal, insecticidal and antioxidant properties. Galangal (Alpinia galangal Linn), one of rhizomes of some
members of the Zingiberaceae family, has been extensively used as condiment for flavoring and local medicines.
It is known to contain antimicrobial agents.

The objectives of this study are aimed at investigating for antimicrobial activity of cinnamon, clove and
galangal essential oils and their principal constituents against several pathogenic and spoilage bacteria and yeasts
and at assessing for its possible application in active packaging.
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MATERIALS AND METHOD
Materials

Cinnamon, clove and galangal oils were purchased from Thai-China Flavours and Fragrances Industry
CO.,Ltd. (Bangkok, Thailand). Cinnamaldehyde, eugenol and geraniol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich (Singapore). Dimethyl sulfoxide (OM SO), sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate (NaH2P04. 2H20),
di-Sodium hydrogen orthophosphate (Na2HP04), and sodium chloride (NaCI) were purchased from Fluka
Chemie (Buchs, Switzerland). Glycerol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Singapore). Ethanol was supplied
by Liquor Distillery Organization, Excise Department, Ministry of Finance (Chachoengsao, Thailand). The
media used in the present studies were nutrient broth, yeast malt broth and bacteriological agar were obtained
from Hi-media (India). The count plates used in the experiments were 3M Petrifilm™ aerobic count plates and
3M Petrifilm™ yeast and mould count plates. All these count plates were supplied by 3M Microbiology Products,
USA.
Microbial strains and inoculum preparation

The microorganisms used in this study were obtained from the Department of Medical Sciences
(DMSC) and the culture collection at Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological Research (TlSTR),
Thailand. Stock cultures were stored at frozen temperature in 40 % (v/v) glycerol-either nutrient or yeast malt
broth. Working bacterial culture and yeast culture were grown at 37°C for 24 h on nutrient agar and at 30°C for
48 h in yeast malt agar, respectively. To obtain cells in the stationary growth phase, bacterial culture and yeast
culture were subcultured twice at 37°C for 24 h on nutrient broth and at 30°C for 48 h in yeast malt broth,
respectively. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6,000 x g for 2 min and washed once with a 5 mM NaCI
solution. The supernatant was discarded and the cells were washed again. Bacterial cells and yeast cells were re-
harvested and suspended in fresh nutrient broth and yeast malt broth, respectively. Cell densities of
approximately I x 106 CFU mL-1 were calculated and prepared from cultures by dilution with 0.1 M sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). Cell densities were also confirmed by 3M Petrifilm™ aerobic count plates for
bacteria and 3M Petrifilm™ yeast and mould count plates for yeasts.
Determination of antimicrobial activity of essential oils and their principal constituents

The antimicrobial activity was investigated using a modified agar well diffusion technique (Chung et aI.,
1990). Petri dishes contained 15 ml of nutrient agar for bacteria or yeast malt agar for yeasts, supplemented by
test strains at a density of I x 106 CFU mL-1

• Four wells (diameter 5 mm) were made in each agar plate using a
sterile cork borer. Fourty microlitres of dilution of betel oil in DMSO to give final concentration was added in
each well and DMSO blank was used as control. The plates of bacteria and yeasts were incubated at 37°C for 24
h and at 30°C for 48 h, respectively. The zone of inhibition surrounding the tested sample well was measured as
diameter (mm) using Vernier calipers.
Determination of minimum inhibitory concentrations of essential oils and their principal constituents

The agar dilution method of the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases
(2000) was adopted for determination of MICs. Petri dishes contained 15 ml of nutrient agar for bacteria or yeast
malt agar for yeasts, supplemented by test strains at a density of I x 106 CFU mL-1

• Four wells (diameter 5 mm)
were made in each agar plate using a sterile cork borer. Betel oil was dissolved in DMSO in two-fold serial
dilutions from 0.5 to 200 JlL mL-1

• Fourty microlitres of betel oil dilutions was individually added in wells and
DMSO blank was used as control. The plates of bacteria and yeasts were incubated at 37°C for 24 h and at 30
°C for 48 h, respectively. Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) was defined as the lowest concentration of
betel oil that resulted in a zone of inhibition.
Antimicrobial cellulose-based film preparation

Cellulose-based solution was prepared by dissolving 10 g of cellulose ether (Methocel Premium EP,
Dow Chemical, USA) in a mixed solvent (300 mL) of ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and distilled water. A 3 g
of plasticizer (Cabrowax, Union Carbide Chemical and Plastic Inc., USA) was added to the above solution to
prevent brittleness, and then the solution was heated on a hot plate .and stirred to 65°C. Essential oil or its
principal constituent was added into the solution. This solution was degassed by keeping in an ultrasonic water
bath (Model 2750, CREST Ultrasonics Corp, Trenton, NJ, USA) for 10 min. Antimicrobial film was cast by
pouring film-forming solution (lOg) in a Petri dish cover. The covers were dried at room temperature for 24 h.
Determination of antimicrobial activity of the films

The films were tested for their inhibition against the target microorganisms. The antimicrobial activity
was investigated using a vapour diffusion technique. Petri dishes containing 15 mL of nutrient agar for bacteria
or yeast malt agar for yeasts, were inoculated with 0.1 mL of test strains suspension (5 x 102 CFU mL-1

), then
spread in a circular motion until all the liquid was absorbed. Each film sample underneath a cover was sterilized
with UV light for 2 min prior to being placed on a Petri dish, then tightly sealed with Parafilm™ stripe. The
plates of bacteria and yeasts were incubated as described in previous section. The growth of bacteria or yeast
colonies was measured as diameter (mm) using Vernier calipers, in comparison with the control. The
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antimicrobial index was expressed as: (diameter of clear zone - diameter of well)fdiameter of well. All
experiments were performed in triplicate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Determination of antimicrobial activity of essential oils and their principal constituents

Cinnamon and clove oils showed antimicrobial activity against all test strains except Ps. aeruginosa
(Table 1). At the concentration of 50 ilL mL-1

, cinnamon and clove oils showed a zone of inhibition, ranging
from 10.45 to 25.12 mm in diameter. They yielded the biggest zone of inhibition on S. cerevisiae and exhibited a
wide spectrum of antimicrobial activity against 9 out of 10 bacteria including Gram-positive and Gram-negative
and against all yeast strains used in this study. In addition, Escherichia coli 0157:H7, a pathogen, was more
sensitive to cinnamon, clove and galangal oils than its non-pathogenic strain. Cinnamaldehyde and eugenol
revealed antimicrobial activity against all test strains, whereas geraniol exhibited a wide spectrum against 8 out
of 10 test strains (Table 2). Eugenol and geraniol yielded the biggest clear zone on S. cerevisiae, whereas
cinnamaldehyde yielded the biggest on L. monocytogenes. It has also been revealed that geraniol was an
excellent antimicrobial against all tested yeasts.

Table 1. Antimicrobial activity of essential oilsa

Microorganisms Zone of inhibition fmm
Cinnamon Clove Galangal

Gram Positive Bacteria
Bacillus cereus 12.22±0.17 11.51±0.35 7.94±O.37
Enterococcus faecalis 10.68±0.28 10A5±0.46 8.88±O.44
Listeria monocytogenes 12.24±0.19 11.18±0.72 9. 15±O.24
Micrococcus luteus 21.89±1.18 21A6±1.54 NOb

Staphylococcus aureus 11.31±OA2 11.09±0.25 NO
Gram Negative Bacteria
Aeromonas hydrophila 18.50±OA8 18.82±OAI NO
Esherichia coli 10.98±0.28 10.61±0.15 NO
Escherichia coli 0157: H7 12.11±0.32 11.59±OA5 8.95±O.72
Pseudomonas aeruginosa NO NO NO
Salmonella enteridis 11.56±0.24 11.22±0.27 NO
Yeast
Candida albicans 12.06±0.27 12.11±0.50 NO
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 25.12±1.77 24.84±0.86 NO
Zygosaccharomyces rouxii 15.36±0.22 14.44+0.81 NO
a Essential oils with a concentration of 50 ilL mL-1

b Not detected

Table 2. Antimicrobial activity of principal constituents of essential oilsa

Microorganisms Zone of inhibition fmm
Cinnamaldehyde Eugenol Geraniol

Gram Positive Bacteria
Bacillus cereus 22.95±0.26 11.44±0.77
Enterococcus faecalis 27.76±0.92 11.00±1.29
Listeria monocytogenes 30.09±0.80 11AO±0.55
Micrococcus luteus 22.35±1.39 14.96±2.35
Staphylococcus aureus 28.93±0.62 10.56±0.54
Gram Negative Bacteria
Aeromonas hydrophila 22.27±0.95 12.79±0.63
Esherichia coli 23A5±1.30 lIA2±OA2
Escherichia coli 0157: H7 21.08±0.62 12.16±0.15
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 12.66±O.35 8.70±OA2
Salmonella enteridis 22.76±1.55 11.56±1.01
Yeast
Candida albicans 21.01±OA8 12.08±0.20

11.09±0.33
11.91±OAI
11.05±OA3
17.01±0.54
9.71±OA7

12.05±0.46
9.81±OA6

NOb
8.16±O.21

NO

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 24.78±0.98 19.77±0.56
Zygosaccharomyces rouxii 24.18±0.79 14.08+0A2

16.25±2.59
17.89±0.32
14.03+0.35

a Principal constituent of essential oils with a concentration of 50 ilL mL-1

b Not detected
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Determination of minimum inhibitory concentrations of essential oils and their principal constituents
The MICs of cinnamon and clove oils in a range of 6.25-25 ilL mL·1 could inhibit the growth of all test

microorganisms except Ps. aeruginosa, which was not sensitive to this oil at the highest concentration used (200
ilL mL·1) (Table 3). The MICs of galangal oil were in a range of 25-200 ilL mL·1• It is interesting to note that
among the test microorganisms, S. cerevisiae was the most sensitive to cinnamon and clove oils whereas
Bacillus cereus and L. monocytogenes were the most sensitive to galangal oiL Cinnamaldehyde showed the
lowest MICs against all test strains, in comparison with eugenol and geraniol. S. enteridis was the most resistant
to geraniol.

Cinnamon oil contains cinnamaldehyde, ethyl cinnamate, eugenol, l3-caryophyllene, linalool and methyl
chavicol. Clove oil contains eugenol, caryophyllene, furfurol, a-pinene and eugenyl acetate. Galangal oil
contains geraniol, 1,8-cineole, l3-bisabolene, a-pinene, l3-caryophyllene, eugenol, camphor and methyl
cinnamate. Cinnamaldehyde and eugenol were among the most active components against Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria (Dorman and Deans, 2000; Friedman et aI., 2002). Mechanism of action of
monoterpenes (e.g. geraniol, 1,8-cineole, pinene and limonene), sesquiterpene (e.g. caryophyllene and
bisabolene), phenylpropanes (e.g. eugenol, methyl eugenol, and methyl chavicol) (Pauli, 2001) in cinnamon,
clove and galangal oils should be similar to other terpenes and phenolic compounds as indicated an involvement
in disruption of the cytoplasmic membrane and coagulation of cell content.

Cinnamon, clove and galangal oils could not inhibit the growth of P. aeruginosa (Gram-negative
bacteria) due to a failure of outer membrane penetration. The resistance of this Gram-negative bacteria towards
these oils is related to lipopolysaccharides in its outer membrane (Gao et aI., 1999). Recently, Pasqua et al.
(2006) have studied the changes in membrane fatty acids composition of microbial cells in the presence of a
sublethal concentration of antimicrobial compound (e.g. thymol, carvacrol, limonene, cinnamaldehyde and
eugenol) in response to a stress condition. It was found that Pseudomonas sp. did not show substantial changes
in its fatty acid compositions. This is an indication of the high resistance of Pseudomonas sp. to the tested
compounds.

I
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Table 3. Minimum inhibitory concentration of essential oils and their principal constituents against
test microoraganisms

Microorganisms MIC filL mL-1

Cinnamon Cinnamaldehyde Clove Eugenol Galangal Geraniol
Gram Positive Bacteria
Bacillus cereus 12.5 3.12 12.5 12.5 25 6.25
Enterococcus faecalis 12.5 0.78 12.5 12.5 50 3.12
Listeria monocytogenes 12.5 6.25 12.5 12.5 25 6.25
Micrococcus luteus 25 6.25 25 25 200 12.5
Staphylococcus aureus 25 1.56 25 25 200 50
Gram Negative Bacteria
Aeromonas hydrophila 12.5 0.78 12.5 12.5 200 25
Esherichia coli 25 12.5 12.5 50 >200 50
Escherichia coli 0157: H7 25 6.25 25 25 50 100
Pseudomonas aeruginosa >200 12.5 >200 50 >200 50
Salmonella enteridis 12.5 6.25 12.5 25 >200 >200
Yeast
Candida albicans 25 6.25 25 25 100 3.12
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 6.25 1.56 6.25 12.5 100 3.12
Zygosaccharomyces rouxii 25 1.56 25 12.5 100 3.12

Determination of antimicrobial activity of the films
Cellulose ether films containing cinnamaldehyde were used to assess for its possible application in

active packaging as antimicrobial film. It showed positive antimicrobial activity against all test strains (including
L. monocytogenes, S. aureus, E. coli and S. enteridis) in a vapour diffusion test (Table 4 and Figure I).
Cinnamaldehyde-cellulose ether film was found to be strong against L. monocytogenes (antimicrobial index =
0.56). S. aureus, E. coli and S. enteridis were also prone to growth inhibition with the index of 0.45, 0.34 and
0.19, respectively. Cinnamaldehyde is known to have a broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity against a variety
of microorganisms. It is noted that cellulose ether film containing cinnamamldehyde inhibited the activity of
Gram positive bacteria better than that of Gram negative bacteria.



Gram Positive Bacteria
Listeria monocytogenes
Staphylococcus aureus
Gram Negative Bacteria
Esherichia coli
Salmonella enteridis

3.54±O.17
4.30±O.18

1.57±O.16
2.35±O.15

0.56
0.45

Table 4. Antimicrobial activity of cellulose ether film containing cinnamaldehyde
Microorganisms Diameter of colony fmm Antimicrobial index

Control film Film with 1 % (wfw) cinnamaldehyde

5.52±O.44
3.56±O.21

3.64±O.23
2.89±O.33

0.34
0.19

Figure I. Growth inhibition of Escherichia coli by cellulose ether film containing cinnamaldehyde

CONCLUSIONS
This study revealed that cinnamon and clove oils could inhibit a wide spectrum of food pathogenic and

spoilage microorganisms, whereas galangal oil showed slightly inhibitory effect against test strains.
Cinnamaldehyde showed the lowest MICs against all test strains, in comparison with eugenol and geraniol.
Cellulose ether films containing cinnamaldehyde demonstrated a possible application in active packaging as
antimicrobial film. It showed positive antimicrobial activity against all test strains. However, further research is
necessary to assess the antimicrobial activity of the film against other food pathogenic and spoilage
microorganisms and the types offood that can benefit from this antimicrobial packaging material.
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ABSTRACT

Chitosan is a biodegradable, biocompatible, non-toxic aminopolysaccharide obtained by deacetylation of
chitin. There is a great deal of industrial interest to develop afull understanding about the antimicrobial
character and properties of this polysaccharide. While it has been widely reported that this material has
proven to have antimicrobial properties, there is no sufficient understanding yet as to which mechanisms
and film forming conditions provide chitosan with optimum biocide performance. This understanding is,
however, necessary to develop for instance active antimicrobial applications such as antimicrobial food
packaging andfood coating applications. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is a very valuable technique to extract
information down to a molecular level and to characterize qualitatively and quantitatively chemical and
physical properties of materials. This paper shows relevant work, in which by use of ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy, it is demonstrated the capabilities of the technique to link biocide phenomenology and
molecular structure, and to become a rapid industrial prediction tool to evaluate the biocide character of
unknown chitosan formulations.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, food packages have been defined as a passive barrier to delay the adverse effect of the
environment over the contained product. However, the current tendencies include the development of packaging
materials that interact with the environment and with the food, playing an active role in preservation. These new
food packaging systems have been developed as a response to trends in consumer preferences towards mildly
preserved, fresh, tasty and convenient food products with a prolonged shelf-life. In addition, changes in retail
practices, such as globalization of markets resulting in longer distribution distances, present major challenges to
the food packaging industry acting as driving forces for the development of new and improved packaging
concepts that extend shelf-life while maintaining the safety and quality of the packaged food. There is, therefore,
an increasing interest in the development of novel functional active materials for packaging applications. Some
examples of active-packaging systems include oxygen scavengers, carbon dioxide scavengers or emitters,
humidity adsorbers or controllers, ethylene scavengers, aroma emitters/absorbers, enzymatically active systems
and antimicrobial systems.

Chitosan «(3-{I,4)-2amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose) is a biodegradable, biocompatible, non-toxic
aminopolysaccharide obtained by deacetylation of chitin, which is one of the worlds most abundant biopolymers.
There is a great deal of industrial interest to develop a full understanding about the antimicrobial character and
properties of chitosan and chitosan derivatives. While it has been widely reported that this material has proven to
have antimicrobial properties, there is no sufficient understanding yet as to which mechanisms and film forming
conditions provide chitosan and chitosan derivatives with optimum biocide performance (1,2). This
understanding is, however, necessary to devise methodologies, materials and technologies for inclusion of this
material in a number of applications, including antimicrobial activity, antitumor activity, hemostatic activity and
accelerated wound healing of interest in diverse fields such as foods additives, coatings and antimicrobial
packaging (1 ,2).



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Vibrational spectroscopy is a very valuable technique to extract information down to a molecular level and to
characterize qualitatively and quantitatively chemical and physical properties of materials (3). ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy has become one of the most versatile techniques for the quick identification and characterization of
substances because it gathers information from virtually any type of sample form and shape, provided that
adequate accessories are employed, and, furthermore, it can also be used to for instance follow film forming
processes and other in situ processes (4-6). This spectroscopic technique has also been proven to be capable of
determining with accuracy transport properties of low molecular weight substances through polymers (7,8).

This study describes preliminary work (9), in which by use of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, it is demonstrated the
capabilities of the technique to become, in combination with appropriate antimicrobial assays a rapid prediction
tool to evaluate the biocide character of unknown chitosan formulations.

A high molecular weight chitosan grade from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie (Steinhaim, Germany) with a degree of
deacetilation of 86%, viscosity of 1700 cps (at I % in I% acetic acid), coarse particle size and obtained from
crab shells was used. ATR-FTIR spectra were collected at 24°C and 40%RH coupling the ATR accessory
GoldenGate of Specac Ltd. (Orpington, UK) to a Bruker (Rheinstetten, Germany) FTIR Tensor 37 equipment.
Data were collected by averaging 10 scans at 4cm-1 resolution at predefined time intervals. A dissolution of
chitosan flakes (1.5% wtiwt of chitosan in 0.5% v/v aqueous acetic acid solution) was followed by a filtration
step and direct casting over the ATR crystal.

The microorganism used was Staphylococcus aureus CECT 86 and was obtained from the Spanish Type Culture
Collection. Antimicrobial activity tests were performed by adding 0.06g of the various high molecular weight
chitosan samples into 10 ml of MHB (Mueller Hinton Broth at pH 7.4) from Conda Laboratories (Madrid,
Spain) containing 105 CFU/ml of mid-log phase culture of S. aureus and incubated at 37°C for 24h. The
previous CFU counts were accurately and reproducibly obtained by inoculation of 0.1 ml of a culture with a 0.2
absorbance as determined by optical density at 600 nm by ultraviolet visible (UV) spectroscopy using a SP-2000
UV spectrometer (Spectrum Instruments company Ltd., Shanghai, China). Then, O. I ml of each MHB sample
was sub-cultivated on Mueller Hinton Agar plates. Finally, the plates were read after overnight incubation at
37°C. The antimicrobial activity was measured on (I) sterilized (autoclaved in a glass flask at l200C for 20
minutes) water solutions of chitosan flakes as-received, (II) a previously filtered and sterilized chitosan solution
in acetic acid, (III) a chitosan film cast from the previous solution (IV) a chitosan film after 48 hours of storage
at ambient conditions and (V) a cast chitosan film neutralized (in a 0.1 M NaOH solution for 15 minutes,
subsequently washed thoroughly with distilled water and re-dried at 37°C) prior to contact with microorganisms.
When chitosonium acetate solutions were evaluated, 4 ml of a 1.5% wtiwt of chitosan in 0.5% v/v aqueous acetic
acid solution was added to 10 ml of the MHB resulting in a pH of 5.74. These results were compared against
both (VI) a control sample (MHB solution, pH of 7.4) without chitosan and (VII) with a control sample
containing MHB and titrated with acetic acid to reach a pH of 5.74. The casting process and storage of the film
samples took place at the environmental conditions of the lab, i.e. 24°C and 60%RH.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows the spectra taken during a real-time film forming process of a chitosan film cast from solution
directly over an ATR crystal. The experiment in Figure I spans over a time period of ca. 18 hours and shows
how the chitosan solution develops into a film as the solvent dries out. Figure I reveals that a point is reached in
the experiment after I hour and 15 minutes of solvent evaporation at 25°C and 40%RH, at which the gelled
solution rapidly turns into a solid film. This is clearly observed when after the cited time span (only some
selected spectra are shown in this initial time regime for clarity in Figure I), the strong water absorption band at
1638 cm-! vanishes as the sample turns into a chitosonium acetate film 15 minutes later. From that instance
onwards the chitosonium acetate film is seen to decrease over time the intensity of the two dominant bands
centred at 1546 cm-! and at 1405 cm-! associated to carboxylate ions (-NH3+-OOCH) (see continuous arrows in
Figure I). The amine groups in this chemical form are referred to as "activated" or protonated amine groups
throughout the subsequent discussion and in some of the literature. Finally, a lack of relevant changes is also
observed in the strong band at 1018 cm-! (see dashed arrow), thereby suggesting that no experimental artifacts
such as thickness variations or others are responsible for the above observations in the reported evolution of the
carboxylate bands during storage.
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Figure 1. Displayed ATR-FTIR spectra showing the changes over time in relevant spectral features during the
film forming process as followed in-situ by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (9)_

Table I shows the results from antimicrobial activity tests carried out against Staphylococcus aureus on (I) an
autoclave sterilized water solution of as-received chitosan powder, (II) a filtered and then sterilized chitosan
solution in the acetic acid aqueous solution, (III) a just formed chitosonium acetate film cast from the previous
solution which was immediately put after formation (ca_ 10 hours after the actual casting) into contact with the
antimicrobial solution and underwent total redissolution within the antimicrobial solution, (IV) a chitosan
acetated film after 48 hours of storage at ambient conditions (24°C and 60%RH) and (V) a chitosonium acetate
film neutralized with sodium hydroxide prior to contact with microorganisms_ These results are compared in
Table I against a (VI) control sample without chitosan and a (VII) control with acetic acid solution_ In all cases,
the same quantity of chitosan was used_ From the results, it seems that while the assays II and III, Le_ the
chitosonium acetate solution and the just formed film appears to kill the micro-organisms, the assays (I) and (V),
Le_chitosan as received and the neutralized film do not inactivate the microorganisms_ The assay (IV), Le_the
stored chitosonium acetate film, does, however, only inhibit microbial growth_ These results indicate that, as
expected, high molecular weight chitosan as such is not a biocide agent against this microorganism and that only
in gelled or viscous acid solution form shows optimum performance when the amine groups are allegedly
protonated or "activated"_

Table 1. Antimicrobial activity of 0_06 g of chitosan against Staphylococcus aureus determined after incubation
at 37°C for 24h (t=24h)_ Initial inoculums reached a concentration of 22 105 for all cases of the study_ Each
value represents means of three replicate counts_(9)

Antimicrobial tests CFU/mL (t=24h)
(I) Chitosan Flakes as Received L1 IOx±023
(II) Chitosonium Acetate Solution N_G_
(III) Just Formed Chitosan Film 2A IOI±L06
(IV) Chitosonium Acetate Film 3_6*105±034
(V) Neutralized Chitosonium Acetate L4*10"±0_59
(VI) MHB Control 4A*10"±027
(VII) Acidified MHB Control Solution L2*108±031
RG_ stands for not detectable growth

Figure 2 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra recorded over the samples tested in the antimicrobial tests_ Figure 2 also
shows the spectrum of the just formed chitosonium acetate film over the ATR crystal seen in Figure I, which is
thought to be similar to the just formed film which redissolved in the antimicrobial solution in Table l_ This
sample (dashed spectrum) shows a band intensity ratio for 1018/1405 cm-l of L05_ All other samples were
carefully blotted, sterilized protected between vacuum thermosealed polypropylene sheets in an autoclave and
maintained over night at 40°C prior to ATR-FTIR testing_ From Figure 2, it can be seen that the neutralized
sample (dotted line spectrum) is spectroscopically similar to the as-received commercial chitosan powder
(continuous line spectrum)_ Thus, it is thought that as the amine groups are no longer activated (there are no
carboxilate groups left) the resulting film is observed to be insoluble in water and has, just as the as-received
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powder, no antimicrobial activity. From this perspective, it is further justified from a molecular view point that
high molecular weight chitosan does not appear to have by itself antimicrobial characteristics. On the other hand,
the chitosonium acetate film (crosses line spectrum) measured before antimicrobial testing is clearly showing
strong carboxylate characteristic bands, indicating that some amine groups are protonated and therefore activated.
The band intensity ratio for 101811405 cm·) is of 1.5 for this particular sample. The latter film did not
redissolved when put in contact with microbial solution likely because it shows a decreased number in the
protonated biocide chemical species compared to the just formed chitosan film with a corresponding band ratio
of 1.05 (dashed spectrum). This film is, however, thought to further release a significant proportion of its ionic
species during the antimicrobial test (thicker line spectrum) and, moreover, it shows a slightly smaller
deacetylation, i.e. 85%. The 1018/1405 cm-) band intensity ratio is of 2.6 for this particular sample after the
microbial test. From Table 1, the antimicrobial performance of the latter film sample is not as efficient (it shows
only inhibitory effects) as the chitosonium acetate solution, suggesting that no sufficient amine groups were
"active" in the film to pass to a solution form, where they become efficient biocides.

Wavenumbers (em·')

Figure 2. ATR-FTIR spectra of the just formed chitosonium acetate film over the ATR crystal in Figure 1 (- -),
chitosonium acetate film prior to microbial testing (xxx), chitosonium acetate film after microbial testing (-),
neutralized chitosonium acetate film (- - -) and as-received chitosan flake (--).(9)

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, chitosan appears to act only in its acetate (salt) form, as suspected, and as carrier of the activated
protonated species, which by passing from the film to the microbial solution lead to certain micro-organisms
inactivation. It seems essential for preservation of the chitosonium acetate full biocide capacity to maintain
during storage a minimum number of losses in the activated ionic species present in the as-cast film. Thus, by
controlling the film forming process and storage conditions, one should be capable of optimizing biocide
capacity.

Finally, ATR-FTIR spectroscopy appears to be a very valuable technique, if appropriately calibrated with
relevant antimicrobial tests, to be able to predict the antimicrobial character of unknown chitosan formulations.
Further work is currently underway in our labs to understand by aid of vibrational spectroscopy how the various
factors that come into play during the formulation of this polymer as an antimicrobial agent can affect its
performance.
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RFID ---a challenge and opportunity for packaging science

Jens Christian Sorensen, Director Danish Technological Institute, Chairman Scandinavian
Packaging Association, Vicepresident World Packaging Organisation

INTRODUCTION

RFIDreadable SKUs and pallets are rapidly becoming mandated part of the requirement for suppliers to
international markets irrespective of product line but with a strong emphasis on FMCG, Farma ,Automotive,
Aviations and transportindustries

GSI( formerly EAN_UCC the bar coding organisations) has 2003 launched the EPC Global Inc which will
develop the necessary standardisation and set up testing beds for RFID readers and labels and their related
software.

A lot of product/package combination will have difficulties in achieving the 100% readability required by the
purchasing companies,: retailers like Tesco,Albertsons Target,Wal*Mart ,Metro,Carrefour,Tesco,Ahold .And
law enforcement/ public procurement agencies like FDA and US Department of Defence following the route etc.

In order to provide this security a number of test beds will be set up around the world. The EPC Global ambition
is to offer protocols and certification of these Applied Tag Performance test centers.

Danish Technological Institute has established an EPC Global ATP testcenter in strategic cooperation with
Prof Paul Singh Michigan State University, who has studied these issues closely for the last 4-5 years and in
September 2004 opened a test center in Salinas Califomiawith the Produce growers in the region. The
cooperation has now been extended to comprise also Cal Poly State, University of Arkansas and Florida
University

Danish Technological Institut did open a testing center 21/06 2005 for documenting and securing 100%
readability for all types ofproducts/packagings with a clear anticipated emphasis on FMCG and Pharmaceutical
products but also including aerospace automotive and general manufacturing in the scope ..

The centre was established self financed, but utilizing a non exclusive partnership model which was very well
received and thus has lead to active partnership from world leading competitors in the IT and RFID world.
Everybody accepted the vision that in this phase we need to develop the market trough building credibility in
the value and stability of the equipment and standards thus demonstrating and providing workable and
profitable solutions across multi linked supply chains,with different RFID tag ,- readers ,- middleware and
ERP business environments.

We have with this model been able to tap directly into a wealth of knowledge support from our experienced
partners: IBM, Microsoft Dynamics and Siemens as well as tag and RFID antenna/reader partners Intermec,
Alien, Betatechnic a.o sharing their respective experiences from the worlds largest RFID pilots in Europe and
USA: Metro, Carrefourtesco and Wal*Mart etc.
Our old membercompany SOCO System AlS has developed, manufactured and sponsored the conveyors,

palletwrapper and other equipment necessary to create the dynamic testing environment needed.
And we have been appointed strategic partners by strong usercommunities like GS! Sweden, GS I Denmark
Odette Sweden(automotive),AIM Denmark and assisted other labs in establishing EPC Global RFID testcenters.

RFiD radio waves has problems with readability when operating close to or through water, metal,granulated and
curbed surfaces accelerated with increased speed.



Pharma and food therefore can be a special challenge. Overcoming these challenges can require change of
package/products/conditions etc.as research from MSU et al. has demonstrated and the figure from Bud Babcock,
Proctor and Gamble demonstrates.

And in this context it is of the utmost importance that solid packaging logistic knowhow should still form the
basis for the future logistic systems with rfid readability as yet another optimising ( though complicated) factor.

Fig 1 Readability of Four productgroups at 0,625 miles per hour (handdragged pallet with tagged
transportpackages)

O.62&..,ph P<w>__ • _ •••~.~ •••.v • Four product groupings:

• Paper (Charmin)

• Granules (Tide Powder)

• Liquids (Pantene. Liquid Tide)
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Fig 2: 4 productgroups increasing speed from 0,625mph to 5 mph
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(Increased pallet speed = less reads)

The Scandinavian EPC Global testcentre and its testing and R&D operations in relation to existing (1STNISO)
packaging testing activities will be presented for discussion and inspiration.

Materials and Methods, Results and Discussion

Presentation of the resulting layout of physical lab, equipment, testing methods and the status of the EPC
global standards for conveyor and dockdoor portal present status which we are heavily involved in developing.
and discussion on how EPC Global and 1STA testing standards/procedures can create a full supply chain
simulation including RFID based datacapture in calibrated readerportals. In order to making RFID an
integrated part of the future packaging system testing environment
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Fig 3 OTI lab layout combining existing transportesting and rfid lab into a full supplychain simulating
facility inel datacapture to backroom ERP systems etc

A full supply chain test sequence inel rfid readability could look like this
Fig 4: Integrating ISOIIST A and EPC Globalstandards in supply chain testing incl rfid readability
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(5) Transport simulation !
Vibration test Choektest Drop test

ASTM 0999/04728 - ASTM 0400310880 - ASTM 05276

RFID is too important to the packaging logistics optimisation to be left alone to" the RF and IT nerds".
The packaging logistic science has to incorporate and develop RFID readability into its scope of work and
selfunderstanding , like what happened with the environment issues some years ago.
The gap is there and will, if not filled/addressed by the packaging science community, surely be filled

anyway- but this need not happen- now you know the challenge.
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THE EFFECT OF ANTENNAE CONFIGURATION, PRODUCT AND TAG
TYPE ON READABILITY OF PASSIVE UHF RFID TRANSPONDERS

By .Dr. Robb Clarke ,Thomas John Silver Crawforth
Michigan State University School ofPackaging2006

Among the research being done across industries and at universities, there appears to be a noticeable gap in

published literature. This gap is the read antennae configuration, consisting of the location of the antennae and the

number of antennae used. Even in comprehensive books on RFIO technology antennae are discussed only in terms

of how they work or what different types there are(l, 21. A significant issue lies in the antennae configuration around

whichever read point it is that has been chosen. This is an issue because results may vary with different

configurations, and significant cost reductions may be observed if configuring them properly can use fewer antennae.

There were no published research works found in this area.

There are two aspects to antennae configuration studied in this research. The first is the number of read

antennae utilized, and the second is the location of those antennae. If one can obtain equivalent reads from using

less antennae and locating them properly, a significant amount of money might be saved. For example, in a

warehousing or distribution center situation, where potentially hundreds of dock doors are to be equipped with read

RFIO antennae, this savings is especially significant considering the average antenna cost is around $200 each[3l.

While there has been plenty of research that shows that product characteristics can alter a tag's readability, none has

been done to see if this product will alter an antenna's performance, given different configurations. An area that has

had some noted research is the difference that tags from different manufacturers makes. Individual companies are

faced with an increasing choice as more and more tag manufacturers enter the market, and while they have

undoubtedly assessed different tags based on price and performance, there is no published research on the tags

interactions with differing antennae configurations.

Antennae selection for this research was based on a number of factors. Availability, and cost were assessed,

but the more important aspect was functionality. Compatibility with the system used was a requirement and the

polarization of the antennae was also evaluated. Antennae are polarized in one of two ways -linear, or circular [41.

For this research, circular antennae were used throughout the testing since a short read distance was required and the

tag orientations change as the pallet load spins.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Equipment

The reader utilized throughout the testing was the Sensormatic Agile2 Reader, powered by ThingMagic

(Boca Raton, FI). It was a Gen 2 reader, meaning it was able to read and send data from Electronic Product Code

(EPC) Class 0, Class 0+, Class I and Gen 2 tags to the computer for analysis using a crossover Ethernet cable. Gen

2 readers are different from first generation readers in that they are able to read tags from different manufacturers

and of different classes at once. This capability made this testing possible. The Agile2 was an eight port reader,

capable connecting to eight ultra high frequency (UHF) antennae, however for this research no more than four

antennae were used at any given time.

The antennae used were SensorlD™ OmniWave circular polarized antennae. The circular polarization

antennae were used because they are less sensitive to tag orientation, and the read distance required for this testing

was not large enough to require linear antennae. Differing combinations of 1-4 of these antennae were connected to

the reader using 25' coaxial cables. Constructed around a stretch wrapper (Synergy 3, Highlight Inc. Grand Rapids,

Mi), the frame consisted of 4 upright posts, 2 top crossbars, and 2 connecting bars. For most configurations an

antenna was screwed into the center span. The reader rested upon one of the top crossbars such that all antennae

cords could reach it.

Procedure

Forty-eight center special slotted containers (CSSC's) were assembled for this work with dimensions of

13" x 12" x 10". The case flaps were sealed with pressure-adhesive packing tape and stacked in a 4 x 3 pallet

pattern, 4 tiers high on a standard GMA pallet. This same pallet and pallet pattern were used throughout the testing

with the only variables being product, tag type and antennae location.

The cases were securely tagged in the upper left hand comer with Alien squiggle tags (Alien Technologies,

Morgan Hill, Ca). These tags measure 4" X 1/2" and were EPC Class 1, meaning they have the capability of being

programmed on site. The tags have 16 digits of information that can be programmed by the user. For this test the

Alien tags were named 5555 5555 55550001,5555555555550002, ... ,555555555555 0048. Henceforth they will

be referred to simply as tag I, tag 2, ... ,tag 48.

Cases with tag numbers 1-12 were positioned on the bottom tier of the pallet, 13-24 on the second tier, 25-

36 on the third tier and 37-48 on the fourth or top tier.

The pallet load was placed on the stretch wrapper turntable, with the wooden portal constructed around it (Figure I),

and set to a configuration where the machine would wrap the pallet with one full band around the bottom, and 2 full

bands around the top. For these tests, however, the wrap was not attached to the pallet as the stretch wrap being

used was found to have no impact on the results and thus would have been a waste of resources. Each trial consisted

of 8.5 turns on the stretch wrapper lasting 50 seconds total, and the reader was manually started and stopped to
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synchronize with the start and stop of the stretch wrap machine. After each trial the tags that read were manually

recorded into a Microsoft Excel document where a "I" indicated a read and a "0" indicated a no-read.

For each of the antennae configurations/tag types/product combinations, 25 trials were performed. Given

nine antenna configurations and two tag types, the total number of trials per product was 450. Three different

products were used, empty cases, to serve as a baseline, rice jars, and bottles of water. Two tag types were used, the

Alien squiggle and the Symbol double di-pole.

Figure 1
Pallet load on stretch wrapper

After 25 trials were completed, the antennae configuration was changed and the process was repeated.

There were nine different antennae configurations used per each tag type and product. They are listed in Table 1.

After the nine different antennae configurations were tested with 25 trials each, the Alien squiggle tags

were replaced with Symbol double di-pole tags (Figure 2). These tags measure 6" X 4", and are EPC Class 0,

(prewritten). For this reason the tags were individually read before application and the last three digits (both

numbers and letters) of the data already in place were recorded and sorted alphanumerically. The 3-digit code was

assigned a number (1-48) and applied to the cases in the same order as in the first test. When all 450 trials were

completed, the tags were removed and the entire process was repeated using a new product.

The first set of trials was completed with empty cases, which have proven to be a good baseline for

research as the corrugated alone has little to no effect on the readability of tags. The second product tested was

bottles of water. Water was used because it is known that water has a significant effect on the readability of RFIO

tags. The bottles used were made of polyethylene (PET), contained 32 fluid ounces of tap water and were sealed

with polypropylene twist caps. Each case held 12 of the 9.75" tall and 3.5" diameter water bottles. The bottles left

no headspace in the cases.
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Figure 2
Symbol double di-pole tags on cases

The third and final product for these tests consisted of rectangular PET jars of rice pilaf. This product

was selected because it was a dry, dense product, to contrast with the water bottles, and thus was expected to have

an impact on readability[SI. Each case held 9 jars in a 3 x 3 pattern (6" tall, base of3.75" x 3.5", 3.5" cap

diameter), leaving a 4" headspace after being cased (Figure 3).

Figure 3
Rice jars in cases

Data from each test was collected and analyzea TOrstaIlsIlcallY slgmncanl amerences in certain areas. The

comparisons of read rates were made were for case content, tag type, and antennae number and location(s). While

different tags read differing amounts of times, if a tag was read at least once for a trial, it was considered a read

and recorded accordingly.

RESEARCH RESULTS

Case Content - Total Reads
The total number of reads consists of9 antennae configurations, 2 tag types, 48 tagged cases and 25 trials

performed for each antenna configuration and tag type. This gives a total of21 ,600 possible reads for each cased

'product'. The results listed below were collected for the 3 different case contents.

1. Empty cases, for all antennae configurations and both tag types, had a total of21,214 reads out ofa

possible 21,600 for a read rate of98.21%.

2. Rice filled cases, for all antennae configurations and both tag types, had a total of 18,342 reads out

of a possible 21,600 for a read rate of 84.92%.
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3. Water bottle filled cases, for all antennae configurations and both tag types, had a total of 12,611

reads out of a possible 21,600 for a read rate of 58.39%.

These results show that tag readability is drastically dependent on case content, regardless of antennae

configuration and tag type.

Tag Type - Total Reads

The total number of reads consists of9 antenna configurations, 3 case contents, 48 tagged cases and 25

trials perfonned for each antennae configuration and case content. This gives a total of32,400 possible reads for

each tag type. The results listed below were collected for the 2 different tag types.

1. Symbol Double Di-pole tags, for all antennae configurations and case contents, had a total of26,381

out of a possible 32,400 for a read rate of 81.42%.

2. Alien Squiggle tags, for all antennae configurations and case contents, had a total of25,786 out ofa

possible 32,400 for a read rate of79.59%.

These results show that the readability of the different tag types is not statistically different when altering

antennae configurations and case contents.

I. Configuration I, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 6,556 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of91.06%. (4 combo)

2. Configuration 2, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 6,623 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of91.99%. (4 side)

3. Configuration 3, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 6,680 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of92.78%. (3 combo)

4. Configuration 4, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 6,064 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of 84.22%. (2 side)

5. Configuration 5, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 5,416 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of75.22%. (2 top)

6. Configuration 6, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 6,028 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of 83.72%. (2 combo)

7. Configuration 7, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 4,680 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of 65.00%. (2 angled top)

8. Configuration 8, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 4,681 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of65.01%. (1 top)

Antennae Configuration - Total Reads

The total number of reads consists of3 different case contents, 2 different tag types, 48 tagged cases and

25 trials perfonned for each case content and tag type. This gives a total of 7,200 possible reads for each antennae

configuration. The results listed below were collected for the 9 different antennae configurations. Refer to Table

1.
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9. Configuration 9, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 5,439 reads out of a possible

7,200 for a read rate of75.54%. (I side)

These results show that readability is changed when the antennae configuration is changed, across all case

contents and tag types.

There are two aspects of antennae configuration that are responsible for the differences seen above, the

location of the antennae, and the number of antennae used. The location portion has been segmented into 3

groups for analysis; Top, Side, and Combo.

Antennae Configuration - Location of Antennae

The results are grouped into segments based on the location of the antennae. All three segments include

3 case contents, 2 tag types, 48 tagged cases and 25 trials. The "Top" segment consists of3 configurations for a

total of21 ,600 possible reads, the "Side" segment consists of 4 configurations for a total of 28,800 possible reads,

and the "Combo" segment consists of2 configurations for a total of 14,400 possible reads.

1. Top antennae, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 14,777 out of a possible 21,600

reads for a read rate of 68.41 %.

2. Side antennae, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of24, 154 out of a possible 28,800

reads for a read rate of 83.87%.

3. Combo antennae, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 13,236 out ofa possible

14,400 reads for a read rate of91.92%.

These results show that the readability was significantly affected by the location of the antennae.

Antennae Configuration - Number of Antennae

The results have also been segmented into number of antennae groups: 4 antennae, 3 antennae, 2

antennae and 1 antenna. All four segments include 3 case contents, 2 tag types, 48 tagged cases and 25 trials.

There were 2 configurations utilizing 4 antennae, for a total of 14,400 possible reads, 1 configuration utilizing 3

antennae, for a total of 7,200 possible reads, 4 configurations utilizing 2 antennae, for a total of28,800 possible

reads, and 2 configurations utilizing 1 antenna, for a total of 14,400 possible reads.

1. 4 antennae, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 13,179 out of a possible 14,400

reads for a read rate of 91.52%.

2. 3 antennae, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of6,680 out ofa possible 7,200 reads

for a read rate of92.78%.

3. 2 antennae, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 22, 188 out of a possible 28,800

reads for a read rate of 77.04%.

4. 1 antenna, for all case contents and both tag types, had a total of 10,120 out of a possible 14,400

reads for a read rate of70.28%.
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These results show that there is not a significant difference between 3 or 4 antennae, and that there is also not a

significant difference between I and 2 antennae. However there is a significant difference when comparing 3\4

and I\2 antennae.

There were variations within the configurations that utilized two antennae. The results ranged from

65.00% reads to 84.22% reads and because the number of antennae was constant it can be confirmed that the

location of the antennae was responsible for this difference. The variation in results can be seen in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Variation in configurations with 2 antennae

~ ~

Diagram D D [!] D
Configuration # 4 5 6 7

Total % 84.22% 75.22% 83.73% 65.00%

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the testing show that product (case content) and antennae configuration have a significant

impact on the readability of RFID tags in a pallet load being read on a stretch wrapper. The results also show that

the type of tag, in this situation, has little effect at all.

The case contents will have a similar effect on the readability of RFIO tags at the stretch wrapper as they

did at the portal.
Table 3. Results for Case Content

~ase Content Empty Rice Water

Irotal Read % 98.21% 84.92% 58.39%

The tag type will not have an effect on the readability of RFID tags.

Table 4. Results for Tag Type

Tag Type Alien Symbol

Total Read % 79.59% 81.42%

The number of antenna utilized will affect the readability of RFIO tags.



Table 5. Results for Number of Antennae

Number of Antennae

1 2 3
4 Antennae

Antenna Antennae Antennae

Empty 93.15% 99.41% 100.00% 100.00%

Rice 71.47% 81.20% 98.54% 99.00%

Water 46.23% 50.52% 79.79% 75.57%

Total 70.28% 77.04% 92.78% 91.52%

The location of the antenna utilized will affect the readability ofRFID tags.

Table 6. Results for Location of Antennae

Location of Antennae

Top Side Combo

Empty 94.64% 100.00% 100.00%

Rice 70.30% 89.04% 98.63%

Water 40.31% 62.58% 77.13%

Total 68.41% 83.87% 91.92%

The effect of package content was quite clear for this situation. Empty cases served as the baseline, and

yielded by far the best reads with only 2 of the 9 configurations (numbers 7 and 8) having had any misreads at all.

Rice filled cases were the next best, and while none of the configurations yielded 100% reads, 5 of the 9 (numbers

1,2,3,4, and 6) were over 90%. Water filled cases were by far the worst, with none of the configurations over

80%, and some as low as 35%. This progression from empty cases to dry product to water filled cases shows the

same relationship to readability as was found in the work by Jeff Tazelaarl51• A major difference however was

found in the water results, due to the test method. In Tazelaar's research the pallet load was walked through an

RFID equipped portal, and in this research the pallet load was spun on a stretch wrapper. This new test method

yielded much higher results/or the water cases. The variable for the Tazelaar testing was tag orientation, and the

highest read rate that was obtained was 67% and the rest of the results were much lower, with 2 virtually reading

0%. Contrasted with the stretch wrapping method, where the 6 of the antennae configurations yielded read rates

of over 50% and 35% was the lowest result observed. The reason for this is twofold. First, the tags spend an

extended period of time in the read field as the stretch wrapper runs its program, allowing more tags to energize

and release their information. Secondly the rotation of the load allows for multiple tag orientations, which also

aid in the readability.
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As previously mentioned, the tag type for this research did not have a significant effect on readability.

While there was some differences between the tag manufacturers for certain case contenUantennae configuration

combinations, the results were proven to be statistically insignificant.

The antennae configuration was found to have an impact on readability. Both components of the

configuration, number and location of antennae played a role in this. As shown in Tables 2, 5 and 6, the

configurations that only had antennae above the pallet load, reading down, performed the worst, configurations

that only had antennae on the side performed next best, and configurations that utilized antennae in both of these

locations performed the best. As far as the number of antennae is concerned, some interesting results were

observed. There was no significant difference in switching from I to 2 antennae, just as there was no significant

difference in switching from 3 to 4 antennae. There was however a large statistical difference between the 2

groups (I and 2 vs. 3 and 4). This is important because if you are getting the reads necessary with 2 antennae, it

may be possible to drop down to I. Also if you are not getting the required reads with 2 antennae, it can be

concluded that adding a third will significantly increase readability.
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Feasibility of Printing RFID Antennas on Corrugated Paperboard

luthamart Sayampol

ABSTRACT

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a trace-and-track technology using RF signals for

communication. The packaging business expects to use the RFID system to replace barcodes and magnetic stripes

because of its benefits for the supply chain, such as multiple items tracking and operation without line-aI-sight. A

major limitation of RFID technology, however, is the cost of implementation. Because the existing methodfor RFID

applications- "Slap and Ship "-was costly and time-and-labor consuming, this study aimed to investigate whether

the new method-printed-RFID-antennas-could be used in the corrugated packaging industry for cost- reduction

purposes, and also whether those printed antennas could function under severe environments. Although the results

showed the success of the conductive antennas on corrugated materials, the conductivity achieved was not as high

as that of the ones on label substrates. This finding suggests that, with additional treatment on corrugated material

and during the manufacturing process, this method can be feasible in real production. However, further study is still

needed both to improve the printed antennas' application and to develop the chip attachment technology.

RFID TECHNOLOGY: IMPORTANCE AND LIMITATIONS

The demand from the world leaders in the retail business-such as Wal-Mart (USA), Tesco (UK), and

Metro AG (Germany}-and the U.S. Department of Defense (000) has increased the popularity of RFIO (Radio

Frequency Identification) for today's product-tracking applications. As everyone can see, RFIO becomes the key

function in the supply chain management system, not only in production planning, product tracking, and logistics

monitoring, but also in such security-related applications as anti-theft and counterfeit prevention; for example, in

June 2003, Allied Business Intelligence (ABI) forecasted that the global RFIO market will possibly grow to more

than 3.1 billion dollars by 2008 (Pianoforte, 2003). While RFIO technology was being developed to satisfY a rapidly

growing market, the application cost turned out to be a serious problem. At the moment, the easiest way to apply

RFIO tags on products or packages is attaching them by hand, or so-called "slapping," which is not a viable solution

in the long run because it costs too much (Ourkalski & Stephanie, 2004). Because of the complication and cost of

RFIO preparation, it was believed that the responsibility for RFID tagging application would, sooner or later, be

shifted from manufacturers to packaging suppliers. Once being asked by customers for RFIO, packaging

manufacturers should be able to provide them with an affordable cost at a minimal price.
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Many technologies have been studied to overcome the cost barriers. One among them was "printed RFIO"

technology. An innovation in conductive ink allowed RFIO tag providers to print RFIO antenna on tagging

substrates, such as a label, instead of using a conventional, solid-copper antenna which was more expensive and less

flexible. In January 2004, Dan Lawrence, director of Technology and Commercialization, Precisia, presented that a

printed antenna had 93-96% of the radiation efficiency ofa copper antenna (depending on the design), while it cost

only 24-44% (Lawrence, 2004a). He also introduced the concept of RFIO integrated with packaging-that is,



F-flute ---..
E-flute --)10

C-flute --)10

B-flute
___.

A-flute
___.

printing the RFIO antenna directly on packaging substrates and attaching microchips in-line (Lawrence 2004b).

Ideally, RFID integration would significantly reduce the cost ofRFID implementation in mass production because it

would eliminate the need for labels and the manual slapping-process.

Although one could believe that the integrated RFIO concept was possible, no research of this technology

on corrugated substrates was found at the moment (2004). From the above background, this research was intended to

study low-cost RFIO for the corrugated packaging industry based on the possibility of applying RFIO-integration in

production. Focusing on corrugated production and material characteristics, to make corrugated packages, sized

corrugated sheets will be printed, creased, and cut into designed patterns, then folded and glued for pre-assembly.

Ideally, if RFID is requested, the converters will use an additional printing unit to print conductive antennas on

corrugated sheets, and then attach microchips on straps to those antennas before (or after) the sheets have been

creased, cut, and glued. Considering corrugated materials, corrugated paperboard is composed of kraft liners and

corrugated kraft paper in between. Kraft, an industrial-grade paper, is thick and coarse; whereas the corrugated

surface is uneven because of its tlute-stripes. These two limitations

The study was done at the Rochester Institute of

Technology's (RIT) Printing Application Lab in 2005. The printing

equipment was an "IGT FI Printability Tester," a proofing scale

version of a tlexographic printer (Figure 3). The ink used for the

experiment was "Precisia's CFW-104," a water-based tlexographic

silver ink, which was commercially supplied for printing RFIO

antennas and smart packaging. Five different substrates were selected

to be printed and the results compared in order to determine the

impact of each material's properties on the conductive print-outs.

Those five substrates included white paper (label, IO-mil), kraft

paper (185 g/sq m or 38 Ibs/lOOO sq ft), E-tlute corrugated (1.5 mm-thickness), B-tlute corrugated (3.0 mm-

could significantly affect the printability on corrugated, which is

basically much worse than the printing quality on labels or

paperboard substrates. Functional RFID antennas need to be printed

precisely with an optimum ink volume. An incomplete pattern of the

antenna will cause an electrical path break, and a thin ink layer will

not provide enough conductivity. Consequently, there was a question

whether corrugated material (with its poor printability) could be used

for printed RFIO. This study was to identifY the possibility of

corrugated materials to provide conductive printed RFID antennas.

SECTION I: METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS

Figure 2. Corrugated paperboard

(What is Corrugated? 2004)

Figure 3. IGT FI

• •u
Figure 4. Alien Technology's ALL-9250

thickness), and C-tlute corrugated (4.0 mm-thickness) (Figure 2). The antenna style to be printed in the study was

the Alien "12" pattern, a design for Alien Technology's ALL-9250 tag (Figure 4). After printing, conductivity of the

Feasibility of Printing RFID Antennas on Corrugated Paperboard - Juthamart Sayampol
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antennas printed on the given substrates would be conceptually evaluated one by one. Unfortunately, conductivity

could not be directly measured. Its value represented by a measurement of electrical resistance (0 or Ohm).

Electrical resistance is the inverse of conductivity. To acquire the highest printability from the system, a series of

tests was conducted to find the optimal printing parameters (printing speed, printing pressure, and inking pressure)

for each substrate. In the final test, the antennas were printed and left to dry (in ambient) for twenty-four hours, and

then electrical resistance was measured. In order to evaluate the printing efficiency of the test system, a number of

commercial 12antennas printed with the same ink were requested from Precisia for a measurement.

SECTION I: RESULT AND DISCUSSION

From Table I and Figure 6, the result shows that coated paper

gave the most conductive antennas, followed by kraft paper, E-flute, B-

flute, and C-flute, respectively. Figure 7 (see page 5) and Table I show that

the conductivity of the printed antennas on coated paper was consistent

even though the printing parameters changed; whereas the conductivities

on kraft and the three corrugated varied. The greatest variation was found

in the measurement on C-flute, which was the largest flute profile used,

closely followed by B-flute, the second largest used. It should be noted that,

although corrugated substrate could be printed for RFID antennas, its

physical properties might be a barrier for high quality prints. In addition,

since the conductivity on kraft paper was higher than that on corrugated, it

could be assumed that the manufacturing sequence possibly affects the

printability of the substrates. Pre-printing (printing on kraft before

converting into corrugated) might be an opportunity for corrugated

packaging converters to produce higher quality printed antennas.

Figure 5. Printed antenna

Electrical Resistance
(Ohm)

Substrate Avera2e (J of Data

Label 3.31 0.07

Coated paper 20.30 1.04

Kraft paper 45.10 6.03

E-flute 52.20 4.15

B-flute 59.90 12.40

C-flute 70.10 14.26

Electrical Resistance Comparison

Table 1. Resistance of the Printed
Antennas on different Substrates

100.0-E 90.0
..c:
Q 80.0
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Figure 6. Resistance Comparison of Printed Antennas on Five Substrates
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Figure 8. Absolute Resistance Changes Under Three Conditions

SECTION II: METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS

Usually, corrugated packages are used for distribution. The packages can be delivered in many different

regions of the world. Thus, it is necessary that the printed antennas maintain their conductivity even in extreme

environments. Humidity and temperature change are two factors that critically affect paper properties, such as

moisture content, fragility, and surface distortion, which could possibly cause the antennas' efficiencies to change.

As a result, an additional study was done to determine the conductivity change under severe environmental

conditions compared to that under normal conditions (ambient: 70°F or 21°C, 50% RH). According to ASTM D-

4332, the lowest temperature condition was cryogenic atmosphere (-67°F or -55°C), and the highest temperature and

humidity was tropical atmosphere (104°F or 40°C, 90% RH). This study continued to use the samples printed from

the former study. Samples of the printed antennas on the five substrates were divided into three groups for the above
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conditionings: tropical, cryogenic (frozen), and ambient. After being printed, two groups of samples were left to dry

in an ambient environment for forty-eight hours. Then one group was placed in the tropical condition, and another

was placed in the cryogenic condition. After four days, the two groups were moved back to the ambient environment

for another three-day observation. The third group of samples was observed simultaneously in the ambient condition

for five days. The resistance measurement was done an hour after printing and every twenty-four hours thereafter.

SECTION II: RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 8 shows that for all substrates in the ambient environment, the resistance slightly decreased on the

first day, and remained nearly constant afterward. This finding confirms that the normal environments have very

little impact on conductivity of the antennas. Compared with the ambient environment, the data measured from the

tropical conditioning showed higher conductivity. However, in the conditioning of the antennas printed on kraft

paper, water inadvertently dropped onto the antennas, causing their resistance to rapidly increase. Although the

resistance decreased again after the antennas dried, it should be noted that water (or very high humidity) could

considerably obstruct the performance of the antennas. Under cryogenic conditioning, the resistance on coated paper

stayed at essentially the same level as in ambient, whereas the resistances on both kraft and corrugated increased

dramatically. After ambient conditioning following cryogenic conditioning, the resistances on kraft and corrugated

were decreased somewhat, but were still not nearly as low as before the cryogenic. This demonstrates that low

temperature conditioning has a deleterious impact on the conductivity of the antennas on kraft and corrugated, but

not on coated paper. From the chart below, the resistance on C-flute had the greatest fluctuation, followed by B-flute,

E-flute, kraft paper, and coated paper respectively.

CONCLUSION

Although the antennas on kraft and corrugated had much lower conductivity than those on coated paper (a

commercial substrate), there could be an opportunity for corrugated packaging manufacturers to improve material

properties to obtain higher printability and better-quality RFID printed antennas. It should be noted, too, that the

environment, basically temperature and humidity, had considerably more impact on the performance of antennas on

kraft and corrugated, but had much less impact on coated paper.
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Introduction
The UN-Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods [I] provide general design

requirements, specifications, testing- and certification rules for packaging. The main principles of the UN-

Recommendations are the performance orientated design requirements, which have replaced the concept of

described packagings.

The transport of dangerous goods is associated with special risks because of the properties of the

transported substances. The packagings play an extremely important role in relation to minimizing risks.

For the transport of flammable and combustible liquids, plastic packagings and Composite mcs with plastic

inner receptacles are frequently used. They can be damaged by chemicals and by the stress during the transport

by different processes and mechanisms. Also the content can permeate through the walls.

The general requirements for the transport of these packagings are: "Any permeation of the substance

contained in the package, or recycled plastic material used to produce new packaging, shall not constitute a

danger under normal conditions of carriage." (ADRJRID 6.1.4.8.1) [2/3]-

The permeation test of plastic packagings is described in ADRJRID 6.1.5.7. The criterion for passing the test:

permeability shall not exceed 0.008 gll*h.

It only becomes necessary for HDPE packagings if they are to be approved for the carriage of benzene,

toluene, xylene or mixtures and preparations containing those substances. It is not necessary to test other

substances and other effects of the permeation e.g. the building of explosive atmospheres in freight containers

during transport.

Also the Code of Federal Regulation 49 CFR [4] - CHAPTER I - "§ 173.24 General requirements for

packagings and packages" describes a permeation test.

In general the build up of explosive atmospheres in freight containers due to permeation of flammable

and combustible liquids is not well regulated and investigated.

The presentation gives an overview of a research work on the risk of build up of an explosive

atmosphere in freight containers during normal transport conditions.
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Area of application Material Density

g/cm3

me Lupolen 4261 AGUV 0,945

Jerrican Lupolen 5021 OX 0,950

Drum Lupolen 5261 Z 0,954

The results of air change rates for several kinds of freight containers and a systematic investigation of

permeation rates of HDPE-materials, packagings will be presented. An example will be shown where this data is

used to calculate ifthe lower explosive limit is reached.

Permeation rates of plastic packagings

High permeation increases the risk of build up an explosive atmosphere in containers. The goal of the

permeation tests was to determine the influence of different HOPE-packaging materials, wall thickness and

temperature.

According to former investigations in this area the following solvents for the tests were used:

trichloroethylene (representative of the chlorinated hydrocarbons)

toluene (representative of the aromatic compounds)

n-hexane (representative of the aliphatic compounds)

The plastics in the investigation are the most frequently used high molecular weight high density

polyethylene for dangerous goods packagings, as shown in table I.

Table I: Specification of the used plastic material [5]

The permeation experiments were carried out in metal cylinders sealed on the bottom side with the

HOPE-plates to be tested. The loss of mass was measured after specific time periods for three different

temperatures, 23°C, 40°C and 50°C. The rate of transmission (Q) can be calculated with the values of the loss of

mass, the area of the plastic plate and the time using formula I.

(1)

For calculating of the permeation coefficients (P) the values of the rate of transmission are multiplied by

the thickness of the used plastic plate (formula 2).

P=Q·d (2)

For investigation of the influence of the wall thickness on permeation three different plastic plates with

a thickness of Imm, 3mm and 5 mm have been used. The experiments were run at 50°C with three different

solvents.
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Figure I : permeation of HOPE plates made of Lupolen 4261 AGUVat
500e for different wall thickness

A rule of thumb can be derived from the values of the correlation between the permeation coefficient P

and the wall thickness d in figure I. Within a range ofthe wall thickness from I to 5 mm the permeation

coefficient decreases 10 % for every additional mm wall thickness, independent of the solvent.

The influence of the temperature on permeation was tested at three different temperatures, 23°e, 400e

and 500e with Lupolen 4261 AGUV (most frequently used for me) and a wall thickness of3 mm.

Related to temperature the following Arrhenius equation is valid for the permeation coefficient.
_ Ep

P(T) = Po . e RT (3)

Equation 4 resulted from logarithmic calculus of equation 3.

EIn P(T) = InPo - -p-

R·T
(4)

As you can see in equation 4 the logarithm of the permeation coefficient P is inversely proportional to

the absolute temperature T and furthermore there is a linear correlation between P and the reciprocal ofT (Figure

2).
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Figure 2: permeation of HOPE plates made of Lupolen 4261 AGUV with a wall thickness of3 mm vs. the
reciprocal of the absolute temperature
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Measuring of the Air Change Rates

The linear plot of the three graphs in figure 2 confirms the Arrhenius dependence of the permeation.

This is the precondition to calculate the permeation coefficients for different temperatures. With rising absolute

temperatures the permeation coefficients also increase. From 23°C to 50°C the values of the permeation

coefficients increase by a factor of six.

The main result of these tests was that temperature is the main influence factor of the permeation for the

plastics most frequently used in dangerous goods packagings.

The factor in decreasing the risk of building an explosive atmosphere in freight containers is the air

change rate. A high air change found in ventilated containers minimizes the risk. For a systematic investigation

of the air change rates in the container the tracer gas method with Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6) was used.

8asicaJIy SF6 is injected via a syringe into the container and mixed with the room air using a fan. In time

intervals of 60 minutes consecutive air samples are drawn with the empty syringes. The gas concentration in the

syringes was analyzed by gas chromatography. From the SF6concentration the air change rate can be calculated.

We assume that the SF6 distribution is homogeneous. Figure 2 shows the results of the measurements. The

lowest air change rate (0.02 air change rate per hour) has a freight container with no vents in a storage room. The

highest rates ( 0.2 air change rate per hour) was measured during a trip on the highway in a so called ventilated

container with 32 passive vents.
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Figure 3: Overview of the air change rates for different containers and trucks

Calculation
With the data from the air exchange rates of the containers and the permeation coefficients of the IBC

plastic material at different temperatures it is possible to calculate the gas concentration in a freight container.
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This concentration can then be expressed in percent of the lower explosion limit concentration. The 100% lower

explosion limit is the lowest concentration at which the atmosphere can be ignited.

Figure 4 shows a calculation of the concentration of toluene in a 20' General Purpose Container with

two passive vents. The outdoor air change rate of this type of container is about 0.02 per hour. The rate of

transmission for Toluene at 50°C is about 6 glm2*h. If two 1000 Liter composite IBCs with plastic inner

receptacles filled with Toluene are stored in this general purpose container the 100 % lower explosion limit is

reached after 23 hours. This is a simplified calculation under the assumption that the Toluene gas is

homogenously distributed in the container. In reality the explosive gases are heavier than air and it could be that

some areas in the container reach the 100% lower explosion limit earlier.
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Figure 4: calculation of the concentration of Toluene in a 20' General Purpose Container with two passive vents

This calculation will be verified in autumn 2006 with full scale tests. On our open air test area we will

prepare a container with an explosive protected heating system to simulate the temperature in the container

during transport and storage with different loads of flammable and combustible liquids in composite IBCs with

plastic inner receptacles. Nine infrared sensors will used to measure the gas concentration at different locations

in the container up to 100 % of the lower explosion limit.

Summary
Preliminary calculations show that under some specific transport conditions the transport of flammable

and combustible liquids in plastic packagings could produce an explosive atmosphere in freight containers.

These calculations have to be verified with full scale tests under real conditions. The use of packagings with

permeation barriers such as permeation barrier layers or fluorination of the packaging or ventilated containers

will reduce the risk of build up of explosive atmospheres in freight containers.
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Approval of Packagings with Alternative HDPE Grades Based on
Comparative Testing

Dr. Peter Bliimel

ABSTRACT

Each design type of a dangerous goods packaging has to be successfully tested, including the costly and
time-consuming proof of the chemical compatibility in case of plastics packagings, including IBes. Each change
of the plastics material provokes a repeatedfull design type testing program leading to a new type approval and
a new UN-marking. European experts have identified the following parameters enabling to compare the relevant
properties of alternative resins with the resin of the approved plastics packaging: Melt flow rate, relative density,
notched impact strength, crack stress resistance performing the full notch creep test and molecular degradation
determining the change of the melt flow rate. Provided the alternative resin at least has similar properties for all
those parameters on comparison with the approved material, the testing program can be reduced to ajustifiable
minimum for all concerned design types. A procedure for specific additional tests is indicated, if some
parameters of the alternative "new" resin don't meet the required properties compared with the approved "old"
material. This procedure has the potential to be widened into the field of alternative plastics closure materials.
An international standardization program is initiated covering such comparative testing.

INTRODUCTION

Users, for example packers or consignors, of dangerous goods packagings are addressed by the
requirements of paragraph 4.1.1.2 of all harmonized regulations for the transport of dangerous goods (such as
UN Model Regulations, IMDG Code, ICAO-TI, ADR, RID) meaning that all parts of packagings, including
IBCs and large packagings being in direct contact with dangerous goods neither shall be affected or significantly
weakened by them nor shall cause a dangerous effect (e.g. catalysing a reaction). This requirement for chemical
compatibility concerns the carriage of liquid and solid dangerous goods and is relevant for all types of
packagings, even inner packagings of combination packagings. As a consequence of this requirement every user
of dangerous goods packagings should know that hydrochloric acid will corrode uncoated steel drums and
hydrofluoric acid will destroy glass bottles, even if the appropriate packing instruction of the regulations
formally provides such types of packagings. It is in the exclusive responsibility of the user to observe this
chemical compatibility requirement avoiding leakage of dangerous goods out of packages.

In contrast to this case all plastics drums, plastics jerricans, rigid plastics IBCs and composite
packagings or composite IBCs with plastics inner receptacles being in direct contact with a dangerous liquid
have to be checked within the scope of the design type tests proving that the chemical compatibility is sufficient
according to the regulations. For this reason this specific proof of chemical compatibility has to be considered
under the responsibility of the competent authorities. Establishing the validation level of the proof of the
chemical compatibility one example is directly given in all provisions for the transport of dangerous goods
named above for this purpose: Test samples of each design type shall be subjected to pre-storage at ambient
temperature for six months, during which time the test samples shall be kept filled with the goods they are
intended to carry. After this pre-storage the weakened test samples shall successfully undergo the applicable
prescribed design type tests.

Though this test procedure can be applied to containers manufactured from all plastics materials (such
as PE, PP or PET), it is extremely time-consuming and not workable in the ordinary cases. At this reason a
significantly more workable procedure was implemented into the ADRIRID 25 years ago for packagings
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manufactured from high density polyethylene (PE-HD) being applied to 99 % of the plastics dangerous goods
packagings on the market.

Based on investigations showing that this procedure has an equivalent level of safety, chemical
compatibility may be verified according to ADRIRID subjecting test samples only to a pre-storage period of21
days at 40°C in contact with the following standard liquids, which are chosen as representatives for the
processes of deterioration of the used high and medium molecular mass polyethylene (PE-HD):
a) Wetting Solution for substances causing severe cracking in polyethylene under stress;
b) Acetic acid for substances and preparations causing cracking in polyethylene under stress;
c) Normal butyl acetate/normal butyl acetate-saturated wetting solution for substances and preparations

causing polyethylene to swell to such an extent that the polyethylene mass is increased by about 4 % and at
the same time causing cracking under stress;

d) Mixture of hydrocarbons (white spirit) for substances and preparations causing polyethylene to swell;
e) Nitric acid for all substances and preparations having an oxidizing effect on polyethylene and causing

molecular degradation identical to or less than 55 % nitric acid;
t) Water for substances which do not attack polyethylene in any of the cases referred to under a) to e) (no pre-

storage necessary).
After the pre-storage, the test samples shall undergo the prescribed design type tests whereat the stacking test
shall be performed with test samples filled by the appropriate standard liquid.

Filling substances, that are for example substances, mixtures and preparations, may be approved based on
laboratory tests proving that the effect of such filling substances on the test specimens made of the same plastics
material as the packagings is at least less than that of the standard liquids. This is an established comparative
testing of substances with reference to the standard Iiquid(s). A successful test result can be applied to all design
types approved for the assimilated standard liquid(s)!

COMPARATIVE TESTING OF PLASTICS MATERIAL-
EXISTING LEGAL SITUATION

In Germany the following typical situation can be found widely spread: Manufacturers hold a lot of
different approved design types of plastics drums, plastics jerricans and composite IBCs moulded out of an
established PE-HD resin grade (in the following named as grade A) which are successfully tested and approved
for all standard liquids. As time goes by, manufacturers may have the wish to substitute PE-HD grade A by an
"equivalent" new PE-HD resin grade (in the following named as grade B). The reasoning behind this request for
a material's change may be that grade B can be obtained at a lower price than grade A, or, ifthe worst comes to
the worst, grade A is not available on the market any more. On the other hand there are strict provisions with the
following requirements: "Tests shall be successfully performed on each packaging design type before such
packaging is used"; "a packaging design type is defined by the design, size, material and thickness, manner of
construction and packing, but may include various surface treatments ..."; and ''tests shall also be repeated after
each modification which alters the design, material or manner of construction of a packaging (see 6.1.5.1.2 to
6.1.5.1.4 of the UN Model Regulations). The manufacturer would be obliged to repeat all tests for each specific
design type including the expensive and time-consuming tests for the proof of the chemical compatibility
manufactured from the new grade B! Under these circumstances there is an active demand for the reduction of
the amount of design type tests with the new grade B assuring an equivalent level of safety under the
responsibility of the competent authority.
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In order to solve this problem, experts sought after solutions of the following questions:
What are the conditions proving that alternative materials (grade B) are at least equivalent with regard to
approved grade A in order to save on design type tests?
What are the material parameters representing the design type tests, which allow an assessment of PE-HD
grades by comparative testing of the grades (not of the design types of the packagings)?
Which validated testing methods can be applied resulting in approval of the concerned design types without
the full retesting program provided grade B can be at least evaluated as equivalent to grade A?

,
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COMPARATIVE TESTING OF PLASTICS MATERIAL -
RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

After a lot of discussions European experts identified the following material parameters for comparative testing
taking into consideration the targets mentioned above:

Melt flow rate represents the demand for similar properties of the material at the blow moulding process.
Density can be related to the stiffness of a packaging and represents the impacts at the stacking test,
hydraulic pressure test and permeability test.
Low temperature notched impact strength represents the impacts at the drop test at -18°C.
Environmental stress crack resistance mainly represents the impacts at the stacking test performed with
standard liquid wetting solution.
Molecular degradation represents the impacts at the drop test, hydraulic pressure test and stacking test
performed after pre-storage with standard liquid nitric acid (55%).

Due to the fact that it is not reasonable to compare plastics material intended for the blow moulding
manufacture of 55 gallons drums with plastics material intended for manufacture small bottles, the comparison
of the melt flow rate values is the crucial initial condition for appliance of the whole comparative testing
procedure: The value of the melt flow rates (MFR) shall be within the following limits

MFR grade B :::70% MFR grade A, and
MFR grade B :s 130% MFR grade A.

If the melt flow rate of grade B is not in this window of 30% of the MFR of grade A, the comparative testing
procedure may not be applied. Test samples of the design type manufactured from the alternative grade B should
be subjected to the full test program under these circumstances! This initial condition is reasoned by the fact that
chemical compatibility is not only a property of the plastics material itself but also a property of the
manufactured packagings as an outcome of an appropriate blow moulding process. If the MFR of the alternative
grade B would be too different from the MFR of the tested grade A, it could not be assumed that the new
packaging has at least the same (low) sensitivity against stress cracking as the tested old packaging manufactured
by grade A.

Determination of density (D): Compression moulded sheets of thickness 2,0 mm are prepared. They are
annealed for 30 min at 100°C. They are stored at (23 ± 2) °C for 24 h. The density is determined in a hydrostatic
balance according to ISO 1183 on 3 specimens. The mean density result (kglm3

) is quoted to 4 significant figures.
Criterion for an equivalent material: Density grade B :::Density grade A - 2 (DB::: DA- 2)

(Remark: Due to the inaccuracy of the test method and the variance of the test results a density of grade B 0,002
glcm3 lower than the density of grade A is still deemed equivalent.)

Determination of low temperature notched impact strength (N.I.S.): Compression moulded sheets of
thickness 4,0 mm are prepared. Specimens of 10,0 mm width x 4,0 mm thick x 80 mm length are prepared with
an edgewise notch of depth 2,0 mm, notch radius 0,25 mm according to ISO 179-1 (Charpy method).
Specimens are conditioned for a period sufficient to reduce the temperature to - 30°C or lower and tested at -
(30 ± I) dc. The striker of the pendulum impact machine shall strike the specimens in an edgewise mode. The
mass of the striker shall be documented in the test report. 10 specimens are used for each determination. The
mean notched impact strength (kJ/m2

) is quoted to 2 significant figures.
Criterion for an equivalent material: N.I.S. grade B :::90% N.I.S. grade A (N.I.S.B::: 90% N.I.S.A)

(Remark: Due to the inaccuracy of the test method and the variance of the test results an impact strength of grade
B of 90% of the impact strength of grade A is still deemed equivalent.)

Determination of environmental stress crack resistance (FNCT): Compression moulded sheets of thickness
6,0 mm are prepared. Test specimens are prepared of 90,0 x 6,0 x 6,0 mm with a full coplanar notch around the
middle of the specimen of (1,0 ± 0, I) mm depth with a notch radius of < 10 !lm. When using a notch device the
allowed tolerance (± 0,2 mm) of the specimen thickness shall be considered in applying the notch depth of 1,0
mm. The testing is carried out according to ISO 16770 at 50° C, in 2 % aqueous solution of wetting agent,
nonyl phenyl ethoxylate aged as in 6.1 of ISO 16770:2004 (e.g. Igepal, Adinol, Antarox), with applied stress
levels of approximately 9,0 MPa keeping constant the flow conditions of the wetting solution in the loading
device. These conditions shall be documented in the test report. 5 specimens are used with applied stresses just
above and below 9,0 MPa. The mean failure time at 9,0 MPa is interpolated graphically from the times to
rupture of the samples. The result for FNCT (h) is quoted to 2 significant figures
The environmental stress crack resistance by Full Notch Creep Test (FNCT) shall be:

Criterion for an equivalent material: FNCT grade B::: 80% FNCT grade A (FNCT B::: 80% FNCT A)



(Remark: Due to the inaccuracy of the test method and the variance of the test results an environmental stress
cracking resistance of grade B of 80% of the environmental stress cracking resistance of grade A is still deemed
equivalent.)

Determination of molecular degradation (Ox): Compression moulded sheets of thickness 2,0 ± 0, I mm are
prepared. 15 specimens of surface dimensions of2500 mm2 (approximately (50 x 50) mm) are used for the test.
10 specimens are to be immersed in 55% nitric acid at 40° C, the remaining specimens (5) are to be used as a
control. 10 specimens are immersed in freshly prepared 55% nitric acid for 28 days at 40° C. The immersed
samples shall be kept fully separated so that all of the surface is in contact with the nitric acid. Any part of the
sample which is not exposed to the nitric acid due to the effect of a clamping device shall be cut away at the end
of the immersion period. Within I h of the end of this immersion period, the samples shall be washed by
neutralization in Na2C03-solution, then washed in water and rubbed carefully to remove the nitric acid film from
the surface, then dried by tissue or cloth, using of acetone or ethanol can be recommended. 2 mm of the
specimen from all 4 edges are trimmed off and discarded. Each remaining specimen is chopped into :s 4 g / 100
pieces and mixed separately. The MFR shall be measured, within 72 hours after the end of immersion period, of
each of the immersed samples. The same melt flow rate apparatus must be used for the immersed and non
immersed samples provided with an insert and nozzle made by acid-proof material. The result is quoted to two
significant figures as the mean % increase in MFR of the immersed versus the mean of the non immersed
samples.
Criterion for an equivalent material: MFR increase grade B:S 120% MFR increase grade A (Oxs:S 120% OXs),

where the initial melt flow rates (of non-immersed specimens) of grade A and grade B are defined as 100 in each
case. (Remark: Due to the inaccuracy of the test method and the variance of the test results a MFR increase of
grade B of 120% of the MFR increase of grade A is still deemed equivalent.)

Selective testing: If all indicated parameters of the ''new'' grade B meet the prescribed criteria of the
comparative testing, only design type tests with water as the test medium shall be carried out for the packaging
design type manufactured from the new grade, provided it has the same design (e.g. tare weight, wall thickness)
and the same test conditions (e.g. drop height, hydraulic pressure, stacking load) are applied as for the design
type manufactured from the "old" grade. If one or more parameters of the "new" grade B don't meet the
prescribed criteria of the comparative testing, selective testing is necessary according the following procedure.

Material parameter Criteria for Additional design type tests
additional tests Type of testing performed with standard liquid
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COMPARATIVE TESTING OF PLASTICS MATERIAL-
JUSTIFICATION

The development of the comparative testing procedure was justified by the results of an investigation of
a German company confirming that for different HOPE grades

there is an inverse correlation between the melt flow rate increase and the period of failure at the stacking
test of 55 gallon drums filled with nitric acid manufactured from this grades;
there is a correlation between FNCT and the period of failure at the stacking test of 30 litre jerricans filled
with wetting solution manufactured from this grades;
there is a correlation between the low temperature notched impact strength and the marginal drop height of
failure of 55 gallon drums filled with water manufactured from this grades.

There was sufficient evidence that the chosen material properties are indeed connected with the performance
properties ofpackagings. BAM is carrying out further investigations on this field now. No objections against this
conclusion were found up to now. Based on this results European manufacturers of plastics resins and plastics
containers initiated a round robin test which was conducted by European test houses with the objective of the
standardisation of the test procedures described before and the verification of the accuracy and variance of the
test results. Improvements of details of the test procedures were made, in particular the molecular degradation
test method which was not related to an existing standard. Test results of different test houses showed that the
specific material parameters of different HOPE grades were generally in the same sequence, but absolute values
of the same parameter determined by different test houses differed with an unacceptable variance.

CONCLUSIONS

Provided that characteristic material values by comparative testing are obtained by the same test institute
a decision could be taken

to establish BAM-GGR 003 - "Procedural rules on the suitability proof for alternative plastics resins used
for dangerous goods packagings and intermediate bulk containers (IBC's)" and approval of design types
with alternative resins according to this rule
(see also htt:p://www.bam.de/pdf/service/amtl mitteilungen/gefahrgutrechtiregeln/ggr-003engl.pdD; and
to prepare a final working draft with the objective of European standardisation of "Comparative material
testing of polyethylene grades".

Meantime, BAM as German competent authority has issued certificates of approvals of dangerous goods
packagings based on BAM-GGR 003 mentioned above. There are considerations to extend the scope of
comparative testing from high molecular HOPE grades to polyethylene types used for closures. In principle, no
objections can be found for this extension, because the processes of deterioration can be not different from
chemical point of view; but investigation should be undertaken that all chosen laboratory methods are applicable
(e. g. brittle or ductile failure at FNCT?).
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A safety concept for the assessment of leak tightness of packaging of
dangerous goods

Ton Schilperoord and Maxence Wittebolle

ABSTRACT

Packagings which are usedfor the transport of dangerous goods must be leak tight in order to prevent that a
dangerous situation could occur through the escape of the dangerous substance from the packaging.
There are several ways for a dangerous substance to escapefrom a packaging: leakage through (a) hole(s) in
the packaging. by permeation through the (plastics) material or through venting systems.
At present there are no methods and criteria available for the assessment of acceptable leakage rates for the
different phenomena as described Specifically there is a need for the assessment of the in-line production
leakage detection systems.
A safety concept is presented for the assessment of acceptable leakage rates from a packaging. The concept
takes as a basis a practical situation of a leaking packaging in a certain confinement with a specified ventilation
rate. It is then calculated at which leakage rate a dangerous situation (e.g. explosive mixture) could occur.
As an example calculations on an acceptable leakage rate were performed for a 20ft freight container with
plastics drums and the results were compared with the leakage rates as detected with the UN-leakproof ness test
and the ADRIRID criterion for permeation. Further the safety concept was appliedfor the evaluation of
experimental results on leak testing of composite IBes.
It is concluded that the safety concept as proposed is a valuable tool to evaluate the leak tightness of packagings.
The concept should befurther developed by standardising the models to be usedfor the calculations.

INTRODUCTION

The main function of a packaging for the transport of dangerous goods is to take care that no dangerous product
is spilled during transport, which could lead to a dangerous situation. In order to accomplish this, requirements
are set to the packaging performance so that the package will not leak when subjected to normal conditions of
transport. This means that there should be no leakage when the package would be subjected to e.g. drops or
internal pressure.
The design of the packaging should also be such that the packaging is leak tight. This requirement is verified by
performing a leakproofness test on the packaging design type intended to contain liquids. In this test an internal
air pressure of20 or 30 kPa (dependant on the packing group of the dangerous product) is introduced into the
packaging and it is investigated if there is no escape of air from the packaging when the packaging is put under
water. Further every packaging, manufactured according to the design type, must be leak tested according to a
method, which is at least as effective as the method prescribed for the design type.

It will be clear that this "under water method" is generally not suitable to be applied in practice in a production
line. In most cases, the methods used are less sensitive than this "under water method" and the question now is
what criteria should be set for these methods in order to establish that these methods are "equally effective".
It is proposed to take safety during transport as a basis to determine the suitability of methods to be used at
production. For this reason, a safety concept has been developed in order to be able to evaluate methods which
are used at production for the piece by piece leak tightness control.
There are also other phenomena, which can lead to leakage of dangerous product during transport and for which
no solid criteria exist in the regulations for the transport of dangerous goods. The most important phenomena are
permeation of products through the (plastics) material ofthe packaging (including the closures) and the escape of
dangerous product through a venting system. The safety concept can also be used in order to develop criteria to
be set for maximum permeation and venting.
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SAFETY CONCEPT

The safety concept consists of a model of a practical situation during transport, for which it is calculated what
maximum leakage of a dangerous product rrom a package can be allowed in order to avoid a dangerous situation.
Generally, packages containing dangerous products are transported in a confined space (e.g. a rreight container).
This means that leakage leads to the spread of the product throughout this space. This can result in a dangerous
situation in terms of e.g. explosive product-air mixtures or toxic concentrations. It will depend on a number of
factors whether a dangerous situation will occur; these factors include leakage rate, properties of the product,
volume of the confined space and ventilation rate in the confined space.
In the safety concept, it is assumed that the leakage has reached a steady state (constant leakage rate) and that
there is a uniform concentration of the dangerous product in the confined space. It is further assumed that the
confined space is not leak tight and that some ventilation occurs. The calculations are done for an equilibrium
situation, meaning that the concentration of the product in the confined space has reached a steady state value.
For this situation, the concentration of dangerous product resulting rrom leaking packages in a confined space
can be calculated with the following equation:

: total leakage rate of dangerous product rrom packages [m3Is]
: concentration of dangerous product in confined space [m31m3

]

: ventilation rate [S-I]
: rree gas volume in confined space [m3

]

In order to be able to apply the safety concept, a model for a situation, which is representative for transport is
needed. This model can be selected on the basis of the relevant transport conditions. This model can then serve
as a kind of standard. It is also possible that the model is applied for individual cases.
In order to show the applicability of the safety concept, calculations were performed for a relevant transport
condition, the 20 ft rreight container.

CALCULATIONS FOR 20 FT FREIGHT CONTAINER WITH PLASTICS DRUMS

For the calculations the following parameters, which are realistic for a practical situation, were chosen:

• A 20 ft rreight container has been selected as confined space.
• The 20 ft container is filled with 80 (plastics) drums with a capacity of220 litre and toluene as contents.

This means that the rree volume of gas (air) in the container is 15.4 m3 (33 m3 for the internal volume
minus 17.6 m3 for the 80 drums).

• The pressure in the container is 100 kPa and remains constant.
• The ventilation rate in the container is once per 24 h.
• The minimum concentration of dangerous product in the air to reach an explosive mixture is set at 1.2%

(volume), which is the value for toluene.

With these values of the parameters the maximum acceptable total leakage rate rrom the packages in the
container was calculated as 2.14 x 10-6m3/s, which corresponds with 8.8 x 10-6kg/s (density of toluene vapour is
4.1 kg/m3 at standard conditions of 100 kPa and 273 K). When this leakage rate is exceeded there would be a
mixture of toluene lair, which could lead to an explosion.

The ventilation rate of once per 24 h. is a realistic value for a 20 ft container, but can be lower for a non-
ventilated container, according to data made available by BAM [I]. Equation (I) shows a linear relationship
between the acceptable leakage rate and the ventilation rate of the container.

It is of interest to compare the calculated value of the maximum acceptable leakage rate with the possible
leakage rrom the packages.
In [2] an estimate was made of the minimum gas leakage rate that can be detected by the UN-Ieakproofness test
("UN-leak"). This can be expressed as K-value in the following equation of the leakage rate, assuming laminar
flow:
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Qg = K (P1
2

- p/) (2)

Qg : leakage rate [m3.barls]
K : leakage rate constant [m3/(bar.s)]
PI : pressure inside packaging [bar]
P2 : pressure outside packaging [bar]

For this "UN-leak" K was estimated as 12 x 10-9 m3/(bar.s) [2].
For values of PI and P2 of 1.2 bar and 1.0 bar respectively (overpressure of 0.2 bar), Qg was calculated as 5.3 x
10-9 m3.barls, which corresponds with 21.7 x 10-9 kg/s (assuming a flow of pure toluene at standard conditions of
I bar and 273 K). When all 80 drums would have a leakage of this magnitude, this would mean a total leakage
rate of 1.8 x 10-6kg/so Even in this case this value would remain lower than the maximum acceptable leakage
rate of 8.8 x 10-6kg/s by a factor of 5.

Another situation is the permeation of toluene from the packages in the container. The maximum allowable
permeation for toluene according to the European regulations for road and rail transport (ADRIRID) is 8 mg/(I.h)
(at 23°C and 50% relative humidity) [3], which is 0.5 x 10-6kg/s for each 220 litre drum. For 80 drums the
maximum permeation rate is 40 x 10-6kg/so This is a factor of more than 4 higher than the maximum acceptable
leakage rate as calculated.

APPLICATION FOR COMPOSITE IBC

The question was raised: would a leakage detection method at the regular inspection of IBCs, based on pressure
decrease, be an effective and thus acceptable method as alternative for the test method as required in the
regulations for the transport of dangerous goods (20 kPa for 10 minutes)? This question was raised, as many
types of composite IBCs (plastics inner receptacle and steel cage outer) are permanently deformed at an
overpressure of20 kPa in such a way, that they can not be used for transport anymore.
In order to answer this question, both an experimental programme and calculations on the basis of the safety
concept were performed.
In the experimental programme both pressure decrease and leakage rate measurements were performed with an
IBC with a capacity of 1000 litre with an inserted calibrated leak (aperture 0.30 mm).
It was shown that for a type of composite IBC without re-inforcement at the top, overpressures greater than 5
kPa can result in permanent deformation, which is not acceptable. An overpressure of 5 kPa was thus selected
and the measurements showed that it takes a long time (more than 30 minutes) in order to obtain a pressure
decrease from 5 to 4 kPa overpressure. This means that in practice such a leak would not be detected with this
method.
However, the measurements showed a liquid leakage rate of O.I8 mIls for such a leak at a water column of I m
(10 kPa overpressure) in the IBC at the place of the calibrated leak. This looks unacceptable from a safety point
of view.

This situation can also be evaluated with the aid of the safety concept. For these calculations it was assumed that
in the freight container with 80 drums as presented before, 5 of the drums were replaced by a 1000 litre
composite IBC with a leak in the bottom ofa size of 0.30 mm diameter and 2 mm length. A column of toluene of
1m would represent a pressure of8.5 kPa (density oftoluene is 870 kg/m3).

The flow of liquid through the leak can be calculated as:

QI : liquid leakage flow [m3/s]
r : radius of circular leak [m]
TJ : viscosity of liquid [Pa.s] (0.59 x 10-3Pas for toluene)
I : length of circular leak [m]
PI : pressure inside packaging [Pal
P2 : pressure outside packaging [Pal

For these conditions a liquid leakage rate of78 x 10-6kg/s (0.09 mils) is calculated. It is assumed that this liquid
evaporates immediately after having passed the leak. For one IBC in the container with this leakage rate this
figure is nearly a factor of9 higher than the calculated maximum acceptable leakage rate_
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DISCUSSION

The safety concept as proposed appears to be a valuable tool to evaluate the leak tightness ofpackagings. The
interesting aspect is that the allowable leakage rate can be estimated based on safety during transport.
By applying this concept it was shown that for a practical situation, no safety problems are to be expected when
packagings would show leakage below the level as detected at the UN-Ieakproofuess test. This also means that
there is some room to allow a greater leakage rate for a packaging within certain limits. In this way the leak
testing methods, which are used in a production line and which are generally less sensitive than the "UN-
leakproofuess" method, can be evaluated. It was shown that a method based on pressure decrease in a composite
IBC can be unsuitable from a safety point of view.
It was also shown, that the ADRIRID criterion for the maximum permeation rate is not adequate from a safety
point of view, based on calculations for a practical situation.

The next step in the further development of the safety concept is to reach (international) agreement on the
parameters to be applied in the model. This should be based on a situation, which is considered to be
representative for conditions in transport. It will be clear that different situations could lead to different models,
but for a specific kind of transport (e.g. in a freight container) standardisation should be possible.
When using such a standardised model, several kinds of leak tightness issues can be evaluated, such as the
sensitivity of the in-line leakproofuess methods, a criterion for maximum permeation rate and the maximum
venting rate of venting systems.

CONCLUSION

A safety concept has been developed for the evaluation of the leak tightness of packaging of dangerous goods. It
was shown that the safety concept can be used for the evaluation ofleak test methods used for in-line production
and for the maximum permeation rate. The concept should be further developed by standardising the models to
be used for the calculations.
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High-speed videographic study of engineered composite paperboard
cushioning systems

Michael A. Sek and Vincent Rouillard

ABSTRACT

High speed videography can offer an insight into what really happens when a composite cushion
deflects as it interacts with the impactor in a shock that only lasts several millisecondsand It can be used in the
process of fine-tuning and optimisation of protective packaging. The paper presents high speed videographic
footage of the response of a cushion to shocks, in co'!iunction with typical acceleration measurements. The
paper concentrates on engineered paper-based composite cushions assembled entirely of layers of paperboard
with purposefully selected contrasting compression characteristics. Various composite designs are investigated
to extend the range of performance of the cushion in drops from extreme drop heights and in multiple impacts.
The paper illustrates the complexity of the impact phenomenon and demonstrates how high speed (several

frames per millisecond) videographic observations can assist in the optimisation of protective packaging. The
use of paper as cushioning material is motivated by its environmental advantage over polymeric materials such
as expanded polystyrene.

INTRODUCTION

During the distribution phase, products are often exposed to a variety of environmental hazards which, if
excessively severe, may cause damage to and even destroy the product. Among those hazards, mechanical
shocks are potentially the most damaging. As a result, the main design parameter for protective packaging
systems is the level and nature of shocks to be encountered. Other distribution hazards such as vibrations,
compressive loads and climatic variations are often considered as secondary effects. Effective cushion design
requires that the maximum expected shock level or drop height be defined. This is usually determined by
estimating the statistical likelihood of a certain design drop height from data describing the probability of
occurrence. In the most cases, such statistical distributions are constructed using limited sets of data and, as
such, cannot represent all possible drop heights. Furthermore, the shock data may have been collected by a third
party and do not necessarily represent a specific distribution environment. Even if some extreme drop heights
were included in the sampled data, it is often the case that such events are considered as accidental or unlikely to
occur and are thus discounted to attain an engineering and economic compromise. With this approach, it is
conceded that the cushioning system will not be effective for a number of extreme, statistically uncommon,
events. In order to address this limitation, the mechanical behaviour of a multi-layered cushioning system,
incorporating elastic layers and one or more sacrificial layers (a crumple element), has been proposed [1,2]. To
study the effectiveness of the concept, corrugated paperboard material was used as a prototype. Cushioning
characteristics of virgin corrugated paperboard have been investigated before [3-6]. As well as being economical
and readily available, this material has the added benefit that it is easily recycled and can be produced entirely
from recycled paper and paper products.

Optimisation of such a composite cushioning system involves the determination of the size of the crumple
element, relative to the size of elastic layers. For this purpose, characterisation of cushioning systems in dynamic
compression at constant deflection rates and during impacts was assisted by high speed videography.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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The results were obtained from experiments carried out using two experimental facilities shown in
Figure I:

I) a programmable servo hydraulic universal testing machine capable of inducing compression at rates
of up to 400 mmls. The compressive force and deflection were captured by a computer-based data
acquisition system while the behaviour of the cushions was recorded using a high-speed video
camera.

2) a free-fall impact testing apparatus with adjustable platen weight and drop height. The platen
acceleration and displacement were captured by a computer-based data acquisition system while the
behaviour of the samples were recorded using a high-speed video camera capable of capturing
several frames per millisecond. In both cases the data and video capture equipment were triggered
from a common source in order to ensure synchronisation.

PC
IIIi1hH;i1' speed
CM'IeI'"sinlerface ~~~~~~~~~__j

Fig. 1. Schematics of experimental setup. Left: Compression experiments, Right: Impact experiments.

COMPRESSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF CORRUGATED PAPERBOARD

During impact and compression the cushioning element of a protective packaging system undergoes
elasto-plastic deformation. The elasto-plastic behaviour of commonly available cushioning materials such as
expanded polystyrene, polyurethane. and polyethylene foams, and multilayered corrugated paperboard (MCPB)
vary widely [2]. Elastic deformation assists in retention of protective and containment functions of cushioning
in consecutive drops. Plastic deformation, which is the predominant mode at higher loads, dissipates more
impact energy but is irreversible. Most current cushioning systems rely on large elastic deformation to reduce
shock levels and provide mechanical protection against drops and impacts.

Corrugated paperboard can be formed to exhibit
two very different mechanical characteristics by a
simple transformation process. Figure 3 shows the
compression characteristics of a vlrgm and ., 250 :

precompressed MCPB at 400 mmls. In the virgin ~ .
condition, the flutes within the corrugated paperboard i 200

act as the main structural component of the element.
They are characterised by a relatively high initial
stiffness, and, when compressed beyond their buckling
strength, they undergo a predominantly plastic
deformation. Once the flutes in a corrugation layer
have reached the yield point, the compressive
properties of the material are transformed to exhibit
predominantly elastic deformation under compressive
loads. When all the corrugation layers have been fully
compressed, the initial compliance of the material is
dramatically increased and the material has the
properties of a soft cushion which can withstand repetitive compression cycles with negligible residual
deformation. This duality in behaviour can be exploited to create a composite cushioning system designed to
extend the range of protection against a wide range of impulsive loads.
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Fig. 3. Typical compression characteristics of
MCPB (rate: 400 mm Is)
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COMPOSITE MULTILAYERED CORRUGATED PAPERBOARD CUSHIONING
SYSTEM

These contrasting characteristics of MCPB can be used to engineer a composite cushioning system
designed to combine the elastic behaviour of pre-compressed MCPB with the plastic characteristics of virgin
MCPB. The primary element is designed to provide cushioning against repetitive, smaller shocks which induce
predominantly elastic deformations. The secondary element, with a relatively smaller contact area, is included to
act as a crumple element, whereby much of the impact energy produced by large, unexpected, shocks and drops
will be absorbed by permanent deformation of the sacrificial corrugation layer.

One important aspect of multi-layered
cushion design is the stress threshold at which
the insert (crumple element) becomes
effective. Ideally, the insert, consisting of
virgin corrugated paperboard, should not
collapse under small impulsive loads. These
are to be absorbed by the compliant elastic
element. The optimum compressive force at
which the insert collapses corresponds to the
force level at which the compliant cushion
undergoes an excessive deformation and
increases its stiffness. This optimum stress
level is determined by adjusting the contact
area between the complaint cushion and the
crumple element. The behaviour of
composite cushion systems with various
contact areas are shown in Fig. 4, where the
optimum stress level was, in this case,
determined at around 45 kPa As can be seen,
the average strength of the virgin corrugations is 180 kPa which, when divided by the optimum stress level gives
a contact area of 25%. The compression characteristics of the composite cushion with 25% contact area (and
50% for comparison purposes) are also shown. It is interesting to note that the insert collapse occurred above 50
kPa which is due to inherent variation in the strength of corrugated paperboard.

A series of impact tests were undertaken using samples which consisted of a pre-compressed (high
compliance) MCPB element and a crumple element comprising two layers of virgin MCPB with a contact area
of 25%. Fig. 5 shows various measured acceleration pulses measured on the platen. When subjected to a 30 cm
drop, the crumple insert did not collapse and the acceleration pulse was entirely due to the compliant element.
However, when the drop height was increased to 60 cm, the generated stress exceeded the compressive strength
of the crumple insert, resulting in the collapse of one corrugated layer (Fig. 6). The effect was a dramatic
reduction in the shock level when compared to that obtained from the compliant cushion. It can be clearly seen
that the primary cushion without the insert generated significantly larger shocks in comparison to the composite
cushion, which maintained reduced shock levels for up to two drops (second drop not shown) from a height of
60 cm. It is clear that additional number of severe drops can be absorbed by the use of extra layers of sacrificial
crumple elements.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

;w,---~--~--~--~~~~~ __~ __--,
- -Drop h9\ght 30 em • no insert

- Drop height 60 em • no to•• :1
.~Drop h~ttl 30 ern . w.~ In:iQf't ..
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Fig. 5. Acceleration shock pulses/rom impact

experiments.
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Fig. 4. Effect of contact area on the compression
characteristics (static) of composite MCPB cushions.

Fig. 6 Composite MCPB sample after 60
em impact.
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The compression characteristics of various MCPB composite samples were evaluated at high speed in
order to investigate the mechanism of collapse of the crumple inserts. One interesting outcome of the
experiments was the variation in collapse strength between single- and multi-layered inserts as shown in Fig. 7.
Images acquired with a high-speed video camera reveal that the lower collapse strength of a two-layer crumple
insert is caused by lateral motion of the unrestrained face dividing the layers. For single-layered crumple inserts,
this cannot occur due to restraining of the crumple faces by the platen and the soft cushion element.

Figure 8 illustrates the benefit of high videography to understanding the details of a shock pulse,
otherwise open to speculation. The results pertain to a composite cushion with a three-layer crumple element
with the compliant element on top. A build-up of acceleration starts at 20 ms, even before the platen is in
contact with the sample, as confirmed both visually and by laser position measurement. This phenomenon is due
to the air-cushion effect [9]. At 22 ms the platen is in contact with the sample and the sample stiffens for the next
7 ms. The acceleration peaks at 30 ms, when the start of lateral movement of the interlayer face between the
bottom and centre layers to the right is observed. It is followed by the collapse of the centre layer, a significant
deformation of the bottom layer and the associated fall in acceleration until 32 ms. The platen moves downwards
and continues to deflect the sample up to approximately 35 ms, before commencement of the rebound. It is
worth noting that the maximum acceleration does not occur at the maximum deflection.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented experimental results which reveal the contrasting compression characteristics of
Multi-layered Corrugated Paperboard (MCPB) when used in virgin and pre-compressed forms. This variation in
elasto-plastic behaviour was exploited to engineer a composite cushioning system designed to withstand small,
repetitive shocks and well as occasional large level impacts. It has been shown that the inclusion of a
paperboard crumple insert onto a soft paperboard cushion dramatically extends the protection range of the
cushion and its ability to cope with extreme events. This is evidenced by the lowering the overall shock
response spectrum while providing a significant increase in the allowable drop height (double in this case) for a
limited number of extreme events. This desirable effect has been accomplished by a cushion pad made entirely
of paperboard. It was shown that the crumple element threshold is a function of contact area relative to the
primary elastic (soft) cushion. The number of allowable severe impacts can be determined by the number of
flute layers in the crumple insert. It is worth noting that, in this case, this dramatic improvement in protection
against severe impact levels was achieved with less than 4% by mass or 5% by volume of additional material.
The main conclusion of the research is that virgin and pre-compressed MCPB can be combined to provide
significantly enhanced protection to products against mechanical hazards during distribution.

High speed videography provides complementary information on the mechanism of dynamic
deformation, assists in explaining causes of variation in the behaviour of the samples in various impacts and
points to the effect of air-cushion between the platen and the sample on the cushion tester.
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CORRUGATED FIBRE-BOARD AS A CLOSED/OPEN CELL
CUSHIONING MATERIAL

Mervyn W Minett* and Michael A Sek

ABSTRACT

Multi-layered corrugatedfibreboard is an important material in the design of protective cushions as it
is easily recycled In the pre-compressed state it could be used as a replacement for polymeric materials.
Research on the use of multi-layered corrugatedfibreboard as a cushioning material has shown that each layer
when compressed behaves in visco-elastic manner. It is believed that this phenomenon is partly irifluenced by the
gas compression during impact, and has an important effect on the damping characteristics.
Multi-layered corrugated fibreboard cushions can be designed as open or closed cell material in
the sense that if the ends are opened the air can flow during impact. If the ends were closed or
partly restricted they would behave in a similar manner to closed cell materials.
In previous papers the authors proposed a model that describes how air pressure build-up and the
restriction to flow of air, influences the cushioning properties of pre -compressed corrugated
fibreboard.
This model has been refined to allow prediction of a shock pulse that can be experimentally
validated. Results will be presented in this paper.
It is envisaged that this model will help the further understanding of the dynamic behaviour of multi-layered
corrugatedfibreboard, leading to applications as protective cushioning materials.

INTRODUCTION

Victoria University has been actively involved in research into the application of virgin
and pre-compressed corrugated fibreboard for protective packaging. The main focus has been on
the shock attenuation or cushioning characteristics, methods to produce cushion curves using
simple compression data and modelling of cushion dynamic behaviour.

Sek M., et aI., [1] discussed that during an impact the instantaneous resistive force at any
deflection will be different to that at the same deflection in static compression. The impact force
can be viewed as having two components: one attributed to static deflection at the same deflection
and the other on attributed solely to the transient nature and high velocity effects such as gas
compression. They also presented an algorithm for the iterative least squares optimization of the
dynamic effect and the production of cushion curves from the static compression and dynamic
characteristics.

Minett and Sek [2] showed that by subjecting corrugated fibreboard cushions to some
force profile (pre-compressing), lower peak acceleration over a broader range of static loads is
achieved. This lead to the idea of pre-compressing multi-layered corrugated fibreboard may act as
a spring and be a useful replacement for polymeric materials

Naganathan et al [3] showed that cushion size had an effect on the shock absorbing
properties of corrugated fibreboard. Unlike polyethylene they found that larger cushions of
corrugated fibreboard transmit lower shock especially for initial impact.

Minett and Sek [4] showed that longer fluted corrugated fibreboard cushions experienced
lower peak acceleration than those of shorter length which suggests that geometry plays an
important part in the determination of acceleration data during cushion testing. They presented a
model based on the conservation of momentum of air, and the mechanics of air-flow that describes
the gas compression characteristics during impact. They also observed that the behaviour of the
pre-compressed is better when enclosed in a container compared to that of a standard cushion test.
This difference appears to be caused by the contribution of gas dynamics or air effects.



F, =Fo +Fe
Fo= A, (po - Px ) Ko
and
Fe= FpKe
where
Fo= flute force due to open flutes (N)
Fe = resistive for due to closed flutes (N)
Ko and Ke are experimental and percentage factors

(2)

The literature suggests that the behaviour of multi-layered cushioning made of pre-
compressed corrugated fibreboard is influenced by the characteristics of the flow of air during
impact apart from geometric considerations and will influence the damping properties of multi-
layered pre-compressed corrugated fibreboard cushions. This hypothesis together with a total
appreciation of the dynamic properties of this material is examined in this paper.

DYNAMIC MODEL

A model based on the flow of air and conservation of momentum of air, impact theory and
the equation of a mass damper system was developed as shown in equation(I). The first term
represents the forcing and stiffness components and the second term the damping characteristics
due to the flow of air during impact.

a=(FpXIF-k~hJ_2[F, -Ff -_!_(h r]
m pDx~ h, '

where a = acceleration of the platen or load (m/sec2
)

Fp = platen force (N)

IF = impact factor = ~2hd
8"

hd = the drop height (m)
8s! = static deflection due to platen mass
m = platen mass (kg)
~ = cushion displacement (m)
h, = platen or load velocity in terms of cushion height at time t (m/sec)
h, = cushion height at time t (m) (1)
A, = exit area of cushion cross section at time t (m2

)

Po = average air pressure (Pa)
Px = air pressure at point x and is equal to atmospheric pressure at the extremity (Pa)
D = cushion width (m)
p = air density (kglm3

)

Xd= distance from cushion centre to point under consideration (m)
= half the cushion length at the extremity

Ff = frictional resisting force (N)
F, = A, (po - Px ) = the pressure force (N)

To simulate the experimental work where cushion ends were progressively blocked to vary the
end conditions, the force term F, in equation (I) is required to be split between representing
airflow conditions and pure resisting force as shown in equation(2). These equations are reflected
in the Simulink™ model as shown in

Figure 1.
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Figure 1 8imulink model representing equations 1 and 2

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

The material used was double-face 'c' type flute consisting of 10 layers, 166 mm square and
pre-compressed corrugated fibreboard. The cushion tests were carried out by progressively closing
the ends by taping to fully open, 70% open, 50% open, 25% open and fully closed. Five drops were
performed on each cushion, which were conditioned at 50% humidity at 250 C. The cushion tests
were carried out on a Lansmont cushion tester using the 5.8kg platen. The data was recorded
using Data Physics Signal Calc ACE V 4.0 data acquisition system. The data captured was
converted to Matlab® mat files.

Software was written to read the data and incorporating the model from

Figure 1 to analyse and compare experimental to simulated results. The following graphs
Figure 2 and

Figure 3 show simulated acceleration pulses for the above end condition together with
experimental results for fully open and fully closed.
Note that the experimental data is un-filtered.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SIMULATED ACCELERAnON or SQ53 - PROGRESSIVE END BLOCKING
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- 25% Open
-FullyClosed
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Figure 2 CAlmparisonof simulated to experimental acceleration pulses in the time domain
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The following Figure 4,

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show comparisons between simulated and experimental acceleration pulses, velocity
profiles and deflection profiles respectively. The simulated curves are generated using equations 1 and 2 and the

model from

Figure 1. Software written in Matlab™ om' files to control and present the comparisons.
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Figure 4 Comparison of individual simulated vs. experimental acceleration pulses
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Figure 6 Comparison of individual simulated vs. experimental displacement profiles

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The results shown in Figures 4 to 6 shows both theoretically and experimentally that by progressively
closing the ends lower acceleration and deflection values are experienced. The closing of the ends in this
experimentation was achieved by progressively blocking with the use of tape. An alternative method to vary the
end blockage is by flute orientation, the appropriate number oflayers could be completely blocked in one
direction with balance orientated in the opposite direction and fully opened.

There results show a good correlation between the experimental and simulated acceleration pulses,
velocity profiles and deflection rates which can lead to less reliance on experimental testing. It is envisaged that
using the simulation model and software for varying parameters such as geometry, number of layers extent of
end blockage etc, could make a good design tool for applications of multi-layered pre-compressed protective
cushions.
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Shredded Paper as Cushioning Material Protecting Apple Bruising under
Impact

Songtham Chaiyapong, Sher Paul Singh and Bundit Jarimopas

ABSTRACT

Shredded (s) paper is often used below and top of a package, especially corrugated box, as cushion.
The knowledge about applying the s-paper as cushion to wrap up afruit is limitedly available. At presence, the
use of foam net is widely spreaded because of acceptable impact protectionability and operation convenience.
However, its difficult degradability becomes increasingly problematic. An effort to find the s-paper which is
recyclable, cheap and easily degradable as an alternative cushioning material was executed The cushioned
fruits were impacted at the constant energy of 2 J by a ballistic pendulum and the resulting impact bruising was
analyzed Application of the s-paper and the foam net to wrap up a selected, soft fleshy fruit was included and
comparatively tested Results showed that the s-paper made of 3 mm wide, used A4 office paper, with 60 kg/m3
density in a cloth sack could protect apple bruising under the threshold impact energy of 1.4 J which is 87%
higher than that of the foam net. The s-paper could practically make good protection on rose apple fruit with
damage 2.4 times less than that of the foam net.
Keywords: shredded paper, apple, impact, bruising

INTRODUCTION

Regarding fresh fruit packaging, used newspaper is presently used to line inner surface of plastic and
bamboo containers for protecting fresh fruit from bamboo cut and moisture loss during transport (Jarimopas et
aI., 2002). Newspaper can not protect fruits from impact energy but shredded (s) paper can. The s-paper is often
found at the bottom or the top of fresh fruit commercial package to absorb the impact energy between the fruit
and the container surface to reduce bruising. Every day lots of office paper and newspaper paper are used up.
The office paper and the paper for newspaper accounts for thirty four percent of Thailand yearly demand of
paper product (Anonymous, 2006). The s-paper can be produced cheaply and easily because the used office
paper and newspaper are cheap and a document destroying machine is inexpensive and extensively available.

Apple injury due to impact was mostly bruising (Bollen et al., 1999). Several researches were carried
out on impact apple bruising (Jarimopas, 1984; Holt and Schoorl, 1977; Bajema and Hyde, 1998; Schoorl and
Holt, 1980; Ragni and Berardinelli, 200 I; Chen and Yazdani, 1991). Under small impact apple did not exhibit
any bruise. When the fruit gained a greater amount of impact energy bruising could be detected. (Jarimopas,
1984; Jarimopas et aI., 2004). Bruise was evaluated as bruise volume (Mohsenin, 1996; Chen & Yazdani, 1991)
and linear correlation was found between bruise volume and impact or absorbed energy (Jarimopas, 1984; Holt
and Schoorl, 1977; Ruiz-Altisent, 1991). Shoorl and Holt (1980) defined the slope of the bruise volume and
energy graph as bruise resistance. The threshold of apple bruising was studied by several researchers (Schulte et
aI., 1992; Mathew and Hyde, 1997; Bollen et aI., 2001). Shulte et al. (1992) and Bollen et al. (2001) expressed
the phenomenon of apple bruise threshold as a curve plotted between probability of bruising against drop height
or energy.

Since the availability of s-paper has existed, it becomes challenge to investigate the likelihood of s-
paper as an alternative cushioning material protecting impacted fruit and substituting foam net. Naturally, the
foam net is not easily degradable (Jarimopas et al., 2004) even if it well functions as the commercial cushioning
material (Chonhenchob and Singh, 2004). However, the knowledge of mechanical behavior of the s-paper
relating to fruit bruising in packaging is rarely available, this research is then aimed to determine a) proper
working conditions of the s-paper for impact bruise protection b) energy bruising mechanism of an apple
cushioned by the s-paper, and c) application of the proper s-paper to protect a selected fruit (rose apple) in
comparison with the commercial foam net.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

I. Determining the proper working conditions of the s-paper
This experiment was designed to assess the bruise volume subjected to variation of 5 control conditions

governing physical characteristics, application of the s-paper and fruit of concern as well. The used fruit was
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Chinese stored apple of Red Fuji cultivar. The Chinese apples were chosen as experimental sample because they
prevail in Thailand all year round and their bruising is easily observable. The control conditions were: (I) apple
size (88 and 100 fruits per 20 kg package), (II) the s-paper width (3 and 6 mm), (III) the s-paper type (used A4
office paper and used newspaper paper), (IV) division of the s-paper containing sack (I, 2 and 4 division) and
(V) the s-paper density (36, 48, 60, 72 kglm3

). There were 2 tests of interest. Test I began with the preparation of
the s-paper out of the used paper from a local market. The used paper was shredded by shredding machine (GBC
Shredmaster 750 S, CHINA and TWIIN 600 S, CHINA) to be as small as 3 mm wide for each piece. The 3 mm
s-paper was put in a 10 cm x 29 cm x 3 cm raw cloth sack so that the s-paper density was 36 kglm3

• The sack
mouth was then closed. The s-paper sack was applied to wrap up a good grade apple of size 88. The wrapped
fruit was thus impact-tested by the ballistic pendulum (Jarimopas and Sayasoonthom, 2004) at the constant
impact energy of2 J (Jarimopas et aI., 2006). The experiment was repeated for other combinations of density and
width of the s-paper, division of the sack and apple size, 5 replications each. Bruise volume of the impacted
apple was measured and analysis of variance was executed to determine the appropriate working conditions of
the s-paper. Test II was repeated according to the procedure and the proper conditions obtained from Test I with
the only variation of the used paper type. Variance analysis and Duncan's Multiple Range Test were applied to
obtain the final settings of proper conditions of the s-paper.

2. Determining bruise-energy relationship
The measurement of apple bruise-energy relationship was based on the previous finding of proper

conditions of the s-paper. The stored Chinese Red Fuji no.88 apple was brought to the ballistic pendulum for
impact test. Three testing conditions were: (I) 2 apple sizes (no.88 and 100), (II) 8 loading levels (0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0. J), (III) 2 cushioning types of apple (with and without the proper s-paper). 10
replications were for a combination of the testing conditions. Data for the calculation of bruise volume V and
impact energy E were recorded and analyzed. The other impact test was repeated with the other set of apples
having similar quality and cultivar as the former group. The testing conditions of apple size and cushioning type
remained the same except loading level. For bare apples, loading level ranged from 0.05 to 0.2 J. For the apple
cushioned by the proper s-paper, loading level ranged from 0.45 to 1.4 J. The estimated V and E were then
analyzed to determine their relationship below and upto threshold state. E was calculated from the following
equation :-

E = mgR (I-cos OJ) (1) (Jarimopas, 1984)
Where E = impact energy (1), m = mass of pendulum (kg), g = gravitational constant, 9.81 m1s2

, R =
length of hanging rope (m), and OJ = angle of incidence (degree). After impact, apple was stored for 24 hours at
room temperature to allow browning discoloration, apple was sectioned at the contact area. Bruise volume was
calculated as follows:-

V = (n/8) ~d (2) (Chen and Sun, 1984)
Where w = width of bruise (mm) and d = depth of bruise (mm). Probability of bruise was calculated

from

Propability of V occurrence = ----------------
Number of replication of the same treatment

Number of non - zero V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. Proper conditions of the s-paper
Regarding test I, analysis of variance indicated that density, width of the s-paper and cloth sack division

significantly affected the apple bruise volume V at the significance level of 5% for the apple no. J 00. For the
bigger apple (no.88) the bruise volume was significantly influenced only by the width and the density of the s-
paper. Table I showed that V of the s-paper width of 3 mm was smaller than that of 6 mm at a certain s-paper
density of apple no. I00. The density of 48 to 72 kglm3 was insignificantly different. Table 2 showed that V of
the 3 mm width was smaller than that of the 6 mm at a particular cloth sack division. The smallest V of the 3 mm
width corresponded with the sack division of one and two. When considering (a) statistical indifference, (b)
appropriate use of the s-paper, (c) ease in making cloth sack and (d) appropriate V, the proper operating
conditions of the s-paper would be 3 mm width, 60 kglm3 density and one cloth sack division. Table 3 exhibited
that V of the s-paper width of 3 mm was smaller than that of 6 mm at a particular density of apple no.88. The
smallest V happened at the s-paper density of 72 kglm3

•

Test II, which was aimed to determine the influence of the paper type upon V at the controlled proper
conditions of the s-paper resulting from the previous Test I, revealed that V for both the used A4 paper and the
used newspaper paper was zero.
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Accordingly, the proper operating conditions of the s-paper can be summarized that width and density
of the s-paper are 3 mm and 60 kg/m3; cloth sack division is one; applicationability to apple no.88 and 100 and
to both used A4 office paper and used newspaper paper.

2. V-£ relationship
Fig.1 showed the apple bruise volume-impact energy relationship for loading beyond bruise threshold

between apple with and without 3 mm s-paper cushioning. The increase in E proportionally increased V. The
slope of linear regression V -E equation of the no.88 bare fruit was higher than that of the no. I 00 bare fruit,
implying that apple no. I00 had higher bruise resistance than the apple no.88 (Schoorl and Holt, 1980). This
agrees with Chonhenchob and Singh (2004) who reported the small fruit has higher mechanical resistance than
the big fruit. Similar result of V -E relationship could be obtained from the cushioned apples. Besides, the slope
of the V-E graphs of cushioned fruits was 35 times less than that of the bare fruits. This indicated that V
resulting from the same amount of E was much less in the cushioned fruit than in the bare fruit or the proper s-
paper well protected the apples under impact.

However, this is the performance of the s-paper beyond the bruise threshold of apples which is one
point of interest on bruise protection material. The other point can be seen from Fig.2, the probability of bruise
occurrence (P}-E relationship below and upto the bruise threshold. The increase in E linearly increased P for
both apple sizes, and with and without the proper s-paper cushions. The threshold energy at P=I of the bare fruit
in both size almost coincided while that of the cushioned fruit was slightly different. The threshold energy of the
cushioned apples no.88 and 100 was 1.35 and 1.4 J respectively, which was about seven times higher than that of
the bare fruit (= 0.2) J.

The cushioned fruit was bruised at high threshold energy because the proper s-paper featured porosity
so much that it could absorb most of the impact energy and let small amount of it to bruise the apple in contact.
Thus, the apples with proper s-paper cushion bear greater impact energy before it certainly got bruised.
Alternatively, the proper s-paper performed very good protection on bare fruit under impact.

Table I Results of variance analysis of apple bruise volume against variation of width and density of the s-paper
(apple no. I00)

S-paper width* (mm)
S-paper density (kg/m3

)

Oc

3 6

198.1a±172.6 I034.6a±467. I36
547.4b±290.224.9b±17.448

2.6b±2.5 130.8C±118.860
Ob72

Note: * Number of the same column followed by the same letter insignificant difference of the mean value at the
significant level of 5 %

Table 2 Results of variance analysis of apple bruise volume against variation of s-paper width and sack division
(apple no. I00)

Cloth sack division
S-paper width* (mm)

3 6

I 65.2ab±137.5 605.4a±577.7

2 4.6b±9.3 I75.6b±227.3

4 125.4a±140.8 527.3a±533.1
Note: * Number of the same column followed by the same letter Insigmficant difference of the mean value at the
significant level of 5 %

Table 3 Results of variance analysis of apple bruise volume against variation of width and density of the s-paper
(I )apple no.88

S-paper density (kg/m3
)

S-paper width* (mm)

3 6
36 542.0a± 166.6 I360.4a±227 .8
48 I07.5b±81.2 638.2b±216.0
60 33.6b±30.8 292.5c± 158.2
72 Oc 30.1d±27.3
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Note: * Number of the same column followed by the same letter insignificant difference of the mean value at the
significant level of 5 %
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CONCLUDSIONS

Impact pendulum test upon the Chinese Red Fuji apples wrapped up with the shredded (s) paper
revealed that the width and the density of s-paper significantly affected apple bruise volume at the significance

level of 5%. The proper working conditions of the s-paper were; width and density of the s-paper of 3 mm and
60 kg/m3

; was cloth sack division one; applicationability to the apple no 88 and 100 and to both the used A4
office paper and the used newspaper paper. The bruise volume varied linearly with the impact energy beyond the
bruise threshold. The probability of bruise occurrence varied proportionally as the impact energy below and up
to the bruise threshold. The bruise threshold was established at the impact energy about 1.4 J.
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Design of panel TVs Cushioning package completely with corrugated

me 15th IAPRI World Conference on Packaging

cardboard

HUO Yinlei ZHANG Tao SHU Tong E Yuping ZHANG Xinchang

(School of Mechanical Engineering, Southern Yangtze University, Wuxi Jiangsu, 214122, China)

Abstract: The basic design ideas of cushioning pads with folding corrugated cardboard were introduced in

this article. According to the ideas, the new-fashioned cushioning pad completely with corrugated cardboard

was designed to substitute EPE foam plastic used in package of 42-inch PDP flat TV. Tests were conducted on

whole packaging samples including the new pad and box. Based on the results of testing, objective analysis and

appraisal of the new pad's stacking intensity and shock absorption were explored The design can simplify the

packing materials, reduce the packing cost and the disposal cost of waste. The main purpose was to accelerate

the application and popularization of the cushioning pads which are made of "green packing material".

Keywords: Green packing design corrugated cardboard cushioning structure

1. Introduction
Green packing and environment protection have already become the key problem of the international

packing industry, and earned more and more care from every field. Take the environment and resources as cores,

we should consider not only the quality, function, life and cost of the packing, but also the influence to

environment by the production of the raw material, processing use of packing product and the recycling use of

reject. Now, the discussion about green packing mainly concentrated on these aspects, namely, the improvement

and simplification of packing form, the choice and use of green material, the simplification of packing process,

and the universalized equipment. The relationship of choice and use of the cushion material and environment are

closest.

Comparing with the high cost of pulp molding paper, limitation of the honeycomb paper in technology and

craft, immature of the vegetable fiber technology, the corrugated cardboard has inexpensive price, better

processing formability, better cushion performance and more completed recovery. The functionality cardboard

such as coating cardboard can enhance tide and anticorrosion performance of the cardboard, which has wider

development space.

Through the test and analysis to identify commonly used corrugated cardboard cushion structure units'

mechanical performance characteristics, and according which design and combine the cushioning package of

panel TVs. Exploring an new packaging model of big and heavy electronic product.

2. Mechanic performance of common corrugated paper cushioning structures

[
triangle inner-support structure cascading structure mixed-flute structure

Fig. I common corrugated paper cushioning structures

The cushioning structures of common paper used in packaging design mainly contain multi-layer structure,
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cascading structure, sloping-support structure, triangle structure, triangle inner-support structure, mixed-flute

structure and so on. (Fig. I)

2.1. Invalidation mode of corrugated cardboard cushion structure units

Complied with G8/T8l68-l987, some static compression experiments about several kinds of structure

units were done and the corresponding F-X curve was got. The figure 2 is a typical F-X curve of cardboard

structure. OD section of the curve is the elastic phase of cushion structure unit. Section DA stands for plasticity

deformation, the structure unit gets to the intensity limit at A point and begins to be destroyed. From 8 point, the

structure is wholly destroyed and begins to be pressed and tighten. As to this structure, the curve section that can

really protect the product is section OA, it reflects the mechanical performance of the structure. So section OA

will be researched as the main object in the following research.
F (N)

Fig.2.a. static compression experiments t(

structure units

D

B

an S.D 'D.D '!5J:J 4D.D ;zs.a
X (mm)

Fig.2.b.A typical F-X curve of paperboard structure

Structure with erect flutes (Fig.3)

a

F(N)

D

o
D. s.

X (mm)

b

Fig.3 The F -X curve and destruct specimen of sloping-support structure

B

"'.

Figure 3 is the load breaking of sloping-support structure. With the increase of loading, the deformation

accordingly increases. When the load gets to a certain value (D point), the supporting surface of structure unit

and plane folding angle will firstly be broken (a).This belongs to partial break, and at this time, the structure still

has integrate configuration. When it passes the D point, the load becomes heavier with the increase of

deformation. At the just time, the deformation of structure mainly comes from the bending deformation between

the two supporting plane and inner sloping-support plane that reflects the good elasticity and energy absorption

of the structure. Until it gets to A point (b), the bending break support-plane loses all the mechanical

performance, we call it as the structure invalidation or break. Loading F value of F-x curve goes up steadily, but

there is a mini-saltation at D point, this is because of the break at the bending corner of structure, but there is no

evident influence to the integrity of structure.
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F(N)

The loading performance of structure is mainly decided by the supporting strength of the two erect flutes,

which means the edge crush strength of cardboard. Free bending of cardboard can also make the structure have

good elasticity, which guarantees the cushion performance in the condition of no-great deformation.

Structure without erect flutes (Fig.4)

D
A B

c
o 1.1:12.1:1 3.0 ,.0 5.D 5.D 1.1:1 Bn !i.D 1D.D".a ';I.e 13.1:1

X (mm)

Fig. 4 The structure and F-X curve of multi-layer unit

Figure 4 is the typical loading condition of non-erect supporting plane structure. With the increase of

loading, the deformation increases too. When the deformation reaches a certain point (A point), the upper or

below layer of the structure unit will firstly be broken, the structure comes into stage of plastically deformation

(section AB). Until this layer is pressed to the end, the structure becomes two layers from previous three layers.

This layer is broken completely, and no longer has the configuration and performance as expected. Often B point

is called 'invalidation' of the structure or breaking point. From 0 point, the cardboard layer in the other side of

the structure is squished. Do that again and again, until the medium cardboard is squished, the structure is

completely pressed and tighten.

The loading performance of the structure is mainly determined by the out-plane crush strength; the elasticity

and cushion performance determines the cushion performance of the structure to a great extent.

Figure 5 is the breaking condition of mixed-flute structure. When it is pressed by strength, the structure

begins to be destroyed at the greatest load-A point; when it passed this point, the mechanical performance of

structure will completely lose, until gets to 0 point, that means the structure is pressed to entity material.

F (N)
.-.---------------------------,

", X (mm)

Fig. 5 The structure and F - X curve of mixed-flute structure

2.2. Performance comparison among different structural configuration

Common ground can be discovered from the F-X curve of different structural configuration. The common

points are as follows:

Firstly the F-X curves of three typical structural configurations have a relative flat stage (Fig. 6), where the

pressure increases slowly while the deformation increase rapidly. In this stage, the ability to absorb the impulse

energy of the structure increases apparently, that fairly reflects good cushion performance. The structural units

themselves have not failed until the pressure value begins to decrease. Once the pressure reaches the maximum,
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the structure destroys in the form of deformation and dislocation, not in the form of desirable bent to collapse,

Therefore, these structures can not be used independently as main part to bear the weight, but used together with

other structural parts.

Secondly, mixed-flute have not deformed greatly before the structure destroys, regular deformation pattern

of such structure is more in conformity with elastic deflection pattern, and embody great rebound elasticity. The

structure has not deformed or deflected or dislocated before the structure thoroughly breaks, it is in the state of

favorable strained condition during the process of compression, in other words, the structure has good stability.

The advantage of good stability and ability to bear the weight have been took good use in the cushioning design.

Different materials have different C-crm curves. Something in common can be discovered from these curves

(Fig.7) as follows:

Firstly, it is the common sense that cushion pads with corrugated cardboard have smaller C value than pads

with foamed plastic. The former structures are applicable to the cushioning package of products with large

volume and great mass, and unlikely encounter repeatedly impulse .the features of this structure are stronger

rigidity and certain shaping space; while the latter structure is light and soft ,it has absolute superiority in the

package of small and light products which can endure repeatedly impulse in transition.

Secondly, C-crm curve of corrugated cardboard is not as smooth and regular as the foamed plastics. The

reason is that the structure of foamed plastic influences little to the sample performance; the performance of

material represents the performance and character of entity material. While the performance of the structure of

cardboard not only is influenced by the structure, it also is influenced by the performance of cardboard. It

belongs to secondary structure unit. So its mechanical performance is much more complex than foamed plastic.

The deviousness of the curve is just the incarnation of the distinction of structures.

F-X F-X

sloping-support
~:-x

- ~tt
_ .t,tJ
_l'f~
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_.";'
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i

.~
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Fig.7 The C-crm curve of different materials
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3. Corrugated cardboard cushion used in electronic products
Presently the use of paper cushion structures mostly focused on the mini-electronic products, the application

in the large-middle electronic products is lag behind more or less. The aim of this example to seek the applying

rules of cardboard cushion structure in these products through the design and study of 42 inch PDP flat TV's

corrugated board.

3.1. The customary packaging and the improvement demand
The customary cushion structure is two pairs of EPE cushion pads (Fig.8). Desire to decrease the cost as

much as possible, and in view of the environmental factor, some designs with corrugated board but not EPE

foam are brought up. Furthermore the cushioning performance should not be weakened. That to say, it can

provide enough protection for the product during the transportation and circulation (stowage, storage, transport );

the product is intact, the package is comparatively integrated, and the pads has no evidently breaking and plastic

deformation, when the package drops from the height of 60cm or 40cm to different surfaces.

3.2. Cushion design
The project, the42 inch flat TV set with two sound box which is 7 kilogram, manufactured by hair group, is

42 kilogram. Since we can't get the referenced friability, we setup the allowable friability is 30G taking security

into account. In the light of circumstance and the character of project, we choose the quintuplicate paper board,

whose fluting is Be, liner is first-degree, and thickness is 7.lcm, edgewise-crushed strength is 899.34N/lOcm.

consulting the basic principle of cushion packaging, we establish the project of design. In light of the dimension

of outer-box and the center of gravity of product, we fix the placement of product, the shape of structure and

correlative parameters (Fig. 9).

Fig.8 The customary cushion structure Fig.9 one of corrugated cardboard cushioning structure

After analyzed the project of design, including stability, reliability and cost etc, we should amend and

optimize it, and fix a best project, which is simple, firm etc. Finally we draw the engineering chart, and take it

into manufacturing to get the groupware.

3.3. Package test
Then take the packing into test to get the chart about the relation of acceleration and time. In the chart

(Fig. I0), the maximal acceleration is 24.97G In the end of the test, the permanent distortion only found at the

side of the cushion, and the other part is intact (Fig. I I ). So this pad has good mechanical performance, cushiony

ability, flexible structure and low cost. Therefore this project is the best one.

TIme(msec) 50

60
50

Acceleration 4~
(O's) ~o

10
o

-10
-20

o

Fig.IO Text A-t curve (drop height: 60cm) Fig.11 The cushion after dropping text
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4. Conclusion
The puckered corrugated cardboard, which has favorable mechanical performance and cushiony ability,

may be used to protect big and heavy electronic product. Further more, a logical structure and application can

improve the actuality of packaging. However, it must be built on the hold of mechanical capability of structure,

which will be the keystone of cushion theory.
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Apple
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to a) determine postharvest loss of rose apple fruit after transport and

b) comparatively test and evaluate the performance of the current and the developed wholesale packaging of
rose apple fruits. Methodology comprised sampling commercial packaging of rose apple of two varieties
(rhongsamsri and ToonkJao) at various retailers and wholesalers selected at random around Bangkok and
metro politan area, and conducting loss analysis. Three kinds of current wholesale packaging (CWR) (i.e.,
corrugated box, plastic basket and foam box) were packed with newly harvested, damage-free, uniform size rose
apple fruits and tested with a vibration simulator according to the ASTM standard D999 method A2 and ISTA
Project IA. The two types of developed wholesale packaging (DWR) (the vertical fruit orientation and the
diagonal-horizontal plane fruit orientation) was made up and tested with the same vibrator and procedure as the
CWR was. Performance of both CWR and DWR was evaluated in term of damage parameter.

Results showed that postharvest loss features mainly the damage of bruising and abrasion. The average
damage percentage of abrasion was higher than that of the bruising at both transport destiny (i.e., wholesaler
and retailer) and variety. The average damage percentage and the average damage per fruit at the retailer was
greater than that at the wholesaler with Thongsamsri and ToonkJao. Damage of cWP was a combination of
bruising and abrasion. The corrugated box exhibited the least bruising and abrasion. The proper DWP was the
diagonal horizontal plane fruit orientation which gave small bruising with ignorable abrasion.

INTRODUCTION
Rose apple is one of the most favorite fruit of Thailand. Rose apple is rich of vitamins and mineral

which are useful for health. The most preferable variety is Thongsamsri. After harvesting, fruit has customarily
been moved from place to place several times carefully or carelessly from orchard till consumers. It has been
subjected to multiple loadings of impact, vibration and compression and, as a result, it is damaged (Armstrong et
a!., 1991; Bollen et a!., 200 I). Mechanical damage is the major cause of postharvest losses (FAO, 1989).
Bruising losses in some fruit and vegetable crop may reach an estimate 30% of the yield (Peleg, 1984). In
postharvest operations of two packing houses, Bartram et a!. (1983) found that 89% of the "Golden Delicious"
apples were bruised after completing all packing house practices. Especially with transportation Beradinelli et a!.
(2005) reported that as many as 36% of Italian pears can be damaged during simulated transport by truck. Singh
and Marcondes (1992) showed that by improving the truck from using steel leaf spring suspension to air-ride
suspension could achieve great improvement in ride quality and damage reduction. However, the smooth
suspension system has shown that vibration damage still present (LeBlanc and Hui, 2005). They recommended
that proper design and use of the protective packaging materials are therefore important factors to reduce
physical damage during transport and handling. Several researches on performance test and evaluation of
packaging with tropical fruits like mango, papaya, mangosteen, rambutan, sweet tamarind (Chonhenchob and
Singh, 2004; Chonhenchob and Singh, 2005; Jarimopas et al., 2005a; Jarimopas et al., 2006a; Jarimopas et
al.,2006b) were conducted, but with rose apple has so far been unavailable. This research is therefore targeted to
a) determine postharvest loss of rose apple fruit after transport and b) comparatively test and evaluate
performance of the current and the developed wholesale packaging of rose apple fruits.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Determination of postharvest loss
Postharvest loss was observed as mechanical damage under two varying conditions, i.e. variety

(Toonklao and Thongsamsri) and transport destiny (retailer and wholesaler). The sampling of retailer included
three mobile retailers (on pick-up car), three big open markets, two supermarkets in the well-known department
stores. All the retailers were selected at random around Bangkok and Metropolitan area. Three huge fruit
markets in Bangkok (Tai, Mahanak and Si-moommueng) were randomly chosen for the wholesalers. Rose
apples are manually harvested, packed and transported by trucks to all the markets. For the wholesaler, the fruits
were packed in a 13 kg, regular slot container, double wall corrugated box, 27.5 cm wide by 37.0 cm long by
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31.0 cm high. Each fruit in the box is not cushioned and packed in 4 layers with plastic bag sandwiched between
layers. For the retailer of supermarket, rose apples were packed in 10 fruit plastic foam tray with stretch film on
top. The rose apples were also sold without cushion and simply packed in plastic bag for consumers in the other
retailers. Thirty fruits were randomly selected out of each packaging for damage analysis.

Testing of current wholesale packaging
The current wholesale packaging consisted of (i) 10 kg corrugated paper box, available in two sizes i.e.

30.5 cm x 38.5 cm x 18.5 cm and 24.5 cm x 43.5 cm x 26.0 cm ; (ii) 15 kg frustum like plastic basket of39.5 cm
mouth diameter, 29 cm base diameter and 26.0 cm height; (iii) 10 kg foam box (30.5 cm x 42.5 cm x 28.0
cm)(Fig I). Packed rose apples were newly harvested, without damage and of the same size (100 gm/fruit). The
rose apples were packed orderly in the corrugated box without foam net but with shredded paper staying at the
box bottom. The fruit without foam net were placed orderly in the plastic basket lined with newspaper and
plastic bag. The fruit with foam net were packed orderly in the plastic bag which was then tightly closed and
vacuumed and placed in the foam box having a few holes at the bottom for drainage. Ice was put on the top of
the vacuumed bag under the lid of the box. Each packaging was then tested by a vibration simulator (Jarimopas
et aI., 2005) at the frequency of 4 hz for I hour according to the ASTM standard 0999 method A2 and
Chonhenchob and Singh (2005). Five replications was made for each packaging. Mechanical damage of each
fruit in each packaging were checked and analyzed with respect to fruit section (section A = fruit part close to
the stem; section B = the middle part of the fruit; section C = the rest of the fruit opposite to the section A) after
the vibration. Each section is about 2.5 cm apart.

A d ji . /D) Total area or total length of each damage type onfruit surface (I)verage amage per rUlt {, x = ...
Total fruit of the package

Average damage percentage per package (D y) = Number of damaged fruit in a package x I00 ... (2)
Total fruit of the package

,.J

Figure 1 : The current wholesale packaging
Testing of developed wholesale packaging
Development of the better wholesale packaging of rose apples was originated from the concept that the

a rose apple is a damage-sensitive fruit, good protection from mechanical loading should be handled all round
the fruit. The DWP was then designed to cushion the fruit with foam net, place it in corrugated paper partition to
avoid fruit direct lateral contact, and cushion vertically the wrapped fruit with shredded paper. Two designs of
the DWP in a 27.5 cm x 41 cm x 37 cm corrugated paper box with 72 rose apples wrapped with 3.0 mm foam
net were used, i.e., (a) the cushioned fruit vertically oriented in 3 layer stack; (b) the cushioned fruits oriented
diagonally in horizontal plane in 4 layer stack(Fig 2). The DWP was tested with the same vibration simulator
and standard as the CWP was. After the test, packaging performance in term of mechanical damage was
analyzed.

Figure 2: The developed wholesale packaging

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Postharvest loss
Fig 3. shows postharvest loss of rose apples in term of eight damages. Out of these, six damages are

potentially and clearly quantifiable. They are bruising, abrasion, internal crack (crack appearing in bruise), cut,
abrasion-internal crack (abrasion with tissues inside the fruit clearly separating), and crack. Inside crack (inside
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Bruising Abrasion Internal crack

flesh cracks but epidermis does not) and cut-internal crack (cut is with bruise and tissues separate) could be
rarely detectable.

The postharvest damages of rose apple fruit in terms of average damage per fruit (Ox) and average
damage percentage (Oy) for retailer, wholesaler and Thongsamsri (T) and Toonklao varieties were analyzed with
respect to sections of rose apple fruit. At the wholesaler, major damage of T (by Ox and Oy) amounted to the
combination of bruising and abrasion, following by the cut for every section of the fruit. At the retailer, major
damage remained the same as the wholesaler but magnitude of damage grew up due to more handling and fruit
movement. The major damage at the section A was greater than that at the section Band C, and that of the
section B was the smallest. At the wholesaler bruising and abrasion of the fruit can be averagely 0.45 cm2/fruit
(Ox) or 23.3% (Oy), and 0.66 cm2/fruit (Ox) or 72.2% (Oy), respectively. At the retailer bruising and abrasion of
the fruit can be averagely 1.45 cm2/fruit (OJ or 56.8% (Oy), and 0.95 cm2/fruit (OJ or 78.1 % (Oy), respectively.

Similar result was obtained with Toonklao fruit (popular variety but cheaper price and less sweetness).
Damage at the retailer was higher than that at the wholesaler, comparing section with section of the fruit. Major
damage remains bruising and abrasion but it tended to occur at the fruit section C instead of A at the retailer.
Bruising and abrasion were averagely 0.22 cm2/fruit (Ox) or 26.7% (Oy) , and 0.45 cm2/fruit (OJ or 58.3% (Dy)
respectively at the wholesaler; while at the retailer bruising and abrasion were averagely 0.61 cm2/fruit (Ox) or

61.7% (Dy), and 1.21 cm2/fruit (Ox) or 90.0% (Oy) respectively.

Cut Abrasion-internal crack Crack

Cut-internal crack Land crack

Figure 3: Postharvest loss of rose apple
Current wholesale packaging performance
Damage distribution in term of Dx and Dyamongst CWP was evaluated with respect to sections of rose

apple fruit. Major damage of a rose apple fruit of both Ox and Dy in all packaging was still a combination of
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bruising and abrasion, except in the foam box only bruising was found in each fruit section. Corrugated box
exhibited least bruising (0.3 ~ Ox ~ 1.2 cm2/fruit; I 1.3% ~ Dy ~ 67.6%) and abrasion (0.6 ~ Ox ~ 1.6
cm2/fruit; 39.7% ~ Dy ~ 76.8%)

Developed wholesale packaging performance
Damage performance of rose apple fruits between DWP in terms of Ox and Dy was calculated with

respect to sections ofthe fruit. Bruising is the only dominant damage while abrasion was reasonably ignorable in
both types of the DWP. The diagonal orientation DWP exhibited bruising of Ox = 0.49 cm2/fruit or Dy = 33%
which was about 4 times less than that of the vertical orientation packaging. Jarimopas et al (2005b) reported
that power spectrum density of stacked tangerine plastic crates was found in the vertical plane greater than in the
horizontal plane. Therefore, it is likely for the rose apple placed vertically subjected to greater power spectrum
density of the simulated vibration and resulted more bruising.

Besides, slow compression by means of 4 mm plunger contact loading on Thongsamsri rose apple fruit
with the Universal Testing Machine, INSTRON 5569, USA, revealed that the rupture force of the fruit at section
A and C was 5.5 and 8.89 N respectively. Less strength due to smaller rupture force would perhaps cause
damage in fruit section A more easily than section C. That is why the greatest bruising appears in the fruit
section A in both DWPs. The diagonal orientation packaging was then proved to be the better developed
wholesale packaging.

CONCLUSIONS
I. Postharvest loss features mainly the damage of bruising and abrasion. The average damage

percentage of abrasion was higher than that of the bruising at both transport destiny (Le., wholesaler and retailer)
and variety. The average damage percentage and the average damage per fruit at the retailer was greater than that
at the wholesaler in Thongsamsri and Toonklao.

2. Performance of all the current wholesale packaging in the aspect of fruit damage was still a
combination of bruising and abrasion. Bruising was found only in the foam box. The corrugated box gave the
least bruising and abrasion.

3. The performance of the developed wholesale packaging show small bruising with ignorable abrasion.
The diagonal, horizontal plane fruit orientation packaging is the proper design because of less average bruising
per fruit and much less average damage percentage comparing with the other design ofDWP and the CWP.
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ABSTRACT

Post-harvest losses of mangosteen fruit were investigated from wholesaler in two main planting areas
of Thailand and from retailer in Bangkok and metropolitan area in 2004-2005. The losses were mainly from
internal disorders, i.e. translucent flesh, gummosis and decay about 34 %. Besides, the loss from hard rind fruit
was approximately 33 % at the retailer. To reduce the hard rind loss, new packaging systems were introduced
and tested together with the current one. Three existing and six new packages were subjected to simulated
vibration tests at the standardfrequency of 4 Hz and duration of I hour. Mechanical damages on each package
were determined Three layers of expanded polystyrene tray in corrugated fiberboard box exhibited the best
protection, yielding the lowest overall percentage of damages, i.e. hard rind 5.6%, skin abrasion 9.3%, calyx's
damage 23.3%, and scratch on stem-end 2.2%'
Keywords: mangosteen, post-harvest losses, packaging, vibration

INTRODUCTION

Mangosteen, Garcinia mangostana L., was named as the queen of tropical fruit because its calyx cap on
the fruit looks like a crown of the queen and with white sweet juicy soft flesh inside. Mangosteen fruits are
mainly consumed fresh locally and exported as fresh and frozen fruits to many countries about 27,000 metric
tons in 2004 (3). However, the information on mangosteen losses is limited. This information could be used to
reduce loss and upgrade quality. Post-harvest losses of mangos teens are caused by internal and external defects.
Common defects include fruit-cracking, rough surface, rind-hardening, translucent flesh, gummosis and decay
(I). All defective fruits except hard-rind fruit have inherent defects before harvesting. The rind-hardening would
occur when mangosteen was subjected to load (2). Mangosteen has the thick rind but at some certain applied
load it will be bruised and finally become hard. Besides, the mechanical damages on calyx, stem-end and surface
are also important for well-appearance in upper market. Like other fruits, mangosteens experience some kinds of
handling, transportation and storage. Hence, careful handling and proper packaging systems can reduce the
losses from mechanical damages.

Currently, fresh mangosteen fruits are pattern-packed in the 320x440x100-mm3 corrugated fiberboard
box for export and randomly packed in the 300x450x300-mm3 returnable plastic container for local market. To
improve the performances, using foam net, adding shredded paper, fruit orientation, number of layer(s) were
considered to develop new various packaging systems.

The objectives of this study were to (a) determine the nature and extent of losses in mangosteens at
wholesale and retail levels, (b) compare the protective performances of existing and new wholesale packages for
mangosteens.

ILecturer, Department of Post-harvest and Processing Technology, Rajamangala Univcrsity of Technology Thanyaburi, Pathum Thani,
12110, Thailand

Ph.D. student, Postgraduate Education and Research Development Project in Post-harvest Technology, Kasel~art University,
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PROCEDURE

POST-HARVEST LOSSES AT WHOLESALE LEVEL

Mangosteens harvested from 3 commercial orchards in Chanthaburi province and 3 commercial
orchards in Chumphon province of Thailand during the 2004 harvesting season were used for this study. After
harvest, mangosteens were delivered in returnable plastic containers directly from the orchards to the nearby
wholesalers in that day for grading. Sizing and grading of all the fruits were done the same way as currently
practiced by the wholesalers, and the data were recorded. Mangosteen samples were collected 3 times: at the
beginning, middle and end of the harvest season. Thirty-fruit sampled out of each grade were selected at random
and used for defect observation. To observe their internal condition, all sample (excluding fruit-cracking) were
cut and opened after storage at ambient temperature until they were fully ripe (about I week). The percentage of
defective fruits as post-harvest loss was evaluated based on the yield count.

POST-HARVEST LOSSES AT RETAIL LEVEL

Retail losses in mangosteens were studied in Bangkok and metropolitan area. Three types retailers;
supermarket, open-market, and on-truck vendor from 10 representatives were visited in 2005. Thirty-fruit
samples of each retailer were selected at random and used for defect observation. The percentage of defective
fruits as post-harvest loss was evaluated based on the yield count.

SIMULATED VIBRATION TESTS

I

t

All mangosteen fruits for these tests were carefully harvested and handled from orchards in Chanthaburi
province to test at Kasetsart University, Kamphansaen campus. Simulated vibration tests were performed to
compare the protective performance of various packages both existing (CFB-I T, CFB-I C and RPC-R) and new
packaging systems. The packages in this study were

I. CFB-I T Corrugated fiberboard box! Pattern-packed! Tray pack! 1 layer
2. CFB-I C Corrugated fiberboard box! Pattern-packed! Cell pack! I layer
3. CFB-2CP Corrugated fiberboard box! Pattern-packed! Cell pack! 2 layers with Shredded paper
4. CFB-3T Corrugated fiberboard box! Pattern-packed! Tray pack! 3 layers
5. CFB-F Corrugated fiberboard box! Pattern-packed! Foam net
6. CFB-FP Corrugated fiberboard box! Pattern-packed! Foam net and Shredded paper
7. RPC-R Returnable plastic container/ Random-packed with paper liner
8. RPC-FH Returnable plastic container/ Pattern-packed with paper liner/ Foam net! Horizontal
9. RPC-FV Returnable plastic container/ Pattern-packed with paper liner/ Foam net! Vertical
The various packaging systems tested are shown in Figure 1-4. Three replicates on each type of

packages were subjected to simulated vibration tests at the fixed vibration frequency at 4 Hz for the duration of 1
hour. After tests, the mangosteens were stored at ambient temperature for 24 hours before evaluated the
mechanical damages in percentage .

CFB-lT
(Thermoformed foamed polyethylene tray)

CFB-3T
(Expanded polystyrene tray)

•

Figure I. Tray pack in corrugated fiberboard box
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Figure 2. Cell pack in corrugated fiberboard box (Dividers to create cells made of paperboard)

Figure 3. Packaging systems using foam net with and without shredded paper.

CFB-IC

CFB-F

RPC-FH

CFB-2CP

CFB-FP

RPC-R

RPC-FV

Figure 4. Returnable plastic containers
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Fruit cracking 1.3
Hard rind 2.1
Rough surface 48.6
Translucent flesh & Gummosis 32.4
Decay 1.5

33.4
83.8
26.9

6.9

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1. Post-harvest losses of mangos teens in Thailand.

Types of defects % at wholesale level % at retail level

The amount of hard rind fruit increased tremendously from wholesale to retail level due to improper
packaging system. Mangosteens were random packed in returnable plastic container with paper liner and
transport from eastern and southern regions to Bangkok metropolitan by mini-truck that carried 1-3 tons of
mangosteens per trip. The high percentage of rough surface fruit at retail level implied that gloss surface fruits
were almost exported. The rarely cracked fruit was found at retail level because it has been culled out at
wholesale level. The amount of internal disorder fruits (translucent flesh, gummosis and decay) at wholesale and
retail were quite same but the translucent flesh and gummosis fruits at wholesale market tended to decay at retail
market.

Table 2. Packing density of mangosteen in various packages.

Package type packing density (%)

CFB-IT
CFB-IC
CFB-2CP
CFB-3T
CFB-F
CFB-FP
RPC-R
RPC-FH
RPC-FV

17.93
25.11
22.91
18.82
36.59
36.59
49.88
39.90
39.90

The corrugated fiberboard boxes (CFB) were packages for export while returnable plastic container
(RPC) was used for domestic market. Overall packing density of CFB types were quite low compared with RPC
types except CFB-F and CFB-FP. The way of using foam net instead of internal partition or separator in CFB-F
and CFB-FP packages could be improved their packing density. By the way, using of foam net as cushion
material in RPC type would decline its packing density about 10 %.

To determine packaging performance not only packing density but mechanical damages from vibration
in transport must be also considered. The mechanical damages of mangosteen in various packages during
transportation were determined by means of simulated vibration test. Four types of mechanical damages on
mangosteen were tom or detached calyx, scratched stem-end, hard rind and skin abrasion. The percentages of
vibration damages in various packages were shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The percentage of damages from simulated vibration test.

Package type Mechanical damage (%)
calyx stem-end hard rind skin abrasion

CFB-IT 53.5 26.5 21.3 10.7
CFB-IC 58.2 55.7 23.8 65.7
CFB-2CP 40.8 3.7 10.4 40.6
CFB-3T 23.3 2.2 5.6 9.3
CFB-F 57.2 10.4 37.0 54.1
CFB-FP 26.8 4.4 5.2 19.3
RPC-R 43.8 5.5 48.0 43.7
RPC-FH 34.7 5.4 45.4 31.0
RPC-FV 36.0 4.3 45.6 35.6
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The amount of hard rind was less when fruit was isolated even in tray, cell or foam net compared with
RPC-R. Abrasion damage was low in tray pack whereas high in cell pack. One layer pack has too much space
results in tremendous damages on calyx and stem-end. Damages were quite high when using foam net ( CFB-F,
RPC-FH, RPC-FV). It did not mean that foam net could not protect well but foam net slipped of the fruit when
top layer fruits bounced in head space. So the ways of using shredded paper covering on top (CFB-FP) would
decline this problem.

CONCLUSIONS

Post-harvest losses of mangosteen fruit are normally due to physiological disorders and mechanical
damage. To reduce mechanical damages, packaging systems of mangosteen were developed. According to the
results from this study, the corrugated fiberboard box with three layers of expanded polystyrene tray was the best
package type.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, corrugated fiberboard has been used for inner package materials as well as outer package by

environmental demands. In case of using corrugated fiberboard as inner cushioning, the fiberboard
structures which are cut and folded for fitting in the product shapes are very common. However, the
cushioning design process of corrugated fiberboard structures has been carried out by trial and error.
In this paper, the property of sleeve-structure corrugated fiberboard is discussed for an experimental model
of a fundamental corrugated fiberboard cushioning. And the results are shown below.

I) The folded parts of sleeve-structure corrugated fiberboard make a difference for the optimum stress
range, and have an influence on the cushioning property.

2) The aspect ratio of a model section doesn't have an influence on the cushioning property, but the
perimeter of a model tends to control the performance of a cushioning.

3) Furthermore, considering a practical package with corrugated fiberboard structures, shearing force put
on supporting parts of a product affects the cushioning property particularly.

4) Standardization of the cushioning design process of sleeve-structure corrugated fiberboard would
become feasible by using these properties to estimate the optimum cushioning size.

Experimental Conditions
As the current type of corrugated fiberboard

cushioning, simple sleeve-structure models are
discussed. A corrugated fiberboard has different
properties by the load direction. In this paper,
considering the practical corrugated fiberboard
cushioning with sleeve-structure, cross-machine
direction is set in vertical for all models.
A basic model of sleeve-structure corrugated

fiberboard is shown in Fig.l. The dimensions are 100
X 100X 35mm and the type of corrugation is A flute.
Then, the basic weight of Iinerboards (both sides) is
210g/m2 , and one of corrugating medium is 120g/m2

•

Furthermore, considering the influence of folded
parts of a sleeve-structure model, the models which
have the folded parts at the upper edge or the both
edges of sleeve (shown in Fig.2) are set. As in this
figure, these parts are folded to outside and the width
of them is 10mm.
Next, three kinds of sleeve-structure models which

have different aspect ratio are set to compare
cushioning properties. Test specimens are shown in
Fig.3. Each aspect ratio is set for 100 X 100mm, 120 X
80mm, 150X 50mm and also the perimeter is same

length,400mm.

Fig.l A basic model of sleeve-structure cushioning
Fig.2 Sleeve-structure model with folded parts

The static compression test is carried out by the
universal testing machine. Test speed is set for
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10mmlmin.
The dynamic compression test is carried out by the

Fig.3 Sleeve-structure models of different aspect ratio
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z
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••~
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0.5

0.0
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- folded(upper edge)
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Fig.4 Comparison among sleeve-structure models of
static compression test

cushioning tester. The dropping weights are
17.6-56.8N in the constant drop height, 60cm. The
low-pass filter of the measurement is set for 500Hz.
All specimens are conditioned in standard

atmosphere, temperature 23°C / humidity 50%. And
all tests carried out in the same condition.

Results of Static Compression Test
The results of the static compression test for each

sleeve-structure model (Dimensions: 100 X 100 X
35mm) are shown in Fig.4. As shown in this figure,
the sleeve-structure model with non-folded parts has a
high compressive load in a lower displacement area.
Comparing the peak load of non-folded sleeve model
with folded sleeve models, there is approximately
40% difference of load among them. This result
predicts that a product packed with non-folded sleeve
cushioning will be given a large shock when it
impacts.
Then, comparing the area of each compression curve,

the size of each area is very similar even though the
non-folded sleeve model has a high peak load. So, it is
considered that each model has almost same shock
absorbing energy.
Next, the results of static compression test by the

difference of aspect ratio are shown in Fig.5. Each
model has about 2kN compressive strength. This

result indicates that aspect ratio of sleeve-structure
cushioning makes no difference for compressive
strength. In general, it is known that the compressive
strength of a corrugated fiberboard box is related to its

2.5

2.0

Z 1.5
6.

".•
.9 1.0

0.5

0.0
100 x 100mm 120 x 80mm 150 x 50mm

Fig.5 Results of static compression test by the
difference of aspect ratio
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Fig.6 Comparison of cushioning property for the
sleeve-structure models

perimeter strongly.(l) In this case, the strength property
of these sleeve-structure models might be rather
controlled by perimeter than aspect ratio.

Results of Dynamic Compression Test
The comparison of cushioning property for the

folded sleeve model and the non-folded sleeve model
is shown in Fig.6. Here this figure shows the case of
100 X 100 X 35mm dimensions model. The value of
vertical axis shows the maximum acceleration, and the
value of horizontal axis shows the static load per unit
perimeter. For the cushioning design of block form
materials a static stress which is the value that weight

, . (2)
of mass divided by supported area IS used generally.
This parameter could be used for the block shape
cushioning of laminating fiberboard.(3) But as the
supported area of a sleeve-structure model is very thin,
the static load per unit perimeter is set as a new
parameter instead of static stress. Considering safer
cushioning design, the value of static load per unit
perimeter which is smaller than the value of the
parameter at minimum acceleration point would be
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chosen under the fragility level of the product.
As shown in Fig.6, it is clear that the folded parts of

sleeve-structure cushioning make a difference for the
acceleration level in optimum parameter range.
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~
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Fig.7 Comparison of cushion properties by the aspect
ratio (non-folded model)
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Fig.8 Comparison of cushion properties by the aspect
ratio (both edges folded model)

The acceleration of non-folded sleeve model is
approximately 30G higher than folded sleeve model
around I N/cm static load point. Additionally, other
aspect ratio models (120 X 80mm, 150 X SOmm) have
same tendency about acceleration level. By this result,
to make folded parts in sleeve-structure cushioning is
effective for reduction of G.
The comparisons of cushion properties by the aspect

ratio are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8. Fig.7 shows the
result of non-folded sleeve model and Fig.8 shows one
of folded sleeve model (both edges). As shown in
these figures, each cushion property curve is quite
similar regardless of aspect ratio. This result might be
related to the result of static compression test by the
different aspect ratio. It is also clear that the perimeter
of the sleeve-structure cushioning tends to control the
cushioning property.

Examination for Shearing Force
Furthermore, considering a practical packaging

design which uses sleeve-structure corrugated
fiberboards, it is very common that a product would
be supported by the cushioning shown in Fig.9. There

are some parts of cushioning stuck out from the edge
of the product. As the cushioning would be influenced
by shearing force in this case, the property of the

should be examined in similar condition.

Shearing force

Fig.9 Example of a practical packaging design
(generating shearing force)

weight

,............. .. ............. .

..........................

Fig.IO Drop test

10

method considered the influence of shearing
force

Therefore, the testing method for sleeve-structure
cushioning model which has parts influenced by
shearing force is considered. The testing method is
shown in Fig. 10. As shown in this figure, a wooden jig
(Dimensions: 100 X 100 X SOmm ) is attached to the
weight and 150 X SOmm sleeve-structure models are
used for the test. Then, shearing force would be
generated between the edge of the wooden jig and the
stuck out part of the cushioning. The drop condition is
same as previous dynamic compression test.
The results of the test are shown in Fig.ll. The

difference of the cushion curves between the folded
sleeve model and the non-folded sleeve model is quite
similar with the results of normal condition test
(Fig.6). Next, the comparison of the cushion curves
for the influence of shearing force is shown in Fig.12.
This figure shows the case of the both edges folded
model. As shown in this figure, it is clear that the level
of G of the cushioning which generates shearing force
is higher than normal cushioning under 1.3 N/cm load
point. And the difference of G is approximately ISG
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in this range. Considering this result, it is important
that the influence of shearing force should be adapted
in cushioning design by using these results.
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Fig.II Comparison of cushioning property for the
sleeve-structure models with shearing force
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Fig.I2 Comparison of cushion curves for the influence
of shearing force (both edges folded model)

Application for Cushioning Design
To examine the properties of sleeve-structure

cushioning so far, the drop test by using a mockup
model is carried out. This mockup imagined home
electric appliances is made from plywood, and
dimensions are 400 X 300 X 100mm, weight is 5.3kg.
And the fiberboard cushioning used in this test has a
shape of side pad, and generates shearing force. There
are two kinds of the cushioning. Fig.I3 shows the
non-folded cushioning model which total support
length of mockup is 350mm, and Fig.I4 shows the
both edges folded model which total support length of
one is 600mm. These values of total support length are
estimated by the cushioning properties shown in
Fig.II, and the value of predicted G is approximately
50G. Then, the mockup is set with the cushioning
shown in Fig.I5, and drop test is carried out to bottom
face at drop height 60cm.
The results of the drop test are shown in Fig.16 and

Fig.17. As shown in these figures, each found value of
peak G is close to 50G. From this result, the

cushioning property of sleeve-structure fiberboard
would be controlled by the static load per unit
perimeter and the existence of the folded parts.

Fig.13 Non-folded cushioning model (side pad)
10

Fig.14 Folded cushioning model (side pad)

10

Fig.15 Mockup set up on the cushioning
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Fig.16 Acceleration wave of non-folded cushioning
model
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Fig.17 Acceleration wave of folded cushioning model

Conclusion
The cushioning design process of corrugated

fiberboard structures seems difficult and complicated,
because each cushioning structure has a different
shape by the product.
However, examining the cushioning properties of

sleeve-structure fiberboards, it is clear that the level of
G would be predicted by checking the support length
of the product and the existence of folded parts and
shearing force. Standardization of the cushioning
design process would be feasible by making the
cushioning property curves shown in this paper.
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Abstract

People have been using wood to manufacture
devices and equipment longer than they have
used any other material.

The elementary task of packaging is to protect goods against theft, dirt, dust, humidity, temperature and,
above all, against the possible effects of mechanical strain. This strain includes compression during
storage and handling, shocks caused by afreefall during transshipment and handling, and vibrations
during transport. When packaged goods are distributed it is generally assumed that they are picked up
from the floor. This holds true for manual transshipment, transport on roller conveyors and by forklift
trucks, and stacking on pallets.
When goods are handled by cranes, however, very different types of strain are placed on the packaging.
The strain is placed mostly on one side of the panels and on the bottom of the packaging due to the dead
weight and the movement of the crane. This can lead to considerable risks for the packaged goods as well
as for the people and equipment that might accidentally be standing or located below the crane.
Within the scope of several research projects, Fraunhofer IML 's Packaging Test Laboratory studied the
stability and safety of wooden packaging. The packaging is usedfor large glass panes. The aim of the
project was to determine the breaking resistance of the packaging when the load was inserted into the
packaging from the floor.
The safety factor could be determined by means of the given nominal load and the collapse load The
minimum safety factor was already fIXed The loads were simulated as realistically as possible.
Disposable packaging was tested as well as reusable packaging, which might hold considerable risks
because after several cycles it is difficult to define the condition of the wood
The movement of the crane adds another dynamic aspect. The acceleration during lifting up and stopping
and lifting down and stopping causes an enormous weight force that acts on the bottom of the packaging
and has to be taken into consideration. For this reason, this strain was also recorded and evaluated
It was important to recognize and qualify typical failures to help optimize the construction of the packaging
and to help uncover possible savings in production costs.

Wood is a natural product and its growth is
greatly influenced by environmental factors

such as light, climate, and soil. That is why wood is not a homogenous material and this can result in
limitations in terms of both its processing and strength properties.

1 INTRODUCTION
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Figure I: The raw material wood in forests

Before the development and introduction of
plastics, the number of uses for processed
wood was almost limitless. Wood was also
used for things that are now referred to as
packaging, such as boxes, chests, cages, and
barrels. Among these one using is to
manufacture large packaging for glass panes.



figure 2: Wooden packaging for glass panes

Packaging is a part of the process for distributing products.
Different types of strain are placed on packaging during these
processes. Strain is placed on packaging during the handling
process by two different sources: forklift trucks (lifting) and
cranes (handling). Before packaging can be used, it has to be
detennined if the packaging can 'withstand' the different
types of strain placed on it throughout the entire distribution
process. Thus, it makes sense to simulate the strains placed on
packaging before it is used in the real world.

figure 3: Using a crane to move packaging containing glass panes

Packaging for glass panes can have
dimensions of up to 3 x 4 m (length x
width) with different depths. The
individual parts of the packaging such as
the lid, side panels, and bottom are
fastened together using nails. The glass
panes stand upright in the packaging and
leaning against the sides on pads.

2 INITIAL SITUATION

Cranes are used to handle glass packaging. The crane harness
is raised up to the height of the lid and hooked on to the side
panels of the packaging. The weight force acts statically on
the structure when the packaging is in a state of rest. When the is being raised or lowered, a
dynamic component is superimposed on this strain. This load spectrum must be taken into account when
designing and dimensioning wooden packaging for glass panes. Special attention must be paid to the right-
angled joints between the bottom panel and the side panels. For a variety of reasons, the strength properties
of these types of wooden structures can never be calculated very precisely. One method for addressing
these problems is to simulate these types of conditions and use the simulations to test prototypes of newly
developed packaging.

3 MEASUREMENT DATA AND RESULTS
3.1 SIMULATION OF STATIC FORCES

The packaging lay flat on the floor when the measurements for detennining the tensile strength were taken.
The crane harness was hooked on to the lid
side of the packaging in the designated
position. The pulling device was located at the
end of the crane harness and it was also
hooked on to a fixed point. A 100 kN load cell
was integrated between the crane harness and
the pulling device.
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Figure 4: Packaging on the ground with crane harness
hooked on top and the tensile test machine (front right of
photo)



During the tests, the pulling device strained the cable with a traverse speed of 100 mm / minute. A force
versus distance curve with a sampling rate of200 Hz was recorded.

Diagram 1: Force versus pulling distance curve recorded during the measurements for the tensile strength

Figure 5 + 6: Packaging breakage during the tests
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The following could be detennined from the results of the quasi-static measurements:

- The fluctuations in the measurement results prove the "in homogeneity" of the material wood.
- Cracks and knotholes often cause breakage.
- Wooden structures fail abruptly.
- A safety factor ofv = 2,5 could be proven for all of the tested packaging.

The Packaging Test Laboratory team and the manufacturers of the wooden packaging used the test results
to identify weak spots and develop ways for optimizing the wooden packaging.

3.2 MEASUREMENTS FOR DETERMINING THE STRENGTH OF DIFFERENT CORNER

JOINTS
Tests were conducted to detennine the strength of differently manufactured joints between the bottom panel
and the side panel. A 200 kN -tension testing machine with an electric spindle drive was used for the tests.
Each comer joint was tested separately. The following figures show some details about the different comer
joints that were tested:

Figure 7 + 8: Comer joint made of nails and screws, used

Figure 9: Tensile force test on a comer joint

Table I shows the results of the tests: The comer joint variants, the calculated means, and the differences in
tensile strength in percent are listed.
Type Corner .bint FT - Tensile Force (Mean, daN) Differnce (%)
a - 3 nails 121 3.1 x 90 + 2 :news 121 6 x 100 825 100
b - 3 nails 121 3,1 x 90 596 72.24
c - 2 :news 121 6 x 100 709 85.94
d - 2 lD'ews 121 4 x 60 597 72.36

Table I: Companson of the tensile force values for the different types of comer JOint
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It can be concluded from the results of the tests that the comer joints that use screws can achieve a higher
tensile strength than the comer joints that only use nails. However, it can also be concluded from the
findings that the number of nails or screws influences the formation of cracks in wood and, thus, must also
be taken into consideration.

In the glass industry, cranes are used to handle and load the packaging for glass panes. The load is
accelerated when it is first lifted so that the crane reaches the lifting speed. The lifting itself is done in a
steady motion. When the crane stops, the load is accelerated again (deceleration). The corresponding
phases occur when the load is lowered. Each acceleration that acts upon a mass, in this case the suspended
goods, results in an additional "weight force" according to the law of inert masses. In the above case, this
means that the weight force of the package of panes, which acts upon the bottom of the packaging, will
increase when it is lifted and lowered because of an additional weight force, which also must be borne by
the packaging!

3.3 CRANE DYNAMICS

A 100 kN load cell was used to measure the
dynamic components during lifting and
lowering. The load cell was attached directly
to the crane hook and it bore the weight of the
crane harness and the suspended load.

Figure 10: Crane hook with load cell and the attached
erane harness

The tests were carried out as follows: the load
was weighed first and then the crane moved
either up or down. This process was repeated
multiple times to ensure the statistical
integrity of the measured values.

Diagram 3 + 4: Weighing of the suspended load and Crane movement: lift and stop, erane I
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Figure II: Crane moves up and down with the suspended wooden packaging

The impact of the lifting and lowering dynamics is shown in the following example: The speed v o changed
to v upward: A tensile load of maximum F move upward = 1810 daN was measured during the fast lifting. This
means that the wooden packaging apparently becomes heavier. The stopping, namely a change in speed
from v upward to v 0, causes a tensile load of F move upward stop = 1283 daN, that is to say that the glass box
apparently becomes lighter. In contrast to that, when the load is lowered, namely a change in speed from v 0

to v downward, a tensile load of F move downward = 1380 daN is reached and the stopping from the downward
movement reached a tensile load of F move downward stop = 1770 daN.
The comparison of all these measured values shows that the fast lift introduces the largest additional force
component with a percentage increase of IIF movement upward = 15.9 %. Even a percentage increase of IIF
movement upward = 28.6 % was calculated from tests on the second crane. This means that for a short period of
time an additional load, circa 30% higher than the nominal load, can act upon the packaging and, in
particular, on the bottom panel of the packaging.
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4 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

New requirements from glass manufacturers require proof that packaging meets safety requirements with a
safety value ofv = 2.5. For this reason, the decision was made to simulate the real loads and strains on
wooden packaging. The results of the tests showed the following:
- The strength of the packaging can fluctuate greatly, - there are several clear mechanisms for failure, - and
the safety values can be proven.
An additional dynamic component exists when cranes are used because of the lifting and lowering
movements. The results show that cranes can place an additional load on the packaging that is up to 30%
above the nominal load.
In addition the strength of different comer joints was tested. The test results show that screw comer joints,
with the same number of nails and screws, are fundamentally stronger than the other types.
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Environmental Life Cycle Assessment And Cost Benefit Analysis Of Waste
Packaging Management Systems In Norway - General Experiences

ABSTRACT
The paper focuses on the waste management systems in different regions in Norway before and after the
introduction of packaging waste sorting systems. Plastic, carton packaging, drink cartons and corrugated
cardboard have been studied using life cycle analysis methodology (LCA, ISO-standards 14040-43). The model
for material and energy flows from LCA has also been used as the basis for a socio-economic cost benefit
analysis (CBA).

The following results from the study are presented:
• Effects of increased recycling (incl. accounting for the fact that a recycled material is entering a new

life cycle as a raw material).
• Environmental profile for the different waste packaging management systems (incl. effects of transport).
• Socio-economic costs and benefits for the different packaging waste management systems.

The advantage of having both CBA and LCA information in a decision-making process is that together they
provide a more complete picture with a broader perspective. Dynamic and holistic perspectives are necessary in
order to best optimise packaging waste management systems, both in terms of environmental effectiveness and
socio-economic effectiveness. Industrial ecology is put forward as a realistic approach in order to meet the future
challenges that current policies regarding waste treatment practices are unable to do.

INTRODUCTION
0stfold Research Foundation (ST0) has assessed a number of recycling systems in Norway on behalf of the
National Recycling Schemes. The Life Cycle Assessment method has been used as a basis for the environmental
assessments. The same method and data tool has also been used for socio-economic studies. The analyses have
been undertaken with reference to the Drammen region in the East of Norway (approx. 160000 inhabitants). In
1997/98 a new waste management system was initiated in the Drammen region. The system was divided into
three parts: households, designated collection points, and waste sorting facilities. In the households the following
fractions were sorted: paper, cardboard, drink cartons, wet organic waste and residual waste. The following
fractions could be brought to the designated collection points: clear and coloured glass, metals, plastic packaging
waste and textiles. The waste sorting facilities could receive the same fractions in addition to paper and
cardboard, wood, refrigerants, special waste and residual waste. The focus for the work presented here has been
on the following waste fractions: plastic packaging waste, beverage cartons, carton packaging and corrugated
cardboard.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
An LCA of a product is defined as a systematic mapping and assessment of environmental and resource impacts
throughout the entire life cycle of the product. The LCA methodology includes all processes and activities that
are part of a product system, and thus contribute to achieving the function or functions that the product system
shall fulfil (ISO 14040-43).

For some of the systems analysed, the model of material and energy flows from the LCA has also been used as
the basis for a socio-economic cost benefit analysis (CBA), thus combining the two methodologies. The CBA
methodology used is according to the Norwegian Department of Finance's guidelines for CBA [FD (1997)],
which is based upon internationally recognised methodology [Dreze J. and Stem N. (1987)].

Figure 1 shows the system analysed for plastic packaging from households as an example.
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Figure 2: The
increase in
quantity of
material function
obtained with
increased
recycling rates.

The studies performed considered results for
different environmental impact categories.
However, in this paper, only the figures for
global warming potential are presented in
order to illustrate the trends in the overall
results, as the different impact categories
show relatively similar trends.

Figure 1: All the steps included in the life
cycle assessment of a material packaging
waste management 'bring system' in the
Drammen region.
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Effects of increased recycling
When the fraction of material that is recycled in a waste management system is high, then the material has the
potential to be recycled and used many times. The methodology used for taking this into account is described in
detail in Askham Nyland et al. 2001. The figure below illustrates the effect by showing how the amount of
material function obtained from I kg of virgin material input can be increased dramatically by increasing
recycling rates:

the possibility of repeated recycling.

Figure 2 shows
that bigger savings
in virgin raw
material (and less
harm to the
environment) are
possible if
recycling systems
take into account

For the analyses of plastic shown in this paper, further recycling loops are not included, due to the relatively low
quantities of plastic that are sorted for material recycling. As we see from the figure above, when only 26 % of
the material is recycled, the effect is poor. However, at higher recycling rates, the effect increases.
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Environmental profile for the different waste packaging management systems
Plastic packaging
Figure 3 shows the global warming potential for the reference situation (I 996, landfill) compared to the situation
in 1999 (plastic packaging waste collection system in use).
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Figure 3: Global warming potential for the reference situation and the situation in 1999 (plastic packaging
waste collection system in use).

The figure above shows that the system with a relatively small collection rate (26%) is the better system,
emitting only 1/3 ofC02-eqivalents per tonne plastic compared to the reference situation.

In order to differentiate between different end treatment methods, three comparable scenarios for landfill, energy
recovery and material recycling of plastic packaging waste are shown. Figure 4 below compares the global
warming potential for depositing 1 tonne of plastic packaging waste on a landfill compared to energy recovery or
recycling ofthe same amount of plastic packaging waste.
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Figure 4:
Global
warming
potential for
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packaging
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in the
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either
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sent to
energy

The results from the study show that the environmental effectiveness of the plastic waste treatment system in the
Drammen region increases with an increasing degree of material recycling. This applies to both increasing the
amount of plastic waste that enters the collection system and to increasing the percent of waste collected that
goes to recycling as opposed to energy recovery.

The analyses show (see figures 3 and 4) that the contribution from transportation to any of the impact categories
analysed is insignificant. One of the main conclusions from the analysis is that increased material recycling
results in lower environmental impacts per tonne waste material generated. Thus, throughout the entire recycle
loop one should aim at recycling as much of the plastic packaging waste as possible.
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Beverage cartons and carton packaging
Analyses of carton packaging and drink cartons consider household waste only, where the carton packaging and
drink cartons are collected from the households in a kerbside system. The share of the recyclable materials that is
not separated from the mixed waste in the households is assumed to be treated together with the residual waste
(landfill). The situation in 1999 ( 1999 case) shows that 69% of drink cartons and 59% of carton packaging were
separated out from normal household waste in the households and collected for material recycling.

It is assumed that the material is recycled 5 times, followed by energy recovery of the remaining material. Figure
5 shows that recycling carton packaging 5 times has the most beneficial nett effect on global warming.
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Figure 5: Global
warming potential for
different waste
treatment scenarios
(including the
complete lifecycle
involved in each
scenario) for carton
packaging.

Exporting the carton
packaging waste to
Asia is a significantly
better option when
compared to landfill in
Norway.

As with plastic waste recycling, there is a loss of environmental effectiveness when:
• Too little material is collected.
• The share of waste that is not sorted is deposited on a landfill instead of being incinerated with energy

recovery.

The environmental benefits increase for all impact categories when the amount of material collected increases.
For a collection rate of80% of the available carton packaging, primary energy savings are almost doubled, when
compared to a collection rate of 59% (1999 case).

Corrugated cardboard
Corrugated cardboard has been analysed on the same terms as the previously described fractions, but the main
waste generator for corrugated cardboard is industry (89%). Households only account for about 11% of the
corrugated cardboard collected in the analysed system. Corrugated cardboard imported from Sweden is also
included in the analysis (about 18% of the total). The 1999 case shows that 94% of the collected fibres are
recycled, and only small fractions are deposited on landfill or incinerated.

The environmental impacts are presented for the following steps in the lifecycle of corrugated cardboard:
Figure 6, below, shows the contributions to global warming potential for the system as it was in 1999 (94%
recycled) compared with a system where all the cardboard goes to energy recovery.
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Figure 6: Global
warming potential
for corrugated
cardboard recycled
once with
subsequent energy
recovery compared
with 100 % energy
recovery.
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The figure shows that the recycling system has greater environmental benefits, shown by the larger credits for
global warming potential. The analyses performed show that both increased number of recycling loops (i.e. the
number of times a corrugated board is recycled) and increased collection rates give an additional increase in the
net environmental benefit.

Energy substitution
All analyses with scenarios involving energy recovery credit the substitution of an energy carrier (oil, or energy
mixes with oil as a large component). This means that the emissions from extracting, processing and generation
of energy have been subtracted in the calculations of environmental effectiveness, and thus represent a benefit
for the system as a whole. However, the location of an energy recovery plant is crucial in terms of deciding
which energy carrier to substitute in order to replace the most energy and thus achieve the highest environmental
efficiency. The following priority hierarchy should be considered for waste incineration with energy recovery:

1. Coal, for example in cement production.
2. Oil used in industrial processes.
3. Oil used in heating of houses, offices, etc.

Two or more of these heat requirements should be fulfilled in the same system in order to take full advantage of
the available energy. For example, an energy intensive industry can use the heat first, and subsequently distribute
the lower grade heat to industries or buildings that only require "second hand" heat. As long as the alternative
energy carriers are fossil fuels, or an energy mix containing a high share offossil fuels, the analyses in the
Drammen region show that such an energy policy will be the most beneficial to the environment.

Material substitution
All analyses with scenarios involving material recycling credit the substitution of virgin raw materials. This
means that the emissions from extraction and processing (up to the same step in the product life cycle as where
the recycled material replaces virgin raw material) have been subtracted in the analyses. As with energy
replacement, this also represents a great benefit (depending on the virgin raw material processing requirements)
with regards to environmental effectiveness for the total system.

Transport is not significant
As shown in figures 3-6, transport is of very little importance to the total environmental burdens of the systems.
The transport step that contributes most to the total burdens, is the step from the household to the collection point.
Where the recycling plant is located has therefore less meaning than how the local collection points are located,
and to what extent the local inhabitants deliver waste in combination with other errands. For kerbside collection
schemes, how the collection from households is organised is also more significant than where the recycling plant
is located.

Socio-economic costs and benefits for the different packaging waste management systems.
Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) data is often much more detailed and complete environmental data than traditional
cost benefit analyses are based on (0kstad et al. 2003, Raadal et aI.2006). LCI data is therefore a good basis for
the evaluation of external costs in a CBA, which can strengthen traditional CBA methods.

ST0 research on these two approaches, environmental (LCA) and economic (CBA), shows that they can be used
based on the same functionality and system boundaries etc. (this work is to be published in 2006, Raadal et al.
2006). The advantage of having both sets of information is that they provide a more complete picture with a
broader perspective. With packaging waste management systems, it is often the case that the LCA results give
one set of conclusions and the economic results another. However, the strength of this approach is in identifYing
where the most important improvements are required so that improvements in the costs for plastic waste
management can be targeted to the most important life cycle steps. Resources can be used where the greatest
environmental benefits can be attained. This type of information is of great value to policy makers on a local,
national and international level.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has focused on five major aspects of analysis of waste treatment options:

1. When waste is created, material recycling is the most beneficial waste treatment option with regards to
minimising harmful discharges to the environment.

2. Waste resources that cannot be recycled should go to energy recovery. The decision about which energy
carrieres) is (are) substituted should be made carefully.



Prevailing national waste management policies in Norway pay little or no attention to the advantage of an
industrial ecological perspective in waste management. Instead, Norwegian authorities seem to embrace waste
incineration, without utilising the waste as a raw material for new production. This recycled material can
eventually be utilised for its energy content after several recycling loops.

According to one frequently cited study (Bruvoll), which is based on traditional cost-benefit analyses, waste
management in Norway is better off if more waste is incinerated. ST0 is of the opinion that this perspective is
static and not very visionary. In addition the Bruvoll report contains some very questionable assumptions, like
putting an artificial (high) cost on household waste sorting. The analysis does not credit the avoidance of virgin
raw material production either. Such a study fails to see the potential socio-economic benefits that waste
resources can indeed generate, if industrial ecological principles are followed. Industrial ecology focuses on the
dynamic interrelationships between different actors in a system, just like nature's own symbiotic mechanisms.
Systems including higher degrees of waste sorting, material recycling several times and subsequent energy
recovery unambiguously show great environmental benefits.

However, nature is hard to imitate. Human made systems should be allowed a running-in period where, as long
as potential benefits can be indicated through analysed scenarios, the system should be taken seriously rather
than set aside because of some snapshot assessments. ST0's analyses also show that the socio-economic
effectiveness of systems with a high degree of material recycling can be higher than systems without recycling.

3. When considering the complete lifecycle ofa waste management system, transport is oflittle
environmental importance.

4. An industrial ecology approach should be applied to such systems analyses.
5. Socio-economic analyses should be based on a holistic systems approach.

N f!W Ma.~rial
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Factors Influencing Wastage in the Packaging Lines of
Consumers Products

Pattana Laksilal and Tunyarut Jinkarnl

ABSTRACT

Packaging line converts products received from production lines into a group of packages or individual
packages. Several factors affect the packaging line performance such as line designs, materials, stability, and
handling characteristics. Further, one of the critical indicators of the line performance is wastages. Wastages
are defined as unusable or defective packaging materials and packages due to poor quality of faulty packaging
operation. This research emphasizes on the analysis of factors effecting wastages in the packaging lines of
consumer products. Both in-dept interviews and questionnaires were used to get relevant data. In-depth
interviews with packaging engineers and plant managers were conducted at feve different consumer product
plants to gain insight related to packaging line characteristics, wastage problems as well as suggested solutions
to cope with wastages. Further, questionnaires were also distributed to packaging and engineering specialists to
get broader view of causes of wastages and solutions to the problems. The results reveal that mains causes of
wastage and significant levels of particular causation are different depending on environmental conditions of
each packaging process. The results of this study can facilitate the packaging operation improvement as well as
help in packaging materials management in order to minimize packaging wastages.

INTRODUCTION

Packaging wastage is the quantity of package item rendered unusable due to poor quality or faulty or
out of control process that are rejected before or during processing, as well as test samples and useless packages
by faulty process (Paul J Zepf, 2003). Wastages measurement is the effective performance indicator for
production unit or for a particular packaging line. Packaging wastages combined from various source such as
unacceptable quality products, loss materials during the line downtime or mistaken items can be used to measure
the overall performance of the packaging line as well as to determine the effectiveness of the packaging line
management strategies.

Nowadays, packaging waste especially those derived form consumer products create an environmental
problems. Several companies emphasis more on packages and components that will be discarded after the
products have been used. Some of those try to design and develop packages that used less packaging materials
and recyclable. Not only the companies have to pay attention to the effect of the discarded packages, but the
companies also have to focus more on the packaging waste reduction programs at their production facilities. The
cost of loss packaging items during the production process can be very high and this will generate production
cost. Thus, to stay competitive and be efficient, packages wastage must be reduced and controlled.

There is an increasing attention in the attempt to reduce packaging wastage during the packaging and
the production process (Dubey and Crowder, 2003). Eti et af. (2004) revealed that wastages in the production
process can be reduced when applying TQM and JlT strategies. Jeffries et al. (200 I) investigated the
modification of packaging process plans such as machine setup operations in order to decrease the chances of
working mistakes and material wastages.

This research explores factors that could influence packaging wastages in the packaging lines of
consumer products. Products of interest can be categorized into four groups include foods, beverages,
pharmaceuticals, and personal care products. For the research, packaging wastages are defined as all packages
and packaging materials that are unaccepted and cannot not be used according to its original purposes or
functions. Besides reviewing at the packaging line, the study also looks for causes of wastages since packages
and packaging materials are shipped to the production facilities. Acceptance plans, quality testing procedures,
characteristics of products and packages as well as management of packages and packaging materials in the
warehouse are also be considered.

IDepartment of packaging Technology, Faculty of Agro-Industry, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Structured Interview
In-depth interviews for the producers are conducted to gain boarder views on causes of packaging

wastage. Selected manufacturers comprised of 5 leading consumer product producers in Thailand. These include
2 personal care producers, 2 beverages producers and the last company is a foods producers. Interviewees at a
particular company is an experienced personnel in the area of packaging which can be an individual or a group
of involved staffs.

The interview guide is developed in order to include important issues for all interviews. To be more
specific and better understand the whole picture of packaging wastages and causation, the answers of the
interviewees are based on selected products that they are most familiar with. Questions included in the interview
guide are related to product characteristics, package properties, quality control procedures, inventory and
packaging line management as well as details about packaging machines and operators in the packaging line.
Additional question for the interview is to brainstorm factors that could influence packaging wastages in the
packaging line and during inventory of the packages and packaging materials. The purpose is to use this data for
the questionnaire development.

Questionnaire development and target groups
Questionnaire is developed according to data derived from the interviews and related literatures. The

purpose of the questionnaire is to investigate factors that could influence packaging wastages as well as their
influence levels. In addition, the opinions and current practices of respondents for wastage problem solving are
also added to the survey. During the questionnaire development, all questions are examined for clarity of
wordings and the pilot test is conducted.

The questionnaire are distributed to 100 selected individuals. Target groups for the questionnaire are
packaging specialists, packaging engineers, production engineers, plant managers, and other related staffs from
foods, beverages, pharmaceuticals, and personal care manufacturers located in Thailand.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Interview Summary
Specific details that are unique for products, packages, or packaging systems made each producer of

consumer products differ in causes of packaging wastages. Follows are summary of each interview.
Company A is a food product manufacturer. The groups of interviewees participated are a quality

manager and a production manager who has working experience for 8 and 15 years respectively. The
interviewees chose 3in 1 instant coffee packed in laminated plastic bags as a referent product. The package is
formed by Form Fill Seal machines in the packaging line. In most circumstances, loss of packaging materials
occur during the Form Fill Seal process. These wastages are influenced from ineffective packaging quality
control (QC) methods as well as machine downtime and setup.

Company B is a consumer product manufacturer. The groups of interviewees participated are a quality
control personnel and an assistant of production manager who has working experience for 8 and 15 years
respectively. The interviewees pick toothpaste in plastic tubes as a reference for the interview. Because the tubes
are surface treated with UV which is quite sensitive to high temperature, therefore, storage environment or
inventory condition of packaging materials is considered to be a critical factor for the quality and losses of these
particular packages. Another important problem found is off specification packages which lead to the packaging
wastage in the packaging line.

Company C is also a consumer product manufacturer. The interviewee participated is a packaging
manager who has 17 years experience in packaging. The interviewee chose bar soaps to be an example. The
soaps are wrapped with printed paper by wrapper machine in the packaging line. The interviewee reveal that
there packaging wastages in packaging line is minimal. This is because the company apply wastage reducing
programs according to TQM and JIT philosophies. However, there are few packaging wastages in the packaging
line due to machine changeover and setup.

Company D is a beverages producer. The interviewee participated is a packaging quality manager who
has 6 years experience. The interviewee chose beer filled in glass bottles as a reference. Packaging line of the
beer is operated automatically. However, some of the bottle inspections are performed manually by operators.
Packaging wastages occur in the packaging line during the bottle filling and transfer process because the bottles,
sometimes, cannot withstand the internal pressure during filling.

The last interview is for Company E which is also a beverages producer. The interviewee participated
is a production supervisor who has 5 years experience in production plants. The interviewee chose UHT milk
filled in a tetra pack carton as a reference. The tetra pack carton is formed at the Form Fill Seal machine.
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Packaging wastages occur substantially during machine setup, changeover, and downtime. Furthermore, quality
of milk is one ofa critical factor that influence the packaging loss. Ifthe milk is spoiled or has unaccepted
quality, it must be rejected with the tetra pack carton altogether.

Questionnaire Summary
Results of additional brainstorming regarding factors that could influence packaging wastages coping

with literature reviews, and expert opinions are added up for the questionnaire development. Factors of interest
in the final questionnaires can be categorized into 7 subgroups according to its relationships (see Table1). The
respondents are asked to rate the level of influence (1=very low to 5=very high) of each factor to the packaging
wastages generation.

There are 43 out of 100 respondents participated in the questionnaire (see Table 2). Thus, the response
rate is 43%. The mean scores and standard deviation of the influence level of all factors are calculated. The
comparisons of influence levels evaluated by different manufacturers on factors of interest in particular subgroup
are displayed in Figure 1(a)-(g). The points circled indicate high mean scores with significant differences in the
influence level among groups of manufacturers. Further, the opinions regarding practices on packaging
wastages reduction methodologies derived from the questionnaire are shown in Table 3. These practices are
ordered according to its important among all respondents.

Table I Factors influencing wastage in packaging lines of consumer products.

Subgroups Factors of interest
(a) Product characteristics I.Physical properties of products cause packaging line problems and wastages(PDTI)
subgroup(PDT) I.Products damage the package (PDT2)

I.Production process of products cause packaging damages (PDT3)
I.Spolied products lead to reiected Dackages (PDT4)

(b) Packaging I Packaging line problems due to types of packaging materials (PK I)
characteristics 2 Incompatibility of a package·s structure and the packaging line (PKG2)
subgroup(PKG) 3 Difficulty in package forming (PKG3)

4 Off specification packages (PKG4)
S Inconsistency of packaging specification (PKGS)
6 No suppliers' Quality assurance on Dackages (PKG6)

(c) Quality control I Improper sampling procedures (QC I)
procedures subgroup (QC) 2 Reluctant to completely check and control for specific characteristics (QC2)

3 Unsuitable quality control procedures for a package and packaging materials (QC3)
4 Unsuitable quality control equipment for a package and packaging materials (QC4)
S Using inaccurate testing equipment (QCS)
6 Do not follow standard testing procedures (QC6)
7 InexDerienced Quality Dersonnel (QC7)

(d) Inventory management I Unsuitable storage methods(INV I)
subgroup (INV) 2 Long term storage (INV2)

3 Unsuitable storage conditions (INV3)
4 Unsuitable transfer and movement of packages and packaging materials in warehouse
(INV4)

(e) Packaging line I Unsuitable packaging line layout (PKLI)
management subgroup 2 Unsuitable packing plan (PKL2)
(PKL) 3 Set up mistakes (PKL3)

4 Excessive set up time (PKL4)
S Many changeover (PKLS)
6 Excessive changeover time (PKL6)
7 Unsuitable transfer methods or devices in the packaging line (PKL 7)
8 Unsuitable packing environment(PKL8)

(I) Packaging machines I Inadequate maintenances (MCI)
subgroup (MC) 2 Over loaded packaging machines (MC2)

3 Unsuitable running speed (MC3)
4 Regularly found for packaging machines' malfunctions (MC4)
S Too old packaging machines (MCS)
6 Regular machine downtime (MC6)
7 Inaccurate Dackaging machines (MC7)

(g) Operators and staffing I Inexperienced operators which lead to mistakes (MAN I )
subgroup(MAN) 2 Too much work for the operators which lead to mistakes (MAN2)

3 Unsuitable operations distributed for a particular sex which lead to mistakes (MAN3)
4 Operators are too old for the jobs which lead to mistakes (MAN4)
S Too young operators for the job which lead to mistakes (MANS)
6 Unsuitable education background which lead to mistakes (MAN6)
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Table 2 Position of the respondents

Total number ofre~ondents
Positions Personal care Total(%)

Foods Beverages
products Pharmaceuticals

Sl!£_ervisorof the packaging line 1 3 15 1 20 (46.51)
Production or packaging line

5 4 2 - 11 (25.58%)manager
Production eI!gineer - - 4 - 4 (9.30)

LQuall!Y_assurance/control 4 - 1 1 6 (13.951
Production planning - - 2 - 2 (4.65)

Total 10 7 24 - 43 (100)
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Figure 1 Influence level on factors of interest to the packaging wastages generation. (a) Product characteristics
subgroup(PDT) (b) Packaging characteristics subgroup (PKG), (c) Quality control procedures subgroup
(QC), (d) Inventory management subgroup (INV), (e) Packaging line management subgroup (PKL), (f)
Packaging machines subgroup (MC), and (g) Operators and staffing subgroup(MAN).
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Table 3 Top ten Practices for packaging wastages reduction

Practices ranked by its total scores
I. Operator trainings

2. Preventive maintenance

3. Seriously comply with suitable acceptance samplings for incoming packaging
materials

4. Avoid mistakes and reduce setup time and changeover

5. Apply TQM philosophy

6. Focus on packaging design especially on packages/products/machines compatibility

7. Standardization of packages and packaging materials
8. Provide suitable storage conditions for packaging materials

9. Understanding of factors that could cause packaging damages
10. Detailed specification agreement

i

~

CONCLUSIONS
Several factors cause packaging wastages. However, its level of influence is different which depends

largely on types of products to be produced. Therefore, suitable practices to cope with the problems for a
particular industry must be tailors specifically. However, there seem to be some agreements on causes of
packaging wastages in some factors subgroups. Further, more research might be needed to investigate and
analyze in details on the relationship of causes of wastages. Finally, since the numbers of respondents of the
questionnaire in the pharmaceuticals group are too few, thus, additional data should be collected to better
compare the results.
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CDM, Controlled Delaminating Material, new technology for distribution
of products and opening of packages

Lars Sandberg, Carl-Ola Danielsson

ABSTRACT

CDM (Controlled Delaminating Materials) technology opens up for big opportunities within packaging and
distribution. The technology has the potential to save cost in distribution through significantly shorter handling
time when transferring products from distribution packaging to store shelves. It also gives the possibility for new
consumer packaging with easy opening, product presentation, effect openings, theft prevention, authenticity etc.
At this stage the first packaging applications are available as proof of concept. Research is undertaken with
focus on new glue qualities for use in packaging. More research and development are suggested within
conductive polymers, packaging development, cost structure in in-store logistics and consumer preference. In
summary the CDM technology is foreseen to play an significant role in packaging solutions for distribution and
consumers.

INTRODUCTION
A large portion of cost related to distributing goods occurs within the manual handling in the store because of
opening of outer packages, handling of single items and removal of residuals from outer packaging. Research
also show that a large portion of transport damages comes from relative movement between items. Making the
assumption that products could be temporary attached to each other and then easily released would also open up
for less packaging material while maintaining the product protection.

Today a large portion of irritation, claims and injures with packages is related to difficulties with or need of tools
for opening. If packages could be temporary sealed and then easily opened would open up for totally new
packaging solutions as well as offering possibilities to significantly improve existing packaging types.

Opening packages means that the user should be able to interact with it. Normally this means mechanically. We
here introduce the thought that the interaction should be electrical. This would offer a grate deal of advantages;
no mechanical interaction means that less force or tools are needed, making it easy to open or possible to open
without tools. It also makes it possible to open at several joints at the same time and to open from a distance, e.g.
opening the bottom when interacting at the top of a package.

Electrical opening require three things; access to power sources, possibility to transport charges and a seam that
can be electrically opened. Power sources can either be external, e.g. power for opening distribution packages
can be built in to the shelves of the store or through a hand held device. They can also be internal. The
development of light and printed batteries has been very rapid and resulted in small low cost power sources that
can be integrated into packaging. In order to forward the signal and the electrical energy there must be
conductors. Ifa packaging material is conductive this does not constitute a big problem. Luckily, also in this area,
the technical development has been very rapid resulting in inks that can be used in standard printing processes to
print conductive lines. Finally, a seal to be broken using electrical current; it would be possible to use heat,
electrostatics or other physical phenomena, but also more sophisticated methods such as electrochemical
delamination of polymers. The use of these technologies in packaging is referred to controlled delaminating
materials, COM.
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A schematic of an electrically controlled adhesive joint is shown in figure I. Two substrates (grey) are glued
together with an ion conductive adhesive (green). An external power source is connected to form an electric
circuit. A switch is used to close the circuit so that a voltage is applied over the joint, which weakens and opens.
Figure 2 shows a structure with an adhesive joint immediately after closing the switch. A current flow through
the structure. In the external circuit the current is carried by negatively charged electrons whereas in the adhesive
joint it is carried by ions. At the substrate interfaces, the current is converted from electronic to ionic and vice
versa. Electrochemical reactions take place at these interfaces to allow the electrical current to be carried by ions
through the adhesive. These reactions cause the adhesion to become weakened so that the substrates can be
separated. Depending on the nature of the adhesive and the substrates disbonding can take place at either the
positively or negatively charges surface.

[
1
T

ELECTRICAL DISBONDING
The mechanisms behind delamination of polymer coatings, for corrosion protection, have been an active
research area for a long time. Electrochemical reactions taking place at the polymer/metal interface are generally
accepted as the mechanisms for this involuntary degradation [I, 2, 3, 4]. The delamination of organic coatings
taking place under natural conditions is very slow. Keller et al. [5] described a method for electrochemical
removal of paint from steel constructions. The idea behind this method is that the delamination of the paint can
be accelerated by an external power source. This method has considerable environmental and occupational
advantages compared to traditional paint removal methods. This is an example of controlled delamination of a
polymer film.

close
switch

Figure I: Schematic of an electrically controlled adhesive joint. Two conductive substrates are glued together by
an adhesive. Upon closing the switch a voltage is applied over the joint, which weakens and can be opened.

The polymer material that constitutes the adhesive has a dual role. First of all it should form a strong adhesion to
the substrate so that the joint can withstand sufficient shear and tensile stresses. Secondly it should act as an
electrolyte allowing an ionic current to pass through it when the electrical circuit is closed. These two
requirements are partially in conflict with each other. The conductivity of the electrolyte is dependent on the
amount of charge carries as well as their mobility. A high degree of cross linking is desirable in order to obtain a
strong adhesive bond whereas this has a negative influence on the ionic mobility in the polymer. The energy that
is fed into the system provides the driving force for the electrode reactions as well as for passage of current
through the electrolyte. Due to the relatively poor conductivity of the electrolyte most of the power is used to
pass the current through the adhesive. Although the applied voltage can be relatively high, up to 50 V is
mentioned in the literature [6,7,8], the power needed is low. This is due to the low current density, about 10
Alm2, needed to accomplish disbondment within a reasonable time. Thus, the heat production is relatively low
and the temperature in the adhesive joint is not expected to change significantly during the disbondment process.
Voltages as low as 3 V have also been reported to result in a controlled disbondment [8].

Cemicai
reactions

Figure 2: Delaminating structure immediately after closing of the switch. A current is carried by electrons in the
outer circuit and in the substrates. Through the adhesive joint, the current is carried by ions.

Applications
Having the three elements necessary at ones disposal CDM packaging application development can be initiated.
PIRA has suggested a focus on distribution solutions shortening handling times in stores and saving secondary
packaging material. As CDM technology can be achieved with low cost components this approach has the
potential to save a great deal of direct product cost (packaging material) and indirect cost (handling time in
stores). It has been reported that up to 58 seconds are used in average per unit with the majority of the time used
for opening and unpacking of distribution package [9].

CDM based secondary packaging can be divided into three categories; Non-protective (only held together with
glue) suitable for sturdy products such as cans and jars, Semi-protective (held together with one or several
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additional packaging elements) suitable for fiber based packaging and non conductive primary packaging
without printed conductive lines on them and Containing (boxes that uses COM technology for easy opening,
display and to get rid of additional packaging material). In figure 3 a semi protective package for board based
products are shown. The unit is placed on the shelf, the two sheets are released using COM technology and the
upper sheet is removed.

Figure 3: Example of semi-protective distribution solution. Packages are held together with two fiber based
sheets and released on shelf using CDM technology. After release the flat upper sheet is removed and the
packages are ready to be sold

The components of COM technology are as all packaging materials adding environmental load. These however
are used in very small quantities and has the potential to have a low environmental load. As an example; active
components in glues can be salts and conductive lines can be carbon based inks. As the COM technology has the
potential to limit the amount of secondary packaging material and transported volumes it is likely that the net
effect can be very positive.

Adding COM technology to consumer packaging can in some cases remove cost. Examples are when more
expensive mechanical solutions can be substituted e.g. in carbonated soft drink openings or when mechanical
properties of materials can be used more optimum e.g. through avoiding weak spots and perforations in openings.
In many cases however, function will be added to consumer packaging. As the components are low cost and can
be added in existing processes the consumer benefits will in many cases exceed the costs. Some examples where
consumer packaging could utilize COM technology are;

• Easy to open packages, i.e. plastic packages, tin-cans, packages including seniors or impaired people.
• Effect and presentation openings, i.e. packages that present the goods in an arranged way instead of

the consumer having to reach into them.
• Product authenticity.
• Safety solutions, i.e. products that are hard to open In store or immobilized until opened/released

correctly.
• Remote and Sequential opening, i.e. opening a package on several locations, in several compartments

or in a certain sequence.

Figure 3:An example of possible CDM opening with carton package that a bottle of presents perfume after being
opened a touch opening using CDM technology.

Stora Enso in cooperation with Karlstad University, Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Acreo Institute
etc are developing applications and technology for COM. We foresee a rapid development and first commercial
products on the market 2007-2008. In November COM Centre opens up in Karlstad, Sweden offering
information, education and product development
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CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to open and separate packages using electric impulses. The technology, COM, has great potential in
cost saving in distribution by saving time in in-store logistics and through optimization of material use. The
technology also show great potential in creating new consumer packages for easy opening, presentation,
authenticity as well as for theft protection. The technology has been shown to work with external power sources
for as well conductive as non conductive packaging materials.
The technology is likely to open up new possibilities for retail, brand owners technology suppliers such as ink
and glue suppliers as well as for packaging developers.
Future developments are on their way and will address melt based glues, power sources and applications. There
are still many opportunities for further research within conductive polymers as well as consumer preference and
cost in retail.
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Demonstrating Research Findings in the
EU 6th Framework Project Sustain pack

Henry Goodband, Michael Sturges and Greg Wood

ABSTRACT

Sustainpack is a 32m euro EU (/hframework project with the objective of improving the competitiveness of fibre
based packaging utilising nano- technology.

A critical element of the research is demonstrating that the research findings are implementable within the
packaging supply chain.

This paper describes the role of the Sustainpack project partners in identifYing the future needs of the packaging
supply chain, the methodologies and process used to identifY the demonstrator projects (real life case studies)
which will illustrate the practicality and benefit of the researchfindings.

A full report describing methodology, research findings and lists of identified demonstrators can befound at
www.sustainpack.com as Deliverable DI.8 Technology Mapping Report.

Methodology and selected results will be described in the presentation at IAPRI 2006.
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THE SUST AINPACK TECHNOLOGY MAPPING APPROACH

WHAT IS TECHNOLOGY MAPPING?
The term technology mapping means different things to different people. Broadly speaking, technology mapping
is a high level strategy tool for supporting technology development and management. In its most basic format, a
technology map is a time-based chart plotting the required evolution of technologies.

Simplified example of a technology map.
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HOW IS A TECHNOLOGY MAP PRODUCED?
A technology map is produced by looking backwards from a predicted or desired future scenario (demonstrator)
and determining what needs to be done in order to get there. A map is usually produced by bringing together
groups of stakeholders and/or experts to brainstorm predicted or desirable future scenarios, and then scope out
the technological advancements needed.
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HOW IS IT USED?
The technology mapping helps to identifY areas of technological promise and helps to plan their development
and implementation, by comparing current capabilities against the gaps in the technology map.

What are the benefits oftechnology mapping? Technology mapping can deliver a range of benefits to improve
the success of R&D:

• Separate near term opportunities from mid and long-term strategic research needs
• Ensure that technology developments are placed within a business context (aligned with the business

and vice versa)
• IdentifYing technology breakthroughs that will provide genuine and sustainable competitive advantage
• Ensure an appropriate mix of projects that address today's operational needs as well as anticipating and

delivering the requirements of tomorrow
• Focusing effort to best effect by making informed resource and budget prioritisation decisions
• Capture the imagination of potential end-users by involving technology users throughout the technology

management cycle, allowing ownership to be fostered - i.e. strengthening the pull from the user
community, whose members will become personally committed to ensuring quick and successful
application of new technologies.

• Early anticipation of effects of scaling up and commercialisation
• Helping to secure engagement and understanding of high level management teams amongst the

stakeholders.

WHY USE TECHNOLOGY MAPPING IN SUSTAINPACK?
Traditionally, the focus of many research projects is often restrained by the capabilities, and pre-determined
research agendas of research organisations, which often leads to research outputs with little or no immediate
market application. In contrast, the objectives of Sustain pack were to ensure that the majority of research was
focused upon outputs with a strong market pull, with an emphasis upon using technology mapping to determine
demonstrator projects, which could be used to 'broadcast' effectively the outputs of the project.

Another important requirement from the technology mapping process was to provide a platform for bringing
together the Sustainpack research community with potential technology end-users (such as converters, brand
owners and retailers).

PROCESS OVERVIEW
The technology mapping process was tailored to the needs of Sustain pack and in essence an iterative process,
due primarily to the scale of the project and the number of partners involved. It would not have been possible to
pre-determine a process for sub-project I - and rigidly follow it, as the variables involved in the management
and undertaking of the work are far too numerous, (i.e. the large amount of partner co-operation, the quantity of
obtained results and also amount of interpretation required). However one aspect of the process which was
predetermined and remained crucial, was the level of interactivity involved at the different stages. Participation
and two way communication from all levels of the supply chain and from each of the research sub-projects, was
crucial to ensure the sub-projectl work was reflective of all the needs of the stakeholders.

Other market insight came from desk-based research and was able to support and re-emphasize the workshop
findings, collation and evaluation stages and as such was able to contribute to the process at each of the stage of
the process. These desk based reports are important documents in their own right, as reference material on how
consumer/ industry view packaging and what their actions towards it might be, however for the technology
mapping process only specific sections of this work may actually be required and incorporated into the outputs.

The main objective was to ensure the outputs from novel research, was relevant to market needs through the
development of carefully considered demonstrator projects, or 'demonstrators.' Demonstrators aim to use
available knowledge, thereby transforming research results into a proven technology. In fact, the objective is to
prove the technical viability of a new technology together with its possible economic advantages under realistic
conditions. As such demonstrators should be characterised by specific features and the projects should:



• Include technologies (methodologies, practices, etc.) representing a high degree of novelty, either novel
technology or novel application or - even better - both.

• Have demonstration objectives and thus not include any research activities: all of the necessary
knowledge must be available for the proposers to implement the demonstration.

• Be executed on a scale of operations representing reality.
• Include both technology producers (i.e. the inventor) and technology users (i.e. industry, researchers,

control agencies, clinicians, retailers, authorities, etc.).
• Not be limited to products and prototypes only, but can extensively include as well process, material,

software, business models and application development.
• Be pre-competitive. Therefore, the projects should aim at demonstrating a novel technology or a novel

application and cannot include marketing activities (i.e. technologies/products already on the market for
the same application cannot be demonstrated).

• Have a clear European dimension and significance (include two, or preferably more, independent
institutions from different Member States or countries having special agreements with the Community).
Have a clear European added value: the projects have objectives that cannot be reached at national level
alone.

• In addition, and whenever possible, the project includes action plans for targeted dissemination of
information to potential users and to other groupings that can influence the future success of the
technology in the market place ("Extended Audience": for example platforms of users, authorities,
opinion leaders, interested organisations etc.).

The process used to determine pull driven demonstrator projects can be divided into five distinct stages. Stages
I and 2 provided the foundation for the development of the demonstrators for each, while stages 3 to 5 mapped
out the critical paths which led up to the final demonstrator definitions. Integrations links could subsequently be
drawn between each of those definitions in order to ensure effective demonstrators, (final integrated
demonstrator projects) utilising all of Sustainpack's research outputs, were formulated. A summary of the
process is as follows:

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Initial workshops
Identification of drivers and features for packaging and features, properties and characteristics
needed from packaging throughout the next 10 years

Packaging feature collation and editing
Match the features - and their drivers - to different sub-projects

Sub-project specific technology mapping and first draft pull feature document for each sub
project
Validation of categories - Possible end use applications which could utilise the identified features

Pull Feature Evaluation (stage gate I) and Demonstrator definition
Further developed pull feature insight and possible end-use applications via the use of evaluation
matrices and first cut of potential end-use applications - SG I, and specification of ideal
demonstrators)

Demonstrator evaluation (stage gate 2)
(Quantify market size and scale of pull, type of benefit etc via applied assessments 2-6 / Discuss in
an open facilitated forum and chose final demonstration projects for each Sub-Project / Identified
possible integration opportunities between sub-projects using the ribbon technique).
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Schematic diagram of the SP I technology mapping process.
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From the Figure, it can be seen that pull features for sub-project 2 and sub-project 5 were not evaluated, as they
were for sub-project 3, sub-project 4 and sub-project 6 for different reasons. In the case of sub-project 2, the pull
features were identified prior to the start of the technology mapping process and it was generally felt that there
was little need to evaluate the strength of pull or capability to achieve this sub-project. However in the case of
sub-project 5, owing to various delays, the workshop was postponed till after the evaluation stage and stage gate
I. In response to these changes, the workshops for sub-project 2 and sub-project 5 were both modified to ensure
more defined, demonstrator focused outputs - comparable to the ideal demonstrator documents compiled at the
end of stage 4.

Although the selection of demonstrators is the primary objective of the technology mapping process used in
Sustainpack, in reality there are three other factors which are key to the development of the demonstrators. These
factors are outlined below

Schematic diagram of the demonstrator selection methodology.
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Innovation and Sustainable Development in the Fibre Based Packaging Value
Chain-S ustainpack

Kennert Johansson

ABSTRACT
SUSTAINPACK is an Integrated Project in the EU 6th Framework Programme. Total project volume is 30 M€
and 35 institutes, universities and industries in Europe are involved. The project goes on until 2008.

The overall objective of Sustain pack activities is to develop and implement a Sustainable Packaging Tool
Platform based on renewable resources, giving innovative properties to packaging, thereby offering new value
added packaging options for packaging users and for consumers. The project includes activities in Technology
mapping of the fibre based value chain; lean fibre based packaging; fibre based composite films; protective
coatings; 3D composite packaging; and communicative packaging. The technology platform part will be a new
way to identify the potential of renewable packaging in Europe. This is a packaging initiative on European level
that has never been accomplished before.

The paper intends to give a management perspective of the project and its breakthrough results after two years of
work. Main headlines of the paper would be a short background, expected outcome of the project showed in the
respective Demonstrator projects, results halfway through the project and a summary of what the project could
bring to the packaging area.

BACKGROUND

The purpose of this project is to mobilise the European scientific expertise in the packaging value chain to
establish the European forest industry cluster as a key player in the packaging area within a decade.

It will be implemented through the Sustainpack project which is intended to make real breakthroughs in fibre
based packaging.

The overall objective of the RTD activities is to develop and implement a Sustainable Packaging Tool Platform
based on renewable resources, giving innovative properties to packaging, thereby offering new value added
packaging options for packaging users andfor consumers.

Work is performed in 6 different sub-projects.
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SPl- Technology mapping
The objective is to establish a scenario of the future of the fibre based packaging area and specifically to analyse
the future market benefits of new innovative packaging including economic modelling and benefits for the forest
products industry cluster. This sub-project is a vital part of the dissemination process as well as in the
exploitation of results by introducing important stakeholders in the packaging and packaging user value chain

SP2 - Lean and effective fibre based packaging
The objective is to increase the strength (dry, moist, wet) of fibre based packaging materials,
which will enable design of more cost-effective packaging using less material with a target reduction 000%? A
specific key objective is the development ofa nanofacility, enabling the manufacture ofnanoelements (cellulose
nanofibrils and whiskers and exfoliated minerals) by physical and chemical means.

SP3 - Fibre based composite films
The objective is to develop an innovative composite material, combining mineral nanoparticles, nanofibres and
renewable polymeric matrices. The composite material must exhibit good barrier, perm-selectivity, and adequate
thermal, mechanical and optical properties. It should have properties that allow it to be used as monolayer, i.e.
without the need for lamination to other materials in packaging applications. In this respect, it will become a
very competitive solution to today's non-optimal fibre/polymer packaging solutions. The materials developed
will be characterized and their applicability as food contacting materials will be assessed. Finally, the
processability and scale-up conditions will be optimized.

SP4- Protective coatings
The objective is to develop new protective packaging based on sustainable board coating technologies and to
develop methods for sustainable protective packaging by innovative printing techniques with protective local
reinforcement. Protection by a printing machine will highlight new methods of cost-efficient production of
tailor-made protective materials. In addition local reinforcement of packaging materials by usage of suitable
printing methods and enhanced recyclability of printed board will investigated. Advanced micro-encapsulation
technology for bringing new functionalities of the surface will be developed, e.g. self-repairing components for
protection of edges after cutting.

SP5 - 3D composite packaging
The objective is to develop new 3D-formable renewable cellulose-based composites in order to provide viable
alternatives to petroleum-based counterparts in packaging and cushioning applications. There are two approaches
to achieve this goal. The first is the elaboration ofnanostructured composites (bulk or cellular) involving
cellulose fibres or nano components (like whiskers or minerals) and a matrix based on natural or biodegradable
polymers. The second is a controlled in depth modification oflignocellulosic fibres aimed at obtaining a co-
continuous thermo-formable composite.

SP6 - Communicative packaging
The objective is to develop sustainable fibre based packaging materials for communication purposes. This is
done by an interdisciplinary approach involving printing and coating technology, leT and product design for the
development of new packaging products. Research will include pro-active communication technology
integrated in fibre based packaging, including development of organic/mineral materials, conducting polymers,
micro antenna's, etc., for wireless communication. The development of coating or printing of sensors and
bioactive compounds; these elements which can sense the environment would be useful tools to implement
quality based tracking & tracing systems and increase food safety. Product design, e.g. incorporation of
communication technologies into renewable packaging systems will be an important task. Passive
communication technology (security labels and new imaging effects) integrated in fibre based packaging forms
another important task.

Project structure and progress
The expected breakthroughs and innovations will be on three levels as explained in the figure below.

On the first activity level the breakthroughs will be knowledge oriented and push driven by research needs and
visions. On the second level, the sub-project level, the research results will be consolidated aiming at innovative
new materials. The platform will at the third level explore new innovative packaging demonstrators at a
packaging or packaging system level. These demonstrators will be developed with users and consumers as a
European wide activity.
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The demonstrators will guide the project towards the objectives and act as a catalyst for innovation in the forest
products industry cluster, which will outlast the project.

Besides the research oriented objectives, integration plays an important role in the project. The integration can be
seen from different aspects. One is integration in the packaging value chain, another is integration between
research and industry direct through industrial contractors but also through the industrial networks that exists in
participating research institutes. Finally the project will help to implement the packaging in academia.

Progress up till the second year
Below is a summary of the expected results from the projects after two years. From reporting we can see that
these expected results have been mainly fulfilled.

SPI also has a key role in the management of the demonstrator activities. After 24 month in the project, through
the activities ofSPI, appropriate demonstrator projects should have been identified for the most promising
outcomes emerging from the research sub-projects. Demonstrator project plans and agreements (covering
responsibilities, IPR issues, etc) should be in place (although the degree of progress of actual implementation
achieved will vary between demonstrator projects). If at this stage demonstrator projects are not secured for the
most promising emerging technology breakthroughs, it will be necessary to take a critical decision as to how and
whether to continue with particular elements of the IP research activities (considering: will the fundamental
research activity in question have value without the demonstrator activity, or can an appropriate demonstrator
project be identified in the forthcoming period).

In SP2, second year conceptual paperboard demonstrators will be available after 18 months. After 24 months
actual physical liner- and paperboard demonstrators will be presented. A nanofacility for the production of
cellulose- and clay based nanostructure will be running after 18 month.

In SP3 further understanding of the nanofiber and nanoparticle adhesion in the different polymer matrices will be
achieved and the development of renewable polymers filled with nanofibers and nanoclays will be carried out.
The conditions to obtain the three-component blend, including the optimisation ofnanoparticle dispersion and
compatibility among components should be clearly defined. To follow an objective is to select and to set up
proper methods for the evaluation of properties of interest (mechanical, optical, barrier, migration) in the new
nanocomposite materials. Finally selection of the most suitable processing technologies will be done and a
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decision on the method and state in which fibres and clays are to be fed in the manufacturing process will be
taken

In SP4 new protective innovative coating materials or systems (combinations of materials) with improved material
characteristics based on biopolymers, hybrid polymer systems and on nanocomposites have been developed. The
functionality of the coatings will be further enhanced by introducing the concept of responsive polymers and
microencapsulation techniques. Coated and printed board prototypes, incorporating the novel components and
strategies for improved protection and recyclability, have been introduced. Also spot-coated board prototypes,
incorporating the novel components and adaptations of printing and coating techniques have been produced on a
lab scale. The very first tentative packaging prototype for food application is presented.

The presence of inorganic materials and nanoparticles in the coatings causes a change in the ratio of different
crystalline forms of the polymer which may contribute to their improved barrier properties. Optimization of the
systems requires knowledge to be gathered at the atomic, molecular, nano-, micro- and mesoscales using an
appropriate selection of state of the art techniques available within the consortium. After the second year, three
or four carefully selected formulations have been examined.

In SP5 a selection of the best ways to modify the fibres will be chosen, and definition of the material
composition (for the nanocomposite foam for cushions) to be optimised in the next phases of the project. Also a
selection of the thermoplastic composite and cushion material processing routes will be completed, to be
optimised in the next phases of the project. Selection of the 3D thermoplastic composite and cushion material
based on their recycling ability and biodegradability will be made.
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In year 2 for SP6 the first one-way communication carrier and sensor principle is developed and tested in
laboratory trials. Three implementation techniques to add pro-active elements to paper furnish coatings or
printings are tested on lab scale. First updateable display and ID having both optical and electronic functionality
utilizing organic inks is produced on lab scale. The first simulation model that predicts the feasibility of
communicative packaging concepts will be available. Requirements of communicative packaging concepts are
known and there will be insight in its opportunities.

In the material oriented sub-projects 2-6 the objective has been to focus the research and outline the routes which
will be pursued during the remaining of the project. The target is to after 24-month has established the routes
where success is most probable. Besides these routes, the project will follow routes that are stated as more long-
termed and will need further research after the ending of Sustainpack.

The second overall objective during the second year was to decide about Demonstrators. Seven Demonstrators
have been selected. The Demonstrators reflects the achievements in Sustainpack. Each of them contains
achievements in 3-4 different sub-projects. A virtual team will be built around each Demonstrator with
participants from the sub-projects and co-ordinated by a partner from SPI.

The third overall objective was to launch the Open call to attract SMEs to support the development of
Demonstrators. The launch was made on May 19,2006. This settled the close of the Open Call to June 23.

RESULTS OUTSIDE R&D

The project is also as described intended to introduce application examples as being triggers for future
development activities in the packaging industry as well as amongst packaging users. Here an interest is foreseen
from the forest product industries to further develop breakthrough knowledge and transform it into product
development. This will create new research projects that bridge the gap between breakthrough knowledge and
realisation in industrial processes.

Packaging has been seen as a waste of resources. The positive outcome of this project and its sustainability
profile could be an important contribution to change the consumers' view of packaging. The technology
mapping methodology will educate and train the participating organisations in eliciting market drivers and issues
and relating these to product features and technologies that meet the needs of the users and consumers.

Furthermore, education on the academic level may increase due to the project. Packaging oriented education on
an academic level is not as well developed as it ought to be. Packaging is a young field of science and the
building of the theoretical platform, where packaging is seen from a system perspective, needs to be elaborated
much further. The project covers this system's view of the packaging and this will be a main track when training
and dissemination of project results will take place. We strongly believe that the participating universities in the



project will see the already ongoing research in areas related to packaging (but not necessarily guided towards
the packaging area) in a new light. This will certainly give as an outcome a change in the education on an
academic level towards the needs and demands coming from the packaging area. Examples of this on a smaller
scale can be seen as an example in Sweden. A large project such as SUST AINPACK with many respected
universities amongst its contractors will definitely have a large impact on the future academic education in areas
related to packaging.

Key challenges for future business growth and development are the ability to meet supply chain and market
requirements in terms of distribution efficiency, marketing power, consumer safety and convenience, and
environmental performance. The Sustainpack project will gather an outstanding research knowledge base to
meet these demands with breakthrough research on renewable materials level. These challenges will be faced in
the project and will be a powerful tool in integrating the ERA in the packaging area. Great interest has been
shown in the Sustainpack proposal from a large number of research institutions from all over Europe, covering
more than fifteen countries, including future EU members. The large size of the project prohibits inclusion of all
these institutions as partners. In the dissemination process they will be very important to reinforce the network of
the project. This will ensure the possibility to enlarge and strengthen the ERA in packaging research

Meeting this complex of varying and often opposing demands is obviously not an easy task and requires a
thorough understanding of issues involved and ability to balance them in anticipation on the pull of a changing
market. Packaging research and education can and will support the packaging chain in their efforts to evaluate
the complexity of demands and create adequate solutions. SUSTAINPACK will act as a driving force to raise the
packaging education in academia, thus preparing for a future knowledge increase and development towards more
efficient and sustainable packaging systems.

More information on the project can be found on the project website www.sustainpack.com

CONTACT

Kennert Johansson, Director Division Packaging & Logistics, STFI-Packforsk AB, POBox 5604, Drottning
Kristinas vag 61, SE-114 86 Stockholm, Sweden, Tel +46 8 67 67 000; Email: kennert.johansson@stfi.se
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Value Chain Analysis of Different Types of Distribution Packaging For
Fresh Fish Fillets

ABSTRACT
ST0 is the coordinator for Marinepack, which is a large Norwegian packaging research project. One of the
subjects in the project has been to develop and test packaging optimisation models and methods. Indicators for
packaging optimisation by companies involved in seafood production, packaging and distribution have been
developed.

This study presents the results from various value chain analyses performed on different distribution packaging
solutions for fresh fish fillets.

The results from the value chain analyses will be presented as key figures for:
• Total use of material;
• Nett amount of material used (material that statistically is not recycled (material recycling));
• Total energy consumption and climate gas emissions for production of the different packaging solutions;
• Weight of each specific packaging material;
• Total use of energy in the value chain in MJ per 1000 kg fish fillet distributed;
• Total transportation weight per pallet for the different solutions;
• Value chain costs.

When the results from the value chain analyses are combined with results from transport tests, this gives a good
fundamental basis for evaluation of different packaging solutions.

INTRODUCTION
This study presents the results from value chain analyses performed as part of the process for optimisation of
design for Smurfit Kappa Norpapp's corrugated board packaging solution for 5 kg fish fillets. The original
design from 2004 was compared to 5 possible new designs.

The goal of the Value Chain Assessment is to give the user a few key figures that are relevant for packaging
development and optimisation. The scope of the value chain, or supply chain, is therefore related to the processes
from the packer and filler, to the final user of the product (in this case the customer in France). In addition,
production of packaging materials, converting to final packaging solutions and treatment of packaging waste
resources are included, through material, economic and energy data.

All of the results shown in this paper are given in relation to the 2004 model (shown as 100%).

MATERIALS AND METHOD
The Value Chain Assessment methodology for packaging is based on a life cycle approach, and focuses on a few
key aspects related to packaging optimisation, all calculated for 1000 kg product packed, distributed and
consumed:

Total Material Intensity (total mass of primary, secondary and tertiary packaging)
Nett Material Intensity (Total Material Intensity minus the fraction of materials statistically recycled
into new products after use)
Energy consumed in the production of packaging and distribution of products
Total cost of packaging, packing, distribution and handling.

Data for production and packing of the product has been collected from one fish fillet producer in northern
Norway. Packaging data has been gathered from the packaging producer (Smurfit Kappa Norpapp and their
suppliers), combined with packaging material data from sources such as APMEI

.

I Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe
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2004 model
(reference

value)

Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Design 4 Design 5

The collected data has then been analysed, and the results are presented here as key figures for the six different
packaging design solutions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure I shows the Total Material Intensity, Le. the total material consumption for the six different packaging
systems.

Total Material Intensity for the fresh fillets packaging system
I~,------------------------------------------------------

E32004 modd (reference value)
- - • Design 1

o Deign 2
o Design 3
• Deign 4
Ell Design 5

ftutic: wrappiag BoVtray S~ri.k film/cover to
_are tile pallet

Pallet Total

Figure 1 Total Material Intensity for the packaging (% 0(2004 model reference value)

Design alternative 3 has the lowest material consumption, while the 2004 model corrugated board box has the
highest. The box or tray part of the packaging systems represents the biggest consumption of materials for all six
systems. Designs 4 and 5 include use of a cardboard pallet cover, instead of shrink film, which accounts for the
increased material intensity for securing the pallet. The low material consumption for the pallets is due to the
assumption pallets are used 20 times before becoming waste.

Figure 2 shows both the total material consumption (Total Material Intensity) and the amount of materials that,
statistically, are not material recycled after use in France (the Nett Material Intensity).

The high degree of recycling offibre (i.e. cardboard) means that the differences between the systems are reduced
for nett material consumption. However, Design 3 has the lowest total and nett material intensity.

Total and Nett Material Intensity
120 r------------------------------------------------------

Zl
~ 100is...•
~
N 80
Q
Q
Q
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".Q,..
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! D Total Material Intensity

! • Nett Material Intensity

o

Figure 2 Total and Nett Material Intensity

The amount of energy required to produce the packaging is shown in Figure 3.
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Energy Consumption for the Production of Packing for 1000 kg
fish fillets
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Figure 3 Energy consumption for tbe production of packaging (% of 2004 model reference value).

The energy consumption shows that the plastic wrapping and the box, or tray, represent the biggest use of energy
for the packaging systems, except for Design 4 and 5, where the pallet cover is used. The original box design has
the lowest energy consumption. As often happens, when optimising design parameters, reducing one key
parameter (e.g. material intensity shown in figures 1 and 2) can give an increase for a different key figure. This is
a good example of the value of considering a number of key parameters, in order to ensure the designer is aware
of the trade-offs that have to be accepted if changes in design are to be made.

Figure 4 shows the global warming potential for the packaging systems.

Global Warming Potential
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~
;II.

20

0

Plastic wrapping

02004 model (reference value)
• Design 1

o Design 2
o Design 3
• Design 4
Bl Design 5

Shrink film/cover
to secure the

pallet

Bo:lltray Pallet Total

Global warming potentials, GWP, for the production of packaging (% of 2004 model
reference value).

Design 3 has the lowest GWP for all of the design alternatives. All of the new design alternatives have lower
GWP than the 2004 design.

Figure 4

Figure 5 shows the use of energy in the value chain divided in the following activities:
• Fishing: coastline fishing of cod
• Production: cleaning and filleting the fish and packing of the fillets.
• Production of ice for cooling the fillets
• Transport: composed of two transport stages: 1. Transport of packaging from the packaging producer to

the user. 2. Transport of the fish fillets from the fillet producer in northern Norway to the customer in
France (train and truck).

• Packaging: use of energy for the production of the different types of packaging.
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Use of Energy Through the Value Chain
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Figure 5 Use of energy in the value chain (% of 2004 model reference value)

Fishing represents 55% of the total energy use in the value chain. The degree of utilization of the fish is very
important for the energy use for fishing, since this key figure is calculated for 1000 kg fish fillets.

Approximately 0.4 kgs of ice is used per kg of fish fillets.

Figure 6 shows the total weight of the pallet for the three different packaging solutions. The big difference
between the nett weight offish (500 kg) and the total weight of the pallet is mainly due to the ice used for
cooling. The transport company requires that the total weight per pallet must not exceed 1000 kg.
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Figure 6 Total weight ofpalJet (% of 2004 model reference value)

Value chain economy is calculated using an Activity Based Costing method, based on packing, distribution and
storing of 1000 kg product. The value chain costs are shown in
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Value Chain costs without the raw material cost
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The raw material cost (the fish) has been taken out of Figure 7 to make it more readable. This cost is constant for
all solutions, and it is the most significant cost contributing to the total value chain cost (accounting for 66% of
the total cost).

o

Designs 4 and 5 have the lowest costs compared with the 2004 model (reference model). All of the new designs
have lower total costs than the 2004 design. The plastic wrapping used for the fish fillets, labels, shrink film
wrapping to secure the pallets and the pallets themselves represents a low cost compared to the boxes used to
pack the fillets. The packing and labelling costs are high, due to manual work at the fish producer.
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The transport company charges are based on a rate per kg of product transported (i.e. fish). This means that the
amount of ice and the weight of the packaging does not currently influence the total transportation cost. The
transport cost is paid by the customer (receiver of the fish in France).

Discussion
The packing cost for using the corrugated board box solutions has been estimated based on the budget price for
the producer. The real cost is likely to deviate from this estimate.

The authors expect that the cost estimates given can be low. Experience has shown that it is not easy to obtain
the desired level of detail for cost data for existing production and packing facilities. This can lead to
underestimation of costs, particularly for potential future costs.

Allocation of environmental and economic burdens between the fillet product and other products and bi-products
from fillet production has not been performed in this study. All burdens have been allocated to the fillets, as
these are considered the main, highest value product. This is an area where future research into relevant
allocation models is required.

The value chain analyses presented here are the result of a unique collaboration along the whole value chain for
production and distribution of fresh fillets in Europe. The work has its weaknesses, as described above, but is a
valuable basis for optimising new design of packaging, for further methodological development and knowledge
for the given value chain analysed, as well as all other goods value chains.

CONCLUSIONS
The raw materials cost represents 66 % of the total value chain cost, and the energy consumption for fishing
represents approximately 50% of the total energy consumption in the value chain. A high degree of utilization
and low product loss is therefore important. This leads to the conclusion that it is of great importance that the
packaging takes good care of the product throughout the value chain.

Transporting less ice can increase the distribution efficiency, providing this can be achieved without a reduction
in product quality.

The methodology used is a good basis for achieving an holistic perspective for assessment of packaging and
packaging design processes and what choices and stages in the packaging value chain are most important.

Further testing and evaluation of different packaging solutions for fresh fish fillets has been and will be
performed in the period 2006-2007 as part of the Marinepack 2007 project.
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Bioplastics in Food Packaging: A Nestle Perspective
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the properties and performance of bioplastics partially or entirely generated from
renewable resources with respect to their application in food packaging as well as their potential for
contributing to reduced packaging related environmental impacts. Current and future development needs are
highlighted Particular attention is paid to barrier properties, which is a key prerequisite for use of these
materials within the food sector. Lack of moisture barrier is identified as the major technical impediment for
widespread use within processed food packaging.

INTRODUCTION
Packaging related environmental issues are receiving increasing attention from industry, the public as well as
authorities. Leading food industries, such as Nestle, are since long committed to continuous improvement of
environmental performance. Within packaging this has traditionally been achieved through source reduction by
e.g. replacement of rigid packaging with flexible, down gauging of existing packaging as well as through
economic contributions to the establishment of national packaging recovery structures. Over the past 15 years
source reduction efforts within Nestle have resulted in a reduction of packaging material consumption amounting
to approximately 280'000 tons distributed between material categories as displayed in Figure I.

Plastics &
laminates

13%
Glass

Paper &
40% 24%

Figure 1: Distribution between material categories of Nestle packaging weight savings.

Nestle is committed to continuously improve the environmental performance of its packaging as long as it does
not jeopardize the safety, quality or consumer acceptance of its products. In this context, bioplastics based on
renewable resources represents a new generation of plastics offering an additional possibility to achieve food
packaging with reduced environmental impacts.

Today there is no general agreement concerning what types of materials should be defined as bioplastics.
European Bioplastics defines bioplastics as consisting of two material classes "Plastics based on renewable
resources" and "Biodegradable polymers which meet all criteria of scientifically recognized norms for
biodegradable products", e.g. EN 13432 or ASTM 0 6400-99 [I]. The first material category should consist of
as high a share of renewable material as possible, whereas the second can be entirely non-renewable. PIRA
International includes plastics from renewable resources, biodegradable/compostable plastics, degradable/oxo-
degradable plastics, recyclable plastics as well as recycled plastics in its definition ofbioplastics [2]. To this day
there is no proof that biodegradability and compostability constitute an environmental advantage as compared to
other recovery options such as recycling or incineration with heat recovery. For this reason Nestle has chosen to
concentrate on bioplastics entirely or partially made from renewable resources such as annual plants, trees and
other living organisms.

There are three major paths to produce polymers from renewable resources:
I. extraction and modification of natural polymers such as cellulose or starch directly from biomass
2. synthesis from bio-derived polymer precursors (e.g. polylactic acid (PLA) from lactide), or
3. direct production in microorganisms, e.g. polyhydroxy alkanoates (PHA).
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Polymers from the two first groups are readily available on the market, albeit not in quantities comparable to that
of conventional thermoplastics. The third pathway is still at a pilot-plant level, although recent announcements
made in the press promise industrial scale plants to be completed within the next two years [3;4).

The polymers on or close to market can be divided into three groups: starch polymers, polyesters and cellulose-
derivatives. Starches are available in pure form as thermoplastic starches (TPS), but are frequently blended with
petrochemical biodegradable polymers such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH), polycaprolactone (PCL) or similar
polymers. The polyester family includes PLA, which is the dominant renewable bioplastic within the food
packaging sector, PHA and polytrimethylene terephthalate (PIT) which are still on pilot scale level. Cellulose
derivatives are such as cellulose acetate, regenerated cellulose, and cellophane, which is already used quite
frequently in confectionery applications.

These materials can be, but are not necessarily biodegradable or compostable. It is worthwhile noting that
biodegradation or compostability, which are frequently used as sales arguments for bioplastics, are material
recovery options, and should not be interpreted as directly translating into reduced environmental impacts. The
same goes for the term "renewable" which does not directly imply lower environmental impacts.

This paper explores the properties and performance ofbioplastics partially or entirely generated from renewable
resources with respect to their application in food packaging and their potential for contributing to reduced
packaging related environmental impacts. Current and future development needs are highlighted. Particular
attention is paid to barrier properties, which is a key prerequisite for use of these materials within the food sector.

FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE
The range of bioplastics on or close to market offers mechanical properties spanning the LDPE-PET range
concerning stiffness and LDPE-PP in terms of strength. Most processing routes can be used to manufacture films
or rigid items, although some polymers, such as starch, cellulose-derivatives and PLA have certain limitations in
terms of applicable processing methods. In general printability is good, and due to their polar nature some of
these materials can be printed without corona treatment. Materials such as PLA and polytrimethylene
terephthalate (PIT) show excellent gloss and transparency.

Barrier properties is a key function of food packaging, either to prevent moisture, oxygen or odors from
degrading the product, or to prevent losses of moisture, flavors, or CO2 from the product. In terms of barrier to
gases and odors, many renewable biopolymers have good to excellent properties. Figure 2 shows the
permeability to oxygen of bioplastic 50 ~m films versus the protection requirements for a selection of food
categories at 30°C, 70% relative humidity, representing harsh conditions. A vast majority of the materials
considered here meet the requirements of low to moderate sensitive products, and some even demonstrate barrier
properties comparable to high barrier materials, such as nylon and EVOH, which are used to protect highly
oxygen sensitive products.
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Figure 2: Penneability to oxygen of 50 JJmfilms at 300e I 70% RH vs. oxygen barrier requirement of common food types
requiring protection against oxygen ingress [5-14].

Due to their origin and nature, most bioplastics are inherently poor barriers to moisture. Figure 3, compares the
water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) of a selection of bioplastics on the market with the moisture barrier
requirements of common food products. This lack of moisture barrier, or "breathability" has been cleverly used
as a sales argument for fresh food packaging applications, where moisture transport through the packaging wall
can contribute to extended shelflife for fresh meats and vegetables.
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A majority of processed foods & beverages do, however, require some kind of moisture protection. As made
evident in Figure 3, depicting moisture barrier requirements of a few selected food types, the vast majority of
bioplastics on the market are currently unable to deliver the required protection against moisture. Finding ways
of improving moisture barrier is thus of key importance for increased use of bioplastics within the food sector.
Moisture barrier improvements can be achieved through various forms of barrier treatments, such as plasma
coating and metallization, through blending with high moisture barrier polymers or by lamination to polymers
with moisture barrier properties.
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Figure 3: Penneability to water vapor of 50 101mfilms at 30·C I 70% RH vs. moisture protection requirements for selected
products [5-14].

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
The most commonly available data on environmental performance of bioplastics from literature and suppliers is
cradle-to-gate environmental performance per kilogram of polymer. This means that processes such as material
processing, package forming, filling & sealing, distribution, use, and recovery are excluded. Figures 4 a) and b)
show the environmental impact categories "Green house gas emissions" and "Fossil energy use" for selected
groups of bioplastics as compared to petroleum based plastics frequently used in food packaging [15-25].
Comparing polymers in this way only makes sense for a case in which identical material weights are used to
satisfy the performance criteria of the application and the end-of-life fate of the polymer are similar [25]. In such
a case the replacement of petrochemical plastics with bioplastics such as starch, some starch blends and PLA
would permit reductions in fossil fuel consumption as well as greenhouse gas emissions.
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Figure 4: Cradle-to-factory gate a) green house gas emissions and b) fossil energy consumption for a selection of
bioplastics as compared to commonly used plastic packaging materials (GPPS - general purpose polystyrene, LOPE-
low density polyethylene, PP - polypropylene, PET - polyethylene terephthalate, other abbreviations explained in text).

Environmental impacts are however not limited to fossil energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. A full
comparative life cycle assessment including all life cycle stages and impact categories is required in order to
fully understand the environmental implications of replacing conventional plastics with bioplastics. Impact
categories such as human and aquatic toxicity often increase with the introduction of the agricultural stage,
whereas greenhouse gas emissions and non-renewable energy use are reduced, provided that the same weight of
material can be used in the application.
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As the bioplastics industry is still at an early stage of development, much of the available data on environmental
impacts related to the production and use of these materials emanates from pilot-scale or small industrial-scale
operations, or even hypotheses made on industrial scale production. Process improvements and economy of scale
as production capacities are increased are likely to bring further improvements to the environmental profile of
these materials in the future.

PRODUCTION CAPACITY
The world production capacity for biopolymers is still limited. Roughly estimated, the 2005 global bioplastics
production capacity amounts to less than 5% of the European plastics food and beverage consumption (Figure 5).
It is therefore highly unlikely that bioplastics will be able to replace conventional plastics to any greater extent
on a short-term, despite that it is projected to grow by more than 70% within the next few years [26]. Current
technical performance limitations related to moisture barrier performance as well as other factors, such as
material cost further limit the amount of material that is currently available for food packaging applications. This
industrial sector is, however in its infancy and increasing environmental concern and rising oil prices are likely
to continue to stimulate growth in the foreseeable future.
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Figure 5: Current and projected production capacity of bioplastics from renewable resources in 2005 versus European
plastics food and beverage packaging consumption in 2003 [26-28].

DISCUSSION
The bioplastics industry is evolving and growing rapidly. Over the last few years many new materials have come
out on the market, and the performance of these materials is approaching that of conventional polymers. The
poor moisture barrier of bioplastics remains the main technical performance hurdle to be overcome in order to
increase the use of these materials within food packaging applications. A majority of bioplastics require less
fossil fuel and emit less greenhouse gases during their production than their petrochemical counter parts.
Comparable technical performance is required in order to conserve this advantage in a food packaging
application. As the bioplastics industry is still in its infancy one can expect significant improvements in
technical-, environmental- and cost-performance in the years to come as more experience is gained and increased
process efficiency is achieved through the establishment oflarge-scale industrial production.
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ABSTRACT
The percentage of recovery of plastics packaging waste from municipal solid waste is small as

compared to paper or metal. The only recovery option available for conventional petroleum based polymers is
recycling which includes sorting and reprocessing. Usage of biopolymers opens up a new waste disposal option,
which is composting. As new biopolymers are emerging in packaging applications, there is a need to address the
compostability of packages to evaluate their environmental performance. Most of the relevant standards
developed so far address the compostability of a plastic material from a package in laboratory simulated
conditions which differs from actual or real composting conditions. Hence there is a need to address the
compost ability of packages in both real and simulated composting conditions, so as to develop reliable
laboratory tests.

A 500 mL poly (lactide) or PLA bottle with 96% L-lactide content and bluetone additive was used to
evaluate its compostability. The compostability tests were conducted in real and simulated laboratory conditions.
In real composting conditions, the molecular weight, glass transition, melting and decomposition temperature of
the PLA bottles were analyzed PLA bottles biodegrade in 30 days in real composting conditions. Two additional
laboratory simulated composting test, a gravimetric and an in-house built respirometric systems, were used
Both systems report the compostability with correlating the COl evolution. The gravimetric system is based on
weight gain due to COl in the absorption column of system, and the respirometric system uses the titration
method The main focus of this study was to evaluate biodegradation of whole package configuration and time
required for its mineralization in real conditions. The comparison with existing and upcoming standards can
provide information about performance of a complete package and its configuration in both environments and
time requiredfor mineralization.

The comparison of results between real and both simulated systems can provide a correlation between
them and also feasibility of setting up reliable laboratory tests based on compostability in actual conditions.

INTRODUCTION
There is any increasing demand of biodegradable polymeric materials or biopolymers in packaging

applications which could be easily renewable and compostable. Use of biopolymer based packaging materials
allows consideration of eliminating issues such as land filling, sorting and reprocessing through availing their
unique functionality, that is compostability. Composting allows disposal of biodegradable packages and is not as
energy intensive compared to sorting and reprocessing for recycling, although it requires more energy than land
filling. Plastics packaging materials are often soiled due to foodstuff and other biological substance contents,
making physical recycling of these materials impractical and normally unwanted.

Compostability of compostable plastics (i.e., "a plastic that undergoes degradation by biological
processes during composting to yield CO2, water, inorganic compounds, and biomass at a rate consistent with
other known compostable materials and leave no visible, distinguishable or toxic residue") [I] are commonly
evaluated in simulated compost conditions and by assessing the final quality of the compost. Biodegradable
polymers first become susceptible to water attack and chemical degradation initiates the polymer erosion since
they have hydrolysable functional groups in the polymer backbone.

Compostability of compostable plastic is commonly evaluated in simulated compost conditions and by
assessing the final quality of the compost. Standards have been developed for evaluating the compostability of a
biopolymer by the ASTM, the International Standards Organization (ISO) and the European Committee for
Normalization (CEN). Those standards mainly focus on addressing the compostability of a polymer or a material
in simulated composting conditions, but not that of a complete package and in real conditions.

Recently, Poly(lactide) (PLA) has gained a lot of attention as a packaging material for food and
consumer goods packaging applications due to its performance comparable to conventional packaging plastics
and its natural biodegradability. Currently, PLA is being commercialized and being used as a food packaging
polymer for short shelf life products with common applications such as container, drinking cups, sundae and
salad cups, overwrap and lamination films, blister packages, and bottles [2].
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Real composting conditions
A compo sting pile was built at Michigan State University (East Lansing, USA)

made up of cow manure and wood shavings with 30:1 carbon to nitrogen (C:N) ratio of
the mixture. Temperature, relative humidity and pH of the compost was compost pile
was continuously monitored for the entire duration of the study (30 days). A general
procedure of compost pile preparation and compost production is shown in the figure 2.
A novel method was used for tracking and analyzing the PLA bottle samples from the
compost pile [6, 7]. The biodegradability of the PLA bottles was assessed through
visual inspection and analysis of variation in physical properties such as molecular
weight, glass transition temperature and decomposition temperature.

As discussed before, the compostability evaluation tests are normally conducted in simulated conditions
by analyzing the CO2 evolution due to biodegradation of bioplastics as compared with known reference
compostable materials. The common standards used for evaluation are ASTM 05338-03 [3], ISO 14855-1 [4]
and ISO 14855-2 (under development) [5]. In case of 05338; to achieve the satisfactory biodegradation,
cumulative percentage of organic carbon converted to carbon dioxide gas, or mineralization, comparing to the
theoretical value of the test polymer must be at least 60% for a material containing a single polymer
(homopolymer or random copolymer), or 90% for that containing block copolymers, segmented copolymers,
blends, or addition of low molecular weight additives. Whereas for ISO 14855-1; the acceptance level of
percentage of biodegradation of the test material must be at least 90% in total or 90% of the maximum
degradation of the reference material after a plateau stage for both reference and test materials has been reached.
The ISO 14855-2 standard describes the gravimetric method of carbon dioxide evaluation measurement and is
still under development by ISO.

As mentioned earlier, the standards address the compostability ofbioplastic material in laboratory scale
conditions which are different than the real composting conditions. Also a package multilayer material, package
configuration and package surface exposed to compost may also affect the biodegradation which is necessary to
be considered while addressing the biodegradation as a function of time. In this study, a comparison of results of
biodegradation of a PLA bottle with 96% L-lactide was done for real compo sting conditions, respirometric
method and gravimetric method using microbial oxidative degradation analyzer (MOOA).

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Package

PLA bottles (500 ml) were obtained from NatureWorks® LLC (Blair, NE) and
commercialized by Biota brands of America (Telluride, CO) with 96% L-lactide and
bluetone additive; dimensions of height = 0.2 m and base diameter = 0.0065 m. The
PLA bottle is shown in figure I.

figurt, 1. PL\ honl"

Mixing Raw material storage (optional)

Aeration, Turning,
Monitoring, Odor

Control

Pile Formation ActIve Composting

Screening or Shredding

Figure 2. Preparation of the compost pile and production of compost
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Respirometric system
A laboratory scale respirometric system was built in accordance with ISO 14855-1 [4] and ASTM

05338 [3]. The system consisted of three blanks, three positive control and three PLA bottle samples (O.Olm x
O.Olm). A 3 month old matured cow manure compost was obtained from Michigan State University composting
facility (East Lansing, USA). A CO2 free air was passed through the 3.78 liter bioreactors and CO2 was trapped
in 20 mL 5 N NaOH solution which was further titrated using 1 N HCI solution to calculate the amount of CO2

evolution. Sigmacell cellulose powder was used as positive control obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
USA). A similar automatic CO2 measurement respirometric system was built at Michigan State University to
assess the biodegradation based on ASTM and ISO standards [8]. The block diagram of respirometric system is
shown in the Figure 3. For the measurement of trapped CO2 following reactions were used:

For CO2 trap: NaOH + C02 ~ NaHC03 (I), then

For titration: (3), then

Phenolphthalein and methyl orange were used as pH indictor for determination of the CO2 concentration.
Phenolphthalein was added to the trapped solution and HCI was added till the solution turned from pink to
colorless (reaction 3), later methyl orange was added and more HCI was added till solution turned to red
(reaction 4). The later amount ofHCI gave amount of CO2 evolved due to biodegradation.

Humidified CO2 free Air r'< (:)Bioreactor I
I

C02 Trap

i
I
I
I ,~
~I

C02 Trap

Air Inlet

IN
NOH

C02 Trap

IN
NOH Total of9 Bioreactors

3 blanks
3 positive control

3 PLA bottle samples
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of respirometric system

Microbial Oxidative Degradation Analyzer (MODA)
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Figure 4. Schematic of MOD A system, adapted from Uematsu, S.et.al.[9]

The MODA system is based on the gravimetric measurement of the evolved carbon dioxide from the
bioreactor. A schematic model of MODA system is shown in the Figure 4 [9]. A MODA system consisted of
one blank, one positive control (Avicel - cellulose) and two PLA bottle samples; both Avicel and PLA bottle
samples (O.Olm x O.Olm) 10 gms each. In this case, the neck, threads and bottom part of bottle was not taken in
consideration due to sample weight restrictions; whereas in respirometric system, a whole bottle was used [10).

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Real composting conditions
PLA bottles were subjected to real composting conditions in compost pile as discussed above. A novel method
of tracking and collecting the samples from the compost pile was used [6, 7]. The PLA bottle samples were
visually inspected for changes in color, dimensions, shape and texture and later analyzed for changes in their
physical properties such as molecular weight, Tg and decomposition temperature. The temperature of compost
pile ranged 58°±5°C and relative humidity of, 60±5%. Figure 5 shows the biodegradation trend observed in PLA
bottles for a period of 30 days.
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Figure 5 Pictorial representation of biodegradation ofPLA bottle in real composting conditions
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From first day itself, changes in color and dimensions were observed which could be due to distortion
due to higher temperatures. On ninth day, the bottle became brittle and started breaking apart from neck. On 30th

day few residuals of bottle were obtained. The loss in molecular weight (Mw) as measured by gel permeation
chromatography as function of time is shown in Figure 6.

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Time, days
Figure 6. Percentage mineralization in respirometric and MODA system (simulated laboratory conditions) and

loss of molecular weight for PLA bottles (real composting conditions).
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Respirometric system
The mineralization curve based on carbon dioxide trapped in NaOH solution is shown in Figure 6. On

15th day, 9.83% of the total organic carbon was converted to CO2• A similar study carried out in yard waste
compost at 58°C, 60% RH was done by Kijchavengkul et.a!' [8] on PLA bottles using an automatic laboratory
scale respirometric system. Around 10% of mineralization was observed on 15th day, and 60% on 54th day. The
variation in molecular weight of the bottles subjected to real compost conditions is also shown in Figure 6 which
shows that the Mw was reduced to 4,000 Daltons on 30th day from 210,600 Daltons on zero day. On 15th day, the
molecular weight of PLA bottles was already 15,000 Daltons which shows faster biodegradation in the real
composting conditions that in the respirometric system.

MODA system
For MODA system, 16% mineralization was observed for PLA bottles on the 26th day as shown in

Figure 6. The initial degradation rate of respirometric system is more as compared to the MODA system (9.83%
at 15th day as compared with 5% in the MODA system), which could be due to the less amount of microbial
source and test sample used. According to the study done by Uematsu et.al, for PLA samples 85% mineralization
was observed on the 75th day in manure compost [9]; whereas for 25th day, the mineralization was just 10%. In
the later part after 35th day, a rapid increase in mineralization was observed and this could be due to the fact that
the CO2 is evolved much faster after the initial hydrolysis and fragmentation of PLA samples and as it is
consumed by microorganisms [9].

Polymers' compo stability is a function of factors such as pH, temperature, humidity, microorganisms
population, and osmotic pressure. Simulated laboratory conditions as described by ASTM D6400, D 5338 and
ISO 14855 may be an oversimplification of the real compost systems. The current study compared the
degradation rate of PLA samples under real and simulated compost conditions. Initial observation indicates that
the PLA samples are degrading much faster under real compost conditions than under laboratory simulated
conditions. Further studies are be carried out to determine the amount of time that it takes to degrade PLA
samples in the respirometric and MODA systems, previously described.

CONCLUSIONS
PLA bottle samples were evaluated for biodegradation in real composting conditions, respirometric and

MODA systems. Results in real composting conditions were observed to be more faster than in simulated
conditions. Assessing the biodegradation performance of biodegradable packages in real composting conditions
and comparing it with simulated conditions can provide reliable information rather than just biodegradability;
especially when biodegradation is represented as a function of time. Further studies are necessary to complete
understand the different between these tests.
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ABSTRACT

The nanocomposites blending route brings the nanotechnology to widespread mainstream applications such as
packaging made of plastics and bioplastics to generate new materials with enhanced performance. These
materials exhibit thanks to the unusually high aspect to volume ratio of the highly dispersed nanoadditives
improved mechanical, thermal and barrier properties while maintaining to a high extend good inherent properties
of the matrix such as clarity and toughness, and can also be advantageously designed for controlled release of
active or bioactive substances. Within the increasing family of nanomaterials, novel nanolayered clay-based
additives (second generation), natural fibers and electrospun nanofibers of biodegradable materials are without
doubt the most interesting fillers from a commercial implementation point of view.

Second generation nanocomposites and nanobiocomposites address novel nanobioadditives that are (i)
environmentally friendly, (ii) specifically designed for enhancing properties of specific materials while
maintaining clarity and that (iii) make only use of food contact approved components and precursors; these
characteristics makes them safe, bio-complying and readily applicable in current packaging applications without
the need for changes in legislation. This paper presents a comparative performance on several properties of a
new range of second generation nanobiocomposites of polylactic acid, polyhydroxyalcanoates and of second
generation nanocomposites of conventional polymers (EVOH and PET) and highlights the potential of this
nanotechnology for the controlled release of substances of interest in antimicrobial and bioactive packaging.

INTRODUCTION, RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Packaging has developed into an essential technology in the handling and commercialization of foodstuffs to
provide, by maintaining or even increasing, the required levels of quality and safety. However, as plastics have
become over the last decades more and more extended in food packaging applications, many concerns have
arisen over the years about their characteristic ability to allow low molecular weight mass transport phenomena.
Consequently, a great deal of research has been put forward to minimize processes such as migration,
permeation and scalping and to guarantee food quality and also safety during extended shelf-life of these
products. Different technologies and materials have been developed to satisl)' the high barrier demands and
minimize the previous processes. One of the most promising routes to accomplish this is through the
development of novel high barrier materials by means of nanotechnology.

Nanotechnology is by definition the creation and utilization of structures with at least one dimension in the
nanometer length scale that creates novel properties and phenomena otherwise not displayed by either isolated
molecules or bulk materials. The recent discovery of organized structures such as totally exfoliated clay tactoids,
nanofabrication of fibers, carbon nanotubes, molecular motors, DNA-based assemblies, quantum dots, molecular
switches, surface engineering and self-assembly, and new intrinsic nanoscale phenomena (size confinement,



magnetoresistance, and predominance of interfacial phenomena) offers great opportunities in many industrial
applications. The interest of being capable of controlling size in the nanometer range lays on the fact that
variations at the nanometer scale affects electronic and atomic interactions, hence, allowing the controlled
production of materials with varied properties without changes in chemistry. Finally, nanoscale structures
display a high surface-to-volume ratio, which is ideal for applications that involve composite materials, chemical
reactions, drug delivery, controlled and immediate release of substances in active an functional packaging
technologies and energy storage for instance in intelligent packaging [I].

Among the various existing nanotechnologies available, the one that is attracting more attention in the packaging
field is the layered nanocomposites. The nanocomposites are a relatively new family of composite materials in
which, at least one of the dimensions of the filler (usually a layered clay), is in the nanometer range. It has been
broadly reported in the literature that the addition of low loadings of nanoparticles to a raw polymer can have a
profound enhancing effect over some material properties, such as mechanical properties, thermal stability,
conductivity and gas and vapour barrier properties, without significant reduction in other relevant properties
including toughness and, as long as the layered inorganic content is below a critical loading level, transparency.
In terms of processing, nanocomposites can be mainly achieved by three routes namely, (i) solution mixing
followed by casting, (ii) in-situ polymerization, and the most interesting for its easy implementation in most
plastic processing methods: (ii) melt blending.

Most applications of nanocomposites in plastics have made use of laminar clays and carbon nabotubes. However,
there are other types of reinforcing elements such as biodegradable fibers obtained by electrospinning, which are
very promising in a number of application fields [2]. The electrospinning method is a simple and versatile
technology which can generate ultrafine fibers, typically in the range from 50 to 500 cm3

, of many materials (see
Figure I). The produced fibers have a very large surface to mass ratios (up to 103 higher than a microfiber),
excellent mechanical strength, flexibility and lightness. The obtaining procedure is not mechanical but
electrostatic and is applied to the polymer in solution or to polymer melts. As a result of the latter it is a very
suitable technique for the generation of ultra fine fibers of biodegradable materials, which are in general easy to
dissolve. It has been reported that around 100 different polymers (including biopolymers) and polymer blends
have been nanofabricated by electrospinning. In spite of the fact that there is a significant body of literature
reporting about the characterization of nanofibers, there are not so many studies dealing with the properties of
nanocomposites of materials containing these fibers. One of the most interesting aspects of the electrospinning
methodology is the possibility of the incorporation of various substances including fillers such as clays but also
ofbioactive agents in the electrospun fibers. This advantage has already been considered in the controlled release
of bioactive principles in the pharmaceutical and biomedical fields and can also be applied to the controlled-
release of active and bioactive food packaging applications.

Figure 1. Our lab scale high voltage spinning system generating bunches of nanofibers of a biopolymer

Up until now, the most interesting packaging technology based on blending to generate barrier properties has
been the so-called oxygen scavengers. This technology is known to lead to relatively low levels of oxygen in
contact with the food because it traps permeated oxygen from both the headspace and the outside, however, in
for instance carbonated beverages barrier to carbon dioxide is also a requirement. As most commodity plastic
packaging materials, e.g. PET, are not sufficient barrier to these gases, multilayer structures had to be devised in
which one layer (made of EVOH, MXD6, PEN, nanocomposites of PA6, ..) needs to be high barrier to carbon
dioxide and to oxygen while the scavenger reduces oxygen levels at the headspace. These systems are claimed to
typically generate up to six months self-life in carbonated drinks made of PET. Therefore, the nanocomposites
technology can be used alone or in combination with scavengers, active and passive barrier, to enhance the
barrier performance of multi layers systems. It is theoretically predicted that nanocomposites containing less than
5% nanolayered particulate loadings can reduce permeability of the matrix by ca. 10 fold. In most real cases,
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however, the barrier improvements to gases and vapours achieved by direct melt blending are between 2 and 6
fold depending on the system. Therefore, there is still some room to improve current nanocomposite
formulations [I].

Despite the fact that multilayer solutions are currently needed in many food packaging applications including the
above mentioned carbonated beverages, a monolayer solution would be of great interest for many reasons
including recyclability and technology and materials costs. The nanocomposites technology can also make this
possible by simple melt or solution blending routes. The reason why in PET bottles, nanocomposites are still
devised to be used in multilayer systems is because PET nanocomposites are extremely difficult to obtain in a
monolayer case due to the high temperature needed to process the polymer which causes degradation of the
organophilic chemical modification of the layered clay particles. Some sort of modification of the inorganic
layered particles is needed in nanocomposites to facilitate exfoliation of these into nanolayers, during processing
and also to enhance compatibility with the polymer. In spite of that, there exist new formulations in the market
capable of obtain high barrier PET nanocomposites by direct blending without degradations issues (some
Nanoter™ of Nanobiomatters) therefore making possible monolayer formulations for PET (see Figure 2 and 3).
It is also a very important concern that most of the nanocomposite formulations (first generation
nanocomposites) in the market are currently making use of not listed ammonium salts as organophilic chemical
modifiers, and have been devised to enhance the properties of engineering polymers in structural applications.
However, for food packaging applications only food contact approved materials and additives should be used,
and should do so below their corresponding threshold migration levels. In this respect second generation
nanocomposite products should be committed to comply with the current food contact legislation. Second
generation nanocomposites are therefore referred to as nanocomposite formulations, which are specifically
designed to comply with current regulations and at the same time are cost effective and specifically formulated
to target specific materials (including biopolymers), materials properties or production technologies. In essence,
second generation nanocomposites are materials with targeted specifications rather than wide spectrum generic
formulations [3]. As Figure 2 shows, some of these new nanoadditives with food contact approved surface
modifications generate the most swollen clay based systems commercially available, which in tum lead to highly
dispersed morphologies with large exfoliation rates by conventional melt blending processing routes.

:1)(1('

Figure 2. X-ray patterns (left) of a highly expanded Nanoter (in green) grade (Nanobiomatters S.L.) with second
and third order peaks indicating an interlaminar space dooJof 39.40A and a typical (blue) Cloisite 20A (in blue)
grade (Southern Clay Corp.) not currently suitable for food contact with a dooJof24.6A. TEM microghap (right)
ofNanoter in PET cast film as obtained by melt mixing.

Another example where ultrahigh barrier properties are needed is high barrier food packaging applications, such
as aromatic products, retortable pouches, dehydrated products and vacuum and some modified atmosphere
packaging applications. In these and other similar uses, aluminium, EVOH or other high barrier materials and
technologies are being applied. However, all of the existing technologies have associated drawbacks of some
kind. While this is so, it would for instance be highly desirable to enhance the barrier properties of EVOH by 10
fold across the whole humidity range, making the material virtually impermeable at dry conditions and capable
of substituting typical impermeable materials or technologies in many applications where transparency or more
simple packaging structures are added value. In this context, ultrahigh barrier properties to oxygen via
nanocomposites has also been achieved by specific food contact complying formulations in EVOH polymers
across the whole humidity range. This makes the nanocomposites technology unique in that unlike other
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blending technologies, it can improve the oxygen barrier of EVOH by more than 3 fold across the whole
humidity range (see Table I).

The biodegradable materials can also strongly benefit from the nanocomposites. These new materials can
overcome their shortages in properties, i.e. relative humidity dependency, low thermal and barrier properties or
inadequate mechanical properties by means of novel nanobiocomposites. In this increasing market within the
food packaging industry, specific formulations have to be developed which can be compatible with the
biodegradable matrices and renewable concepts associated with this new packaging materials. Second generation
nanobiocomposites have been developed in this food packaging area as well, which serve to enhance barrier
properties of thermoplastics biopolymers such as PLA and PHB and also of proteins and polysaccharides (Figure
3). Some of these formulations have proven to simultaneously reduce the somewhat elevated stiffness of the
biodegradable matrices, eliminating 0 diminishing therefore the need for plasticizers [4]. Currently, the
nanobiocomposites decrease between 50 and 83% the permeability of the neat components but as the additives
get more refined and optimized these values will certainly reach much higher values. As an example, Figure 3
indicates that nanobiocomposites of PHB outperform in oxygen barrier to typical PET grades, albeit
nanocomposites of PET still present the best barrier properties of all polyesters.

Table 1 Oxygen permeability (m3 mlm2 sPa) of EVOH their nanocomposites

Sample EVOII NanoEVOH
48°C, O"IoRH 4 10.21 below I 10-21

21°C, 94%RH 910-21 3 10-21

21°C, 85%RH 710-21 210-21

P02

2.50E-18

O.OOE+OO ,

~ 2.00E-18••IL

;: 1.50E-18 I
.e
~ 1.00E-18
E
ii:" S.OOE-19 .

Ii!lPHB
• PHS-NAND

PLA
'PLA-NAND'

• PET
ClPET-NANO

Figure 2. Oxygen permeability ofPLA, PHB and PET and of their nanocomposites

All of the above second generation nanocomposite technologies are being trial at the moment by a number of
food packaging and material converters and manufacturers, and products will begin to make its way to the
market along this and the next year. Regarding costs of the current formulations, and taking into account that so
to speak there is not yet a nanocomposites mainstream business, a beer bottle or a flexible package containing
EVOH could generally only increase by 8 to 18% its cost made ofnanocomposites in our estimations.

Traditionally, food packages have been defined as a passive barrier to delay the adverse effect of the
environment over the contained product. However, the current tendencies include the development of packaging
materials that interact with the environment and with the food, playing an active role in preservation. These new
food packaging systems have been developed as a response to trends in consumer preferences towards mildly
preserved, fresh, tasty and convenient food products with a prolonged shelf-life. In addition, changes in retail
practices, such as globalization of markets resulting in longer distribution distances, present major challenges to
the food packaging industry acting as driving forces for the development of new and improved packaging
concepts that extend shelf-life while maintaining the safety and quality of the packaged food. There is, therefore,
an increasing interest in the development of novel functional active materials for packaging applications. Some
examples of active-packaging systems include oxygen scavengers, carbon dioxide scavengers or emitters,
humidity adsorbers or controllers, ethylene scavengers, aroma emitters/absorbers, enzymatically active systems
and antimicrobial systems [5]. Nanocomposites can be designed to control the release of for instance
antimicrobial natural components from packaging materials. The presence of the nanoadditives can be tailored to
enhance the solubility of the antimicrobial component in the matrix and to decrease or increase its kinetics of
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release [I]. Figure 4 shows, as an example, how a natural antimicrobial agent solubility can be enhanced and the
release delayed in polycaprolactone (PCL) by the presence of specific nanocarriers in the polymer matrix.
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Figure 4. Release curves of the antimicrobial agent from PCL (blue curve) and from a nanobiocomposite ofPCL
(pink curve)

The corresponding antimicrobial assays against Staphylococcus aureus indicate that the nanobiocomposite
exhibits for longer times antimicrobial characteristics (results not shown).
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ABSTRACT

In this work., it is described the use of FTIR and of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy to determine the transport properties
of a number of per me ants (water, alcohols and acetone) in four food contact polymers (EVOH, PA, PE and PK)
representing a wide range of properties and applications. The technique proves to be uniquely able to determine
complex processes such as multiple diffusion, cross-diffusion (where one component penetrates and the other is
released), sorption-induced swelling and swelling rate factors, penetrant polymer interactions and temperature
dependent properties such as activation energies. Thus, infrared spectroscopy, provided that the penetrants are
above the limit of detection of the technique, proves to be a unique tool to characterize not only typical but more
complex transport of permeants during scalping, permeation and positive (active components) or negative
migration, all of them processes of significant relevance when considering the study of food packaging
interactions.

INTRODUCTION

One of the limiting properties of polymeric materials in the packaging field is their inherent permeability to low
molecular weight substances, i.e. gases, moisture and organic vapours. This has boosted the interest to develop
new resins with higher barrier properties and to carry out research aimed at the understanding of the
structurelbarrier properties relationship. Barrier properties in polymers are necessarily associated to their
inherent ability to permit the exchange, to a higher or lower extent, of low molecular weight substances through
mass transport processes like permeation. The permeation of low-molecular weight chemical species most
usually takes place through the polymer amorphous phase and is generally envisaged as a combination of two
processes, i.e. sorption and diffusion. A permeate gas is first dissolved into the upstream face of the polymer film,
and then, undergoes a molecular diffusion to the downstream face of the film where it is desorbed into the
external phase again. A sorption-diffusion mechanism is thus applied, which can be formally expressed in terms
of permeability (P), being this the product of the solubility (S) and diffusion (0) coefficients, as defined by
Henry's and Fick's laws, respectively.

To characterize these processes, vibrational spectroscopy has the potential to become an excellent tool, due to its
capability to provide not only quantitative information about the permeant but also a complete description of its
interactions with the polymer. This potential has already been tested in previous studies, which focused on the
determination of the transport properties of aroma and food components and active packaging additives in
polymeric films at different concentrations and in a real food packaging application [1,2].

The barrier properties of a polymer are strongly related to its swelling behaviour, making necessary to
understand the swelling / barrier relationship not only to design food and active packaging, but also to develop
controlled drug release systems, design polymer-based electronic sensors for environmental control, elaborate
separation membranes and so on. As a result of the cause-effect relationship between swelling and uptake, most
of the published works expressed the swelling ofa sample as its uptake. However, though generally overviewed,
the permeant sorbed inside the free volume produce uptake without swelling making the swelling measurements
based in the uptake not accurate. Nevertheless, though polymeric films are usually very thin and the direct
measurement of the changes in their thickness would require the use of very complex instruments, the estimation
of swelling from the uptake is still widely applied.

An indirect and simple methodology which can provide an accurate estimation of the changes arising in the
thickness of thin polymer films is the observation of the reduction in intensity of bands associated with the
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Equation I

polymer in the ATR-FTIR spectra during the sorption measurements. When swelling takes place, a decrease in
the intensity of the characteristic infrared bands of the polymer is usually observed and it is possible to relate this,
by means of the Lambert-Beer's law, with a reduction of the concentration of polymer chains within the
evanescent field. This reduction in intensity is a result of the increase in the volume of the swollen polymer
whilst the effective sampling depth, which is dependent on the refractive indices of the ATR crystal and the
sample, the angle of incidence and the wavelength of the incoming light remains relatively constant. This ATR-
FTIR based methodology was initially proposed by Balik and Xu in a work focused on the study of the swelling
produced by the sorption of water in latex [3]. However, in this initial study a noticeable deviation between the
spectroscopic results and the real changes in the thickness of the material, simultaneously monitored with a
microscope, was reported. However, in the more recent studies of Baschetti and co-workers on the dilation of
polycarbonate, poly(vinyl) acetate and poly(ether urethane) no deviation was observed [4]. Comparing both
articles, it seems plausible that the deviations described by Balik and Xu, could have just arisen from a deviation
from the Beer-Lambert law in the selected band as the result of interaction with sorbed water.

In this work FTIR and ATR-FTIR spectroscopy have been used to carry on an exhaustive study of the different
interactions of water, ethanol, methanol and acetone with six polymeric materials, trying to cover a wide range
of packaging materials. The aim of this work has been to prove the unique advantages that vibrational
spectroscopy can offer to characterize the interactions of low molecular weight substances with polymers.

MATERIALS

Three different commercial ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer grades (Soarnol) supplied by The Nippon
Synthetic Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (NIPPON GOSHEI) (Japan), were analyzed: EV0H29, EVOH38 and
EVOH44, where the number indicates the mole percentage of ethylene in the copolymer composition. One
experimental degree of aliphatic polyketone (PK) and a commercial grade of HOPE were supplied by BP
Chemicals (UK). Finally one amorphous polyamide (aPA) was supplied by Dupont (USA)

While the PK, the HOPE and the aPA were supplied as extruded films and used as received, EVOH copolymers
where received as pellets, dissolved in a mixture of isopropanol/water (70/30 v/v) at 70°C and subsequently cast
onto the ATR crystal to ensure an intimate contact between the sample and the ATR crystal.

METHODS

FTIR measurements
Transmission spectra were obtained during the desorption of extruded films previously conditioned inside a
container at 100 %RH. After the films reached the equilibrium (similar spectra during successive measurements)
they were removed from the container, thoroughly wiped to remove the water condensed over their surface and
placed inside the measurement chamber of a Bruker Tensor FTIR spectrometer. At predefined time intervals,
data were collected by averaging 10 scans with a 4 cm-I resolution, using the empty measurement chamber as
reference background. During the desorption, the measurement chamber was continuously purged with a high
flow ofN2 to ensure the removal of the desorbed water. Sample conditioning and measurements were carried out
inside a conditioned room where the temperature was kept at 25°C.

ATR-FTIR measurements
ATR-FTIR spectra were obtained using a temperature controlled Golden Gate™ single reflection diamond ATR
accessory (SpectraTech) coupled to a ThermoNicolet Nexus FTIR spectrometer. Data were collected at
predefined time intervals by averaging 10 scans with a 4cm-1 resolution. Both the blank ATR crystal and the
'dry' polymer film at the same temperature and under the same conditions were used as reference backgrounds.
All data were manipulated using the Omnic 6.1 software supplied by ThermoNicolet.

Modelling diffusion data
In desorption experiments, as done in a previous work (5), the integrated band areas obtained after subtracting
the dry polymer spectra were fitted to an approximation to the solution of Fick's second law of diffusion for the
case of a desorption from a plane sheet:

where L is the film thickness and tl/2 is the time needed to complete the first half of the desorption.
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On the other hand, data fitting of the experimental sorption curves obtained using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was
carried out using the approximation of the solution of Fick's equation modified to suit an ATR experiment
proposed by Fieldson et al. [6]:

!:!.!_ = 3_ (E)n tn
Moo L 1f

n = 0.5 Equation 2

Modelling swelling data
The relationship between the swelling factor and the decrease observed in the absorbance of the polymer bands
cari be inferred from the linear relationship between absorbance and concentration postulated in Lambert-Beer's
law. If this linearity is kept, the equation proposed by Giancinti Baschetti et al [4] will provide the swelling
factor of the EVOH copolymers under the different environmental conditions:

AV M
%swelling =

Vo Ao Equation 3

where AA and AV represent, respectively, the changes in the area of the band and the changes in the volume of
the sample, while Ao and Vo are their initial values.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows the desorption curve of water obtained after plotting, as a function of time, the fitted area of the
IR absorption band corresponding to the v(OH) mode of the water sorbed in an aliphatic polyketone. As can be
seen in the Figure the fit of the experimental data to a Fickian desorption curve is outstanding, proving the
suitability of the applied methodology and validating the results obtained using the approximation based in the
half time to equilibrium method. Similar fits were obtained for the aPA and the HDPE (results not shown).
Comparing the water diffusion coefficients, summarized it table I, it is remarkable the big difference between
the D value of water across the PK and the values obtained for the HDPE and the aPA. Table I also includes the
water uptakes of the samples. As can be seen, a wide range of water uptakes has been covered and, in order to
keep the absorption areas of the v(OH) band above the detection limit of the technique and below the application
limit of Lambert-Beer's law, it was necessary to adjust the thickness of the sample, increasing it when the uptake
was small (e.g. HDPE) and reducing it when hydrophilic materials where tested (e.g. aPA). In every case, once
thickness was adjusted, the transport properties of water across the three materials were easily determined.
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Figure 1. Desorption curve of water from a PK film. Experimental data and best fit to the solution of the second
law of Fick.

Table 1. Trans port properties 0 water across extru e I mso I erent matena s an 1m t IC n
D thickness Water uptake

(m2/s) (microns) (gr wtll 00 gr dry pol)
HDPE 3.09*10-13 1112 0.046

PK 1.69*10-8 119 226
aPA 3.88*10-''1 10 9.96
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Table 3. 0 v I f th s

Tabl 2 We . ater I IOncoe clent an swe ITII actor 0 mswI I erent et 1Y ene contents
EVOH29 EVOH38 EVOH44

Temperature Swelling Diffusion Swelling Diffusion Swelling Diffusion
factor coefficient factor coefficient factor coefficient

eC) (%) (m2/s)*1013 (%) (m2/s) *1013 (%) (m2/s) *1013

30 56.8±3.4 78.4 ± 5.2 30.1±4.5 11.1 ± 1.9 24.8±2.5 3.65 ± 0.62
40 53.2±7.4 121 ± 10.7 30.9±3.7 19.0 ± 4.2 22.5±3.2 8.52 ± 0.97
50 51.7±4.6 157 ± 27.4 31.8±1.9 35.6 ± 6.1 23.5±2.9 20.0 ± 3.21

ffi' d 11" f: fEVOH fil h I

Many polymers used in packaging applications are hydrophilic materials. Despite the fact that in some particular
cases, the sorption of this component does not have a strong influence over other properties of the materials (e.g.
aPA and PK), most hydrophilic polymeric materials properties are dramatically affected by the sorption of water,
as is the case of EVOH copolymers. In this case, the sorption of water produces the breaking of the
intermolecular unions, which produces the swelling of the material and reduces its Tg below ambient temperature,
leading to the subsequent increase in polymer permeability to other permeants and losses in mechanical
properties [5,7]. In this case, to simultaneously monitor the swelling and the sorption of EVOH films at different
temperatures, ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was used. As can be seen in table 2, while increasing the temperature had
a positive effect over the 0 value, it does not appear to affect the swelling factor, which remained almost
constant at the three studied temperatures. When copolymers with different ethylene contents are compared,
results suggest that the polymers with the lower ethylene contents have the greater swelling factors and diffusion
coefficients, but are less sensitive to changes in temperature.

On the other hand, characterizing the transport properties of pure compounds does not necessarily reflect most
real packaging situations. ~uring its application, a package may be simultaneous interacting will several
compounds, being possible that the interactions of the polymer with one compound affects this, and changes the
way it interacts with the rest of compounds in contact with it. In this case, the capability of FTIR and ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy to discriminate among various volatile compounds scalped in a polymeric film represents an
unique advantage of these techniques to study the behaviour in real packaging situations.

As can be seen in table 3, when mixtures of ethanol and water diffuse across EVOH films, both components
have very similar 0 values, probable due to their good miscibility. On the one hand, the Figure shows, that for
the EVOH29 the 0 value of pure water is one order of magnitude greater than that of pure ethanol, probably as a
result of the greater swellings produced by water [8]. In the mixtures, the 0 value seems to steadily decrease
when increasing the content of ethanol in the mixture, suggesting that the 0 value of the alcoholic mixture across
the EVOH29 is determined by the swelling, mainly produced by water. In the case of the EVOH44, both
compounds have a very small degree of swelling and similar diffusion coefficients. However, when the latter
copolymer was placed in contact with the mixtures, the diffusion coefficient of the mixture was found to be
greater, reaching a maximum in the mixture with 50 %mol of ethanol.

Figure 2 represents the diffusion values obtained for the acetone-water system. Here again the good miscibility
of the components of the mixture can be deduced from the neat equivalence of the diffusion coefficients of the
components of the mixtures. In the case of the pure compounds, acetone was found to be unable to diffuse across
the EVOH29 (at least during the time of the experiment) and did it very slowly across the EVOH44, probably
due to the greater free volume of this copolymer [9]. However, the behaviour of these mixtures was not similar
to that previously found in the ethanol-water system. In this case, as can be seen in the Figure, differences
appeared again between polymers, but also both polymers exhibited different trends below and above a molar
fraction of acetone of 50 %mol (i.e. when the solution of acetone in water becomes a solution of water in
acetone). Here again, the more easily plasticized EVOH29 showed the greatest changes.

a ues 0 .pure water, pure e ano and their mixtures across EVOH29 and EVOH44 film
EVOH29 EVOH44

X EtOH o EtOH*I013 o wale/ I013 o EtOH*1013 o wale/I 0.3

0 - 78.4 ± 5.2 - 3.7±0.6
0.24 45.8 ± 7.0 57.9 ± 2.8 15.6±3.6 18.9±6.6
0.48 33.6 ± 9.3 31.2 ± 5.3 27.4 ± 6.7 32.6 ± 7.6
0.75 16.9 ± 3.7 26.5 ± 20.4 14.1 ± 1.4 20.1 ± 4.8

I 3.9± 0.8 - 8.1 ±4.1 -
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Figure 2. 0 values of pure water, pure acetone and their mixtures across EVOH29 and EVOH44 films

Finally, to study an active packaging application, the controlled release of antimicrobial isopropanol, previously
entrapped inside EVOH films were study. The release was controlled by sorption of the different components,
being the most practical for real applications water. 2-propanol is an alcohol with antimicrobial activity
successfully used in active packaging and biomedical and health care applications. In this case, ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy allowed the simultaneous observation of the sorption of the trigger substance, the swelling
produced by it and the release of the antimicrobial substance. From the results summarized in table 4 seems clear
that the release of the isopropanol can be accurately controlled by the selection of the copolymer and the
compound used as a trigger component. Surprisingly, the relationship between the D value of the trigger
substance and the release kinetics of the antimicrobial alcohol are not as clear as expected.

Tabl 4 K'e . metlc an swe 109 parameters mvo ve 10 e contro e re ease 0 Isopropano
Ethanol Methanol Water

D (m1/s)*10J] 24.8 ±4.63 982 ±2.48 288 ± 100
EVOH2S Dlsoorooanol(ml/s)*10J] 87.9 ± 0.52 872 ± 86.5 97.2± 19.1

Swelling rate (%swelling/s)*IOJ 0.52 ± 0.17 634 ± 150 0.26 ± 0.04
D(ml/s)* IOJ] 47.63 ± 2l.l 521 ± 183 40.0 ± 2.68

EVOH44 D(SODrooanol(m1/s)*I015 109 ± 17.4 440 ± 16.1 3.79 ± 0.22
Swelling rate (%swelling/s)* Ioj 0.25 ± 0.05 2565 ± 475 57.8 ± 6.98
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The Origins of Western Paper Based Packaging

Diana Twede

ABSTRACT

Wood fibers fonn the basis for the most widely used packaging materials in the world. But wood has only been
used for a short part of the history ofpapennaking in the West. Until the process for pulping wood was invented,
most paper was too expensive to use for packaging.

Three technological inventions in the 1800s set the stage for the mass production of paper based packaging by the
end of that century: the paper making machine, the process for pulping wood and lithographic printing.

These inventions reduced the cost of paper enough to make it useful for a wide range of disposable packages (as
well as disposable advertising media). They stimulated the invention of packaging fonns and processes. These
inventions came at the right time to supply the growing demand for packaging due to the growth of manufacturing
and distribution of consumer goods. Paper gave Marketing the opportunity to capitalize on the Industrial Revolution.

INTRODUCTION

Paper-based packaging is significant in North America, with its abundant forests and well developed paper industry.
Paper, paperboard and corrugated board currently account for 55% of the mass and 49% of the value of all of the
packaging material used in the United States. (EPA 2003 & Rauch 2002) Paper, paperboard and corrugated
fiberboard played a key role in the development of North America and its commerce during the 20th century.

The Invention of Paper for Writing) Leads to Wrapping

Paper was invented to fill the need for writing materials. Its use as a wrapping material followed, but only using the
lowest grades. Packaging has always been made from the lowest cost materials.

The earliest paper-like material used for packaging was papyrus. The lowest and recycled grades were used for
packaging. The Romans used a cheap grade of papyrus, called charta emporetica, for wrapping merchandise. Pliny,
writing in the first century AD, tells how it was made from the lower quality outer layer of the plant, useless for
writing, and was sold in sheets 4.3" wide, halfas wide as finer writing papyrus. (Lewis 1974).

Paper made from pulp originated in China in 105 A.D. as a calligraphy substrate. The earliest process known is
attributed to Ts'ai Lun who shredded the inner bark of mulberry trees, softened it with lime, mixed it with scraps of
linen and hemp, beat it in water and scooped it up onto a mesh mold. Calligraphy was already one of the highest

1The history of papermaking is well documented, especially with respect to printers= paper.
Unless otherwise noted, most of the facts in the papermaking sections are found in Hunter 1947, Hills
1988, Weeks 1916 and Bettendorf 1946, although these are not referred to throughout the text. It should
also be noted that in some cases reported dates vary by a couple of years since inventions and new
equipment installations take place over time, and only patent issue dates are documented.
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forms of Asian art and scholarship, and it led the craft ofpapermaking to grow throughout China, Japan and Korea
over the next several hundred years.

It took several hundred years for the ancient Chinese art of pap erma king to reach the West. In 750, Chinese
knowledge about papermaking reached North Africa from prisoners taken at the battle of Samarkand. The first
recorded Western use of paper for packaging was in 1035, when a Persian traveler visiting markets in Cairo noted
that vegetables, spices and hardware were wrapped for the customer after they were sold (Hunter 1947).

The Moors introduced papermaking to Spain and Italy, building the first European paper mill was built in Xativia
(on the Mediterranean coast near Valencia) in the 1100s. Papermaking reached Germany and France in the 1300s
and 1400s. It came late to England where John Tate's mill in Hertfordshire was the first, built in the early 1490s .

Once paper and printing came to Western Europe, literacy followed. Compared to parchment made from the skins of
animals, the use of paper dramatically reduced the cost of printing. In the 1500s, England developed an extensive
paper industry, using old linen (and later cotton) rags as raw material; the oriental pulping method for mulberry or
other wood-like fibers was not known in the West. Without paper (and the printing press), the works of authors like
Chaucer and Shakespeare might not have existed and certainly would not have survived.

The first paper mill in the U.S. was built in 1690. In addition to paper for printing, the Rittenhouse mill later made
brown and blue paper for wrapping (Rickards 2000).

Little evidence of early paper wrapping survives because it was thrown away. Humans have probably always used
wrapping materials in transactions, to contain and protect goods. Prior to the 1800s, most of the references to paper-
based packaging are to wrapping or hand-glued bags used by merchants. Retailers would purchase products in
barrels and weigh out and wrap up a quantity for each consumer.
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Wrapping required skill and time, and shops provided chairs where the customer could wait while their orders were
made up. There were different patterns of wrapping which can still be seen today in many parts of the world. Paper
has long been twisted into cones to hold loose items.

An early reference to wrapping paper is in the first English patent pertaining to papermaking, granted to Charles
Hildeyerd in 1665 for the way and art of making blew paper used by sugar-bakers and others (Hunter 1947). Sugar
blues were a common type of wrapping paper made from waste paper (dyed blue with logwood, as is litmus paper),
used to wrap or bag sugar.

Wrappers were the lowest quality paper or reused paper. Unbound books that failed to sell in London in the 1600s
were sold as wrapping paper to grocers and apothecaries. (Davis 1967) A 1719 History of Kent (England) describes
Asome Paper-Mills ...which make a great deal of ordinary Wrapping Paper for Tobacco, Grocery Ware, Gloves, and
Milleners Goods, etc. (Hills 1988)

Paper grocers bags, glued by hand, were also made from inferior grades. For example, the first mention of grocers
paper bags was in 1630, describing European paper that was such poor quality that it was not even fit for grocers
paper-bags. (Long 1964).

Although some printed wrappers predated 1800, they were rare. In Germany, leader in printing from the time of
Gutenberg, the earliest printed labels were used in the 1550s wrapping reams of paper. The wrappers were
practically a by-product of the papermaking process, using the dregs at the bottom of the vat to make a coarse paper
that was then printed in the center with the papermaker's design or crest. Likewise, some of the earliest printed
wrappers in America were for paper reams.

In the 1700s, printed trade cards and wrappers for tobacco, powdered medicines, health aids, and pins began to be
used throughout Europe. Tobacco papers were printed with the name of the retailer who blended and measured out
the tobacco into the wrapper. (Davis 1967)

Some of the first true consumer paper packages were printed and pasted seed envelopes made by members of Shaker
communities in New York, Connecticut and Ohio beginning in the I790s. They were packed in a multi-sectioned
wooden box with a colorful label, and were displayed in country stores throughout the US. The Shakers were also
the first to make colored picture labels for canned food.
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The earliest known wine label dates from 1756, used for Port (Rickards 2000). By the late 1700s, printed paper
labels were used on glass bottles for patent medicine, wine and condiments like sauces. The first labels were merely
used to identiry the maker. As products began to be sold further from their place of origin, labels gave buyers a
means of identirying their manufacturer and tracking their quality. (Long 1964) Early labels were affixed by glue or
water-activated gum, or fastened mechanically with string or rivets. (Biikle & Leykamm 200 I)

But prior to 1800, paper was expensive. All paper in Western Europe and the Americas was made from rags, which
grew increasingly scarce compared to the demand generated by the growth of printing. The process was also costly;
each sheet was made by hand.

In America, there were even fewer rags to recycle. People used their clothes until they wore out, and settlers had
plenty of homespun uses for the scraps. Cotton was more prevalent than linen in America, but its rags made weaker
pulp. Some coarse inferior papers, made from printed calicos, sack fabric and worn-out sails and tarred rope, were
used for wrapping. The shortage of raw materials, a costly process, and a growing demand for writing and wrapping
set the stage for the papermaking developments of the industrial revolution.

Papermaking Machines

The papermaking machine was the first significant invention. In 1799, the earliest machine to make roll-stock paper
in a continuous process was invented by Nicholas-Louis Robert in France. The first practical machine was based on
Robert's plans and built in England, financed by Henry and Sealy Fourdrinier, two London stationers. The engineer,
Bryan Donkin, refined the design, added several patented features, and installed the first production machine at John
Dickinson's Frogmore mill in Hertfordshire in 1804.

The machine deposited watery pulp onto a moving wire mesh belt mold where it is drained and then fed through a
series of felted press rolls and heated dryer rolls to remove the water. It is still the basis for the most common paper
forming process used today, named after its investors. The first American fourdrinier machine was built in England
by Donkin, and was put into operation in 1827 at Saugerties, NY, in the mill of Henry Barclay. (Donkin played
several important roles in packaging history; he also built the world's first canning factory in the UK.)

The cylinder or vat machine was invented shortly thereafter, in 1809 by John Dickinson. The first cylinder machine
was used in Dickinson=s mill in 1809. The first papermaking machine in America was a cylinder machine installed
in 1817 in the Thomas Gilpin mill near Wilmington, Delaware. In 1824, Dickinson also invented the first machine
for pasting sheets of paper together to make cardboard. In packaging, it was used to make set-up boxes.

The cylinder process competed with the fourdrinier process to make paper for the next 50 years, with cylinder
machines making most of the paper used for wrapping. But the great advantage ofthe cylinder former was not
realized until the 1830s when George Shryock's mill near Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, found a way to make thick
straw-based paperboard on a machine, rather than pasting sheets of paper together. Shryock invented a special
grooved roll that built up windings of wet paper until a board achieved the desired thickness. A sharp stick was used
to cut through the groove, freeing the thick sheet of pulp. The sheets were then pressed and dried. Later, in 1870, the
Shryock mill was the first to combine a number of cylinder machines in series to make a multi-layer board. This
innovation led to the folding carton revolution in packaging at the end ofthe century.

Mechanization made paper more plentiful and reduced the cost. An 1850 letter notes that the cost of machine-made
paper was 1/8 the cost of hand-made. As the price fell, the demand for paper, including wrapping grades, began to
rise. The various grades of wrappers increased. Shorter (1993) notes a 1876 reference to British mills making
Browns, Middles, Shops, Wrappers and Skips. Labarre (1952) defines them: browns were coarse wrapping paper,
middles were used in the center of pasteboard and covered with pasters, shops were white and machine glazed and
skips were thin packing papers used to line crates. Bottle wrapping was a special tissue paper. Wrapping paper was
used as sheets or purchased in counter reels.

Mechanization did more than simply increase the supply of paper. The continuous web produced by a papermaking
machine is key to converting all modem paper-based packages.



As paper demand increased, so did the demand for rags. The need for an alternative source of fiber intensified.
Patents were granted for producing paper with fibers from cornstalks, hemp, jute, raw cotton, sugar cane, bamboo,
peat, straw and wastepaper. These produced coarse lower grades of paper, some of which did not have very good
printing properties, but were nevertheless suitable for wrapping.

Straw, Jute and Wastepaper Pulp

The ability to commercially pulp straw, jute and wastepaper was developed earlier than wood pulping. The coarse
paper made from all three was used for packaging. This left rags to predominate in the publication market.

Jute was first proposed in 1797 as a source of fibers for useful paper for use of Grocers, Chemists, &c (Hunter 1947,
citing a pamphlet by Thomas Greaves addressed to the East India Company, Importers, Grocers, Drapers,
Gunpowder Makers and Paper makers). Jute is a highly fibrous plant used in India, twined to make rope and woven
into burlap.

Jute paper, also known as rope paper, was made from recycled wastepaper reinforced by strong jute fibers which
had been recycled from used rope and burlap bags. Old newspapers, rope and burlap were cheap in American port
cities. The tough flexible paper came to be used for heavy wrapping paper and bags for seeds and cement. (Smith
1939)

But for over 100 years the most commercially successful pulp used for packaging was straw -- the stalky by-product
of rye, wheat and oats -- a plentiful natural resource. Strawpaper was first produced by Matthias Koops in 1800
(patented in 1802), based on experiments in 1765 by Dr. Jacob Christian Schaffer. Koops established the first straw
paper mill in the UK. He also patented the first processes for pUlping (and de-inking) wastepaper and wood, and
published a book which was printed on papers made from straw, wood and other fibers. Koops was a visionary who
saw beyond the world of printing and fine papers to predict the use of straw and wood pulp paperboard as a strong
building material. He also envisioned the recycling of paper into useful materials. (Koops 1800).

The first commercial straw paper in the US was made in 1831 by George Shryock's Chambersburg, PA Hollywell
mill on a cylinder machine. The pulping method involved cooking the straw with potash, and later lime. The process
was developed by Col. William Magaw, a potash manufacturer who noticed that potash reduced straw to a pulpy
mass.

Straw pulp makes a coarse, inexpensive paper and board that was first used for printing newspapers and decorative
paper like wallpaper. It was yellow colored and was not worth bleaching to match the whiteness of rag paper for
books. The fibers were short, and so longer fibers were usually added to give strength; sometimes waste paper pulp
was added. Paper made from straw has a hard stiffness and rattle, but poor strength and tearing resistance.

Strawpaper became widely used for wrapping paper, butcher paper and Apacking paper.@ Twisted cones of straw
paper used by grocers preceded the paper bag and were common up to 1890.

But straw's greatest use was to be for box board and book covers. The natural stiffness of strawboard made it well
suited for rigid boxes, a use that persisted long after wood pulp was in common use for paper. Strawboard was used
for common setup boxes, egg case partitions and stiffener backing for paper pads. It was used in the first folding
cartons and corrugated board, and ultimately became used only in corrugating medium, a use that persisted until the
1950s.

For fifty years, four mills in Columbia county in New York state were the leading producers, using rye straw which
was abundant and cheap. As demand and the nation expanded, mills were built in the midwestern grain belt
throughout Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. (Bettendorf 1946)
In England, straw was not much used for pulp. Rags were more readily available there and were competitive with
the cost of the poorer quality paper made from straw. Most ofthe strawboard used in the UK for set-up boxes was
made in Holland. Dutch strawboard was valued for its stiffness, but it had drawbacks: it had a propensity to absorb
moisture which made it change dimensions and give offa musty smell which transferred to food wrapped in it. The
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waste-based chipboard made in British mills and used for folding cartons was not as stiff, but was more
dimensionally reliable. It led the British mills (about the time of WWII) to develop a substitute material, called rigid
board, which combined the benefits of both Dutch strawboard and the home-produced chipboards. (Paine 1991)

Straw is rarely now used for pulp. It is more costly than wood to collect and store, and new varieties of machine-
harvested grain have been bred to have short stalks, reducing the supply. But with the worldwide demand for paper
rising, papermakers in countries like Denmark, Britain and Japan with few forest resources are discussing reviving
the practice (O=Brien 1990, Bower 1996).

Wood Pulp

It wasn't until the 1850s that a method was commercialized in the West for making wood into pulp. During the
1700s there were many experiments, including Koops patent in 1802, but there was no commercial process until a
grinding machine that literally grinds the wood to a pulp was patented by Friedrich Gottlob Keller in 1840 in
Germany.

The first U.S. mill producing wood pulp for paper by the mechanical groundwood process was not built until 1867.
The quality was inferior to rag paper, and it was not accepted right away. Groundwood fibers are shorter, weaker
and darker than those from rags. The prejudice was largely overcome when the paper made from wood pulp was
found to have good printing qualities and was particularly acceptable as newsprint.

The biggest advantage of groundwood pulp was dramatically lower cost, especially in heavily forested North
America where wood is a plentiful natural resource. In the early I 860s, rag pulp newsprint sold for about 254/1b. As
groundwood was increasingly added, the price came down to 141b in 1869, and fell to as low as 24/1b by 1897
(Hunter 1947).

The invention of chemical pulping processes for wood quickly followed, the soda process in 1851 and the sulfite
process in 1867. These processes separate the wood's cellulosic fibers and dissolve the lignin by cooking it under
pressure in hot chemical solutions, like the process that was used for pulping straw. Chemical pulping results in a
more durable paper with longer pure cellulosic fibers, but with lower yields.

The new wood pulp paper supply fueled a creative burst of literature and journalistic publishing after the Civil War
(1865). American authors from the second half of the 1800s, such as Herman Melville and Mark Twain, owe some
measure of their enduring popularity to wood-based paper. This is when newspapers, magazines and books became
available to common readers. It is responsible for the growth of print-based advertising.

Paper soon assumed more roles. The I860s and 70s were known as the Age of Paper, the title of a popular song in
London. Paper was used to make collars, cuffs, aprons, curtains, cups and carpets. Durable items like furniture,
luggage, tea trays and even coffins were made from printed sheets that had been glued together and varnished. By
1900, compressed paper had become a standard material used in railway carriages, steamer trunks and building
construction.

A third chemical pulping process was to have the greatest significance for shipping containers: the kraft process,
invented in 1884. First made in Sweden, kraft means strong in German and Swedish. The first kraft paper in the U.S.
was produced in 1909, and it was soon preferred for packaging uses where strength is valued.

Kraft pUlping was able to utilize the almost weed-like growth of pinewood in the Southern US. When they are
young (9-10 years old), Southern pines are sufficiently free from pitch to make good pulp. This was the key to
unlocking the resinous pinewood forests of the South for making paper and board. Kraft wrapping paper was first
made from Southern pine pulp in 1911 in Orange, Texas, and other Southern mills soon followed in Louisiana and
Mississippi.
The kraft process has come to predominate for high strength paper-based packaging. The coarse brown paper is not
very good for printing, but it has long tough fibers that can be made into a thinner, stronger paper than other pulp,
yielding a greater area of paper from a ton of pulp.



Kraft paper quickly became popular for wrapping and shopping bags. It was used to make multiwall bags and
corrugated linerboard, replacing jute/rope paper andjuteboard. Solid kraft board was used to make beverage carriers
and the bleached food-grade board used in demanding uses like milk cartons. Kraft pulp is still used in most of these
applications.
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The use of wood pulp changed more than just the process and the paper's properties. The papermaking supply and
demand chains changed dramatically. Packaging uses increased, simulating innovations and growth of the packaging
industry. The following three sections describe the development of labels, bags, cartons and corrugated fiberboard
shipping containers.

Printing and Label Innovations

A third significant invention in the early 1800s was required to set the stage for modem packaging: color printing of
illustrations. Lithographic printing was to become particularly well suited to mass reproducing multi-colored designs
on packages at a relatively low cost. Combined with the papermaking machine and the straw and wood pulping
processes, it brought the cost of illustrated paper-based packaging low enough so that its marketing value
outweighed its cost.

Color printing began with letterpress and engraved plates about the same time, and color labels made their first
appearance on matchboxes in the 1830s (Davis 1967). This was quickly followed in 1837 by the invention of
chromolithography by the French printer Godefroy Englemann, who invented the means for analyzing colors in a
subject and separating them into component process colors to be printed in sequence.

Some of the earliest chromolithographed labels were for gifts like handkerchiefs and chocolates. Some of the best
commercial printing in the 1870s to I890s was on cigar bands and box labels; these are now highly collectable
because of their beauty and the fact that people have prized them for over a century. But ordinary products were also
dressing up. Victorian design was often ebullient, frivolous, detailed and colorful. Such delightful jewels on the
grocer's shelf must have added greatly to the appeal of more mundane products like washing soap or health salts.
(Opie 1989)

When the invention in the I870s of photoengraving and half-tone engraving was also applied to labels and cartons,
illustrated labels became even more commonplace. By then, decorative labels could be mass produced in a variety of
sizes. Cans for heat processed food had some of the most elaborately printed labels by the I890s. The brilliant
lithography was essential for selling canned food which was not visible during a purchase based on faith. Butter,
cigarettes and soap were packaged in lithographed wrappers. Fruit crate producers in California began another
colorful labeling trend, creating a way to brand fruit. (Opie 1987).

Mass-Produced Paper Bags and Folding Cartons

In the latter part of the 1800s, the developments in printing and papermaking gave birth to consumer package
converting and filling industries. According to an 1874 US index, by that time there had been 79 patents issued for
machines to make paper bags and 66 issued for making paper boxes (Weeks 1916). The new mass-produced paper
grocery bags speeded up retail transactions. In 1889, Professor David Wells noted:

Nothing has had a greater influence in making possible the rapidity with which certain branches of retail
business are conducted, as compared with 10 years ago more especially in the sale of groceries than the
cheap and rapid production of paper bags ....With machinery have also come many improvements: square
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bags that stand up of themselves and need only ...to have the top edges turned down to make the package at
once ready for delivery. (Wells Recent Economic Changes, 1889, quoted by Smith 1939)

After the I850s, manufacturers began to use paper bags too. They were first used for flour and sugar when the Civil
War disrupted the supply of cotton for textile bags from the South (PSSMA 1991). Paper flour bags gained
popularity fastest in the smaller sizes. Because of their strength and reusability, cotton and burlap were often
preferred for larger quantities until a tubing machine to make multi wall paper sacks from kraft paper was invented in
1917. (Personal Touch 1977)

Letterpress printing methods could not keep up with bag making machines. This provided the impetus for the
invention of the most significant printing process used in packaging today: flexography. The bag makers Bibby &
Baron in Lancashire, England designed, in 1890, the first press to print a continuous web from rubber blocks or
plates, using fast drying aniline inks and a central impression cylinder. (Davis 1967) Flexographic bag printing was
introduced in the u.S. in 1925. Flexography is now used for printing corrugated board, milk cartons, paper bags,
folding cartons, and plastics of all kinds.

Paper bag making technology revolutionized paper-based package converting. It was for bags that the practice of
straight line automatic folding and gluing was first developed. The straight line tubing concept, beginning from a
roll of sheet stock, has been used ever since for flexible package converting, including the form-fill-seal process that
is most common for small bags. It also came to be used in almost all folding carton and shipping container
converting to this day. It allows boxes and cartons to be shipped as flattened tubes, solving the greatest drawback of
the rigid paperboard set-up boxes and metal boxes that preceded them.

Rigid set-up boxes are believed to have been first used in China, as a package for fine teas. The first paperboard set-
up boxes in the West were made in the 1700s, when Germany was a leading producer, and many were imported to
America. The paperboard for set-up boxes was either made with a very thick layer of pulp, or from several sheets
pasted together. The box and its lid are covered with decorative paper. Pulpboard cartons were made in France
before 1751, and our word carton is from the French word for pasteboard box. Decorated band boxes (cylindrical
set-up boxes, so named because they were originally made to hold gentlemen's collar ruffs, called bands) were
popular during the early 1800s, with their greatest popularity during 1820-1945. (Lynn 1981) But box making was a
labor-intensive craft until machines were developed. Much of the assembly work was performed by women,
sometimes working from their homes. Before the 1800s, the paperboard was made by hand too.

The commercialization of set-up boxes is generally credited to the Dennison family in Boston, still a leading name
in paper labels. Although he did not invent the package form, in 1839 Aaron L Dennison began making set-up boxes
for jewelry in his shop using a jack knife, rule, paste and wooden forms to compete with imported boxes from
Germany. His father, Col. Andrew Dennison invented tools to make the job easier. By 1850, Dennison's business
had expanded to include boxes for a wide assortment of small products including cakes, combs, spectacles, pencils,
hairpins, plaster, soda, needles and botany samples, as well as mailing boxes. For jewelers, they developed display
cards and price tags, which led to shipping tags and to Dennison's eventual leadership in the gummed label industry
(Hayes 1929).

By 1860 others in Philadelphia, Chicago and New England had established box-making plants and began developing
their own specialized equipment to speed production and reduce costs. Fancy set-up boxes began to be used for
drugs, candy, jewelry, cosmetics, and larger items like hats and wedding cakes. The boxes were rectangular,
cylindrical or oval. Even coffins were made from laminated sheets in 1869. By the I870s (the Age of Paper), set-up
boxes were being used by candy and match manufacturers.

Shoes were another of the early products to be sold in set-up boxes. In the early I870s, George Kieth, a shoe
manufacturer in Brockton, Massachusetts, was the first to have the idea. He established a box plant and other
shoemakers followed, as did a number of shoe box plants, supplied with strawboard and cover paper by Spaulding
and Tewksbury, a leading mill in New England. The shoebox has been an essential element in shoe retailing ever
SInce.

Set-up boxes have a major disadvantage. Since the set-up box is set up by the box maker, it cannot be shipped to the
packer/filler in a flattened form. As set-up boxes became popular, American inventors looked for a more efficient
way to pack products in boxes, which led to the folding carton. A folding carton is more efficient than a set-up box;
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it uses less paperboard, has a simpler manufacturing process and is shipped knocked-down, saving transport and
storage costs.

The predecessor of the folding carton appeared in about 1850. Carpet tacks, which are obviously hard to handle,
were packed by the store clerk in folded paperboard that was shaped into a tube around a wooden form. One end
was folded in and held in place with a glued label. The shape was removed from the form, filled with tacks, and the
other end was secured. The package, which was then tied up with string, was known as a paper of tacks. Although it
had no preliminary creasing, this package influenced the eventual development of the folding carton.

The folding carton developed, primarily in the US, over the next 2 decades. The first folding cartons were scored on
a platen printing press from which the typeset had been removed and replaced with metal strips (brass printing rules).
The cartons were cut in a separate operation with a guillotine knife. They were expensive and could not be
produced in large quantities since they were manually cut, but they offered great advantages.

Robert Gair revolutionized cartonmaking when he invented a mechanized method for die cutting and scoring in a
single stroke. A printing mistake gave Gair the simple idea to set sharp cutting blades a little higher than blunt
creasing rules in the same press. His first $30 press, which cut 750 sheetsihour, each with 10 dies, produced as many
cartons in 22 hours as his whole factory had previously made in one day. (Smith 1939) At first unprinted folding
cartons were used for containing small items that were formerly packed in bags. The first cartons were labeled or
were covered with a printed wrapper.

,,

The decade of the I890s was a period of folding carton market penetration. Gair at first made cartons for retailers,
like Bloomingdales and the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, for cosmetics companies like Colgate and Ponds,
and for the tobacco manufacturer P. Lorillard. The cigarette carton was developed in the I 890s and replaced the
printed stiffener cards that had been added to cigarette wrappers since 1879. At first cartons were used for local
products, frequently bottled products with a snake oil reputation, such as Hungarian Cough Balsam and Plantation
Chill Cure(Smith 1939).

The folding carton improved its reputation in 1896, when the National Biscuit Company began to sell Uneeda
Biscuits in cartons. The crackers were wrapped inside a waxed paper liner inside a tray-style carton, with a colorful
printed wrapper featuring a boy in a raincoat to emphasize the moisture barrier. The package had been developed
and tested by Frank Peters in the first documented water vapor transmission test (Twede 1997). For the first time,
consumers could buy crackers in a clean unit-size package, rather than having the retailer measure out a quantity
from the large cracker-barrel where they were exposed to moisture, odors, vermin and breakage. The Uneeda Biscuit
package is often cited as the birth of consumer packaging (which it is not--there were plenty of bottles, cans, set-up
boxes and bags before this) because of its widespread distribution and the dramatic effect that folding cartons were
to have on the retailing business in the century to come. From 1896-1903, cereal and crackers pioneered modem
consumer packaging in paperboard cartons.
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The Uneeda Biscuit carton represents the birth of brand advertising that relies on the package as a sales tool tied to
an advertising campaign. It symbolizes the shift in power from retailers to manufacturers. By packaging at the
factory instead of in the store, advertising directly to consumers in magazines and on billboards, and by making their
packages easy to recognize, manufacturers were able to take control of the market.

Lithographically printed cartons with illustrations were introduced in about 1900. Cereal companies were among the
earliest adopters; clean cartons contributed to the healthful image that they cultivated, and the branded graphics
promised consistency and quality. The first cartons were folded and glued by hand, but mechanization soon ramped
the carton industry fully into mass production. There were many inventions to automatically fold and glue cartons
from 1895 to 1910. All of the machinery inventions were based on the idea of straight line folding and gluing similar
to that used in tube style bag making machines.

The folding carton innovation was slow to move to Europe where many products were already packed in decorated
metal boxes, but once American products in cartons began to be sold in English shops and American box makers
established factories in England, the British and continental manufacturers began to follow the trend, buying mostly
American made machinery (Davis 1967).
Folding carton paperboard was a good use for waste paper, and systems for more efficiently pulping wastepaper
began to be developed. This started a whole new segment of the industry by establishing paperboard factories in
cities near consumers, rather than near forests or farms.
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Other significant innovations were in automatic filling and sealing equipment. The first companies that developed
the machines were primarily scale manufacturers such as Pneumatic Scale Corp. and Automatic Weighing Machine
Co., as well as midwestern specialists like the Automatic Carton Sealing Machine Co. in Chicago and the Johnson
Automatic Sealer Co. in Battle Creek, Michigan. This was the beginning of packaging systems that integrated
machinery and material, like Klik Lok, Mead, Olin and Ex-Cell-O.

Corrugated and Solid FiberboardfFibreboard Shipping Containers

The papermaking inventions of the 1800s gave birth to the corrugated fiberboard shipping container in the early
1900s. Corrugated boxes were to play an essential role in developing mass distribution throughout the 1900s.2

The first patent was issued for making corrugated paper in 1856 in England for use in men's hats. The first patent
issued for corrugated paper as a packaging material was granted in 1871 to an American, Albert L. Jones. It was a
textured cushioning material for wrapping glass bottles to protect against breakage. In 1874, Oliver Long's patents
added the single and double facings to prevent stretching. Three entrepreneurs, Robert H. Thompson, Henry D.
Norris and Robert Gair maintained a manufacturing and sales monopoly on single-faced corrugated bottle-wrapping
paper for the life of the patents. They developed machinery, processes, and various forms of wrappers. The early
corrugated wrapping materials were made from thin straw sheets, like the straw wrapping paper of the period.

When the bottle wrap patents ran out in the 1890s, Thompson and Norris developed double-faced board, producing
in 1894 the first double-faced corrugated boxes for light express deliveries in New York City. The early board had a
thick stitT strawboard corrugated medium, and the liners were made from thick boiled wood pulp. Experimentation
with ditTerent liner stocks continued until about 1906 when jute liners were first made. From then until 1936, so
called jute Iinerboard was most common, made from wastepaper reinforced at first with jute and later with kraft
fibers. As the kraft industry in the US grew, liners came to be made from 100% kraft fibers.

After 1895, corrugator machinery was developed to form the corrugation with steam and to apply and set the glue.
Several box styles were designed, including the economical one-piece regular slotted container (RSC), which is still
the most popular box style today. It is based on the idea of straight line folding and gluing similar to that used in
tube style bag and carton folder-gluer machines. RSC box-making equipment for slitting, scoring and gluing was
also developed in the early 1900s.

The widespread adoption of corrugated fiberboard shipping containers required a great deal of negotiation and
technical development. It is a dramatic story of politics, personalities and collusion collusion with railroads, the
Interstate Commerce Commission and competitors. It is a story of independent paper companies verses the growing
integrated forest product suppliers. It is a story to be saved for another research paper.

By the I920s, many types of goods were shipped in fiberboard boxes as mass production and distribution multiplied
markets. By 1906, RSCs were used for cereal, lamp chimneys, glass-packed goods, starch, sugar, baking powder,
candy, hardware, housewares, drugs, stationery, rubber goods, shoes and soap. By 1916 they were also used for
canned foods, matches, cigarettes and other tobacco products, blankets, clothing, chewing gum, chemicals, kitchen
cabinets and other furniture. In the 1920s their use would extend to products like radios, paint and department store
goods. (Browder 1935).

2Reference note: The history of corrugated fiberboard boxes is well documented; the primary
sources for this section are Bettendorf (1946) and Howell (1940), unless otherwise noted. They were
eyewitnesses to some the industry=s early development. Koning (1995) presents a more comprehensive
bibliography.



The low cost and light weight of corrugated boxes enabled more producers to economically employ wider
distribution than ever before in history. Indeed, the exponential expansion of distribution throughout the 1900s
would not have been possible without the help ofthe humble brown corrugated RSC.

CONCLUSION

The paper-making inventions of the 19th century gave Marketing the opportunity to capitalize on the Industrial
Revolution. It provided the substrate for packaging, distribution and advertising. These inventions reduced the cost
of paper enough to make it useful for a wide range of disposable packages. They fueled the burst of creative and
journalistic writing during the second half of the 1800s through widespread distribution of books, newspapers and
magazine. These inventions came at the right time to supply the growing demand for packaging due to the growth of
manufacturing and distribution of consumer goods.
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Ideal and real conditions and impacts on value chain efficiency of
packaging and distribution of food products

Mie VoId and Ole Jorgen Hanssen

ABSTRACT
STf/) was the coordinator for a Norwegian packaging research project, Opti-Barr. The main object of the project
was to identify whether packaging systems is of right quality to meet the condition the product are set up against
in the distribution system, and if the packaging system has been optimised according to those conditions.

The project was a collaboration between packaging producers, packaging users (food producers) and research
institutes, and was financed through the Food Research Program, Norwegian Research Council.

Through a number of case projects, the products and the packaging solutions were followed in depth through the
whole value chain. The following subjects were focused in the survey:
• Choice of packaging materials is often done on basis of predefined conditions in the value chain. But are the

conditions as expected?
• What is the real time from production to the product has been sold? Is the turnover time in the value chain

in line with the shelf life period that is the basis for defining requirements for barrier properties?
• Fresh food products need a well controlled cooled chain during distribution. How does the cool chain

function in reality
• Value chain analysis. How will changes, to optimise a packaging system from one item, impact on other

items in the analysis?

The results from the above analysis gave bases for development of a methodology that gives a good fundamental
basis in the process of evaluating the different packaging solutions from different angels. The model and basis
for the methodology are described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Packaging systems and packaging materials are usually developed to fulfil a certain function under predefined
conditions in the value chain. According to the EU Packaging Waste Directive and the CEN Standards 13027-
13032, packaging systems should be optimised according to the requirements that are given, based on the
conditions in the distribution and the specific functions to be delivered by the system.

An important question is if conditions are as expected. Fresh food products are need cooled distribution chains.
If the environment is kept cool during the whole value chain, other efforts have to be taken during packaging
development than if temperature reach values above limits in various parts of distribution.

Some main objectives of this present project was therefore to clarify
• if the conditions of the transport and distribution chains actually are expected
• which deviations from ideal conditions should be conceded in product and packaging development
• how the conditions from the distribution chain influence on the requirements that should be set to the

packaging system, and how this can influence on the optimisation of the system.

To analyse the conditions in the value chain and the optimisation process of the packaging system in relation to
packaging improvement and packaging development, a holistic model was developed and tested in the case
projects.



MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study of real conditions in the value chain and packaging optimisation is based on data collection and
analyses from different actors in the relevant distribution chains, from production of packaging solutions,
packing of products, distribution, storing, sales and marketing and exposure in the retail shops ..

Several case products were studied to verify existing conditions in the value chain
• Temperatures were logged from production site to the retail shops.
• Light conditions were measured and analysed (both light intensity and colour of light) in refrigeration

counters and cold-storage chambers.
• Units of product delivered to the stores during the test period (divided on weekdays)
• Units of products exposed to customers and stored in lager (each day)
• Exposure of products to customer and light in the stores
• Hours per day with light exposure of the products.
• Last possible sales day for the product units in the storage space.
• Units returned to producer due to reduced quality

The collected data were used to analyse average flow rate through the stores, rest maximum shelf life and
percentage of maximum shelf life used in the sales moment, time of light exposure in relation to products
returned due to reduced product quality.

In parallel, standard tests for measuring product quality though microbiology activity, colour and taste were
performed for different packaging solutions under controlled laboratory conditions, to identify how different
packaging materials and solutions functioned under ideal conditions and conditions similar to those found in the
real distribution systems.

In addition 'Value Chain Assessment' for the products performed. The Value Chain methodology for packaging
is based on a life cycle approach, and focuses on a few key aspects related to packaging optimization.
Data for production and packing of the product has been collected from three different food producer in Norway
and their value chains from raw material production to customer. Packaging data has been gathered from the
packaging producers, combined with packaging material data from sources such as APME [4]. Data are collected
for a existing, reference system, as well as for new optimized packaging and distribution system for all case
products.

RESULTS FROM THE PROJECT

THE HOLISTIC MODEL
An holistic model has been developed through the project, to consider six important parameters in packaging
optimisation. The model focus on factors that are important to consider, both with respect to

development of packaging systems that are fulfilling requirements defined from real conditions in
distribution systems
optimisation of material intensity, environmental efficiency and value chain economy, in relation to
market acceptance, product quality control and value chain efficiency.

The methodology developed in the project can be described in a spider diagram, as shown in Figure 1. One
parameter for each of the performed analyses are compared. The green line, at zero for all parameters, represents
the old, reference system. The blue line describes a new developed system, where positive values indicates
improvements, and negative values will occur when changes leads to worse solutions. In this case the model
shows that a less material efficient packaging system give relatively great improvements in market acceptance
and product quality. It might therefore still be accepted as an optimised product development.

Data for input to a product and packaging development process must be gathered partly based on experiences
from other relevant products and packaging systems, and partly based on data from the old system (the reference
system). Pilot studies in the later stages of the development process can validate data into the model. Evaluation
of final results after introduction of the new system is also important to carry out, to verify the assumptions and
data used in the evaluation model.
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Figure 1
Overall model for holistic product development.

EXAMPLES ON RESULTS FROM THE MODEL
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The collected data has then been analysed, and a
model and methodology for a more holistic
assessment and comparison between different
product and packaging systems has been
developed as the result of the project. The
methodology is based on various amounts of
analyses describing different parameters. The
results for each area are then compared in a
spider diagram to give more holistic view of
impacts from changes in product development
processes.

100·

[J Old system

• New system

Each of the different parameters in the spider are
generic described in the following and then presented in an overall model in the end of this chapter.

Value chain efficiency
The value chain efficiency describes how well and
efficient the packaging system utilises the transport
and distribution system in all part of the packaging
system. Other relevant parameters are product
turnover in the value chain (number of days from
production to consumption) Figure 2 shows the
theoretical volume of a full pallet as 100%. In this case,
only a small percentage of the volume is actually filled
up by the product. The primary packaging will occupy
more of the theoretical volume and the secondary
package even more. Pallets are often optimised to
trucks and containers. In this case, the new solution is
in total less efficient than the old one, although the
secondary packaging has a better filling of the pallet
volume.

L_I--
o • -

[I.
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•• Secondary
packaging

Transport
packaging

Product Primary
packaging

Figure 2
Filling capability in transport containers for two systems.



Material efficiency
Figure 3 shows the material intensity for the old
reference system, compared with a new developed
packaging system. In this case a relative massive
primary packaging is substituted with a less material
intensive solution. The new packaging will thus need a
secondary packaging, not used in the existing system.
Figure 3 shows that the new solution is less material
efficient than the old one. The change has not
improved the product from a material intensity point of
view.
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Figure 3,
Material intensity for a new system and an old packaging system
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Value Chain Economy
Value chain economy is calculated using an Activity
Based Costing method, based on packing, distribution
and storing of 1000 kg product. The value chain costs
are shown in Figure 4.

This case shows that raw material production is the
most cost contributing part of the value chain. The
figure in this case also shows that new packaging
system is more cost contributing than the old one.
Neither for this parameter is an improvement occurred
during the product development process.
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Product quality
It is well known that loss of product through the value chain is often linked to packaging systems. Figure 5
describes loss of product in the different stages of the value chain as a picture of product quality. The figure
shows how changes that might give more loss in some parts of the value chain, but less in others. It is therefore
important to investigate the whole value chain.

Loss of product seems to be a good key indicator for
different measuring the effect of changes in
packaging and distribution systems. In addition, it is
necessary to make quality analysis as bacteriological,
colour, taste, odour, as part of the testing procedure
in development of the new packaging system.

The project experienced that packing conditions and
conditions that are not according to standard
requirements in the distribution chain, had great
impact on product quality. Also conditions in the
retail shops was of importance, as percentage of
returned products due to reduced quality from stores
could be explained by long exposure time in the
shops.

Market acceptance
Marked acceptance can be described through different
parameters. In figure 6, an old and a new product system
are described as improvement in sales price per unit of
product and increase in sales volume.
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Product quality described as loss of product
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Figure 6
Market acceptance described as shelf life and sales volume
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Environmental- and resource efficiency
Environmental efficiency can be measured with
respect to a number of impact categories. A value
chain analyses will normally give result of
performance according to parameters like global
warming potential, acidification, eutrophication
etc. Total energy consumption is a parameter that
are related to most of the other environmental
impact categories, and has thus been selected as a
key indicator in the model.. Energy consumption
will differ between the stages in the value chain.
Changes in the packaging system might, as seen
for value chain efficiency, give changes in
distribution and thereby energy consumption in
vehicles.
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Figure 7
Environmental efficiency measured in terms of energy consumption.

CONCLUSIONS
The model and methodology that are described in this paper seemed to function well in the case projects where
they have been tested on chilled food distribution in Norway. The methodology did give a good overview of the
real conditions that a certain food packaging system is exposed to in the distribution chain. The methodology
has also been tested in several projects with respect to measuring total value chain efficiency of packaging
systems in relation to environmental efficiency, material efficiency and value chain economy. However, more
case studies are necessary to test how to measure the other parameters, and especially how to use the
methodology to identify the critical factors that should be used to define each of the axes in the spider diagram
for different products and packaging systems. More studies should also be carried out in relation to describing
real conditions in distribution chains, compared to the more "ideal" conditions that often have been used as
requirements to packaging materials and packaging solutions in development of new packaging systems. In
relation to some conditions, requirements are probably set to low to preserve the best product quality in the
distribution chain. In relation to other conditions, requirements might however be set to high, resulting in too
good solutions. The Opti-Barr project showed that both headspace volume and use of mono materials could be
optimised, leading both to improvements in transport efficiency and to increased recycling rates In both cases,
the value chain efficiency is too low, either because product loss is higher than necessary due to too low quality
of the packaging system. In other cases, the packaging system is too expensive and too good as requirements are
too high compared to real life conditions.

The model and methodology will be tested with more products and distribution systems in the future, in
connection with specific product and packaging systems development processes in companies.
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ABSTRACT
Active packaging systems may be used to extend the high quality storage shelf life of horticultural products
through several mechanisms. One option is to release antimicrobial agents to control the growth of postharvest
pathogens. Several natural plant volatiles show promise in this application and may offer benefits over release
of chemical preservatives such as SO}. We have selected hexanal vapour (a key component of tomato aroma) as
a model natural antifungal agent to protect fresh tomatoes challenged with Botrytis cinerea and this paper
reports on its possible use in an active packaging system. Several ranges of hex anal concentration were
continuously applied via a flow-through system to inoculated tomatoes stored at 20±rc and> 95%RH during a
7-day storage period The effects of hex anal vapour on intact (non-inoculated) tomato postharvest quality

factors were also investigated. An effective hexanal concentration was selected and the adsorption isotherms for
substrates through which hexanal could be incorporated into a package have been characterised
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INTRODUCTION
Active packaging techniques are increasingly utilised to modify the atmosphere within packaging systems to
effectively preserve quality and prolong shelflife of fresh produce (Utto et aI2005). In this present work, the
active systems of interest are those that can deliver active ingredients into the packaging atmosphere. For
example Antimold Mild and Negamold® (the Freund Industrial Co., Japan) are sachet products designed to
deliver ethanol vapour, which is an antimicrobial volatile and a natural metabolite found in plants and
horticultural products (Utama et aI., 2002). Ethanol vapour generators have been used for maintaining quality
and extending shelflife of horticultural products such as broccoli and table grapes (Suzuki et al. 2004).

To date, the technical development and application of other plant volatiles which have GRAS (Generally
Recognised As Safe) status, e.g. hexanal, tran-2-hexenal, ethanol, and 2-nonanone (Mari and Guizzardi, 1998),
as active antimicrobial agents is limited to the laboratory scale and attempts to commercialise active packaging
systems based on these compounds have not yet been reported. Consequently, active packaging systems from
which antimicrobial plant volatiles can be released and their concentration sustained within the effective range
during the storage period are the focus of this work. Hexanal (C6H120) was chosen in this study and two
materials with different adsorption properties (silica gel and calcium silicate) were utilised as hexanal adsorbents.

There were three key objectives for this present work: (I) to identify the minimum concentration of continuously
applied hexanal vapour that provides effective control against the target fruit-pathogen model, Botrytis cinerea,
(2) to quantify the effects of a fungistatic hexanal concentration on the physiology and quality oftomatoes, and
(3) to obtain preliminary information on hexanal sorption by the selected adsorbents.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Orange red tomatoes (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill., cv Royale; mean hue angle value (±SD), he, = 50.9 ± 1.3)
were harvested and delivered by NZ Hothouse Ltd. (Auckland, New Zealand) to Massey University, Palmerston,
North New Zealand. Defect-free tomatoes of uniform size and colour were selected and equilibrated to 20°C for
24 hours before being randomly assigned to different experimental treatments.

A split plot design with two replications was utilised, with types of air inside the exposure chambers (either
hexanal or hexanal-free air) as main plots and storage times as subplots. Each individual exposure chamber
contained ten tomato fruit and was maintained at 20± 1°C in a controlled temperature room.

All collected data were analysed and expressed according to the units proposed by Banks et al. {I 995). Data
were subjected to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the General Linear Model (GLM), and the least
significant difference (LSD, p = 0.05) between means for multiple comparisons was calculated. Statistical
Analysis System (SAS) software (version 8; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) was used for all statistical analyses.
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It should be noted that the 'Day 0' values appearing in the figures were not used to determine LSD.

To generate and deliver the hexanal-air mixtures, a system similar to that of Gardner et al. (1990) and Song et al.
(1996) was developed. Hexanal concentrations in the gas phase were measured by taking 0.1 ml gas samples
using a 0.5 ml gas tight syringe (Hamilton Gastight®, Hamilton, USA) through a port fitted with a Teflon-lined
septum at the outlet of the exposure chamber. Gas samples were then injected onto a gas chromatograph
(GC6000 VEGA Series 2, Carlo Erba Instruments) equipped with a flame ionisation detector (FlO) and a 30 m x
0.25 mm (1.0.), 0.52 flm film thickness, ZB-5 capillary column (Zebron™, supplied by Phenomenex® NZ, Ltd).
Operational conditions were: detector, 260°C; inlet, 250°C and the column temperature was maintained at 60°C
for 30 seconds, then programmed to increase at 10°C min·1 to 80°C for 2 minutes and programmed to increase at
40°C min-I to 120°C. Oxygen-free nitrogen (B.O.C. Gases New Zealand Ltd) was used as a carrier gas at flow
rate of2 ml min-I. The optimal split flow ratio was determined to be 200:1. Peak areas and retention times were
recorded on an integrator (C-R6A Chromatopac Shimadzu, Japan) and compared with the response of injected
samples of standard hexanal dissolved in ethanol (99.5% BDH Laboratory Supplies, England). The retention
time of hex anal was 3.210 ± 0.020 minutes. In this present work, hexanal concentration ranges of5-15, 40-70,
100-160 and 200-270 ppm were utilised and achieved by adjusting the outgoing flow rates from the exposure
chamber to 1-5, 8-15,20-30 and 40-60 ml minot, respectively. These hexanal concentrations were continuously
applied to the tomato batches throughout the 7-day storage period.

To study the antimicrobial activity of hex anal vapour, each tomato was wiped with cotton pads soaked with 70%
(v/v) ethanol solution to disinfect its surface and left at ambient conditions until the surface was dry. B. cinerea
spores were added through the wound inoculation technique: the fruit surface was punctured in two positions to
a depth of 4 mm using a glass rod of3 mm diameter; 30 flL of spore suspension (I xl05 spores·mrl

) was
immediately dropped into these holes using a pre-sterilised dropper and excessive moisture was removed with a
clean paper towel. For each experiment inoculated fruit were randomly separated into two groups and ten
tomatoes were placed in individual exposure chambers. The first group was continuously exposed to hexanal
vapour treatment whilst the second (designated the 'control' group) was treated with hexanal-free air; each
received the same gas flow rate.

To study hexanal effects on the postharvest physiology and quality attributes of tomato, the lowest effective
antimicrobial concentration range was chosen. Intact tomatoes were continuously exposed to this hexanal-air
mixture using the apparatus described above. Intact tomatoes were used in this investigation because the wound
inoculation technique is likely to stimulate postharvest deterioration. After the first day of treatment and every 3
days thereafter, physiological and quality parameters were measured on all fruit at 20°C inside the controlled
environment room. Measured parameters were respiration rate, ethylene production rate, colour (hue angle, hO)
and firmness. The methods used to measure all parameters, except the firmness, are similar to those mentioned in
Utto (200 I). A commercial acoustic firmness tester (AWET A, Nootdorp, The Netherlands) was used to quantifY
the tomato stiffness (as the indicator of firmness).

Frontal Inverse Gas Chromatography (FIGC) was used to investigate hexanal sorption. An FIGC system similar
to that of Apostolopoulos (1988) was developed. Hexanal-air mixtures of different partial pressures were
generated using a vaporiser similar to that of Bodenhofer (1997). The partition of hexanal vapour between the
mobile phase and stationary phase (on the selected adsorbent) was transformed into the sorption isotherm using
Glueckauf's equations as modified by Apostolousos and Gilbert (1983). The adsorbents used in this study were
silica gel (Grade 40, 6-12 mesh, Davison Chemical, Baltimore, Maryland), and a nano-structured calcium
silicate (NCS, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand). The FIGC experiments were performed under
isothermal conditions at 20°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hexanal concentrations of 40-270 ppm effectively suppressed fungal growth on tomatoes during the storage
period (7 days); lower hexanal concentrations (5-15 ppm) were similar to the controls, on which grey mould was
visible after the second day (data not shown). The inhibitory effects of hex anal vapour on in vivo growth of B.
cinerea on tomatoes were consistent with other products, e.g. strawberry (Archbold et aI., 1997) and apples
(Song et aI., 1996).

A hexanal concentration in the range 40-70 ppm was designated the minimal inhibition concentration (MIC) and
this was selected for subsequent evaluations of the effects of hex anal on tomato physiology and quality.
Applying hexanal vapour to intact tomato at this MIC slightly increased the respiration rate and the initial



ethylene production rate (Figure I). The stimulations of respiration rate and ethylene generation rate may be due
to conversion of aldehyde (hence hexanal) to alcohol (hexanol) through the alcohol oxidoreductase system
(Eriksson et aI., 1977) as this has been reported to operate in horticultural products, including strawberries
(Hamilton-Kemp et aI., 1996) and apple (Depooter et al., 1983). Other aliphatic alcohols, such as ethanol, have
been shown to stimulate respiration in tomato (Saltveit and Sharaf, 1992) and potato tubers (Janes et aI., 1981).
According to (Saltveit and Sharaf (1992), ethylene production from intact tomato was slightly increased after
treatment with ethanol vapour and then gradually declined.
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Figure 1 Respiration rates (rC02)' ethylene generation (rC2H4)' stiffness and hue angle (hO)of tomato exposed to

40-70 ppm hexanal vapour through the continuous delivery systems. (£.), (0), and (.) represent resulted
obtained from Day 0, Hexanal-treated tomato, and Control treatments, respectively. Error bars at Day 0 represent
standard deviation of the mean.

Despite the noticeable effect of hex anal on respiration rate and initial ethylene generation, there were no
measurable effect on stiffness (Figure 1). This could be due to the high relative humidity condition (RH - 0.99)
utilised in this study, which would minimise water loss from the fruit (Maguire et aI., 2004). Exposure of tomato
fruit to hexanal vapour significantly retarded reddening, indicated by the higher hue angle values (h0; Figure I).
Ethanol vapour has been similarly reported to inhibit the development of red pigment in tomato (Saltveit and
Sharaf, 1992).

Preliminary characterisation of the equilibrium sorption characteristics of hex anal by two adsorbent materials is
presented through the sorption isotherm (at 20°C) as shown in Figure 2. Hexanal uptake by nano-structured
calcium silicate (NCSs) was higher than silica gel and appeared to increase exponentially at relative vapour
pressures above 0.7. In contrast, hexanal adsorption by silica gel linearly increased with relative vapour pressure.
NCSs appears to be potentially interesting as an adsorbent for use in a sachet system and further work to
characterise the desorption kinetics and equilibrium properties of hex anal for these adsorbents is being
undertaken.
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CONCLUSION
The minimal inhibition concentration (MIC) of hex anal vapour for suppressing grey mould growth on wound-
inoculated tomatoes during a 7-day storage period, at 20 ± 1°C and -99% RH, was 40-70 ppm. When intact fruit
were exposed to this MIC the respiration rates was stimulated, the reddening of skin colour was retarded and
there was no change to firmness through hexanal vapour treatment Nano-structured calcium silicate (NCS)
adsorbents had a higher capacity to adsorb hexanal vapour than silica gel and may be suitable for use in a
controlled-release active packaging system to prolong tomato shelflife.
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Broader Implications of Using New Technologies in Packaging Classes
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ABSTRACT
Teaching large class presents countless challenges in higher education. New technologies such as

"interactive student response systems" (SRSs) are a promising tool to overcome some of these challenges and to
enhance student faculty interaction on an ongoing basis. SRSs allow instructors to ask live questions during
class and then display the student responses, in aggregate, in real time. SRSs consist of three basic components:
a student input device (clicker), an operating system, and an overhead projection system. SRSs are increasingly
being used in large classrooms across the USA and the world to improve student learning experiences.

SRSs were used in two packaging classes during the Fall 05 and Spring 06 semesters. Overall, the system
motivated student participation and attendance. During Fall 05 and Spring 06 in both classes, sixty-nine % of
student respondents, or more, claimed that the SRS motivated them to attend class. However, despite many
benefits that are noted in the literature, and indicated by students and faculty, the majority of student
respondents indicated that they preferred classes without SRSs.

INTRODUCTION
Over the last fifty years, various technologies have been employed as pedagogical tools. In the early

years, these tools were things like slide projectors, film strips and overhead projection systems. Over time, these
technologies yielded to computer-based technologies such as video, PowerPoint ™, 3D animation and the like.
However, in recent years, more active learning tools have come into favor; tools which require input from the
student, as well as the instructor [1-3]. The rise of technologies like the high speed internet, voice recognition
and radio frequency identification have allowed the creation of more active learning environments, regardless of
class size. The effectiveness of active learning environments, as opposed to environments that do not require
student participation, has been documented by many researchers [4-6]. Active learning environments convert
students from passive, recording subjects into critical decision makers who are required to analyze and
synthesize concepts during the lecture time [7]. "Interactive student response systems" (SRSs), also called peer
response systems, are tools that show the promise of creating a more active learning environment, by allowing
students to have a voice. SRSs I are a growing technology in higher education classrooms throughout the world
[3,9]. These systems have been shown to increase the attention, engagement, and learning of students taking
large-enrollment lecture classes, the most challenging active learning environments [7].

SRSs facilitate interaction between faculty members and students on an ongoing basis by allowing
instructors to ask multiple choice, true/false and numerical questions during class and then display collected
responses in aggregate in real time. Not only does this facilitate student instructor interaction, it allows for the
collection of attendance data and provides immediate feedback to the student on their grasp of the material and
to the instructor on student understanding of presented concepts. As a result, it is an assessment of both teaching
and learning in real time. Additionally, SRSs provide a voice to students that may hesitate to respond in large
classrooms because they are not confident in their grasp of the material or are self conscious.

System Components
These systems consist of three basic components: a student input device, operating system software

loaded on the instructor's classroom computer, and an overhead projection system that displays the questions
asked and the distribution of student responses (Figure I shows a pictorial view of a model system).

I "Other terminology in the literature of student-polling systems are described by vendors and academic users as:
audience-paced feedback systems (APF), classroom performance systems (CPS), electronic response systems
(ERS), hyper-active teaching technology (H-IIT), interactive engagement (IE), interactive audience response
systems (IRIS), interactive learning systems (ILS), interactive student response systems (ISRS), personal
response systems (PRS), peer response system (PRS), group response systems (GRS), and wireless response
systems (WRS) [8]"
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i, Implementation of an SRS at the
School of Packaging

Major Universities throughout the
world such as Lappeenranta University
of Technology [II], Harvard University
[5], National Central University of
Taiwan [9], University of Alberta [3],
and University of Kansas [I] are
beginning to implement SRSs to enhance
student understanding and instructor
effectiveness. Classes that have
incorporated SRSs have taught varying
topics that include Physics [5, 12, 13],
Physiology [6], Economics [14],
Engineering [I], Law [15], and
Communication [2]. Research from these
classrooms has shown that SRSs benefit
students and instructors in a variety of

The student input devices are generally wireless keypads which are one or two-way transmitters with
unique IDs. The 10 number matches a specific user with a given response. For an entire description of different
technology or keypads please see elsewhere [10] .The operating software packages currently available for use
with SRSs work in two ways. In the first type of application, the instructor completely customizes the questions
for use in the classroom. When used this way, questions are written by the instructor and pre-loaded with the
presentation. Instructors are also able to generate spontaneous questions during lectures in what is termed the
"verbal mode." The second technique for using the software employs prewritten questions that are textbook-
specific. At present, no agreements between SRS manufacturers and packaging textbooks exist. As a result, the
instructors of packaging classes must use the software to customize questions ahead of lectures, or generate
spontaneous responses. No preloaded questions for packaging are available at this time.

A classroom overhead projection system to display the questions and the lecture is required to use SRSs.
It is current practice among university
faculty to use presentation software such
as: PowerPoint™, 0-Ren Office™,
Macromedia Breeze M, or Oirector™ as
part of the presentation of class materials.
The use of presentation software allows
information to be presented in a variety
of formats (charts, pictures, videos,
schematics as well as text).
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ways [10].
Instructors at the Michigan State University School of Packaging reviewed varying SRSs, and the

literature documenting their benefits, and decided to implement an RF system manufactured by Class
Performance System (CPS) in two packaging classes, PKG 101 and PKG 221. At the time, undergraduate
enrollment at the School was 551. The required, core courses are generally much larger than the elective
sections, and average about 100 students per course. Trialing an SRS seemed very appropriate given the
documented benefits, the difficulty that large classes pose, the applied nature of packaging and the fact that MSU
frequently forges new paths in packaging education.

PKG 101 is an introductory course taught each semester of the year on campus and online. Because there
are no required prerequisites, PKG 101 frequently serves to fill elective credits for varying majors, some related
to packaging (such as Marketing) others not highly relevant (such as Animal Science). As a result, the
backgrounds, interests and engagement levels of students taking the class are widely varied. By contrast,
students in PKG 221 are primarily Packaging majors, and those that are not Packaging majors are generally in
fields that are relevant to presented topics. ~uring the semester ofFS 05, PKG 101 had a total enrollment of 184
students, PKG 221 had 105 students. SS 06 PKG 101 had a total of 181 students enrolled and PKG 221
contained 94 students.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Approximately 10 minutes before class, the instructors setup and initialized the operating system. This

involved plugging a receiver (see Figure 1) into an available USB port on a laptop system, starting the projection
system and booting the computer. After the computer had booted and the projector was working, the instructor
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started the CPS software. This triggered a ''join screen," allowing the students to register their presence by
clicking a specific sequence on their transmitter. This procedure was consistent for both classes.

After the class started, the join session was closed, and students that had logged on during the open join
screen were able to use the system to answer questions during the class. Since students could only join the class
while the join screen was active (at the beginning of class), they were forced to be on time if they were to log
participation at that particular class session.

For both PKG 101 and 221, one or two questions were routinely asked at the class's beginning to review
the previous class. For PKG 101, generally four to six more questions were scattered throughout the remaining I
hour and 20 minute session. For PKG 221, two to three questions were asked at intervals of around 15 to 20
minutes.

At the close of the FS 05 and SS 06, students in both PKG 101 and 221 were surveyed (using the SRS) to
obtain student feedback regarding the implementation and use of the system (IRB#X05-990 and IRB #06-123).
Eight questions were posed (see Table 1). Additionally, after the semester ended and final grades had been
submitted, an e-mail was sent to the students in order to obtain open-ended responses regarding the use of SRS
in packaging education. During the FS 05 the email was sent to all enrolled in the class; during the SS 06
semester, this same email was sent to anyone that had enrolled and had signed an informed consent form.

RESULTS
During the FS 05, 115 students were logged into the SRS the evening that the questions were posed to

PKG 101; 64 students were logged into the SRS the afternoon questions were posted to PKG 221. During the
SS 06, 159 students were logged into the SRS in PKG 101; 60 students were logged into the SRS. Table I
presents the responses to each of the question posed to both classes during both semesters. The percentages
represent the total number of responders. As with most human subjects studies, subjects were not required to
participate, as a result, the number of total respondents changed from question to question.

Quantitative Feedback
Table 1- Quantitative Student Responses

% of total number of respondents

PKGtOt PKG22t

Question Answer Fall 05 Spring 06 Fall 05 Spring 06

1.Did the clicker motivate Yes 69 84 87 92

you to attend class? No 16 9 10 3

Indifferent 15 7 3 5

2.Did the clicker motivate Yes 61 60 53 72
you to participate No 24 30 28 17

and listen in class? Indifferent 15 10 19 10

3.Did the clicker help you Yes 57 43 55 55
to understand No 32 41 27 30

and comprehend the class
material? Indifferent 11 16 18 15

4.Did the use of clickers Enhance 59 57 54 58
enhance Disrupt 14 13 8 3

or disrupt your classroom
experience? Neither 27 30 38 39

5.Do you think that the Yes 94 86 90 88
questions

that were asked were fair? No 6 14 10 12

6.Do you feel that the More 23 22 44 58
instructor was more Less 44 17 2 0

or less organized as the
result of the use of No Difference 25 48 32 28

the clicker system? Unable to assess 8 13 22 14

7.Did the questions help Yes 70 43 66 52
you in your efforts No 21 45 23 33

to study the material? Indifferent 9 12 11 15

8.Do you prefer a class With 48 28 48 40

with or without clickers? Without 32 52 29 38

Indifferent 20 20 24 22
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Figure 2. Breakdown in percentage of students that response Q8 as a function GPA (a) PKG 101 (b) PKG221.

Qualitative Student Feedback
After the FS 05 and SS 06 semesters ended, and final grades had been submitted, an e-mail was sent to

the students in order to obtain open-ended responses regarding the use of SRS in packaging education. The email
was sent to 184 PKG 101 students and 105 PKG 221 students following FS 05, and 120 PKG 101 students and
56 PKG 221 students following SS 06. Fewer students were contacted in each of the two classes during the SS
06 because an active consent was required, and only students that had returned a signed consent were contacted.

A total of 7 students responded to the FS 05 email. At the time of writing, 6 students had responded to
the Spring email. Of the 7 Fall responses, 4 were positive (57.1%), I was negative (14.3%), and 2 contained
both positive and negative comments (28.6%). Of those that had responded to the SS 06 email, I was positive
(33.4%), and 2 contained both negative and positive comments (66.6%).

Positive responses suggested that the clicker motivated several beneficial behaviors. One response that
was emailed by a student indicated,

"00. 1can say that 1would never have shown up to either [PKG 101 or PKG 221] if the clicker system
wasn't there holding me accountable. It was a minimal amount of points used to hold us accountable, 1
know, but 1didn't want even those minimal amounts of points to be wasted. 1also thought that it helped
me to pay attention and know what the main points the teacher was trying to get across were" ...

"I LOVED the clickers! 1thought it was a great tool to keep people's attnetion [sic] during lecture and
then afterwards I always used the questions to study for quizzes and tests ... "

Negative comments regarding the clicker system concerned the fees involved and the idea that students needed
to buy something that some did not feel added to their learning. One email response indicated,

"I didn't like the clicker system. The questions were simple the material (sic). 1think it's better
to use quizzes, if you're looking for participation/understanding. If you're looking for
attendance, then take attendance (swipe card). The system isn't useful because it forces you to
come to class to answer questions that aren't worth your time to be there for. If you value the
material then you will show up in the first place, if not then it will show up in test scores. So
why bother to make us pay for a piece of equipment, if you want to gauge understanding?"
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DISCUSSION
Faculty observed increasing attention and engagement in the classes employing the SRS. Student

responses, are congruent with this observation (see Table), Qs ) and 2). Students also indicated, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, with the exception of PKG )0) SS 06, that the use of clickers helped them to
review the material covered (Table I, Q 7). Despite the positive quantitative responses in Qs )-7, and qualitative
feedback obtained via email, Figures 2 a and b and Table) Q8 clearly indicate that students, of varying GPAs,
prefer classes that do not employ clickers.

This begs the question why? Perhaps it relates to the cost of the clicker relative to the benefits that they
provide; maybe the clickers force accountability in classes that were previously more or less anonymous in
nature. Maybe it is related to difficulties that the instructors observed with some students. Some students have
difficulties with registering the clicker correctly, consistently bringing the keypad to class (some are forgotten,
others are lost or broken) and maintaining the system (having fresh batteries on hand, etc.). Moreover, in the SS
of 06 there is a decrease in the amount of people that prefer classes with clickers (see Table 1 Q 8). This was
possibly due to the fact that the novelty of such a system had worn off.

Future Work
Additional analysis, similar to what is presented in Figures 2 a and b, is being conducted to try to

further understand these responses. It is anticipated that a complete, in-depth analysis will be published shortly
after the end of FS 06.

Although none of the students attending these classes during either semester had documented physical
impairments, both instructors believe that the hardware and software interface could be improved by considering
students with disabilities. An assessment of clicker design and implementation practices for undergraduate
classes using a broad range of students is needed. It is anticipated that during the FS 06 work will be done with
regard to this issue. The resultant goal is to address shortcomings in the hardware and software interface and
explore ramifications of policy issues relating to SRSs for all students.

CONCLUSIONS
PKG 101 and 221, surveyed during two different semesters indicated that the implementation of an SRS

in their classes motivated them to attend and helped them to comprehend and study class materials. However,
the vast majority of these same students indicated that they preferred classes that did not employ clickers.
Further study is needed to understand this dichotomy.
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Value Added Consumer Packages of the Future

ABSTRACT

The many functions of packaging are generally recognised only by those involved in the packaging
industry. Packages are faced with increasing demands for versatility andfunctionality. Therefore a packaging
solution is often a compromise between different packaging functions. Finding the optimal solution can be
challenging, but on the other hand developing technologies and new fUnctional characteristics are providing
added value for packages. The aim of developing value added packaging is to make packaging serve its
fUnctions better, and to provide benefits for consumers, brand owners, retailers and others involved in the
packaging chain.

This paper studies consumer packaging issues in terms of future development needs. Information was
gathered from literature and by qualitative research. The qualitative research was carried out by interviewing
packaging specialists in the packaging branch and by participating in consumer workshops. This paper
concentrates mainly on the views of packers concerning packaging development. The objective is to recognise
the related challenges to understanding what added value will be expected in consumer packages in the fUture.
The study was conducted by the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, in which packaging research
covers topics such as functional printing, active and intelligent packaging, and the cost management of the
packaging supply chain.

INTRODUCTION

Future packages are expected to be much more multifunctional, informative and demand-driven than
they are at present. The general production trends affecting packaging, such as shorter delivery times and larger
selections, are setting higher and higher demands on packages and packaging logistics. Packages are faced with
increasing demands for versatility and functionality. On the other hand, developing technologies are providing
new tools for solving these problems, improving production, and providing added value for packages. The
challenge is how to make synergetic use of new technologies to develop intelligent products and systems that can
be applied in future concepts in response to increasing demands. The challenge is complex because packaging is
a multidisciplinary branch. The complexity of the packaging branch is generally recognised only by those
involved in the packaging industry. This, together with the rapid changes, creates a constant need for research
and development. It is important to study and identifY future needs and how to respond to them. Keeping up with
the pace requires development of systems for new kinds of packaging production chains which consider the
future needs of consumer packages.

This paper studies consumer packaging issues in terms of future development needs. Information was
gathered from literature and by qualitative research. The main aims of the study were to recognise and
understand the future challenges and the issues that drive consumer packaging development. This paper
concentrates mainly on the views of packers concerning packaging development - especially issues such as the
drivers of and obstacles to development, the target functions, and what is needed for the development of value
added packages. The study aims to help develop new characteristics (e.g. active and intelligent) for consumer
packages for the right targets, and to serve the parties in the packaging chain, thus creating added value.

Added value is a concept that has been discussed by many researchers. Furthermore, packaging is
recognised as having an important value adding function - by serving not only consumers, but also the product
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producers. The added value from the packaging not only adds value in terms of the price, but also creates a
service value that other parties can benefit from.

In this study, added value is examined in terms of packaging characteristics that add to the value of
packaging performance. The characteristics creating added value are called added value factors. The aim of
added value factors is to improve packaging performance. The target functions emerging for added value factors
are actually the basic functions of packaging, such as product preservation, information, convenience, marketing,
and supply chain management. The added value factors increase the value of the packaging compared to other
packaging solutions intended for the same purposes, or compared to the previous version of the packaging. An
added value factor could be an improvement in a packaging solution, or an entirely new and unique feature.
Ways to put added value factors in to practise could be active and intelligent properties, information carriers,
design, or new materials. The new functional characteristics could be created for consumer packages in order to
add value in the packaging itself (e.g. advertising, consumer information) and in the packed product (e.g.
prevention of damage, freshness), or to provide savings for consumers and/or to give added value for brand
owners, retailers or others involved in the packaging chain (e.g. brand protection, traceability, theft protection,
optimisation of the supply chain).

RESEARCH METHOD

In order to study the research subject, information was gathered from literature and by qualitative
research. The qualitative research was carried out by interviewing packaging specialists in the packaging branch.
In addition, the study also included participation in two interactive consumer workshops focused on packaging
and packaging technology development. The workshops were arranged by The National Consumer Research
Centre together with The Association of Packaging Technology and Research (in Finland).

Priority was given in the study to the views of packers. In this case, packers were felt to be the most
suitable target group for studying the research problem and gaining comprehensive and in-depth information on
the research problem, since it is they who decide how their products are packed and sold to consumers. The
sample of the twelve packaging specialists was a discretionary sample. The selected companies manufacture and
pack consumer goods and represent major brands in Finland. One of the goals was to have different consumer
product categories (food, beverages, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and other products) participating in the study.
This was done in order to get a wider view of consumer packaging than would have been possible by focusing
on one sector. Table I shows the sectors of the companies participating in the study. The number of companies
tells how many companies were interviewed in each sector.

Sector Number of
companies

Food 5

Beverage 2

Pharma 2

Cosmetics I

Other 2

Table I. Consumer packaging sectors a/the companies.

The main criterion for choosing the persons to be interviewed was their position in consumer packaging
development in the selected company. The selected persons mostly held the position of packaging specialist or a
related job in packaging development (packaging development manager, packaging design manager, brand
manager, etc.). Twelve interviews were conducted in total. Due to the agreed protection of anonymity, the
identities of the interviewees or the names of the companies are not directly referred to in the results. There were
enough interviewees to bring out the essential information obtainable on the research subject. The interviews
were focused on well-known brands with good credibility. The selected companies covered all the major
consumer packaging fields. The interviewees were professionals in their fields and represented the target group
successfully. Therefore it is assumed that the results would not change substantially in a larger sample.

The method used was the theme interview. Theme interview was chosen in order to give interviewees the
freedom to talk about issues they considered important. The interviews started with background questions and
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then moved on to the primary themes. The topics discussed with the interviewees included themes such as the
drivers of and obstacles to packaging development, packaging performance and the development possibilities in
selected functions of packaging. The same themes formed the basis of the subsequent analysis. This meant
finding the substantive issues from the data. This also meant paying attention to the matters emphasised by
several interviewees. The actual analysis was done by searching for the important statements, sorting and
combining them, weighing and prioritising, and drawing conclusions. The final conclusions were made after
considering all the gathered information.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

To understand the issues that affect packaging development, the drivers of and obstacles to packaging
development were studied from the packer's perspective. Both the drivers and obstacles are versatile. Six larger
drivers of and obstacles to packaging development were recognised (see Figure J). Some of the factors can both
drive development further or pose obstacles. The consumer goods sector is a competitive sector that requires
constant updating and keeping up with the pace. Competition has driven companies to make even better and
fancier packages, and is the main driver of development. The ideal position for any company is to be a
forerunner. But the forerunner position is not definitive. It is very important for companies that their packages
can be differentiated and stand out on store shelves. Competition combines the importance of marketing and
branding. Packaging transmits a quality image of the product and the brand to consumers, while helping the
product to stand out from its competitors. These are important reasons why packaging needs to keep up with
development and trends.

A constant tendency towards greater efficiency can be seen. Streamlining is done in order to improve
profitability and requires optimisation of all factors. This is a two-way street for packaging - it is a driver for
development, but, due to heavy rationalisation, also presents an obstacle. Rationalisation aims for cost-
effectiveness, which does not favour experimenting. It can also be concluded that short-term thinking, aiming for
fast profits, does not promote long-term development.

Figure J. Drivers of and obstacles to packaging development.

Authority demands - legislation and taxation - direct and control the packaging industry in many ways. In
particular, constant legislative and regulatory reforms drive changes in packaging, e.g. concerning the package
information or environmental requirements.

The choices consumers make and general consumer trends affect packages. These effects are not always
direct, but affect packaging development more indirectly. Packers make consumer studies and get direct
feedback from consumers. But the packer decides on the reaction to these trends. Generally rising trends include,
for example, an appreciation for a high quality of life, an ageing population and smaller households.



Because of the versatile factors affecting packages, there are also many obstacles to packaging
development. In the interviews, one aspect received a lot of emphasis: the initial investment costs are big. New
investments and reforms need careful consideration and cannot be rushed. The investments need to be financially
realistic and justified. The interviews produced four main points that influence whether or not a company decides
to invest in packaging changes. See Figure 2.

Figure 2. Factors influencing investments.

The physical packaging structure is limited by the existing machines. Although there is a wide range of
machines in use, old machines are particularly inflexible to change. The technology, material and machines in
use are major factors in packaging manufacture. Changes in these factors are slow, due to the required big
investments. On the other hand, the development of production technologies makes it possible to experiment
with and mobilise new packaging alternatives. Therefore factors such as the implementation of new packaging
technology, improved suitability for packaging machines, and product technology development give new
technical possibilities and drive development further.

General limitations derive from the fact that package manufacturing requires prioritisation. First and
foremost, packaging protects and contains the product. The product sets certain limitations on the packaging -
the characteristics of the product or, on the other hand, the recognition of the packaging. It is feared that
excessive changes in packaging may lead to situations where consumers do not recognise the product anymore.
Furthermore, the influence of a strong brand obligates the packaging to have a certain look. General limitations
are derived from the product, company and brand, and from retailing, distribution and the consumers. These
limitations are case-specific. Naturally, other drivers can also be found, such as environmental awareness or
material development, etc. On the whole, the drivers of and obstacles to packaging development can be seen to
create the frames for development.

During the interviews, packaging was discussed in terms of its value as an information carrier, a safety
assurance, and a marketing tool. Packaging performance and functions require development, and there is a
constant need for something new. With respect to information, the challenge concerns the amount of information
and the package markings. With respect to safety, the key question is how to keep one step ahead of the
counterfeiters. With respect to marketing, it is about standing out and desirability. Packers and consumers had
similar views on a variety of the studied packaging issues. For example, consumers criticised misleading
packaging - a poor package conveys a false impression of the content. The same issue was highlighted in many
of the interviews. Packers are very much aware of the importance of the product promise. The interviews and the
consumer workshops both concluded that the packaging and the product it contains constitute an entity:

PRODUCT = Purchase object + Packaging

The packages consumers buy or do not buy provide feedback for brand owners. Yet, it must be noted that this
kind of feedback has one major weakness. If a consumer really needs, wants, or likes a product, the packaging
loses its importance. This means that if the purchase object itself is desirable, poor packaging will not stop the
consumer from buying the product. From this, we can conclude that the packaging is not the actual purchase
object, but its function is to support, promote and make the content desirable for consumers. Further, for this
reason it is very difficult to differentiate the reasons for buying behaviour - how much effect a package has, and
how much the desirability ofa product is a result of the product, packaging, brand, and other marketing factors.
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It is clear that the development of value added consumer packages involves extensive know-how
concerning the field. Figure 3 presents the field and summarises the main areas covered.

Adding value starts from the development drivers, combines the right/actors with the recognised targets, andfits
in the surroundingframes.

In addition to the areas presented in Figure 3, right timing and various other factors are also important.

Figure 3. Value added consumer packages.

FINAL DISCUSSION

The complexity of the packaging branch reflects highly from the study. Nevertheless, the study provides
guidelines for this broad area, helping to develop new characteristics for consumer packages for the right targets
and helping to serve the parties in the packaging chain. The views of consumers and retailers have been studied
in many packaging related studies, but the views of packers have not been studied to the same extent. However,
it is important to study the views of packers, and this will become increasingly critical. The sample used in this
study was a good representative group of professionals working in the consumer packaging field in Finland and
the quality of the findings gives no reason for mistrust. Therefore it is assumed that the findings can be supported
by new studies. The problem with qualitative research is often that the findings are those that were sought and
expected. In addition, it is known that those who are involved in technology development cannot always analyse
the situation objectively. We must also remember that the information is in the form of personal opinions rather
than accurate information such as numbers.

Nowadays there are plenty of functional characteristics - active, intelligent, smart, functional - available.
It can be difficult to keep up with the available alternatives and to know what would bestow the greatest benefits
on packages. This difficulty obviously slows down implementation, and therefore developers should aim for
even better knowledge of the targets. Furthermore, there seems to be a tendency to wait for others to lead the
way, or only to act when there is a recognised problem. It takes courage to experiment. Those who want to be
forerunners in the competitive consumer packaging field cannot wait for others to take the initiative. Sometimes
risks just need to be taken.
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Packaging design futures

This paper looks ahead to the future role of packaging design, set against changes in technology,

consumer lifestyles, global marketing and production. It is clear that these issues already have a

profound effect on packaging design and, equally, that, as they change, so too will the nature of

packaging design activities.

The packaging map will need to be redrawn as political, social and economic conditions change

around the world. As the transition to consumer based societies gathers pace across Eastern Europe,

Asia, India, South America and Africa, the range and volume of packaged goods will increase. While

developments in packaging technology will undoubtedly create new opportunities for packaging, it is

likely that the global pace of change in lifestyles, health, welfare and socio-economic conditions, will

be the principle drivers of design change.

Packaging economics dictate that packaging production must be sited in locations suitable for local

supply. It therefore follows that established packaging design companies will also migrate to these

areas while some will arise from local initiatives. The paper predicts how design will fragment into

remotely sited conceptual 'think-tanks' with locally based design implementation teams.
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The Affective Design Evaluation Toolkit

Dr Catherine Barnes and Stephen Lillford

ABSTRACT

Affective Engineering is defined as the quantification of consumer reactions in relation to physical parameters of
designs. This knowledge can inform the generation of better interfaces between product and consumer and can
increase the product appeal in both mature and new consumer markets.

This paper presents an Affective Design Evaluation Toolkit tailored for use by brand owners, converters and
design agencies in the packaging industry. It has been developed and validated through industrial case studies,
as presented in this paper. Some aspects of this toolkit have evolved from Kansei Engineering but the fields of
linguistics, engineering and psychology have contributed fUrther fUnctionality and relevance to the packaging
industry. The toolkit can be adopted at any stage of the product development process to provide guidelines for
optimising the affective brand communication and can also help to evaluate performance against competitors.

The toolkit embodies methods and software for adjective selection, sample creation, consumer experiments and
quantitative evaluation. Using these, the practitioner can select the range of consumer-focused evaluations
central to the branded product. The measurement of the consumer perceptions of the concepts uses a controlled
semantic differential survey. The results are analysed using a range of statistical techniques including principle
component analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.t Affective Engineering is a growing field that links many different know ledges towards a joint goal to
systematically produce appealing consumer products and packages. Designing to satisfY people's subjective,
emotional, aesthetic preferences is recognised as important in many consumer industry sectors, where competing
products are hard to differentiate on functional or usable grounds. People choose to buy products that in some
subjective, perhaps life-style manner appeal to them [Jordan 00]
Traditionally industrial designers have added inspiration & translation of feelings into products, but methods
poses problems of misinterpretation [Fig. I]. Affective Engineering uses research techniques to study the
relationships between physical products features and their subjective cognitive or emotional influences on the
people interacting with them; using the knowledge gained to inform the development process to designing more
satisfYing products.

Similar practices have been
called Kansei Engineering
[Nagamachi 95], Inclusive
Design and Emotion
Engineering [Faraday 02].
Kansei has been used for
packaging design before
[Ishihara et al 97] intending to
express the taste of coffee or
beer through the exterior
design of the packaging (its
colour setting, illustration and

Open-ended, unclear brief

Range of options,
no way to make rational decision

IHow to work together & reduce uncertainty?

Fiq 1: traditional desiqn methods

logo shape)
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1.2 Affective Engineering in Packaging Design
The affective role of packaging is to excite consumers; to grab their attention in seconds among a crowded
supermarket shelf of products offering similar capabilities, to communicate its content and build anticipations of
the product inside and to provide an enjoyable experience in accessing and using the product itself. Above all the
pack must communicate the brand - the characteristics that the consumer values and associates with quality and
trust.
1.3 The Purpose of the Toolkit
The toolkit is a step towards a standard process for embedding design techniques and tools (software / structured
exercises) within the early stages of the development process which will result in fewer development iterations
(reducing lead times), and higher awareness of consumer response.
Since every company has different products, requirements and development processes the affective insights may

be required at different stages for different reasons. The set of tools can be used as a process embedded within
the pack development or as individual tools which each help to structure a research or development task to gain
maximum insight.

A collaboration of multinational FMCG brand owners across various categories have contributed to develop the
toolkit. They own packs that just contain & advertise to packs that provide an integral part of the product,
packaging converters also want to use affective research to match manufacturing capabilities to consumer
requirements.
This paper first reports on the developed framework & techniques for bringing out affective understanding, and
then highlights applications through illustrative case studies carried out in the early stages of the toolkits
development.

2. The context of Affective Engineering in the NPD cycle

Analysis has shown [Childs 06] that major brand owners and packaging manufacturers have similar product
development processes and these are in line with theoretical engineering design processes, but it was shown that
the boundaries between stages are not common. Figure[2] shows this common process although it does fail to
demonstrate the iteration within and between stages.

I.TARGET 2. IDEATE 3.DEVELOP 4.IMPLEMENT 5. SCALE-UP
Understand Create, Develop & & VERIFY Evaluate Test in the

user / market explore & evaluate Prototype at against market
need screen which to take preproduction needs &

concepts forward level launch

Fig 2: common product development process among industrial members

Although the analysis showed that there was general agreement on the product development process, the tasks
carried out (or knowledge required) by the different companies at the different stages of pack development
varied depending on the strategic goal of the development process, these can be categorised as:

(1) Creating a new market, with a step change innovation
(2) Targeting a gap in the market,
(3) Extending an existing brand, with a new product
(4) Refreshment, ofan existing brand and product

Currently the voice of the consumer is integrated into this process largely using qualitative research techniques
such as focus groups & observations, however there are issues over both the reliability of this research and how
it is interpreted by the development team leading to costly iterations in pack development and potentially packs
failing in the market.
It is important that companies listen to their consumers in a structured manner and design their products to
appeal and this requires:
- A multidisciplinary team with skills in consumer understanding (lifestyle preferences etc.), functional

requirements (product containment etc.) and design to creatively link the consumer needs to pack capabilities
in an appealing way.

- A process for consumer testing that can quantitatively elicit needs to feedback into the design process
- Opportunity for iteration to ensure that the concept is fully in line with consumers needs.
- Evaluation criteria and methods to measure success against criteria, previous concepts or competitors
The Affective Engineering Toolkit can support effective communication across the disciplinary boundaries of
the team and informs the decision making process when compromising between appeal and function.
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consumer perceptions.

The toolkit helps to:
- make transparent the consumers impression of the concept and their underlying requirements
- make fewer avoidable iterations because of clearer interpretation of consumer data and resultant design
guidelines
- make decision making more informed
- confirm the product and brand qualities are being communicated through the concept.

3. METHOD - Affective Design Evaluation Toolkit
The toolkit, shown in Figure [3], includes all the processes and software to support the development team when
both systematically understanding the consumers requirements and evaluating proposed products or packs
against developed criteria. It promotes the development of a uniform consumer language and key design
variables by engaging both the purchaser and the pack developer, to create unambiguous guidelines.

3. J Consumer Survey and Evaluation
The major interface with the consumer is through a self report
semantic differential survey, Tool 5 in Figure [3]. This
involves 50-100 consumers to rate a controlled range of
designs against a series of bipolar adjectives (e.g. attractive-not
attractive, traditional-not traditional) on a 7 point likert scale
(strongly positive - neutral- strongly negative). The use of the
"not" prefix attempts to eliminate misinterpretations often
found when using an adjective and its antonym.
It is important to set up these experiments in a controlled
manner to eliminate as many biases as possible and to remove
experimental fatigue.
The average scores across the participants are analysed using
appropriate statistical techniques. Typically principle
component analysis and multiple regression are used to show
underlying correlation between adjectives and the linkages to

Natural Evaluative

Define Project Domain

Language Generation
Sample Range

Generation

::; Build Product§ Semantic Space

ct Semantic
Analysis.
filtering

.,.., Defjnilion
• Reduction

Consumer Survey &
Evaluation

on Affective
..J

ConSUmel'SUrvev8...

'" Affect
..J Interpre_n§

Fig. [3]:The Affective Design Evaluation Toolkit

3.2 Sample Range Generation
Predictions from this analysis fundamentally rely upon
selecting suitable samples for the experiment that span the
breadth of design possibilities. Dependant upon the strategic
reason for the analysis, the samples originate from different
sources.

• Analysis of a new pack - samples come directly from a designer, who has used creative interpretation
techniques based upon the information from the marketing brief.

• Category Analysis - samples are taken from the product category and can be used to explore the market and
analyse gaps.

• Refreshing of an existing pack design - samples are taken from systematic analysis of the attributes of the
original pack.

3.3 Natural Evaluative Language Generation
The adjectives for pack evaluation must accurately describe the product and its desired brand identity, It IS
paramount that the adjectives reflect the judgments that participants might want to make. Odd or mis-targeted
adjective choices can result in a range of problems and a low level of insight.
It is important that the consumers can readily associated the adjectives with the samples presented, thus ensuring
intuitive but deep pack evaluations. This requires understanding of the consumer's natural language.
Linguistically informed techniques within the toolkit guarantee that the evaluative adjectives all commonly
occur in the right context of natural language.
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4. Illustrative Use - Case studies of practice

Two cases are presented here because of their illustration of2 industrial needs which the toolkit provided insight:

4.1 Case I- Using the affective design evaluation toolkit to test a prototypes' suitability for market:

The prototype was tested against 7 other glass bottles of similar volume & glass
density but of various structural forms to compare performances & identifY
response trends [fig.4]. In this case bottles were selected from alternatives on the shelves rather than creating
other prototypes.
10 consumer evaluation parameters (adjectives) were set by the brand owner, containing mainly generic style

related evaluations (elegant/modem etc.) but also adjectives closely associated with the target product domain
(adult etc.) ~

6
60 people matching the target consumer profile took part in the 30m inute 5.5

study; they were presented with one bottle at a time and gave their adjective
ratings & preference using the toolkits semantic differential software
program.

Bottle performances were collated and displayed in radar plot in figure 5.
Principal component analysis on the mean scores is used to investigate the
structured use of the adjectives by participants to evaluate the bottles. The
results showed that participants use of the adjectives could be simplified
using 3 assessment factors. These grouping are shown in the factor table
fig.7 and the bottles are compared against these factors in fig.6

A manufacturer of food condiments developed a new flavoured sauce to extend
their existing brand. A new bottle design must show continuity with the brand but
also communicated a new 'adult' image through aspects of the design including the
structural appearance. The company chose to use the affective engineering toolkit
around stage 3 of the NPD process, having used traditional design methods to
generate a prototype for the glass bottle, the purpose of the affective study was to
validate the prototypes' suitability.

The study found that the prototype bottle performed well against the range of
evaluations, but bottle 2 was the best of the range apart from scoring lowest
in PC3 - 'uniqueness', it was also the most liked bottle.

Adjectives have different levels of significance in the factors (showed by
their order in the table). So recommendations to increasing the performance
of the prototype in PC I should be done first by mimicking common features
in bottles that scored highly in the 'appealing' axis of the radar.
For example, observation of the results could find that long necked bottles
continuously correlated with high scoring perceptions of appealingness.
Comparison of bottles in this way provides a base for further development
and gives some indication of why the prototype was not the preferred design.

Further studies similar to this but using packs as they appear on the shelf
(with the pack illustrations included) have also been effectively tested to
identifY their range of properties and to identifY gaps in the semantic space
which would appear to be opportunities in the market.

4.2 CASE 2- Using the affective design evaluation toolkit to design packs &
guidelines that elicit well known brand values in a new product category.

Soptisticated

Chiklsh

1-1, 2 3 .•..4-5 .•..6-7~81
I-Ig 0: raClar plot to compare bOttle resultS

3

Fig 6: bottles in principal component plot

PC1 PC2 PC3
appealing adult unique
elegant smooth
sophisticated not childish
stylish simple
modem

When designing a container for a new cosmetic body moisturising product Fig 7: adjective loading in principal
(extending their brand into a new market) the company was specifically components
interested in creating the right affect on first impression; communicating the
'clean' and 'relaxing' product characteristics prior to purchase. The toolkit was used as a design tool to explore
and screen concepts (stage 2 of the NPD process), whilst designs using other methods were created in parallel for
comparison.
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The touch semantic survey was conducted in a similar
controlled way, it included different types of flat materials
such as plastics, metals papers, textiles and organics. A
variant of the textured plastic scored the highest in the clean
& relaxing factors. From the colour test a flat colour patch
of value 5P2 on the Munsell scale [Munsell 71](a heather
like light purple) scored highest.

It was decided that the range of design variables to explore would be the container shape & colour (for visual
appeal) and its surface texture (for tactile appeal), although pack function (cap/pump etc) provide sensory
interaction they were considered to influence post purchase. Each variable was investigated individually
although shape is predominantly reported here. The container designs were based on shapes collected from the
marketplace (categorised as: flask, wide mouth jar, tear drop shaped, oval, upward taper etc), ranges of each
category were produced in 3D CAD. Whilst keeping the volume constant, variations of each category were
created by dividing the shapes into common measurable physical features (height, width, depth, curvatures etc.)
giving each feature 3 variations (small, medium, large).

A large range of samples can be created through this design of experiment, so 2 consumer experiments are
conducted; firstly a reduction of around 50 samples through a similarity grouping exercise (tool 4 of the toolkit),
to create a suitably diverse range of 10-15, then the semantic differential study is used to evaluate the properties
of the remaining samples.

Over 100 adjectives were gathered which were used by consumers in association with products in the market
segment and that are used to describe the brand. From another screening test consumers describing their 'ideal'
moisturizer using the gathered words, from which a range of the 13 most appropriate test words were selected.
These were Clean, Fresh, Calming, Velvety, Silky, Relaxing, Soft, Appealing, Gentle, Soothing, Nourishing,
Smooth and Revitalising.

The results of the semantic differential study showed that participants structured their use of the 13 adjectives by
2 factors, the significant groupings were clean and fresh in factor I and calming, relaxing and gentle in factor 2.
The highest scoring shapes on the factor axes were variants of the oval and teardrop shapes, and the lowest was
the cylindrical shape. Due to the controlled creation of the designs a regression analysis of the data was used, this
showed that the physical property that had the biggest effect on the judgement was the height to width ratio. The
highest scoring being the larger h/w ratio of the outwardly curved containers (teardrop and oval).

A further validation study was carried out to test if the
individual senses sum in their affect, by which hypothesis a
container of the highest scoring shape, colour and texture
should score the highest when compared against other
combinations. For added industrial benefit this prototype
'ideal' bottle was tested against competitor bottles in the
market (unfortunately texture could not be tested). The
results shown in fig [8] veriry the prototypes performance
against competitors (although the grey image does not show

the 'heather purple' colour of the sample in the top right comer).
Fig [9] shows the prototype created by alternative methods (and later launched). Its geometry is more complex

than the simple shapes in fig [8], but it has downward taper and oval features that the studies showed to be
appropriate, and the commercial pack was also a heather purple primary colour.

Oval ---..[_-'~~""'".~ ....,....... )
. ~,._.,.

o

N
Ua..

-5
FC1

o 5
Qim, relaxirg, gentle

Fig 8a: validation study results Fig 9

5. Summary

The affective design evaluation methods have shown to produce recommendations for shape and colour pack
features that are in line with independent industrial design conclusions or provide early warning signs to assist in
their development. The toolkits framework is similar to that of Kansei Engineering which also has a large body
of research and industrial design projects to validate its suitability.
The use of affective design evaluation tools to bring brand into structural design of packs through linguistic
expertise is novel and of particular research focus of the University of Leeds, and of interest of the collaborating
members.
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The cases illustrate the use of affective design tools to support decision making and creativity along the NPD; as
a prototype evaluation tool it is possible to judge perceptions before investing in expensive production and
tooling and to form hypothesis for next stage development. As a design and evaluation tool it is possible to relate
physical measurements of design features to predicted emotional responses. Building this knowledge of
consumer responses through further experimentation with different stimulus could lead to an expert system and
comprehensive brand design guidelines.

Further development of the toolkit and other NPD applications to increase companies ability to design in a
systematic way for consumer appeal are currently being carried out by Faraday Packaging Partnership in
collaboration with several universities and the 'designing for emotional appeal' Engage network.
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Inclusive Design and Transgenerational Packaging as a Challenge for
Future Developments

Dr. lngo Bueren, Anne Dreher

ABSTRACT

Relating Design to people is just too simple for today's packaging. Relating Design to communicative measures
and trying to please marketing options would be misleading and maybe even cheating consumers. Especially
under considerations of Inclusive Design principles and following the rules of barrier-free conditions of living, it
it obvious that there must be a differentiated approach to all functionalities of packaging matching all
capabilities of the respective users. There is a wide area of needs, demands and requirements to make packaging
appropriately designed for use by children, adults, senior citizens and impaired and handicapped people as well.

Infact: Inclusive design in packaging is transgenerational design.

So far, little research has been conducted in the world, and this is why a project was conducted investigating the
ergonomics of food packagingfor elderly people. It revealed new meanings of convenience and developed some
principles and developmentsfor respective packagingfunctions. Besides, the compliance with existing supply
chains were evaluated
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o Integration, not segregation. Segregated provision serves to reinforce feelings of difference and
deviance from the norm while inclusive design benefits the widest possible spectrum of society.

o Working with, not for, people. Too often facilities and designs have been developed on assumed
preferences and needs. Involvement of an inclusive range of users in site planning and development is
essential in avoiding costly mistakes and maximising the success of environmental design and
management.

o The right to choose. It is important that people are sufficiently well-informed about what is on offer if
they are to be able to make their own choices. This should not be limited to sites that are regarded as
fully accessible sites that contain features that are barriers to some people will be accessible to others.
Sufficient information is crucial.

Introduction

Especially when you are living in Europe, you will not pass one day without learning about the problems of
aging generations. Average life expectations close or beyond 80 for todays citizens in the 60-ies, average life
expectations close to 100 for todays youngsters in the 20-ies, this is an szenario which leads to many positive
imaginations, but also to considerable concerns. The "Age Pyramide" is hitting the traditional European
countries now, will lead to reactions in America soon and will finally also show impact on countries like China.

What does it mean for the packaging industry? Certainly something, because packaging is an expression of
comfort of living combined with lifestyle, and is tightly related to consumers and markets. Already in the late
90-ies, several group of researchers brought this issue of the needs and demands of an aging population up and
tagged "urgency" on it. There where buzzwords like "inclusive design", "design exclusion", "universal design"
etc. Some industry sectors in fact started to work on solutions.

As for the definition of "inclusive design" one of the best statements was found with the British Sensory Trust
group:

Inclusive design is not a new school or style of design. Inclusive design does not necessarily cost more. Inclusive
design is not necessarily design aimed specifically at people with disabilities.

Everyone can benefit from inclusive design.

Inclusive design principles:

Motivating by example. Good practice is more successfully encouraged by highlighting examples of success and
illustrating the possibilities. Practitioners benefit from seeing examples of positive design and solutions to
common challenges.

Today we can see impacts in housing, appliances, information technology and transportation, but mainly after
regulatory decisions like in the US have been enacted. Too unclear the definition of "impaired" and "disabled" ,
of "exclusion" and "barriers", to close the neighbourhood to discrimination, let alone the infamous gaps between
"child resistance" and "senior citizen compatible".

Store checks in supermarkets can show easily, that nearly no home work was done by the packaging industry-
because of many reasons between economical and ecological concerns.

Nevertheless, a German student in a collaboration between the University of Kassel and the Stuttgart School of
Media started recently to explore the situation in Germany and to propose some changes in paradigms of
packaging design. And she found in fact, there is a lot to do for packaging design, the surface of this task hasn't
been scratched yet.

Targeted Packaging Users

Industry and trade start to realize, that the group of people with age 60+ might be without ajob in many
countries, but yet is capable, is affluent, is willing to spent - definitively not only for cheap products. Not for
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styling but for lifestyle, for health and for comfortable living. And this group has needs and demands widely
unresearched with the exception of some marketing investigations.

Some recent studies confirmed, that they want to be everything but being marked "old". In fact, the compromise
and the bridge between "packaging for elderly people", "packaging for children" and "packaging for the rest i.e.
young people" has to be developed. We call this "transgenerational packaging".

Packaging Morphology

A first step was to clarify the definitions. Other than starting conventionally with generic types of packaging or
with materials, with packed goods or even with regulatory aspects (like the EC), it was supposed to adequately
categorize packaging according to ergonomical opening mechanisms. Four major categories have been
identified:

I. the touching contact grip

2. the closing fingers grip

3. the embracing clutch grip

4. the use of opening aids.

Analyzing a considerable number of packages from the German market reveiled, that nearly all packages were
made for the closing fingers grip style of opening. And naturally all of them can be handled with opening aids.

The "touching contact" and the "embracing clutch"

Experiences of Elderlies with todays packaging

The studies then have proven, that elderly consumers had considerable problems to open packes with using the
closing fingers grip, and even rejected easy opening devices, as they did not expect easy opening features there,
demonstration very little customer orientation of the responsible packaging engineers. Depending on the
packaging, between 50 and 100 percent of the packages were actually opened with a tool, while all of them were
considered to be "easy opening" in the eyes and minds of packaging specialists.

The consequence: tools like scissors and knives have been used with all related dangers like cuts, bruises and
other injuries. Also spilling and smearing the contents was considered to be a normal negative experience with
packages.

In-depth studies in homes for elderly people have shown that all effects could be related to problems with bodily
conditions beside of the design deficiencies. There are several of these problem areas like

the restricted power of muscles
the insuffiecient control of muscles
the sensoric sensations
the worsend vision

Other experiences came from a different corner. Marketing experts normally carefully evaluate the sizes of
single or multi serve packages. Suspicion is, that these experts took their decisions in the frame of packaging
machine and material optimisation, supported by cost structure consideration and fast volume sales. Whereas
elderly people complain severly about non-adequate portions, and - worse - about few measures and devices for
appropriate portioning of packaging contents.



Conclusions for Inclusive and Trangenerational Packaging

First, more work has to be invested in existing packaging solutions detennining better opening and closing
devices while avoiding spilling, all in the sense of trans generational packaing systems. A hot issue is the
readability of the printed surfaces, the pictograms and others indicators for correct use of the packages. Letters
are to small and the type is difficult to recognize and to read. Intuitive opening must be the regular mode for such
packaging design.

Second, there is the question, ifnew concepts can be realized. Among many possibilities, a "push and pull
concept" was drafted, which is related to the contact grip and the clutch grip. Applying the contact grip, you can
apply the palm of your hand in order to bundle all forces of power and ann into the package. With the clutch grip
it is possible to hold the package and open it without spilling. These opening mechanisms would definitively also
work for younger people.

Other conclusions were to be made for the application of different raw materials, a little finding on the side of
the investigations. Elderly people prefer what they call "natural materials", paper, carton, wood being their
choices. The understanding of biodegradable materials on the other hand seems to be questionable, as they might
not be interested in environmental concepts.

By and large, attention should be paid to all human senses, when designing transgenerational packaging:

seeing
hearing
touching/feeling
smelling
tasting

So far, these objectives have been handled as marketing issues. But maybe the next step will be the use in
inclusive and transgenerational packaging design.

The enclosed pictures show the conceptional design developments according to the above mentioned conclusions.
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Where to start for packaging education?

Dogan Erberk
Secretary General of Packaging Manufacturers Association in Turkey

ABSTRACT

Sustainability of global freedom on all aspects relays on sharing resources of our common asset=our world.

The author believes that the most important resources of the world are information and knowledge. By mutual
exchanging and sharing of knowledge, the sum of total knowledge after such an exchange will not grow
arithmetically, but rather geometrically or faster for all exchanging parties.

On the world there are miscellaneous education programs on miscellaneous packaging issues and various levels
in many languages. Thanks to internet it is possible to reach huge amount of information within a short time and
minimum cost. Anyhow the diversity of languages, which are selected regarding its target country, does not
allow exchanging knowledge that easily.

A worldwide survey on packaging education, written in a more internationally used language, was foreseen by
World Packaging Organization, in order to create a tool for those countries who want to start with an education
program and need a starting point, or countries with existing programs may compare their programs with others
in order to improve their program content.

With this study a summary of education in packaging programs will be presented and a suggestive model will be
opened to discussion. A list of packaging education programs, will be distributed to Conference participants
which will be also published at WPO official web site. A recent survey can befound at:

http://www.packaging-technology.comlwpodocsiPackaging_ Education_ World_ Survey.pdf

INTRODUCTION

"If You change the egg you owe with your neighbor, you both will have one egg at the end
But If you change your mutual knowledge, at the end you both will have doubled your knowledge .•.

Confucius.

The World Packaging Organization (WPO) , who has members in 41 country all over the world sharing the
motto "Better Quality of Life through Better Packaging" is a not for profit, non-governmental, international
federation of national packaging institutes, regional packaging federations and other interested parties including
individuals, corporations and trade associations.

One of the purposes of WPO is to stimulate education and training in packaging. In order to accomplish this
purpose the WPO Educational Committee has been founded at spring 2004 meeting, of which I am a voluntary
member. WPO needed to set evaluation criteria while supporting educational projects in packaging field.

The Packaging Manufacturers Association in Turkey (ASD) is another not for profit, non-governmental
organization, of which I am the Secretary General, has been founded with the purpose to improve the packaging
industry in Turkey. Its General Assembly has given set the priority to establish and organize proper education in
packaging, in order to gain a sustainable source of qualified work force and to sustain the improvement of
Turkish Packaging industry.
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The task was categorize and try to suggest criteria to recognize and accredit available and future education
programs for WPO, and to propose a proper model for education in packaging, for ASD.

MEANS AND ACTIONS

Being assigned by the Educational Committee of WPO, and by the board of ASD for above mentioned tasks I
have tried to make an overall picture of the status of education on packaging field. Together with my team at
ASD, the Turkish Packaging Manufacturers Association, we have collected various data on miscellaneous
education programs on packaging issue. The first step of the work was to collect all available and published raw
information, downloaded from various internet web sites. They were mainly of those from English spoken
countries. At second step we have widened our survey with other common languages in German and French, and
requested assistance from all the directors of WPO, spread all over the globe. I must frankly admit that it was
very difficult to reach to some of them. Additionally it was more surprising and discouraging to receive a very
small quantity of feedback from the WPO directors.

In addition to internet surfing we have prepared and distributed a questionnaire bye-mail and or fax. The
questionnaire can be seen at annex I. The developed questionnaire contains some leads, what a proper education
program should asset, in addition to a proper content, application facilities etc.

Parallel to the above survey we have made a domestic survey among Turkish Universities. All of the 81 Turkish
universities' programs have been carefully surveyed and lectures probably related with packaging have been
listed. Later a face to face or distance phone interview was carried out. At the interviews we have tried to find
the answers to similar questions at our questionnaire.

While the survey continued we have attended several domestic and international conferences on vocational and
lifelong educations. One of them was the "Introductions of Packaging Education Programs in Europe", which
was realized during the IPAKlIMA exhibition February this year 2006, and experiences from Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy and Switzerland were introduced.

We have participated to the preparations of a certificate program, which was planned for German speaking
countries (i.e. Austria, Germany and Switzerland) and Turkey.

We have organized a discussion panel among the invited participants of the IV. International Packaging
Congress in izmir/Turkey 8-11 December 2005. It was possible to learn and collect opinions of national and
international experts in the field of packaging education and research.

SURVEY RESULTS

1. Global Survey findings
Globally the education programs in packaging field can be categorized and resumed as follows:

• University-based:
• 2-year Associate Degrees
• 4-Year Undergraduate Degrees
• Masters Degrees
• PhD's

• Government or another official body approved "diploma" or "certificate" courses, usually 12-18
months, in classrooms but as well as distance education (e-Iearning or mail).

• Lifelong education programs for professionals, usually 1-2 days. They can be up to 4 weeks and
even longer.

• University based education is mainly in
• Packaging Science
• Packaging Engineering
• Package Design and Printing

• Related Academic Paths:
• Food Science
• Polymer Science
• Physics
• Biology
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• Chemistry
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical
Marketing

•
•
•

The survey showed that in more industrialized countries (like USA), also combined with industry sizes
there are packaging and or process or design based engineering programs at university level. Contrarily,
countries with less developed economy and industry, who can spare less of the profit/revenues
accumulated, because the turnover of the industry is not big enough to cover a fulltime skilled expert,
there are basically only fundamental programs available. The big machinery and technology developing
industrial companies have opened their applied research and training facilities (laboratories) at universities.
The same positioning can also be seen at research institutions. Anyhow this status is not a rule. It seems
so that some countries have solved their academic and research needs within their big sized industrial
companies.

2. National Survey findings

At 43 faculty of 33 Turkish University all over Turkey there are lectures in packaging field. In the disciplines
~ Food & Food Technologies Engineering
~ Forestry Products Engineering
~ Graphic Arts & Graphic Design
~ Industrial products design
~ Technical Education - Printing Education
~ Technical Education - Diary Products Technologies

Lectures under following names are given:
./ Packaging Design
./ Packaging of food
./ Packaging Design and production technologies
./ Packaging graphics
./ Aseptic process and packaging techniques
./ Materials for food packaging
./ Carton age
./ Computer aided packaging design
./ Packaging and protection of diary products
./ Production techniques for paper and cardboard packaging

Weekly hours vary from I hour at Forestry Products Engineering (Technology of Paper Packaging) up 12
hours at Industrial products design (Studio Works). Anyhow in Turkey, there is no discipline graduating a
"packaging engineer", "packaging expert" or a similar title.

COMMENTS ABOUT SURVEY & MODEL PROPOSAL

There is no doubt that every product needs a packaging. In order to acquire a proper packaging, engineers
or packaging experts must design and develop packaging and packaging materials that will protect a
variety of products during transportation, handling, storage, and use. Packages must be able to withstand
vibration, temperature, impact, humidity, and other external forces. Packaging Science Engineers help to
insure that products stay safe from contaminants arrive on store shelves in one piece, and are tamper and
theft resistant, their graphics/pictorials must be satisfactorily informative but also desirable.

According to above defined content of packaging science, packaging is an interdisciplinary field. It does
not only contain production processes but also industrial and graphical design, marketing strategy,
financial aspects and even law and organizational/managerial aspects. In addition to all those disciplines,
packaging may be made out of various materials which can answer minimum qualitative requirements of
the product. This increases the combination of interrelated disciplines and makes the issue more complex.

According to Mr. Robin Horn, the Chief Expert in Educational Affairs of World Bank, there is no standard
and globally accepted system for vocational education. Every country has to select a system suitable to its
conditions.
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A classification/categorization of the packaging education can be made on various ways, depending from
which point of view we look to the need. Simply it is not possible to make a unique definition. I suggest a
general categorization not related with its level but according to the above mentioned 4 eras and later there
can be made other sub groupings.

~ Definition of demand (marketinglbrand management)
~ Graphical and industrial design,
~ Production,
~ Distribution channels, point of sales
~ Logistics, warehousing, transportation
~ Recycle and recovery.

A question needs to be answered: What is/are the main issues of packaging science which should be
given to a packaging expert within a limited time. The aim of education is to increase the skills and
expertise of people. In a technological era when every industry is getting more and more specialized, it is
not so easy to expect from a packaging expert to be fully successful in every option of packaging science.

The Packaging Industry needs graduates with expertise in graphic design, printing and marketing,
warehousing and distribution, raw material production and distribution, conversion of raw materials into
usable forms, post-use recycling, reuse, conversion to energy and/or disposal. All these fields are showing
also the 4 Iifecycle era's of packaging:
./ Definition of demand and design,
./ Production,
./ Usage/Distribution, and
./ Recovery.

A more detailed syllabus can be made from below listed titles.
1-1 Perspective on Packaging- History - today -future
1-2 Package Development Process
1-3 Marketing Principles, Tools, Human behavior
1-4 Graphic Design
1-5 Functionality& Customer convenience issues
1-6 Food contact issues
1-7 Distribution Environment, Logistic and Ware housing Systems

2-1 Introduction to Printing and Printing Methods
2-2 Color Perception
2-3 Electronic Product Coding
2-4 Labels and Labeling
2-5 Adhesives
2-6 Closures

3-1 Paper and Paperboard
3-2 Folding Cartons
3-3 Co"ugated Fiberboard
3-4 Co"ugated Boxes
3-5 Metal Containers
3-6 Pressurized containers
3-7 Glass Packaging
3-8 Wood Packages
3-9 Polymer Chemistry and Packaging Polymers
3-10 Processing methods of Plastics; Extrusion, Thermoforming, Injection Molding, Blow
Molding
3-11 Flexible Packaging
3-12 Composite material packaging solutions

4-1 Intelligent packaging solutions, MAP, RFID
4-2 Industrial Packaging, FlBC,IBC,
4-3 Transport packaging, palletizing, cushioning, protective means and multiple packaging
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4-4 Transport of dangerous goods
4-5 Environmental Issues, Reuse, Recover, Recycle, secondary use of packaging materials

5-1 Packaging Machinery
5-2 Filling Systems, Production Line Workshop
5-3 Pre-Shipment Testing
5-4 Laws and Regulations
5-5 Packaging economy, cost accounting

CONCLUSION

There is a surging demand on education in packaging field. As people all over the world want to increase
their social/economical status, it is very well understood that having a good educational background
gives them at least a priority when they are looking for a new job. Thanks liberal economy, packaging is
one of the booming fields and accordingly the demand surges in that direction. Most starting salaries in
this industry are over other conventional industries. Of course this is valid for more skilled positions.

Additionally modem packaging solutions help societies to improve their life standards in sustainable
manner, besides protecting the resources. According to demographists the world population, which is
tripled within the last 75 years, shall continue its expansion at least until the mid of this century. And may
it be a developed or a developing one, each society deserves a decent life standard today, but no later.
Accordingly I believe that in a country where systematized education in packaging is already not available,
there could be a mixture of educational programs implanted as below:

At pre-college level with more process oriented education in main manufacturing issues should be given.
A good example is the German Dual System. At this system students are receiving a theory and practice
mixed education in various process industries, ie various methods of plastics forming, paper and cardboard
production, glass production, printing technology, metal forming, machinery automation installations etc.

At university level there can be faculty minor programs. The major program can be a chemical,
mechanical, industrial design or any engineering bachelor programs in such direction, which will be
enriched and specialized in packaging issues. After completing the basic title should also receive the title
minor in packaging". By this way the basic discipline can continue its specialization, but packaging will
be always a part of the design / creation phase.

However there should be at least one academic body in packaging, may it be a research institute or a
faculty of a university with related other disciplines of engineering branches such as chemistry, food,
industrial management, mechatronics but as well as business disciplines. At this body academic programs
on Masters and or PhD level can be realized.

But until the demand of domestic packaging production or packaging using industry is satisfied with "in
school educated packaging experts", recent workforce at various positions of the mentioned industry must
be well-equipped with contemporary packaging technology. This can be actualized by life long education
programs.

Although there is always the possibility to attend one of the enhanced programs, in a packaging
technology developing country, at various levels there are several handicaps for individuals. The most
obvious handicaps seem to be

-Language
-Finance
-Spare time to follow such a program.

The last two can be alleviated by selecting an internet based e-Iearning program. But the language will
remain as a big handicap. A wise solution for a country, which is developing its own industrial
infrastructure, should be to implement a native language version of such an e-Iearning program from a
technologically developed country. Such collaboration can be extended to other levels and forms of
packaging education, with the ultimate goal to build up and strengthen its own packaging technology
infrastructure, in order to gain a sustainable endurance power in the deep waters of global competition.
And with the help of new colors of life of collaborating societies, I believe that the Confucius saying
mentioned above may become real.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION IN PACKAGING

Sara J. Risch

ABSTRACT

Over the past few years, a number of universities and other organization have developed packaging education
programs. These programs are targeted to students, packaging professionals and people with diverse
backgrounds who are now working in packaging. Michigan State University pioneered a university level
packaging program in 1952. With the changing demands of the workplace andfamily life, the School of
Packaging at MSU developed an online Master of Science in Packaging. The online program allows people to
continue workingfull time while taking one or more classes per semester. The School is exploring opportunities
to use the online classes as part of programs being developed by other institutions. The International Packaging
Institute in Switzerland has launched a Master of Engineering Degree in Packaging. They plan to include online
classes as part of the program. There are other programs around the world that are interested alternative ways
to help further packaging education. There are tremendous opportunities for cooperation and development of
new classes which can focus on the needs of a particular region in the world or a particular type of product.
There are also challenges to being able to deliver the appropriate content. Work is ongoing to find ways to
present simulations and give the students experiences that would be similar to hands on laboratory experience.

INTRODUCTION

Distance education has long been a part of University curriculums. Early courses that were offered allowed
students to take some classes by simply doing reading assignments, homework and then taking exams. This was
before computers became a mainstay in our lives. Today, there are tremendous opportunities for people to take
classes without having to be physically present in a lecture hall. With changing demands on people's time and
changing lifestyles, distance education offers people who need to work full time or stay in one location for job or
family reasons to take college classes. This could be one class that may help them in a particular area or it may
be an entire program leading to an advance degree. The classes today are offered on-line so that students can
access the information from any computer. There are various iterations of on-line classes, with some being a
combination of on-line and in-person meetings while some are strictly on-line.

The United State Distance Learning Association was founded in 1987. Their purpose is to promote the
development and application of distance learning. The organization works with all categories of education from
young children to adults and in many different areas. They have established chapters in each state in the US,
showing the importance of this approach to education and the need for people to have community where they
can share experiences and learn from others.

CURRENT PROGRAMS

The School of Packaging at Michigan State University (MSU) offered its first on-line course in the spring of
200 I. In the fall of that year, three more classes were offered as the start of a program that offers either a
certificate in packaging or a Masters of Science (MS) in Packaging. As of the summer of2006, five years into
the program, 15 students have completed an on-line MS and 25 are currently enrolled. The focus of the program
has been people in industry as well as people in other countries who are not able to leave their jobs to go back to
school full time. It allows people to work toward a degree while still working and staying with their families.
Recently, there have been a number of students who have started in the on-campus program and then gone out
on an internship with the company. The companies that they are with have decided that they want to hire them
full-time. These people have been able to accept the jobs with the knowledge that they can still complete their
degree by taking on-line classes.
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Other units at MSU are working to establish undergraduate programs that will combine classroom with on-line
learning. One model is for students to take the first two years of classes in their native country. This would
allow them to take what would be considered prerequisites for the major and other general university
requirements when they first enter college in the same way as traditional students. The students will then spend
a year where they will learn and become proficient in English. The last two years will be a combination of
classes taught by MSU faculty at their university, on-line classes and participation in classes and possibly
internships or some practical experience at companies in the us.

The program is designed so that students can take packaging classes through MSU as well as complimentary
classes at colleges or universities in their local area that can transfer into the program. A student that is focused
on supply chain or a management area may take classes from a business school that will count toward their
degree. The classes must be from an accredited and approved program. This combination of on-line classes as
well as the ability to take local classes in person allows a student to tailor the program to their educational needs.

In addition to the required number of classes, the student must also complete a project that is either work on a
particular problem or review an area of packaging. The project includes a written paper and a presentation of the
project with a final oral examination. This is similar to a thesis-based or what is referred to as a Plan A MS, but
it does not include original research. The student explores an area of interest and writes a paper about the topic.
In the program, it is understood that students will not be able to complete their coursework in the same time
period that is expected of a full-time student. Typically, a person will take one class per semester. On this
schedule, it is possible to complete a MS degree in 4 years.

OPPORTUNITIES

The School of Packaging at MSU was approached by the International Packaging Institute (IPI) about
collaboration in a new MS program for packaging that is being offered in Europe for people who are working
full-time. Instead of being a completely on-line based program, this program is offering a combination of
intensive week-long sections of lecture along with on-line classes. While a different model that what is being
used in the US, it does allow students to continue their full-time careers while pursuing and advanced degree.

Other programs around the world have also expressed interest in working with MSU to develop distance learning
opportunities. One possibility is to offer specific classes that would be targeted to a certain industry or segment
in the packaging industry. This could be used by people who have backgrounds in other fields but need more
information about a specific area of packaging. It could also be used for entry level or manufacturing units who
work with packaging to offer their line workers the opportunity to learn more about the materials they are using
so that they can run the production line more efficiently. Classes can be tailored to the needs of the industry or
country in which the prospective students live and work.

CHALLENGES

There are challenges to developing on-line classes. Many faculty rely on power point presentations for their in
classroom lectures. An on-line class cannot be taught by simply posting a power point presentation. There
needs to be supplemental information that will take the place of the material that would be in the lecture. There
are programs today that can be used to record lectures. The students can then listen to the lecture while scrolling
through the presentation. In some ways, this makes it easier to get the content across but takes time on the part
of the faculty member to record the lectures. Students need to feel connected and have a way to interact with
both the faculty member and other students. On-line discussion sessions can be held but it means that all of the
students need to be on-line at the same time. This can be difficult in the US with the time differences and
people's work schedules but becomes even more difficult when students are in other countries around the world.

The faculty member teaching an on-line class needs to be particularly responsive. In the traditional class, the
class time is set and students have the opportunity either during class or during set office hours to ask questions
and discuss the content with the professor. It has been observed that when students take a class on-line, they can
be much more demanding. If they are working on an assignment at midnight and send a question, they expect an
immediate answer. The faculty member has to regularly check e-mail to be able to keep up with the questions
from students.

One of the biggest challenges for packaging classes is that many of the concepts and things that need to be
learned require physical testing or running a piece of equipment. Work is underway to find ways to let students
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participate via simulation. It does require more sophisticated programming and etTort to be able to give students
an experience similar to what they would have if they were physically in a laboratory running a test or in a
production facility with a packaging or production line. Many companies that are involved in various aspects of
the production of packaging materials are developing videos that can be watched to get the sense of what
happens in production. This will be a tremendous benefit to packaging classes. There is still a need to determine
how students can get the experience of running tests to determine physical and chemical properties of packaging
materials.

Some universities that otTer on-line classes where a laboratory is part of the traditional on-campus class set up
times during the semester when students are required to come to campus for a two- or three-day period to
participate in laboratory exercises. This does allow the student to get the hands-on experience but does present
challenges to people who are unable to travel or are too far away to conveniently get to the university for a
weekend.

CONCLUSIONS

The ability to otTer classes and complete degrees in an on-line program has definite benefits to people in the
workforce who want to advance their careers but do not want to give up their full-time jobs to go back to school
for two or more years. This is also a benefit to companies who have people that need to gain experience in
particular areas of packaging or need more advanced information about the materials and systems that they are
working with. Many people find themselves in packaging but do not have a specific background in the field.

There are challenges to both the faculty teaching the classes and to the students who are participating. Faculty
need to prepare more written material in advance to share with the students and need to be available as the
students need them during the time the class is otTered. Students also need to be diligent about keeping up with
the class when there is not a scheduled lecture time. It can be very easy to put otTthe work. Students need to be
self-motivated to keep up with the program.

People anywhere in the world that have access to the Internet can participate in an on-line class. Course content
that might not otherwise be available can be accessed by students that have the desire to further their education.
As careers and family obligations become more demanding, there will continue to be an increased interest in the
ability to take classes from remote locations. The area of distance education is evolving and will continue to
grow and improve.
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Child resistant drug packaging and arthritis: Can older adults with
arthritis access their medications?

Laura Bix, Eric Kou, Debra Lindstrom-Hazel, Michael Chan and Carolyn Glogloski

ABSTRACT
Patients with arthritis in the hand often have weakened grip, limited pinch strength, diminished manual

dexterity, an inability to squeeze and press and lack overall strength. A II of these factors have the potential to
impact how difficult it is for a person with arthritis to open drug packages. The ability to open a variety of types
and sizes of packages (both child resistant and not) was compared between 50 subjects over 60 years of age
who have osteo or rheumatoid arthritis (of the hands) and 50 control subjects, matchedfor gender and age

Four push and turn closures in varying sizes (20mm, 24mm, 28mm and 45 mmfinishes), three squeeze
and turn closures in varying sizes (24mm, 28mm and 45 mmfinishes) and non-child resistant closures in varying
sizes (20mm, 24mm, 28mm and 45mmfinishes) were testedfor ease of use. Time to open and close packages,
as well as any unusualfeatures of the efforts to open, or comments that subjects make about a given package
will be recorded

Prior to package testing, subjects were administered the Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE) and their
scores compared to the norm to ensure their ability to give informed consent Other data collection activities
included testing subjects' grip, wrist and bilateral palm to palm squeeze strength, and examining visual acuity
Subjects were also asked to fill out a brief survey regarding the nature of their arthritis, their normal medication
use and their attitudes regarding the importance of medication compliance.

Data will be examined to determine an effect of closure type, closure size and subject on the number of
openings and the time to open and close. Researchers will also determine whether or not significant correlations
exist between strength data, the types of packages that can be opened and the number of openings per subject.
INTRODUCTION

The word arthritis actually means joint
inflammation; as such, it serves as a label for over 100
rheumatic I diseases and conditions that affect the
joints, the tissues surrounding joints and other
connective tissues. "Typically, rheumatic conditions
are characterized by pain and stiffness in and around
one or more joints. The symptoms can develop
gradually or suddenly. Certain rheumatic conditions
can also involve the immune system and various
internal organs of the body." (1)

"In 2002, 43 million American adults (about I
in 5) reported doctor-diagnosed arthritis. Another 23
million people reported chronic joint symptoms but
had not been told by a doctor that they had arthritis.
These data indicate that arthritis is one of the U.S.'s
most common health problems. As the population
ages (see Figure I), these numbers are likely to
increase dramatically. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (2), the number of
people aged 65 and older that have doctor diagnosed
arthritis is expected to double by 2030. Figure 1- Aging and the "developed" world

Patients with arthritis in the hands experience
fluctuating levels of joint pain, lack of overall strength,
weakened grip, limited pinch strength, diminished manual dexterity and the inability to squeeze and press.
of these factors have the potential to impact the ability of people afflicted with arthritis to open packages.

Percentage of people aged 65 and over

China

USA

Germany

Japan

1998 .2025
Source: u.s. BU!~rlu of the C~n~u~. Report WP/98

All

I Rheumatic is a medical condition that impairs the joints and/or soft tissues and causes chronic pain. (National
Institutes of Health and the National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Disease, May, 2004)
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A limited number of publications
concentrate on the performance of child
resistant packaging in the hands of people
with arthritis.

In 1976 researchers from the
Centre for Rheumatic Diseases in
Glasgow, Scottland gave 10 "standard"
tablet containers to 200 outpatients with
rheumatoid arthritis (RA). (3) Forty-six
males and 154 females ranging in age
from 15-77 were tested for their ability to
open each container within a two minute
time frame. The order of container
presentation was the same for all subjects,
and the containers were not characterized
in the published research by size, type or
child resistance, but listed only as "1-10."
Results were recorded as the percentage
of patients able to open each container,
and the mean time to open (in minutes)
by package number. Results indicated
that patients had "considerable difficulty"
opening at least five of the ten bottles.
The five that were able to be opened had
screw caps (non-CR), and were found to
be much more easily opened.

A study conducted at the
University of Manchester (UK) during the
1980s examined the ability of 50 patients
with RA with hand involvement to open
several drug packages. This data was
compared to the results from 50 "normal"
control patients (4). Eight designs were
tested in multiple sizes, so that a total 19
package types were used for the study.
"Only eight patients and 41 controls were
able to open all the containers, but all 50

controls and 48 patients managed to open all the screw capped [continuous thread closure/ non-CR] tablet bottles
tested ... Only 10 patients and 41 controls were able to open the small size clic-Ioc [push and turn] container." (4)
Researchers concluded that reclosable child resistant closures (CRCs) presented "considerable difficulties" for
patients with RA.

Other studies that did not purposefully collect data from people with arthritis suggest that older adults
have difficulties with these packages, even if they have not had a positive arthritis diagnosis. Lane et al. (5)
reported a poorer "compliance index" for outpatients that had been provided medication in safety closures (CRs)
when they were compared with outpatients that received control packages (non-CR). Myers (6) indicated that
"only 60 [out of 100] patients could open them by hand when they were new .... Twenty left closures off the
containers between doses. Seven substituted another type of closure ... Twenty-four transferred their drugs to
other types of containers." This inappropriate handling of CR packages (drug transfer, improper closing of the
container) was also noted by several other research teams, (7,8,9,10) and is acknowledged by the CPSC as a
major reason that poisonings still occur in small children. (II)

As a result of many of these studies, the U.S. CPSC reviewed the senior friendly portion of the protocol
for testing CR packaging in 1995 and changed the age range of the panel of adults that tested packages from 18-
45 to 50-70 years of age (12). However, since the protocol changed, few studies have evaluated senior
friendliness (13,14), and none have focused on people with arthritis. Not only has the effectiveness of the
change in protocol not been formally evaluated, even with the changes, the protocol still excludes anyone with
an "overt or obvious disability from testing (see Figure 2). Given the graying of the population, and the
increasing prevalence of people with disabilities, further research into this issue is warranted.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The ability of 50 subjects, aged 60 or older, who reported a doctor's diagnosis of osteoarthritis (OA) or
rheumatoid (RA) with hand involvement, and 50 matched control subjects, were asked to open a variety of types

t 100 senior adults
50-70 years old

OtOO
People with obvious or overt

physical or mental disabilities
are excluded

05:::~ 01:::~

•.J,---.J,
non-CR ~" non-CR

CTclosure U U snap closure

.J,

1~1~h~~0 t ~[j' ---+8
jj or rr

.J,

•

Figure 2-Current U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
Protocol
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and sizes of child resistant (CR) packages. Control subjects did not have positive physician diagnosis, and were
matched for age and gender with the subjects that had been diagnosed.

Three package designs (in different finish sizes) will be tested. These are:
• two-piece push and turn closures (Rexam- Evansville, IN bottle finish sizes - 20mm, 24mm, 28mm,

45mm),
• squeeze Lok closures (Rexam- Evansville, IN bottle finish sizes - 24mm, 38mm), and
• continuous thread closures - non CR (Rexam- Evansville, IN bottlefinish sizes - 20mm, 24mm, 28mm,

45mm)
• Bottles (in appropriate finishes- A1can Packaging Plastics America Dallas, TX)

These finish diameters were chosen to include two commonly used sizes (24 mm and 28 mm) and
extreme sizes (20 mm, 38mm, and 45mm). Efforts were made to keep liner type, bottle and cap material, cap
diameter and thread contact area as constant as possible across all vial designs. Designs and sizes were rotated to
balance any potential effect of subject fatigue.

The testing sessions lasted no longer than 1 hour, and began with informed consent. Subjects with
arthritis were recruited from a variety of locations across the state of Michigan, including senior centers, senior
apartments and rheumatology clinics. Only people that were 60 or older, and were living independently in the
community were eligible to participate. Once screened, and informed consent was obtained, each subject was
assigned a subject number and their: age, gender, principle diagnosis, duration of disease, hand of dominance,
duration of disease impacting hand use, education level and eyewear needs were recorded under this number.
PI fi t T bl 1 fi fth d th II d th h t fease re er 0 a e or a SynOpSIS0 e ata at was co ecte rougl out es mg.

Table 1- Data Collection

Responsible Approximate
Step party* Activity to be performed duration of Total time elapsed

activity
1. OT/PKG Obtain informed, written consent 7 minutes 7 minutes
2. OT/PKG Subject information 1 minute 8 minutes
3. OT Assessment of pain 0.5 minutes 8.5 minutes

4. OT Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) 8 minutes 16.5 minutestesting
5. OT Digital photograph documenting hand size 0.5 minutes 17 minutes
6. OT Grip Dynamometer 4 minutes 21 minutes
7. OT Visual Acuity 1 minutes 22 minutes
8. OT Wrist Dynamometer 1 minute 23 minutes
9. OT Bulb dynamometer 1 minute 24 minutes
10. OT Assessment of pain 0.5 minutes 24.5 minutes
11. Refreshment Break I Survey information 10 minutes 34.5 minutes
12. PKG Testing of a group of 5 packages (GROUP 1) 10 minutes 44.5minutes
13. PKG Rest period at table 3 minutes 47.5 minutes
14. PKG Measurement of functional grip diameter 2 minutes 49.5 minutes
15. PKG Assessment of Pain 0.5 minutes 50 minutes
16. PKG Testing of a group of 5 packages (GROUP 2) 10 minutes 60 minutes
If a subject mdlcated that they use correctIve eyewear for readmg, they were asked
to use the eyewear during the course of testing if they had it with them.
Researchers also recorded the subject's current level of pain using a scale of 1-10,
where 10 is the worst possible pain that can be imagined.(15) Because the study
concerns the physical ability of subjects to remove a variety of types and sizes of
closures, a Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) cognitive screening test (16)
was administered prior to testing, and subjects with a score of less than 24 were
excused from further testing without penalty.

To characterize the size of each subject's hands, researchers asked each
subject to lay their hands flat on a grid system of known proportions, and a digital
picture of each hand was be recorded (see Figure 3). These pictures were saved Figure 3
with the subject number followed by an "L" for left and an "R" for right.

To quantify the degree of impairment of the hand, researchers from the Western and Eastern Michigan
University Departments of Occupational Therapy collect data regarding grip strength, wrist strength and bilateral
palm to palm squeeze strength using a Jamar® grip dynamometer, a Baseline® wrist dynamometer and a
Baseline® pneumatic squeeze dynamometer, respectively. Three trials were recorded for each hand on each
device. Testing was done in accordance with the American Society of Hand Therapists (ASHT) standard.
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Each subject's visual acuity was measured using a Dow Coming Ophthalmics near point visual acuity
card. This not only provided researchers with information about the subject's visual acuity and helped to
ascertain functional reading literacy, but it also allowed their hands a rest period before further testing.

Assessments of pain, using the pain scale described previously, were conducted at regular intervals. If a
subject's self-assessment of hand and wrist pain rose more than 2 points on the pain scale, or exceeded 7 at any
point during the testing, they were excused without penalty

During a brief rest period, OT researchers questioned subject's about their performance, the importance
of, and satisfaction with managing their medication. Responses were recorded on a scale of 1-10, where lOis
the most positive response. Subjects also filled out a brief survey that included:

• the number of medications that they require daily
• whether or not they open their own medications
• awareness of the fact that they can request medication in a non CR format from their pharmacist
• awareness of the fact that they can by over the counter medications in a non-CR format

After the break, researchers from the MSU team began the package testing portion of the protocol. All
package testing was recorded using a Sony TRV133 digital video camera. Video clips were used to verify
recorded opening and closing times.

Two groups of five packages were
tested with activities or rest between each
group (see Table 1). Treatments (design and
size) have been assigned a number and each
package, a specific combination of
treatments, has been assigned a package ID
(see Table 2). Package designs and sizes
were rotated so that the effect of fatigue (if
any) is balanced across treatments; the first
subject viewed package I through 10, subject
two viewed 2 through 10 and ended with 1,
etc.

To test the packages, a package was
placed on a table within easy reach of the
subject. Subjects were then asked, "can you
try to open this package for me"? Timing commenced from the moment that the subject picked up the package,
and ended when it is successfully opened, or 70 seconds elapses, whichever occurs first.

Seventy seconds was chosen based on a study conducted by Keram and Williams
(17) that was published in the Journal of the American Geriatrics Society. By repeating this
interval, interesting parallels may be drawn between results from their study, which was
conducted on u.s. CR packaging prior to the 1995 change in the senior friendly portion of
the CPSC protocol, and present day CR packages. In the event that a subject successfully
opened the package, they were given an additional 70 second period and asked to re-close it.
The time to re-close the package was recorded. Subjects were allowed to stop and move on
to the next package at any time they wish; in the event that a subject continued trying
unsuccessfully for 70 seconds, the researcher recorded the package as a failure and began Figure 4
testing a new package.

Between the test groups of five packages each, researchers determined the subject's "functional grip
diameter." The functional grip diameter was determined by asking the subject to slide their hand as far down a
cone shaped measuring device (see Figure 4) as they could and still maintain tip-to-tip contact with their 1st and
2nd digits. They were then asked to repeat this using their 1sl and 3rd digits. Both the left and right hand were
measured.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At the date of this writing, researchers had collected data from 71 subjects, 66 females and 5 males.
Forty-nine of the subjects were patients with a
self-indicated doctor's diagnosis of arthritis with
hand involvement, and 22 were controls matched
for age and gender. Of these, three people were
excluded from testing; two because of pain scale
readings and one from the MMSE score. As a
result, reported findings include the 68
participants that completed the testing (see Table
3 for subject demographics).

Table 2- Statistical Coding and Package ID #
Design # Package Description

Package
- Size # 10#

1-1 Continuous thread, Non CR (CT), 20 mm 1
1-2 Push and tum (P&T), 45 mm 2
1-3 Squeeze Lok (Sq Lok), 24 mm 3
1-4 Continuous thread, Non CR (CT), 24 mm 4
1-5 Push and Tum (P&T), 20mm 5
2-1 Continuous thread Non CR (CT), 45 mm 6
2-2 Push and tum (P&T), 28 mm 7
2-3 Squeeze Lok (Sq Lok), 38 mm 8
2-4 Continuous thread Non CR (CT), 28 mm 9
2-5 Push and tum (P&T), 24 mm 10

Table 3- Subject Information
# of males # of males # of females # of females
without with arthritis without with arthritis
arthritis arthritis

2 2 19 45

Average age Average age Average age Average age
of males of femalesof Males without without of females

with arthritis arthritis arthritis with arthritis

76 years 76 years 81 years 77 years
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Of the containers tested (see Table 2), NONE were opened by all sUbjects. Table 4 presents the number
of subjects unable to open each of the different types of containers and the percentage of each type of population
th bl d· T bl 5 that was una e to open a gIVen eSlgn. a e presents e average tIme to open

Table 4- Number of people within a category that could NOT open a given design (% a given population
unable to open a_given des!g_D~

20
20mm 24mm 24mm 24mm 28mm 28mm 38mm 45mm 45mmmm P&T CT P&T Sq Lok CT P&T Sq

CT P&TCT Lok
Overall 9 42 6 (8.8) 37 32 I (1.5) 21 29 3 (4.4) 8

(13.2) (61.8) (54.4) (47.1) (30.1) (42.6) (11.8)
Men 0 I 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0)(0.0) (25.0)
Women 9 41 6 37 32 I 21 29 3 8

(14.1 ) (64.1) (9.4) (57.8) (50.0) (1.6) (32.8) (45.3) (4.7) (12.5)
Men with 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Arthritis (0.0) (0.0) (O.Q)_ (0.0) (0.0) (0.01 ..(0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)
Men w/o 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Arthritis (0.0) (50.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)
Women with 7 26 6 24 21 1 15 20 3 7
Arthritis (15.6) (57.8) (13.3) 153·n _i46·71 _i2.~ J33.3~ _i44.'!}_ (6.7) (15.6)
Women w/o 2 15 0 13 11 0 6 9 0 I
Arthritis (10.5) (78.9) (0.0) (68.4) (57.9) (0.0) (31.6) (47.4) (0.0) (52.6)

Table 5- Avera~ e time to C!J!.ena_Aiven des!g_n_Dn second~
20 20mm 24mm 24mm 24mm 28mm 28mm 38mm 45mm 45mmmm

P&T CT P&T Sq Lok CT P&T Sq Lok CT P&TCT
Overall 6.4 18.7 5.5 17.3 23.2 5.3 11.6 19.1 4.1 11.6
Men 6.6 21.3 5.0 21.0 18.6 4.4 8.5 29.7 4.4 8.6
Women 6.5 18.4 5.6 16.8 23.7 5.3 11.8 17.9 4.1 11.8
Men with

7.9 12.3 5.5 21.8 29.2 4.1 9.3 37.4 4.0 10.5Arthritis
Men w/o 4.4 39.2 4.6 20.3 8.1 47 7.6 21.9 4.8 6.7Arthritis
Women with 7.1 19.6 5.5 17.6 25.0 5.1 10.1 18.7 4.3 12.4Arthritis
Women w/o 5.1 13.7 5.7 13.9 20.0 5.7 15.9 15.8 3.6 10.4Arthritis

As mentIOned, people that were able to successfully open a gIven deSIgn were then asked to re-secure
the cap. This is an important feature of child resistant packaging, as a design that cannot be properly re-engaged
is essentially no longer child resistant. Of the child resistant designs, the 24mm P&T, the 24mm Sq Lok, the 28
mm P&T, the 38 mm Sq Lok and the 45 mm P&T all had incidents where subjects did not properly engage the
CR feature when they were asked to recluse the package. Only the 20 mm, which performed poorly in the
opening test was re-secured properly by all who opened it.
CONCLUSIONS

Data collection continues. After all matched controls are located and tested, a statistical analysis will be
conducted to determine the effects of subject (patient vs control), design (P&T, CT and Sq Lok) and diameter
(small- 20mm, medium 24mm, 28mm and 38mm and large 45mm) on time to open, number of openings, time to
close and number of proper closings. Additionally, as mentioned, data will be compared against the Keram and
Williams (17) study.
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ABSTRACT
Forming shoulder is widely used in packaging engineering as a key part of forming, filling and closing

packaging machine. This paper reviews the progress in the mathematical description, design method and
manufacturing technology of forming shoulder.

1 INTRODUCTION
The forming shoulder is widely used in packaging engineering as a key part of forming, filling and closing

packaging machine. The design of forming shoulder is very important. which is the guarantee of high speed and
packaging quality of automatic packaging line. The key design of forming shoulder is how to describe the
bending curve and shoulder-curved-surface. With the development of computer and manufacturing technology,
the forming shoulder is designed in 3-D with computer aided design, and manufactured using numerically
controlled machine and rapid manufacturing machine.

This paper reviews the progress in the mathematical description, design method and manufacturing
technology of forming shoulder.

Figure 1. Geometry of forming shoulder. Figure 2. Bending curve in a plane.

2 BASIC GEOMETRY RELATION
The forming shoulder is a developable surface, and the typical geometry of the forming shoulder is shown

in Figure 1. The geometry of the forming shoulder is defined by the bending curve which is a 3-D curve. When
the shoulder is developed in a plane, the bending curve is a plane curve shown in Figure 2. Through each point
res) of the 3-D bending curve passes a generator of the shoulder. The direction of this generator is denoted by

the unit vector d(s) , and the corresponding generator in a plane, through the point r(s), has a direction

denoted by the unit vector d(s) .
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Following Boersma and Molenaarll], d(s) and des) are expressed as:

des) = cosa(s)t(s) - sin a(s)ii(s)

des) = cosa(s)t(s) - sin a(s)[cos¢(s)o(s) + sin ¢(s)b(s)]

The angle a and ¢ are determined by the curvature K of the planar bending curve and the curvature K

and the torsion T of the 3-D bending curve as follows:
KCOS¢ =K

Ksin¢ (2)
tana=--- ¢; +7:

(I)

Then, we have the parametric representations for the shoulder surface in the plane and on the 3-D surface:
- -
S(s,u) = r(s)+ud(s)

S(s,u) = res) + ud(s)
The angle e between the tangent planes to the shoulder surface and to the cylinder, at the point res) of the

(3)

3-D bending curve, is expressed as:

cosO=I-2(KIK)2 (4)
Above Boersma and Molenaar description of the shoulder geometry is coordinate-rree and in terms of arc

length S as the main parameter. It is more convenient to represent the plane bending curve by the form
Z = Z(v) , -7rR::; v::; 7rR in the plane as in Figure 2. Boersma and MolenaarlJ) obtained the equations for

the angle a, ¢ and e:
Rz . (1 + Z2)1/2

cos ¢ = vv, sIn ¢ = v
(R2 2 + 2 + 1)112 (R2z2 + Z2+ 1)1/2Zvv Zv vv v

R2Z;' +z; + 1
tan a =

(2R2Zvvv + z.)(1 + z;) - R2zvZ;'
R2z2 -z2-1

cosO = vv v
R2Z;' +z; + 1

The following conditions must be satisfied to assure that the plane bending curve is concave and that the
shoulder is rree of singularities.

(5)

Zvv <0

R3zvvvv+Rzvv <0
If the plane bending curve has a point of three derivation discontinuity, then the shoulder has a planar

triangle at this point. The angle at apex of the planar triangle is called the 'opening angie', denoted by p, and

(6)

given by

tan(p/2) 2R--:-
2
---,-z-'-'-:.'----(_0+_)

- R2Z;'(0)+1
(7)

3 DESIGN OF FORMING SHOULDER
3.1 ROUND FORMING SHOULDER

Mot[2] investigated the shape of the shoulder based on geometrical considerations of the cylinder, first for a
round and subsequently for a super-elliptic section in 1972, and reached the conclusion that the shoulder can be
constructed by two truncated cones connected by a planar triangle. He obtained the bending curve equation of a
round forming shoulder as:

2etan(P )(v - Rsin v) + 2R(esin eo - R)(I- cos v) + v2

z(v)=h- 2 R R
2e(l + cos eo) (8)

(Jr2 -4)R2
e = ------'-----'------_=_

2h(1 + cos eo) - 4Rsin eo - 2JrRtan(P)
2

Where, R is the radius of round cylinder, h is the height of shoulder, eo is the angle between the tangent
planes to the shoulder surface and to the cylinder at the highest point of shoulder.
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(9)

In Mot's method, the design parameters of a round forming shoulder are R, h, (}o and p.
3.2 RECTANGULAR FORMING SHOULDER

Mor2) described the shape of rectangular intersection of cylinder by

For sufficiently large values of n, actually rectangles with rounded angles are obtained. The bending curve
equation of a rectangular forming shoulder is(2):

2etan(P )[v(tp) - rsin tp]+ 2easin Bo - 2r cos t;o{esin Bo - a) +v2(tp) - a2 - r2
2z(tp) = h

2e(1 +cosBo)
(10)

Where

v(tp) = J~r2 +(drldtp)2 dtp

r(tp) =[{ -:stp r +{ Si~tpr tin
The design parameters of a rectangular forming shoulder are a, b, n, h, (}o and p.

3.3 RHOMB FORMING SHOULDER
Zhou and Wang(3) presented the mathematical description of a rhomb shoulder with round corner. The

shoulder is compose<.: of a planar triangle and two symmetry shoulder-curved-surfaces. The bending curve is
composed of five space curves and four straight lines, and the shoulder-curved-surfaces are composed of 10
cones, of which four of them are planes. The bending curve equation of the typical round corner of a rhomb
forming shoulder is(3):

(II)

y = ro sintp

(ro costp - ro + esinBo)2 +[ro sintp +etan(p )]2 - [etan(p) + rotpf - e2 sin2 Bo
z=h+ 2 2

2e(1 +cosBo)

[4(q - ro) + 7lTof -[2(q - :0) + 2rO]2
e= coSu

2h(1 +cosBo} - 2[2(q - ro) + 2ro]sinBo - 2[4(q - ro) +7lTo]tan(p)
cosc5 2

Where, ro' q, and t5 are the shape parameters ofa rhomb as shown in Figure 3.

The design parameters of a rhomb forming shoulder are r, q, t5, h, (}o and p. A 3-D rhomb
shoulder is obtained by Zhou and Wang(3)on computer shown in Figure 4.

x

q-r.x = __ 0 + rocostp
cosc5

(12)

Figure3. Design parameters ofrhomb forming shoulder. Figure 4. A 3-D rhomb shoulder.
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3.4 TRAPEZOID FORMING SHOULDER
Based on Zhou and Wang's[31 work, Zhou and Qian!41 given the mathematical description of a trapezoid

shoulder with round comer. As the special cases, the triangular, rectangular and round shoulders are also
investigated. Figure 5 shows some 3-D digital models!41.

Figure 5. 3-D digital models.
3.5 BOERSMA AND MOLENAAR DESIGN METHOD

Boersma and Molenaarll1 suggested a calculation of the bending curve of shoulder by employing following
expression:

z=z(v)=Rf(r;), r;=vIR, -7r~r;~7r

fer;) =Co +c2r;2 +c31r;1
3
+c4(cosr; -I +r;2 12)+cslsinr; -r; +r;3 161

(13)

The coefficients co' c2' c3' C4' Cs are to be determined such that the associated shoulder meets the

specifications of design. If chosen four design parameters h / R, °0, °1 and p, where °1 is the angle
between the tangent planes to the shoulder surface and to the cylinder at the lowest point of shoulder, and

applied the condition fell) = 0, the coefficients co' c2' c3' c4' Cs are obtained from following
equations:

Co =hl R
1

C2 = --tan(Bo 12)
2

tan(fJ 12)
C -
3 - 12cos2(Bo 12)

(14)

{

!!...._7r2 tan(O 12)- 7r
3
tan(fJI2) +(7r

2
-2)c +(7r

3
-7r)c =0

R 2 0 12cos2(lV2) 2 4 6 5

(f"(7r))2 -[(f'(7r))2 + I] tan 2 (BJ 12) = 0

To assure that the plane bending curve is concave and that the shoulder is free of singularities, f (r;) must
satisfY:

f"(r;) = 2c2 + 6c3r; + C4(1- cosr;) + Cs (r; - sin r;) < 0

f4)(~) + f"(~) = 2c2 + C4 + (6c3 +C5)~ < 0

If additional specifications are prescribed, fer;) might be extended with higher-order terms to provide

(15)

for extra degrees of freedom.
3.6 SPLIT AND INSERT TECHNOLOGY

McPherson[SI developed a split and insert technology for the design of shoulder. Divide the shoulder based
on a round cylinder along generators emanating from selected points on the bending curve, and insert additional
regions to fill in the gaps in the shoulder and cylinder, then a forming shoulder with a cylinder that has flat sides
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and round comers is obtained. Figure 6 shows the McPherson's split and insert procedure for the rectangular
shoulder with round comerl51•

Figure 6. Split and insert procedure for rectangular shoulder with round comer.

4 MANUFACTURE OF FORMING SHOULDER
With the development of computer and manufacturing technology, the shoulder is designed in 3-D with

computer aided design, and manufactured by using of numerically controlled milling machine and rapid
manufacturing machine. There are two typical manufacturing processes:
(I I) Computer Design Program Data -+ NC Machine -+ Model -+ Pressing Forming -+ Surface Process
(I I) Computer Design Program Data -+ Rapid Manufacturing Machine -+ Formin9 Shoulder -+ Surface Process

Figure 7 shows the form' shoulders made' . machine! .41.

Figure 7. Forming shoulders made by rapid manufacturing machine.
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A method for identifying the Gaussian components of non-stationary
random vehicle vibrations

Vincent Rouillard

ABSTRACT
This paper addresses some of the deficiencies and limitations of current random vibration simulations

methods used for evaluating and validating the performance of packaging systems. The paper deals with the
development of a technique for decomposing non-stationary random vibration signals into constituent Gaussian
elements. It aims at testing a hypothesis that non-stationary road vehicle vibrations can be modeled statistically
as a sequence of Gaussian processes with varying standard deviations and durations. These variations in the
standard deviation are manifested in the time domain by fluctuations in the overall amplitude of the signal
resulting in an overall non-Gaussian process. It is shown how non-stationary vibration signals can be
systematically decomposed into these independent random Gaussian elements by means of a numerical curve-
fitting procedure. The paper describes the development of the algorithm which is designed to automatically
extract the parameters of each constituent Gaussian process namely the RMS level and the Vibration Dose.
Finally, the significance and relevance of this technique with respect to the synthesis of non-stationary
vibrations for package evaluation and validation purposes is highlighted

INTRODUCTION
It is self-evident that the primary source of vertical vibrations generated by road vehicles can be attributed

to the unevenness of pavement surfaces. When wheeled vehicles traverse irregular surfaces, the interaction
between the vehicle and the terrain give rise to a dynamic process that produces complex forces and motions
within the vehicle. Because pavement surface irregularities are generally random in nature, the resulting vehicle
vibrations are also random. Furthermore, the levels of vibrations are not solely dependent on the pavement
roughness but are also a function of vehicle type, payload and vehicle speed. The effect of these parameters
tend make the complex mechanical interactions between the vehicle and pavement surface difficult to
characterise and predict. It is therefore widely acknowledged that the analysis and simulation of road-related
vehicle vibrations demand some level of sophistication.

Although transport-related shock and vibrations have been thoroughly studied on numerous occasions,
there still is no defmitive method to predict, analyse or simulate them. As the importance and significance of
optimising protective packaging designs intensifies, the need for closer and more accurate monitoring and
understanding of hazards in the distribution environment increases.

Because of its inherent complexity, variability and unpredictability there does not exist a universal
method to characterise road vehicle vibrations whether measured or simulated. There have been however, a
number of attempts in characterising some aspects of the process. By far the most common approach is to
compute the average Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the vibrations. The technique is useful in many ways,
such as identifYing prevalent frequencies and the overall (RMS) vibration level, and is still widely used today to
characterise ride quality. One major drawback of the average PSD is that it effectively describes the average
energy level (in this case acceleration) for each frequency band within the spectrum. It does not contain
information on time-variant parameters such as possible variations in amplitude or frequency or the time at
which these variations occur. Furthermore, the temporal averaging process inherent to the PSD cannot separate
the effects of transients within the signal. This is of no consequence if the process is both Gaussian and
stationary. In such cases the nature of the signal is well defined by the normal distribution and its higher-order
moments. However, as it has repeatedly been shown, road vehicle vibrations can often be significantly non-
stationary mainly due to variations in pavement roughness and vehicle speed [I ][2]. In such cases the average
PSD fails to fully and accurately describe the process.

One approach that is sometimes used to (partially) compensate for the amplitude non-stationary of vehicle
vibrations is the peak-hold spectrum. In effect, instead of averaging the signal amplitude for each narrow
frequency band, the peak-hold spectrum uses the largest amplitude within each frequency band. Typically, given
a suitably large sample, the peak-hold spectrum is an amplified version of the average PSD and is often used to



reveal the relationship between the mean and peak spectral values which are related by the crest factor. In reality,
the interpretation of the peak-hold spectrum is difficult especially when the vibrations are time dependent (non-
stationary) and contain transients. Further uncertainty arises due to the fact that statistical uncertainties between
the average and peak-hold spectral density estimates are not consistent. In general, the use of peak-hold spectra
for establishing the severity of vibration tests can lead to conservative results [1]. This is especially so if the
process is highly non-stationary and the peak-hold spectral values are the results of severe but short-lived
excursions in vibration levels. While such statistically unlikely events can dramatically distort the peak-hold
spectrum, they have little or no effect ion the average PSD.

A variant on the peak-hold spectrum is the method developed by the US Army at its Aberdeen Proving
Ground for inclusion in its Mil Std 81OD. The analysis was based on vibration data collected from a range of
road surface types and vehicle speeds [I]. The data is analysed in 1 Hz frequency bands where both the mean
RMS vibration value and one standard deviation are calculated. This method is advantageous over the peak-hold
spectrum in that the statistical confidence of the mean and standard deviation is consistent [1]. The Aberdeen
Proving Ground method, like the peak-hold method, is significantly affected when the vibrations are non-
stationary [1].

An alternative approach, described by Murphy [3], involves the use of the raintlow count algorithm to
determine the frequency of occurrence (amplitude density in cycles per mile) for a predetermined set of
acceleration ranges (raintlow amplitude). Data, collected from a typical tractor - trailer travelling over a wide
range of pavements including freeways, secondary roads and urban routes, were used to propose an exponential
relationship between the amplitude density and acceleration range:

Where N is the amplitude density in cycles per unit length, x is the acceleration range while a and b are
empirical constants. This method does provide some information on the amplitude non-stationary of the
vibrations and may be useful when used in conjunction with the PSD.

The non-stationary nature of road vehicle vibrations was discussed by Richards [I] who attributed it to
variations in vehicle speed. He produced data showing the variations in RMS acceleration levels as a function of
vehicle speed for a typical40-minute journey. Richards also identified that the dynamic response of road
vehicles contain both continuous (steady-state) and transient components. Richards [1] recognised the
difficulties in identifying transients given that they occur at random intervals with large variations in amplitudes.
It was also acknowledged that, although desirable for establishing test requirements, the separation of transients
from the underlying vibrations is, in reality, arbitrary and almost always difficult to achieve.

Charles [4] was one among many to recognize that there existed problems relating to the interpretation of
vertical vibration data from road vehicles for use to generate laboratory test specifications. He also
acknowledged that wheeled vehicle vibrations are "unlikely to be stationary" due to variations in road surface
quality and vehicle speed. He also showed that the statistical distribution of vehicle vibrations are more likely to
contain large amplitude peaks than a true Gaussian process as illustrated in Figure 1.

Charles [4], who studied a variety of road types, stated: "even for a good classified road, whole range of
surface irregularities may be encountered". He acknowledged that there exist difficulties associated with
distinguishing shocks from vehicle vibrations. Charles
[4] suggested that the analysis method for characterising
non-stationary vehicle vibrations should include the
identification of stationary sections using the "RMS time
histogram (sic)" (presumably meaning time history), the
examination of vibration severity in terms ofRMS and
peak amplitude as a function of vehicle speed and
verification of the normality of the data by computing
the amplitude probability analysis. The non-stationary
and non Gaussian nature of road vehicle vibrations has
been confirmed in more recent studies [4].

Despite the manifest non-stationarity and non
Gaussian nature of road vehicle shocks and vibrations,
they are not taken into account by most analysis methods
in use today. This paper builds on Charles' proposition
that non-stationary random vehicle vibrations consist of
Gaussian segments and introduces a method by which
measured or numerically-simulated road vehicle
vibration data can be decomposed into its constituent
Gaussian components.
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RANDOM GAUSSIAN SEQUENCE DECOMPOSITION
The Probability Distribution Function ofa signal composed ofa sequence of random Gaussian processes

can be expressed as the sum of the individual distribution functions each weighted by, what will here be termed,
the Vibration Dose. The Vibration Dose effectively describes the time fraction for which a Gaussian process of
a particular standard deviation exists. The decomposition method described here relies on the fact that the
distribution function ofa zero-mean Gaussian process can be described intrinsically as a function of two
parameters, namely the vibration dose, D, and the standard deviation, a; as follows:

In{p(x)}=ln{ ;; }_!_(~)2 =In{ ;; }-_!__x1xiv 27ur 2 U V 271u 2u
(2)

In this form the function produces a linear relationship between xlxl and In{p(x}) represented by the slope
-J 12u and the ordinate intercept In{Dlv271 u). This shows that the distribution parameters ofa Gaussian
process can be determined by fitting a straight line through one half(or side) the distribution estimates to obtain
the Vibration Dose and standard deviation as follows:

(3)

Where m and C are, respectively, the slope and ordinate intercept of the linear regression fit.

The challenge in developing an automated algorithm to extract a number of Gaussian parameters from a
non-Gaussian distribution are related to the data range (or boundary) for each Gaussian element, determining a
suitable number of Gaussian elements in the sequence and the effect of fluctuation in the distribution estimates,
especially in the high standard deviation, low count region. A description of the algorithm developed in this
study is given below along with illustrations of its operation and the results it generates.
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Figure 2. Identification of the region to determine the initial
Gaussian estimate parameters by linear regression.

Figure 3. First Gaussian estimate along
with PDF of original record. Note the
relatively small dose that makes the

estimate difficult to distinguish in linear
scales.
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Compute the linearised PDF

Determine the initial region (domain) for
evaluation of the fint Gaussian estimate.

Initialise the loop counter n· I

Determine index where p(x) is ma:s:imum: ip

Determine index of first element where
In{p(x)} -inf (P(x)< 0)

Determine the index. i. of the first element
where In{p(x)} ~ 0 (p(x) ~I )

Set the first houndary hi. i

Set the other houndary hr. to
hr. ceiling! hi. I (ip hl';12 I

----------------- - -_-_--------------
*

Compute the slope (m) and ordinate
Intercept (C) of the linearised PDF in the

range {hi. hr.}

Compute the Gaussian estimate standard
deviation and vihration dose using (3):

D. 0

Generate Gaussian estimate

Determme the PDF remainder hy
subtracting the Gaussian estimate for the

/,DF of the original record

Compute the linearised remainder PDF hy
evaluating xlxl and In{p(x)}.

Increment the regression domain starting
point: hi. hl,_1 I I

Set the other boundary br. to
br. ceiling! bl I (i bl';12 !

D. 0

r

Compute and plot sum of Gaussian
estimates

Tabulate D". and D.for all values of n
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Algorithm commentary

The PDF of the record is computed
between limits determined from the absolute
minimum and maximum of the entire vibration
record. This section of the algorithm deals
with determining the optimum region at the
'tail' of the distribution function to determine
the first Gaussian estimate which, by design,
will represent the Gaussian element with the
largest standard deviation.

First the element containing the
maximum, p(x)ma:s; is identified. Then, elements
within the distribution function which contain
'-in! values are detected. These represent
elements where p(x) ~ O. The very adjacent
element toward the centre of the distribution
(the mean) is identified and represents the
ultimate boundary of the distribution function,
bin. The other boundary of the region, brn, is
defined as half way between bin and the
distribution peak element, ip• This coefficient
of ~ was arrived at by experimentation and
was found to yield the most consistent and
accurate results. The coordinates In{p(x)} and
xlxl within the domain { bin - br n} are used as
the frrst set of values to determine the
parameters of the first Gaussian estimate. This
is best illustrated in Figure 2.

Linear regression by the method of least
squares is used to determine the line of best fit
through the data and estimates of the slope and
ordinate intercept. The Gaussian estimate's
standard deviation (O"n) (or RMS for a zero-
mean process) and vibration dose (Dn) are
computed from estimates of the slope and
ordinate intercept. A numerical vector for the
Gaussian estimate is generated for the entire
range and plotted (Figure 3).

The difference between the original
PDF and the Gaussian estimate is computed
and used to fit the next Gaussian estimate. The
PDF remainder is Iinearised and any negative
value is truncated to zero as a necessity for
computing the natural log.

The next range for regression is
established by moving the starting point (left
boundary, bin) by one and computing the end
point (the right boundary, br,J as halfway
between bin and the PDF peak ip• If the number
of elements in the range {bin - br,! is less than
5, it is deemed that there is no longer a
sufficient number of points to accurately
extract a line of best fit by regression. The
programme is terminated and the results
displayed as shown in Figure 4.
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The validity of the Random Gaussian Sequence Decomposition (RGSD) method was tested using a broad
set of typical of vibration records measured from a wide variety of vehicles and routes used in a study
undertaken by the author [5]. The method was found to be capable of successfully extract the Gaussian
estimates as well as the corresponding vibration doses for every single test record. Validation was achieved by
comparing the sum of these Gaussian estimates against the PDF of the original vibration record. A number of
typical results are presented in Figure 5.

CONCLUSIONS
The results from the Random Gaussian Sequence Decomposition (RGSD) method are important in that

they yield a series of normal random processes which are completely characterized by the second-order statistic
(the root-mean-square for zero-mean processes). This is very significant it that it affords great simplicity for the
synthesis of normal random vibrations. All validation cases presented here show that the Random Gaussian
Sequence Decomposition algorithm is very successful in breaking-down non-stationary random vibration records
into their constituent Gaussian processes. One exception is in the case where there is a significant occurrence of
vibratory energy at very low RMS level as is the case for DATAMK shown in Figure 5. This low level
component is attributed to engine vibrations and, although persistent, is insignificant in terms of level and falls
below the detection threshold of the algorithm.
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Plasticizer and Relative Humidity Effects on Mechanical Properties of
Cassava Flour Films

Panuwat Suppakul, Buppa Chalemsook, Bhatama Ratisuthawat,
Sakpipat Prapasitthi and Kanapat Munchukangwan

ABSTRACT
Effect of plasticizer (glycerol, polyethylene glycol 400, sorbitol) concentrations on film appearance has been
investigated Glycerol- and sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour films appeared homogeneous, clear, smooth and
contained less insoluble particles compared to unplasticized film. Effects of sorbitol concentration and relative
humidity (RH) on mechanical properties of cassava flour films were examined Through the entire sorbitol
concentration regime, the tensile strength (TS) of the films demonstrated its maximum value at 30 %wlw sorbitol
and vastly decreased with increasing its concentration. The percentage of elongation increased significantly
with increasing sorbitol content. However, it dropped above sorbitol content of 40 %wlw. Young's modulus of
elasticity (E) of the films showed in a similar fashion to TS. Through the entire RH regime, the TS of 30 %wlw
sorbitol-plasticized film showed its maximum value with %RH ranging from 50 to 60. The E of this film was
inversely linear to RH, whereas its elongation was exponentially proportional to RH. Continuously varying
environmental RH would alter the mechanical properties of cassava flour films ceaselessly by moisture sorption.
It is helpful in understanding the performance of edible films under varying RH conditions.

Keywords: Edible film; Cassava flour; Mechanical properties; Plasticizer; Relative humidity

INTRODUCTION
Over the last four decades, extensive research has been undertaken on the use of edible films and

coatings. They have been used as moisture, gas or solute barriers in food packaging to prolong shelf life and
improve overall food quality. Edible films and coatings from biopolymers have received increasing attention.
Potential sources and applications of edible films and coatings have been reviewed by Debeaufort et al. (1998)
and Tharanathan (2003). Among the biodegradable polymers, a variety of polysaccharides and their derivatives
have been used as edible films and coatings, including raw starch and flour as well as cellulose and cellulose
derivatives. Owing to the hydrophilic properties of these polymers, they provide a minimal barrier to moisture
(Kester and Fennema, 1986). Nevertheless, these films possess good barrier properties to oxygen, carbon dioxide
and lipids and protect against lipid oxidation (Banker, 1966). Films from polysaccharides are also stronger and
more extensible than proteinaceous films. However, lack of edible film and coating property data has limited
their use in food applications. Particularly, basic research is still essential to raise understanding of film
composition-structure-function relations and therefore enable to apply in food sustems.

Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) or tapioca is one of the ecomonically crucial crops in Thailand,
Brazil and other tropical countries. It is an abundant and cheap agricultural source of starch and flour production.
In Thailand, cassava flour consists mostly of starch (94- 97.5 % dry basis), protein (0.3 %), moisture content (13-
14 %). Structurally, cassava starch consists of two types of molecules: amylose, a substantial linear polymer, and
amylopectin, a highly branched polymer. With amylose content of approximately 17 %, it is responsible for
strong film formation characteristics in cassava flour film (Bangyekan et aI., 2006).

Films formed from purely polymeric ingredients tend to be brittle. Plasticizers are normally added to a
polymeric matrix in order to overcome the film brittleness. Plasticizers decrease intermolecular forces along
polymer chains and increase film flexibility due to ability to increase molecular spacing and to reduce internal
hydrogen bonding between polymer chains, respectively (Lieberman and Gilbert, 1973). The most effective
plasticizers will generally resemble most closely in structure the polymers they plasticize. Hydrophillic
compounds such as polyols (glycerol, sorbitol and polyethylene glycol) are commonly used as plasticizers in
hydrophilic film formation. Due to their inherent hydrophilic nature, polysaccharide-based films tend to absorb
large quantities of water at elevated relative humidity (RH) conditions. A number of sorption isotherms for films
from cassava have been reported (Mali et aI., 2005; Suppakul, 2006). Although there are a number of extensive
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studies focused on sorption properties of edible films, little information is available on the effect of relative
humidity on mechanical properties of cassava films.

The objective of this study is aimed at determining the effect of plasticizers and relative humidity on
mechanical properties of cassava flour films.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Materials

Cassava flour was purchased from ETC International Trading Co.,Ltd. (Bangkok, Thailand). Glycerol,
sorbitol and polyethylene glycol 400 were used as plasticizers and were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St.
Louis, MO).
Cassava flour film preparation

Cassava flour film solution was prepared by dissolving 5.0 g of cassava flour/l 00 g of aqueous solution,
and heated at its gelatinization temperature of 70 DC under stirring until viscous and transparent solution was
observed. Weights equivalent to 20, 30, 40 and 50 %w/w glycerol, sorbitol and polyethylene glycol (PEG)-400
were then added as flim plasticizers. This solution was degassed by keeping in an ultrasonic water bath (Model
2750, CREST Ultrasonics Corp, Trenton, NJ, USA) for 10 min. Cassava flour film was cast by pouring film-
forming solution (50 mL) in a flat 21 x 29 cm glass plate wrapped with a linear low-density polyethylene film.
The plates were dried at 60 DCin a ventilated oven for 3 h.
Film tbickness measurement

A hand-held digital micrometer (Mitutoyo, Tokyo, Japan) was used for measuring film thickness. Five
readings were taken for each sample, one at the sample center and four around the perimeter.
Effect of sorbitol concentration on mecbanical properties of cassava flour films

Sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film specimens (25 x 25 mm) were conditioned at 30±1 DC and
50±5 % relative humidity (RH). The tensile properties were determined according to the standard method ASTM
0882-97 (ASTM, 1997) using a Testometric Micro 350 (Rochdale, England). Five samples of each film were
tested. The initial grip separation and crosshead speed used was set to 100 mm and 50 mm min-I, respectively.
The parameters determined were: stress at peak (MPa), elongation at break (%) and modulus of elasticity (MPa).
Effect of relative bumidity on mecbanical properties of cassava flour films

Cassava flour film with 30% w/w sorbitol specimens (25 x 25 mm) were conditioned in a desiccator
containing silica gel beads for 3 days at 30± 1 DCto reduce the initial moisture content. Film specimens were then
placed at 30± 1 DCover saturated saIt solutions having known relative humidity (LiCI, MgCIz, Mg(N03)2, NaCI,
and KN03 with 11.3, 32.4, 51.4, 75.7, 92.5 %RH, respectively). At the conditions of relative humidity higher
than 60%, a trace of ethanol was used as fungistatic agent. The tensile properties were determined as described
in previous section.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of plasticizer on appearance of cassava flour films

As a qualitative observation, the appearance of all plasticized films was clear and more uniform than the
control except for those films containing PEG-400. Unplasticized film yielded a rough surface appearance,
whereas glycerol- and sorbitol-plasticized films were comparatively smooth (Table 1). This is in agreement with
the study of Laohakunjit and Noornhorm (2004) who investigasted in rice starch films. Glycerol- and PEG-400-
plasticized films were unpeelable from the casting surface, whereas sorbitol-plasticized films were softer with
increasing sorbitol concentration. These macromolecular properties are affected by the plasticizers. Sorbitol
binds with starch molecules very well so that the cohesive tension of the molecules becomes weakened, in tum,
more flexible structure (Mellan, 1961). Glycerol and sorbitol are homogenously impregnated within a network
of hydrogen bonds between starch, hence, the film becomes soft and transparent. PEG-400-plasticized films
displayed a white opaque surface, referring to "blooming" and "blushing". This occurs when the plasticizer
concentration exceeds its compatibility limit in the polymer causing phase segregation and physical exclusion of
the plasticizer (Aulton et aI., 1981; Sakellarion et aI., 1986). This might be due to the high molecular weight and
relatively low content of hydroxyl groups within PEG-400 (Laohakunjit and Noomhorm, 2004).
Effect of sorbitol concentration on mechanical properties of cassava flour films

Sorbitol-plasticized films with different concentrations had comparable stress-strain patterns (Figure 1).
Sorbitol concentration effect on tensile properties of the films was shown in Table 2. Tensile property values (e.g.
tensile strength, modulus of elasticity and elongation) showed inconsistent dependence on sorbitol content. At
30% w/w sorbitol concentration, the film showed the highest tensile strength and modulus of elasticity whereas
at the 40% w/w, it revealed the highest elongation. The higher stresses perhaps due to increase crystalline phase
(Mylllirinen et aI., 2002). The mechanism of plasticization of wheat starch by sorbitol was examined using
OMTA and NMR (Gaudin et aI., 1999). It was conclude that at high concentration (above 27 % w/w) sorbitol
acted as a plasticizer.
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Table I Appearance of cassava flour film as affected by plasticizer concentration
Type of Conc. of Appearance
Plasticizer plasticizer/ %
Control
(Cassava flour film)
Glycerol

Clear, tough, brittle. Different texture of the two sides-air
side more rough and tough texture.
Clear, transparent. Different texture of the two sides-air
side more sticky. Easy to tear. Unable to peel.
Clear, transparent. Different texture of the two sides-air
side more sticky. Easy to tear. Unable to peel.
Clear, transparent, very soft. Different texture of the
two sides-air side more sticky. Easy to tear. Unable to peel.
Clear, transparent. very soft. Different texture of the
two sides-air side more sticky. Easy to tear. Unable to peel.
Clear, hard. Different texture on each of the two sides.
Clear, soft. Different texture on each of the two sides.
Clear, very soft. Different texture on each of the two sides.
Clear, very soft, sticky. Texture of each of the two sides
was not different.
Opaque, some white spot spreads on the film, brittle.
Unable to peel.
Opaque, some white spot spreads on the film, brittle.
Unable to peel.
Opaque, some white spot spreads on the film, brittle.
Unable to peel.
Opaque, some white spot spreads on the film, brittle.
Unable to peel.
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Figure I Typical stress-strain curves for different concentrations of sorbitol in cassava flour films

Table 2 Tensile properties and thickness of cassava flour films
Sorbitol! % Thickness/ mm Tensile stress at Modulus of Elongation at

Peak! MPa elasticity/ MPa break! %
20 0.096a ± 0.0015 14.83±0.69 1924.88±274.00 4.13±1.62
30 0.098b ± 0.0022 28.65±2.52 2629. 72±205 .26 5.20±O.92
40 0.099b ± 0.0028 9.25±1.20 971.20± 143.78 28.24±8.79
50 0.098b ± 0.0023 5.29±O.78 365.0 J±98.22 5.29±1.50
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Effect of relative humidity on mechanical properties of cassava flour films
As shown in Figure 2, an increase in tensile stress of sorbitol-plasticized film was evident when RH

increased from 10 to 50% and followed by a dramatic decrease in tensile stress when relative humidity reaching
90 %. Modulus of elasticity is the fundamental measure of the film stiffness, as higher modulus of elasticity, the
higher the stiffness of the material. The RH effect on modulus of elasticity could be observed in Figure 3. As
increasing RH, modulus of elasticity of sorbitol-plasticized film was linearly decreased. Elongation is
represented the ductility of the material. Elongation of sorbitol-plasticized film was exponentially increased as
increasing RH (Figure 4). At higher RH condition, moisture exerted a plasticizing effect acting as a mobility
enhancer; its low molecular weight leads a large increase in molecular mobility of amorphous and partially
crystalline polymers due to an increase in free volume (van der Berg, 1991).
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Figure 2 Effect of relative humidity on tensile stress of cassava flour film with 30% w/w sorbitol
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Figure 3 Effect of relative humidity on modulus of elasticity of cassava flour film with 30% w/w sorbitol
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Figure 4 Effect of relative humidity on elongation of cassava flour film with 30% w/w sorbitol

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, application of sorbitol as plasticizer contributed to a good effect on appearance of cassava

flour film. Sorbitol-plasticized films were clearer, smoother and more uniform than unplasticized film. The
percentage of elongation increased significantly with increasing sorbitol content. However, it dropped above
sorbitol content of 40 %w/w. As increasing RH, modulus of elasticity of sorbitol-plasticized film was linearly
decreased. Elongation of sorbitol-plasticized film was exponentially increased as increasing RH. The results
imply that cassava flour film may have a potential use as an edible coating and film for food applications by
moisture-resistant modification.
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HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD TECHNOLOGY AND ITS
APPLICATION IN PACKAGING

Jianhua Li, Baohua Guo, Yongli Xian, Rongchen Liu, Nan Zhao

ABSTRACT
This paper aims at stating the status quo of honeycomb paperboard packaging market in China, its technical
characteristics and developing trend It also conducts an analysis and research into the typical structure of
honeycomb paperboard packaging and pallets, its testing and experiment methods, for the better application of
honeycomb paperboard in product packaging.
Key words: honeycomb paperboard; packaging; technology; techniques; experiments and testing

A. PACKAGING MARKET OF PAPER AND PAPERBOARD
The annual general consumption of Chinese paper and paperboard is 50 million tons, 38 kilogram for average
person. For many years, general consumption is more than general production. There are more than 6000 paper
production enterprises, amongst general sales income more than 5million RMB takes up almost 80%, the staff in
paper industry more than 0.7 million. There are almost 10 pulp and paper enterprises of more than 0.5 million
productive capability. The developing trends of paper packaging are high strength, low grammage, multiple
functions (including damp proof, keeping fresh, heat preservation, sterilization, antisepsis); developing medium
and high grade paper carton products, honeycomb paper packaging products, pulp mould packaging products
made from stalk and straw or plant fiber, to suitable for the requirement of national market and international
trade.

B. INTRODUCTION TO HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD INDUSTRY
Honeycomb paperboard as a new kind of packaging materials, is getting a further development and application
in packaging field. From 1990, part of Chinese enterprises began to introduce honeycomb paperboard production
lines from Holland, England, Germany and other countries, research and produce honeycomb paperboard pallets,
packaging cartons and buffering materials and other products. Now there are almost 20 enterprises which by
themselves develop and make honeycomb paperboard line and related honeycomb paperboard products forming
equipments, and more than 200 enterprises producing honeycomb paperboard packaging products, but their scale
and productivity are still small. At present, the maximum width of honeycomb paperboard line is 1600mm (now
some enterprises are designing max width 2200mm line), the thickness of paperboard is 10-90mm, and the
production speed is normally 8-lOmlmin (some achieves 8-l5m1min). The face and core layer are made of kraft
carton paperboard, corrugated origin, reproduced kraft and tea paperboard. The adhesive are mainly from
Polyvinyl adhesive, one kind of hydrophilic cold adhesive which isn't poisonous and needs no heating. Such
types of honeycomb paperboard products are as packaging carton, pallet, buffering pad, edge preservation, angle
preservation, clapboard and so on.

C. MARKET REQUIREMENT OF HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD PACKING
PRODUCTS

Because of good buffering performance, high plane pressing strength and static bending strength, light weight
and convenient for recycling, it is gradually used to transportation packaging of industrial products in China.
According to the developing plan of large national enterprises such as Haier, Sichuan Changhong etc,
honeycomb paperboard products are applied instead of rackaging materials of original EPS foam plastic etc, it is
forecasted annual requirement more than 60 million m . Some large household electric equipment producers of
China Guangdong, such as Kelong, Zhigao etc, have began to use little amount of honeycomb paperboard
packaging materials, the potential annual requirement is more than 0.2 billion m2

• The comparison of
characteristics between honeycomb paperboard and corrugated paperboard is shown in table I.



a e omparlson 0 c aracterlstics etween oneycom an corrugate paper oar
Item Honeycomb paperboard Corrugated paperboard
structure 30pcs hexagon gridsl300mm 35pcs A-type arrisesl300mm.,•... height (mm) 4.5 4.5(A-type)0u materials consumption I: 1.22(form ratio) I: 1.53(shrink ratio)•....,

Glue-smearing more than corrugated less than honeycomb~
0.. type limited multiple

flat compression strength good bad
"0 buffering strong absorbing of punching good absorbing of vibration~
0 low speed of dimension change strong restoring of spring.0•...

static bending higher than corrugated lower than honeycomb.,
~ surface horizon just good just bad0-

print damage loss less influence more influence

c making and forming technology similar similar
~ production efficiency lower higher
u

'f bIle f h b h b d d b d

D. CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD
Through experiments and the data analysis, it shows that because of different materials structures, honeycomb
paperboard and corrugated paperboard has a big difference on performance, and they have own specialty and
different usages. Through research, firstly honeycomb paperboard was tested according to the testing items and
testing ways used for corrugated paperboard. By comparing the data., we concluded the own regularity of
honeycomb paperboard, the characteristics of anti-bursting, anti-folding, puncture performance etc, were not
distinct, meanwhile the testing apparatus used for corrugated paperboard were not suitable for the testing of
honeycomb paperboard. So the own characteristics of honeycomb paperboard are the key elements to impact the
quality, such as: aperture ratio, volume weight, glue-smearing, solidification, static bending strength and high
plane pressing strength which should be considered as key technical and controlling data. By comparing
honeycomb and corrugated paperboard with the same thickness, honeycomb saves more materials than
corrugated.
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1. APERTURE RATIO
Theoretically, honeycomb aperture ratio ( the ratio between aperture distance a and inner ring diameter d );hould
be i=a / d=1. The more approach to I the aperture ratio is, the more uniformity paper core stretches and
paperboard strength is. So honeycomb aperture ratio is a criterion of measurement of honeycomb paperboard
production. But the aperture ratio is normally less than Ibecause of the limitation of production technology
actually. To ensure the structure strength of honeycomb paperboard, the stretching strength of paper core should
be enough to guarantee the inner diameter maximum of honeycomb. It is also to say that the aperture ratio
arrives I.

2. VOLUME WEIGHT
Because it is very difficult to get aperture ratio by non-damage experiment, the volume weight concept is
introduced. It is also to say that honeycomb paperboard's weight per cubic centimeter, g/cm3

• Volume weight
shows density of honeycomb paperboard, which is an important parameter using density index standardizing
structure and controlling glue sizing. Normally, big volume weight shows a big density of honeycomb
paperboard, then a little aperture ratio, which shows that paper core stretch uneven, paperboard strength also
uneven. On the contrary, little volume weight shows little density, a big aperture ratio, paper core stretch
uniformly, also paperboard strength uniform. Experiments show that with the same materials making honeycomb
paperboard, as the edge same, with the increase of thickness, paperboard volume weight decreases; as the
thickness same, with the increase of edge, the volume weight decreases. The volume weight also is related with
the materials grammage and adhesive amount. See Fig. I and Picture I.

thickness (mm)

Fig. I The relation of volume weight and
thickness at honeycomb edge length 6mm

PictureI The relation of volume weight and edge length at
paperboard thickness 5mm
c-edgelength,mm; t-thickncss,mm; d-innerriogdiarneta;mm.d=3c
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3. STATIC BENDING STRENGTH
The static bending strength means in the limitation honeycomb paperboard arrives, the bending resistance per
unit bending width. Experiments prove that the static bending strength of honeycomb paperboard decreases
slowly with the increase of edge length and sharply increases with the increase of paperboard thickness. By
comparing with corrugated paperboard, as the same thickness, the static bending strength of honeycomb
paperboard is higher than that of corrugated paperboard.

4. FLAT COMPRESSION STRENGTH
By comparing with the same thickness corrugated paperboard, the flat compression strength of honeycomb
paperboard is twice more than that of corrugated paperboard. Experiments prove that the flat compression
strength of honeycomb paperboard decreases with the increase of edge, and decreases with the increase of
paperboard thickness. Because the flat compression strength and the static bending strength of honeycomb
paperboard are higher, paperboard's structure is stable after pressed. The relation of flat compression strength
and thickness and edge length of honeycomb paperboard can be shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Fig.2 The relation of flat compression strength and
thickness of honeycomb paperboard at edge 6mm

edge length (mm)

Fig.3 The relation of flat compression strength and
edge length, honeycomb paperboard at thickness 5mm

E. FORNUNGTECHNOLOGYOFHONEYCOMBPAPERBOARDPRODUCTS
Take an example of honeycomb paperboard carton.
Honeycomb paperboard carton can be formed by folding, connecting and pasting it etc. For connection and
pasting ways and some others, the technology is worse than folding way. For folding forming (cutting, pressing,
folding, forming treatment, gluing, adhesion), the comprehensive performance is better and flexible for the
reality of mechanization. But because of the technology difference from corrugated carton, and no matured
forming technology and equipments, its application and development is limited in China.
Experiments show that besides the structure, size, thickness and materials of honeycomb paperboard carton, the
forming ways, the press angle and mark depth influence the quality of carton meanwhile. In China, kraft
paperboard or angle preservation is applied to storage the honeycomb paperboard. Press angle means the half
pyramidal angle of the edge of pressing wheel, and the bigger the angle is, the less the damage of paperboard
face. As long as the paperboard face is not damaged when pressed, the press depth influences not much on the
shape change and paperboard strength after forming.

F. TFSfMETHOD FOR PACKING PRODUCTS OF HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD
1. HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD CARTON
The test items and method of honeycomb paperboard properties are showed in the Table 2.

Table 2 Items and method of property test for honeycomb paperboard

Item and Method
The weight of contents (kg)

<100 100-500 >500
Pilingtest ..J ..J ..J[ I]

Pressure test (empty box) ..J +
Falling off test ..J ..J[I] ..J[ 1]

Roll test + +
Hoist test +[1] +[1]
Vibration test + +
Turnover test + +
Spraying test + + +

High temperature and humidity test +[2] +[2] +[2]
Note: 1, The items marked with"..J" must be tested, and items with" + "are optional.

2, To test according to the stipulation ofGB Standard, where, [1] should accord with the
stipulation of the test standards for large transportation packing and [2] for the damp proof packing.
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2. PALLETS OF HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD
(a) PRESSURE TEST
The honeycomb paperboard is tested by the pressure test machine, or the piled yards test as a substitute, the
overloaded distortion value Y is not beyond 4mm measured under the load of equivalent 0.25R. During the
discharge, the variation ofY value should be less than 1.5mm and can rebound within 1h.

(b) IMPACT AND VIBRATION TEST
Through angle and edge impact caused by falling off, the angles and edges of pallets endured the impact at least
once. The vibration test is done using pallet cargo with the frequency conversion or definite frequency sine
vibration test machine. The parameters of vibration test are shown in Table 3.

Frequency range of scanning (Hz) Maximum acceleration (g) Vibration duration (min)

0.25±0.lg 15

3·100 O.5±O.lg 10
0.75±0.lg 5

Table 3 Parameters of vibration test

(c) DIAGONAL RIGIDITY TEST
Being tested with the vertical impact falling test machine, falling height of the angle of pallet is IOOOmm.The
same angle falls off three times. Maximum variation of Diagonal Y value measured is not beyond O.04Y. Then
count the average value after testing three pallets respectively.

G. TEST OF PACKING PRODUCTS OF HONEYCOMB PAPERBOARD
Take the honeycomb paperboard carton as an example.
1. MATERIAL CHECKING UP
The contents and checking up method are shown in Table 4.

ab e est Items, contents and methods 0 oneycom paperboar materIa s.
Test item Test content Method

Paper core, upper paper, cohesive According to OB Standard
reagent

Damp proof property According to the contract

Density
Density of paperboard should be BB Standard
uniform with the difference of ± 10%

Static bending strength More than the stipulation of BB Standard ISO Standard
Plane pressure strength OB Standard

Moisture rate Moisture rate of paperboard is (14±4)% OB Standard
specification tolerance OB Standard

<IOmm ±0.5mm (Thickness means the
Thickness 10---20 mm ±Imm distance between the

21-50 mm ±2mm upper and lower layer of

>50mm ±3mm paperboard. )

2. APPEARANCE CHECKING UP
The contents and method to be checked are shown in Table 5.

~ bl 5li da e est Items, contents and methods for appearance of honeycomb paperboar
Test item Test contents Method

Marks OB Standard

Carton body
Be square, surface levels off; outside is clean, no
obvious dirt
No lack of the material, holes, cockle and penetrated

paste glue of the carton panel allowed; The sum of unglued eyeballing
parts is less than 20cm2 per square meter.

press of carton body and wrapped Uniform impress depth, curled line placed in the
comer middle, no fracture

folded comer link of carton body
Smooth cutting at the folded comer, cut precisely,
stick the wrapped comer tightly.
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After five times' of to -and -fro opening and closing Open and closeFold endurance of shaking cap of the cover at the angle of 180°,there should be no manually
cracks in the face paper and inner paper.

Carton type Margin of length, width and height (mrn)

+4 Measured with

Inner
small -3 special inner

size +5
diameter ruler

medium orcomrnon
-4 steel tapeline

large +6
-4

Note: Small type: the sum oflength, width and height inside the carton is less than 10oomrn;
Medium type: That is between 1000mrnand 2oo0mrn; Large type: More than 2oo0mm.

3. PROPERTY TEST
The property tests of the carton include piling yard test, pressure test (empty box) ,falling off test, roll test,
vibration test, and so on. Another consideration is the related tests for the cartons with large size, damp proof
capability and special type, such as sling test, turn over test, damp proof property test, etc seen as Table 2.

R DEVELOPMENfOFPACKINGTECHNOLOGYOFHONEYffiMBPAPERBOARD
At present, China is being faced with the great environmental pressure. What the packing caused is the "white
pollution", "over-package", "wood cutting and logging" etc. Environmental problem has been the global topic
for discussion. Honeycomb paperboard as a new structured packing material can partially take the place for
plastic buffering materials and wooden packing materials, which is beneficial to the environment protection and
the reasonable using of the resources ofChina.
In China, the standardization of honeycomb paperboard and its packing products has been taken much
attachment by the related of the packing line. Now GB and HB standards enacted are as follows: Packaging
materia/- Honeycomb fibreboard, Honeycomb Fibreboard Production Line, Inspection Code for Honeycomb
fibreboard boxes, Paper flat pallets. These criterions are suitable to honeycomb paperboard material and
machining equipment, the design, production and quality test of honeycomb paperboard packing goods and so
on.
Honeycomb paperboard packing products has its own advantages, but some technical problems that need to be
resolved also exist. In the development of the packing technology of honeycomb paperboard, China is
strengthening the development and the study on the rationalized packing solutions of market application, such as
equipment manufacturing technology, especially those of molding machines after packing the products and test
instruments of material properties, the systematized study and application of typical structure design and
techniques, the further improvement on production technique of honeycomb paperboard carton, pallets and the
others, broadening and establishing the international technical communication and cooperation and so on.
In China, the future market for the packaging of honeycomb products will be developed much better and quickly.
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The Effect of Modified Atmosphere Packaging on Aroma and Sensory
Quality of Honeoye and Korona Strawberries.

Tim Nielsen

ABSTRACT

Strawberries (cultivars Honeoye and Korona) were stored in perforated polypropylene bags at 5 °Cfor
10 days. Modified atmospheres were developed inside the packagings due to the respiration of the produce. Two
different packaging materials and two different initial gas compositions were studied Unpackaged strawberries
were used as a reference. The aroma profile of Honeoye strawberries was not affected by storage in modified
atmospheres. In Korona fruits, on the other hand, there was a considerable increase in ethyl acetate levels,
indicating unwanted metabolism caused by the altered gas composition. The production of potential off-odors
was, however, not possible to distinguish in the sensory analyses of the strawberries. There were indications,
though, that the volatiles accumulated in the heads pace of the Korona packages caused an unpleasant smell as
the bags were opened Packaged strawberries retained their colour and lustre much better than the unpackaged
samples. There were no differences between strawberries kept in the two different packaging materials. The
results indicated that storage in modified atmosphere (11-14% 0] and 9-12% CO:z) can be used to maintain the
quality of Honeoye and Korona strawberries for a longer time than if kept in air in open containers.

INTRODUCTION

Strawberries have a very short shelf life, the length of which is depending on the cultivar, degree of ripeness,
harvesting conditions, handling and storage. The limiting factors regarding the shelf life of strawberries are a
combination of appearance, taste, texture and microbial growth. Within the berry industry there is a strong wish
to be able to retain the quality on the original level over a longer period. Presently, strawberries in Sweden are
almost exclusively sold in open containers, i.e. the product is kept in air. A closed packaging could be used in
order to provide the berries with more suitable surroundings and thereby prolonging shelf life. As a result of
produce respiration, matching of the film permeability to the commodity characteristics can result in the passive
evolution of an appropriate atmosphere within a sealed package. I Most investigations of modified atmosphere
storage of strawberries have indicated that such treatment extends the shelf life as regards the appearance and
textural quality, but its effect on the flavor characteristics is not as well documented.2-

3 The objective of the
present study was to elucidate how the two most important strawberry cultivars grown in Sweden, Honeoye and
Korona, responded to storage in different atmospheres, considering a number of quality parameters, with special
attention being paid to the flavor of the product.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Raw material

Strawberries were harvested and immediately cooled to 2 dc. The strawberries were sorted to eliminate unripe
and overripe berries as well as any samples with obvious defects.

Packaging material

Two different oriented polypropylene bags were used in the study. The bags had been laser treated to provide
small holes, facilitating gas exchange between the packaging and the atmosphere. Amcor Flexibles, Ledbury,
England supplied the bags with the trade names P-Plus 35 PA 90 and P-Plus 35 PA 190, the latter having more
holes and, thus, being more permeable. The sealed bags had the dimensions 30 x 25 cm and the headspace
volume inside the packagings was approximately 1.6 L.



Experimental design

15 strawberries, approximately 250 g, were accurately weighed and placed in one layer in polypropylene trays.
The trays were then inserted into the polypropylene bags described above. The bags were either heat-sealed
immediately or flushed with a gas mixture prior to sealing. Samples that were not placed in a bag were also
prepared, i.e. they were kept in open trays. The different packagings are described in Table I. Honeoye
strawberries were subjected to packaging conditions A, C, and E, while the Korona cultivar were stored in all
five packaging types, A, B, C, 0, and E. The samples were placed in a storage room at 5 DC and 75% relative
humidity for 10 days.

Table 1. Packaging conditions used in the study.

sample packa2in2 material initial_g_as com_l!_osition
A P-Plus 35 PA 90 air, i.e. 20.9% O2 + 0% CO2

B P-Plus 35 PA 90 9.5% O2 + 10.9% CO2

C P-Plus 35 PA 190 air, i.e. 20.9% O2+ 0% CO2

0 P-Plus 35 PA 190 14.2% O2 + 5.0% CO2

E none air, i.e. 20.9% O2 + 0% CO2

Atmospheric composition

The concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide inside the packagings were monitored during storage.

Aroma analyses

Volatile compounds were collected from strawberries stored under the different packaging conditions on day 0, 3,
and 7. Samples were taken from two packages of each packaging condition. The strawberries were divided into
quarters and placed in 500 mL glass bottles that were sealed, 100 g going into each bottle. Each sample was
allowed to equilibrate for 30 minutes at 35 DC. Subsequently 1000 mL of helium was fed through the bottle at a
rate of 40 mLimin, and allowed to pass a Tenax trap where the volatiles were trapped. They were subsequently
analysed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.

The aroma compounds accumulated in the packages during storage were analysed on day 7. Samples were taken
by withdrawing 100 mL from the headspace by a syringe and trap the volatiles on a Tenax trap prior to analysis.

In order to identify and characterize the aroma compounds of the greatest importance to the flavor of
strawberries, samples that were freshly harvested as well as those stored for three days were evaluated using gas
chromatography-olfactometry. The assessor was instructed to describe the odor and odor intensity of each
substance detected. The result was an aromagram used to select the impact compounds of strawberry aroma.

Sensory evaluation

A quantitative descriptive analysis was used to evaluate the sensory properties of strawberry. The analyses were
performed by an external, analytical panel consisting of 8 assessors. The panel members were trained to evaluate
smell, flavor, taste and texture attributes as well as the appearance of strawberries. Furthermore, 3 persons
smelled the headspace that had developed inside the packagings and that was released upon opening.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Atmospheric composition

There were no significant differences in the obtained gas levels for the two cultivars, i.e. Honeoye and Korona
exhibited similar respiration patterns, therefore results are only presented for the Korona variety. In samples B
and 0 a gas mixture was introduced into the bags prior to sealing, while samples A and C contained air initially.
During the storage period of 10 days the produce respiration resulted in a modification of the internal
atmospheres, see Fig. I. According to the manufacturer, the packaging material used for samples C and 0 was
roughly 4 times more permeable to oxygen than the material used for samples A and B. However, there were
only minor differences in the atmospheric conditions developed inside the bags. In sample B the oxygen levels
increased slightly to 12.4% after 10 days while the carbon dioxide remained almost constant throughout the
storage period. In sample 0, on the other hand, the oxygen concentrations remained around 14% during storage
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while the CO2 level steadily increased until it had been doubled to 10% after 10 days. The atmospheric
compositions that were obtained in the study were well within the ranges that are recommended for strawberry
storage that can be found in the literature.

Korona

25 ,--------------------------------------------------------------------,

20 ~------------------------------------------------------------------~

I ..
10 I---~~~ --- ....~
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0"
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days

8 10

-+- oxygen A - carbon dioxide A
____ carbon dioxide C --+- oxygen D
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- carbon dioxide D -- oxygen E carbon dioxide E

Figure 1. Gas composition in packages containing Korona strawberries.

Aroma analyses

Approximately 50 volatile substances were identified in the strawberries. By using olfactometry it was possible
to determine the odor intensity and the charactersitic of the odor of each aroma substance. On the basis of the
results from these studies selections ofthe most prominent odorous compounds for each variety were made. The
selected substances were quantified during storage in the different packaging conditions. The production of one
substance - ethyl acetate - known to be the result of fermentative metabolism, which might occur in produce kept
in unfavourable atmospheres, was also followed during storage. The results from the analyses of Honeoye are
displayed in Table 2. There were only minor changes of the aroma composition in Honeoye strawberries during
storage. Ethyl acetate remained at a low level throughout storage. Any difference between the different
packaging conditions could not be observed.

Korona strawberries reacted to modified atmosphere storage in a different manner, as can be seen in Table 3.
The amounts of most aroma compounds were considerably higher in Korona than in Honeoye. This finding was
well in accordance with the general opinion that Korona is the tastier of the two cultivars. During storage the
levels of some of the selected substances, for example the two esters ethyl butyrate and butyl butyrate, increased
to a large extent. This held true both for packaged and unpackaged strawberries and is the result of the
metabolism in the fruit tissue. The most interesting finding, however, was the production of ethyl acetate in the
packaged samples. The increase of ethyl acetate in unpackaged products was minor while the amounts increased
almost hundred-fold in sample B after 7 days. In samples Band D - where the initial gas composition was
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modified from the time of packaging - the ethyl acetate levels had risen to approximately 20 times its original
value already after 3 days of storage, while the levels in samples A and C - initially containing air - were much
lower. This indicated that the modified atmosphere affected the aroma production in an unwanted manner.

Table 2. Amount of selected volatiles (expressed as pg/liter headspace over lOa g sample) in Honeoye
strawberries.

day 0 day 3 day 7
packa2in2 condition packa2in2 condition

aroma substance A C E A C E
ethyl acetate 0.26 0.78 0.60 0.65 1.4 1.1 0.67
methyl butyrate 0.46 0.99 1.3 1.0 0.67 1.6 0.35
dimethyl disulfide 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.12 0.06 0.02
ethyl butyrate 0.18 0.43 0.57 0.32 0.25 0.18 0.28
butyl acetate 1.6 4.7 6.5 5.8 5.0 4.6 5.3
2-hexenal 0.12 0.16 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.09
heptanone 0.31 0.85 0.95 0.74 1.2 0.88 0.71
b~ butyrate 0.19 0.16 0.32 0.24 0.07 0.07 0.08
ethyl hexanoate 0.25 0.22 0.32 0.28 0.23 0.11 0.26
hexyl acetate 13 14 14 19 15 14 14

Table 3. Amount of selected volatiles (expressed as pglliter heads pace over 100 g sample) in Korona
strawberries.

dayO day 3 day 7
packa in2 condition packa in2 condition

aroma substance A B C D E A B C D E
ethyl acetate 2.8 15 57 3.1 45 3.0 68 251 168 175 13
methyl butyrate 55 70 56 62 66 63 50 21 31 35 72
dimethyl disulfide 0.41 0.36 0.35 0.47 0.48 0.57 0.61 0.20 0.22 0.28 0.58
ethyl butyrate 8.6 56 51 30 67 45 35 160 220 131 138
bu!y1 acetate 2.1 6.6 4.5 5.5 II 5.3 3.3 8.0 4.8 9.2 6.2
I-methyl-ethyl butyrate 5.0 II 5.8 12 8.3 14 8.4 44 22 8.8 14
heptanone 0.41 0.53 0.25 0.59 0.42 1.0 0.26 0 0 0 0.82
methyl hexanoate 3.0 4.8 3.2 3.4 4.9 4.9 3.7 2.2 4.7 3.4 9.5
butyl butyrate 1.2 8.0 6.3 6.5 12 14 3.3 20 30 15 54
ethyl hexanoate 1.1 5.0 3.8 4.1 7.1 7.1 1.6 10 15 7.7 27
hexyI acetate 7.7 7.3 7.5 6.7 8.7 5.0 9.0 14 13 12 9.8

Sensory evaluation
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For half of the 12 studied attributes - total smell, strawberry smell, off-odor, total taste, off-taste, and juicyness -
no significant differences were observed at any sampling time. For Honeoye there were significant differences in
the appearance of strawberries kept in the different packaging conditions. The unpackaged sample, E, had a
higher value for red color, i.e. it was darker red, than samples A and C after 3 and 7 days of storage. Furthermore,
sample E had less lustre than the packaged strawberries. The only significant sensorial difference in Korona after
3 days was sample A having lower values for the attribute red color than sample E, i.e. in similarity with the
observations for Honeoye. After 7 days a few more differences were observed for Korona. Samples A and B had
more lustre than the unpackaged sample. Sample E had significantly higher values in strawberry taste and a
higher sweetness than sample B while the unpackaged samples, E, were less firm than those stored under
condition A and C. Thus, there were no differences between the different packaging conditions A, B, C, and D.
The few significant differences that were observed were exclusively found between unpackaged and packaged
strawberries. The differences were mainly in appearance but the firmness was also affected. Unpackaged
strawberries were judged to be darker red, having less lustre, and being less firm.

The two cultivars differed on some accounts. Korona had higher values for total smell, red color and sweetness
while Honeoye was considered to be more acidic and having more lustre. The largest difference between the two
varieties was, however, the considerably higher values for Korona in the attribute off-odor. The values for
Korona were roughly 30 as opposed to 5 for Honeoye on the scale from 0 to 100 that the assessors utilised.
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There were no differences in the perception of the odor assembled in the headspace of the different packagings
that was released upon opening. However, there was a difference between samples of the two varieties. In some
cases the odor in the Korona packages was described as unpleasant.

General discussion

It was apparent that packaging can be used to maintain strawberry quality on a higher level during extended
storage. The packaging material helped maintain the appearance of the fruits. However, storage in modified
atmosphere affected the aroma development in Korona strawberries. Ethyl acetate, a substance that indicates
fermentative metabolism, was produced in large amounts in packaged Korona, especially if the atmosphere was
modified from day O. This finding indicated that the altered gas composition induced the process that resulted in
accumulation of ethyl acetate in the strawberry tissue. The aroma production in Honeoye was not affected in a
similar manner. Previous studies have reported that strawberry cultivars can be divided into such that are
sensitive or insensitive to carbon dioxide exposure.4-

5 The results from the present work indicated that Korona
and Honeoye belongs to the former and latter group, respectively.

Even if the aroma profile of Korona strawberries was affected during storage, it was not altered to such an extent
that it caused significant changes with regard to the sensory attributes odor and taste, i.e. the strawberries still
tasted and smelled the same way. A negative consequence was, however, that there were some indications that
the trapped gas inside the packages that was released upon opening of Korona packages in some cases was
considered to be unpleasant.

It is not reasonable to suggest that all strawberries being sold in the future should be packaged, not even the
cultivars responding well to modified atmosphere treatment, as it is hardly of any use if the produce is sold
within a day after harvest. Packaging of strawberries might, however, be a very attractive alternative for
producers that for some reason are in need of a few more days shelf life, for example to facilitate longer
transportation in order to expand the market, or to minimise the costly picking at weekends that many producers
experience.

CONCLUSIONS

Strawberries kept in modified atmosphere maintained their appearance better than those that were unpackaged.

The fear that the altered atmosphere might disturb the aroma profile was unfounded for strawberries of the
Honeoye variety.

Korona strawberries produced considerable amounts of ethyl acetate during storage. This did, however, not
affect the smell and taste of the product, but an odor that could be described as mildly unpleasant developed
inside the packaging and was released upon opening.

Packaging of strawberries is a viable alternative if there is a desire to extend their shelf life. However, it is
essential to ensure that the cultivar in question responds well to modified atmosphere storage as it is evident that
there can be large differences between cultivars, especially as regards the aroma development.
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ABSTRACT

The recent advances in the manufacture of honeycomb paperboards and the interest in their applications as

cores for sandwich structures impels a more accurately buckling analysis of honeycombs. In this paper,

employing the Compression-bending coupling stability theory of beam-column, we analyze the buckling

behavior of honeycombs subject to in-plane biaxial loading; the critical loading expressions of two different

buckling-morphologies are derived for general cell geometry, under different loading cases. The effect of size

and material properties of honeycombs to critical load are discussed

Key words: Honeycombs; Buckling; Morphology transition

1. INTRODUCTION

Cellular solids (especially honeycombs), as a mimicking structures of natural honeycombs (as shown in

Fig. I) and their composites are finding an extensive range of engineering applications, such as sandwich panels

in lightweight structures, due to their unique property of high porosity, providing high mechanical properties and

good thermal resistance relative to their low density. In modem industry, manufactured cellular materials are

increasingly used to make light and stiff structures or structures that need to absorb energy during their service

lifetime.

Honeycombs have abundant mechanical behaviors because of their porosity. Even though subjected to

uniform compression, the deformation and stress state will be highly non-uniform. As a result, there would be

various deformation and failure formation, such as plastic collapse, brittle rupture and elastic buckling etc. The

mechanical properties of cellular materials were initially studied by Gent and Thomas (1963) [I]. Assuming the

cross-sections of cell edge being uniform and constant throughout the microstructure of hexagonal honeycombs,

Gibson et al. (1997) proposed a cell-edge bending model to calculate in-plane Young's modules and Poisson's

ratio of perfect hexagonal honeycombs for loading in two orthogonal directions [2]. They identified the buckling

and plastic collapse mechanics and derived equations for the collapse stresses for perfect hexagonal honeycombs,

namely, the length and the thickness of the vertical cell edges equal to those of the inclined ones (viz. H = L, tv =

t; in Fig. 2). Chung and Waas (2002) investigated the compressive response of honeycombs under in-plane
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uniaxial static and dynamic loading by experiments and FEM simulations [3,4]. Gibson et al. (1989) brought

forward a theoretical analysis about the plastic collapse and brittle rupture of honeycombs and foams under

multiaxial loading [5]. Triantafillou et al. (1989) experimentally validated the theoretical model and

unexpectedly found two different buckling morphologies corresponding to quite different critical loadings [6].

Additionally, Okumura et al. (2005) applied a two-scale theory of the up-dated Lagrangian type to analyze the

microscopic buckling of elastic square honeycombs subject to in-plane compression [7]. Yang et al. (2004, 2005)

presented a numerical analysis for the stiffness and strength of regular hexagonal honeycombs with non-uniform

cell edges and discussed the effects of solid distribution in cell edges on the biaxial elastic buckling strength of

regular hexagonal honeycombs [8, 9].

Fig. 1 Natural honeycombs of a bee. Fig. 2 The cell shaper and size of a honeycomb.

Previous theoretical and experimental investigations about the mechanical properties of honeycombs

usually were limited to the uniaxial loading cases, or regular honeycombs. In the practical engineering

applications, optimal cell shapes are desired for special loading to reduce the weight of the cellular solids as

much as possible. In the present paper, the critical loading expressions of two different buckling morphologies

are derived for general cell geometry, under different loading cases.

2. CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENT BUCKLING MORPHOLOGIES

The undeformed cell shape and size of a honeycomb are shown in Fig. 2. Here, H and Iv are the length and

thickness of the vertical cell edge, respectively; L, Ii and () are the length, thickness and inclined angle of the

inclined cell edge. The experimental results of Triantafillou et al. (1989) [6] shows that, the compressive

stress-strain curve for elastomeric honeycombs has a distinct plateau, which is caused by elastic buckling of the

cell edges. Subjected to biaxial compressive stresses (schematically illustrated in Fig. 3), the honeycombs would

have not less than two buckling morphologies as shown in Fig. 6 and 8.

Fig.3 Illustration of biaxial loading. Fig. 4 Forces and moments on cell edges.
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When 0-; 0 0-;, buckling will not appear; the first buckling morphology will appear when 0-; 0 0-;; and the

second one will appear when 0-;:::::: 0-; • The primary difference between the two buckling morphologies comes

from the different deformation mechanism of the vertical cell edges; the vertical cell edges deform

asymmetrically in the first buckling morphology while symmetrically in the second one. The analysis in the

present paper will focus on the critical condition for transition of the two buckling morphologies.

I
'y

Fig.5 Beam-column subjected to compression and bending moment at both ends.

The force diagram of a repeating unit of honeycomb is shown in Fig. 4. During the deformation process, the

cell edges can be assumed to be beam-column subjected to compression and bending at both ends (illustrated in

Fig.5). According to the elastic stability theory of beam-column [I 0], the angles of rotation at each end can be

expressed as :

-¢A = 2~/U(2Iu - tan
l
2JMA + 2~/U(2~ - sin12JMB'

-tPB = 2;/U(~U - sin
l
2u)MA + 2;/U(2

I
U - ta~2U)MB'

where E is the elastic modulus; I = f/12 is the inertia moment of a cell edge with unit wideness;

U = ~p[2 I( 4E/) . The moment and rotation angle are assumed to be positive when they are counterclockwise.

(1)

2.1 Thefirst elastic buckling morphology

According to the experiment result [6] (shown in Fig. 6), the feature of the first buckling morphologies is

that all vertical cell edges of the honeycomb deform anti-symmetrically with respect to the midpoint D, and the

endpoint of all cell edges have identical rotation angle ¢ and identical lateral displacements ~v (schematically

illustrated in Fig. 7).

Fig. 6 The first elastic buckling morphologyl61. Fig. 7 The schematic deformation of a repeating
unit in the first elastic buckling morphology.

Based on Eq. (1) and the antisymmetric deformation of vertical cell edges of the honeycomb, the

relationship of endpoint rotations and bending moments of cell edges OA, DB, DC (shown in FigA) can be

obtained. Herein, the equilibrium equations of joint 0 and each edge can be derived as
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(2)

in which,

H 6a;Lcos(}
U=-

y Iy Ely

L 3[a; L(H/L + sin (})cos () + a;Lsin ()cos ()]

Ii Ell
(3 )

and the axial forces POA and POB can be obtained by integration on a periodic repeating unit as follows

POA =2a;Lcos(}, POB =a;(H+Lsin(})cos(}+a;Lsin(}cos(}.

The existence of a nontrivial buckling morphology requires the vanishing of the determinant of coefficient

matrix with respect to MOA, MOB, and Moe in Eq. (2), which leading to the critical condition for the first buckling

morphology of general honeycombs under biaxial loading as follows

(:yi )
3/2 •

2[a] (HI L+ sin ()) + a; sin ()]
a2

(4)

2.2 The second elastic buckling morphology

According to the experiment result [6] (shown in Fig. 8), it is evident that, in the second buckling

morphology, the deformation of all vertical cell edges is longitudinally symmetric with respect to the midpoint,

and laterally symmetric with respect to the undeformed vertical cell edges. The forces and deformation of a

repeating unit of honeycomb in the second elastic buckling morphology are shown in FigA and Fig.9,

respectively. The endpoints of vertical cell edges have no lateral displacements, and identical magnitudes of

Fig. 8 The second elastic buckling morphology.
Fig.9 The schematic deformation of a repeating unit in

the second elastic buckling morphology.

The critical condition for the second buckling morphology of general honeycombs under biaxial loading as

can be obtained with the analogous method and process in section 2.1 as follows
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()
3/2. •!J_ 2[0")(H / L + si~ 0) + 0"2sin OJ

tv 0"2

{ ( )
3/2 . .} {( )3/2+tan 2 ~. 3[0") (H/L+sinO)C;sO+0"2sinOcosOJ tan-) ~ 1

From Eq. (4) and (5), it is noted that the critical stress 0"; and 0"; are dependent on the elastic constant E of

the cell edge material, as well as the geometrical parameters of the general honeycombs such as the ratio of

vertical cell-edge thickness to inclined cell-edge thickness, inclined angle and the ratio of vertical cell-edge

length to horizontal cell-edge length, etc. In the following sections, the effects of these parameters on the critical

conditions for the elastic buckling of general honeycombs will be discussed in detail.

3. Numerical results and discussion

3.1 Regular hexagonal honeycombs

To check the validity and accuracy of the analytical results, the elastic buckling of regular hexagonal

honeycombs with uniform-thickness cell edges under biaxial compression are first analyzed and compared to the

theoretical and experimental results provided by Gibson and Ashby [2]. For the first elastic buckling morphology

of regular hexagonal honeycombs with uniform-thickness cell edges subjected to biaxial loading (viz. H = L, tv =
ti = t, ()= 30°), the critical loading expression Eq. (4) can be reduced to be

3",~;,,;-tan{H~ r 3J3(3i" M;) }tan{(~ rJ3~"lo (6)

And for the second elastic buckling morphology of regular hexagonal honeycombs with uniform-thickness cell

edges subjected to biaxial loading, the critical loading expression Eq. (5) can be re-expressed as

3",~;,,;+tan{(~r3J3(3i" +,,;) } tan ,{(~rJ3~"lo (7)

When 0"; = 0, the first buckling morphology will appear, and the corresponding critical loading of regular

honeycombs subjected to uniaxial compression can be obtained as

(8)

which is consistent with the theoretical and experimental results provided by Gibson and Ashby [2].

3.2 Effect of cell-edge-thickness
When H = L, ()= 30°, Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) will be reduced to be

. . {( )3/2 r;; • .} {( )3/2 ( )3/2 !¥.}30") :0"2 -tan _!_ L 3v3(30") +0"2) tan L !.L 3v30"2 =0,
0"2 2 ti E ti tv E (9)

(10)

from which, the effects of cell-edge-thickness on the critical loading for elastic buckling of honeycombs are

plotted in Fig.10 with tjtj = 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, respectively. In the figures, the biaxial elastic buckling loading of

general hexagonal honeycombs with various ratio of vertical cell-edge thickness to inclined cell-edge thickness
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are normalized by the critical loading (a2')cr for uniaxial elastic buckling of regular hexagonal honeycombs with

same cell-edge length and inclined angle. It is noted that, the elastic buckling morphology of general

honeycombs with various cell-edge thickness depends on the biaxial loading state, al' and a2·. And the elastic

buckling morphology switches from the first morphology to the second morphology at the condition of al' '" a2'

as the compressive stress a2' is decreased gradually. From Fig. 10, it is seen that tensile stress al' in direction XI

can restrain the honeycombs from buckling; while compressive stress al' can promote the honeycombs from

buckling. The critical loading becomes higher as the vertical cell-edge thickness increases.
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Fig. 10 The effects of cell-edge-thickoess on critical
elastic buckling loading.
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Fig.11 The effects of inclined angle on critical elastic
buckling loading.

3.3 Effect of inclined angle
When H = L, Iv = Ii, Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) will be re-expressed as follows

2[0'; (I + sin () + a; sin ()]

( 11 )

2[0'; (I + sin () + a; sin ()]

(12)

{ [ )

3'2

+tan 2 ~

The effects of various inclined angles on the critical loading for elastic buckling of honeycombs are plotted in

Fig.11 with ()= 15°, 30°, 45°, respectively. It is noted that, in Fig. II, the critical loadings for the first buckling

morphology become larger as the inclined angle increases, while the tendency is not true for the second buckling

morphology.

3.4 Effect of cell-edge-Iength
When tv = ti = t , ()= 30°, EqA and Eq.5 will be reduced to be
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U:(2H1t)+U; -tan{H~r 3.J3[(U:(2~L+J)+u;1 }tan{(~r~J3~; }=o,

U:(2H/~t)+u; +tan{(~r 3.J3[U:(2H~L+J)+U;1}tan-'{(~r~J3~U; }=o.

(13 )

(14 )

The effects of various ratios of vertical cell-edge length to inclined cell-edge length on the critical loading for
elastic buckling of honeycombs are plotted in Fig.12 with HIL = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, respectively. It is noted that the
critical loadings for the both buckling morphologies become lower as the ratio HIL increases.
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Fig. 12 The effects of cell-edge-Ieogth 00 critical elastic buckling loading.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The biaxial elastic buckling strengths of general hexagonal honeycombs with various geometrical

parameters such as the ratio of vertical cell-edge thickness to inclined cell-edge thickness, inclined angle and the
ratio of vertical cell-edge length to horizontal cell-edge length, etc. are analyzed in the present paper in detail.
The analytical results indicate that the biaxial buckling strengths of general hexagonal honeycombs are
significantly affected by biaxial stress state and geometrical parameters of cell structures of honeycombs. The
first elastic buckling morphology is more likely to occurs if cr2° 2crlo while the second elastic buckling
morphology is more likely to occurs if cr2° ~Io. And the two buckling morphologies switch from the first
morphology to the second morphology at the condition of crlo "'KJ2°. In addition, the geometrical parameters of
cell-edge in honeycombs can also strongly affect the critical conditions and morphology transition for biaxial
elastic buckling of general hexagonal honeycombs.

The biaxial elastic buckling of general hexagonal honeycombs, as an important failure mechanism, has been
an interesting issue in material science and engineering for a long time. The theoretical results proposed in this
paper can provide some direction for manufacture and utilizations of honeycombs according to their major
loadings during their service lifetime.
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ABSTRACT

A method to measure the antioxidant capability of active packagings for food use has been developed
The method consists of an on-line gas-phase hydroxyl photoreactor from which the generated enriched oxidant
atmosphere is passed through polyethylene-based bags containing natural essential oils (rosemary, ginger,
propolis, cinnamon, oregano, clove and citronella) as active ingredients made by an innovative procedure
protected by a European Patent. At the end of the experimental set-up salicylic acid aqueous solutions are used
as hydroxyl scavenger giving 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid as major oxidation product. Antioxidant capability is
measured by comparison of the hydroxylation rate of blank polyethylene bags with respect to the active ones.
Analytical determination of both remaining salicylic acid and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid is performed by
reversed-phase HPLC with fluorescence detection, which allows detection limit as low as 6 nM Results about
the antioxidant capability of active packagings as well as analytical characteristics are shown and discussed

INTRODUCTION

Active food packagings with antioxidant properties are one of the most promlsmg preservation
possibilities nowadays for fresh products. Besides packages completely made with synthetic raw materials, new
formulations including natural antioxidant products (mainly essential oils used for decades to increase the shelf
life of food) [1], are preferred due to their intrinsic lower health risk for consumers. However, the establishment
of their antioxidant capability is very difficult, because a multistep procedure involving the oxidation process
(initiated by the presence ofOH· and o· radicals) and a final quantitative measurement are required.

OH· exists in the atmosphere at very low concentration (0.04 pg g-I air, approx. ]06 molecules cm-3 air),
with a very short half-life [2], so a detection limit of 0.04 pg g-I air would be necessary, with sampling periods
of more than 10 days for each sample, which is not useful for practical purposes. One solution is to generate an
OH·-enriched atmosphere which can be placed in contact with antioxidant active packagings, then performing
the quantitative measurement. Generation of an oxidant atmosphere with a given concentration of OH· radicals
has been achieved with hydrogen peroxide, which decomposes under the action of UV radiation at 254 nm
giving very reactive species, mainly OH· radicals [3].

Radical stability is very low and the radicals readily disappear as a result of chemical reactions, so their
quantification is usually performed by indirect methods. Among these, especially for biological systems, the
most frequently used is an approach developed by Halliwell et al. [4], based on the measurement ofhydroxylated
species from salicylic acid because of the ease of analysis of the resulting compounds by HPLC with
fluorescence detection. Nevertheless, application of this method to the determination of OH· in gas phase is
relatively new [5]. After hydroxylation, oxidation products are formed, being the most important ones 2,5-
dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,5-DHB), 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,3-DHB), and catechol. In the work presented
here, only 2,5-DHB has relevance.

This paper reports a new system developed to generate, in a controlled manner, a known concentration
ofOH· radicals in the gas-phase. They are then passed through a cartridge containing the antioxidant essential oil
or a bag-shaped active packaging sample under test. Finally, OH· radicals are trapped in an aqueous solution of
salicylic acid, then converted into 2,5-DHB. The final solution is measured by HPLC with highly sensitive
fluorescence detection. The study presented here a relatively simple, cheap, and portable option for monitoring
hydroxyl radical (OH·). It is also important to confirm that essential oils are efficient radical scavengers, by
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demonstrating protection against oxidation mechanisms and the antioxidant capabilities of experimental
laboratory-made active packagings. Optimization of the device used and results obtained in the presence of
different concentrations of the essential oil as well as the active packaging antioxidant behaviour are reported
and discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sodium salicylate, salicylic acid (SA), and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,5-DHB) were from Sigma-
Aldrich. Methanol, gradient HPLC grade and hydrogen peroxide were from Scharlab. Ultrapure water was
obtained from a Milli-Q system. Rosemary, ginger, propolis, cinnamon, oregano, clove and citronella oil extracts
were supplied by Artibal. As SA and its oxidation products are light sensitive, their solutions were covered with
aluminum foil.

Plastic films intended for use in active packaging were based on ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer via
an innovative process protected by a European Patent. Bags (150 x 150 mm) were prepared by thermosealing.

OH· radical generation in the gas phase was achieved by means of the set-up described in [5]. Aerosol
was generated by means of the nebulizer of an old Perkin Elmer 370A atomic absorption spectrophotometer.
Hydrogen peroxide was fed through the capillary inlet tube connected to a Bio-Rad peristaltic pump. The
reaction chamber used to generate OHo from H202 consisted of a 300 mm x 30 mm cylindrical quartz tube. UV
radiation required for the reaction was supplied by eight 250 mm x 15 mm Philips fluorescent UV lamps, placed
axially around the quartz tube (photoreactor). SA solution was contained in 100-mL glass vials working as
Drechsler gas-washing bottles. All connections were made with PTFE tubing.

Chromatographic analysis of 2,5-DHB and SA were performed with a Waters 2795 Series HPLC
system coupled to a Waters 474 fluorescence detector operating at 324 and 448 nm for excitation and emission,
respectively. A reversed-phase column Terra CI8 was used. The isocratic mobile phase was aqueous acetate
buffer (PH 5.9) - methanol, 90: 10 (v/v); the injection volume was 20 ~L.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

It is commonly accepted that oxidation of SA (see figure I) occurs via an intermediate
hydroxycyclohexadienyl radical, because of ring activation, the positions ortho and para to the hydroxyl group
are more easily oxidized than the meta position [6].

E OH

+

HO6:OH

OH

LOH

U&
COOH

OH

+
~

+OH(g) _

SA
(au

2,J.UlB 2,5UlB

Fig. I SA hydroxylation reaction.

Different conditions affect the reaction. First, pH was studied in depth, founding that below 4.0 no
signal was obtained from 2,5-DHB, whereas maximum response was obtained at pH 4.5, which means the
reactive species is the salicylate. With respect to SA concentration the range was between 4.00x 10-6 and
1.30xlO-5 mol L-1 and the optimum SA concentration was 1.2Sx10-5 mol L-1• Photochemical reaction duration
was evaluated at 3, 6, 9, 12 and 24 h (figure 2), being 24 h finally selected for optimum sensitivity and
reproducibility.
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Fig. 2 Hydroxylation o/SA as afunction o/time

As can be seen in figure 3, 2,5-DHB is a very fluorescent compound, which allows its determination at
very low concentration. This fact is especially important in our study, since in the atmosphere hydroxyl radicals
concentration is extremely low, and studied mechanism here implies that scavenging reaction by active
packagings occurs in gas phase. Analytical characteristics of the method are shown in table 1.

2,5-DHB SA

11me(_)

Fig. 3 HPLC -fluorescence chromatograms

Table 1 Analytical characteristics
SA 2,5-DHB

Linear dynamic range (nmol L-1)

Correlation coefficient (/)
Detection limit (nmol L-I)
Quantification limit (nmol L-1

)

6.87 X 102 - 2.20 x 104

0.999
1.50 X 101 - 1.62 X 103

0.999
6.2
15.0
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In order to detennine the most suitable essential oils for active packaging manufacturing, 0.04 g of each extract
were e~aluated for 24 h with respect to their hydroxylation compared with a blank. Results are shown in figure 4,
~here. It can be observed that clove, cinnamon perfume (fortified cinnamon) and oregano are the most efficient
OIls WIth respect to hydroxyl oxidation, with no noticeable 2,5-DHB fonnation.

ifill
Clove ._ -.

Perfurre CiYlarrcn •._
Oregano II ••

~ Ci'lnarrcn • --.
~<: ••• Rosemary •.,.n

PropoIis ••
Ginger .-

Citronela --.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Anliollidanl activity ~

Fig. 4 Antioxidant capability of studied essential oils after 24 h with respect to a blank

The three mentioned oils, as well as cinnamon (to compare its behaviour with cinnamon perfume, a
fraction enriched in volatile compounds) and ginger (as reference compound for reproducibility purposes) were
finally selected for active packaging manufacturing. One of the main advantages of the experimental set-up is
that it can be used for detennining the antioxidant capability of real commercial plastic samples, since the only
requirement is to fonn a bag-shape sample. Once prepared, active bags were subjected to 12 h hydroxylation.
Figure 5 shows the results obtained. As can be seen, analogous behaviour than pure essential oils is observed. In
this case, and due to the lower exposure time, it can be observed that some small differences are present within
the oils. It must be pointed out the high antioxidant capability of the studied packagings. According to the results
obtained, by extrapolating from a theoretical point of view, a fresh food satisfactorily stored for up to 3 days in
conventional PE-EVOH (considered as blank, antioxidant activity = 0%), would keep its organoleptic properties
for up to 25 days when stored in the clove active packaging.

Co "'rfume Qnr13mon

}
~-g
o
U.

"~~

Clove
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o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

AntioJdrtant activity (Yo}

Fig. 7 Antioxidant capability of selected active packagings after J 2 h hydroxylation

CONCLUSIONS

From this study, the main conclusions that can be pointed out are that manufactured active food
packagings are very efficient to protect foodstuffs against gas-phase hydroxyl oxidation, thus notoriously
increasing their preservation time. Several perfonnance differences have been also observed among samples,
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being the best ones those prepared with clove, oregano and cinnamon. The developed experimental set-up and
analytical method is completely satisfactory for the determination of gas-phase hydroxyl radicals generated, even
at very low concentration, and can be applied directly to real packaging plastic samples with minimum handling.
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